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ROYAL ASSENT
Tuesday, 3 September 2013

COUNCIL

Tuesday, 3 September 2013
The PRESIDENT (Hon. B. N. Atkinson) took the
chair at 2.04 p.m. and read the prayer.
The PRESIDENT — Order! I bring to the attention
of members some problems we have had with some of
the microphones. Basically if a microphone is bent too
far, the wires within it will break. I ask Mr David Davis
to raise his microphone, and I ask all members to be
careful. Ms Crozier’s microphone is bent to about the
extent to which they should be bent. If they are bent
further, the wires within them break, and the
microphones have to be completely replaced. The cost
is about $300 per microphone, so we are keen to make
sure that they are not bent too far. I ask Mr Davis to
raise his microphone a little further.

ROYAL ASSENT
Message read advising royal assent on 27 August to:
Bail Amendment Act 2013
National Parks Amendment (Leasing Powers and
Other Matters) Act 2013.
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applying the sub judice convention, and they are:
whether there is a danger of prejudicing the case if the
matter were debated in the house; the danger of
prejudice occurring versus the public interest in the
matter; whether the danger of prejudice will occur if the
case were being heard by a judge or judges or a jury;
and whether an individual’s rights would be unduly
transgressed or injured if the matter were discussed
prior to judgement.
The application of the sub judice convention is always
subject to the discretion of the Chair. The Chair, in my
view, should always have regard to the basic rights and
interests of members in being able to raise matters of
concern in the house. Regard also needs to be had to the
interests of persons who may be involved in court
proceedings and to the separation of responsibilities
between the Parliament and the courts.
I am also mindful that, as I mentioned in previous
discussions in a number of rulings on the points of
order, it would also unnecessarily affect the
proceedings of the house if the sub judice opportunity
were used by members to shut down matters that might
otherwise be pertinent to discussions in the Parliament.

RULINGS BY THE CHAIR
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Sub judice convention

Victorian Cancer Agency

The PRESIDENT — Order! I take this opportunity
to make a more formal ruling on sub judice civil
matters. Members may recall that on the last day of the
last sitting week a number of points of order were
raised with regard to matters that might have impinged
on a civil Supreme Court decision on appeal to the
Court of Appeal and whether or not they could be
raised and discussed in the house in view of the
sub judice convention. I ruled on that occasion that
whilst a final decision had not been handed down by
the Court of Appeal, I was satisfied that as the
proceedings had been concluded in terms of evidence,
submissions, witnesses et cetera there was little
likelihood that debate in this chamber would impact on
or influence the court’s final determination on the
matter as the appeal was being determined by judges
and not a jury.

Mr JENNINGS (South Eastern Metropolitan) —
My question is for the Minister for Health. In May
2012 the government decided to reduce funding to the
Victorian Cancer Agency from a four-year level of
$79 million to $59 million, being a $14.9 million
annual allocation for the program. The cancer research
community, other members of the community and I
looked out for the funding released under that program
during the course of 2012–13. We waited until 18 June
2013 before the minister announced $9.3 million of
funding for cancer research. Can the minister clarify
whether that funding is for the 2012–13 year or the
2013–14 year?

For the benefit of members I wish to again remind them
that the sub judice convention, especially in relation to
civil matters, is a restriction that the house imposes
upon itself, and it does so to prevent its deliberations
from prejudicing the courts of justice. Just because a
matter is before the court it does not necessarily follow
that every aspect of it must be sub judice. There are
four criteria which need to be considered when

Hon. D. M. DAVIS (Minister for Health) — I am
very proud to answer this question from the member
regarding the Victorian Cancer Agency, which is an
incredibly important agency. It is chaired by Professor
Bob Thomas, an eminent cancer surgeon and
researcher. The government has gone to some effort to
advertise and to bring onto the board a broader range of
people to give advice, including some corporate people
and stronger consumer representation. When we came
to government it was clear that the previous
government had not funded the cancer agency into the
forward estimates period. Indeed on 30 June last year

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE
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the money would have run out to zero. Shame on you,
Mr Jennings. There was no funding into the forward
estimates period — zero, not a zack, not a cracker. That
is what the former government left. There was nothing.
I can indicate to Mr Jennings and to the house that the
government has refreshed funding to the Victorian
Cancer Agency. The funding is now permanent in the
department’s base funding. As the member has
outlined, it is just short of $15 million per year into the
future. It is not subject to future budget bids, as the
previous government left it. It is not subject to a fall to
zero as the previous government left it, and as did the
Leader of the Opposition in the Assembly when he was
Minister for Health. There was no funding into the
future. It was zero. Old Mother Hubbard went to the
cupboard and when she got there she found it was bare!
Mr Lenders — On a point of order, President,
Mr Jennings asked the minister a question on
government administration, and the minister continues
to debate the matter. He has been the minister for
1008 long days and he is now accountable for this
agency. That is what he was asked about, and yet he
continues to debate what he believes happened more
than 1008 days ago. I ask you to direct him to stop
debating the matter.
Hon. D. M. DAVIS — On the point of order,
President, my reply is clearly pertinent and responsive
to the question. It relates to the funding of the Victorian
Cancer Agency, the government’s decision to refresh
the board of the cancer agency and directly to the failed
funding of the previous government and the refreshed
funding by this government.
Mr Jennings — On the point of order, President, the
minister’s comments are not a response to the point of
order.
An honourable member — The Minister for
Nursery Rhymes!
The PRESIDENT — Order! There may indeed be a
Mother Hubbard who has been appointed a
departmental secretary and the announcement has
simply not yet been made. There is no doubt that the
question was quite specific. The minister’s initial
response in terms of suggesting that there was not an
appropriate allocation in the forward estimates is
relevant as an answer. However, I think the minister is
debating this question now. I tend to agree that Mother
Hubbard, unless she has been appointed a departmental
secretary, does not constitute an apposite answer to the
question. I am not even sure that it is debating it. At any
rate, I hope we do not go there further.

Tuesday, 3 September 2013

Hon. D. M. DAVIS — Whilst I accept that my use
of a nursery rhyme was colourful, it drew attention to a
very serious point, which is that the previous
government did not leave ongoing funding for the
Victorian Cancer Agency.
Mr Jennings — Who believes that?
Hon. D. M. DAVIS — It is a fact. The Victorian
Cancer Agency performs a very important role. The
Victorian Cancer Agency funds translational research
and does so in a way that is designed to assist the
translation of research activities to patient care. That is
the key role of the agency. That is why it has additional
consumer representation on the cancer agency board.
That is why the government has refreshed funding and
given it permanent funding rather than intermittent
funding — funding that fell to zero under the previous
minister.
I indicate for the member’s benefit that the government
has used the money for the financial year just gone, and
the $14-odd million that was available in that financial
year and the additional money that is available this
year — $14.9 million is my recollection — will also be
spent this financial year. I can indicate very clearly that
funding for translational cancer research will be on a
firm footing with additional funding this year, funding
from last year and funding that was picked up despite
the previous government having left it at zero. I also
indicate there will be, for example, significant funding
for research fellowships and support for a whole range
of important projects.
Supplementary question
Mr JENNINGS (South Eastern
Metropolitan) — From the minister’s answer I think
I can distil that he confirmed that within 12 days of
the end of the 2012–13 financial year he allocated
$9.3 million of $14.9 million. At the very least, if he
has actually saved about $5 million, if not the whole
14.9, by not allocating it until the last 12 days of the
financial year, how can the minister convince the
cancer research community that he has not just
made a saving and has pocketed the equivalent of a
whole year’s allocation, of $14.9 million, by
allocating it in the way he has?
Hon. D. M. DAVIS (Minister for Health) — It is
quite simple, because it is wrong. The money has been
allocated this financial year. I can indicate that the
money was spent last financial year and the money will
be spent this financial year. There will be a new range
of projects that will be funded this financial — —
Mr Jennings interjected.
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Hon. D. M. DAVIS — You will see as the
announcements are made very shortly, Mr Jennings.
The cancer agency is assessing projects this financial
year — now. I can also indicate that the $9.3 million
that the member refers to was not the only funding put
out by the cancer agency last year. We are very proud
of the funding and the steps that were taken to fund
matters for the cancer agency last year, and I can
indicate there is an additional allocation of money for
this year. Unlike under the previous government, that
money continues into the future and will not fall to zero
as happened under the now Leader of the Opposition.

Bendigo Hospital
Mr DRUM (Northern Victoria) — My question is
also to the Minister for Health, David Davis. I ask the
minister if he could update the house on developments
at Bendigo Hospital, and is he aware of any
misinformation that is being spread about this project?
Hon. D. M. DAVIS (Minister for Health) — I
indicate to the house that this is a magnificent project. I
was very proud to be in Bendigo for a regional cabinet
meeting with my cabinet colleagues and a number of
backbenchers and to be present at the turning of the first
sod at the Bendigo Hospital site.
An honourable member — Who was it?
Hon. D. M. DAVIS — It was the Premier who
turned the first sod, and he did a very good job of it. He
knows how to operate the machinery, and the
machinery was able to dig a great big hole for the
turning of the sod. Mr Drum, Ms Millar, a new member
for Northern Victoria Region; the Minister for Housing
and others who have advocated — including
Mrs Petrovich, a former member for Northern Victoria
Region — for Bendigo Hospital in northern Victoria
can be very proud of what has been delivered.
Honourable members interjecting.
Hon. D. M. DAVIS — It represents $630 million of
government spending, but the private sector put more
on the table. Through the public-private partnership
process it allowed additional capacity and services at
this fantastic new hospital.
What I can say is that there will be 372 new beds. This
project is on time, on budget and going forward will
deliver hundreds of millions of dollars of additional
value. It will deliver jobs in central and northern
Victoria and indeed all around the state of Victoria.
Honourable members interjecting.
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Hon. D. M. DAVIS — There are some in the
Bendigo community who would seek to undermine this
project and would seek to undermine the more than
180 people who have been engaged in the project since
31 May, when the contracts were signed. An increasing
number of people are involved in this project, and the
additional activity on site — the soil testing and the
range of — —
Mr Lenders — On a point of order, President,
Mr Drum’s question was one about the Bendigo
Hospital and then one about any criticism of the
Bendigo Hospital. I have listened with interest to
Mr Davis’s answer. Until he said that the contract had
been signed, I was willing to accept that it was not
debating a matter to start sledging political opponents,
that it was part of whether a contract would be signed.
But I put it to you, President, that Mr Davis is now
debating the matter by referring to opponents of his
government when it has nothing to do with government
administration of a project. As Mr Davis himself said,
the contracts are signed.
Hon. D. M. DAVIS — On the point of order,
President, the question was clearly not just about
updating the progress of this important project. It was
also about threats and misinformation, and it is quite in
order for me to respond to that. The progress of the
project can be put at risk by the misinformation that has
been spread in the community by some people. I
understand the opposition may be sensitive on these
matters.
The PRESIDENT — Order! The question was
fairly open and gave the minister an opportunity to
discuss comments made in the community. Members of
all three parties have probably been told today to put
their chests out and look pretty solid because Saturday
is looming. That is fine, but in this place we do not need
the noise and vociferous interjections that we have had.
It is hard for me to tell the minister to take a particular
line in answering a question when Mr Leane is
persistently putting an alternative question which he is
seeking an answer to. Therefore, as I said, it is difficult
for me to bring the minister back to line. I again remind
the minister of the debating rule in terms of answers to
questions. I share Mr Lenders’s view that Mr Davis has
transgressed to this point.
Hon. D. M. DAVIS — In recent weeks a briefing
session has been held for those who would seek to bid
for work on the project. Local people, and people from
all over Victoria, will be bidding for parts of the work
on this project. The tenderers have the majority of the
work, but they will seek to have certain services
undertaken by a range of others. Hundreds of people
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turned up to the briefing. That the briefing was
oversubscribed is a fact I can put on the public record.

phrased, but not reflection on members in another
place.

However, it is true that some people are embittered and
some are sad cases who would oppose the progress of
this magnificent new hospital. Some would seek to
argue that there is nothing happening on the site when
there is soil testing happening on the site. They would
argue there is nothing happening with the project when
there is massive planning for the project and more than
180 people are engaged on the project as we speak.
Those 180 people are working towards building the
biggest project in the history of country Victoria.

Hon. D. M. DAVIS — I can indicate to the house
that this project is on track, it is on time and it is on
budget. I can indicate very clearly that the project will
deliver massively for central and northern Victoria and
for the Bendigo community in particular. I think the
community will be very proud of what is delivered.
There is enormous support in Bendigo for this project,
and those who would oppose it are making a big
mistake.

I say that Jacinta Allan, the member for Bendigo East in
the other place, and Maree Edwards, the member for
Bendigo West in the other place, have a lot to answer
for. Their constant undermining of the project is simply
an embittered response to the fact that their hospital was
$102 million smaller than the allocation by this
government.
Mr Lenders — On a point of order, President, the
Leader of the Government is now reflecting on two
members of Parliament. Our standing orders are quite
clear that those types of comments need to be limited to
substantive motions. I put it to you that the minister is
now doubly in breach of standing orders in that he is
debating the motion and he has reflected on two other
members, and I ask you to sit him down.
Hon. D. M. DAVIS — On the point of order,
President, I make it very clear that they were very
accurate descriptions of the individuals involved. They
are clearly concerned; they are sad.
The PRESIDENT — Order! I inform Mr Davis that
that clearly was not a point of order. His point of order
was just a matter of debate — it was a matter of
rebuttal — and it is not acceptable in terms of the
process of this place. We expect a point of order to
focus on the processes of the house and where members
are not following our standing orders. Clearly that
remark had nothing to do with that and was just a shot
at the Leader of the Opposition’s point of order.

Ordered that answer be considered next day on
motion of Mr VINEY (Eastern Victoria).

East–west link
Mr BARBER (Northern Metropolitan) — My
question is for the Minister for Planning, Mr Guy. The
minister has received a large number of requests from
his constituents asking to meet with him because they
are affected by the east–west road tunnel. Those
constituents are aware that he is the minister
responsible for assessing and making decisions on this
project as well as being their local Liberal MP. Why
has the minister not met with the people who have
made these requests?
Hon. M. J. GUY (Minister for Planning) — I thank
Mr Barber for the question about my diary; I think he
must be copying his questions from Brian Tee. Is he?
At the end of the day I do not manage Mr Barber’s
diary or his movements, and I respect the fact that he
would like the Greens to manage mine, but I do my best
to meet with whoever contacts my office. If someone
sends me an email from an iPad at 2 o’clock in the
morning, then it will go into a request process and my
office will get back to them. But at the end of the day I
do not manage every single part of my diary request
process. If there is someone in particular Mr Barber is
referring to, maybe after question time he would like to
give that information to me personally and I will follow
it up for him.
Supplementary question

On this occasion I think the minister is starting to
debate. Certainly if he wants to continue with
commentary on the two members in the other place,
then it would be best if he were to pursue any view he
held in that respect through other mechanisms of the
house rather than during this answer to a question. The
time for questions allows for discussion of legitimate
criticism and alternative public policy, I suppose, to
some extent in terms of the way the question was

Mr BARBER (Northern Metropolitan) — The
minister has received the requests, and I have been
copied into the same correspondence. That is how I am
aware, and that is how I was able to check that he has
not been willing to meet any of his local constituents to
discuss — —
Hon. M. J. Guy — How do you know that?
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Mr BARBER — Because I asked the minister in
the preliminary question and he did not answer. My
supplementary question is: if the minister is having
difficulty with this, could I, perhaps next sitting week,
invite some of these same people to attend — we will
book a room — and he can meet them here in
Parliament House?
The PRESIDENT — Order! What was the
question?
Mr BARBER — Will the minister participate in
this activity to meet these constituents in Parliament
House during the next sitting week?
Hon. M. J. GUY (Minister for Planning) — I thank
Mr Barber for his question. The only email I know
about that I am copied in on that Mr Barber would have
anything to do with is, bizarrely, membership to some
Greens MPs mailing subscriber list, which my email
seemed to be attached to — and a lot of us seemed to be
attached to it although we did not ask to be. The Greens
decided to spam every MP with their own mailing
database in the last six or seven months. I am not sure if
that is the one Mr Barber is referring to. I simply say
that if there is someone Mr Barber is talking about,
whether from the Carlton ratepayers association or
otherwise, I am happy for Mr Barber to come to me
rather than talk about my diary during question time,
like Mr Tee has asked me to. I respect some people’s
individual privacy. I am happy to have that
conversation with Mr Barber offline, and we will see if
it is worthwhile to have a conversation between
Mr Barber, me and the people he mentioned.

TAFE policy
Hon. R. A. DALLA-RIVA (Eastern
Metropolitan) — My question without notice is to
Mr Hall, the Minister for Higher Education and Skills.
Can the minister advise the house whether the
government supports a commonwealth takeover of
Victorian TAFEs?
Mr Lenders — On a point of order, President, I put
it to you that the member’s question to the minister
about a commonwealth takeover of TAFE is not about
state administration. My point of order is that ministers
answer on government administration and on the
actions of the commonwealth government as it affects
them. In the week before a federal election the
commonwealth is in caretaker mode. I put it to you,
President, that this question is not about state
administration and should be ruled out.
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Hon. D. M. Davis — On the point of order,
President, it is very clear that if the commonwealth
were to take over all TAFE activity in Victoria, or
indeed in any other state, it would have a significant
effect on state administration of TAFEs. It is
extraordinary that the Leader of the Opposition would
argue that the removal of state authority over TAFE
would not impact on TAFE.
Mrs Peulich — On the point of order, President, my
point of order was going to be exactly the same as that
of the Leader of the Government. To suggest that a
policy that would decimate state management of a very
important portfolio would have no impact on state
administration is ludicrous, and the point of order
should be ruled out of order.
The PRESIDENT — Order! It is an interesting
point of order. The caretaker Prime Minister has made
public statements about the TAFE system — I am not
sure whether they are ALP policy or Mr Rudd’s policy.
However, those statements have been made, and if the
policy were to come into effect, it would potentially
have a very significant impact on state administration.
The minister is entitled to answer this question. I note a
previous ruling by President Gould in 2012 when she
said:
As long as the answer related to the effects of federal policy
on Victoria, and was within the bounds of the minister’s
portfolio responsibilities, it was in order.

I appreciate that we are in a sensitive period in terms of
a federal election campaign and a government in
caretaker mode, but nonetheless this is a policy in the
public arena that, if implemented, would have
significant impacts, in my judgement, on Victoria’s
administration of the TAFE education system. I believe
the minister is entitled to respond to this question.
Hon. P. R. HALL (Minister for Higher Education
and Skills) — Does the Victorian government support a
commonwealth takeover of our TAFE system? The
answer is an emphatic no — absolutely no! It seems
that the prompt for this particular request from
Mr Dalla-Riva related to comments made by the federal
Labor Party over the weekend which suggested such
might be the case if it is returned to government after
Saturday. It seems that any good policy should be the
product of consultation, and I am not sure what sort of
consultation the federal government has had on this
particular policy position that it is now espousing. It is
not only conservative governments in Victoria, Western
Australia and Queensland that have come out opposed
to such a position, but I note also in comments in the
Australian newspaper today that the South Australian
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Premier, Jay Weatherill, is also opposed to this
particular position.
Jay Weatherill is a person whom I respect. I served with
Jay on a ministerial council when he was the Minister
for Education before he became Premier of South
Australia. He has some knowledge and good thinking
in terms of higher education and skills. It is damning of
the federal government to suggest that even one of its
own state premiers is opposed to this.
I put on record again today that there is absolutely no
justification for a federal government to take over the
running of vocational education and training in
Victoria. If members cast their minds back to 2010, the
last year of the previous government in Victoria, they
will recall that the government was spending
$800 million per year on training. That figure in 2012
exceeded $1200 million. Looking back at the amount
that TAFEs received from government for governmentsupported training, it can be seen that in 2010 that
figure was $5 42 million; in 2012 that figure was
$643 million, which is a 19 per cent increase in direct
funding to TAFE for training. Also if we look at the
number of enrolments in government-supported
training, we can see that the comparative figures are
480 000 in 2010 and 670 000 in 2012.
By any measure the coalition government in Victoria is
managing the training system in Victoria extremely
well, with more money, more student enrolments and,
in fact, better outcomes. Indeed it was only recently that
the federal minister, Craig Emerson — and I might add
it was not ministers Chris Bowen, Chris Evans or
Brendan O’Connor, but it was Craig Emerson — the
fourth minister with whom I have dealt in less than
three years, signed off on Victoria’s implementation
plan acknowledging that we were doing exactly what
was required of us, and that we were achieving all the
objectives and outcomes necessary as party to that
national agreement.
With respect to this particular proposition that the
commonwealth should take over TAFE training, it is
absolute nonsense, and indeed it is almost inconsistent
with the agreement. If anyone would like to read the
Australian today, the comments made by Jay
Weatherill say that if we were to do as the federal
government says, it would be in contravention of the
agreement which provides opportunities for training
whether it be public or private. This is a nonsense
policy. Victoria will have no part of it.
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Health funding
Mr JENNINGS (South Eastern Metropolitan) —
My question is for the Minister for Health. In this
chamber on 21 February this year the minister made
some comments about the government’s intention to
make sure that waste was removed and that in fact
money was maintained in front-line services. The
minister drew the attention of the chamber to the fact
that in this case that meant doctors, nurses and health
services. The minister said that there would be no
money wasted on advertising and that he would keep
any expenditure within his portfolio on front-line
services. Does the minister maintain that position
today?
Hon. D. M. DAVIS (Minister for Health) — I can
indicate that the state government has massively
increased funding to health services, by more than
$2 billion since we came to power, and that when the
federal government ripped money out of our system —
$107 million last year — it was forced to return that
money. Let me be quite clear: this financial year the
federal government will take $99.5 million out of the
system in terms of what it promised to put into the
system, and $368 million of promised funding will be
stripped out of our system over three years because of
the decision of Wayne Swan, the now sent away federal
Treasurer, Julia Gillard, the former Prime Minister, and
Tanya Plibersek, now the federal Minister for Health
and Medical Research, to cut funding to our hospitals
from promised levels.
Instead of acting like the federal government did last
year, our government has been increasing funding. I
can indicate that there are more doctors, more nurses
and more allied health professionals — —
Mr Jennings — How many?
Hon. D. M. DAVIS — I can provide those numbers
for Mr Jennings. I have made public statements about
those — —
Mr Jennings interjected.
Hon. D. M. DAVIS — I will come back to
Mr Jennings with the exact numbers, but I can indicate
that there is a public statement on the public record
indicating the increased number of nurses, doctors and
allied health — —
Mr Jennings — And you do not know it.
Hon. D. M. DAVIS — No, I do not know the exact
number off the top of my head, but I can tell
Mr Jennings that there are more doctors, more nurses
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and more allied health professionals. I can indicate that
in the state budget just gone there is $238 million to
support training for doctors, nurses and allied health
professionals — additional funding put into this year’s
state budget over four years to ensure that there is
additional funding for the increased number of interns
and trainees coming through our public hospital system
and for postgraduate courses for our doctors, nurses and
allied health professionals.
The contrast, as I say, with what the commonwealth has
done in terms of cutting promised funding is
significant. I for one believe that the commonwealth
ought to have put back into the system all the money
that it promised. Even more, the commonwealth has
loaded up each hospital with a carbon tax. To put a
carbon tax on health care is an extraordinary change.
Public hospitals, private hospitals and not for profits are
all being clobbered by a carbon tax under this Labor
government in Canberra.
We have put more money in. There are more doctors
and more nurses and more services being delivered. I
can indicate that that is in contrast to the
commonwealth, which last year cut funding to Victoria
by $107 million — —
Mr Jennings — And then put it back.
Hon. D. M. DAVIS — And eventually put back the
$107 million — but it did not put back the $368 million
that it cut from promised funding, a total of — —
Mr Jennings interjected.
Hon. D. M. DAVIS — Let me be quite clear: the
commonwealth government cut $475 million and it put
back $107 million. That left a deficit of $368 million
for Julia Gillard and Prime Minister Kevin Rudd to
fund in the proper way. They seemed very reluctant to
do it, and it was only after a community campaign was
run that they were in fact prepared to put that money
back in for one year. There are still three years when
there will be significant cuts to promised funding.
What I can say is that we have focused our attention
on increasing front-line services. Yes, I do stand by
that statement. I can indicate that it is important to
communicate with the communities of individual
hospitals and individual services, particularly where
there are projects. I can give examples. For example,
at Bendigo there is a significant project under way,
and we will certainly be communicating progress of
that — —
The PRESIDENT — Order! Thank you, Minister.
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Supplementary question
Mr JENNINGS (South Eastern Metropolitan) —
The minister was saying in his conclusion that he stands
by his statements or undertakings that front-line
services would be protected and that advertising would
not be used as a waste. Can the minister explain to the
chamber and the Victorian community why he placed
ads on 29 June solely for the purpose of criticising the
federal government, and can he clarify whether he paid
for those ads, the Liberal Party paid for those ads or the
taxpayer paid for those ads? If the taxpayer paid for
them, how can the minister justify that waste when it is
the equivalent, on that one day, of 280 radiotherapy
treatments in Victorian hospitals?
Hon. D. M. DAVIS (Minister for Health) — I can
indicate that the Victorian government is very
concerned about the cuts by the commonwealth
government and was prepared to ensure that the
community knew those cuts were going to be resumed.
It was important to make it clear to people. We had
hoped the new Rudd government — the ads were
placed before Mr Rudd became Prime Minister —
would see sense and return the $368 million. Let me be
clear: from the December payment period last year
$15.3 million a month was cut out. Eventually the
commonwealth was forced by community opposition to
put the $107 million back into the system. I indicate to
the community that the commonwealth cuts to
promised funding resumed on 1 July, and this year
$99.5 million will be cut from promised funding by the
federal government. I am disappointed that Mr Rudd
has not seen fit to put the money back in.

Regional Aviation Fund
Mr O’BRIEN (Western Victoria) — My question is
to the Minister responsible for the Aviation Industry,
the Honourable Gordon Rich-Phillips. I ask: can the
minister update the house on the progress of the
Regional Aviation Fund?
Hon. G. K. RICH-PHILLIPS (Minister
responsible for the Aviation Industry) — I thank
Mr O’Brien for his question and for his interest in the
Regional Aviation Fund. I was delighted on Friday to
be in Edenhope near the South Australian border in
Mr O’Brien’s electorate, which he shares with Mr Koch
and Mr Ramsay, for the opening of the upgraded
Edenhope regional airport. This is a project that the
Victorian government has undertaken with West
Wimmera Shire Council involving the widening of the
runway at Edenhope Airport, the installation of new
runway lighting and an upgrade of runway markings.
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Importantly, this project will allow the resumption of
24-hour air ambulance access to Edenhope.
This project was made necessary by the withdrawal of
night-time air ambulance services from Edenhope. I am
delighted that through the opening of that project last
week we will now see the restoration of 24-hour air
ambulance services to the Edenhope community. This
is alongside a project that I was very pleased to see
opened earlier this year at Cohuna, a township that had
also seen the withdrawal of 24-hour air ambulance
services. Those have now been restored as a
consequence of that — —
Hon. D. M. Davis — Who signed off on that
contract? John Lenders!
Hon. G. K. RICH-PHILLIPS — Who signed off
on that contract? Indeed it was the previous
government, as Mr Davis says.
The Victorian government through the Regional
Aviation Fund has now provided funding for upgrades
at Latrobe Valley, Bendigo, Warrnambool, Cohuna,
Edenhope, Lethbridge, Benalla, Colac and Stawell — a
broad selection of centres across the Victorian
community — in recognition of the fact that these
facilities are important for our air ambulance services,
important for firefighting services, important for
regional tourism and important for business access.
In addition to being at Edenhope last Friday for the
opening of the upgraded Edenhope Airport, I was
delighted to be later that day in Kyneton for the
announcement of upgraded guidelines for the Regional
Aviation Fund. I was pleased to be in Kyneton to
announce that the Victorian government will establish a
new funding stream under the Regional Aviation Fund,
the operational funding stream, which will allow the
operators of regional airports, which are typically small
municipalities, to access funding for upgrading the
airports to 24-hour all-weather operations. This
involves the installation of runway lights. It involves
the design of GPS approaches. It involves the
installation of automated weather services and the
availability of fuel.
Under the new funding guidelines those four items will
be made available as a package of up to $250 000 of
funding without the requirement for co-contribution
from the responsible aerodrome operator. The funding
to upgrade these facilities will now be made even more
easily available for local councils. We look forward to
seeing further projects under the Regional Aviation
Fund rolled out across Victoria, because this
government supports regional Victoria.
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Edward Street Nursing Home
Ms MIKAKOS (Northern Metropolitan) — My
question is to the Minister for Ageing. I refer the
minister to Susan from Belgrave South, whose 98-yearold mother is being cared for at Edward Street Nursing
Home, which is run by Eastern Health. She has
described the nursing home in the following terms:
It is a wonderful nursing home and is run as much as possible
like a real home with sufficient staff who are permanent,
know each resident and give them individual and caring
attention. Mum is almost 98 and we are horrified at the
thought of this caring centre being sold to a private or
charitable organisation.

Susan would like to know whether Edward Street
Nursing Home is to be sold, and if so, when, how will
residents and their families be notified, and what
arrangements will be made in relation to current
residents?
The PRESIDENT — Order! Who owns this facility
at the moment?
Ms MIKAKOS — It is a Victorian government
facility run by Eastern Health.
Hon. D. M. DAVIS (Minister for Ageing) — I
thank the member for her question, and I note the
importance of our aged-care facilities. Importantly,
aged care is funded and regulated by the
commonwealth government. It is important to
understand that there are a number of aged-care
providers in our system — some are in the public
sector, some are in the not-for-profit sector and some
are in the private sector — and they all have a role to
play. The government has indicated that it is prepared
to look at proposals that come forward from agencies
for greater private provision of services. However, I can
indicate that this will be done in a sensitive way that
would protect residents.
Mr Jennings — Governed by you?
Hon. D. M. DAVIS — I want to be quite clear on
this. Ms Mikakos has asked a number of questions in
this chamber before, and I will point to a couple of
those questions by way of illustrating a number of the
points that she seeks to elucidate.
Ms Mikakos — How about you answer this
question?
Hon. D. M. DAVIS — I am answering this question
very directly. Ms Mikakos has asked a question about a
service in Koroit. That service was in competition with
a number of other service providers in the area. At its
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request, residents were relocated to another not-forprofit service and to private agencies nearby. In that
example all the residents were sensitively protected,
and all the residents had a good outcome.
Peninsula Aged Care Service was run by Peninsula
Health. In that case Southern Cross Care, a major notfor-profit provider, took over the management of that
service. An additional capital injection will be provided
to that service, and there will be better outcomes for the
residents. I am using these examples by way of
illustration, to elucidate exactly the points Ms Mikakos
has been asking about. In that case Peninsula Health
was able to ensure that a better outcome was achieved
for those residents.
What I am indicating is that the member is moving
around the metropolitan area seeking to cause some
level of concern amongst people. One of the questions
that was asked here the other day concerned some
Peninsula agencies. I note that in that case Ms Mikakos
sought to suggest that I had had some hand in — —
Mr Lenders — On a point of order, President,
Ms Mikakos asked the minister specifically about a
particular aged-care facility in an area under his
administration. He is now debating the question by
reflecting on Ms Mikakos’s visits to other parts of the
state and other agencies. I ask you to bring him back to
the specific question on the administration of one agedcare facility and to stop him debating Ms Mikakos’s
motives in visiting other parts of the state.
Hon. D. M. DAVIS — On the point of order,
President, I am seeking to respond very directly by way
of illustrating recent examples in which the member has
asked such a question and where there has been some
change in the arrangements.
Mr Jennings — You have not answered the
question.
Hon. D. M. DAVIS — Indeed I have answered it. In
this case each of the examples I have given is relevant
because the key points the member was asking about
were the security of residents and the nature of any
transfers. I am elucidating this by way of examples, and
I will come quite precisely to the question as we go
forward.
The PRESIDENT — Order! I am certainly
concerned when members disparage other members for
visiting places around Victoria. The more we get out
and visit places and learn about some of these issues,
the better our policy formulation and the debates we
have will be. I certainly do not think it is fair to criticise
members for going to places and trying to establish
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some of the issues. The minister was debating the
question towards the time when the point of order was
made, and I think he recognises that. He has indicated
that he is providing context for his answer. He is
looking to provide Ms Mikakos with an answer in
relation to the particular nursing home she has raised as
an issue.
Hon. D. M. DAVIS — As I said, I was seeking to
use some examples of ways in which the government
and other agencies have been successful in ensuring
that patients are protected and good outcomes are
achieved for patients. That is always the primary
objective of government and indeed our agencies. In
terms of specific agencies, the government is in no way
prepared to indicate what steps it might take.
These are proposals that would come forward. But we
would ensure that people were better off, that there was
a better outcome for people and that there were better
results in terms of outcomes for the residents. I note that
in the Peninsula Health example I gave there were a
number of psychogeriatric patients. A number of
clinicians who were responsible for both those facilities
were reluctant to allow tours because of the high risk of
upsetting patients. That is a note I received from
Peninsula Health.
In terms of visits, I agree with the President’s point, but
I believe it is important to do that in a sensitive way and
to ensure that residents are not upset, particularly where
there may be residents with higher needs or higher
requirements — —
The PRESIDENT — Time!
Supplementary question
Ms MIKAKOS (Northern Metropolitan) — It is
interesting that the minister felt the need to revisit his
answers to three previous questions I have asked on
three separate occasions about three different issues.
My question today was specifically in relation to
Edward Street Nursing Home, which is run by Eastern
Health. I give the minister the opportunity now to set
Susan’s and other family members’ minds at ease — I
remind the minister that Susan is from Belgrave South.
Will the minister rule out the outsourcing, merger, sale,
privatisation or closure of the Edward Street Nursing
Home, particularly in light of the fact that he has
recently tendered to appoint consultants to begin the
privatisation process?
Hon. D. M. DAVIS (Minister for Ageing) — I am
aware of no specific proposal concerning the facility the
member has referred to. I can indicate that our health
services and agencies are independent bodies that often
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bring forward proposals. The example we have talked
about in this chamber before, Peninsula Health, is one
such example of a major metropolitan service. That
metropolitan service came forward with a proposal. The
government was not prepared to stand in the way of a
proposal from an agency to provide better services with
a new capital injection for a number of its facilities.
That is entirely appropriate. In that case, Southern
Cross was able to provide a better outcome for those
residents and was able to do that in a way that was in
the interests of those residents. I am not prejudging
anything, but I am aware of no specific — —
The PRESIDENT — Time!

Ararat prison
Mr RAMSAY (Western Victoria) — My question
is to the Minister for Corrections. Can the minister
update the house on progress on the Ararat prison
expansion and the benefits to the region?
Hon. E. J. O’DONOHUE (Minister for
Corrections) — I welcome the question and thank
Mr Ramsay for his question about the Ararat prison
expansion project. I acknowledge his advocacy and the
advocacy of Mr O’Brien and Mr Koch. I was very
pleased last week to visit Ararat. Let me say at the
outset that the government welcomes the partnership it
has through Corrections Victoria and the Department of
Justice with the Ararat community and the Ararat Rural
City Council with the Ararat prison project.
I was pleased to attend the community advisory group
meeting at Ararat last week. But before I talk about
that, let me give the house some background on this
project. As we know, this is yet again a failed Labor
project that the coalition has fixed. Under Labor the
building contract chosen by Labor went under. Under
Labor the project contract Labor signed had great
deficiencies in terms of cross-guarantees. Workers lost
their jobs, and subcontractors were out of pocket to the
tune of millions of dollars. I am very pleased to advise
the house that the coalition has fixed this project. The
subcontractors have been paid and the workers are back
on site. I was advised at that meeting that up to
600 workers are at the prison site each and every day
and as a consequence the whole town of Ararat is
benefiting.
The community advisory group and the Ararat council
told me last week that the turnaround could not be more
stark. The hotels are full, the pubs are full, the shops are
full and if you want to have dinner at a restaurant, you
had better book well in advance. The supermarkets are
full, and what is more, local businesses are having to
look as far afield as Hamilton to find staff in the
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employment boom that is occurring. Those opposite
may disparage this very important project that is
delivering jobs to this region. As I said, Ararat
employers are looking as far afield as Hamilton for
people to employ in their shops, restaurants, motels and
various other commercial enterprises.
In that context it is worth noting the most recent
quarterly figures from the Australian Bureau of
Statistics for the Central Highlands-Wimmera region.
In the three months to July, employment figures in the
region increased by 3800 or 3.5 per cent compared to
the preceding quarter. Over the course of the year to
July, employment in the region increased by 5900 or
5.5 per cent. At the same time the unemployment rate
for the Central Highlands-Wimmera region is now
5 per cent, lower than the regional Victorian average of
5.2 per cent. We know that when Labor left
government the regional unemployment rate was
6.3 per cent.
The pace of work at the prison is a stunning result for
all Victorians, because the 350 beds currently under
construction are badly needed for the corrections
system. That is the final part of Labor’s shameful
neglect of this project. Those beds were programmed to
be delivered late last year. Because of Labor’s
bungling, because of its failure to manage major
projects, that project has been delayed and has resulted
in pressure on the correctional system. I am pleased to
advise the house that the Ararat prison project is back
on track. The coalition has fixed this project that Labor
bungled.
Mr Lenders — On a point of order, President, can I
get some clarification. The minister just answered a
question on job statistics quite fulsomely. The list that
has been circulated to the opposition says that most of
those areas, such as major projects, Treasury and
employment, are the responsibility of Mr Rich-Phillips.
The clarification I seek is whether we direct questions
on jobs to Mr Rich-Phillips or Mr O’Donohue in the
future.
The PRESIDENT — Order! It is quite clear that
Mr Rich-Phillips is responsible for answering questions
in terms of jobs and associated matters.
Mr O’Donohue’s discussion today in his response to
this question was in respect of the positive impact on
the community in terms of job creation due to a specific
project which is under his charge. I think he was
basically saying that the Ararat prison development has
been a significant job generator in the area. In that
context his answer was fairly narrow and specific to an
area in which he has competence. But for job matters in
general Mr Lenders is quite right in saying Mr RichPhillips is the first port of call.
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Public housing bedroom tax
Ms MIKAKOS (Northern Metropolitan) — My
question without notice is for the Minister for Housing.
I refer the minister to the decision of her coalition
colleagues in the New South Wales government who
have introduced a bedroom tax for some of the state’s
most vulnerable people. I ask: has the minister received
advice on the introduction of a bedroom tax for
Victoria’s public housing tenants?
Hon. W. A. LOVELL (Minister for Housing) —
The policy that the minister referred to is a New South
Wales policy and not a Victorian policy, so no.
Supplementary question
Ms MIKAKOS (Northern Metropolitan) — It
would be nice if the minister even pretended to answer
the question. I asked whether the minister had received
advice — —
The PRESIDENT — Order! That was an
unnecessary remark. It would obviously provoke
debate, which I do not think is in the interests of
Ms Mikakos or the house in terms of eliciting an
appropriate answer to the supplementary question.
Ms MIKAKOS — I refer the minister to the
consequences of the bedroom tax in the United
Kingdom, where the experience was that there was a
338 per cent leap in the number of people applying for
emergency housing payments after its introduction,
which resulted in massive hardship. I ask: will the
minister rule out the introduction of a bedroom tax in
Victoria?
Hon. W. A. LOVELL (Minister for Housing) —
Had the member opposite listened to my full answer
before instead of squawking while I was answering
it — —
The PRESIDENT — Order! I asked Ms Mikakos
to moderate her point for exactly the reason that it
might elicit some sort of rebuke. The rebuke was as
unnecessary as Ms Mikakos’s comment.
Hon. W. A. LOVELL — As I said at the end of my
substantive answer, I have not received any advice on
it. No, it is not Victorian policy.

Homelessness action plan
Mrs MILLAR (Northern Victoria) — My question
is to the Minister for Housing. Can the minister inform
the house about the implementation of the
government’s innovation action plan program as
outlined in the Victorian Homelessness Action Plan?
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Hon. W. A. LOVELL (Minister for Housing) — I
thank the member for her question and her interest in
those less fortunate than ourselves in Victoria who are
suffering homelessness. I congratulate the member on
her appointment as a new member for Northern
Victoria Region. I am delighted to have her working
with me in my region and with us in the Parliament.
On 5 October 2011 I launched the Victorian
Homelessness Action Plan, a $76.6 million plan to
tackle homelessness in Victoria. A key component of
that plan was the development of innovation action plan
pilot programs to identify better ways of preventing and
reducing homelessness. Eleven projects were selected
for time-limited funding, and all were required to
incorporate transition plans in the event that they were
not selected for continuation or expansion.
In his 2012 report Addressing Homelessness —
Partnerships and Plans the Auditor-General praised the
Victorian Homelessness Action Plan and said it had
been structured:
… not only to address current shortcomings in homelessness
services, but also to develop future solutions. This positive
start positions Victoria well for reforming its homelessness
service system and informing future direction.

I recently announced a further $16 million so that 7 of
the 11 pilot programs could be continued and extended.
This followed an independent assessment of the
innovation action projects and brings the funding for
the Victorian Homelessness Action Plan to $82 million.
The innovation action projects that were successful in
obtaining continued funding are: Star Housing, run by a
consortium headed up by Rural Housing Network;
Detour, which is run by a consortium of Melbourne
Citymission, Kids Under Cover and UnitingCare
Cutting Edge; HomeConnect Hub, which is headed up
by VincentCare Victoria; Home at Last, which is
headed up by the Housing for the Aged Action Group;
Next Steps, which is headed up by Jesuit Social
Services; Families@Home, which is headed up by
Kildonan UnitingCare and HomeGround Services; and
Regional Outreach for Elderly Homeless, which is
headed up by Wintringham. I congratulate the services
that received this extended funding. They will continue
to operate across both metropolitan Melbourne and
rural Victoria and will provide a basis for our planning
for homelessness services into the future.
I also pass on my thanks to those services that were not
prioritised for continuation or expansion. Whilst
unsuccessful in this particular process, I am sure that
lessons have been learnt that will be of value. I look
forward to ongoing relationships with all the
organisations involved. Homelessness is a serious issue,
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and I look forward to seeing the stronger outcomes that
will be delivered by the Victorian Homelessness Action
Plan and the innovation action projects.

QUESTIONS ON NOTICE
Answers
Hon. D. M. DAVIS (Minister for Health) — I have
answers to the following questions on notice: 8152 and
8233.

RULINGS BY THE CHAIR
Questions on notice reinstatement
The PRESIDENT — Order! Ms Mikakos has
written to me with respect to question on notice 533.
The question was for the Minister for Youth Affairs; it
was asked through the Minister for Housing. It sought
details of funding for programs in the youth affairs
portfolio. The answer provided was that the information
was in the budget papers. I have been through the
budget papers and I cannot find it either, so I order that
that question be reinstated.
Ms Mikakos has further written to me with regard to
question on notice 8596, which concerned children and
early childhood development questions and was
directed to the Minister for Children and early
Childhood development, Ms Lovell. Those questions
were in relation to maternal and child health centres. In
one aspect Ms Mikakos sought a list of all maternal and
child health services operating in Victoria, and I
think — if I remember rightly — was concerned that
whilst there was an online directory, it had a limited
number of centres that could be viewed at any one time.
My view is that the minister is not obliged to provide a
mailing list to other members. The information is
publicly available, and whilst it might take a bit of
shuffling of the old keyboard, the fact is that the
information is already available.
In regard to the second part of the question,
Ms Mikakos had sought from Minister Lovell the
amount of funding provided to each local government
area in respect of maternal and child health services. It
is my view that that answer was not satisfactory in that
respect. The answer covered some quantum figures for
funding, but I believe it ought to be possible to provide
a breakdown of local government areas. I think that is a
fair enough request. I ask that that part of the question
be reinstated. The department or minister may well
have a reason it cannot be provided, but I think that
ought to be the response to the next question.
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Mr Tarlamis has written to me with regard to a number
of aspects of government funding of railway
improvements on the Frankston train line. He has asked
for a breakdown of where those funds that have been
announced might be specifically allocated. I note from
the minister’s answer that in fact there is a process
going on at the moment — or as at the time this answer
was delivered to Mr Tarlamis — which was to establish
the priorities of that funding and to what particular
projects they might be applied, some of which included
the matters Mr Tarlamis specifically sought information
on but some of which was to other improvements in
terms of station upgrades. To that extent I think
Mr Tarlamis might well pursue further inquiries to find
out the status of that process the minister has in place,
but I think the minister’s answer is satisfactory in terms
of saying that the response to Mr Tarlamis’s questions
is part of that process and was perhaps not available or
to hand at the time his question was placed.

PARLIAMENTARY ALLOWANCES
The PRESIDENT — Order! Members should be
aware that under the new Parliamentary Salaries and
Superannuation (Allowances) Regulations 2013, made
under the Parliamentary Salaries and Superannuation
Act 1968, which came into force on 1 July this year,
there are certain requirements of members. The
regulations replace the former Parliamentary
Allowances Regulations 2003 and the Parliamentary
Committees Regulations 2003. The object of the
regulations, as members would be aware, is to provide
for allowances payable to members when undertaking
their parliamentary duties, including work with
parliamentary committees.
I remind members that it is a requirement under these
new regulations that a member must notify the relevant
Presiding Officer of the location of his or her home
base and second residence — if any — within two
months of the commencement of the regulations. There
are some members who are still to comply with that
obligation even though the two-month time limit has
now expired. I encourage those members to submit
their details to my office as soon as possible as the
information is required to enable departmental officers
to process expense claims. I also remind members that
they must notify the President within 30 days of any
change in their home base or second residence. I do not
look at those forms; I do not really mind where
members live, but under the regulations that have been
promulgated we need to have that information so the
allowances can be properly calculated. It is in the
interests of members that that happens.
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MELBOURNE DAY
The PRESIDENT — Order! On a happy note, I
record the fact that last week Melbourne became a city
of 178 years. When you reflect on what has been
achieved in such a short time as you travel around the
world and look at other places, the accomplishments of
the people who have led this city and who have
contributed from so many communities — from more
than 200 countries — around the world, who have
come together and pitched in their skills, talents,
experience, knowledge and so forth to build the city we
have today, you see it is quite a remarkable
achievement. Melbourne is Australia’s best city, it is
the world’s most livable city, and it has just celebrated
its 178th birthday. I think that is worthy of mention.

PETITIONS
Following petitions presented to house:

Healesville freeway reservation
To the Legislative Council of Victoria:
The petition of certain citizens of the state of Victoria draws
to the attention of the Legislative Council the promise made
by Heidi Victoria, MP, in 2010 to preserve the Healesville
freeway reserve as open space for the community.
The petitioners therefore request that the Napthine
government keep their promise and preserve the Healesville
freeway reserve as public open space and not sell off the land
to developers.
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SCRUTINY OF ACTS AND REGULATIONS
COMMITTEE
Alert Digest No. 11
Hon. R. A. DALLA-RIVA (Eastern Metropolitan)
presented Alert Digest No. 11 of 2013, including
appendices.
Laid on table.
Ordered to be printed.

PAPERS
Laid on table by Clerk:
Charter of Human Rights and Responsibilities Act 2006 —
Report on the Operation of the Act, 2012.
Coronial Council of Victoria — Report, 2012–13.
Crown Land (Reserves) Act 1978 —
Minister’s Order of 5 October 2012 giving approval to
the granting of a lease at Point Leo Foreshore Reserve.
Minister’s Order of 15 July 2013 giving approval to the
granting of a licence at Civic Place, Warragul.
Planning and Environment Act 1987 — Notices of Approval
of the following amendments to planning schemes:
Bass Coast Planning Scheme — Amendment C137.
Boroondara Planning Scheme — Amendment C162.

By Mr LEANE (Eastern Metropolitan)
(64 signatures).

Brimbank Planning Scheme — Amendment C64.

Laid on table.

Darebin Planning Scheme — Amendment C139.

Swinburne University of Technology Lilydale
campus
To the Legislative Council of Victoria:

Casey Planning Scheme — Amendment C183.

Glen Eira Planning Scheme — Amendments C109 and
C110.
Greater Dandenong Planning Scheme —
Amendment C176.

The petition of residents of the outer eastern suburbs of
Melbourne draws to the attention of the house the proposed
rezoning and sale of the Lilydale TAFE and university
campus, which does not have the support of the local
community.

Knox Planning Scheme — Amendment C125.

The petitioners therefore request that the Legislative Council
of Victoria ensures that the Swinburne facilities remain solely
for the educational purposes, and that the land zoning is not
changed to facilitate the breaking up of the Swinburne site.

Melton Planning Scheme — Amendment C113.

By Mr LEANE (Eastern Metropolitan)
(147 signatures).

Maribyrnong Planning Scheme — Amendment C126.
Melbourne Planning Scheme — Amendment C217.

Mitchell Planning Scheme — Amendment C93.
Moonee Valley Planning Scheme — Amendment C133.
Wellington Planning Scheme — Amendment C79.
Whittlesea Planning Scheme — Amendment C165.

Laid on table.
Victoria Planning Provisions — Amendment VC104.
Yarra Ranges Planning Scheme — Amendment C132.
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Public Interest Monitor — Report for the period 10 February
2013 to 30 June 2013.

MEMBERS STATEMENTS

Rural Finance Corporation of Victoria — Report, 2012–13.

Wear It Purple Day

State Concessions Act 2004 — 4 Orders of 30 July 2013
under section 7 in respect of Electricity Retailers, Gas
Retailers, Water Corporations and Local Government.
Statutory Rules under the following Acts of Parliament:
Criminal Procedure Act 2009 — County Court Act
1958 — No. 110.
Drugs, Poisons and Controlled Substances Act 1981 —
Nos. 107 and 108.
Legal Profession Act 2004 — No. 106.
Public Health and Wellbeing Act 2008 — No. 109.
Subordinate Legislation Act 1994 — Documents under
section 15 in respect of Statutory Rule Nos. 91 to 94 and 110.
Young Farmers’ Finance Council — Report, 2012–13.

Proclamation of the Governor in Council fixing an
operative date in respect of the following act:
Justice Legislation Amendment Act 2013 — Part 2 —
26 October 2013 (Gazette No. S292, 20 August 2013).

BUSINESS OF THE HOUSE
General business
Mr LENDERS (Southern Metropolitan) — By
leave, I move:
That precedence be given to the following general business
on Wednesday, 4 September:
(1) Notice of motion 613 standing in the name of Mr Tee,
that the Minister for Planning no longer possesses the
confidence of this house;
(2) Order of the day 24, resumption of debate on motion
relating to the production of the east–west link business
case;
(3) Order of the day 22, resumption of debate on motion
relating to the Accident Compensation Legislation (Fair
Protection for Firefighters) Bill 2011;
(4) Notice of motion standing in the name of Mr Barber
relating to funding of the Doncaster rail line; and
(5) Order of the day 20, resumption of debate on motion
relating to the construction of the Mallacoota boat ramp.

Motion agreed to.

Ms PULFORD (Western Victoria) — In Mildura
last Friday I attended a breakfast to mark Wear It
Purple Day to support the region’s sex and gender
diverse young people. Wear It Purple Day is an annual
occasion for us to shout a message that is so important
that it could be shouted daily — you have the right to
be proud of who you are.
Wear It Purple Day is a youth initiated and led
statement about acceptance and respect, complete with
a great splash of colour in many places across the
world, including last Friday in Deakin Avenue in
Mildura.

Leadership Ballarat and Western Region
Ms PULFORD — On another note, may I give a
shout out to Leadership Ballarat and Western Region. It
supports and trains emerging community leaders. It
runs a commendable volunteer program and volunteer
mentoring program for graduates of the leadership
program. But on this occasion it earns its mention and
entry into Hansard for it was the winner of a Twitter
competition for being the 2000th follower of the
member for Lyndhurst in the Assembly. I am duly
recording that in Hansard. The leadership group is an
excellent organisation that does a great deal of good
work for the community in which I live, and it is to be
congratulated on that as well.

Bendigo cabinet meeting
Hon. W. A. LOVELL (Minister for Housing) — It
was a pleasure last week to join my Northern Victoria
Region colleagues Amanda Millar and Damian Drum
in welcoming state cabinet to Bendigo. Bendigo is the
largest city in our electorate, and it is a vibrant, growing
community. The cabinet visit was a day of exciting
events and announcements. The Premier took to an
earthmover to turn the first sod at the site of the new
$630 million Bendigo Hospital, marking the next phase
of the delivery of this vital facility for northern Victoria.
I was also thrilled to join the Premier, the Assistant
Treasurer, Mr Rich-Phillips, and Amanda Millar for the
announcement that Melbourne-based IT consulting firm
e-CentricInnovations is setting up a SharePoint Factory
at La Trobe University’s Bendigo campus. This
initiative — a partnership with La Trobe and Microsoft
Australia — will deliver more than 150 new jobs in
Bendigo and provide valuable learning experiences and
career pathways for La Trobe students.
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The Minister for Roads, Mr Mulder, announced
funding for a range of road improvements in the
Bendigo and Castlemaine regions. These commitments
followed the announcement the previous Friday that the
Victorian coalition government would commit
$41 million to provide grade separation for the
Ravenswood Calder Freeway and Calder Alternate
Route intersection. This is one of Victoria’s most
dangerous intersections and was ignored by federal
Labor last year when the state put it up as one of its
priority projects. It was also ignored by state Labor
during its 11 years in government.
The Minister for Innovation, Services and Small
Business, Ms Asher, announced that the Bendigo Art
Gallery will host ‘The Body Beautiful in Ancient
Greece’ — an exhibition from the British Museum —
next year. The Minister for Police and Emergency
Services, Mr Wells, announced that Castlemaine would
receive a new $12 million police station. Just as
important as the many announcements, though, was the
community forum held at La Trobe University on
Monday night. It was a wonderful opportunity for us as
ministers to hear firsthand from the local community,
and I would like to thank all who attended.

John Cummins Memorial Fund
Ms MIKAKOS (Northern Metropolitan) — On
30 August I had the pleasure of attending the seventh
annual John Cummins Memorial Fund dinner held in
honour of former trade unionist John Cummins,
continuing his legacy and memory. This fund has raised
money for the brain tumour support service at Austin
Health to support patients who suffer from brain cancer
and brain tumours, and to support their families. Since
its inception the fund has raised over $244 000 for
Austin Health. The fund also provides scholarships for
secondary students whose families are experiencing
financial hardship, giving them the opportunity to
pursue their studies. Since 2007, 128 scholarships
worth $117 000 have been awarded, many to students
in my local area in the northern suburbs. John’s wife,
Di Cummins, is to be congratulated on her continuing
support for families in need and on the work she is
doing in John’s memory.

So, Where Are You From?
Ms MIKAKOS — On 23 August I had the pleasure
of attending the opening night of the La Trobe
University Student Theatre and Film theatre production
So, Where Are You From?. The production highlighted
the experiences of international students who both
wrote and starred in the play. Their stories serve as a
window into the hardship many international students
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face on coming to Australia. I congratulate all the
performers and the La Trobe University Student
Theatre and Film theatre on this revealing and
enlightening performance.

University of the Third Age Melbourne City
Ms MIKAKOS — On 29 August I also had the
pleasure of attending the annual winter lunch of the
University of the Third Age Melbourne City.
University of the Third Age is an important
organisation that supports our senior citizens in
pursuing their learning and enhancing their intellect,
while also providing for social interaction.
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr Finn) — Order!
The member’s time has expired.

Port Phillip Prison joint treatment program
Mrs COOTE (Southern Metropolitan) — Last
Friday I had the great pleasure of visiting the
Marlborough joint treatment program at Port Phillip
Prison. It was a celebration to recognise that the joint
treatment program had recently won an award for
excellence in improving learning and development at
the Victorian Disability Sector Awards. G4S Custodial
Services Pty Ltd held the celebration at the prison. The
visit was an opportunity to look at the gardens
developed by the Marlborough unit and also to
celebrate with all the participants in this excellent
program.
Disability Pathways is a Corrections Victoria initiative,
and I commend the Minister for Corrections,
Mr O’Donohue, and his staff for this excellent
initiative. It was established under a tripartite
relationship between Port Phillip Prison, Corrections
Victoria and the Department of Human Services
Disability Forensic Assessment and Treatment Service.
It is known as a joint treatment program in the Port
Phillip and Loddon prisons.
I wish to put on record my praise for Michelle Enbon
and the staff on their excellent work. We were treated
to personal stories from the inmates of the Marlborough
joint treatment program which were very poignant. One
member of the program played a song on his guitar that
he had written for his daughter. It was very moving, as
were all the speeches given by the people there. I also
had an opportunity to view the garden and see the
excellent work that was being done. I commend all the
staff and the inmates of the prison.
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John Cummins Memorial Fund

Regional gas supply

Ms HARTLAND (Western Metropolitan) — I also
attended the John Cummins memorial function on
Friday night. I remember being on many picket lines
with John Cummins and other people from the Builders
Labourers Federation and the Construction, Forestry,
Mining and Energy Union over the years. The John
Cummins Memorial Fund is quite an extraordinary
thing, and John’s widow, Di Cummins, needs to be
congratulated on the work she has done over the last
seven years, particularly considering that she did so
during a time of intense grief.

Mr DRUM (Northern Victoria) — Yesterday I had
the pleasure of accompanying the Deputy Premier,
Peter Ryan, and the member for Rodney in the
Assembly, Paul Weller, to Heathcote where, as
Minister for State Development and Minister for
Regional and Rural Development, Mr Ryan announced
that he would be bringing natural gas to a whole range
of towns across regional Victoria. Prior to the last state
election The Nationals in coalition with the Liberals
pledged $100 million from the Regional Growth Fund
to help bring energy to these regions. We named
14 priority towns across Victoria that we believed we
could deliver reticulated gas to, and we set about
honouring that commitment as soon as we came to
government. The previous government ridiculed these
announcements, stating that any towns that could
reasonably be connected to natural gas had already
been connected.

The fund has raised money for 128 student
scholarships, student support services at Northland
Secondary College and junior sports activities at North
Heidelberg Football Club. It has contributed $2000 to
Australian People for Health, Education and
Development Abroad, $2000 to the Fred Hollows
Foundation and $175 000 to brain tumour support
services at the Austin Hospital, something that the
family identified with when John was dying of a brain
tumour. It has also contributed funds for the education
and support of young people with brain tumours and for
palliative care equipment. In all the fund has raised
$400 000 over the last seven years, and Di and her team
should be congratulated on the amazing work they have
done.

Fire services property levy
Ms DARVENIZA (Northern Victoria) — The fire
services property levy was introduced following a
recommendation by the 2009 Victorian Bushfires
Royal Commission. The Victorian parliamentary Labor
Party did not oppose the implementation of the levy but
did raise a number of concerns about the way in which
the new levy was to be implemented. When the
Liberal-Nationals state government introduced the new
fire services levy huge full-page advertisements
informed Victorians that it was a fairer system for all.
Unfortunately that has not been the case.
Electorate offices across Victoria have been inundated
with complaints from constituents who have seen
massive hikes in their fire services tax. The fire levy
reforms were meant to spread the cost across all
property owners rather than burden only the people
who had home insurance. What is becoming clear is
that this one-size-fits-all approach does not fit all types
of businesses and residential properties. The state
government needs to review the operation of this tax
and provide new and substantial powers to the fire
services levy monitor to ensure that it really is a fairer
system for all.

Even though this process has been more difficult than
first imagined, Mr Ryan and the team at Regional
Development Victoria (RDV) have worked hard to
develop a proposal which will see the delivery of
natural gas by conventional pipeline to Huntly, Avoca,
Bannockburn, Winchelsea, Wandong and Heathcote
Junction, and the remaining priority towns of Koo Wee
Rup, Heathcote, Maldon, Marong, Orbost, Lakes
Entrance, Terang, Maldon and Invermay connected by
either liquefied natural gas or compressed natural gas.
This sends a clear message to all Victorians — that is,
when it gets tough and the low-hanging fruit has
already been picked, Labor is prepared to walk away
from regional towns and cities. The Nationals in
coalition with the Liberals will stand up and support our
regional towns, and this announcement is proof of the
lengths Minister Ryan and his team at RDV will go to
to provide an equal footing for people in small regional
towns and cities who need energy.

Health funding
Mr EIDEH (Western Metropolitan) — Last week I
joined with my parliamentary colleagues from this
house, the shadow minister for children and young
adults, Ms Jenny Mikakos, and Mr Cesar Melhem, and
from the Assembly the member for Keilor, Ms Natalie
Hutchins, the member for Kororoit, Ms Marlene
Kairouz, and the member for Melton, Mr Don Nardella,
along with many disgruntled parents, teachers and staff
of local schools and kindergartens in the western
suburbs to protest the cuts to the Children’s Allied
Health Service at Sunshine Hospital. We
representatives of the significantly disadvantaged
western suburbs gathered at the office of Mr Bernie
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Finn to seek answers to why children are suffering and
failing to reach their full potential at the hands of this
government and its savage funding cuts.
The Children’s Allied Health Service provided families
in the western suburbs with the opportunity to have
their children assessed for possible disabilities or
developmental delays. It saddens me to know that
families who are already doing it tough and struggling
to meet daily expenses are now going to have to find
another $1500 to have their child assessed privately.
This is just another example of this government treating
the residents of Melbourne’s west as second-rate
citizens. This funding cut to the Children’s Allied
Health Service in Sunshine must be reversed.

Avoca Children’s and Family Centre
Mr RAMSAY (Western Victoria) — I continue on
from my last members statement with more exciting
developments and announcements in western Victoria.
Two weeks ago I attended with the Minister for
Children and Early Childhood Development,
Wendy Lovell, the opening of the Avoca Children’s
and Family Centre. I congratulate all those involved,
particularly Pyrenees Shire Council, which contributed
$150 000; the committee of management, which
contributed $25 000; and the Bendigo community bank,
which contributed $60 000. The state government
contributed $1.32 million as well. I congratulate the
committee of management and the volunteers who
supported this very important integrated centre in
Avoca.

Anglesea Country Fire Authority station
Mr RAMSAY — I also attended with the Minister
for Police and Emergency Services, Kim Wells, and the
Minister for Public Transport, Terry Mulder, the
opening of the new $1.8 million Anglesea Country Fire
Authority station, the first eco-5-star fire station in the
Southern Hemisphere. I congratulate the Country Fire
Authority volunteers at the Anglesea brigade and the
wider community and acknowledge their support, in
terms of both financial assistance and volunteer hours
to support this new station with its new appliances.

Great Ocean Road upgrade
Mr RAMSAY — Talking about Anglesea, I
congratulate the federal Leader of the Opposition, Tony
Abbott, and the Liberal candidate for Corangamite,
Sarah Henderson, on the wonderful announcement of
$25 million for the Great Ocean Road. The member for
Corangamite, Darren Cheeseman, has never made such
a commitment. I also congratulate the Minister for
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Roads, Terry Mulder, on committing $25 million from
the state government, which brings the total to
$50 million. The federal coalition has also committed to
the Princes Highway to Colac duplication. I also
congratulate — —
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr Finn) — Order!
The member’s time has well and truly expired.

Dost in-school breakfast program
Mr MELHEM (Western Metropolitan) — I take
this opportunity to speak about the success of a
fundraiser run by the Indian community group Dost —
which means friend — and jointly sponsored by my
colleagues in the other place the members for Keilor
and Kororoit, and me. Not only is breakfast important
to ensure that children get the required amount of
nutrition during a most important stage of development
but it is also fundamental for classroom learning.
According to data from the 2012 Australian Bureau of
Statistics school census, 14 per cent of children do not
eat breakfast. Families, particularly those with both
parents working, understandably sometimes find it hard
to fit breakfast into the morning rush. Therefore inschool breakfast programs are an important part of
addressing this issue. Held in mid-July, the fundraiser
raised $16 000, which went directly to several schools
in the west, including Mackellar Primary School,
Delahey. I commend the initiative of Dost, a
community group which has no doubt made a huge and
admirable impact on the learning ability of many kids
who will now have the opportunity to start the day with
their tanks full.

Kim Crow
Mr LEANE (Eastern Metropolitan) — I think
everyone in the chamber will join me in congratulating
Kim Crow, who has become our latest world champion.
Kim Crow has made history because no Australian
woman has ever before won the rowing single sculls at
a world championship. She managed to do that in South
Korea in recent days, and it is a fantastic effort. To do
so she had to beat the current Olympic champion from
the Czech Republic. She won by a couple of seconds,
which is quite a length of time when you are talking
about a rowing event.
Kim is an outspoken sportswoman when it comes to
promoting the participation of women in sport, but she
is also outspoken about the use of drugs in sport, which
at the moment is a topical issue. Kim comes from a
sporting family. Her father is Max Crow, who played
200-odd games for Essendon Football Club. Her
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brother played one game for Collingwood Football
Club. I was there, I saw it and I was surprised he did
not continue to play. Again, congratulations to Kim
Crow on what was a great effort from a great Victorian.

FORTIFICATION REMOVAL BILL 2013
Second reading
Debate resumed from 22 August; motion of
Hon. G. K. RICH-PHILLIPS (Assistant Treasurer).
Ms PULFORD (Western Victoria) — I rise to
outline the Labor opposition’s position on the
Fortification Removal Bill 2013. At the outset I indicate
that the Labor Party will not be opposing this bill.
Indeed the commitment to legislate along these lines
was made by the Labor Party, as it was by the then
opposition in the lead-up to the 2010 state election.
Here we are in 2013 with that legislation before us.
The bill allows the Magistrates Court to make an order
on application by the Chief Commissioner of Police to
require the removal or modification of fortifications on
premises that are connected with certain criminal
offences. The bill specifies what a fortification is, and
the examples given include large walls, armed gates,
CCTV cameras and motion-detection and night-vision
devices. The bill is not intended to affect security
measures that exist for lawful protection and security.
Obviously there are plenty of places with very high
security for very good reasons. This legislation relates
to comprehensive and thorough security measures put
in place for reasons which are not so good.
The bill requires that a link exist and be clear between
the use of fortification and criminal activity. The bill
provides for a compliance period and creates a number
of new criminal offences to support the effects of that
intent. In September 2010 the Brumby Labor
government indicated that it would introduce similar
anti-fortification laws. The contents of the bill are
reasonably straightforward. The government promised
this legislation, as did the Labor Party before the last
state election. This is not a particularly complicated
piece of legislation, but like so many things, not much
happened in Victoria after the election of the Baillieu
government in 2010. I expect the only reasonable
explanation that can be given as to why this process has
taken so long is that just about everything else always
took a long time too.
The only other comment I make, before other members
have an opportunity to speak on this bill, is to observe
that these changes were requested by Victoria Police to
bring Victoria into line with other jurisdictions. I
consider it important that as members of Parliament we
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support Victoria Police members and ensure that they
have the powers they need to be able to keep our
community safe. This government’s year-on-year
assault on the budget for Victoria Police and for the
Department of Justice means that on the one hand the
government is providing Victoria Police with additional
powers but on the other hand it is really undermining
the very important work of Victoria Police by stripping
out resources. Government members talk a good game
on not cutting front-line services, but the staff cuts in
Victoria Police have caused sworn officers to be doing
back-of-house work when the back-of-house people are
no longer there. Those tasks have continued to be
required to be undertaken, and there are stories about
them all over Victoria.
There are really disturbing trends in the crime statistics.
New crime data released only last week shows that
members of the government talk a good game on crime
but a slightly less convincing one when it comes to the
causes of crime and actually getting the crime statistics
down. The opposition will not be opposing this
legislation. As I indicated, we made that clear three
years ago.
Ms PENNICUIK (Southern Metropolitan) — The
purpose of the Fortification Removal Bill 2013 is to
provide the Magistrates Court, on application by the
Chief Commissioner of Police, with the power to make
an order to require the removal or modification of
fortifications on premises that are connected to certain
criminal offences. These are specified offences, being
either an indictable offence that is punishable by at least
10 years imprisonment or an offence that is set out in
the schedule to the bill, which includes for example,
crimes relating to the possession or use of prohibited
weapons, the sale of a commercial quantity of X-rated
material, making threats to inflict serious injury, dealing
with unauthorised explosives or possession of a tablet
press. The schedule has an extensive list of offences.
They are all serious offences and often are associated
with organised crime.
Clause 25 of the bill also provides Victoria Police with
powers of entry, inspection and enforcement in respect
of fortification removal orders. I will be raising some
queries about that particular clause shortly in my
contribution. I thank the parliamentary library staff
members for the excellent briefing notes on this bill that
they put together.
Other jurisdictions also have in place very similar laws
to remove or modify fortifications of subject premises.
New South Wales, Tasmania, South Australia, Western
Australia and Queensland all have legislation similar to
this bill. The Western Australian legislation provides
that not only must the premises be heavily fortified but
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they must also be habitually used as a place of resort by
members of a class of people, a significant number of
whom may reasonably be suspected to be involved in
organised crime.
The meaning of ‘fortification’ is set out in clause 4 of
the bill. Fortifications on premises can be used to
facilitate and protect criminal activity, and prevent or
delay lawful entry by police or other authorities while
evidence is being destroyed or concealed. A
fortification can be a structure or device, including an
electronic surveillance device such as closed-circuit
television equipment, a night-vision camera or a motion
sensor, or a combination of the two, that forms part of
or is attached to premises that has, could have or would
be considered by a reasonable person to be intended to
have the effect of preventing uninvited entry beyond
what is reasonably necessary to provide security for the
ordinary lawful use of that kind of premises.
That last qualification is important because obviously
many ordinary residences have night-vision cameras,
motion sensors or CCTV equipment but they will not
necessarily be caught up under the bill. That equipment
will have to be beyond what is reasonably necessary to
provide security for the ordinary lawful use of the
premises and will also have to meet the other criteria —
that is, the Chief Commissioner of Police must satisfy
the Magistrates Court that criminal activity is being
carried on there and that the fortifications are in place to
conceal that activity or prevent entry by the police.
Under part 2 of the bill an application may be made by
the Chief Commissioner of Police to the Magistrates
Court for a fortification removal order. It must be in
writing, state the grounds on which the order is sought
and specify the premises from or at which a
fortification is sought to be removed or modified, and it
must be served on the owner or occupier, who may
object to the application. The Magistrates Court may
order the removal or modification of a fortification in
place at the premises if it is satisfied, on reasonable
grounds, that the premises are being used, have been
used or are likely to be used in connection with the
commission of a specified offence, to conceal evidence
or to keep the proceeds of a specified offence, as I
outlined earlier.
Clause 12 provides that an order may be made in the
absence of an objector even if the person who objects
under clause 9 does not appear at the hearing of the
application. The Greens raised the matter of a rehearing
with the minister’s office. We were advised that
clause 12 does not affect the ability of a person to apply
for a rehearing under section 110 of the Magistrates’
Court Act 1989 — that is, if it was reasonable for a
person not to appear at the hearing of the application
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they could apply for a rehearing under the Magistrates’
Court Act.
A fortification removal order takes effect on the day it
is made. It remains in effect for a period commencing
on that day and ending 12 months after the day on
which the compliance period commenced. Basically a
magistrate makes a fortification removal order and it
remains in effect for 12 months — or longer if extended
by the magistrate after the expiry of the three-month or
extended compliance period — unless the
commissioner withdraws it.
Part 3 of the bill is about the power of police to inspect
premises to make sure that fortification removal orders
are being complied with. Under clause 25 Victoria
Police may inspect and enter premises while a
fortification removal order is in effect. The purpose of
the inspection is to determine if a fortification has been
removed or modified as required under the order and to
make sure that another fortification is not being
constructed. I have some queries about this clause. In
fact I have prepared an amendment to clause 25, which
I am happy to have circulated.
Greens amendment circulated by Ms PENNICUIK
(Southern Metropolitan) pursuant to standing
orders.
Ms PENNICUIK — I have previously provided
copies of the amendment to the lead speakers from all
parties. Clause 25 is headed ‘Inspecting fortified
premises while fortification removal order is in effect’
and provides that while a fortification removal order is
in effect a member of Victoria Police is authorised to
enter and inspect fortified premises in accordance with
division 3 of the bill to determine whether the order is
being complied with and that no further fortifications
have been constructed.
The purpose of the clause is to allow an inspection to
ensure that the fortification removal order is being
complied with, but there are no qualifications to the
actions of the police. This issue was raised by the
Scrutiny of Acts and Regulations Committee (SARC),
which made the point in its comments on the bill on
page 20 of Alert Digest No. 7 that under the
Queensland legislation, for example, and that of other
states:
… police are only permitted to enter premises without a
warrant —

and there is no requirement for a warrant under this
bill —
if they have reasonable grounds to believe that entry is
necessary to inspect whether the order has been complied
with or additional fortifications have been built …
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The Alert Digest goes on to say:
The committee refers to Parliament for its consideration the
question of whether or not clause 25(a), by automatically
empowering police to enter any premises (including
residential premises) that are subject to a fortification removal
order on any day for at least 15 months to determine whether
the order has been complied with or additional fortifications
have been built, is compatible with the charter’s right against
arbitrary interferences in a person’s privacy or home.

The minister did respond to the point raised by SARC.
Amongst other things, in his response the minister said:
Police must, before entering, announce the fact and basis of
their authorisation —

I presume that means knocking on the door and
announcing that they are there —
and provide a reasonable opportunity for persons present to
permit entry without reasonable force.

Under the provisions, the police can go on to use
reasonable force if the person does not comply with the
request.
The minister says that the inspection will be lawful and
not an arbitrary use of police power. However, there is
nothing in the bill to prevent it from being an arbitrary
use of police power. There is nothing in the bill
requiring a warrant, as is required in other jurisdictions,
or requiring the police to have a reasonable belief that
the fortification order is not being complied with. In
fact it can be an arbitrary entry by police. In other
jurisdictions there are qualifications to that effect but
not in this proposed Victorian legislation.
We asked Liberty Victoria to provide some comments
on the legislation. Liberty Victoria made the point that
under the bill ‘fortification’ carries a broad definition
and includes electronic surveillance devices. I accept
that under the bill ‘fortification’ does need to have a
broad definition because otherwise it might not capture
everything that needs to be captured. However, the
powers that are given to police are significant in that the
power of inspection can remain in effect for a year and
police can enter without warrant and without a
reasonable belief that the order is not being complied
with. Liberty Victoria raised issues such as the fact that
there could be disputes about where in the premises
police are able to enter.
The provision as it stands also raises questions such as
how many times the police can enter for this purpose —
every day? The clause does not specify any rank of
police; it does not specify that the inspection is to be on
the authorisation of the Chief Commissioner of Police
or another police officer of a high rank. It just says ‘a
member of Victoria Police’ may enter the premises —
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and without a warrant and without a reasonable belief
that the order is not being complied with.
As Liberty Victoria has said, there seems to be no
requirement for the power to enter the premises to be
limited only to the police members who took out the
order, who were named on it or who were authorised by
a member of Victoria Police of a particular rank.
Liberty Victoria made the point, and I think it is a valid
one, that given that we are dealing with fortifications
put up for the reasons that have been stated and that are
above and beyond what would normally be expected at
a premises, this all might seem palatable, particularly
when we think of organised crime premises.
However, legislation of this type often ends up being
used by the police against people in ways not envisaged
by Parliament or for purposes not intended or stated by
Parliament if the provisions in the bill — and later, the
act — are not qualified in any regard and if they depart
significantly from the longstanding position that police
cannot enter premises without a search warrant.
Perhaps the government speaker might wish to go to
this point. The fact that an order is in place may be
partly taking the place of a search warrant; however, the
fact remains that there are no qualifications in regard to
entry by police. Under many other acts of Parliament
such entry is qualified by the need for police to have a
reasonable belief that something is occurring contrary
to an order, an act or a regulation or contrary to
conditions that have been put on a certain person before
they can act. We should always be careful when
extending police powers — and in my time in this place
there have been lots of extensions of police powers —
to make sure that they are not inadvertently used in
ways not envisaged or intended by the legislation.
I have circulated a simple amendment to clause 25 to
insert words to the effect that while a fortification
removal order is in effect, if a member of Victoria
Police has a reasonable belief that the order is not being
complied with, that member is authorised to enter and
inspect premises. All the qualifications and all the
reasons for entry and inspection that are already in the
bill remain. None of them is altered by the amendment I
will be moving in committee.
The bill creates offences such as obstructing the lawful
removal of fortifications and constructing or installing a
fortification, the latter being set out in clause 48. I raise
a query on that now, and I will go to this in committee.
Clauses 48 and 49 create offences in regard to
constructing a fortification. Again, this matter was
raised by the Scrutiny of Acts and Regulations
Committee. Clause 48 says:
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A person must not construct or install a fortification on
premises that the person knows, or ought reasonably to know,
are being used, or are likely to be used —

and on it goes in regard to the purposes I have already
raised. The Scrutiny of Acts and Regulations
Committee wrote to the Attorney-General seeking
information about the compatibility of clause 48 with
the right to privacy in the Charter of Human Rights and
Responsibilities. The minister has responded to that.
The clause says a person must not construct or install a
fortification on premises that the person knows are
being used in connection with certain activities, and
clause 49 talks about constructing or installing a
fortification on certain premises if an order has
previously been made or is in force in relation to the
premises. Given that we have clause 49, which applies
if a fortification order is in force or has been in force, I
am not quite sure why it is an offence under clause 48
to construct fortifications.
I can understand that a person should, would or could
possibly know about activities that take place on a
premises, but clause 48 could inadvertently catch
people who would not necessarily know. If a person is a
local builder, for example, contracted to do work on a
premises, which could be a home, with no knowledge
of the use of the building, they could well be caught by
this clause. I am asking the government to explain why
this particular clause, which could possibly catch
people who have nothing to do with any of the
activities that may or may not be going on in a
premises, is needed, given that if a premises has had a
fortification order in place, there will obviously be a
notice outside the premises to that effect, and that is
covered under clause 49.
The minister’s answer to the question from SARC is
quite strange. On page 22 of Alert Digest No. 7 the
minister said:
Prohibiting a person from building a structure or device to
form part of or be attached to their home may negatively
interfere with the person’s privacy or home. However, any
such interference will be lawful as it is specifically permitted
by clause 48.

I am not sure that it is permitted by clause 48. I am not
sure what the minister is saying here. Again I raise the
point as to the usefulness of clause 48 when clause 49
already seems to cover pretty well the same territory.
Those are the major issues I would like to raise on the
bill. I will move my amendment to clause 25 in the
committee stage to make it clear that police will need
reasonable belief that an order is not being complied
with before they can enter and inspect premises, given
that they will be able to do so without a warrant and
without any notice apart from announcing their
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presence at the building or premises. Of course a person
may have already removed the fortification, because
under the bill they have three months to comply with
the order before anyone can be called upon to enforce
it; they would be able to comply with it voluntarily
within three months of the order taking effect.
Those are the main concerns and issues I would like to
raise about the bill. I will be interested to hear whether
Mr O’Brien has any responses, particularly to my
queries on clauses 25 and 48.
Mr O’BRIEN (Western Victoria) — It is with great
pleasure that I rise to make a contribution on the
Fortification Removal Bill 2013, which is another
important piece in the coalition’s election platform, in
particular the detailed law and order policies which it
took to the Victorian electorate prior to the 2010
election and which it has been carefully and
sequentially implementing through various pieces of
legislation that have been considered by this
Parliament.
Firstly, I will respond to what was a rather
extraordinary suggestion from Ms Pulford on behalf of
the Labor opposition. She described the actions of this
government in relation to the provision of police as an
assault on the budget. One of the key planks, if not the
central plank, of the delivery of the coalition’s law and
order commitments is the commitment to provide
1700 additional police and 940 protective services
officers — front-line services that have been steadily
rolled out by this government. In relation to the police,
we recall that that commitment was matched within
hours by the then Brumby government. The Brumby
government followed this, belatedly — in its death
throes, one might say — with commitments to enact
legislation similar to what is now before the Parliament
in the Fortification Removal Bill 2013.
I recently became aware of a new development on, I
think, the Fairfax website and other media portals in
relation to the federal election, something called a fact
checker. It reviews statements that have been made by
candidates in the election campaign. I urge members of
the opposition, when they make such contrary and
incorrect statements on pieces of legislation, to think
about the fact checker, because it is very tiresome to
have to continually put those incorrect statements to
bed and confirm on the record that this government has
absolutely put the safety of Victorians first and will
continue to make the safety of Victorians its no. 1
priority, particularly in relation to law and order.
With this bill we are looking at what has sometimes
been a difficult area of legislation. The purposes of the
bill are set out in clause 1. They are simply to provide
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for the making of an order by the Magistrates Court, on
application by the Chief Commissioner of Police, to
require the removal or modification of fortifications on
premises that are connected to certain criminal
offences. In this statement are the answers to many of
the matters put by Ms Pulford and also to the more
detailed queries put by Ms Pennicuik on behalf of the
Greens, which I will turn to in due course.
Mr Leane — Do them now.
Mr O’BRIEN — It is important to remember — for
Mr Leane as well — that this bill is designed to target
heavily fortified premises which are used in connection
with serious criminal activity. If the property is not
connected with serious criminal activity, then it cannot
be subject to the scheme. These laws are consistent
with schemes that are in place in every other state and
territory except the ACT.
These offences will effectively make it illegal to protect
serious criminal activity by erecting fortifications. With
a careful understanding of the legislation — as it has
been set out in the minister’s second-reading speech
both in this place and in the other place; in the
minister’s statement of compatibility, which deals with
some of the human rights matters that have been raised
by Ms Pennicuik; and more particularly in the
minister’s letter of response to the concerns raised by
the Scrutiny of Acts and Regulations Committee
(SARC) — one can see that this bill tackles a difficult
subject. It raises questions of the rights to privacy,
personal liberty and home security, but it does so in a
carefully balanced way so that the intended targets of
the bill — namely, fortifications in connection with a
serious criminal activity — are the actual targets of the
bill.
In that regard I agree with the Greens that the bill will
have broad application and it ought to be interpreted
broadly by the courts to avoid participants in serious
criminal activity jumping through loopholes and using
legal arguments in relation to human rights et cetera to
tie up appropriate actions by the police and other
enforcement bodies in the courts and at the same time
to ensure that the legitimate, non-criminal personal
security and privacy protection measures that many of
our citizens take, and have a right to take, are not
unlawfully, arbitrarily, unnecessarily or inadvertently
interfered with by the bill.
A good starting point for understanding many pieces of
legislation — and certainly this legislation — is the
words of the bill, and in particular the careful words set
out in clause 4 that deal with the definition of
‘fortification’. A fortification is defined as a structure or
device designed to prevent uninvited entry to a
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premises that is more than what is reasonably required
in regard to the ordinary lawful use of the property.
This could relate to physical barriers to entry as well as
electronic security measures such as CCTV cameras
and night vision or motion sensors.
These are the kinds of installations typically erected by
outlaw motorcycle gangs to conceal criminal activity
and frustrate police attempts to gain access. This does
not apply to all motorcyclists or to all people who might
consider themselves bikies. It is designed to apply to
serious criminal activity, which, regrettably for this
state, has been and continues to be undertaken in some
places associated with outlaw motorcycle gangs and
other criminals who engage in serious criminal activity,
which in part had been permitted to operate by the
erection of fortifications.
This bill will allow a fortification removal order to be
granted by a magistrate, which will require the owner
or occupier of the premises to remove or modify the
fortifications attached to the property. Those provisions
are set out in part 2 of the bill. The steps involved in
obtaining a fortification removal order are also clearly
set out in the bill. The Chief Commissioner of Police is
required to make an application to the Magistrates
Court for a fortification removal order. The application
is served on the property owner and affixed to the
premises, and then there is an objection process set out
in clause 9, which allows either the owner or the
occupier to object to the application. Clause 11 allows
the court, if it determines that the fortifications have
been erected and is satisfied of the link between the
property and serious criminal activity, to then grant the
fortification removal order.
It is important to remember that properties that are
subject to a fortification removal order can only be
those properties used in relation to serious criminal
activity, which can also mean any indictable offence
punishable by 10 years or more in prison plus the
offences listed in the schedule of offences referenced in
the Criminal Organisations Control Act 2012 — the
types of profit-motivating crimes that organised crime
gangs are frequently involved in.
I turn now to the Greens amendment, which refers to
the powers of the police to inspect a property under
clause 25 of the bill once a fortification order has been
made. Having looked at the Greens amendment and
having considered the Scrutiny of Acts and Regulations
Committee report and the minister’s response, I can say
that the government will not be supporting the Greens
amendment. In fact the Greens amendment is
unworkable and also shows a fundamental lack of
understanding of the issue that this bill is seeking to
address.
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Logically, once an order has been made, which is the
time we are looking at when we consider clause 25, the
police are unlikely to be able to form a reasonable
belief that a fortification has not been removed or
modified if they are unable to enter the premises to
check, which is essentially what the Greens amendment
requires the Victoria Police to prove — namely, that
there is a reasonable belief that the order has not been
complied with. The Greens amendment would, in a
sense, make it unworkable. We say that the bill seeks to
confer upon police a power that is both proportionate
and reasonable, again for the reasons stated in the
minister’s response to the SARC report as well as in the
statement of compatibility and the second-reading
speech.
I should note that it is a similar power to the compliance
inspection powers established under the Firearms
Act 1996 and the Liquor Control Reform Act 1998 to
facilitate the administration of those schemes. The
powers of inspection to inspect in relation to
compliance of an order are an integral part of the bill.
Accordingly, as I said, the government will not support
the Greens amendment, which would have the practical
effect of rendering an essential part of the scheme
unworkable.
In relation to the Greens comments on clause 48, I need
not say much more than has been said by the minister in
response to the query which was raised by SARC. The
minister’s response at page 22 of the report simply
says:
The definition of ‘fortification’ does not capture structures
and devices that are reasonably necessary to provide security
for the ordinary lawful use of premises. The prosecution will
carry the burden of proving the elements of the offence in
clause 48.

If the Greens wish to pursue that further in the
committee stage of the bill, I urge them to do so.
Otherwise this government will continue to do its best
to provide police and resources to the community to
ensure its protection and also to provide appropriate
resources, particularly in our regional areas, which are
an important part of the commitment to provide further
resources and to maintain single-officer police stations.
I send my continual support and best wishes to the
many law enforcement officers who serve our
community. I look forward to the speedy carriage of
this important legislation through the house.
Mr ONDARCHIE (Northern Metropolitan) — I
rise today to speak in the debate on the Fortification
Removal Bill 2013. I say at the outset that I will not go
into the elements of the bill in the same detail that
Mr O’Brien has gone into. I commend him on his
contribution to the house.
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Victoria cannot and will not stand idly by and watch the
Bandidos, Hells Angels and their affiliate gangs
terrorise suburban Victoria. This bill means that the
gangs will not be able to run and hide like they used to,
where they were able to utilise delaying tactics against
lawful entry by Victoria Police to destroy or conceal
evidence.
We have to understand exactly the types of people we
are dealing with when it comes to these criminal bikie
gangs. An American Motorcyclists Association report
is said to have stated that 99 per cent of motorcyclists
were good, law-abiding citizens. I believe that to be
true. Using this as an inspiration, the gangs that I am
talking about refer to themselves as the ‘one
percenters’, specifically representing themselves as the
criminal minority of bike riders. These gangs are
global, and so are their rivalries. We do not want those
types of gangs in Victoria, as they have been in the past.
Let us not fall for that flashy Hollywood veneer that
bikies like. The people involved in criminal bikie gangs
are bad people; they are bad citizens. Their values
mandate complete loyalty and trust to their respective
organisations, with members maintaining vicious
rivalries with enemy clubs.
The respective club presidents have absolute rule over
members of all these gangs, with a motto of ‘death
before disloyalty’. They are supported by a vicepresident, a treasurer, a secretary, a road captain and a
sergeant-at-arms. They trade in human misery. They
fight over territory for the distribution of
methamphetamines and other drugs, as well as for
deadly weapons. These clubs are highly insular. Almost
never do they cooperate with police inquiries within or
between gangs. They prefer to shield their members
and engage in dangerous vigilante actions against
enemies instead of respecting Victorian law and order.
Bikie gangs have patches that are sewn onto their
leather jackets. These patches demonstrate their rank
and are highly prized. If a rival gang steals those
patches, it is considered a very serious offence. They
are seen as the property of the respective clubs.
According to an article published in the Age of
6 August headed ‘Outlaw bikie gang’s neighbours
refused insurance’, these gangs have been engaged in a
vicious feud since the shooting of Bandidos enforcer
Toby Mitchell in March, with a spate of shootings, fire
bombings and assaults ensuing. It is a question of when,
not if, innocent bystanders will be seriously hurt or
killed by these people. They have to be stopped, and
this legislation will form a critical part of the
government’s response to such blatant disregard for
human life.
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As the Premier said when we announced this
antifortification bill, they will have nowhere to run and
nowhere to hide. These groups will have to remove the
fortifications at their own expense. If they fail to do so,
the police will be able to forcibly enter and demolish or
remove the fortifications. Businesses in premises
adjoining those of these criminal bikie gangs are having
trouble getting insurance. It is having an impact on
small businesses — legitimate businesses — that are
employing Victorians and trying to go about their trade
and commerce in a legitimate manner. It is time these
bikie gangs were ruled out. It is time we say enough is
enough in Victoria. I commend this very important bill
to the house.
Mrs COOTE (Southern Metropolitan) — It gives
me great pleasure to speak on the Fortification Removal
Bill 2013. I will not go into the details of the clauses in
this bill, because my colleagues Mr O’Brien and
Mr Ondarchie have done exactly that. As both of them
have said, there are many legal motorcycle groups in
Victoria whose members abide by the law, do the right
thing and are very valuable groups of people doing fun
things together in a lawful way. This bill is not
designed to deal with those people. It is to deal with the
outlaw gangs, as Mr Ondarchie said very forcefully.
We have to look at and be absolutely mindful of what
this bikie war means in this state. I had a look at some
media articles recently. In fact over the last month there
has been a lot written about these outlaw motorcycle
gangs, organised crime and their fortified clubhouses,
and I would like to mention a couple of those articles.
Last week, in the Age of 28 August, it was reported
that:
Another battle in the bloodiest bikie war in history could
erupt here in Victoria as the Hells Angels move against
members of the notorious Canadian gang Rock Machine.
Police say Rock Machine members trying to establish a
Victorian chapter this year have been bashed by Hells Angels
intent on protecting their turf.

The article states that when Rock Machine and the
Hells Angels clashed in Canada more than 150 people
were murdered. That was during the 1990s and early
2000s. This is something we do not want in Victoria.
We have to curb this before it even takes a first step.
Already we know that the outlaw bikie gangs are more
about ‘outlaw’ than ‘motorbikes’. They want to have
illicit drugs, they want to be intimidatory, and they
want to be out there causing havoc in lawful places.
That is what this bill is dealing with. The article goes on
to mention that:
The ambush of Bandidos sergeant-at-arms Toby Mitchell in
March sparked what police have described as an all-out war
between the club —
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that is, the Bandidos —
and the Hells Angels.

The reason for this turf war was that bikie gangs have a
lucrative illicit drug empire. The article continues:
Detective Senior Sergeant Cheesman said the business
interests of bikie gangs generally included drug trafficking
and extortion, and that the presence of another gang reduced
the viability of these enterprises.

One of the startling aspects of what is happening with
bikie gangs here in Victoria is that these gangs are now
not just attracting people who ride motorcycles. This
image of the Harley-riding, leather jacket clad bikie is
becoming a myth. Organised crime has moved in to
such an extent that people are not having to ride bikes.
As I said, it is more on the ‘outlaw’, less on the
‘motorcycle’. An article published in Sydney in the
Daily Telegraph of 2 August stated in its headline ‘No
creed, colours or hogs’. It is the ‘Nike bikie’. The
article states:
The self-proclaimed national leader of the Comanchero bikie
gang, Mark Buddle, doesn’t have a motorcycle licence — or a
bike.
Desperate to recruit and beef up their numbers, many outlaw
motorcycle gangs are allowing new members to join even if
they don’t have motorcycles.
The current crop of bikie gang members are in fact cardriving criminals who have very little to do with the
traditional bikie on the back of his Harley.

This is what we have got to be very concerned about. I
saw in my electorate the recent picket of the Spirit of
Tasmania, near my office in Bay Street, Port
Melbourne. It was reported in the Hobart Mercury of
9 August that:
A major police investigation is under way into the suspected
trafficking of drugs on the Spirit of Tasmania by organised
criminals with links to Bandidos bikie boss Toby Mitchell.
It is understood a multi-agency probe is also looking into
allegations of gun trafficking on the ferry.
The company responsible for moving freight on the Bass
Strait vessel — in dispute with the Maritime Union of
Australia — is concerned about a worker with family
connections to Mitchell, the Bandidos national sergeant-atarms.
It is understood complaints have been made to the Australian
Federal Police about dock workers’ involvement in drug
trafficking on the ferry.

As I said, this picket has been happening on the Spirit
of Tasmania, just around the corner from my electorate
office. The Herald Sun wrote about this picket on
3 August. That article states:
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Children from poor families could be left hungry by
disruptions to freight on the Spirit of Tasmania, a major food
charity has warned.

It goes on to say that deliveries across Bass Strait have
dropped from up to 20 pallets a week to around 4
because of the delays caused by the protest by these
outlaw motorbike organisations.
The bikies have also been infiltrating the construction
industry. There have been secret meetings with industry
bosses, and concerns have been raised about bikies
employed as labourers on Victorian building sites
selling illegal drugs on these sites. The Herald Sun of
4 August reports:
The allegations of bikie infiltration of the highly paid
construction industry were discussed at the confidential
meeting between Detective Superintendent Peter de Santo,
the head of Victoria Police’s anti-bikie Echo taskforce, and a
group of leading Melbourne builders.

I could go on and on. It is being infiltrated by the
outlaw criminal activities here in Victoria, and this bill
goes a long way to addressing that.
The bill deals with the heavily fortified bikie club
headquarters. It does this by allowing the Chief
Commissioner of Police to apply to a magistrate to have
a fortification removed. Clause 4 of the bill defines
what the fortifications are. Before a court can order the
removal of a fortification, certain criteria must be met,
and other people have read through those in their
contributions today.
These are very serious offences. It is also important to
note that reinstalling fortifications is also an offence.
With this bill the government has looked into some of
the long-term ramifications and understood that one
bikie gang member cannot get out of a lease and turn
the property over to somebody else in the outlawed
motorcycle club. That loophole is being addressed
through the introduction of this bill today.
One clause that I would like to talk about is clause 49. I
will not read it out, but basically it means that a person
cannot construct a fortification on a premises on which
a removal order has previously been made. This could
cause a problem if the ownership of the premises
changes hands, but if someone genuinely does not
know there was a fortification removal order on the
premises, this bill enables that person to be recognised.
However, as I said, clause 49 deals with the issue of
premises being handed around from one criminal
outlaw bikie member to another.
Basically the bill cracks down on organised criminal
groups, including outlaw motorcycle gangs. It does this
by forcing them to remove fortifications from their
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premises, including clubhouses, if ordered to do so by a
magistrate. It will help protect innocent Victorians from
these criminals, and I commend the bill to the house.
Motion agreed to.
Read second time.
Committed.
Committee
Hon. E. J. O’DONOHUE (Minister for Liquor and
Gaming Regulation) — Deputy President, I seek leave
of the committee to allow Mr O’Brien to sit at the table
with me.
Leave granted.
Clause 1
Ms PENNICUIK (Southern Metropolitan) — The
purpose of clause 1 is to provide for the court, on
application by the chief commissioner, to require the
removal of modifications on premises that are
connected to certain criminal offences. Under this bill
there is no specific requirement or provision for
magistrates to provide conditions on those orders, as
there are in other jurisdictions.
In Queensland the magistrate must fix the period when
inspections can occur; the order given to the owner and
occupier must state the length of the period; the
magistrate may make ancillary orders on how the order
may be enforced — for example, placing limits on the
time of the day when powers are exercised; for
residential premises, magistrates must consider the
interests of residents when making ancillary orders; and
entry to residential parts of premises may only occur if
police reasonably believe that those parts contain
fortifications and that entry is necessary to make the
inspection.
While there are no specific provisions in the bill for
these, the question is: why are there no specific
provisions in the bill for the magistrate to do that? And
does that mean the magistrate cannot do that of their
own accord?
Hon. E. J. O’DONOHUE (Minister for Liquor and
Gaming Regulation) — I am advised that clause 13 in
effect sets out the relevant test. I make the point to
Ms Pennicuik that this is all predicated on a link to
criminal activities. So there is a test required, a
threshold or bar to be met, prior to the granting of an
order to the chief commissioner.
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Ms PENNICUIK (Southern Metropolitan) — I am
just quickly looking at clause 13, which I do not think
goes to the points I was raising, which are about
ancillary orders or additions to the order to do with
specific premises, and in particular if those premises are
residences. Can a magistrate apply ancillary orders to
the main order? The main order is for the removal of
the fortification. Whether there is the capacity for a
magistrate to make ancillary orders is basically the nub
of the question.
Hon. E. J. O’DONOHUE (Minister for Liquor and
Gaming Regulation) — As referred to in my previous
answer, clause 13 covers the range of orders or matters
relevant to the scheme. In the government’s opinion
there is no need for other conditions as the powers of
police are appropriately constrained within the scheme.
Other conditions would fetter the workability of the
scheme, given the need for a link with serious criminal
activity.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT — Order! If we are to
go into detail on subsequent clauses, I would rather do
them in the order of the clauses. Clause 1 involves a
general discussion of the bill. If Ms Pennicuik’s
intention is to wrap up a range of issues within
discussion of clause 1, I am happy to entertain that.
However, if she has detailed issues about a particular
clause, I would rather do it when we get to that clause.
Ms PENNICUIK (Southern Metropolitan) — I do
not have detailed questions about clause 13, which I
fully understand. Clause 13 is about the removal of
fortifications. It is not about the question that I am
asking, which goes to the purposes of the bill and the
ability of a magistrate to issue an order.
The Scrutiny of Acts and Regulations Committee
(SARC) and I are looking at similar legislation that is in
place in other jurisdictions. I understand what the
minister has said. I know he is referring to organised
crime or serious crime and the fortifications that are
required above and beyond those necessary for ordinary
people who may want to put security around their
homes. I think we all understand that. Clause 13 just
talks about the order of removing the fortification.
The issues raised by SARC, that I read out, are that in
other jurisdictions, particularly Queensland, magistrates
can put time limits on inspections — for example,
police can only inspect between the hours of 7.00 a.m.
and 6.00 p.m. and cannot just turn up at 3.00 a.m. There
is nothing to prevent that provision being included in
this bill. There are similar provisions in other
jurisdictions.
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My question does not relate to clause 13, so I ask the
minister not to refer to clause 13 again. It relates to the
inclusion of a provision similar to that in the
Queensland act. In fact the Queensland act requires
magistrates to do certain things such as fix an
inspection period, but they can also make orders about
enforcement, particularly with residential premises and,
as I said, times of day. My question is: even though
there are no specific similar mirror provisions in this
act, as there are in another acts around the country, can
a magistrate still do that? Can a magistrate say, for
example, that there are certain conditions attached to
this order, apart from removing the fortification?
Hon. E. J. O’DONOHUE (Minister for Liquor and
Gaming Regulation) — Other proposed sections in the
bill deal with some of the matters referred to by
Ms Pennicuik. Clause 14 details when a fortification
removal order takes effect; clause 15, the duration of
the fortification removal order; and clause 16, the
compliance period. For example, clause 1 says the
compliance period for a fortification removal order
begins on the day the order takes effect and begins and
ends three months after the day on which the order
takes effect, a day specified by the Chief Commissioner
of Police and the Magistrates Court. So there are
various clauses within the bill that go to the points
raised by Ms Pennicuik.
Ms PENNICUIK (Southern Metropolitan) — I do
not believe there are. I understand the points that
Mr O’Donohue has made. They are to do with the
actual order itself and the time it will be in force but do
not go to the issues I was raising. However, I am happy
to move on as otherwise we could go around and
around in circles.
Clause agreed to; clauses 2 to 24 agreed to.
Clause 25
Ms PENNICUIK (Southern Metropolitan) — I
move:
1.

Clause 25, lines 6 and 7, omit all words and expressions
on these lines and insert —
“While a fortification removal order is in effect, if a
member of Victoria Police has a reasonable belief that
the order is not being complied with, that member is
authorised to — “.

That replaces the current words, which say:
While a fortification removal order is in effect, a member of
Victoria Police is authorised to —

There is just the addition of the words ‘has a reasonable
belief’. These are words that are used in the Crimes Act
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1958 and other legislation. The requirement for a
‘reasonable belief’ implies that the belief must be
appropriate given the circumstances and ensures that
actions taken by police are reasonable and appropriate.
Unlike other legislation around the country, there is no
requirement for the police to go back to the court to get
a warrant to inspect the premises, and there is no
requirement under this clause for them to have a
reasonable belief. SARC raised that issue, saying that in
particular in Queensland:
police are only permitted to enter premises without a warrant
if they have reasonable grounds to believe that entry is
necessary to inspect whether the order has been complied
with or additional fortifications have been built …

That is not something that I am just making up; it exists
in other jurisdictions to make sure that there is some
qualification on the ability of police to enter premises,
particularly residential premises. As I said, reasonable
belief is used in many other instances in legislation to
require police to have a reasonable belief before they
act to arrest people or enter properties. There is no
reason why that should not apply here. That is why I
wanted to move the amendment.
I was quite amazed at part of the minister’s answer,
because SARC had made it quite clear that other
legislation contained these sorts of qualifications on the
ability to enter and inspect premises. The minister said:
The differences between legislation in place in other
jurisdictions and the bill currently before the Parliament are
useful for comparison … but it is, in my opinion, dangerous
to infer that the inspection power is unwarranted because
there may be no similar power in other jurisdictions.

I find that amazing. I think we do look at other
jurisdictions and at how powers should or should not be
exercised by the police. As I said in my contribution to
the second-reading debate, we should be careful when
we are extending police powers to ensure that they are
not used beyond what Parliament has envisaged.
Anyway, that is the reason I wanted to move that
amendment.
Ms PULFORD (Western Victoria) — The Labor
Party will not be supporting Ms Pennicuik’s
amendment to this clause. We believe the bill contains
sufficient protections, including the need for the Chief
Commissioner of Police to apply for an order from the
courts. The Labor Party is not convinced that the
amendment adds to the bill, as the police, having
applied for the order, are well placed to determine
whether or not it has been complied with. I put our
position on the record.
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Hon. E. J. O’DONOHUE (Minister for Liquor and
Gaming Regulation) — The government does not
support Ms Pennicuik’s amendment. Without being
churlish, I just wish to note that at 2.54 p.m. today the
government first became aware of Ms Pennicuik’s
amendment to a bill which was introduced in the
Legislative Assembly on 17 April this year, and it first
saw a copy of the amendment at about 3.30 p.m. That
made it difficult for the government to form an opinion.
Nevertheless, we have done so, and we do not support
the amendment.
Ms Pennicuik said we need to be careful in regard to
police powers. The government agrees, and it has been
careful. In the statement of compatibility, which is also
cited in the Alert Digest from the Scrutiny of Acts and
Regulations Committee, the Attorney-General says:
In my opinion, the powers of entry and inspection conferred
on Victoria Police do not infringe this right because any
interference will be lawful and will not be arbitrary. These
powers are conferred for the limited purpose of determining
whether there has been compliance with a court order.
While at the premises, Victoria Police are only authorised to
do things that are reasonably necessary to determine
compliance or the existence of further fortifications (cl 25(b)
and cl 25(c)). Before entering, police must announce the fact
and basis of their authorisation and provide a reasonable
opportunity for persons present to permit entry without the
police needing to use reasonable force …

Ms PENNICUIK (Southern Metropolitan) — If I
could just briefly respond, I am disappointed that the
ALP will not be supporting the amendment. Ms Pulford
said the order is in place. The order is in place for up to
15 months. This is about the power to inspect. The
qualification of reasonable belief exists in other
jurisdictions that have had this sort of legislation in
place for some years, and on anything I have seen they
have not indicated that there is a problem with that. The
way the bill stands at the moment also means that
police can enter a property that may have voluntarily
removed the fortifications, and there is no qualification
on the police having to have a reasonable belief.
On the point made by the minister, I admit that it was a
last-minute amendment, but it is not a complicated one.
Certainly the government has come into this place and
plonked very complicated and long amendments in
front of us when it has had the bill for who knows how
long, and we have managed to deal with those.
Occasionally that does happen, and I apologise for that.
Having looked through the bill and the SARC report
again today in preparation for the debate, along with
having received just this morning the opinions of other
organisations on the bill, I suppose I was prompted to
move the amendment. It is a simple amendment, and it
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exists in other jurisdictions that have the same types of
legislation in place to deal with the same issues.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT — Order! Are there
any further contributions on Ms Pennicuik’s
amendment?
Hon. E. J. O’DONOHUE (Minister for Liquor and
Gaming Regulation) — I will start by again citing the
contribution of Mr O’Brien during the second-reading
debate and his comments about the proposed
amendment of the Greens being unworkable and its
demonstrating a fundamental lack of understanding of
the issues the bill seeks to address. I would also say in
response to the amendment and to early discussion
about clause 1 that the comparison with other
jurisdictions is not always straightforward. The
legislation in other states varies significantly in form
and content — for example, whereas Queensland might
have the ‘reasonable belief’ requirement, others do not.
The bill contains a great deal of prescription that does
not exist in other jurisdictions.
Committee divided on amendment:
Ayes, 3
Barber, Mr
Hartland, Ms (Teller)

Pennicuik, Ms (Teller)

Noes, 36
Atkinson, Mr
Broad, Ms
Coote, Mrs
Crozier, Ms
Dalla-Riva, Mr
Darveniza, Ms
Davis, Mr D.
Drum, Mr
Eideh, Mr
Elasmar, Mr
Elsbury, Mr
Finn, Mr
Guy, Mr
Hall, Mr
Jennings, Mr
Koch, Mr
Kronberg, Mrs
Leane, Mr

Lenders, Mr
Lovell, Ms
Melhem, Mr
Mikakos, Ms
Millar, Mrs (Teller)
O’Brien, Mr
O’Donohue, Mr
Ondarchie, Mr
Peulich, Mrs
Pulford, Ms
Ramsay, Mr
Rich-Phillips, Mr
Scheffer, Mr
Somyurek, Mr (Teller)
Tarlamis, Mr
Tee, Mr
Tierney, Ms
Viney, Mr

Amendment negatived.
Clause agreed to; clauses 26 to 47 agreed to.
Clause 48
Ms PENNICUIK (Southern Metropolitan) — My
query is that clause 48 uses the words, ‘A person must
not construct or install’ at the beginning of the clause. It
does not say ‘the owner’ or ‘the occupier’ — this was
not raised in the statement of compatibility and the
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minister did not go to it; he only responded after SARC
raised the issue — and it does not capture an innocent
person constructing or installing the fortification on
someone else’s behalf, such as a builder or a contractor,
and they may have no knowledge of the possibility of
criminal activities going on in the premises and could
not be expected to know. Can this clause inadvertently
capture someone like that?
Hon. E. J. O’DONOHUE (Minister for Liquor and
Gaming Regulation) — The government believes the
test articulated in clause 48 would prevent an innocent
person from being caught by this clause, and therefore
the concerns raised by Ms Pennicuik are dealt with by
the test contained in clause 48. As was referred to by
Ms Pennicuik, I note the Attorney-General’s response
at page 22 of the SARC report in relation to clause 48
and these issues.
Ms PENNICUIK (Southern Metropolitan) — That
was my main concern, and certainly if a person is
wilfully constructing or installing fortifications and
carrying on criminal activity, then they are meant to be
caught by this bill. I was concerned — and for the
record I note that I was not the only person concerned
and that SARC was also concerned — that innocent
parties might be caught by this clause. If the
government is of the view that that is not the case, then
I will let the matter rest.
Clause agreed to; clauses 49 to 53 agreed to;
schedule agreed to.
Reported to house without amendment.
Third reading
Motion agreed to.
Read third time.

MAJOR TRANSPORT PROJECTS
FACILITATION AMENDMENT (EAST
WEST LINK AND OTHER PROJECTS)
BILL 2013
Second reading
Debate resumed from 22 August; motion of
Hon. G. K. RICH-PHILLIPS (Assistant Treasurer).
Mr TEE (Eastern Metropolitan) — I welcome the
opportunity to speak on the Major Transport Projects
Facilitation Amendment (East West Link and Other
Projects) Bill 2013, which, as the objectives suggest, is
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about facilitating the east–west link and other major
projects.
Mr Ondarchie interjected.
Mr TEE — It is important, Mr Ondarchie, and I will
come back to the east–west link, but this is a bill that
goes beyond those projects because it deals with the
largest projects that are designed and built in Victoria. It
deals with how we regulate, manage and facilitate
projects that will affect hundreds of thousands of road
users over a very long period of time. It is a bill which,
in its outcomes, has an impact on taxpayers, who for
generations will pay the debt incurred by constructing
these major projects.
It is also a bill that is incredibly important to a
significant number of Victorians whose lives will be
forever, and often irreparably, changed by the major
projects facilitated by it and by the underlying
legislation. That is because the homes of a significant
number of individuals will literally be destroyed by
these projects; their lives will be turned upside down;
and their communities, the areas and the people they
see every day will no longer be there as these major
projects are rolled out. It is an incredibly important
debate that we are having today about how we can
manage those projects.
The bill brings together the 11 pieces of legislation that
determine the framework within which we produce our
major projects — legislation such as the Environment
Protection Act 1970, the Planning and Environment
Act 1987 and the Road Management Act 2004. The
Major Transport Projects Facilitation Act 2009 is really
a one-stop shop. It makes sense to deal under the one
piece of legislation with the 11 pieces of legislation that
go to making sure that we get major projects right, but
it is important also to recognise that the government
must get the legislation right when it will have a
dramatic impact on people’s lives and the way that the
city works. We need to ensure that we do not ride
roughshod over people’s rights, that we do not cut
corners and that we do not destroy unnecessarily the
fabric of our society.
Unfortunately the government does not get it right in
this bill. The bill cuts corners, takes shortcuts and rips
to shreds important safeguards in the 11 pieces of
underlying legislation. The bill destroys the very
processes and structures that have been put in place to
make sure that we get it right. The bill takes a
sledgehammer to making sure that we ram through the
projects. Instead of the bill reflecting the government
being respectful to the community, this bill is about
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bullying. This bill is introduced by a government that is
determined to ram through the east–west project and to
ensure that it gets its way. Government members will
not let anything stand in their way. They will not let the
community stand in their way, they certainly will not let
proper process stand in their way, they will not let local
councils get in their way and they will not let the best
interests of Victoria affect their decisions.
The concern of opposition members is that the
framework that has been established to ensure that we
have a proper process is destroyed by this bill — and
we will not support it. We will not make it easier for
this government to bulldoze people’s homes; we will
not make it easier for this government to destroy
communities and the lives of Victorians; we will not
make it easy for this government to ram through dud
projects; and we will not allow this Parliament and this
bill to be used as a smokescreen so that this government
can ram through the east–west project.
This approach does not surprise opposition members.
On a number of occasions now we have seen the
Minister for Planning do exactly what is proposed by
this bill — that is, ride roughshod over communities
and disregard local councils. As an example of that we
need only to look at the tall towers, the skyscrapers, that
he has ticked off with abandon, turning Melbourne
streets into wind tunnels. What we see here is this
minister and this government taking that approach to a
new level by enshrining that practice in legislation.
The bill does that in four ways. The bill provides that
when a major project is to be evaluated, it will be the
Minister for Planning, or the government, that decides
what risks ought to be considered. The evaluation will
not be undertaken on an objective view; the risk-based
assessment will allow the government and not the
community to determine what risks are protected
against. If the government does not consider a risk to be
worth reviewing, then too bad. It allows for a major
project such as the east–west project to be changed
halfway through the process. The dimensions will be
able to be changed, as will the route or the structure,
and a proponent will be able to get away with not
having those changes reviewed. The process will
continue without a review of those changes, without
any consideration of the merit, the danger or the impact
on the community of those changes.
The concern of opposition members is that proponents
will wait until halfway through a project before they put
the bad bits on the table because they will know that
there will be a really good chance that those bits will
not be reviewed. They will know that they can get away
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with it because they will be able to slip it through
without the appropriate oversight.
Of the greatest concern to opposition members is that
this bill excludes local communities from the process.
Unashamedly and without any ambiguity, the bill
excludes public consultation. Clause 21 gives the
minister a power to provide ‘a direction to confine the
matters under consideration at a public hearing to
particular matters’. The minister will be able to decide
which matters will be considered at a public hearing.
The minister, not the public, will decide what is
important. It will not matter that the issues are
considered important by the public, that they are
considered important under the environment or
planning legislation, that they are relevant to the project
or even that they are important matters. All that will
matter will be the direction that the minister decides to
impose.
These directions are really a gag order by the minister
aimed at shutting down public debate, and we are very
concerned about that clause.
The bill goes further. As well as the local community,
the bill excludes local councils. Clause 68 of the bill
introduces new section 258A, which says:
(1) Despite anything to the contrary in any other enactment
or law, a permit, licence, consent, approval or other
authority for the carrying out of works for the purposes
of an approved project is not required from any
Council …

The bill unashamedly removes councils from the
planning process. It is interesting to see some of the
responses to that proposal, including that of the current
Lord Mayor of Melbourne, Robert Doyle, a former
Leader of the Liberal Party, a member of the Liberal
Party and a Liberal insider. Robert Doyle wrote to the
Minister for Public Transport and Minister for Roads
on 17 July 2013, and his letter says:
This section —

that is, the section I have just read out —
has the impact of denying Melbourne City Council … and
other local governments the ability to approve, challenge or
impose conditions on works to be carried out in relation to a
project approved under the act.

The Lord Mayor, a Liberal insider, is saying very
clearly to the government that by excluding local
councils it is stopping local councils from having a say
about the impact of noise, about hours of work and
about light and dust. By excluding councils the bill will
in effect allow our streets to be turned into a 24/7
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construction site. No-one will be able to stand up for
local communities once both the communities and the
councils have been taken out of the equation. The bill is
about the government having its way. The Lord
Mayor’s letter goes on to say:
… proposed section 258A is likely to cause problems of
coordination and integration with local government
responsibilities especially without processes that guarantee
timely notification and consultation.

The Lord Mayor is saying the bill will stop councils
from getting on with their jobs. He gives a couple of
examples. He talks about the Transfer of Land Act
1958, which requires the government to get permission
from local councils before closing down or redirecting
local roads. The Lord Mayor is warning the Minister
for Public Transport and Minister for Roads that this is
a recipe for chaos. Taking away a council’s ability to
make sure that roads are not closed in an ad hoc way
will create a traffic jam. The state government needs to
sit down with local councils, not exclude them, and
work it through so local communities are not
disadvantaged and do not end up with traffic congestion
that throttles their way of life.
The Lord Mayor is saying this is an important
consideration, which the government has clearly
missed. The reason the government has missed it is that
local councils have not been consulted. It was the
opposition that wrote to the Lord Mayor and advised
him of this bill, because the government did not. The
government did not take the time to write to the
Melbourne City Council or any other council.
As I have identified, our underlying concern about the
bill is the failure by the government to justify this
project. The government is putting Melburnians into
billions of dollars of debt, introducing a freeway that
will be around for generations and destroying the lives
of people who live in that area, yet there is no business
case. It is interesting that today’s Herald Sun and Age
newspapers quote Tony Abbott, the federal Leader of
the Opposition, as saying that if he ever became Prime
Minister, he would not sign off on this project without a
business case. Mr Abbott is quoted in a Herald Sun
article as having said:
… a federal coalition government would not spend ‘more
than $100 million on any single infrastructure project without
a published cost-benefit analysis’.

Mrs Peulich — You didn’t listen to the other
debate. You weren’t listening!
Mr TEE — That is what Tony Abbott says in
today’s paper. He might have changed his mind in
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another debate. No-one has ever accused Tony Abbott
of having any consistency. It might be that he has
expressed a different view somewhere else, but in
today’s Herald Sun and today’s Age he is reported as
having said he would not approve this project because
there is no published business case. All we have is an
executive summary for an $8 billion project, with one
page on the results of the cost-benefit analysis. Not
even under Mrs Peulich’s federal colleagues would this
project succeed, because there is no business case.
The concerns we have about the viability of this project
are shared by others. I note that the Victorian AuditorGeneral has expressed concerns about the viability and
importance of this project. In April this year, in his
Managing Traffic Congestion report, the AuditorGeneral said:
… a key objective of the east–west link is to relieve
congestion, but it is not evident to date that its impact on
future traffic congestion levels and induced demand has been
adequately analysed and assessed.

He says that analysis to date indicates that the road is
likely to increase congestion in city-bound traffic,
attract new road users and result in some reverse mode
shift from public transport. He has said that the analysis
that is out there, the work that he has had a look at, has
found that this is a dud project, that it will not help
congestion and that it is going to put more cars on the
road and take people off public transport.
Mrs Peulich — I think you’re misrepresenting the
Auditor-General.
Mr TEE — No, I will read from his report for you:
These issues may adversely impact the net benefits of the
project and have not yet been transparently quantified or fully
assessed.

Mrs Peulich interjected.
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr Finn) — Order!
There will be a continuing debate on this matter. I
would ask Mrs Peulich to make her contribution at the
appropriate time and as much as possible allow Mr Tee
to attend to his contribution unassisted.
Mr TEE — We on this side of the chamber stand
shoulder to shoulder with the Auditor-General. We also
believe that the net benefits of the project have not been
transparently quantified or fully assessed. That is why
we will move a reasoned amendment to defer
consideration of this bill, and I ask that that be
circulated now. I move:
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That all the words after ‘That’ be omitted with the view of
inserting in their place ‘this house refuses to read this bill a
second time until the full business case for the east–west link
is released’.

If you are going to saddle Victorian taxpayers with an
$8 billion debt, if you are going to put in place a tunnel
and if you are going to destroy houses, the least you can
do is have an honest debate. Before you expect this
house to pass a bill that will facilitate that outcome, the
least you can do is have an honest debate.
It is interesting to note the support we think we have for
our reasoned amendment, which is essentially to make
sure that we have all the evidence before us before we
make a call on this project or on a bill that facilitates it.
It is interesting to look at the transcript from a Public
Accounts and Estimates Committee hearing that
occurred on 15 May this year to take evidence from the
Minister for Public Transport. Mr Mulder said:
The West Gate Bridge is currently carrying around
160 000 vehicles a day, and that is predicted to rise to
235 000 vehicles by 2031.

So there are 160 000 vehicles on the West Gate Bridge.
I ask members to keep that figure in their minds for one
moment. The minister then says:
The Eastern Freeway has more than 140 000 vehicles per day.
Could you imagine the West Gate Bridge with
235 000 vehicles on it a day?

On the one hand we have the West Gate Bridge, which
is going to have 235 000 vehicles on it, we have the
Eastern Freeway, which has 140 000 vehicles on it, and
we know the VicRoads figures for this year show that
the number of vehicles on the Eastern Freeway is going
down. So that figure of 140 000 vehicles a day is going
down, and the figure of 160 000 vehicles on the West
Gate Bridge is going up to 235 000.
Mr Leane — Then what are they building a tunnel
for?
Mr TEE — Indeed, Mr Leane. This is what
Mr Mulder says about the West Gate Bridge:
It is a 1970s structure and with that in mind, with the thought
of those additional vehicles, it just makes absolute sense for
any government or any opposition to support a second
crossing.

Yet what we are debating today is a bill that will not
facilitate a second crossing, but a bill — —
Mr Barber interjected.
Mr TEE — No. Thank you, Mr Barber, from your
place. The bill, as its title says, relates to the east–west
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link. We are being asked by this government not to
support a second river crossing but to support an
$8 billion east–east link. There is no second river
crossing in this government’s proposal. All this
government has got, all it is trying to sign a contract for
in the next year, is the east–east road. It is also worth
noting that Melbourne Airport CEO Chris Woodruff
has said the east–west link is likely to increase
congestion on the already compromised Tullamarine
Freeway.
So we have another person who is concerned about this
proposal. Whether it is the local community, whether it
is local councils, whether it is Liberal Party insiders like
Tony Abbott or Robert Doyle, they are all singing out
of the same hymn book. They are all saying the same
thing to the government — that is, ‘This is a bad
project; it is not justified’, and we agree. We think we
ought to have the business case out there so we can
have a full, frank and proper debate, and until then we
should not pass or consider a bill that has the impact
that this bill will have in terms of debt, the landscape
and the projects that cannot be built while all our
resources are being sucked into this $8 billion tunnel.
You cannot have an $8 billion tunnel and at the same
time have a second river crossing. You cannot have an
$8 billion tunnel and at the same time provide public
transport. You cannot improve the train network while
all your money is being sucked into an $8 billion
tunnel. You cannot improve health or education when
all your money is being sucked into an $8 billion
tunnel. If you are going to make that extraordinary
commitment, the least you can do is be frank about the
merits of the case, and the least you can do is put out
the transport case, as Tony Abbott has suggested. For
those reasons I have moved my reasoned amendment.
Mr BARBER (Northern Metropolitan) — Let us be
clear about what we are doing here today: we are
amending the Major Transport Projects Facilitation Act
2009. Who was in government in 2009? The Labor
Party. What Labor did with that act was create
legislation that allowed the minister of the day to
override 30 years of environmental law-making in
Victoria. Labor’s minister at the time, who was a
Mr Pakula, while sitting in that chair, confirmed to me
that government no longer has to obey those
environmental laws in approving a major project; it
simply has to have regard to those laws. If anybody is
in any doubt about this, they should turn to schedule 1
of the principal act.
These are the laws, and the approvals under these laws,
that a minister does not have to follow; they simply
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have to have regard to those laws, which is to say they
pick up a copy of the laws, they think about them for a
minute and put them down again and say, ‘Yes, I have
had regard to them’, being the Coastal Management
Act 1995, the Conservation, Forests and Lands Act
1987, the Environment Protection Act 1970, the Flora
and Fauna Guarantee Act 1988, the Forests Act 1958,
the Heritage Act 1995, the National Parks Act 1975, the
Planning and Environment Act 1987, the Road
Management Act 2004, the Water Act 1989 and the
Wildlife Act 1975.
Apparently all those governments, Labor and Liberal,
got it wrong when they created those pieces of
legislation, because in their minds that set up a terrible
burden of green tape that this project must be sheltered
from. At the end of the day the minister — and we
know it will be Mr Guy who will be the minister sitting
at the table discussing this bill later — will still issue
permits under those acts, including the Environment
Protection Act, under which no minister ever gets to
issue permits. This minister will now stand in the shoes
not only of a range of ministers but of an independent
statutory authority and he will issue permits under their
acts as if he were them. But he will not need to obey all
the usual requirements of those acts in issuing those
permits. He simply has to have regard to the acts, and
that is the thing that is so damaging about this principal
act which we are here today amending.
I remember the debate. Some members who were in
opposition at the time and are now members of the
government looked slightly queasy about what was
going on when that legislation was passed.
Mrs Peulich interjected.
Mr BARBER — Mrs Peulich was one of them. The
Labor Party, while purporting to care about the
environment, stripped out all the environmental
requirements when it created this act. What the Liberal
Party is going to do today, while purporting to care
about big, bad government rolling over the little guy, is
take out all the remaining checks and balances in
relation to the citizen and their ability to be protected
from the government of the day. It is ironic, is it not?
Labor strips away all the environmental protections,
and then the Liberal Party brings in legislation to strip
away the remaining checks and balances as they relate
to the relationship of citizen to government.
Make no mistake: despite the dancing going on over
here, Labor will build this project. Labor has made it
very clear that it will build this project, if only the
Liberals sign the contracts in October 2014. Labor has
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made it very clear that if the Liberals sign the contracts
in October 2014 — and even if the Liberals were to
lose government over this project, which every citizen
of Victoria is starting to understand is a giant lemon,
they will still have won because they will have gotten
this project through — it will spend its years in
government post-2014 building this project. Of course
they will be very happy because they will be in
government.
The bill is supposedly about fast-tracking. The secondreading speech, rather than talking about what is in the
bill, as a second-reading speech usually does, has many
pages about how important it is to get these projects
going really quickly. So it is interesting that although
this bill was brought into Parliament in the sitting week
around the middle of June, none of these approval
processes have moved forward over these many weeks.
The government was prepared to bring in this bill and
then delay the project for some months in order to get
these laws through before it moved any further in the
approval process.
It is not about fast-tracking but about avoiding any
capacity for the community to appeal the final
approvals by this minister, which will happen right at
the end, ignoring all the environmental legislation that
we have built up over 30 years. This government does
not want to fast-track it but to make damn sure that it is
rammed through at the end. What the government has
done, in an incredibly ham-fisted way, is gone through
and found any possible provision in this or any other act
which someone could use to hold up the project and has
gotten rid of it. It has finished the job that Labor started.
Mr Tee referred to this as an $8 billion project. Yes, it is
going to be a lot more expensive to construct than even
the desalination plant. CityLink cost about $1.5 billion
at the time it was built — in today’s dollars let us say
$2.5 billion. The estimate is that this project will cost
between $6 billion and $8 billion to build, but as
taxpayers we will in fact pay about three times that. We
know that because of Peninsula Link, the other
unnecessary, wasteful road project that the last Labor
government gave us, a consolation prize for the
roadbuilders when we stopped them from bringing a
road tunnel out through a park in Kensington.
Peninsula Link cost something under $1 billion to
build, but we see in the annual financial statements for
the state of Victoria that over 25 years we will pay three
times that amount in nominal or actual cash terms. So if
a project like Peninsula Link will cost three times the
$1 billion in payments to a road, construction and
maintenance company over the 25-year life of the
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contract, then a project like this one, which we have
been told will be structured in the same way, as an
availability public-private partnership (PPP), will
probably cost taxpayers about three times that, less any
money we can collect in tolls — but more on that in a
moment.
In fact over 25 years we could be paying out about
$24 billion to the toll road operator — or about
$1 billion a year. To put that in perspective, we do not
normally spend $1 billion a year on public transport
infrastructure. In Labor’s last year in government, and
in this government’s last budget year, a bit under
$1 billion was invested in public transport
infrastructure — taking out the effect of the regional
rail link, a largely federally funded, lumpy investment.
By another comparison, we pay Metro Trains
Melbourne something less than $1 billion a year to run
our entire train system. Now, by my estimate, we will
be paying the guy who keeps the road tunnel open
between Collingwood and Kensington the same
amount.
That brings us to the question of how many people
will in fact drive on the east–west link. This project
has been looked at a number of times. In 2000, Labor
promoted the idea of an east–west link through the
North Central Corridor Study, and it was estimated at
that point that only 4 or 5 per cent of the cars heading
off the Eastern Freeway in the morning were going to
make it as far west as the Tullamarine Freeway. It
was not just that number that made Labor change its
mind; it was the number of Greens elected to inner
city councils in 2002. But it came back in 2008 with
the Eddington study and was again promoting this
idea of an east–west link. This time it brought in a
different set of traffic modellers, Veitch Lister
Consulting, and Veitch Lister said, ‘Yes, that’s right;
we will pump the numbers up a bit. Maybe we will
get about 10 per cent of the cars coming off the
Eastern Freeway headed to all destinations west’.
That was with about 140 000 cars coming off at that
point.
At that point, Labor’s plan, or Sir Rod Eddington’s
plan, was to bring the road tunnel up in the middle of
JJ Holland Park, Kensington. When the entirety of
Kensington went into uproar that project was very
quickly shelved. As a consolation prize to the road
construction companies, which demand a continuous
pipeline of roadbuilding to keep them happy, there were
some changes on the ring-road and Peninsula Link.
Since those projects are almost complete, the little
piggies are squealing, waiting for the next lot of slops to
drop down through the roof so they can tear into it. We
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saw the Premier out there a few days ago with
something he called the ‘east–west alliance’. I had not
heard of that before. But in reality it was the Property
Council of Australia and a few other big business
groups appearing for a fashion parade.
Mrs Peulich — The RACV.
Mr BARBER — The RACV, which apparently, we
were told, represented 2 million people. I never knew
that business associations brought in 2 million votes. It
is like some sort of Labor Party branch stacker
delivering the votes. The last time I looked, the people
from the RACV were the people who came to start
your car. They do not speak for me when it comes to
my future vision for this city, let alone the Property
Council of Australia or the Victorian Employers
Chamber of Commerce and Industry (VECCI).
Apparently in the form of feudal lords, all their
employees and all the people who work for their
companies have their votes spoken for by the property
council and VECCI. It is a sort of serfdom approach to
democracy here in Victoria.
As we found out at question time today, it is not easy to
get a meeting with the Liberal Party if you are against
this project. The minister, Mr Guy, who will be
responsible for the whole assessment and permit
process, will not meet with people who are against this
project, even though they are his citizens and even
though he and Mr Ondarchie are the only Liberals who
represent the area where the project is going. The
Minister for Roads, Mr Mulder, came out today and
predictably, for a man who is under a lot of pressure,
described people in the inner city who came out last
weekend to express their opposition to the project as a
rent-a-crowd. I would like to know who rented them.
We know they have the votes of the president of the
RACV, the president of the property council and the
president of the road builders construction group, but
apart from that they have not demonstrated that they
have any popular support for their project. The people
who some in the Liberal Party claim will benefit from
the project, with faster travel times and less traffic in
their streets, are simply a rent-a-crowd. What hope
would there be for a submission from people affected
by this process being listened to? In a minute the
government will tell us it is a very good process which
is designed to get to the bottom of all the impacts of the
project.
Let me describe in short form exactly what this bill
does. The bill removes the requirement for an impact
assessment to contain an assessment of the impacts of
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the declared project. Let me just say that again in case
anybody thinks I misspoke. An impact assessment will
no longer have to contain an assessment of the impacts.
That is at clause 23 of the bill, which amends section 39
to remove the requirements that the comprehensive
impact statement, the CIS, must contain an assessment
of the impacts of the project, alternative options that
have been considered and the impacts for those options,
the methods considered to avoid, minimise, manage or
offset the impacts, or any description of the preferred
option and the reason for the preference. Some of those
elements have been moved to new section 34A, which
lists them as things the scoping directions may include,
but currently they are compulsory. The requirement for
an assessment of the impacts of the declared project
have been removed completely.
What is left? A list of any of the waste management
policies that apply, a list of approvals that are likely to
be — formerly ‘will be’ — needed, info on how the
project fulfils requirements for those approvals and a
list of proposed planning scheme amendments. A new
subsection calls for information necessary to get a
works approval. Further changes ensure that the CIS
will not have to comply with the minister’s scoping
directions but will have to be substantially in
accordance with them.
The minister’s own direction is no longer a mandatory
requirement. That is described in the explanatory
memorandum as providing flexibility. What this means
is the Linking Melbourne Authority (LMA) will
resubmit the project under the bill’s transition
provisions. The minister has 10 days to write new
scoping directions for the CIS or to amend the existing
ones. If the LMA is still not satisfied with the scoping
directions, this bill provides that the proponent — that
is, LMA — may request the scoping directions be
amended under new section 34A, so long as the CIS
has not yet been released to the public. This is what
happens when you start a project and then decide you
do not like the legislation you are assessing it under —
you rewrite the legislation.
Even more surprising is that works on the project can
start before the project is approved. Any part of the
project can be declared associated works which can be
started before the project is approved. The bill provides
that the minister may declare some works or activities
as associated works. They can then be part of or
associated with the declared project.
A project can be broken into little bits and then started.
Any community resistance that might start to build up
can be rolled over. Of course local council approval for
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that is bypassed under section 258A. What this means
is that if the bill passes at any time before the CIS is
completed, the minister can declare any part of the
tollway to be associated works. Any remaining powers
local councils have left under the Major Transport
Projects Facilitation Act are stripped, including the
example given in the explanatory memorandum as the
transfer of lands act.
Then we have the even faster fast-tracking. The fasttrack time lines under the facilitation act will be made
faster still by decreasing time periods, removing some
processes, and then there is a special hurry-up clause.
Every section is getting fast-tracked, but in addition
they cut the time lines. The planning minister now has
5 days instead of 10 to decide which is the appropriate
impact assessment.
These changes do not just concern this toll road. I want
to make that very clear. The second-reading speech
actually refers to railway lines — I will be surprised if
one of those ever gets fast-tracked — and even the port
of Hastings. The Age newspaper yesterday revealed the
serious risk to wildlife if an oil spill occurs in Western
Port Bay as a result of the port of Hastings
development.
The Victorian National Parks Association has asked for
a strict environmental assessment to be completed
before work commences at Hastings. It will not get that
assessment because the federal Leader of the
Opposition, Tony Abbott, will be Prime Minister, and
he has already said he will take all of his federal
environmental powers, including those over the
Ramsar-listed, globally important wetlands of Western
Port Bay, and hand them back to the states. This state
will then use this legislation to push the port of
Hastings development through in record time with no
proper assessment. The hurry-up clause says that if any
official moves too slowly in any process associated
with this legislation, including that of even having input
into it, they may be given a deadline by order of the
Governor in Council with which they must comply.
The bill weakens the role of the Environment
Protection Authority (EPA) and fast-tracks decision
making regarding whether and under what conditions a
works approval is granted. A works approval is a
direction on how to prevent a project causing pollution.
Under the Major Transport Projects Facilitation Act
2009 the EPA can get involved if a works approval is
required under the Environment Protection Act 1970.
The bill removes the reference to the Environment
Protection Act. The facilitation act removed the EPA’s
authority to grant the works approval and gave it to the
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minister. We already had that. The bill now deletes
from section 74 the subsection that describes how the
EPA may advise the minister on whether or under what
conditions works approval could be granted and
broadly moves them to section 64. As a result, the
process kicks off before the public hearings rather than
after the CIS hearings and recommendation. The time
period is shortened. Until now the EPA had 30 days to
at least have its say. It must now make its statement the
day after the formal public hearing.
We know large amounts of toxic soil will be dug up in
the construction of the tunnel and the tollway. There
will also be impacts that we have not even yet begun to
understand because the government is changing the law
before it even tells us what the project is. If this bill
passes, an already hamstrung EPA will be unable to
rely on the assessment committee report, which is the
whole point of the assessment, for its advice to the
minister about the works approval. Parliament will no
longer be able to debate or disallow orders and
determinations about a declared project.
A legislative instrument is a type of law, such as a
regulation or rule, made by someone authorised to do
so by an act. In Victoria the Subordinate Legislation
Act 1994 sets out the process for making legislative
instruments under all other acts, subject to Parliament’s
authority and control, with scrutiny and public
participation. This bill inserts a new subsection after
each of the orders that are made under the facilitation
act that declares that each one is not a legislative
instrument within the meaning of the Subordinate
Legislation Act.
We only just got around to tidying up and clarifying the
Subordinate Legislation Act. It is the kind of act that the
Liberal Party is supposed to care about because the
Subordinate Legislation Act is about the rights of
citizens vis-a-vis the government. That was what
liberalism was all about. Now it is about statism. It is
actually about wealth redistribution, if the truth is told.
The Liberals are big fans of wealth redistribution. This
project redistributes $24 billion worth of taxpayers
money to one of the Liberal Party’s favoured road
construction companies. This is a massive exercise in
wealth redistribution, one which is bigger than anything
we will see from Kevin Rudd in the other direction with
the single mother’s pension. This is $24 billion worth of
redistribution in one hit.
Under the current act a minister wanting to make a
legislative instrument exempt would have to go to the
Scrutiny of Acts and Regulations Committee. The
minister would explain to the public the reason for the
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exemption — for example, because there is no
economic or social burden. If there is no exemption,
there must be consultation, a human rights certificate
and a regulatory impact statement, and public
comments must be considered. The scrutiny committee
can examine the instrument and report to Parliament,
including with a recommendation to disallow or amend.
Then the order would be subject to disallowance by
Parliament.
This bill goes further and delegates responsibility, even
bypassing the minister. The bill repeals section 11 of
the facilitation act, which requires the Premier to
consult with the Minister for Planning before
recommending that a project be declared covered by the
act. There were supposed to be guidelines for what
could be considered a major transport project — I will
ask the minister about those in a minute — but in the
second-reading speech we read that bicycle paths may
be a major transport project with high economic and
social importance to the state of Victoria.
New section 15A gives the project minister the power
to delegate to any person any power, duty or function of
the project minister. Exceptions to this power are the
delegation power itself, the control of the project
authority and the determination of surplus land in
preparing model utility agreements. Instead of the
Minister for Planning, the secretary of the department
now receives the comprehensive impact statement and
decides whether to release it for public exhibition or
make a review determination.
The bill is peppered with changes to make optional
elements of the assessment that previously were
compulsory. As I have said, the assessment was already
highly limited. The language is being weakened to
avoid any certainty about what must occur. The
minister is allowed to narrow the terms of reference for
public hearings, as Mr Tee has said. That seems to be
the one section of the bill that has actually excited him.
The impact management plan must no longer comply
but be substantially in accordance with the scoping
directions, now to the satisfaction of the secretary. The
scoping directions may include assessment directions.
The project proponent no longer has to revise the CIS
so that it addresses the issues set out in the CIS issues
report. The project proponent can review the CIS with
regard to those issues and determine whether it has to
come back to the public with more information about
its project. That is not even a comprehensive list that I
have given.
By the way, the bill bypasses the Victoria Government
Gazette for some reason that I cannot work out. Many
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decisions will no longer be published in the Victoria
Government Gazette but instead will be published on
the department’s website. If you have ever tried to find
something on a department website, particularly
something that is important to you, good luck! The
project contractor, the publication of scoping
directions — the proponent must consult — the
publication of the terms of reference for the assessment
committee, the delegation and subdelegation of road
functions under clause 51 and the model utility
guidelines will just go up on a website somewhere. If
they do not go up in a very obvious place or if they do
not go up in a timely fashion, people who are affected
by these things will be running around trying to find out
what the hell is going on.
In other words — and it basically admits this in the
second-reading speech — the government is going to
extraordinary lengths in creating another 39 pages of
legislation in order to cut red tape. It is amazing, is it
not, how many laws you have to pass in order to cut red
tape? There is something about this that has got the
government very worried because it was prepared to
lose a few months out of its fast-track timeline to pass a
bunch of laws that pick up any remaining loose ends
from Labor’s act that might provide a citizen with the
opportunity to challenge this project.
The project has already been challenged because it is a
dud. The government cannot even tell us the costs and
benefits of this project. It has told us that in economic
terms the benefit-cost ratio is 1.4 to 1, but we know
from the last time that we looked seriously at this
project that it was approximately 0.5 to 1. That is like
throwing $1 into a wishing well and 50 cents coming
back, except the government is going to chuck
$24 billion into a wishing well and destroy most of that.
It will never get the 100 000 cars that it claims will
drive on the road and pay the toll.
We do not know what the toll will be, but the
government must know. It must have already decided
what the toll will be, because it is that toll times the
100 000 cars that gives it the benefit side of its benefitcost ratio. It is the revenue together with the time
savings. We saw the Premier out there saying, ‘These
are all the traffic lights you will be able to avoid’.
What does the Auditor-General say about projects
where the benefits are denominated largely in the form
of time savings? In reviewing such projects in a report
headed Managing Traffic Congestion, the Victorian
Auditor-General said:
Similarly, a key objective of the east–west link is to relieve
congestion, but it is not evident to date that its impact on
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future traffic congestion levels and induced demand has been
adequately analysed and assessed.
…
These issues may adversely impact the net benefits of the
project and have not yet been transparently quantified or fully
assessed.

I have FOI-ed pretty much every single piece of paper
coming in and out of the Linking Melbourne Authority
as it relates to traffic modelling exercises done by
Veitch Lister, interestingly the same people who did the
2009 assessment and came up with a very different set
of numbers. Many hundreds of pages have been
released, but any time a useful conclusion is drawn it is
blacked out under a section 30 exemption in the
Freedom of Information Act relating to internal
workings. When that one does not work the
government bowls out another exemption, commercial
in confidence. If it is not too confident about that, as it
was not when I dragged it into the Victorian Civil and
Administrative Tribunal (VCAT) the other day, it starts
talking about cabinet in confidence.
Apparently all these pages were sort of placed on a
trolley and wheeled through a cabinet subcommittee
meeting that probably met for 20 minutes with two
ministers in attendance, and suddenly that is cabinet in
confidence. If it was such a great project, the
government would be shouting it from the rooftops. It
has already told us it reckons 100 000 cars will go on
this thing every day. Now it should tell us what the toll
will be. We are very interested to know.
Similar projects around the country, including most
recently BrisConnections, have gone broke offering
time savings with a few bucks of toll — in the case of
BrisConnections, across the inner north of Brisbane,
connecting to a free freeway that took you to the
airport. That sounds familiar. The traffic projections on
those private toll roads have come to anything from
65 per cent to only one-quarter of what was projected.
That is all right because private investors stumped up
the money for those projects — and they did their
dough. What is going to happen here is that we are
going to guarantee no risk on any part of this project to
the private road builder or the private road operator, so
if these traffic projections are wrong, it is the taxpayer
who will wear the revenue risk. At the end of the day
that means basically paying people to drive on this toll
road, when the same money could have been used to
invest in rail projects that would have done the same
job.
Interestingly, in that traffic modelling we find hints
amongst some of the things that have not been blacked
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out that there was quite a debate going on between the
Department of Transport, as it was then, and the
Linking Melbourne Authority about their traffic
modelling impacted by rail projects versus this traffic
modelling being done by another crew off to one side.
The government solved that problem quite simply by
delaying the rail project so far into the future that it had
no impact on the traffic modelling of the early years of
this toll road. We found out that much, but we do not
know the simplest number that anybody would want to
see in a business case: the amount of the toll. It is
important because we have found that in the case of
many other toll roads people are not prepared to pay the
toll. Despite the purported time savings, which is what
the project is all about and which represent the vast
bulk of the benefits on the benefit side of the
government’s benefit-cost ratio, people will not pay for
those benefits. People will not pay high tolls to go very
fast over a short distance. That is why the AuditorGeneral recommended that:
… the Department of Transport, in consultation with transport
agencies, develops and systematically implements a portfoliowide decision-making framework for congestion related
infrastructure expansion projects that:
includes clear standards and procedures for assessing
both the congestion benefits and disbenefits of proposed
initiatives, including induced demand —

that is, more people driving on the toll road as a result
of the road existing —
relative to defined statewide congestion management
priorities …

That refers to alternatives to this project that under this
law the government never has to consider in relation to
any kind of public process. There is a further
recommendation that the then Department of Transport:
assures the nature and scope of proposals is adequately
informed by sufficient consideration of statewide
demand management options and initiatives.

As the Auditor-General argued, projects like this attract
new road users and therefore additional traffic along the
east–west corridor and the wider network. It even
results in some reverse-mode shift from public transport
to cars. It is a mug’s game; making bigger, wider, faster
roads just draws more cars and then you are back where
you started. A typical freeway lane, without traffic
lights, might carry about 1200 cars per hour. However,
as I am sure you are aware, Acting President, a typical
train during the morning peak period might have 800 to
1000 people on it, particularly if it is coming in from
the west. That train zips by in a few seconds with a
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minimal environmental footprint, takes those 1000
people into the city and unloads them in half a minute.
They are on their way to their destinations. However, a
whole lane of freeway traffic can only do that same job
in an hour.
You will never win by expanding roads. You can cut
congestion deeply, and we have seen it on the Eastern
Freeway and on Alexandra Parade as people move on
to public transport. It is no coincidence that the traffic
on Alexandra Parade has fallen by 10 per cent, because
we know that during the morning peak many extra
thousands of people are using the Ringwood line or
jumping on a train at Clifton Hill station and using the
Hurstbridge or South Morang lines.
Returning to the cost-benefit analysis, we do not know
the discount rate that is applied to these projects. A
discount rate is a measure of the risk, usually in the
form of an interest rate, that is applied to the financing
of a project. Risky projects need a higher discount
rate — a higher hurdle to get over before they
demonstrate that they actually create net benefits —
and, as I said, toll roads are highly risky. There must be
a discount rate because at the back of the state budget
papers there is one for Peninsula Link that sets those net
present value and real cash flows. They are the state
finances.
What we have here from the government is a few pages
of a glossy, short-form business case. The pitch was
described by the Australian Financial Review as being
about as high quality as the journalist’s son’s request
for a new Thomas the Tank Engine video, and the
behaviour of this government and its small group of
supporters is pretty much the same. It is, ‘I want one
because I want one’.
However, it does disclose one useful number: if you put
the discount rate up to 10 per cent — which is a higher
burden of risk, and toll roads are so risky that the
private sector will not invest in them any more — this
project is under water even with the massively
overinflated benefits, which the Auditor-General says
are illusory, and the made-up numbers about traffic
flows.
Mr Ramsay interjected.
Mr BARBER — That is a very good point! The
Sheik of Scrubby Creek has decided to get involved in
the debate — not that one dollar of this will go into
public transport. For $8 billion Mr Ramsay could build
a dream public transport system for the whole of
Victoria. He would be a country legend. But no, he is
backing this. You still cannot get an extra train from
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Warrnambool despite those carriages being rather
overcrowded last time I took one, and I had to get up at
6.00 a.m. to be on that train.
This business case is rubbish. We will never see the real
business case because the federal Leader of the
Opposition, Tony Abbott, has already committed
himself to the project. I can tell you that under the
Labor government when I sought the business case it
had submitted to Infrastructure Australia for
WestLink — the same tunnel and toll road from west to
east — it took 18 months and $15 000 in legal fees to
get a redacted copy of the WestLink business case.
Now the Labor shadow minister says that he is going to
move a motion that says Labor will not vote for the
east–west link until the government shows us the
business case. I would like to see the business case for
dredging the bay or the north–south pipeline or the
desalination plant, although all of those projects were
much smaller in terms of capital costs.
We will never see the business case for the east–west
link, and the Labor Party will never support exemptions
being removed from the Freedom of Information
Act 1982. It just wants to get into government as fast as
it can. Things are going to get pretty interesting from
here on in. Citizens are not going to accept this. Across
the state people are realising that this has been totally
oversold. The people at the top end of Collins Street
like it. Everybody else can come up with a better list of
projects for the same price. I was down in
Warrnambool recently and people were saying to me,
‘Taking all those peoples’ houses is a bit rough’. That
had been reported on the television the night before.
The government is taking land off the Melbourne City
Council that it estimates, if it were trying to replace that
open space somewhere else, would be valued at
$200 million. I cannot imagine that is treated as a cost
on the C-side of the government’s benefit-cost ratio. It
is being treated as a bit of a free gift that the
government will just take and use, and it will hand the
land over to a private road operator. Soon enough the
government will see people out in that park simply
occupying it and saying, ‘No, wrong way, go back. You
did not ask us. You will not even try to explain it to us.
You will not trust us enough to show us the business
case, but you want us to trust you’. We will say that
there is no deal. The already rattled Premier, the
Minister for Roads and poor old Mr Guy, the Minister
for Planning, who is the local member and has to
approve all this stuff, are going to spend most of their
days explaining why they pushed ahead with this crazy
project.
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Hon. R. A. DALLA-RIVA (Eastern
Metropolitan) — If there is one thing Mr Barber has, it
is conviction about what he stands for. There has been
no variation in where the Greens or Mr Barber has
stood on this issue, and indeed on many other issues.
We commend him for that conviction, but having said
that, obviously we believe this bill is appropriate for the
development of the east–west link tunnel and for other
projects.
It is important to take note of Mr Tee’s contribution. In
the short period I have to make a contribution to the
debate, if I am to finish before the dinner break, I will
comment on Mr Tee’s contribution. Mr Tee said — and
I do not mean to misquote him — something along the
lines of, ‘We will not allow this government to ram
through dud projects; we will not let them slip through
without the appropriate processes’. Mr Barber summed
it up succinctly in the last 5 minutes of his contribution
by mentioning a range of projects which the former
government rammed through, and there was a
substantial cost involved in those projects.
I take up one of the points Mr Barber raised, and that is
that those projects that were implemented are not being
used, in particular EastLink, which I use daily because
it is in the electorate of Eastern Metropolitan Region.
The notion that it is not used is not true, because it is a
very heavily-used freeway now. Yes, in the early stages
there was a view that it would not be used, but it is used
substantially now. The government believes that when
the east–west link tunnel is built there will be
substantial numbers of people using the freeway and
travelling between the eastern suburbs and the western
part of Melbourne.
As Mr Barber rightly pointed out, we supported similar
legislation when we were in opposition. It is interesting
to note Mr Tee’s reasoned amendment which asks the
house to refuse to read this bill a second time. By
default Mr Tee has moved a motion to refuse to have
legislation, which originated from the government of
which he was a member, read for a second time. We
will not be supporting the reasoned amendment. We
believe the bill is adequate and deals with the issues on
which we have been working. There is no secret about
the fact that we have committed to build the east–west
link tunnel. We believe it is an appropriate project and a
major project that should be completed for all
Victorians, for Melbourne, to facilitate the passage of
people between the eastern suburbs and the western
suburbs and to move people from regional areas and
city areas throughout Melbourne.
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It is a fact that the construction of Peninsula Link, as
Mr Barber rightly pointed out, has opened up the traffic
flow from the Mornington Peninsula, and we only need
to see what occurs if there is a break in the connection
between the roads going into the city along the Monash
Freeway. The only option now is for cars to divert onto
EastLink, which then bottlenecks at the end of the
Eastern Freeway.
This is a project that the government stands behind. It is
a project that we believe is broadly supported by the
community. I understand people in certain parts of
Melbourne have concerns, and we are aware of those
concerns, but the fact is that we believe it is an
appropriate project. We had similar objections when
CityLink was being built. It is interesting to note, as
Mr Barber rightly pointed out, that the Labor Party
originally opposed the CityLink project. But it was then
opened by Labor Premier Steve Bracks, and that is
commemorated by a plaque that is still there. I think
Mr Barber’s assertion is right — —
Mr Barber — They will be at the ribbon cutting,
will they?
Hon. R. A. DALLA-RIVA — They will be at the
ribbon cutting. I get the rider that they — —
Mr Barber — Premier Andrews will cut the
ribbon?
Hon. R. A. DALLA-RIVA — By the time Premier
Andrews gets there, those from the right will have
taken back control of the Labor Party and it will not be
dominated by those from the left who seem to be
lurching even more to the left — more left than
Mr Barber. The bottom line is that if the Labor Party is
serious about this, and if the left got out of the way of
the Labor Party understanding business, it would
support this project. We believe strongly in this project.
This legislation is appropriate to what is necessary for
Victorians.
On the other projects, as was indicated, government
members consider the bill to be important for the port
of Hastings development in terms of cutting red tape.
The bill addresses a whole series of processes — for
example, a process that now takes 25 days will take
10 days and administrative steps will be taken to
proceed towards having quicker planning approvals
processes. The bill also makes some changes to
improve accountability. Some of the accessible
information will be available on the website in addition
to the Government Gazette. As much as we all like to
read the Government Gazette, information will be more
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publicly accessible on the website and that will reduce
the administrative burden.

construction work, removal of trees and even pollution
issues such as noise and dust control.

I am conscious of the time and of the fact that many
members will speak on the bill. The bill continues the
progress of the first stage of the development of the
east–west link. Currently people are working on that
project, and government members look forward to the
completion of stage 1. This is a significant project that
the government is committed to and the federal
coalition opposition, soon to be the federal coalition
government, one would hope, has committed
$1.5 billion to it. The project will deal with the
significant growth of Melbourne.

Another major concern is the reduction of time lines in
the government’s decision-making processes.
Preparation of a scoping document will be reduced
from the current 25 days to just 10 days. Even more
staggering is the halving of the period that the planning
minister has to approve a project from the current
40 days to just 20. The current legislation already
provides reasonably restricted time frames for
approvals. Any further reductions will undermine the
public’s ability to properly scrutinise proposals and
therefore result in compromised outcomes. Clearly the
government will use these proposed powers to ride
roughshod over democratically elected councils in
order to impose a massive $8 billion dud of a
freeway — or tollway — on Victorian taxpayers.

For the third year in a row Melbourne has been voted
the world’s most livable city. It will continue to be the
world’s most livable city not only because we have
significant rail infrastructure but also because we have a
significant freight and distribution transport network
that we need to maintain to be competitive in the world
markets. This project is worthy of continuation, and
government members support the bill.
Sitting suspended 6.29 p.m. until 8.02 p.m.
Ms MIKAKOS (Northern Metropolitan) — I rise to
speak on the Major Transport Projects Facilitation
Amendment (East West Link and Other Projects) Bill
2013, and I am pleased to join with my Labor
colleagues in opposing this bill. I also speak in support
of the reasoned amendment moved by Mr Tee that the
passage of this bill be delayed until the government
releases the full east–west link business case.
While it is reasonable to expect the government of the
day to have legislation in place to facilitate the
development of major projects and ensure that they are
given priority, this bill clearly goes too far. The existing
legislation, which was initiated by the former Labor
government, struck the right balance as a mechanism to
streamline and fast-track planning approvals for major
projects without shutting down community debate and
excluding local government consultation.
The bill before the house seeks to grant the planning
minister extraordinary powers, including the power to
confine matters under consideration at a public hearing
to particular matters — in other words, the ability to
shut down discussion and stifle criticism at public
forums. The bill also takes a draconian approach to
public policy by seeking to lock out local councils and
remove their authority over any planning matters within
the project area. For example, councils will lose their
authority over a range of important matters, including
heritage protections, restricting the hours of

The Minister for Local Government in using the Local
Government Act 1989 to silence Yarra City Council,
which, acting in the interests of its community, has
voiced strong criticism of the east–west link project, is
sinking to a new low and undermining the value of our
locally elected councils. Residents in the city of Yarra,
who are my constituents, are facing the prospect of
either losing their homes and businesses or seeing the
value of their homes decrease, yet the Napthine
government has not provided a solid business case to
justify the decision to undertake this $8 billion project
in the first place. Instead of providing this business case
to allay the council’s and residents’ concerns, the
government has threatened the council with a letter
advising the council to shut up because the decision to
go ahead with the project has already been made. An
article in the Age of 8 August quotes Minister Powell’s
letter. The article says:
Ms Powell said it was appropriate for councils to make
representations to the state government on preferred options
before a government decision … It is a different matter to
wage a public campaign against a project of state
significance …

Members may well remember the campaign Yarra and
Stonnington councils ran against clearways a few years
ago — a campaign that the coalition then in opposition
supported.
This is a government that has sat on its hands for the
first three years of its term doing nothing. We know
full well that the reason former Premier Ted Baillieu
was removed from his position was that he had no
interest in getting major infrastructure projects under
way and happily sat back watching the Victorian
construction industry slowly grind to a halt. The
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government now seems hell-bent on proceeding with
the east–west tollway, despite the fact that it has no
mandate to do so. It is doing so purely to convince the
Victorian people that it has a major project under way
and to make up for dithering for the past three years.
Victorians would recall that the coalition made no
mention of the east–west link project in its policy
platform before the 2010 state election. With just one
year to go before the 2014 election the Napthine
government has realised that time is running out to
prove that it can deliver one single major project.
However, if the government is so confident that it has
picked a winner with this project, it should have the
courage to present it to the people of Victoria and allow
them to decide at next year’s state election. Labor
cannot support any project where vital information has
been kept out of the public domain and hidden from
public scrutiny, especially when the project is going to
cost a staggering $8 billion. The government cannot
answer even the simplest of questions about its own
project. It has not provided a business case, it has not
consulted with the community and it has not got a clue
about how to address Victoria’s transport and traffic
congestion problems across the state. All the
government has and all the Victorian public knows is
that there will be a 5-kilometre tunnel in the inner parts
of Melbourne that will cost $8 billion. It is absolutely
staggering that all the Victorian public has been given
to assess the merits of this project are glossy brochures,
artist impressions and animated videos.
If the government thinks it can hide the business case
for its $8 billion tunnel and expect Victorians to believe
that other local projects will not be shelved to pay for it,
it is sorely mistaken. In fact it comes as no surprise that
the government has refused to subject its business case
to Infrastructure Australia scrutiny. Infrastructure
Australia is an organisation that has previously ranked
the project well behind other important projects, such as
the Melbourne Metro rail tunnel. Government members
have instead obscenely exploited this project to assist
their federal colleagues’ election campaign in Victoria.
It is extraordinary, although not surprising, that Tony
Abbott, the federal Leader of the Opposition, is willing
to commit $1.5 billion to a project that has not even
been independently assessed just to have a shot at
winning one federal seat, the seat of Deakin, at the
election this Saturday.
The Linking Melbourne Authority advised in 2011 that
the coalition government should prioritise the western
link above the east–west link to increase access to the
port of Melbourne, but nobody’s opinions seem to
matter to this government. Rather than release the full
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business case for this $8 billion tunnel, the government
has released a very short, 12-page executive summary
that predictably contains very few details. It is a 12page document, but Mr Dalla-Riva had the temerity to
come in here in the last sitting week and claim that that
is in fact the business case.
The Premier has claimed that an estimated 80 000 to
100 000 vehicles will use this tunnel each day and that
trips between the Eastern Freeway and CityLink will be
cut to 7 minutes. But, as is evident from a leaked email
published in the Age of 19 August, those figures look to
have been artificially inflated. A leaked memo from a
senior VicRoads transport economist says that the
projection ‘smacks of a desire to enhance the quantum
of benefits’.
We know from past traffic modelling that 80 per cent of
cars exit the freeway at Hoddle Street, and that is not
going to change. Where are the government’s plans for
Hoddle Street? They are non-existent. This tunnel will
not alleviate congestion on Hoddle Street. It will in fact
funnel more traffic down the already congested
Flemington Road. However, in an Age article that
appeared yesterday Mr Abbott continued to claim that
somehow this project will address congestion on
Hoddle Street and Flemington Road. He clearly has no
idea where these places are. He should be shown a map
in the Melway before the election on Saturday. We
know that the on and off ramps for CityLink, which
will be near the Royal Melbourne Hospital, the Royal
Women’s Hospital and the Royal Children’s Hospital,
will create more traffic congestion for people wanting
to access those important hospitals.
The Napthine government refuses to release the
business case for this project, despite asserting in its
glossy brochure that the project will generate $1.40 in
benefits for every $1 invested. The government has not
demonstrated how this will be the case. There is no
published cost-benefit analysis; in fact there is no
publicly available analysis that can demonstrate why
Mr Abbott is prepared to commit $1.5 billion to this
project, nor is there any indication of why the Victorian
taxpayer should be contributing to this ill-thought-out
project as well.
Another project that the government has put on the
backburner in favour of this $8 billion tunnel is the
Melbourne Metro rail tunnel, a project initiated by the
previous government that has already been assessed by
Infrastructure Australia as economically beneficial and
ready to go. Public Transport Victoria has come out and
said that without the extra capacity of the new rail
tunnel several lines will become so overcrowded by the
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decade’s end that some passengers will not be able to
the board peak-hour trains. That is precisely when this
government is saying it will turn its attention to the
Melbourne Metro rail tunnel — by the decade’s end.
This is despite the fact that the Rudd federal
government has committed $3 billion to this project
now.
This project is ready to go, and it is a vitally important
project. However, Mr Abbott has been quoted as saying
that he will not be committing to the metro rail scheme.
He says he has made that absolutely crystal clear. This
is an outdated way of thinking. Federal governments
should contribute to major public transport projects.
Thankfully the Rudd government takes that point of
view, and hopefully those funds will be available
beyond Saturday if the Rudd government is re-elected
so that project can be realised — because it certainly
will not be realised by the coalition, either at a state or
federal level.
The cost of this road tunnel is simply staggering. It is
$8 billion for just 5 kilometres of road. For every metre
of the tunnel built Victorian taxpayers will pay
$1.6 million. It has been labelled the world’s most
expensive road — and rightly so — but the government
wants us to support this use of taxpayers money.
Whichever way you look at it, it is a dud deal.
The expression of interest document released by the
government to invite the private sector to bid for the
project has dangerously exposed the state to future
costs. Under this expression of interest document the
taxpayer is liable if toll revenue is lower than
anticipated, if interest is charged and private sector debt
is higher than predicted, or if construction is delayed.
Ultimately there is no way of knowing the total cost to
the taxpayer of this tunnel; only time will tell.
Hopefully time will not tell, because this will be a huge
cost to Victorians for a long time to come. As I said,
this project does not address key issues of congestion
for Hoddle Street and for the majority of road users in
our state who do not in fact use the Eastern Freeway.
I will conclude by making the point that this project is
going to have a huge impact on my constituents.
Victorians who live in the inner city, some of whom are
my constituents, are facing the compulsorily acquisition
and demolition of their homes and businesses should
this project go ahead. Many others will be adversely
affected by the construction of on and off ramps close
to their homes. Their homes will not be compulsorily
acquired, but they will have their amenity severely
affected and their homes significantly devalued. Local
parkland will be affected. Local sporting groups will be
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affected. Local schools will be affected. Many people
in the community are very concerned about this project.
Those people deserve some answers, and they are not
getting them from this government.
In conclusion I make the point that spending $8 billion
and possibly more on this tunnel will significantly
reduce the amount of money available to spend on local
schools, hospitals, public transport and road projects
across my electorate and in other parts of the state. This
is going to tie up and drain funds for a very long time. It
is a dud of a project that is going to do very little to
benefit Victorians. It is going to have a huge impact on
our community, yet this government is not even
prepared to take this project to the Victorian people, as
it should. If the government has the courage of its
convictions, it should delay signing contracts in
September next year. It should have the guts to do that.
If the government thinks this project is so fantastic, then
it should delay signing those contracts and wait an extra
eight weeks and take the project to the Victorian people
as part of the November 2014 election. It should let the
Victorian people decide.
The government knows it is a dud of a project; most of
the backbench are not going to benefit in any way from
the project. We know about the internal concerns
government members have about this, and time will
tell. They should have the courage of their convictions
to wait until November 2014 and put this project to the
Victorian people.
Mr ONDARCHIE (Northern Metropolitan) — I
speak tonight on the Major Transport Projects
Facilitation Amendment (East West Link and Other
Projects) Bill 2013. What a pleasure it is to follow
Ms Mikakos, who talks about delay. It is typical of the
ALP: why do today what you can put off until
tomorrow? I will tell members what it has done. Labor
has put off making decisions until tomorrow and the
next generation and the generation after that; 27 years at
$1.8 million a day for the desalination plant. It is typical
of Ms Mikakos. What she should do is care about
Victorians.
Ms Mikakos interjected.
Mr ONDARCHIE — Ms Mikakos should meet
with her constituents. Let me tell members what the
constituents say. I can give Ms Mikakos a Melway,
which will explain to her where her electorate is. In my
very first few months in this job I was met by
community groups in the inner Melbourne area who
said to me, ‘Can you get the traffic off Alexandra
Parade? Can you get the traffic away from Cemetery
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Road? Can you get the traffic away from our houses in
Parkville? There is too much traffic in this area’. If
Ms Mikakos had bothered to talk to her constituents,
she would know that this is a game changing project.
This is a project that is going to benefit Victorians not
just from the northern suburbs but from across Victoria.
While she wants to talk about delay, she could spend a
few moments delaying her speech by talking to her own
leader, Daniel Andrews, the member for Mulgrave in
the Assembly, who said:
We in many respects failed to keep pace with demand.

He went on to say:
Lethargy and indecision is not leadership. Hiding under your
desk is just hiding under your desk.
Starving the constructors of this state of a pipeline of
infrastructure is bad for our economy, bad for confidence, bad
for jobs and bad for skills.

But he was not done. He then said:
… every one of the projects we need escalates in price every
month the government delays.

Finally he said:
… let’s have a bit of honesty about the fact that the only way
you avoid complex projects and all their attendant risk is if
you don’t build any. Now, that’s not leadership —

and we all know that.
Ms Mikakos could talk to her leader. Admittedly many
Victorians do not know who he is, but she should know
who her leader is, and he said it is time to get on with it.
It is time for the opposition to show some leadership,
stop hiding under its desk and support the east–west
tunnel and its associated amendments.
But let me say that we should stop the lie right here. We
should stop the false edification of this from across the
chamber. There is a business case. It was submitted to
Infrastructure Australia, and the executive summary of
that business case is publicly available. Here is an idea:
go and look at it. But if Ms Mikakos does not believe
me, let us talk about what her own colleagues have
said. In his Melbourne Press Club address of
16 October 2012 Daniel Andrews said, ‘West–east is
the way this project should be viewed’. He was talking
about continuing with the tunnel, but starting at the
other end. Then again, there are others.
On 15 August 2008 then Premier John Brumby, who
Ms Mikakos talks about a lot, said:
I think what is undeniable, in Rod Eddington’s report, is that
the city does need a second east–west crossing …
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… one way or another we’ve got to address this issue of a
second east–west crossing.

But let me not stop there. I ask Ms Mikakos to look
not far from where she is right now, in fact she should
look over her shoulder, because Cesar Melhem, when
he was state secretary of the Victorian branch of the
Australian Workers Union, was reported in the
Sunday Herald Sun of 17 March as having said that
the east–west link should be a priority for
Dr Napthine:
‘The key here is to decide on a solution and go with it, get it
moving, and get the Victorian economy moving’,
Mr Melhem said.
‘We have steel, aluminium, asphalt and a whole range of
other manufacturers who are crying out for the orders that a
big project would produce.
‘Every order means jobs for Victorians.’

Ms Mikakos should feel free to look over her shoulder.
But Mr Melhem was also reported in the Age of 30 July
2012:
‘It is just crazy not to go ahead with the [east–west] project’,
Mr Melhem said.
‘We are not going to live without roads and cars. We
definitely need more investment in public transport
infrastructure from both Labor and the coalition, but we can’t
do without road investment.’

If Ms Mikakos is having trouble understanding this, she
could also turn to her left and ask Mr Somyurek, the
shadow minister for manufacturing, services and
technology, who in his submission to the east–west link
needs assessment in 2008 said:
As the Eddington study is clearly focusing on a much-needed
alternative to the Monash-West Gate corridor, including the
possibility of a tunnel from the end of the Eastern Freeway, I
would like to address some comments to this issue in
particular …
…
It is a simple and indisputable fact that Melbourne’s road
network is not fully connected. One of the key missing links
is obviously at the city end of the Eastern Freeway. Existing
congestion, already an irritant for motorists, will only worsen
when EastLink opens in 2008. When EastLink opens next
year, a 60-kilometre long freeway carrying more than
130 000 vehicles a day will come to an abrupt halt in the inner
suburbs of Melbourne. This is neither sensible or desirable.
The queues are horrendous and will get worse. Rat running
through Fitzroy, Collingwood and Carlton will inevitably
deteriorate as traffic attempts to make its way south, west and
north.
Opponents of a new link say it is impossible for Melbourne to
build its way out of congestion, but the congestion itself is
partly caused by a glaring deficiency in the road network.
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Ms Mikakos should not bother about looking across to
this side of the chamber. She should look to her
colleagues because they support it, and she should too.
Mr MELHEM (Western Metropolitan) — My
contribution will be from the heart. What I find
unsurprising is that despite all its promises, the
Napthine government has done nothing to address
Melbourne’s transport infrastructure for nearly three
years now. We always said the coalition would not
deliver for Victoria, and that is not far from the truth.
What I find astonishing is watching the government
wake up from its slumber and panic one year out from
an election, deciding to implement this ill-fated project,
east–west stage 1. I have a new name for it — the east
CityLink project — because there is no west in it.
Our debate today is on the amendment bill, which is
said to address all the current and future transport
needs. Today’s bill crystallises a total disregard for the
promises made by the government and its existing
mandate from the 2010 election. It went to the election
with a platform of expanding public transport and a
commitment to due process in the development of a
sustainable transport infrastructure plan for this state. It
is worth reminding ourselves what the government said
its mandate was.
The Minister for Public Transport, the Honourable
Terry Mulder, ruled out the east–west tunnel before the
last election. He called for the implementation of the
Melbourne Metro rail plan and new rail lines to
Doncaster, Rowville and Tullamarine airport. This was
a public transport platform which ruled out building an
east–west tunnel because, in the words of the
opposition at the time, ‘You cannot build your way out
of congestion’. How things have changed.
Instead of implementing a sustainable transport
infrastructure strategy and building on the work done
by the Bracks and Brumby governments, this
government decided to rip up over a decade of careful
analysis undertaken since 2002. It tells us to forget the
Eddington report and Victoria’s transport plan and
instead applaud it for drafting a patchwork of growth
corridor plans. That is more time lost as the congestion
and transport crisis continues to grow.
By 2020 the congestion cost to Melbourne will be
around $6.8 billion a year. By focusing on one project
and one bill which will facilitate it, at the expense of an
integrated plan which includes prioritising road
construction and public transport options for outer
growth areas, the government’s approach sends the
state’s transport infrastructure investment down the
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wrong path. It neglects an integrated strategy and
higher priority projects of state significance, such as the
Melbourne Metro tunnel and WestLink, while riding
roughshod over the thousands of residents it will hurt
along the way, and in the end it will deliver little for
commuters and businesses.
The government’s approach, aided by today’s bill, has
two major consequences — —
Mr Ondarchie — Have you changed your mind?
Mr MELHEM — You wait. It pits private
transport against public and promotes a road versus
rail battle that electors never wanted when they
voted for this government in 2010. The government
should read its own record. Electors never wanted
that, including voters in the outer eastern suburbs,
who wanted better roads and investment in rail and
access to public transport options. As noted by the
Auditor-General, there is a widening disparity
between inner and outer suburbs of Melbourne.
Sir Rod Eddington was very careful not to promote
rail versus road because he knows that we need
investment in both. The opposition wants both too,
rail and road. The government, on the other hand, is
now offering us 6 kilometres of road tunnel at a cost
of up to $8 billion. In so doing, the government is
ignoring the advice of its Linking Melbourne
Authority, which oversees major road projects. Like
the metro tunnel, WestLink was part of the Brumby
government’s transport plan. Both had been backed
by Sir Rod Eddington ahead of the east–west option.
Mr Ondarchie — What do you think? Tell us what
you think.
Mr MELHEM — I am coming to it, if you hold
your horses. As reported in an article headed ‘Coalition
overruled advice on road links’ published in the Age of
6 June, the Linking Melbourne Authority advised the
Minister for Public Transport that WestLink could be
completed well ahead of an east–west option and would
provide a crucial alternative Maribyrnong River
crossing. Despite the problems of public transport gaps,
the clogged West Gate Bridge and freight access to the
port of Melbourne, the government directed the
authority — it actually gave a direction — to
commence work on an east–west tunnel, ignoring the
advice of its own authority.
We have got the government looking to build a 6kilometre tunnel with $8 billion of taxpayers money
when Sir Rod Eddington and I supported an 18kilometre east–west project.
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Mr Ondarchie — I know you support it.
Mr MELHEM — I am coming to it. What the
government is doing here is transferring the car park
from the Eastern Freeway to CityLink. The
government’s project is a dud project because it will not
fix the real problem, which the proper flow of the 18kilometre tunnel would fix. Industry Funds
Management has come to the government and said,
‘We will build the whole project as recommended by
Sir Rod Eddington’, at its own cost and with no risk to
the taxpayers. What was the answer from this
government? ‘We are not interested. We are going to
waste $8 billion of taxpayers money and build the
project at no risk to construction companies’.
Speaking to construction companies, and I speak to
them very often, they cannot believe their luck. They
think Christmas has come too soon, because they are
going to get to tender for a project for which they will
have no responsibility. The worst thing you can do in
this country and this state is give construction
companies an open cheque, and that is exactly what has
been done here. The government has given them an
open cheque and said, ‘Bid for the project and we will
underwrite your losses. We will underwrite everything.
We will risk taxpayers paying a lot of money for this
project’. Face it, the government could not get a single
construction company in the state or the world to bid
for this 6-kilometre tunnel without government taking
the full risk. But companies would be prepared to bid
for the project if it was a total project, and that is my
challenge to the government. If it wants to be fair
dinkum, if it wants to have a game changer, it should go
for the lot.
Mr Ondarchie — You supported it.
Mr MELHEM — I will support it if the
government goes for the lot. Do not go for a dud 6kilometre project. The government should go back to
Industry Funds Management and say, ‘Put another
proposal forward. If you do not like the current
proposal, come back to us with a proposal to build the
whole project’. Then the government can spend the
$8 billion to build better infrastructure for our growing
suburbs. It can focus on building train lines to
Doncaster and to Rowville and the metro rail plan. It
can do all that.
Mr Ondarchie — You said we have got to get road
infrastructure done first.
Mr MELHEM — You need to read my full
submission, not half of it. If this government wanted to
be fair dinkum and responsible, it would not just
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squander $8 billion of taxpayers money — and it will
probably go to 10. As I said, it will give all the cheques
to the construction companies basically saying, ‘We’ll
give you an open cheque’, instead of going to the
private sector and saying, ‘Here is an 18-kilometre
project. Let’s look seriously at this. You invest in it,
you construct it, you run it, you operate it and you
divert the funds to do other projects’.
The government’s own national leader does not believe
its business case, which has been lifted from Sir Rod
Eddington’s report. I read the report when I wrote my
own speech, and when he did the costing it was one for
four, based on the whole project and not on the most
expensive part of the project. Those opposite should not
mislead Victorians. One for four was for the whole
18 kilometres, not for 6 kilometres. The opposition
should get the real business case analysis out there, stop
telling Victorians lies and start telling the truth for a
change. I will leave my comments at that. I am
obviously speaking against the bill and am supporting
the reasoned amendment of my colleague Mr Tee.
Mrs PEULICH (South Eastern Metropolitan) —
It is my pleasure to speak briefly on the Major
Transport Projects Facilitation Amendment (East
West Link and Other Projects) Bill 2013. The debate
to date has focused only on the first part of the title of
the bill ‘east–west link’ and conveniently overlooked
the fact that the bill is a facilitation regime that deals
with major and integrated infrastructure projects. This
is the sum total of a range of recommendations made
by the Auditor-General following a number of audits.
I must say that I take the opportunity of going to the
briefings every Wednesday of every sitting week and
informing myself on many of these matters, and
Labor members would do well to do the same. They
would realise that the provisions of the bill are
completely in line with a series of audits and
recommendations brought down by the AuditorGeneral. Mind you, they are audits and positions
which have been misrepresented by the shadow
Minister for Planning, Mr Tee, who claims that the
Auditor-General is somehow opposed to the east–
west link.
The Auditor-General has said that an integrated
transport regime that involves public transport, roads
and a bicycle network is all important in order to
strengthen mobility, reduce congestion and pollution
and make transport more accessible. This is completely
in line with the needs of the state and certainly the
recommendations of the Auditor-General. The
contributions to the debate on this bill by Labor Party
members are absolute proof that they deserve to be in
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opposition and an explanation of why they lost
government in 2010. They are playing politics rather
than delivering for the wellbeing and interests of all
Victorians — businesses and families alike.
I understand that the Leader of the Opposition, Daniel
Andrews, had a major opportunity to differentiate
himself from the coalition government on this bill, and
can I say what a bad choice and a bad call he has made.
A pitch was made to the voters of the city of
Melbourne, where the Labor Party federally is trying to
save as much of the furniture as it possibly can, with
people in its camp having already conceded that they
have lost the house.
I remind the house of the three major reasons why the
opposition Labor Party lost government in 2010. Yes, it
was a narrow loss; nonetheless, there are three major
reasons why the Labor government lost office in 2010.
One was its chronic failure to provide much-needed
infrastructure. This was a very strong reason for Labor
getting a kick in the pants in 2010. Another reason was
the Victorian public could see how much money Labor
was wasting, whether it was on the poorly handled
auction of the pokies, whether it was on the ultranet or
whether it was on the desal plant or a whole range of
other major infrastructure and IT projects. Victorians
could see money going down the gurgler — money that
should have been converted to much-needed legacy
infrastructure projects such as the east–west link.
The third reason the Labor Party got a kick in the pants
was that it was perceived that the sum total of its failure
to invest in infrastructure, its waste of money and its
mismanagement was an articulation into increased
taxes, charges and cost of living. Labor’s opportunistic
opposition to this bill shows why it does not deserve to
be in government and deserves to be in opposition. It is
an absolute confession of its failing to recognise the
importance of infrastructure for the future wellbeing of
Victoria and its community.
Other reports have been handed down, including most
recently the Economic Development and Infrastructure
Committee all-party report. It recommends that the
government give consideration to the establishment of
one-stop shops to facilitate dealing with business as a
way of overcoming the chronic problem of obfuscation,
stalling and delays, which are not only endemic in local
government but obviously also throughout bureaucracy.
This bill simplifies processes and reduces time frames,
but mostly time frames that apply to the bureaucracies
rather than interfacing with the community.
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In closing I point members to a number of pages in the
Victorian Auditor-General’s Developing Transport
Infrastructure and Services for Population Growth
Areas report. Page 30 talks about:
… a significant and growing backlog of required transport
infrastructure in the more established parts of growth area
councils. While recent improvements in planning for
greenfields has the potential to mitigate this in future, there is
little evidence that state agencies have fully analysed and
documented when and how all the transport infrastructure and
services needed in existing growth area councils should be
delivered.

This bill will help the government to do that. Under the
heading ‘Conclusion’ at page 38 the report states:
The delivery of transport infrastructure and services to growth
areas has not been timely.
There is currently a significant and growing backlog of
required infrastructure, primarily due to shortcomings in past
planning and the ongoing challenge of securing state funding
in a fiscally constrained economic environment.

The Auditor-General goes chapter and verse into why
the former government failed to deliver on the major
infrastructure needs of this state, including the delays
and the obfuscation. I think the Labor Party should
apologise. The reasoned amendment makes no sense
whatsoever. It requires the tabling of the business case
for the east–west link and not other projects which are
similarly affected by this bill. It shows that Mr Tee is an
appalling shadow Minister for Planning.
Mr LEANE (Eastern Metropolitan) — Like my
opposition colleagues, I oppose this bill and support
Mr Tee’s reasoned amendment. His amendment calls
for the full business case of the east–west link. It is fair
that that be publicly released because we are talking
about people having their homes compulsorily acquired
to build this project. In fairness to those people who
will have their homes acquired and those who will still
have their homes but will, all of a sudden, be living
next to a tollway or an off-ramp, the government should
be bound to justify its position to build this project.
Last week the opposition moved a motion in general
business calling for the full business case to be released,
but unfortunately it was talked out by the government.
The response of government MPs who did speak about
it was that there is a business case and that it is on the
website. When you look at that business case, you see
that it is all of 12 pages including the two covers. When
you look at those 12 pages, you find there are over
50 coloured triangles. In a document that is supposed to
support a road tunnel project, a picture of a tram takes
up three-quarters of a page. There is also a half-page
picture of pedestrians crossing a road in the CBD,
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which is over 4 kilometres from the tunnel. This is
insulting to the people whose lives will be affected by
living next to a tollway. It is insulting for the
government to say that these 12 pages are the
justification for it compulsorily acquiring people’s
homes. It is outrageous.
People are saying that all of a sudden this government
is pro-construction and pro-jobs. This series of events
started with the 2010 election. I do not think the
coalition thought it was going to win that election, so it
promised it was going to build a rail line to Doncaster,
it was going to look at building a rail line to the airport,
it was going to look at building a rail line to Rowville
and it was going to build a monorail to Avalon. It was
also going to supply 800 extra hospital beds. It
promised it would do a lot of things because it did not
think it would have to fulfil those promises. But the
coalition did win the election, and for three years it has
done nothing in terms of infrastructure.
The only major project the coalition can pin its name to
is a competition for a redesign of the Flinders Street
railway station. An overseas architect pocketed half a
million bucks for a design that will never be funded or
built which this government never intended to fund. It
gave half a million bucks to an overseas consultant who
said, ‘Thank you very much’. Then the government
admitted there was no funding. That is the other major
project that this bill relates to.
The coalition did nothing, and then three years had
passed and it panicked. Big business and construction
companies were saying that this government had done
nothing and we were in trouble, so the government
panicked and announced the construction of a tunnel at
the end of the Eastern Freeway — not one that has a
western crossing but one that ends at another city exit.
The government is building a tunnel that goes from a
city exit to a city exit. It will place a huge toll on the
tunnel, which means that instead of a lot of cars getting
off the Eastern Freeway at Punt Road, a lot more cars
will get off at the end of the Eastern Freeway to avoid
the toll. That is what the government has done. This is
the big $8 billion project.
Government members claim they are now the heroes of
the construction industry. I need one of the government
members who speaks on this bill to answer these
questions: if they are the heroes of the construction
industry, how many tilers will work on the tunnel? Tell
me how many plasterers will work on the tunnel. Tell
me how many painters will work on the tunnel. Tell me
how many carpet layers will work on the tunnel. Tell
me how many glaziers will work on the tunnel. Tell me
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how many bricklayers will work on the tunnel. Tell me
how many plumbers will work on the tunnel. If
government members are the heroes of the construction
industry, they will know all about construction. If they
are going to save the construction industry, I want them
to tell me how many of those tradespeople will work on
this tunnel.
I will tell the government members about the Domain
Tunnel. The only work supplied at the start of the
construction of the Domain Tunnel came from
international tunnelling crews: one from Ireland and
one from New Zealand. They started at either end
because the technology, equipment and kit is not
available in Victoria. The government will have to go
overseas to find people to start work on this tunnel.
Government members are saying, ‘We cannot delay it
for two months to let people vote on it and get a
mandate for it because we will hold up the workers’.
All they will be doing will be holding up a couple of
blokes who will be sitting in Ireland, New Zealand or
somewhere else in the world and not coming here for a
couple of months. If government members had any
guts, they would delay the project until they have a
mandate. But government members do not have any
guts.
The government says this tunnel has a lot of support. I
am an ALP member in the Labor desert of the east. I
am out there in the desert. There are Liberal offices and
MPs all around me. You would think that people in that
part of Melbourne would be 100 per cent in support of
this project, but I will tell you this: my office has not
had one phone call or email in support of this project.
Not one person has come to my office to ask for a
meeting with me so that they can lobby in support of
this project — not one. I have to say it is to the
contrary. I have gone out of my way to ask a lot of
people and a lot of stakeholders out in the east what
they think of the east–west project. Most of them do not
care. They are not sitting there saying, ‘Oh, yes, it is a
game-changing project. I agree’. None of them are
saying that. Most of them do not care.
However, the ones who do care oppose it. The principal
of a school out in the east told me he resents this
project. He resents this project because when the
coalition came into government it said it would save
money and cut services so that it could pay cash for
infrastructure. It has not built any infrastructure so
far — nothing. The only infrastructure it has planned
for is the east–west tunnel. It has cut services so it has
enough cash. The principal said to me, ‘I lost my
Victorian certificate of applied learning coordinator
because of the tunnel. I lost my funding for a lot of
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programs so that these people could build this tunnel’.
If government members think people out in the east are
big champions of the tunnel, they are joking.
I give a challenge to government MPs. The government
panicked because it has not done anything. The
narrative in the media and out there in the electorate is
that this mob has not done anything. So the government
panicked and decided, ‘We will dig a tunnel’. Then
people said, ‘Maybe that is not the best way to spend
the money. Maybe you should have kept your
commitment and built the Doncaster rail line. Maybe
you should have kept your commitment and delivered
800 new hospital beds. Maybe you should have kept
your original commitment that you have a mandate for
and no-one would have complained’. But no, there was
this panic. They decided, ‘No, we are going to build a
tunnel’.
As the panic builds, the Premier is out there, and he is
not making any sense at all. When asked, ‘Why are you
building this tunnel?’ he says, ‘Because it is a game
changer’. I ask the next government speaker to explain
to us and all the people in Victoria what that means: get
up and tell us what a game-changer project is.
Ms Crozier interjected.
Mr LEANE — Ms Crozier will take it up, then?
Will Ms Crozier explain in her contribution what a
game changer is? If the best way the government can
defend spending $8 billion on a project is to go around
in a panic saying, ‘It is a game changer’, then it is a sad
state of affairs we are in. That is why this government
should rethink its whole approach to this. There is still
time. It is not hard to say you are wrong, and the
government is wrong. Its members should just get up
and say, ‘We are wrong. We will stick to the mandate
we have. We have a mandate to build a rail line to
Doncaster and we will do that’. That is less than
$8 billion. It has to be less than $8 billion, I would
think.
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no, the government panicked, and it has come up with
an east–west tunnel that moves traffic from one city
exit to another city exit. That is all it does. The
government will be judged on it. It should think about
it. It should admit it is wrong. It should change its
approach. If it is not going to do that, it should at least
take it to an election — take it to the election due two
months after this contract is signed.
Honourable members interjecting.
Mr LEANE — Wait two months and take it to an
election if you have the guts! If it is such a game
changer, whatever that is, take it to an election. But you
will not.
Mrs Peulich — We will.
Mr LEANE — But you will not take it there. Do
not sign the contracts. Take it to an election.
Mrs Peulich — In 2014.
Mr LEANE — Mrs Peulich reckons they will.
Mrs Peulich has said they will hold back on the
contracts and take it to an election.
Honourable members interjecting.
Mrs Peulich — On a point of order, Acting
President, you will find that Senate rulings exist which
basically state that it is out of order for members to
place words in the mouth of another member that were
not spoken and to attribute them to that member,
especially where it is misrepresenting a position.
Mr Finn interjected.
Mrs Peulich — No, it is not to verbal. I ask that you
ask Mr Leane to withdrew that. I am happy to find you
the ruling, which I have highlighted previously to the
Clerk, who is not here.

Mr LEANE — Have a go at it. The coalition went
out and had feasibility studies done for Rowville. It said
it was going to build a train line to the airport. It said it
would provide 800 new hospital beds. So why does it
not stick to its mandate?

Mr Viney — On the point of order, Acting
President, what occurs in a debate is that when a
member chooses to interject, it will always get a
response. Mrs Peulich was interjecting directly on the
point that Mr Leane was making, so Mr Leane picked
up her interjection. To suggest a member should
withdraw a response to an interjection is pushing the
standing orders a little far.

The government has panicked, realising it has done
nothing other than a run a colouring competition for
Flinders Street station. When it panicked, maybe its
members should have sat down and thought, ‘Maybe
we should do what we said we were going to do’. But,

Mr Finn — On the point of order, Acting President,
I was listening to the debate very carefully, and it is
very clear that in fact what Mr Leane did was mislead
the house as to what Mrs Peulich was saying. She was
making some comments — in fact, I do not think she

Mr Barber interjected.
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Mr LEANE — Withdraw what?

mentioned the contracts at all, as I recall — about the
next election. Mr Leane decided that he would get hold
of Mrs Peulich’s words and make up something of his
own. Mrs Peulich’s point of order should be upheld on
the basis that, as she said, there have been Senate
rulings, but also on the basis that Mr Leane has misled
the house.

The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr Ondarchie) —
Order! That Mr Leane accurately quoted. I am not sure
that he could have.

Mr Viney — Further on the point of order, Acting
President, first of all, Mr Finn’s allegation that
Mr Leane has misled the house is a serious allegation
that should be dealt with by substantive motion.

The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr Ondarchie) —
Order! I am suggesting to Mr Leane that I am not sure
he could accurately quote what Mrs Peulich was saying
at the time because none of us could hear it. So I would
suggest he withdraw.

Secondly, members can ask for a withdrawal when
something that is said is objectively offensive. I was
listening to the debate as well, and I do not think there
was anything objectively offensive. If Mrs Peulich or
Mr Finn or anyone in the chamber thinks Mr Leane’s
commentary was incorrect, they are certainly capable of
rebutting it in debate. For us to be trying to rule that
responses to interjections are out of order or somehow
objectively offensive will start to reduce debate in this
chamber to a joke. We cannot allow debate in this
chamber to be dumbed down so much that there is no
longer any robustness or any right to say something and
get a response. It would be ridiculous, frankly.
Mrs Peulich — Further on the point of order,
Acting President, if I were the next speaker, I would
certainly use the forms of the debate to repudiate
Mr Leane’s distortion and attribution of position.
However, I have already spoken and so I am not able to
do that. Therefore it is completely within my right to
raise the point of order. It is not on the fact that the
comment was offensive but that there was actually
attribution of comments not made. My objection is
based on Senate rulings, which I am more than happy
to provide and which I have previously provided to the
Clerk.
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr Ondarchie) —
Order! I am not certain that any of us at this end of the
chamber could hear what Mrs Peulich was saying. If in
his contribution to the house Mr Leane has quoted
Mrs Peulich, I very much doubt if it could be accurate
because none of us could hear over what was going on
between Mrs Peulich, Mr Finn and Mr Leane at the
time. So I ask Mr Leane to just withdraw that it was an
accurate quote.
Mr LEANE — Withdraw that it was an accurate
quote? On the point of order, I think the position I put
was that the government should take — —
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr Ondarchie) —
Order! I ask Mr Leane to withdraw.

Mr LEANE — Withdraw that I accurately — —

Mr LEANE — All right. I am happy to concur with
that. I am not sure what I am withdrawing. I am a bit
disappointed that I was shut down and lost about
3 minutes of my time.
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr Ondarchie) —
Order! I have just asked Mr Leane to withdraw the
statement that it was an accurate quote, because I am
not sure he could hear it accurately either.
Mr LEANE — I am happy to withdraw.
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr Ondarchie) —
Order! Unfortunately, through that point of order,
Mr Leane’s time has expired.
Mr FINN (Western Metropolitan) — I rise in this
chamber this evening on behalf of hundreds of
thousands of people across the western suburbs of
Melbourne who are very keen to see the east–west link
built. I rise on behalf of those people with whom I
travelled down the Tullamarine Freeway this morning,
bumper to bumper almost the entire way.
Mr Barber interjected.
Mr FINN — Yes, many of them are going to the
other side of Melbourne. Not all of them travel from
West Brunswick to the city every day as a long-haul
approach as Mr Barber does. I also speak on behalf of
those who crawled down the West Gate Freeway and
over the West Gate Bridge this morning, many of
whom wanted to go to the other side of Melbourne and
who would be very happy to utilise the east–west link,
as indeed will many people who will be coming the
other way as well.
I can understand the Greens’ opposition to this
particular bill, because they have a long and not-sodistinguished history of opposing all the benefits of
modern life, and they are doing it again today. They do
not want to see the east–west link. In fact they would
like to see us all walking. I think the Greens get a bum
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rap when people say that they want us all to ride bikes
because bikes create carbon residuals or something; it
would be much easier if people just walked. That is
what the Greens have come to represent in our
community. They oppose everything that is worthwhile
in this world, but at least they are consistent. It is not
easy to know exactly where they are coming from, but
you can understand why they are coming from there.
Where have the Labor Party members gone? There is
only one of them in the chamber at the moment. They
must know what is coming. The Labor Party is a
different kettle of fish altogether because the Labor
Party should know better. The Labor Party supposedly
represents working families. You might recall a couple
of elections ago there was an incoming Prime
Minister — backed up by an incoming deputy Prime
Minister who became the Prime Minister and then
became an ex-Prime Minister by the hand of the Prime
Minister who was the ex-Prime Minister the first
time — who talked no end about working families. Yet
here we have a perfect example of something that is
going to benefit working families, and what happens?
The Labor Party says, ‘No way will we support the
east–west link! No way do we care in any way, shape
or form about working families in this state’. That is
something we have come to expect and accept from the
Labor Party.
Mrs Coote interjected.
Mr FINN — They have gone. On this side of the
chamber we have to wonder why the Labor Party has
betrayed everything it is supposed to believe in. People
like Mr Melhem — —
Mrs Coote — Where is Mr Melhem?
Mr FINN — As Mrs Coote asks, where is
Mr Melhem? He has possibly gone for a Tosca, and
maybe not for the first time. When Mr Melhem was
pure and he was the state secretary of the Australian
Workers Union, this is what he had to say:
The Australian Workers Union … believes that the new
east–west link is crucial to jobs and economic growth. A
new transport link from Melbourne’s booming west to the
south-east and eastern suburbs has the AWU’s strong
support because the Victorian economy relies on the
efficient movement of freight and people. Hundreds of
thousands of Victorian jobs depend on good transport links
so it is crucial that the state continues to invest in new
transport infrastructure.

That was co-signed by Bill Shorten, the current
Minister for Employment and Workplace Relations and
a number of other things.
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Mrs Coote — Whose side is he on?
Mr FINN — Whose side is he on? Ask Julia or
Kevin whose side he is on, because he is probably not
aware of that himself. On this particular occasion
Mr Shorten was very supportive of the east–west link,
as indeed was Mr Melhem. Mr Melhem has done a
backflip tonight, the likes of which we have not seen
this side of the Olympic Games. I have a feeling that if
Mr Melhem is so inclined, he could make the Olympic
team bound for Rio and bring back gold in that
category. It was a backflip of quite extraordinary
proportions when he came in here and said that yes, he
does support the project, and then no, he does not. I
want everybody to have a clear memory of what
Mr Melhem said in this chamber tonight. He said that
he supports the project and then that he does not. That
is what he said in the space of 10 minutes.
Mr Viney — Acting President, I am going to take a
point of order about Mr Finn’s verballing of another
member of this chamber. The point I made in relation to
the last point of order is that it is going to become
ridiculous if we go down this path. But you made the
ruling, Acting President, and if this is going to be the
new standard — it will not be if I am sitting in the
chair, but you are and this is your standard, Acting
President — Mr Finn has to withdraw the comments
that he made about another member because clearly the
other member did not say any such thing, and if we are
going to go down this path, I am going to have to take a
point of order every time.
Mrs Peulich — On the point of order, Acting
President, the previous point of order and the one that is
now being taken have nothing in common. Indeed the
Deputy President himself objected to my previous point
of order on the basis that debate in this chamber needs
to be robust. I have listened to Mr Finn’s very robust
contribution, but nowhere at any time has he reflected
on the member aside from the usual commentary that is
a normal part of debate. It is very different to the point
of order that I took.
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr Ondarchie) —
Order! I do not uphold the point of order on this
occasion in that Mr Finn did not say, ‘He just said’, by
way of quote; he said that in his contribution
Mr Melhem talked one way and then the other way. It
is a debating point.
Mr FINN — In the few moments I have left I want
to say that the ALP members who have spoken tonight
have disappointed me, and I am sure they have
disappointed the many Labor supporters throughout the
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state who sent them here to represent the views of
working families. I am sure they would be extremely
disappointed to hear that the Labor Party has totally let
them down. Let us face facts: the reason the ALP is
opposing this extremely important piece of
infrastructure for Victoria is the politics of the inner city
of Melbourne.
That is what it is about. It is about votes in Fitzroy, it is
about votes in Collingwood, it is probably about votes
in Richmond as well, and it has absolutely nothing to
do with the rest of Victoria. This is about whether the
Labor Party wants to beat the Greens or the Greens
want to beat the Labor Party in the seat of Melbourne or
the surrounding seats — maybe Northcote as well, at a
push. That is what all this is about. That is why the
Labor Party is opposing this extraordinarily important
piece of infrastructure in this state. It is because the
ALP thinks it can use this to get back its home ground
that it lost to the Greens federally at the last election. It
thinks it can beat off the — —
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to him, ‘We need this tunnel’, and my vague
recollection is that he said, ‘Yes, it will come’. I hope it
does come, but I want it to come with the support of the
Labor Party. It did support it, but it does not support it
anymore. It has changed its mind once; it can do it
again. I am hoping it will do just that before we vote on
this bill tonight. I am hoping it will join us on this side
of the house and support this vitally important bill.
Mr VINEY (Eastern Victoria) — The first thing I
will say is that I hope members of the government, the
Liberals and The Nationals, believe their own nonsense.
I really hope they believe this is a battle about inner city
votes. As someone representing regional Victoria in
this place, I really hope those opposite think my
opposition to this project is about votes in the inner city,
because I can assure them that this project is a dead
duck in Gippsland. The reason is that it will extract so
much available funding for projects that are important
to regional Victoria that the government will not be
able to fund projects that are of vital importance to
regional communities and the outer suburbs.

Mr Barber — Will it be successful?
Mr FINN — I don’t know, Mr Barber, whether it
will be successful. We will find out on Saturday night
whether it is successful. I am sort of hoping it is. That is
what it is about. It is not about the future of Victoria. It
is not about the welfare of working families. This is
about party politics. This is about the ALP defending its
home ground from an interloper. That is what it is all
about. This is not about Victorians. This is not about
what is good for Victoria. These people over here,
when they bother to come in, could not care less about
Victoria. All they are worried about are their own tails,
and that is a rather unfortunate thing in itself.
This is a lovers tiff. When the Labor Party and the
Greens were in bed together I am sure it was wonderful,
but what we are seeing here tonight is a lovers tiff gone
public. They are brawling, fighting and scratching. You
will not see anything in a divorce court nastier or more
bitter than the things the Labor Party and the Greens
will come up with in the next few days in the seat of
Melbourne. I could go on to talk about some of the lies
that were told by the Labor Party in this particular
debate, but unfortunately my time has long expired,
even though the whip has not quite noticed it yet.
I will close by saying that I have never backed away
from supporting this project 100 per cent. In fact I
remember that just before the 2010 election, which is
when I first met the current member for Tarneit in the
Assembly, Mr Pallas, who was running for that seat —
Mr Elsbury might have been there at the time — I said

The government, when it was in opposition, delighted
in talking about the cost of the desalination project,
which I think it calculated at some $20 billion when it
was actually $4 billion. It did a multiplier of 4.5 and
said that over 30 years the cost of the desalination
project would be $20 billion-odd. Applying the same
multiplier to this project, stage 1 of which, I say to
Mr Finn, does not go to the west, the area he
represents — —
Mr Elsbury — Yes it does: Moonee Ponds —
geography!
Mr VINEY — That is a long way west! That is very
instructive. That is apparently where the west starts and
finishes. This project does not go to the west. Stage 1,
at $8 billion, with a multiplier of 4.5 — the same
multiplier the government applied to the desalination
project — over 30 years comes to $36 billion. If stage 2
is done at another $8 billion, that is another $36 billion.
With $72 billion sucked out of public funding, good
luck trying to find the funds to pay for other projects.
The people of the Latrobe Valley, by way of example,
understand this full well. They know that in the current
federal election campaign Mr Broadbent, the federal
member for McMillan, indicated that the coalition
would refuse to give any commitment to fund the
$7.5 million to finish off the Moe central activities
district project. That $7.5 billion was funded in the
current federal budget, announced before the caretaker
period by the current federal government, but
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Mr Broadbent has said the coalition cannot commit to
funding that project. The reason is that the funds the
coalition has allocated for Victoria include a massive
$1.5 billion for this tunnel. In other states the federal
coalition has funded a range of projects, but in Victoria
there is one big project: the tunnel. There is no money
for the second stage of Latrobe Regional Hospital or the
duplication of the highway from Traralgon to Sale.
There is no money for that because it is all being
sucked into this $1.5 billion allocation to this
government’s folly.
I hope government members continue to believe this is
some kind of Labor concern about the inner city,
because I can tell them that if that is their view, they
will get an awful wake-up call from the people of
regional Victoria and of suburban Melbourne, who
know that this will do very little — —
Hon. M. J. Guy — We will see what happens on
Saturday with the wake-up call, will we not?
Mr VINEY — That is fine; the minister can have
his view. I am talking about a state matter. The minister
can have his arrogant view.
Hon. M. J. Guy interjected.
Mr VINEY — No, if the minister had listened
carefully, he would have understood that I am talking
about a project in Moe that he might know nothing
about, a project that the Labor government initiated and
to which the minister’s government has already
committed $3 million, but his federal colleagues will
not commit to the $7.5 million already allocated. That
is because they cannot do so. They do not have the
resources to do so because their commitment of
$1.5 billion for this tunnel sucks up any available funds
they have for other Victorian projects. That is the
problem the government will have.
Hon. M. J. Guy — Not even you believe that.
Mr VINEY — That is the problem that the minister
knows very well government backbenchers across
regional Victoria and outer suburban Melbourne will
pay a price for — because no projects will be able to be
funded. What is this about? This project will provide
value for a limited number of people in terms of its use.
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Hon. M. J. Guy — How do you get from Gippsland
to the airport, then? Do you go via CityLink or do you
go via the east–west?
Ms Pulford — You sure cannot catch the train.
Mr VINEY — That is a very good point,
Ms Pulford. You cannot get the train from Bairnsdale,
that is for sure, because this mob has closed it twice;
once in the Kennett government era and then again. I
live in Gippsland. I know it well; I have spent most of
my life in and out of Gippsland.
Hon. M. J. Guy — So have I, Mr Viney.
Mr VINEY — I will tell the minister this: if I need
to go to the airport, there is one thing I know for sure,
and that is that I will not be going down EastLink, then
down the Eastern Freeway followed by that other route.
I will go the direct route, which is all the way in on the
Monash — —
Hon. M. J. Guy interjected.
Mr VINEY — It is a simple way: all the way in on
the Monash, over the Bolte Bridge and then connect
onto Tullamarine Freeway. It is the fastest, simplest
route to the airport, and so that is the way that most
people in Gippsland would take to get there. Why
would they go any other way? That is the direct route.
Hon. M. J. Guy — You do not know on which road
Gippsland people drive to the city on and off peak. It is
called Bell Street. You do not know that, and yet you
claim to represent them.
Mr VINEY — I have dealt with the minister’s
ridiculous interjections. If the minister and his
colleagues believe so strongly that this project will
provide value for Victorians and are so committed to it,
they should release the business case that they have
prepared. If they have prepared one, they should release
it and make it public. They should let people see the
strength of the government’s position and how valuable
this project will be for Victorians. Frankly, I do not
believe a business case, certainly not a robust one,
exists. The indications from all the media and the
people who know are that this has not been done. If it
has been done, it certainly has not been done properly
or comprehensively.

Hon. M. J. Guy interjected.
Mr VINEY — The minister is mocking.

Government members should release the business case.
If they then still believe in this project and that
opposition members are completely wrong in the
position that we are taking on this project, all they have
to do is hold off on the contracts for eight weeks, hold
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an election on this matter and let the people of Victoria
decide. We on this side are happy to have that test. The
reason that government members are not is because the
project does not stack up. That is why they will not
release the business case. If it stacked up, they would
release the business case and they would be prepared to
put their proposal to the Victorian people at an election.
Hon. D. M. Davis interjected.
Mr VINEY — The minister is not even in his place.
If he wants to keep interjecting, he should sit in his
place and I will respond.
If government members believe so strongly in this
matter, they should take it to the state election in
November of next year — which is 14 months away, or
something of that order. It will be a project that will
suck all the investment opportunities for the public
sector out of the system. It will do so not for one year or
two years. Applying the same analysis the government
used on the desalination project, government members,
if they are going to complete the whole project, are
talking of the order of $72 billion over 30 years. That is
the sort of calculation that government members
applied to the desal plant, so it is reasonable for
opposition members to apply a multiplier of 4.5 to this
project. Two projects of about $8 billion each come in
at $72 billion over 30 years. That is what government
members are proposing to commit the Victorian people
to: a decision made by one government but never put to
the Victorian people. We on this side say that
government members should make that their project
and they should put it to the people of Victoria.
Mrs Coote interjected.
Mr VINEY — Mrs Coote may wish to complain
about whatever in her view might or might not have
been done by the federal government. Government
members should stand by their own position and
statements about putting things to the people. This will
be a big infrastructure project, and it will prevent
investment in other infrastructure across this state for
many, many years. Government members should have
the courage to put it to the Victorian people and let
them judge. We on this side are prepared to stand by
the position we have taken. Why do the members of the
Liberal Party and The Nationals not do the same thing?
That is what we are saying, and in advance of that we
are saying that in order for the people of Victoria to
make an informed decision at the next election the very
least that government members could decently do is
release the business case.
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Mrs KRONBERG (Eastern Metropolitan) — I am
delighted to make my contribution tonight to the debate
on the Major Transport Projects Facilitation
Amendment (East West Link and Other Projects) Bill
2013. In my 30 years as a member of the Liberal Party,
being able to stand here at this moment and talk on this
bill is one of my proudest moments. Why is that so? It
is because it is the realisation of a dream that I have
held as a resident of East Doncaster since 1972.
In the debate on this bill members in this chamber have
heard all forms of inanity. I can imagine that there will
be a number of interjections, but I am going to make a
very heartfelt contribution to this debate tonight. As
somebody who has lived in East Doncaster for
41 years, I dreamt of a great road system from what
was part of the outer suburban sprawl right through the
suburbs to get access to jobs and economic
development in the central business district. This was
critical for people living in East Doncaster at the time. I
celebrated to the max when that freeway was actually
opened. It stopped at Doncaster Road and it took the
Kennett government to extend it from Doncaster Road
eastward to Springvale Road, and that made a lot of
sense as well. I have to say I celebrated when EastLink
went in.
It is important to recognise how much productivity has
been lost for the people travelling along that freeway
system who come to the T-intersection at Hoddle Street
or embark on the painful odyssey through Alexandra
Parade. It is also interesting that we owe the obstruction
and gridlock of the freeway T-intersection at Hoddle
Street purely to the inane forms of activism that we are
seeing coming through again in the venomous
encounters we are having with Mr Barber in
representing the interests of that part of Northern
Metropolitan Region. That activism stopped the
freeway going past Hoddle Street when it was
originally built.
When anybody is talking about the funding of this
project it must be in terms of the increase in the cost of
the properties that have to be acquired and the number
of people who have settled in the area since the mid1970s when that freeway was finished and opened. All
of the cost burden to society in terms of stymied
economic development, impact on productivity and
exhaust emissions into the atmosphere for the people
living in those suburbs is what one gets when there is
not the courage to make a visionary decision.
In government it is so important not to dither, not to be
lily-livered and not to peddle obstruction and
obfuscation but instead to deliver on your promises. In
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terms of the contributions being made by members on
the other side tonight, we have a strident example of the
politics of envy, and that sickens me. People have been
harping and carping, and they have to do so because
they represent the interests of their electors — with the
emphasis on electors — and it shows how they feel
about their likelihood of winning and coming back to
this place in 2014.
Mr Barber — So we’re representing people.
Mrs KRONBERG — We all represent electors, but
this is the politics of envy. Opposition members are
saying, ‘Do not spend that much money on delivering
that system’. It is the only unconnected freeway in the
entire metropolitan system, by the way. It ends in a Tintersection and a frustrating bottleneck of lots and lots
of arterial road crossings.
The politics of envy sicken me. This is a project for the
people I represent, the people of Eastern Metropolitan
Region and beyond. The people of Kew, the people
across the river in seats like Ivanhoe, and within
Eastern Metropolitan Region the people of the seat of
Eltham especially are all so anxious that this be built,
that their lifestyles return to something normal and that
they do not have to have their engines idling from
Burke Road to Hoddle Street, taking anything up to 45
or 50 minutes to go that distance. This situation is not
good for the economy of a state. How anybody can
argue against this project defies all logic and reason as
far as I am concerned. The Labor Party is desperate to
have a point of differentiation and an issue to argue
against us on. It is devoid of policy, direction, vision
and capacity, so now Labor has to pony up and cosy up
to get what it can, the crumbs off the tray, by being
obsequious and sycophantic to the Greens.
Opposition to this bill is sickening and indefensible.
The people of Victoria need to know that the east–west
link project’s time has come. It is time to return some
sort of lifestyle to the people who spend so long
commuting to their place of employment or visiting
their customers. It is only decent for them to be able to
spend time with their families. Everybody who uses
that freeway has to allow between 45 and 90 minutes
extra a day to deal with the traffic connections. It does
not matter what time you get up in the morning, there
will always be a volume of traffic during business hours
and beyond, Monday to Friday.
I am an expert in this. I have been dealing with it for
nearly 40 years. I have seen every version, every mood
and every type of traffic jam on the Eastern Freeway.
This project is going to be a merciful release for the
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people who have to use that system. Are not the people
who have snaked off the Monash Freeway onto
EastLink, who might have been travelling
80 kilometres by the time they get to Hoddle Street,
entitled to a break? Are they not entitled to some
reduction in stress? How dare opposition members
criticise the people of the east for wanting to get to
work in a decent amount of time? How dare opposition
members say they want the money spread all over the
state and they want a bit of the action as well? People
have waited nearly 40 years for the relief of this project.
How dare opposition members find any point of
criticism? How dare they say the time has not come for
this project? How dare they!
We come back to some of the important points to be
made about this project. In terms of the harping and
carping that has gone on about the lack of a business
case, I want to place on the record the projects for
which the Labor government in its 11-year record of
malfeasance in managing this state did not release a
business case. The Labor government did not release
any business cases for EastLink, Peninsula Link, the
Southern Cross railway station, the Royal Children’s
Hospital project, the Royal Women’s Hospital project,
the desalination plant, the regional rail link,
HealthSMART or the north–south pipeline. It is proof
positive of a threadbare political mindset and political
philosophy that will be decimated on Saturday. With
threadbare policy, their party a shadow of its former
self, all the members of the Labor opposition should be
ashamed that they have not lifted their game.
They are letting their constituency down in big lumps.
Those opposite have come up with an argument against
this legislation that is so threadbare, so tragic and
pathetic, that people must be laughing at them.
Melbourne is made up of more people than those who
live in the inner city, who might find that there is still
some allure in voting for extreme left wing ideas or for
the Greens party. The rest of the hardworking people of
this state and business operators are not in a position to
catch public transport, because they have to zigzag all
over the metropolitan region to visit clients. They
cannot indulge in the luxury of going from A to B in a
direct line on the train line. This is where the argument
from the Greens is so tragic and so pathetic.
One of the fantastic cut-through messages from Tony
Abbot, the federal Leader of the Opposition, from a
multitude of cut-through messages, is that should we as
a country be blessed by a coalition victory on Saturday,
we will deliver to this country a grown-up government.
There is no grown-up opposition here and certainly no
grown-up thought has ever entered the heads of the
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Greens. They have absolutely no credibility whatsoever
when it comes to talking about economic development.
How can we help the business community? How will
we get goods and services around this state? How can
we be a competitive economy? How can we actually
move freight around this place? I suggest that the
Greens get off the train for at least one whole week, get
in a car, drive around and look at how the rest of this
city operates.
I have two important facts to share tonight. Melbourne
is a growing city of 4.25 million people. The forecast
for this city is that by 2056 it will grow to
8 million people. That is right — the size of Greater
London. We have to make visionary decisions, make
plans and lay down infrastructure for the people who
will come after us. It will be criminal neglect if we do
not lay down the groundwork. Here we are in this
magnificent edifice to democracy. The 20 000 people
who lived in Melbourne in 1856 had the money from
the goldfields, the vision and the wherewithal to put this
Parliament on the ground. Imagine how many naysayers there were in those days. I say no to the naysayers and I say a big yes to visionary, gutsy decisionmakers. I have never been a prouder Liberal than I am
now, and I applaud this government for its vision.
Ms PULFORD (Western Victoria) — The Labor
Party members in the upper house will be opposing this
bill and opposing the project to which it relates. I join
the debate quite late tonight, and I have noticed that the
scope of things on which members have been talking
has gotten pretty wide. In the contributions from
government members that I have heard today it is clear
that everyone on the government side has been drinking
the Kool-Aid when it comes to this project.
Government members are lining up to defend the
indefensible in this project.
Mr Finn talked about inner-city politics, completely
missing the point and coming in here with a lot of front,
representing Melbourne’s western suburbs as he does.
More than anything else this project is a massive
exercise by the Liberal Party in overcompensating for
the fact that it did nothing for the first two years it was
in government. Mrs Kronberg talked about the politics
of envy and expressed her happiness about this project
after 41 years, but she then went on to claim that we are
devoid of leadership, vision and policy — this from the
party that had to change the captain after two years
because the entire joint had ground to a halt.
Mrs Kronberg said it was criminally negligent of us to
oppose this project, and she talked about this edifice to
democracy, the state upper house, which has basically
been treated like a rubber stamp by this government for
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two and a half years, getting on for three years now,
where everything is resolved by the rule of 21 versus
the rest.
I will start by responding to some of the comments
made in the debate. This is a road that no one voted
for — thematically, at least, it matches the Premier noone voted for. It is a project that government members
have clearly talked themselves into believing ought to
be Victoria’s no. 1 transport infrastructure priority.
They are doing so without a business case and with
dubious traffic flow data, and they are putting all their
eggs into one basket.
This is a really large amount of money that we are
talking about — it is an $8 billion project. If you were
going to spend $8 billion of Victorian taxpayers money
on an infrastructure project, you would want to make
sure that you were on the right horse. We do not believe
the government is on the right horse when it comes to
this project. We believe the government has its
priorities wrong. This government consistently has its
priorities wrong, and there is no greater evidence of this
than its support for this project.
I will respond to a couple of the arguments that
government members have made, and I will pick up
on some of the comments in the second-reading
speech. The government has said it is committed to
delivering major transport infrastructure projects. The
only significant transport infrastructure project that
this government has made any advance on is the
regional rail link project, which was initiated when
we were in government. For nearly three years now
that has been it. The government might, say, turn a
sod in Bendigo — —
Honourable members interjecting.
Ms PULFORD — I stand corrected; there have
been a few ribbons cut. But in terms of major transport
infrastructure, the regional rail link, which is a great
project — I think we all agree it is a great project — has
been it; that has been the whole show. Here we are,
getting close to the election, with the government
having to recast the thing quickly so that it looks like
something other than how the government looked under
former Premier Baillieu — until his premiership
became untenable and Denis Napthine became Premier.
It is a nice claim that the government likes major
transport infrastructure, but this government just does
not do anything to back up that claim.
The other claim by the government that I will respond
to is the one that this is a congestion-busting project. I
do not believe that claim stands up at all. The
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government says this is going to bust congestion, but
the government is building only half the road. I do not
accept the claim that it is a congestion-busting project
or that it is an east–west link when stage 1, at a cost of
$8 billion, will complete only the eastern half of it. For
people who live in Melbourne, congestion is a massive
issue. For people right across Victoria, people doing
business and people in industry, tackling congestion is
an important issue. We just do not think this is a smart
way to go about it.
A public transport solution is an important part of the
equation, and the government is putting all its eggs in
the one basket with this half-a-road project. It is also
important to point out that when the government says it
is doing the Melbourne Metro rail tunnel, it is not
backing up this claim with any serious funding.
Previous speakers have talked excitedly about the
coming federal election, but the federal Liberal
opposition does not do public transport infrastructure
projects; it has made that very clear. If that is the plan, it
is not a very good plan.
On ports, the government always looks to the east. This
is not about the politics of envy, as Mrs Kronberg tried
to argue. This is about good value for money for
Victorian taxpayers. It is about coming up with
solutions that are going to be effective remedies for
problems that Victorians face. That is our responsibility
in this place. That is the responsibility of the
government in particular, because it has its hands on the
levers. But as legislators, as members of Parliament in
the communities we represent, it is incumbent upon all
of us to ensure that people get good value and that if we
are going to spend $8 billion on something, we are
spending it on the right thing.
The final point I want to make relates to the question of
government dishonesty in regard to this project. Before
the last election the government, when in opposition,
said it would not support this project, and now it plans
to sign it off immediately before the next election. What
we say is the Victorian public ought to have the
capacity to express a view about this project. After
talking to people right across regional Victoria and
specifically in Western Victoria, I believe this is not the
project that Victorians want. This is not the panacea for
the congestion problem. The government has it wrong.
Government MPs have been sold a pup. This project is
not the solution, and the government needs to take a
deep breath, reflect on the lack of information it is
making this decision on and the lack of information it is
making available to the public about this decision and
have a good hard think about whether or not it is
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properly acquitting the responsibilities that the
government has to the Victorian public.
Ms CROZIER (Southern Metropolitan) — I am
very pleased to be able to contribute to the debate on
this important bill. I have been sitting in the chamber
listening to the debate this evening, and I commend my
colleagues the members of the government, who have
put the case very succinctly. I sit in amazement when I
hear the contributions and arguments of some of those
opposite, because it was prior to the last election that
they were very much in support of this project. For
them to come out and say that we have done nothing
for three years, that we have been dithering, that we
should hold off and not sign the contracts, that we
should do it this way and not do anything now, is just
extraordinary. We have heard the debate that has gone
on over the last few hours.
As I said, when Labor was in government it supported
this project; members of the opposition supported this
project. One has to ask, ‘Why are they not supporting it
now?’. It is extraordinary to think they have not taken
into consideration that when we came into government
we had to fix up their mess. Labor talks about an
$8 billion project. When we came into government we
had to fix up $10 billion of IT project overspends and
bungled projects. That is in addition to the desalination
plant. There were the bungled pokies licences, the
north–south pipeline, myki and the bungled fruit and
vegetable market. You name it, we got it. We have
been dealing with it, and we are dealing with it. We are
absolutely determined to get major projects like this up
and running with, I note, the support of a number of
organisations. According to the Premier:
… all the leading industry groups, motorists groups … say
in a united voice: we support east–west link stage 1. So we
have groups from the Property Council, from the Master
Builders Association, from VECCI, from AIG … from the
RACV, and today the Victorian Transport Association,
Infrastructure Partnerships Australia, Australian Industry
Group, all coming together to say they support east–west
link stage 1. They see it as a vital piece of infrastructure.
There is no doubt that east–west link stage 1 is a
congestion-busting project …

I say to Mr Leane, ‘That’s your game changer’. It is
going to create jobs for thousands of Victorians. It is
going to improve our economy. It is going to enable
commodities and services to be transported right across
this state. It is going to provide significant investment
for businesses all over Melbourne and throughout
regional Victoria. The contribution of Mr Viney, as a
regional member, showed just how little he understands
regional Victoria and what vital road projects such as
CityLink have done for regional Victoria in
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transporting commodities, services and the general
community.
Melbourne was voted the most livable city just last
week, which is a very significant accolade. If we look at
cities around the world that have very significant
infrastructure, we see that we need to take into account
that we should be promoting our growing and
expanding city, and we need infrastructure projects like
roads and other means of transport to continue to be
provided across the city. But this project is absolutely
crucial to enable us to remain the most livable city in
years to come or to be up there with other cities.
I want to quote something from the web page of the
opposition leader, Mr Andrews. It says:
Governments must be judged on the infrastructure they build
and the services they deliver.

How right he is. If he does not support this
infrastructure project, I suggest he change his web page,
because he is all over the place on this issue. He is not
known for his forthright views, because when he was
speaking on this project just a couple of weeks ago he
said:
More roads and particularly bad ones won’t do anything to
deal with the traffic congestion that we all face every day.

What does he expect? Congestion does not go away if
you do not build road projects.
Back in 2008 the then Premier, John Brumby, stated in
relation to this project:
I think what is undeniable, in Rod Eddington’s report, is that
the city does need a second east–west crossing …
… one way or another we’ve got to address this issue of a
second east–west crossing …

Former Premier Steve Bracks said:
The government will also take steps to fully explore and
access options for the development of another east–west link.

Mr Pakula, our former colleague in this chamber and
now the member for Lyndhurst in the Assembly, said
on the 2008 east–west link needs assessment:
… the Greens have told motorists in the middle and outer
west to ‘stick it’ — no new river crossings and no new roads
for them. Car drivers in the west are to be punished, sacrificed
on the altar of green ideology.

I suspect he is probably right on that, but it goes to the
point that this city and this state need significant
infrastructure projects such as the east–west link. It will
deliver significant benefits not only to the Melburnians
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who are going to travel on that road but to all
Victorians, whether they are transporting commodities
or delivering services from one side of the state to the
other or whether they are travelling for their own
personal use. It will free up other freeways and road
networks, and it will be very good for the overall
Victorian economy. I am looking forward to this bill
passing this house and enabling us to get on with this
important piece of infrastructure. This bill will enable
that to occur.
Mr SCHEFFER (Eastern Victoria) — As we have
heard, the opposition is not supporting this piece of
legislation, because we believe that the consequences of
the objective of the bill to reduce the so-called
procedural delays and red tape for processing major
transport projects are unacceptable. I also support
Mr Tee’s reasoned amendment, because I do not
believe we can set in place any legislation that furthers
the government’s proposed east–west link without first
understanding exactly what it is that the government
intends. During the last sitting week Mr Tee requested
that the government make its full business case for the
east–west road link publicly available. Mr Tee’s motion
has not yet been voted on, and the government may
well in the end support it, but that support is no
guarantee that the government will release the full
business case, so the reasoned amendment Mr Tee has
put forward this evening is necessary.
It is clear to everyone who follows the public debate,
who reads the media publications and who talks to
community organisations, businesses and citizens that
the $8 billion price tag for the east–west link is a very
big issue. Everyone immediately wants to know what a
one-off $8 billion expenditure on a single project will
buy for Victoria — the whole of Victoria. The second
thing people want to know when this matter is raised is
if the $8 billion goes to this single project, what
opportunities will be foregone and for how long will
they be foregone? Fundamentally these are the
questions the government needs to answer if it is to
carry Victorians with it and if it wants Victorians to
support the east–west link project.
Most of us are not engineers or planners. Most of us are
inexpert, and we rely on public debate amongst experts
to form a view of complex public policy matters. The
release of the full business case would facilitate an
informed public discussion amongst experts and
interest groups with whom the government could
engage to prosecute its case. Out of this debate would
emerge a much better informed public. If the
government is so confident that this $8 billion
expenditure is the way to go, then it should put the full
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information out there and allow scrutiny and public
debate.
When I talk to people in Eastern Victoria Region, most
of them, to be frank, are not really sure where the
$8 billion road extension will actually go, and they are
dismayed when they realise that it is only
9 kilometres — and that is only half the project! They
are not convinced that linking the Eastern Freeway to
the Tullamarine Freeway to the north and to Port
Melbourne in the south is worth the money, and frankly
even the YouTube promo they can look at does not
give them much comfort. That is the problem of the
project itself, but there is a further and much more
serious matter that generates a good deal of doubt, and
this has to do with the alternative projects that the
$8 billion could be spent on.
One of the key public transport and freight issues for
Gippsland is the bottleneck on the Pakenham–Caulfield
stretch of the Dandenong rail corridor, which
desperately needs extra tracks to provide reliable
express services, facilitate V/Line services to the
Latrobe Valley and accommodate future freight
services. Gippslanders ask themselves how this
$1.2 billion project will ever get done if $8 billion goes
into a single project north of the CBD that the
government has not even established a full business
case for.
Victoria is currently experiencing the biggest
population increase of all the states, and Eastern
Victoria Region is accommodating a huge proportion of
this increase in the major towns including Bairnsdale,
Sale, Traralgon, Morwell, Moe, Newborough and
Warragul, all along the Bass Coast and of course in the
Casey-Cardinia region. Residents know this, and when
they consider the $8 billion investment the government
is pushing for the east–west link, they think of the need
to upgrade the Cardinia and Officer railway stations, for
example. They think of the Officer secondary college
and primary schools. They think about the completion
of the Koo Wee Rup bypass, the duplication of
McGregor and Cardinia roads and the McGregor Road
interchange upgrade. They think of libraries. They think
of health services, children’s services, cultural hubs and
all the recreational areas, such as football grounds and
basketball areas. They think of all those infrastructure
investments that need to be made in their community.
Last week I attended a business forum in South
Gippsland where local business presenters drew
attention to the poor condition of the roads right across
Gippsland. This was the major issue for local
businesses. They said that since the drought broke in
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2010 roads have deteriorated, severely affecting their
business capacity. They spoke about the issues relating
to water quality, access to water and waste treatment
systems, and they spoke about the price and
unreliability of electricity supply. They know that the
government has a price tag of some $12 billion on the
port of Hastings redevelopment, and this, together with
the $8 billion for the east–west link, is going make it
impossible for all the other needs to be addressed.
These are the issues that are galvanising businesses
across my area of Eastern Victoria Region. In relation
to this bill, our key concern is that local councils will be
excluded as referral authorities, and the infrastructure
works that come within the ambit of this legislation —
such as the east–west link — will not need permits,
licences, consent or approval from other authorities. We
do not need to go any further than clause 68 of the bill,
which inserts new section 258A, headed ‘Approval of
Councils not required’, into the principal act. This
spells out the new position once this bill passes into
law. This new position is that the project authority or
the holder of a licence or lease granted under the new
legislation does not need any approval from the local
government for the area where the works are planned to
take place.
The Minister for Planning under this legislation will
himself determine what matters, if any, the public will
be consulted over.
The Labor government had already tightened the
approval time frame for the provisions contained in the
substantive legislation, the Major Transport Projects
Facilitation Act 2009. At the time, this drew
considerable hand wringing from the coalition
opposition. The Minister for Planning reminds us in the
second-reading speech — —
Business interrupted pursuant to sessional orders.
Hon. D. M. DAVIS (Minister for Health) — I
move:
That the sitting be extended.

House divided on motion:
Ayes, 20
Atkinson, Mr
Coote, Mrs
Crozier, Ms
Dalla-Riva, Mr
Davis, Mr D.
Drum, Mr
Elsbury, Mr
Finn, Mr
Guy, Mr

Koch, Mr
Kronberg, Mrs
Lovell, Ms
Millar, Mrs (Teller)
O’Brien, Mr (Teller)
O’Donohue, Mr
Ondarchie, Mr
Peulich, Mrs
Ramsay, Mr
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Noes, 19
Barber, Mr
Broad, Ms
Darveniza, Ms (Teller)
Eideh, Mr
Elasmar, Mr
Hartland, Ms (Teller)
Jennings, Mr
Leane, Mr
Lenders, Mr
Melhem, Mr

Mikakos, Ms
Pennicuik, Ms
Pulford, Ms
Scheffer, Mr
Somyurek, Mr
Tarlamis, Mr
Tee, Mr
Tierney, Ms
Viney, Mr

Motion agreed to.
Mr SCHEFFER (Eastern Victoria) — Prior to the
interruption I was reminding the house about the way
the initial legislation, the Major Transport Projects
Facilitation Act, was greeted by the coalition. I was
reminding us all about how at that time, in 2009, there
was considerable confected concern on the part of the
coalition opposition for the rights of councils and
citizens in the planning process. Then, with feigned
reluctance, the coalition opposition supported Labor’s
legislation. Now in this bill the government has gone
much further. It has overstepped and in our view
destroyed what was a defensible balance between the
community’s right to have a say and to object to a
major infrastructure development and the need to move
expeditiously on projects whose timely construction is
considered by a government to be in the public interest.
An example of this overreach is the fact that the already
narrow space of time allocated to completing certain
steps in the planning process for these major projects,
the construction phase of which can last a number of
years, has been halved. The only reason I can see for
the Minister for Planning further reducing what are
already tight time frames is that he wants to effectively
centralise decision making in his office and in his
department. Sadly, it also betrays the mindset of a
minister whose eagerness to get things done may well
lead him into error.
The second-reading speech is instructive because the
planning minister’s explanation and justification of the
exclusion of local government, the severe restrictions
placed on public consultation and the dangerously brief
time frame is reduced to a few paragraphs — in fact,
six very generalised dot points. To be fair, the minister
says that the bill does not reduce the time frame for
public exhibition and indicates that if the government
wishes, it can consult local councils, but it is under no
requirement to do so. Of course in my view this should
be a definite legislated requirement.
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The second-reading speech sets out the government’s
take on the transport context for the legislation, the
benefits of the east–west link and the policy context that
informs the bill. But the fact is that there is nothing
here. There are platitudes gesturing to increasing
demand for transport, there is something about
congestion and the transformative effect of the
government’s decisive action and of course there is the
panacea of cutting red tape. Then the minister says that
the east–west link and the port of Hastings
redevelopment are transformative.
The minister says that the east–west link is city shaping
because it will alleviate chronic congestion for
motorists and freight. He says the Melbourne Metro rail
tunnel will unlock capacity and create capacity, and he
says that the bill will enable the delivery of the port of
Hastings redevelopment and that the provisions in the
legislation can apply to lots of projects big and small.
All we get on the policy underpinnings is that the bill
helps with the budget bottom line — to save money —
and there is nothing wrong with that; it is just that
policy is a tad more than financing.
The second-reading speech is nothing more than the
text of a promotional pamphlet. This is the same
coalition that accuses others of spin! I understand that
this is a facilitation bill and that we should not expect to
see here a full rationale for specific infrastructure
projects, but the government has a responsibility to set
out its plan for infrastructure investment and delivery
somewhere, and a second-reading speech is not a bad
place to say something of some substance.
This second-reading speech does not even go near the
staggering dimensions of the transport infrastructure
challenge that confronts the state and the nation. The
economic orthodoxy of the nation abhors debt in any
shape or form, so it is difficult for progressive
governments to borrow to pay for the infrastructure that
is necessary for future prosperity. Public Transport
Victoria’s CEO, Ian Dobbs, told the property council
last week that his trip to Europe had opened his eyes —
and he is correct. Massive public transport capital
works are under way, funded by borrowings — and this
is happening while European Union member nations
are delivering the billions of euros in savings demanded
by the European Commission. In fact the Netherlands is
targeting an additional €2 billion on top of the required
€6 billion so that it can free up funds to invest in the
economy, such as infrastructure, to keep that nation in
productive jobs.
Mr Dobbs said that he travelled to London and Paris
with the transport minister. I think they should have
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extended their trip to the Netherlands and Germany,
where they would have been even more surprised at the
rail investment that is being made. If the availability of
capital is one side of the problem, the other is the
astronomical costs. Why is transport infrastructure so
expensive, and are there cheaper ways?
Dr Alan Davies from the Melbourne-based economic
and planning consultancy Pollard Davies Pty Ltd wrote
a piece recently in the Urbanist on the phenomenal cost
of rail infrastructure worldwide. He points to the first
stage of the east–west link and the mooted Doncaster
rail line — at a cost of $7 billion to $12 billion — and
says that studies show that a survey that was done of
some 258 transport projects — —
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr Ondarchie) —
Order! Thank you, Mr Scheffer; I appreciate your
contribution tonight. Mr Elsbury, good evening.
Mr ELSBURY (Western Metropolitan) — Good
evening, Acting President. It is definitely a pleasure to
be able to stand this evening and speak on the Major
Transport Projects Facilitation Amendment (East West
Link and Other Projects) Bill 2013.
An honourable member interjected.
Mr ELSBURY — Just about. In debates about the
east–west link many of my colleagues on this side of
the chamber have on several occasions asked, ‘Can you
imagine Melbourne without the CityLink tunnels?’.
They have gone so far as to use the example of
3 October 2012 when a computer malfunction closed
both the tunnels for the majority of that day. I would
like to take it a step further. Imagine the city of
Melbourne without the Eastern Freeway. Imagine the
city of Melbourne without the Tullamarine Freeway or
even the West Gate Bridge. To us here it would almost
be unthinkable that any of those elements would not be
a part of our major road network. In 20 years time that
is what people will be thinking about stage 1 of the
east–west link — ‘Imagine Melbourne without it’.
Stage 2 of the east–west link will also become a highly
utilised part of our road network.
At this point I would like to take up some of the
comments that have been put forward by those opposite
in the debate. Firstly, Mr Tee spoke about government
running roughshod over communities. But as we know
of the Labor Party, that only matters if it does not
involve running a channel smack bang through
someone’s farm to be able to build a pipe to steal water
from the north of the state and send it down to the south
so that we can flush toilets. Secondly, Mr Tee spoke
about changing projects halfway. This shows some
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insight into the psyche of the ALP. Constantly
changing the parameters of the myki project did not
cost us much at all, did it? That was only a minor
$1 billion cost blow-out! The same can be argued for
the many IT projects the Labor government was
involved in and which it could not make up its mind
about, which caused millions of dollars of taxpayers
funds to be lost.
Mr Tee also spoke about consultation. It is a bit like the
Windsor Hotel project, I have no doubt. Labor also
spoke about its need for locals to be consulted with. I
would not really be going around saying how
wonderful Labor was on this, considering that when it
was in power a small project called the regional rail link
was being put forward. The former residents of
Buckley Street in West Footscray will vouch that the
first they knew of the regional rail link was when
journalists were standing on their front porches asking
them how they felt about train tracks going through
their newly renovated kitchens. That is apparently the
consultation you need to undertake under Labor.
Mr Scheffer asked, ‘What about the alternate projects
that the $8 billion could go into?’. The same could be
said about the $3 billion that was lost in the bungled
pokies licensing scheme. But in this case, with the
$8 billion we are going to get some infrastructure. With
the $3 billion it is lost and gone forever. I can even go
on about the current federal government. It is losing
around $11.5 billion a year just to service its debt. In
two years you could build the east–west link — the
whole lot, both stages — and you would have change,
and quite a substantial amount of change at that. That is
for the people of Australia to sort out on Saturday.
Mr Leane said that the Napthine government has
achieved nothing. Okay, we have put over
400 protective services officers (PSOs) on our railway
stations. Labor once said that it was going to put PSOs
on city loop stations.
Honourable members interjected.
Mr ELSBURY — We did not see any of them at
all, Mrs Millar — none; they did not turn up. We are
well on our way to the 940, Mr Leane. There is also the
$1.5 billion Webb Dock project that is currently under
way. I can speak from experience, Mr Leane, that in the
last budget we were promised three new schools in the
west. We have already built two new schools. We have
also rebuilt the Rosamond Special School, we are
rebuilding the Galvin Park Secondary College and the
P–12 Western Autistic School at Laverton is under
construction.
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We have provided $9.8 million for the new public
dental clinic in Footscray and $14 million for a new
intensive care unit at Sunshine Hospital to replace the
film studio that was put there by the Labor government
when it abandoned the intensive care unit in 1999. In
addition, $72 million of road infrastructure will be put
into the East Werribee employment precinct, and there
is $34 million for the Werribee Mercy Hospital for an
expansion of the mental health unit. All these projects
have either already been delivered or will be delivered.
I listened to the Greens for a while, and I am sure I will
pay for that later. The Greens are against the east–west
link. I imagine that they would either have us driving
hovercars fuelled by lentils or have us beholden to
timetables to get around our beautiful city.
The quickly do-nothing approach of Labor leaders
smacks of Yes Minister. That is not how we are going
to run this state. At the moment the regional rail link is
snaking through the western suburbs. Roads have been
closed, property has been acquired, and the face of our
community — the community I represent — will be
changed forever. The coalition took into consideration
the impact this project would have on traffic flows, so it
ensured that all new crossings would involve a grade
separation as either an overpass or an underpass. These
vital parts of the regional rail project had been dropped
by Labor. The project had to be rescued from Labor’s
unbelievable mismanagement of Victorian finances.
Labor did not allocate funds for signalling, but that is
okay because it also did not budget for trains to go on
the tracks.
This mismanagement was similar to Labor’s approach
to the regional fast rail project, which was originally
costed in 1999 at about $80 million and landed at about
$1.2 billion. This project actually reduced rail capacity,
especially to Bendigo, which now has a single line
almost the entire way from Kyneton to Bendigo with
only a few overpasses to provide for passing. A further
disruption of the regional rail link was caused when the
Gillard Labor federal government removed
$500 million from the project.
The east–west link will produce transport options and
improved road efficiencies not currently possible on
Alexandra Parade. The east–west link will allow for
78 per cent of traffic that currently uses Alexandra
Parade to access the Tullamarine Freeway, which will
also allow for better access to our primary international
airport. Stage 2 will alleviate traffic issues faced in the
western suburbs as a result of our dependence on the
West Gate Bridge, and it will provide alternate truck
routes to the port of Melbourne. I am glad that the
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federal coalition has committed $1.5 billion of funding
towards this project so construction can begin within
the first 12 months of the election of an Abbott
government.
This bill goes much further than that. It also allows for
continued work on future transport projects. It deserves
our support. It will enable much more efficient road and
rail projects in the future. That is what draws me to
wholeheartedly support this bill.
Ms BROAD (Northern Victoria) — I wish to make
some remarks in opposition to this bill, which amends
the Major Transport Projects Facilitation Act 2009. In
doing so, I intend to focus on particular aspects of the
bill. Firstly, it is very clear that this bill guts the ability
of local governments to represent the communities they
are elected to represent.
I refer to recent remarks by the president of the
Victorian Local Governance Association (VLGA),
Cr Dunn. Cr Dunn states that she has written to the
Premier about this bill, drawing his attention to the fact
that there has been no consultation on the potential
impacts of the bill. She goes on to state:
The VLGA has several concerns which require further
consideration. The bill significantly reduces or alters the
ability of local governments to plan for the impacts of major
transport projects on local neighbourhoods. We are concerned
that the bill effectively undermines the important role local
governments play in working with their communities to
develop locally informed responses to the impacts of major
transport projects on matters such as traffic and transport
planning, the provision and quality of open space and
recreational facilities, social impacts of major transport
infrastructure on existing communities.

She goes on to state:
These local responses are important enhancements to the
social value of transport infrastructure and should not be seen
as impediments to the planning and delivery of major
transport projects. The bill reduces the scope and time limits
for the impact assessment and approvals process. Further
limitations will be placed on the ability of communities to
participate in the assessment process by providing the minster
the ability to direct the assessment committee as to what
matters it hears in public. These matters warrant more
detailed consideration by the Parliament, informed by public
consultation.
The VLGA has therefore requested that the bill be deferred to
enable further consultation with local government and their
communities.

I recall being on the receiving end of a great many
lectures about the merits of consultation when Labor
was in government not so long ago. But when viewing
this bill it seems that all those words were just that:
words. Consultation with the community, as
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represented by local government, has been well and
truly put on the scrapheap.
Secondly, as well as quoting those comments by the
VLGA, I would like to say that in addition to gutting
local government’s ability to do its job, it is clearly the
intention of this bill to allow Dr Napthine to prevent all
Victorians from having a say about his $8 billion tunnel
at the next election by ramming through approvals for
the tunnel in advance of the next election. Many
Victorians are coming to realise that Dr Napthine’s
$8 billion tunnel will not fix congestion in Melbourne
and that it will suck dry Victoria’s ability to invest in
transport infrastructure across the length and breadth of
the state. I would like to refer to just a few examples
across Northern Victoria Region, which I represent.
Cr Judy Harris has been quoted in the Sunraysia Daily
in Mildura as saying that millions of dollars should be
spent on improving the rail line to Mildura. She said:
This line makes money for the government and, if
standardised and upgraded, could have stations serving
passengers in the tens of thousands.
Good rail policy builds wealth, in monetary terms and in
social capital.
But given that the state government is building a new road
tunnel in Melbourne rather than the more important and
beneficial metro rail project, perhaps we are being shortchanged in all ways with public transport in this state.
It’s a pity really, as our grandchildren will condemn us for our
lack of foresight.

For the Mildura families who need to travel along the
Calder Highway between Ouyen and Mildura and mix
it with B-double trucks when there is a derailment, as
there was recently, there is very definitely a need to
invest in making the Calder Highway safer as well as
improving the rail line.
The Sunraysia Daily commented:
Our current roads are already congested and the Calder
Highway desperately needs widening and passing lanes added
in certain areas so that the speed limit can be increased to a
consistent 110 km/h between Mildura and Bendigo.
Even the RACV has declared this stretch of the Calder the
worst major highway in Victoria.
Further state and federal investment in the maintenance of our
trade routes is essential.
Without these immediate improvements —

Mr Elsbury interjected.
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Ms BROAD — This is the Sunraysia Daily that I
am quoting — its words, not mine. I am happy to make
it available. It continues:
Without these immediate improvements, our region is at risk
of missing out on lucrative market opportunities, both locally
and overseas.
I read with interest Mildura Development Corporation
chairman Chris Ellis’s comments at —

the recent —
annual general meeting and agree that it is totally
unacceptable that our freight trains take more than 11 hours to
get from Merbein to Melbourne.

People are calling for a host of further investments.
There is a need to get on with the Benetook Avenue
truck bypass in Mildura to get B-double trucks off
Deakin Avenue and away from schoolchildren and to
prevent Deakin Avenue being degraded by truck traffic
that it is not built for. These are just some of the
investments that have been called for in the north-west
part of Northern Victoria Region.
Coming closer to Melbourne but also in Northern
Victoria Region, in the Mitchell shire Cr Bill
Melbourne has said recently in response to the
Victorian Auditor-General’s report Developing
Transport Infrastructure and Services for Population
Growth Areas:
Residents in Mitchell and other growth area municipalities
require urgent action to improve connectivity and address
public transport access issues as a priority.

Also in the growth areas, the mayor of Whittlesea City
Council, Cr Griffin, said that the state government
needs to make growth areas a priority.
By committing $8 billion to a tunnel in inner
Melbourne, the Napthine Liberal-Nationals government
is putting the needs of outer suburban, regional and
rural communities and their businesses and families
well and truly on the scrap heap. As Labor leader
Daniel Andrews, the member for Mulgrave in the
Assembly, said recently, if Denis Napthine is confident
that this $8 billion tunnel is the best project to address
the state’s transport needs and if he can guarantee it will
be delivered without further cuts to hospitals, schools
and TAFE, then he should have no problem letting the
Victorian people decide. Dr Napthine must tell
Victorians why this is the best way to spend their
money and why this $8 billion tunnel is really the
biggest priority for this state.
Mr ELASMAR (Northern Metropolitan) — I rise to
contribute to the debate on the bill before the house, the
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Major Transport Projects Facilitation Amendment (East
West Link and Other Projects) Bill 2013. I support the
reasoned amendment moved by Mr Tee, and I oppose
this bill.
Like many others in Victoria, I am stunned by the cost
of the proposed east–west link and what that will mean
to the travelling public — a proposal to spend $8 billion
to provide more toll roads to fill up with more motor
vehicles. It is true that traffic congestion is a major issue
for Victorian commuters and that the problem will only
worsen if nothing is done. But what this city needs is
proper public transport infrastructure that will provide a
quick, economical and efficient mode of transport for
the travelling public.
This proposed east–west tunnel is a major project, and I
would have thought that proper consultation would
have taken place with major key stakeholders prior to
any decision being made public. The fact that Victorian
families are going to be uprooted from their homes to
make way for these roadworks has been given very
little consideration or compassion by this government.
We in the opposition oppose this proposal for sound
economic reasons. More tolls are not what the public
wants. The government talks about jobs being created
by this project, but the temporary benefits would be far
outweighed by this rushed and massively expensive
tunnel.
This government has had two and a half years to come
up with a consultative process for this major
infrastructure project. That is plenty of time in my view
to take into account the opinions of road users and
families whose properties are directly in the path of the
east–west tunnel. The Labor opposition feels for the
families who have lived their entire lives and raised
their families in homes they now stand to lose, along
with their communities and their neighbours. The
families that have now been told they have no choice
but to accept a price for their properties and make way
for their demolition will pay the price of dislocation. It
is shameful and dismissive of the human element.
Victoria desperately needs job creation projects that
benefit all Victorians, not just those in the east. With
$8 billion on the table Victorians deserve more than just
a tunnel to relieve traffic congestion. They need jobs,
and they need them now.
Mrs COOTE (Southern Metropolitan) — It gives
me great pleasure to speak, albeit briefly, on the Major
Transport Projects Facilitation Amendment (East West
Link and Other Projects) Bill 2013. I have listened to
the debate in this chamber tonight, and what strikes me
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most about the contributions from the members
opposite is that they are trying very hard to be an
opposition. From the many quotes citing Labor Party
members’ support, at both federal and state levels —
right through to Mr Andrews, the Leader of the
Opposition — it is clear that they do not believe this
project is a bad thing. I commend the members opposite
for talking about the human issues, as Mr Elasmar did,
for talking about their own parochial interests, as
Ms Broad did, and for talking about a whole range of
other bleeding-heart issues. Mr Barber made a very
predictable Greens contribution to the debate. This is
the chamber for open and robust debate, and we have
seen many robust contributions tonight.
However, last week the Minister for Planning, Matthew
Guy, once again received the international accolade of
Melbourne being judged the most livable city in the
world.
Hon. M. J. Guy — Every year that I have been
planning minister.
Mrs COOTE — As Mr Guy said, every year that he
has been planning minister he has been able to receive
this honour on behalf of all Victorians. There are many
things that contribute to this, and I stand as a very proud
Victorian living in the most livable city in the world. It
does not just happen. As was mentioned previously in
the debate, by 2056 there will be 8 million Victorians. It
is our charter to make certain that Melbourne continues
to be the very best, most livable city in the world, and
the east–west link will contribute to that. I am certain
that all members will see enough benefits for their own
electorates from this project to make some very good
media releases, and I too will be parochial and state
what the benefits are for my own electorate. However,
let us first look at the global picture.
The east–west link is a cross-city road connection
extending across Melbourne from the Eastern Freeway
to the Western Ring Road. The modelling undertaken
shows that between 80 000 and 100 000 cars a day will
use the east–west link. It will be a crucial connection in
Melbourne’s road network that will benefit drivers from
all over Victoria. Most importantly for the productivity
of this state the average saving in travel time for trips
across the north of the CBD will be 20 minutes.
Productivity is the issue which drives the economy of
this state. It does not matter how many trams, buses or
trains people want, if our economy is not working
effectively and if we do not have the money, there will
be no money to put in that infrastructure. It is very
important that we get this project right. This is the
beginning. The infrastructure that will be opened up by
the east–west link will be profound for this state.
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Members spoke about their own patches, but let me
remind members of how the east–west link will benefit
the rest of Victoria: in northern Victoria, which
Ms Broad spoke about — I do not know what
happened to Ms Broad; she has disappeared — there
will be a direct connection from the Calder Freeway to
the Eastern Freeway via the new tunnel, and a whole
range of sectors will benefit, including the horticulture,
stockfeed and livestock industries. In western Victoria,
there will be a direct connection from Ballarat to the
Eastern Freeway via the new tunnel, and this will
support the horticulture and livestock industries. If you
are coming from Geelong or from the south-west of
Victoria, there will be a direct connection from the
Princes Freeway to the Eastern Freeway via the new
tunnel which will help exporters get from Gippsland to
the port of Geelong. The coalition government is
extending the port of Geelong, and the Minister for
Ports, Mr Hodgett, made that announcement this week.
The port of Geelong will become a hub and will be
linked by the new freeway we are debating here
tonight.
The east–west link will support the high-end and
valuable products coming from Gippsland via Avalon
Airport. There will be a direct connection to the airport,
the Hume Freeway corridor and the western suburbs,
including the port of Melbourne, which I will come
back to in a moment. It will support, for example, the
delivery of fresh flowers that are destined for
Melbourne markets, and it will support the tourism
industry by allowing direct access to Gippsland from
Melbourne Airport, including to Phillip Island where
tourists can view the penguin parade.
Overall the economic benefits of this project have to be
considered and reinforced. Within two years of opening
the project will generate between $500 million and
$700 million of economic benefit per year, including
savings in travel time for cars, freight and public
transport, and a reduction in vehicle costs and
accidents. The annual benefits will increase to over
$1 billion after 15 years as traffic volumes increase on
the Melbourne network. This is good for Victoria; the
increased rates of productivity that we are going to get
will be good for the state.
I would now like to speak about why it is going to be
good for Southern Metropolitan Region. The 11 lower
house seats that fall within Southern Metropolitan
Region include Albert Park, Bentleigh, Brighton,
Burwood, Caulfield, Hawthorn, Kew, Malvern,
Prahran, Oakleigh and Sandringham. The seats of
Bentleigh, Brighton and Sandringham will be directly
impacted upon by the growth in the economy.
Businesses in that area will be able to flourish. They
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will be able to get their products to market more
quickly. They will be able to spread their businesses
across the state, and they will be able to enjoy the
productivity that comes from a more healthy economy.
However, when I look at my electorate of Southern
Metropolitan Region I see that many of our major
freeways will be impacted by the east–west link — for
example, the Monash Freeway from Warrigal Road to
Kingsway, the West Gate Freeway from the Domain
Tunnel to the West Gate Bridge and the Chandler
Highway, which forms a spine along Kew and is part of
the east–west link, are all areas in my electorate which
will benefit in a major way.
In the lower house electorate of Albert Park there will
be alternative truck routes to Webb Dock. Webb Dock
is being enlarged, and we have heard the Minister for
Ports, Mr Hodgett, explain the growth at Webb Dock
and how important it will to be for the port of
Melbourne and for the development of this state. We
are going to find that there will be easier ways to get
produce in and out of the port of Melbourne than
through the residential streets of Albert Park. There will
be better access through these major road arterials.
In Burwood it will be so much easier for people to get
onto the Monash Freeway and to travel in either
direction, to go out to the east–west link, to go through
Ringwood, to get out to the airport and ignore the
Domain Tunnel should they so wish. It will be a lot
easier to get around time and it will make a difference.
Similarly in Caulfield people will be able to get into the
city with greater ease, they will have choices to get out
to the airports, and they too can avail themselves of the
new links that are going to provide better roads to get
around Victoria.
In Kew the Chandler Highway and the east–west link
will go to the airport, making it easier for
businesspeople. Getting products to the airport will also
be a lot easier. As I said, Kew will be a major
beneficiary because the Chandler arterial road that is
the artery that runs right beside Kew is going to be
alleviated of much of the congestion that is there at the
moment, and there will be much more choice. It will be
a better environment for people.
People from the city of Malvern use the Monash
Freeway all the time. It will be a major recipient of the
benefits of the east–west link connection because there
will be more choice. People will not necessarily have to
go through the tunnels to get out to the western region,
they will be able to go through the east–west link. The
congestion on the Monash Freeway will be reduced
significantly.
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The Assembly seat of Oakleigh is a big winner. There
will be greater choice for travel. There will be the
Princes Highway and Warrigal Road to the city via the
Monash Freeway. People will be able to travel out to
Ringwood or go through the east–west link to Geelong
and to the airport, which will make an enormous
difference to travel times.
Glen Eira City Council has made some comments
which are very short-sighted. I am led to believe it has
begun to reassess some of its negative comments about
the east–west link. It will be fascinating to listen to its
comments in the future when it sees the productivity
that will be brought to Victoria and how many people
from the municipality will be the beneficiaries of that
increased economy.
The opposition has said tonight that this road will be at
the expense of development in this state. I remind the
chamber of what has happened in Southern
Metropolitan Region since the election of the coalition
government. We have invested $4 million into safety
improvements on the Princes Highway in the
Stonnington area; $800 000 has been invested into
intersection improvements on Warrigal Road in the
Monash area; $580 000 for upgrades on Balcombe
Road in Beaumaris; the level crossings at North Road,
Murrumbeena Road and Burke Road are being
removed; and $13.3 million is being spent upgrading
Balaclava station.
This east–west link is going to be a major benefit for
people who live, work and play in and around Southern
Metropolitan Region. I commend this bill. It is a winner
for this state, it is a winner for the economy, it is a
winner for beautiful Melbourne into the future and it is
a winner for the people of Southern Metropolitan
Region.
Ms TIERNEY (Western Victoria) — I understand I
might be the last speaker, so it is important to go back
to look at what the bill is about. It is about the tunnel
that has been announced by this government, by
Premier Denis Napthine and the Liberal-Nationals
coalition, at a proposed cost of $8 billion. What will
that mean? Essentially it will mean that every other
road and public transport project in Victoria will be put
on the backburner. It will also mean that local roads in
Geelong and other parts of western Victoria will fall to
pieces. This is being done by the Premier and this
government choosing to put all their eggs in the one
basket. That is $8 billion worth of eggs in one basket.
At the same time there is an infrastructure program and
a tunnel that will be built for Melbourne and not for
regional Victoria, which proves once again that when it
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comes to expenditure the focus of this government is on
Melbourne, and that there is a significant concentration
of money being spent in Melbourne and not in other
parts of the state.
The tunnel has a particular impact on commuters who
come from western Victoria. I have some statistics on
Geelong commuters that go back as far as 2011, when
more than 12 000 vehicles were making the daily
commute from Geelong to Melbourne. People have
been faced with congestion for some time. But it is not
just the commuters from Geelong. It is also people from
Torquay, Bannockburn, Winchelsea and the Bellarine
Peninsula who do the daily commute from their homes
to Melbourne, often to their permanent place of
employment.
It goes even further than that. Businesspeople in
Warrnambool to whom we have spoken recently at
community forums are saying that the congestion on
the outskirts of Melbourne is also having a dramatic
impact on their businesses. It is costing them time and
money and of course further business opportunities. We
can talk about those from western Victoria who travel
along the Geelong–Melbourne road, but there is also
the congestion caused by the increased number of
residents in the western suburbs. I am sure Mr Elsbury
will acknowledge that demographer Mr Bernard Salt
has confirmed that each year there are approximately
10 000 more residents in Werribee alone. That means
there is significant gridlock on the Geelong road.
Members all know that if you live in regional Victoria,
it comes with the territory that often you have to
commute. Time, distance and travel are part and parcel
of our daily lives. You set the alarm to go off earlier
and you go to bed earlier. It is just part and parcel of
living in regional Victoria. For western Victorian
commuters driving on the Geelong–Melbourne road it
was once the case that the gridlock started at Laverton.
Then it became the Point Cook exit and now,
particularly at peak times over the past 12 months, it
has been the Werribee exit. That means you have to
make sure that you add another hour to the time you
had calculated to get to where you need to go.
Unfortunately Mr Finn is not in the chamber at the
moment, but I can tell him that members of working
families do not get to see too much of each other —
because many of them are on the road where they are
not moving or they are standing on overcrowded trains
that are often late. In the meantime, western Victorians
have to keep setting their alarm clocks earlier and
earlier and leaving the family home earlier and earlier.
For many families a meal together, whether it be dinner
or breakfast, can be had only on weekends.
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Given the current congestion and massive dislocation
for individuals and families, it is only fair that the
government release a full business case. The
government should let us have the discussion on and
the scrutiny of this proposed tunnel. For goodness sake,
western Victorians, stuck in gridlock every day, have
time to think and to do so seriously about how their
time and that of their families is tied up in congestion,
with no plans from this government on how their daily
grind on the road will be alleviated. Western Victorians
do not see any light at the end of this tunnel. Combined
with the fact that the government is not able to shed
light on how $8 billion of taxpayers money will be used
for this project, it gives plenty of food for thought. All
that thinking is done and all that frustration is felt as
western Victorians tap their steering wheels and look at
their watches every morning.
I concur with previous speakers tonight — namely,
Mr Tee, Ms Mikakos, Mr Melhem, Mr Leane,
Mr Viney, Mr Scheffer, Ms Pulford, Ms Broad and
Mr Elasmar — and call on the government to release a
full business case on this massive $8 billion tunnel and
explain in detail and with honesty how it will benefit
the areas of Geelong, Surf Coast, Golden Plains and
Bellarine and south-western Victorian commuters and
taxpayers.
House divided on amendment:
Ayes, 19
Barber, Mr (Teller)
Broad, Ms
Darveniza, Ms
Eideh, Mr
Elasmar, Mr
Hartland, Ms
Jennings, Mr
Leane, Mr
Lenders, Mr
Melhem, Mr

Mikakos, Ms
Pennicuik, Ms
Pulford, Ms
Scheffer, Mr
Somyurek, Mr (Teller)
Tarlamis, Mr
Tee, Mr
Tierney, Ms
Viney, Mr

Noes, 20
Atkinson, Mr
Coote, Mrs
Crozier, Ms
Dalla-Riva, Mr
Davis, Mr D.
Drum, Mr (Teller)
Elsbury, Mr (Teller)
Finn, Mr
Guy, Mr
Hall, Mr

Koch, Mr
Kronberg, Mrs
Lovell, Ms
Millar, Mrs
O’Brien, Mr
O’Donohue, Mr
Ondarchie, Mr
Peulich, Mrs
Ramsay, Mr
Rich-Phillips, Mr

Amendment negatived.
House divided on motion:
Ayes, 20
Atkinson, Mr

Koch, Mr
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Coote, Mrs (Teller)
Crozier, Ms
Dalla-Riva, Mr
Davis, Mr D.
Drum, Mr
Elsbury, Mr
Finn, Mr
Guy, Mr
Hall, Mr

Kronberg, Mrs
Lovell, Ms
Millar, Mrs
O’Brien, Mr
O’Donohue, Mr
Ondarchie, Mr
Peulich, Mrs
Ramsay, Mr (Teller)
Rich-Phillips, Mr

Noes, 19
Barber, Mr
Broad, Ms
Darveniza, Ms
Eideh, Mr (Teller)
Elasmar, Mr
Hartland, Ms
Jennings, Mr
Leane, Mr
Lenders, Mr
Melhem, Mr (Teller)

Mikakos, Ms
Pennicuik, Ms
Pulford, Ms
Scheffer, Mr
Somyurek, Mr
Tarlamis, Mr
Tee, Mr
Tierney, Ms
Viney, Mr

Motion agreed to.
Read second time.
Sitting suspended 11.06 p.m until 11.25 p.m.
Referral to committee
Mr TEE (Eastern Metropolitan) — By leave, I
move:
That noting that the community and local councils have raised
concerns that there has been no consultation on the bill, and
given the bill will reduce community involvement and
exclude local councils from consideration of major projects,
the Major Transport Projects Facilitation Amendment (East
West Link and Other Projects) Bill 2013 be referred to the
Economy and Infrastructure Legislation Committee for
inquiry, consideration and report no later than 29 November
2013, including consideration of the impacts the bill will have
on community engagement and the role of local councils and
whether these impacts are in the best interests of Victorians.

As we have heard in the debate, this bill will have a
broad-ranging impact on Victorians, the economy and
government debt — and indeed on the debt that
taxpayers will have. But also, as we have heard, these
major projects define our landscape; they define
Melbourne and our transport routes in relation to both
public transport and roads, and particularly in relation
to the east–west project.
The community has not been consulted about the
changes that are proposed in the bill, and these changes
will exclude the community from participating in
deliberations around major projects. The bill will in
effect exclude local councils, and there have been a
number of concerns raised by local councils. Again I
refer to the letter from the Lord Mayor of Melbourne,
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Robert Doyle. He is a friend and former leader of the
Liberal Party, and he is very concerned about this bill.

with the Transfer of Land Act 1958 instead of taking
the time, as allowed for in this bill, to rule councils out.

My motion seeks an opportunity for people like the
Lord Mayor to put their views to a committee so they
can be considered in a reasonably short time frame.
Hopefully at the end of that engagement we will get a
better outcome. We might get changes to the bill, and
we might get a better outcome, one that will benefit all
Victorians.

The Lord Mayor goes on to talk about the impact on the
Local Government Act 1989, which says that councils
are required to consult affected residents before
allowing works on any road which will affect the
drainage of water on or through land. Robert Doyle
identifies a huge problem in regard to the impact of
drainage and the important role that councils play to
make sure that houses and roads are not affected by
drainage issues, swamped or covered in water simply
because councils have not been consulted. He says that
without the involvement of councils:

Again I refer to the correspondence from the Lord
Mayor of Melbourne, who wrote to the Minister for
Public Transport and Minister for Roads on 17 July. He
said that he is concerned about this bill. He argues that
the bill:
… has the impact of denying Melbourne City Council … and
other local governments the ability to approve, challenge or
impose conditions on works to be carried out in relation to a
project approved under the act.

From a local council’s perspective the impact might be
around things like noise, hours of work, dust and so on.
I think the concern the Lord Mayor is expressing is
about turning our streets into 24/7 construction sites and
the impact that will have on children, on students, on
workers and on those who live in that area who will, for
months and years, be disrupted. I think the Lord Mayor
should have an opportunity to put those views to the
committee so they can be tested by the committee and it
can report back to us.
Robert Doyle refers to a couple of specific examples of
the sort of things that I suspect have not been thought
about by this government. He refers specifically to the
Transfer of Land Act 1958, which requires that a
council consent to the creation or surrender of a right of
a carriageway before the transfer of land can be
registered. Essentially this means that under the
Transfer of Land Act if you are going to change or stop
a local council road, then you need the local council’s
permission. That engagement with local councils will
disappear if this bill is successful.
There will be an opportunity to have that tested and
considered if we support my motion. The Lord Mayor
says in his letter of 17 July that, if we do not, we will:
… risk the ability to deliver informed traffic and pedestrian
management solutions within the city of Melbourne.

What he is saying is that we will make mistakes. We
will close the wrong roads, and we will take
opportunities that we should not. The result will be
further and unnecessary congestion that could have
been avoided if we had just taken the time to comply

… the effects cannot be properly ascertained and catered for
through consultation.

The Lord Mayor also refers to the fact that this bill:
… will make redundant various mechanisms in the Road
Management Act 2004 that give the council as a coordinating
road authority responsibility for considering proposed road
closures, changes to road boundaries and similar at the risk of
undermining locally informed traffic management solutions.

Again the Lord Mayor is ringing the alarm bells and
saying, ‘Take us out of this process. You are going to
have issues with traffic management. You are going to
have issues with congestion’. It is a very sensible
request from the Lord Mayor of Melbourne to ask the
government — of which, on a party-political basis, he
is a member — to take the time to get it right.
Other councils too have expressed concerns. The City
of Yarra has written to say it is concerned that the bill
will severely restrict local government participation in
assessing the impacts of major projects. It has a concern
that it will be excluded, and it says the bill reduces key
time frames and also seems to remove some of the
normal checks and balances in assessing projects. The
City of Yarra says in its letter dated 16 August 2013
that the bill removes some of the important checks and
balances that make sure that we get these projects right.
It says that time frames have been much reduced,
curtailing effective debate on and scrutiny of major
issues associated with a declared project.
The City of Yarra is concerned about what will happen
without proper scrutiny. There is a risk that we will get
it wrong. It is also concerned about communication
with communities to inform and engage them, which it
says will be very difficult. The City of Yarra is really
concerned about the bill, which it believes will restrict
appeals on legal aspects. It says:
This is highly undesirable, compromising proper project
appraisal and risk reduction. Without such checks and
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balances, this adds to the risks and the costs of major projects
with potential adverse to disastrous consequences.

I suppose the City of Yarra is putting the government
on notice that we are at risk of adverse, disastrous
consequences — cost blow-outs — unless we take the
time now to get the bill right. Again, I think it makes a
compelling argument. Let us take some time. Let us
refer these issues to the committee for it to hear from
the council and the local community.
The City of Whittlesea expressed similar concerns in its
letter dated 14 August 2013. The council has a
particular concern that the bill is intending to empower
the Minister for Planning to determine the scope of
impact management statements and comprehensive
impact statements and to limit allowable matters and
the time for which a submitter is able to comment at a
hearing, thus reducing community input and decisionmaking transparency. This is another compelling
argument. The City of Whittlesea resolved to write to
the Premier, relevant ministers, relevant shadow
ministers and local members of Parliament expressing
disappointment with the lack of consultation with local
government and the apparent haste associated with the
process to approve the draft act of Parliament. The
council is requesting that consideration of the bill be
postponed pending consultation with the local
government sector, including the Municipal
Association of Victoria and the Victorian Local
Governance Association (VLGA).
The opposition is standing with communities and
councils like the City of Whittlesea which have
expressed their disappointment at this government’s
failure to consult — I suspect the government will not
be surprised by that. We are asking for a postponement
of the committee-of-the-whole stage so that we can
have a good look at this bill and make sure that we
understand the consequences of it.
The Victorian Local Governance Association expressed
similar reservations in its correspondence to the
Premier dated 29 August and in a separate letter to me
on 1 August. It says that the exclusion of councils:
… would have triggered a consultation period with the sector,
especially given the terms of the Victorian state local
government agreement.

What the VLGA is doing there is expressing a concern
that this bill has been introduced, is being debated and
is likely to be passed almost in breach of the Victorian
state local government agreement. The government has
not honoured, according to the VLGA’s letter of
1 August, its agreement with the VLGA to consult on
changes such as this. My motion gives the government
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an opportunity to rectify that omission and to have that
consultation and engagement. The VLGA said in its
letter of 29 August to the Premier that there has been no
consultation on the impacts of the bill. It states:
We understand that the Legislative Council will consider the
bill in the sitting week commencing 2 September 2013. This
time frame does not enable a full consideration of the impacts
of the bill.

It says the bill significantly reduces or alters the ability
of local governments to plan for the impact of major
transport projects on local neighbourhoods. This is
obviously of concern to the VLGA. It is a concern in
terms of matters such as the provision of traffic and
transport planning, the quality of open space and
recreational facilities, and the social impacts of major
transport infrastructure on existing communities.
To be absolutely clear, the VLGA is warning that it is
very concerned about the impact this bill will have — if
the government proceeds with it — on local
communities and the design of local communities, on
open space, on the quality of life and on recreational
facilities. It is worried that in drafting the bill the
government has not taken these matters into account.
That body and every council I have referred to has been
very clear that there has been no consultation with
councils even though there is this very wide-ranging
clause, a clause which explicitly rules out any role for
local council.
I remind the house the clause says that notwithstanding
any other enactment, no consent, authority or
permission is required from any council, so effectively
councils are completely ruled out of the process. What
the VLGA asks, as do a number of councils, is:
We … request that the bill be deferred to enable further
consultation with local government and their communities.

I think that is being very generous. Councils and the
VLGA have said elsewhere that there has been no
consultation up until now, so it would be impossible to
have ‘further consultation’; I think the VLGA means it
simply wants to have consultation.
What the opposition is doing, and I suppose what I am
doing in moving this motion, is giving the government
an opportunity to remedy the omission — its flaw, its
mistake in not consulting with councils and in not being
aware, I suspect, of the impact that it was going to have.
This is not political debate. As we have seen, Robert
Doyle, a member of the Liberal Party, is urging us to be
cautious and think things through before we act — —
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Mr Barber — This next vote’s a big rebuff to
Robert Doyle, you’d have to say.
Mr TEE — It is a slap in the face, I would go so far
as to say. Certainly I think we should heed the words of
Robert Doyle on this occasion.
Mr Barber — I think they’re being very clear about
what they think about Robert Doyle’s request.
Mr TEE — I think that is right, and I am sure
Mr Barber will elaborate on that in his contribution. I
urge this house to take the time to get it right and to
refer this to a committee — not for a long period — and
for the first time to talk with councils so we can all get a
sense as to what impact their removal from major
projects will have so that we can be fully informed
about what we are voting on. I suspect that if
government members take the time and sit down with
local councils — and we have a mechanism here —
they will not support the bill in its current form. I
therefore urge the house to support my motion.
Mr BARBER (Northern Metropolitan) — If I heard
correctly, Mr Tee moved a motion calling for an
inquiry into the bill, but then he argued why there
should be an inquiry into the project. I agree with him
in saying that there should be an inquiry into this bill.
There should also be an inquiry into the principal act to
which the bill relates — the principal act the Labor
Party brought in — and there should be an inquiry into
the project too.
From everything I have seen and from everything that
has come forward in the public domain over the last
10 years, it is pretty clear to me that this project is a
dud. It will not do what the government claims it will
do. That is why the government is flustering around
trying to come up with different rationales for this
project. That is why we keep hearing that it is a game
changer. That is why we keep hearing about poor
industry representatives who apparently represent
2 million people. They outvote us, the industry
associations on that list; that is a pretty good effort.
They should run for Parliament. They might be able to
get themselves 45 per cent of the primary vote.
We also heard all this other nonsense tonight for hour
after hour about how great the thing is, about how it is
like mother’s milk and if anybody is against it, they are
an idiot. Let us have an inquiry into it; fine. I agree. Let
us have an inquiry into it, but we will just find out what
we already know — that rail, not roads, is what we
need if we are going to get this city moving.
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Hon. D. M. DAVIS (Minister for Health) — I note
the motion moved by Mr Tee. The government on this
occasion will not be supporting this motion. We are
very conscious of the need to move forward on this bill
to enable this project to proceed. I am all for
consultation, but I am not for unnecessary delay. I am
not for the steps that are being taken here by Labor to
delay this project, to stymie this project, to block this
project and to prevent this project from proceeding in a
timely way.
Daniel Andrews, the Leader of the Opposition in the
Assembly, spoke to the Melbourne Press Club and
made some comments about how projects needed to
move forward, but then at the same time he called for
this project not to proceed and to be delayed until after
the election. You cannot have it both ways.
This is about Labor seeking to pander to its inner city
base and to desert the outer and middle suburbs of
Melbourne. It is not a balanced response to this bill or
to the need for projects that are in the interests of the
community to proceed. This is all about Labor being
driven by its need to appeal to its inner city voting base.
It is a stalling tactic. It is about Labor’s internal
contradictions. I have to say that this is about Cath
Bowtell and Adam Bandt and Labor pandering to an
outcome in the federal election. This is what Labor is
seeking to do on this matter today.
The reality is that this is a sensible, practical bill. The
Labor Party is seeking to obstruct, obfuscate and delay
the outcomes that the community sees are important.
The community will see that the government has taken
the right steps here. Clearly there is a sensible level of
consultation. I do not believe you can dismiss the group
of nine major business groups that have supported this
important bill. You cannot dismiss the views of people
across the suburbs and across the city or the arrogance
of Labor in seeking to delay this bill through stalling
tactics that match so nicely with Daniel Andrews, who
appears on YouTube vacillating and trying to have a bit
both ways. You are either in favour of this project
proceeding or you are not.
In this case we have a very sensible process in place.
This bill provides a sensible outcome. There has been
consultation. There will be proper processes; they are
laid down in this bill, and they will be followed. But
Labor has sought to frustrate and delay, and this is a
further step in that stalling.
Ms MIKAKOS (Northern Metropolitan) — I rise to
speak in support of Mr Tee’s referral motion to send
this bill to the upper house Economy and Infrastructure
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Legislation Committee for further consideration. In
doing so I point out that today the Minister for Public
Transport, Terry Mulder, gave us the reason the
government should be supporting Mr Tee’s motion. In
the Age online earlier today I read that the Minister for
Public Transport was claiming that the opposition to
this legislation and to this project was very minimal. He
claimed that it was only a rent-a-crowd who were
opposing the east–west link project, and he tried to
dismiss the community’s concerns in relation to it by
denigrating the number of individuals who were able to
attend a weekend protest.
If Minister Mulder and the government are so
convinced that it is only a rent-a-crowd who are
concerned about the east–west link project and the
provisions of this particular legislation, then they
should in fact put it to the test. Let the bill go to the
upper house committee; let the community have an
opportunity to put in submissions and to express its
views on this particular legislation. Ultimately of course
they should be prepared to put it to the test of the will of
the people at the November 2014 election.
I indicated earlier, and want to do so again, that this
particular project will have a huge impact on my
community, on my electorate. It is for this reason that I
have understandably received correspondence, as have
other members of Parliament, from a number of local
councils seeking to express concerns on behalf of their
affected local communities. I point out, for example,
that the City of Melbourne — in particular the Lord
Mayor of Melbourne — wrote directly to Minister
Mulder on 17 July expressing concerns on behalf of the
council as to the operation of this bill.
In particular, he refers to new section 258A, to be
inserted by clause 68 of the bill, and says that it would:
… have the impact of denying Melbourne City Council and
other local governments the ability to approve, challenge or
impose conditions on works to be carried out in relation to a
project approved under the act.

The letter goes on to talk about how the new section
would also impede council’s role in managing the
effects of works carried out in relation to a project
approved under the act. The Lord Mayor expresses a
number of concerns about how the new section will
make redundant various mechanisms in the Road
Management Act 2004 that give the council, as a
coordinating road authority, responsibility for
considering proposed road closures, changes to road
boundaries and similar matters — at the risk of
undermining locally informed traffic management
solutions.
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At its 27 August meeting the City of Melbourne
resolved to express its opposition to the east–west link
in its current form. The resolution states:
… given that the City of Melbourne does not yet have the
data at hand to fully assess the east–west link, and given
the need for further dialogue with LMA and the state
government, the City of Melbourne does not support the
east–west link project as announced.

The City of Melbourne is on the record expressing its
opposition to this project.
The City of Yarra wrote to Mr Tee on 16 August, and I
know it also wrote to other members of Parliament in
relation to the bill expressing its very significant
concern about the operations of the legislation. It has
written a detailed letter, which I do not propose to read
into Hansard this evening. It expresses a number of
significant concerns about how a number of clauses in
the bill — not just the section I referred to previously
that the City of Melbourne is concerned about — will
impact on its local community and the role the local
council has played in the past with such projects and
would have expected to play in relation to such projects
in the future.
The council is very concerned in particular about the
time lines being reduced and about the fact that the
council will no longer have the ability to comment on a
range of issues in relation to planning policies, waste
management policies and associated works. A whole
range of issues set out in the correspondence should not
be ignored by the government. It has not given a
convincing argument as to why the concerns expressed
by the mayor of the City of Yarra, Cr Fristacky, on
behalf of the council should be ignored in the course of
this debate. The mayor says of the bill:
This is highly undesirable compromising proper project
appraisal and risk reduction. Without such checks and
balances, this adds to the risks and costs of major projects
with potential adverse to disastrous consequences.

The City of Darebin has also written to me expressing
its concerns in relation to this project. I know that it is
planning a public forum to look at the project on
Tuesday evening. That particular council and
community want their concerns put on the record as
well, through that and other mechanisms.
The City of Whittlesea also expressed its concerns
about this bill by writing to Mr Tee on 14 August; I
have also received that correspondence. In the
correspondence, in relation to the minister asserting that
there are delays being experienced as a consequence of
local government intervention, the council says:
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Council indicated at its meeting held on 6 August 2013 that
not only is this view incorrect but that councils on many
occasions facilitate projects that may be considered as
candidate projects for declaration under this bill and also
delivers some infrastructure components as appropriate, as in
the case of the South Morang rail extension project.

As I was a member of the government that put in place
the South Morang rail extension project, I know full
well that the City of Whittlesea was very supportive
and cooperative in relation to that project and that it
cannot be said that the City of Whittlesea caused delays
with it.
Mr Tee — Why do they hate councils?
Ms MIKAKOS — You really have to wonder,
Mr Tee, why it is this government hates councils. The
Victorian Local Governance Association (VLGA), on
behalf of all its members — a number of councils are
members of the VLGA — wrote a letter to the Premier
on 29 August of this year in which it indicated its
concern that there has been no consultation on the
impacts of the bill. It hoped that the Legislative
Council, in considering this legislation, would look at
all these issues: the impacts on traffic and transport
planning, the impacts on the provision of open space
and recreational facilities, the social impacts of major
transport infrastructure on existing communities and
other such issues. Referring the bill to this upper house
committee would give the opportunity to all these
councils and all these affected local communities to
have a say, because there will be a huge impact on
those local communities.
I want to give a few examples of some of the impacts of
this project and why I am supporting this motion. We
know that 92 homes and 26 businesses will be
bulldozed for this project. However, hundreds of other
homes, which will not be compulsorily acquired and
will not be compensated, will be adversely affected.
There will be large communities that will be impacted
in an adverse way by this proposal. We know that parks
and surrounding areas will be severely impacted. We
know that people who have bought apartments off the
plan are now under considerable stress about whether
they will be able to complete their acquisitions.
We have heard from people who are in that position
and do not know whether they will be able to get
finance to complete their acquisition of a building that
may not be completed because it might be compulsorily
acquired. For example, I have heard from Mr James
Fitzgerald, who bought a property in the yet-to-becompleted Evo apartment block in Manningham Street,
Parkville, four years ago. He was quoted in the
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Melbourne Leader of 15 July as saying he was
frustrated by the lack of information from the
government. There are 175 apartments in that building
complex.
We have heard from the Clifton Hill Primary School,
which is concerned that it will need to relocate during
construction due to noise, ground vibrations and
pollution. The school principal, Mr Geoffrey Warren,
has lamented the fact that there has been no
consultation with the school, particularly with regard to
the ventilation station that will be located very close to
the school.
There is a Chinese community nursing home, the
Elderly Chinese Home, at the end of Manningham
Street, which has been there since 1986 and may need
to move. The committee of management is particularly
concerned about the impact on it, as it is just about to
complete the extension of the nursing home which is
currently under way.
We have many people in the community who are very
concerned about this. The University of Melbourne
Baseball Club is concerned about the implications for
the club. Sporting facilities used by the Asylum Seeker
Resource Centre soccer team, the Indigos Cricket Club
and Living Practice Yoga Studio will be affected. There
are many community organisations that are going to be
affected.
Mr Leane — It’s a game changer for them.
Ms MIKAKOS — It is certainly going to be a game
changer for them. Mr Leane is absolutely right. They
are not going to be able to use these sporting facilities
anymore. All its impacts cannot be ignored. They are
one impact upon the other. There are many people who
are going to be affected by this, and the government is
just wishing for them to go away. They are not going to
go away — I can assure the government of that — and
they should not go away. They are perfectly entitled to
have their concerns expressed. Having this bill referred
to the upper house committee would give the
community and local councils an opportunity to have
their say and particularly to express their concerns
about the operation of this bill.
As I said before, Mr Mulder threw out the challenge to
all members of the government today by accusing
protestors of being a rent-a-crowd. If it is only a rent-acrowd of 100 or so people, then put it to the test. Call
for public submissions, call for public hearings, let us
see what the level of support is from the Victorian
people and enable that to occur by a report date by the
end of November of this year.
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However, ultimately the true test will be if the
government has the courage to do so. If it has the
courage of its convictions and truly believes in its heart
of hearts that this is a game changer, as it says it is, and
that this is a project that will benefit Victorians, then it
should be prepared to take this project to the Victorian
people in the November 2014 state election.
Mr Tee — Acting President, I direct your attention
to the state of the house.
Quorum formed.
Mr VINEY (Eastern Victoria) — I am pleased to
have the attention of the house. I am not quite sure why
this government is so afraid of public scrutiny over its
biggest infrastructure project, but let me be clear that
the person that the government members can blame for
us being here after midnight is their leader, Mr Davis,
who just came into the chamber. This is because
Mr Davis knows full well that he participated in the
Standing Orders Committee process that established the
new committee system for this house. He participated
in it and supported it, albeit at the last minute because
we could not get his attention for most of the period of
the committee’s deliberations. However, we finally got
his attention. He supported a system where, as a house
of review, this house would undertake scrutiny of
legislation through this committee structure.
The then Labor government — now opposition — was
very happy to open this up. Everyone understands that
it has been Labor’s policy for a long time that this
house should be a genuine house of review, that
legislation should be subjected to scrutiny and that
governments should be required to explain in a public
way the major projects and major pieces of legislation
that they want to introduce and have adopted as the law
and statute of this state.
Yet the government again refuses to send critical
legislation to a committee; this time legislation
regarding one of the biggest infrastructure projects this
government will introduce while in office. However
long this government is in office, this will probably be
the biggest infrastructure project it will propose to the
people of Victoria. This is an opportunity and a time for
this legislation and this project to be subjected to
scrutiny in these early stages. Yet we have a
government that is refusing to allow public scrutiny of
its project by failing to release the business case and, as
it just has done, voting down a reasoned amendment
that required the government to produce that business
case before final consideration of the legislation. This is
also a government that is now refusing to allow this
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legislation to be considered by a parliamentary upper
house committee.
Members of the government need to understand that the
practice being driven by Mr David Davis, the Leader of
the Government in this place, is at complete odds with
the positions he took while in opposition regarding the
establishment of these committees in this house.
Mr Leane interjected.
Mr VINEY — Indeed, Mr Leane. I cannot say it,
but your interjection stands.
This is a government that said in opposition that it
wanted public scrutiny of the activities of the
government of the day, and it is a government that has
now completely walked away from that policy position
and walked away from its obligations to the people of
Victoria to ensure that its projects, its acts and its
legislation are open to public scrutiny.
There is not even a case to say that there would be
undue delay of this legislation if it were to be
considered by a parliamentary committee, because the
government has said that it is 14 months away from
signing the contracts for this project. We say that
should take place after the election, but even on the
government’s timetable that is still 14 months, so there
is no argument for this legislation and this project to not
be publicly considered by an upper house committee.
Frankly, the reason that we are here passing this
legislation — if it is passed in the dead of night
tonight — is because of the actions of the Leader of the
Government in the Legislative Council, Mr Davis, and
his opposition to public scrutiny.
Members of the government need to understand that
they can stop this. They can stop this tonight. They can
stop this facade of pretending that somehow there will
be some sort of public scrutiny of the actions of
government. They can stop this facade by simply doing
one thing — that is, by for once sending a piece of
legislation of substance and significance to an upper
house committee. Just once! Many of the matters that
should have been sent to references committees,
because that is where policy matters should be
considered in detail, have been sent to the legislation
committee versions of upper house committees because
they are the committees on which the government has a
majority.
However, here is one piece of legislation that can be
sent to a legislation committee on which the
government has a majority. What on earth is the
government afraid of? It has a majority on the
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legislation committee of the Standing Committee on
Economy and Infrastructure. It can control through its
majority how the matter is considered and what
witnesses attend, but it would be required, nevertheless,
to go through the process of consideration of this bill in
detail with the opportunity for public scrutiny of this
legislation and this project. But the government is
walking away from that.
Members on the other side like to criticise the previous
government, but what a contrast it is. When it had a
clear majority in this chamber the Labor government
set up the very first legislation committee that this
chamber had ever had. I know about that because I
chaired it. In the three-month trial period that that
committee existed it considered major health legislation
and a total rewrite of the education act. We had the
minister from the lower house willing and with the
permission of the other place attending that upper house
committee to go through several days of hearings on
that rewrite of the education act because it was a
government that saw that this house was a house of
review.
What a contrast that is with those opposite. They came
to government with a majority in this place, and despite
the requests of opposition and Greens members, they
have not sent any piece of legislation to any of these
committees — not once. Every request has been denied
by the government. Those opposite have used their
numbers to ruthlessly push through legislation without
proper public scrutiny or consideration, and here is
another example.
It is time for members of the government to stand up to
the Leader of the Government in this place, Mr David
Davis, and tell him this is simply not good enough and
that they as members of this government will pay a
price for that refusal to have openness and scrutiny.
They will pay the same price that members of the
Kennett government paid for having the same approach
and for doing the same things that it did — that is, for
refusing to allow things to be properly considered in a
public way. That is what is being set up here, and we
will continue to require this house to act as it should —
that is, as a house of review. That is what we all signed
up to in the reform of this place.
We wanted to make sure that this house would be a
proper house of review and a check and balance on
government. That is the role this house should play. It is
the role that government members, when in opposition,
required of us. As a member of that government I can
say that sometimes it was uncomfortable, but I can also
say that I sat on all the select committees that those
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opposite established, including the Standing Committee
on Public Finance and Administration. I was on all
those committees, often as deputy chair. I sat on the
inquiries that looked at the activities of the then
Minister for Planning and the Hotel Windsor matter.
They were uncomfortable and often difficult matters to
deal with in government.
Even though I defended the government — and to this
day I believe the positions I took were proper and
right — I always respected that the process of making
sure that the government of the day was held to account
was the correct process, because that is what the
Westminster system, proper accountability and the
process of consideration of government should be
about. That is where those opposite are failing
themselves. They are allowing the Leader of the
Government to do what comes naturally to him, and
that is to control everything. In doing that they are
allowing him to control them, and it will be to their
detriment.
Mr LEANE (Eastern Metropolitan) — I say sorry to
the government members because the opposition and
Greens members would like to scrutinise an important
piece of legislation. We are very sorry that the actions
of those opposite have to be scrutinised.
I say sorry to the government that 10 pages of coloured
triangles and pictures of trams is not enough for the
opposition to be convinced that this bill should not be
referred to an upper house committee. And for the
Hansard record, I was being sarcastic then.
Mr David Davis’s contribution opposing this reference
did not actually go to the reference. He spoke about the
project and indicated that it should not be delayed
because this reference is all about the ALP and Daniel
Andrews, the Leader of the Opposition and member for
Mulgrave in the Assembly, getting in the way of a pet
project of the government. Mr Davis seems to think he
can get away with saying there should not be a referral
to the committee to examine this piece of legislation
and to that extent examine the project and listen to
people who have concerns about it because it is all an
ALP opposition plot. Unfortunately for Mr Davis a
number of experts outside this chamber have aired their
concerns about the project as well. Let us refer to the
comments of a former VicRoads manager.
Mr Tee — What does he have to say?
Mr LEANE — My eyesight is failing a bit at this
time of night, but I understand Mr Doug Harley was
employed by VicRoads for 27 years.
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Mr Tee — So he should know what he’s talking
about.
Mr LEANE — He should know, because he was
manager of network modelling and analysis.
Mr Barber — Maybe he could make a submission
to the inquiry.
Mr LEANE — Yes, he could make a submission to
the inquiry, absolutely. After 27 years in the job
Mr Harley had to look at a redundancy package from
the road authority. In his words, he was drummed out
after demanding the road — as in the east–west link —
be adequately justified. This is an expert who worked at
VicRoads for 27 years; he started in 1986. I might have
been an employee along with him when I worked at
VicRoads a number of years ago as a traffic light
technician.
Mr Harley raised concerns about the modelling that was
used to justify the project. Mr Harley, who as I said was
VicRoads manager of network modelling and analysis,
said the proof used to justify the road as the state’s most
urgently needed project was not good enough.
Mr Tee — It did not stack up.
Mr LEANE — He said:
I’m not opposed to any project as long as it’s assessed
properly and the taxpayers don’t get ripped off.

So here we have an expert — and I am sure a much
higher expert than any of us in this chamber would
profess to be — indicating that the modelling that was
used to justify not just the coloured triangles but this
project itself was dodgy, to the point that he left his
position. This is a man who started working at
VicRoads when he was aged 22; to stay there that long
he obviously loved the position and loved the authority.
But in disgust at the dodgy model that this government
has used to try to bluff the people of Victoria and in his
words ‘rip off the Victorian taxpayers’, he left his
position of 27 years.
The government can say it is all a conspiracy and it is
all just an opposition being an opposition, but when it
comes to comments from experts like this man, you
would think the government MPs of this chamber
would heed what he was saying. But no, they think they
know better, they are going to rush the bill through the
Parliament and there is to be no transparency and no
committee to look into the legislation or the project.
They think they know better than everyone else; they
know better than a man who spent 27 years of his life
working for a road authority and who is an expert in
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modelling and analysis. They know better. There is no
scrutiny and no transparency. They have reneged on all
the things they promised to do when they came to
government. As Mr Viney said, it is all going to be at
their peril.
Ms PULFORD (Western Victoria) — I will speak
in support of Mr Tee’s motion, which seeks to refer the
Major Transport Projects Facilitation Amendment (East
West Link and Other Projects) Bill 2013 to the
Economy and Infrastructure Legislation Committee, of
which I am a member, so that committee members can
conduct a reasonably quick inquiry. The motion
suggests reporting to the Parliament at the end of
November this year, so it would not be a long
consideration. Ours is a pretty well-functioning
committee, and I think we have conducted all our other
inquiries reasonably ably. Our committee does not have
a lot on at the moment — in fact we have not had much
on for a few months — and it is even quieter than its
sister references committee, on which the government
does not have a majority, which means it does not get
much work at all.
Perhaps the government-controlled legislation
committee could take submissions that consider expert
advice. In inquiries on previous bills committee
members have invited ministers and their senior
bureaucrats to come and talk to us about legislation. We
have had quite good cooperation from ministers.
Notably the Assistant Treasurer, Mr Rich-Phillips, has
been the most regular ministerial visitor to our
committee, but I am confident that our committee
might invite relevant ministers to come and present the
government’s case. However, this would present an
opportunity for affected community members and local
councils who feel this legislation is preventing them
from having their say to at least have their say about the
way in which this bill stifles their ability to participate
in this important discussion.
Earlier in the day many members in this place made
contributions to the second-reading debate on this bill,
so it is probably unnecessary to labour the point overly.
Mr Ramsay interjected.
Ms PULFORD — Mr Ramsay seems keen to get
home. He would be a member of the committee doing
this work, and I am sure he would endeavour to
robustly defend the government’s position, which is
what we have seen plenty of tonight. However, the
committee could conduct its inquiries by holding public
hearings and inviting the participation of both executive
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and non-executive government members who are
committee members.

members of this chamber is inconsistent. We need
some consistency, Acting President.

The suggested reporting date of the end of November
is not a long period of time. Mr Tee’s suggestion
about how we progress this very difficult question is a
worthy one that I am happy to support. I say as a
member of the committee that it is an inquiry I would
be very pleased to be involved with so that members
of the committee and members of Parliament could
improve the way in which the government is going
about the implementation of major transport
infrastructure projects. As many Labor members have
said inside and outside the house in recent months,
we believe the east–west link project is not the right
project. It is an $8 billion project, and we think the
government is on the wrong tram on this matter.
Mr Tee’s motion to refer the bill to the committee is a
reasonable suggestion so that we can consider some
of these issues in a timely manner. Let us get our
upper house committees working.

Personally I think we are now in a really silly place
because of those rulings, but, frankly, what is good for
the goose is good for the gander. If you are going to
rule, as you did earlier, that Mr Leane cannot respond to
something another member says, surely we cannot in
this very same debate allow a member to make
allegations that certain members said things. I am not
going to repeat the inappropriate comment, but surely
we cannot allow a member to similarly verbal other
members.

Hon. M. J. GUY (Minister for Planning) — In my
seven years in this place I have heard some rubbish
speeches, but some of the rubbish filibusters I have
heard over the last hour or so really take the cake. I
think Ms Pulford’s was no. 1 on that list. If she wants to
filibuster, she should at least be good at it. Maybe she
might want to talk to Mr Finn or me or others on this
side. We have had experience in opposition if those
opposite want to talk to us about trying to waste
people’s time. Ms Pulford is doing a good job of it but
not as good a job as she could.
I am trying to fathom how people like Brian Tee and
Jenny Mikakos can walk into this chamber and say
words to the effect of, ‘Why does this government hate
councils? Why does it want to take their powers
away?’. I cannot fathom the hypocrisy, the stupidity,
the idiocy and the sheer boldness of these people. Here
he goes! Mr Glass Jaw — —
Mr Viney — No glass jaw, Mr Guy. I don’t care
what you say about us.
Hon. M. J. Guy interjected.
Mr Viney — On a point of order, Acting President,
earlier in the second-reading debate you required
Mr Leane to withdraw something that you believed was
verballing another member in this place. I argued at the
time that it was pushing the limit to suggest that we
could not have robust debate where someone was
responding to an interjection, and that is still my view.
However, I think to allow Mr Guy to make comments
alleging that certain statements were made by other

The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr Ondarchie) —
Order! I think I have got it now. I thank Mr Viney for
his point of order. I do not uphold it.
Hon. M. J. GUY — This concern for councils and
consultations is coming from the same people who
introduced development assessment committees, which
took away a council’s power to be a responsible
authority in its own activities areas. Guess who voted
for that? Brian Tee and Jenny Mikakos, who was the
Parliamentary Secretary for Planning, mind you. Now
she says, ‘Why does this government hate councils?’.
These are the people who took away the planning
powers on every wind farm application in Victoria —
every one of them. They took them away, and now they
walk into this chamber and say, ‘Why does this
government hate councils?’. They deserve a gold medal
for hypocrisy. Their crocodile tears are astounding,
particularly when we talk about compulsory
acquisitions. Maybe the people opposite have forgotten
the way properties were compulsorily acquired for the
regional rail link.
Who remembers former Premier John Brumby and
company having canapés and wine and so forth with
the media as he introduced the brand-new regional rail
link? At the same time other members of the media
were knocking on doors in the western suburbs to tell
people that their houses were about to go. Not a single
person from the then Labor government had bothered
to tell those people. The people opposite come into this
house and talk about a lack of due process for
compulsory acquisitions. What planet are they on?
Acting President, have you compared the number of
houses and properties that were compulsorily acquired
to build EastLink with the number to be acquired to
build the east–west link? It is like comparing a
townhouse to the Eureka Tower. Those opposite are the
people who say, ‘Where is your plan?’. Here he is
again — Mr Glass Jaw.
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Mr Viney — On a point of order, Acting President,
I would like to raise the same matters I raised before,
but I am going to raise something different. It would be
really nice if the minister would speak on the motion
before the Chair. It is actually a narrow motion.
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr Ondarchie) —
Order! I do not uphold the point of order.
Hon. M. J. GUY — Mr Viney’s point would be
relevant if his own members had kept to that exact
same point. You are quite right, Acting President: had
his own members kept to the motion, his point of order
would have been relevant, but it is not because his
members set the tone for the debate. I am therefore glad
you ruled in that way, Acting President.
Members opposite talk about business plans. Could
someone tell me where the business plan for the
desalination plant is? Remember the north–south
pipeline? The Labor government sent police to remove
people from their own farms — their own properties.
All of a sudden Labor members are shedding crocodile
tears about compulsory acquisitions. When people
protested about losing property rights to their own
farms, the then Minister for Water, Tim Holding, called
them ‘terrorists’. That is the Labor Party. ‘This is
Labor’, as they like to say. People were protesting
against the north–south pipeline, which had no business
case — not even a summary business case — in the
public domain, and the Labor government sent in the
police to say, ‘You have no rights on your own
property, and by the way, you are a terrorist’.
Mr Viney — On a point of order, Acting President,
this is a narrow motion about referring this piece of
legislation to an upper house committee. It is not
appropriate for the minister, in responding to what
opposition members have said, to raise myriad matters
and, frankly, unsubstantiated allegations about what
might or might not have happened in a previous
Parliament. It is highly inappropriate that we should be
allowing this minister — —
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr Ondarchie) —
Order! I have Mr Viney’s point of order.
Mrs Peulich — On the point of order, Acting
President, the minister is rebutting the very arguments
that were canvassed at great length by members of the
opposition, and in his summary on the bill he has
absolutely every right to do so. I ask that you, Acting
President, rule the point of order out of order and also
note that the member is raising vexatious points of
order repeatedly.
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Mr Viney — Further on the point of order, Acting
President, to suggest that members on this side were
straying beyond the narrow motion before the Chair is
simply incorrect. There was considerable discussion
around a range of issues in the second-reading debate,
but this is not the second-reading debate; this is a
subsequent debate on a specific motion to refer the bill
to an upper house committee. It is not correct to say that
a whole range of things about the business case were
being debated.
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr Ondarchie) —
Order! Mr Viney made that point in his very first point
of order, so I do not want to hear it again.
Mr Finn — On the point of order, Acting President,
from listening to Mr Viney it is clear that he did not
hear much of the debate at all, because the debate on
this motion was wide ranging — it covered a range of
areas — and the minister is perfectly within his rights to
respond in the way he is.
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr Ondarchie) —
Order! I thank Mr Finn; I have his point of order now.
The minister to continue, and I ask him to come back to
the motion before the house.
Hon. M. J. GUY — Members opposite had the gall
to talk about scrutiny in this chamber. I simply point to
the examples I have mentioned in my presentation —
the crocodile tears and the speeches, like the one
Ms Mikakos gave, which were very wide ranging and
certainly not in keeping with what Mr Viney has
apparently heard for the last 30 minutes. I simply say
again: this project is one that, unlike those of the Labor
government, will receive proper scrutiny through the
processes in this chamber, which is why we are here at
12.30 at night and will no doubt be here for many more
hours. This project has received a lot more scrutiny than
was conducted by the previous government of projects
like the desalination plant, the north–south pipeline and
a whole bunch of other failed projects for which
members of that government still have not released
business cases.
Mr TEE (Eastern Metropolitan) — I will briefly
reply, and I start by thanking members for their
contributions, particularly for some of the comments
that were made. I want to talk about Mr David Davis’s
contribution. Mr Guy used the word ‘hypocrite’, but it
would be an apt description after many of the
observations Mr Davis made when he talked about
being all for consultation on the one hand while on the
other hand he was standing here and refusing to support
a motion that would allow for consultation. He said he
was all for consultation, and yet time and again, in letter
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after letter, councils have said that they have never been
consulted about this bill. If Mr Guy has any concerns
about hypocrisy, I urge him to talk to Minister Davis.
In relation to Mr Guy’s contribution, again what we
have is Mr Guy, the one-trick pony, who comes in and
rants and raves, attacks the opposition and trawls
through history, but what he forgets is that we are
talking about people’s lives that are going to be
impacted by this bill. Mr Guy forgets that he is taking
away people’s homes, destroying their amenity and
putting them in a situation where they cannot sleep at
night because he is turning — —
Honourable members interjecting.
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr Ondarchie) —
Order! We will get through this in a reasonable amount
of time if we just apply a modicum of behaviour.
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approach and knocks down their lives and their
communities, yet he has the audacity to come in here
and be critical of members on this side of the house for
standing up for those communities. We are standing up
for the communities.
Honourable members interjecting.
Mr TEE — It is typical of the approach we have
seen from this minister and this government. He
rides roughshod over communities. He does not
give a rat’s about communities. He does not care
about people. He does not care about processes.
That is what this bill does — it cuts off the process.
The minister does not care about process. He does
not care about people — —
Hon. M. J. Guy interjected.
Mr TEE — I say to Mr Guy that it will come back.

Mr TEE — What is at stake here, Mr Guy, is that
communities will become 24-hour, seven-day-a-week
construction sites — —
Honourable members interjecting.
Mr TEE — That is not me, have a look at
Mr Doyle. That is what Mr Doyle says. That is what
your Liberal Party mate says. He says you cannot do
the things that local councils do. You cannot control the
noise, you cannot control the light, you cannot control
the dust.
These are communities, these are streets where families
live, where kids are trying to do their homework at
night, where kids are trying to get through school,
where workers have got to try to get some sleep, but
there will be trucks rumbling through their streets
because Mr Guy has excluded local councils. The most
galling thing about it is that Mr Guy will not even talk
to them about it. Mr Guy does not have the courage to
front up to them and talk to them beforehand. He has no
courage to confront them and talk to them beforehand.
The government has simply dropped the bill into the
house hoping that it can slide it through in the same
way it is excluding communities and councils. Mr Guy
should go and actually talk to these people and find out
what is going to happen.
Failing that, he should allow this motion to do that.
That is all this motion says. It is doing Mr Guy’s job for
him so that he can finally engage with people and
councils, because these are real people. They have got
real lives. They want to pay their bills, they want to go
to work and they want to be able to sleep at night, but
Mr Guy will not even grant them the opportunity to be
heard before he goes in there with his bulldozer

Hon. M. J. Guy — This is not a personal debate.
Mr TEE — I will take up the interjection. This is
not a personal matter? This from the minister who
comes in here and does nothing but attack everyone on
a personal level and who then has the audacity to say to
me that this is somehow not a personal matter. This is
from Mr Personal. There was not a word of substance
in the minister’s contribution. There was not a word on
the bill. There was not a word of substance. It was all
form and no substance — —
Hon. M. J. Guy interjected.
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr Ondarchie) —
Order! Minister!
Mr TEE — There was no discussion about the
drainage issues that were raised by Mr Doyle. There
was no response to the concerns Mr Doyle had about
the noise. The minister did not address any of the issues
Mr Doyle raised about the closure of local roads. The
minister did not discuss any of the issues that will
actually make a difference to people’s lives. All that
Mr Guy did was come in here and rant and rave about
something that is completely outside the scope of the
bill. It was a smokescreen. It is his typical approach to
put up a smokescreen behind which he tries to hide
from the reality of what he is doing.
Mr Guy raised other projects, but on all of those
projects councils had a view. Councils had rights and
communities had rights. We never wrote councils out
of the process.
Honourable members interjecting.
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The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr Ondarchie) —
Order! I am channelling the President. Have members
got it all out of their systems now?
Mr TEE — On not one of the projects the minister
raised did the former government, nor indeed did the
Kennett government, seek to do what the minister is
trying to do on this bill. There was no attempt to gag
the community. There was no legislative prescription.
No-one sought to enshrine the removal of local councils
and local communities from the process. This is a
legislative attempt to gag the community in a way that
has not been seen for a generation. I urge those opposite
to join with us to support this motion.
House divided on motion:
Ayes, 18
Barber, Mr
Broad, Ms
Eideh, Mr
Elasmar, Mr
Hartland, Ms
Jennings, Mr
Leane, Mr
Lenders, Mr
Melhem, Mr

Mikakos, Ms
Pennicuik, Ms (Teller)
Pulford, Ms (Teller)
Scheffer, Mr
Somyurek, Mr
Tarlamis, Mr
Tee, Mr
Tierney, Ms
Viney, Mr

Noes, 20
Atkinson, Mr
Coote, Mrs
Crozier, Ms (Teller)
Dalla-Riva, Mr (Teller)
Davis, Mr D.
Drum, Mr
Elsbury, Mr
Finn, Mr
Guy, Mr
Hall, Mr

Koch, Mr
Kronberg, Mrs
Lovell, Ms
Millar, Mrs
O’Brien, Mr
O’Donohue, Mr
Ondarchie, Mr
Peulich, Mrs
Ramsay, Mr
Rich-Phillips, Mr

Motion negatived.
The PRESIDENT — Order! I make the point that I
get concerned about these late-night sittings, their
impact on everybody’s health and their ramifications
for occupational health and safety. I suggest to
members that the debate on this bill is not going to be
enhanced by shouting and any increased volume, nor is
it going to be enhanced by trips down memory lane. In
the committee stage members will be testing the merits
of particular clauses, and I urge contributors to the
committee debate to stick to the merits of each of those
clauses and to pertinent questions that might be asked
of the minister and, as I said, not to wander off on some
flight of fancy, given the time of night.
Committed.
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Committee
Hon. M. J. GUY (Minister for Planning) — I seek
leave to have Mrs Millar join me at the table.
Leave granted.
Clause 1
Mr BARBER (Northern Metropolitan) — What I
would like to ask the minister is whether the east–west
link project proposal that he has received from the
Linking Melbourne Authority complies with the act and
the guidelines that he has promulgated for project
proposals. No, the minister does not have to ask the
advisors. He is the minister who makes the decision.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT — Order! In calling
the minister, it is normal procedure for the minister to
be able to get advice from the advisors box.
Hon. M. J. GUY (Minister for Planning) — Yes, it
is normal procedure, Deputy President. If Mr Barber
wants answers to his questions, as you would expect, I
will give answers to his questions — —
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT — Order! I have
made some commentary; the minister does not need to
add to it.
Hon. M. J. GUY — Deputy President, I am just
reiterating the fact that if Mr Barber wants proper
answers, I will give him proper answers. I am not here
to engage in political spin. If Mr Barber is after political
spin, that is what he will get; if he wants proper
answers, that is what he will get. The answer is yes.
Mr BARBER (Northern Metropolitan) — Minister,
one of the requirements for a project proposal under the
current act, which the minister seeks to change, is that
the project proposal contain designs. It is a mandatory
requirement of the act that a project proposal contains
designs, and therefore if there are no designs it is not a
project proposal for the purposes of the act. The designs
are not in the project proposal that has been put on the
website. Has the minister seen designs that have not
been made available to the public?
Hon. M. J. GUY (Minister for Planning) — I
believe so.
Mr BARBER (Northern Metropolitan) — The
advisors cannot tell the minister whether he has or has
not seen designs.
Hon. M. J. GUY (Minister for Planning) — No, but
I do not know what they have seen in the Department
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of Transport, Planning and Local Infrastructure for me.
Mr Barber is asking me to compare something I do not
know the answer to.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT — Order! Can we do
this in a proper order?
Hon. M. J. GUY (Minister for Planning) — Yes,
but he is misleading.
Mr BARBER (Northern Metropolitan) — The
minister is not just the minister responsible for the bill;
he is the minister responsible for the assessment, which
is on foot.
Hon. M. J. GUY (Minister for Planning) — I do not
want a lecture from Mr Barber. Does he want answers
or what?
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT — Order! I know it is
late, and we are all tired — hopefully not tired and
emotional. It would be much more efficient if we allow
Mr Barber to put a position or propose a question that
the minister can respond to if he chooses. As the
minister knows, I will always call him if he wishes to
have the call. We have done this enough times.
Mr Barber has the call, and rather than interjecting
during his comments, it would be much more efficient
for the purposes of the committee if we allow this to be
done by a proper process.
Mr BARBER (Northern Metropolitan) — Section 5
of the Major Transport Projects Facilitation Act 2009
requires that ‘a project proposal is a document that
contains all of the following’, including, at
subsection (b), ‘designs prepared for the declared
project’. I ask the minister whether he has seen designs
prepared for the declared project. I have seen YouTube
animations with techno music over the top of them and
I have seen indicative corridors, but I have not seen
designs for the project. What I initially asked was: is
this project proposal a complying project proposal? The
minister said that, yes, it was. Therefore I asked him,
‘Where are the designs?’. There are no designs in the
published project proposal, so I ask: has the minister
seen designs that the rest of us have not seen?
Hon. M. J. GUY (Minister for Planning) — This is
now the third time I am going to answer Mr Barber’s
question; hence my frustration at a quarter to one in the
morning. We have said there are high-level designs,
and they are the designs that are public, and that is why
I said yes.
Mr BARBER (Northern Metropolitan) — So the
minister is saying that the designs are the ones that the
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public have seen — that is, the YouTube animations.
There are some other requirements of the project
proposal guidelines, and they include an assessment of
options. Subsection 5(f) of the act says:
If relevant, any alternative options for the declared project
that have been considered in the development of the project
before it was declared to be a declared project …

In other words, the project proposal document must
contain those alternative options in order to qualify
under the act. When I look at the project proposal I do
not see any alternative options.
Mrs Peulich — Is that a question?
Mr BARBER — Therefore I ask: has the minister
seen these options that have not been made available to
the public? If not, how can this be a complying project
proposal?
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT — Order! I note
Mr Barber responded to an aside from Mrs Peulich. He
is not actually required to ask a question in the
committee stage. He can put a position and see if the
minister wishes to respond; he may or may not.
Hon. M. J. GUY (Minister for Planning) — I have
not.
Mr BARBER (Northern Metropolitan) — If the
minister has not seen any alternative options and if the
project report itself does not contain those options, how
can it be a complying project proposal?
Hon. M. J. GUY (Minister for Planning) —
Section 5(f), which Mr Barber is referring to — and I
think he said the words himself — says, ‘If relevant,
any alternative options’. Those two keywords are ‘if
relevant’.
Mr TEE (Eastern Metropolitan) — I move:
That the Chair report progress and ask leave to sit again.

In doing so I note the time — it is 1.00 a.m. — and I
note that the President has rightfully drawn our
attention to the occupational health and safety (OHS)
implications.
Mr Drum interjected.
Mr TEE — I am not necessarily worried about
Mr Drum or those of us on this side of the chamber. I
am worried about the chamber staff, the Hansard staff
and the clerks. I am worried about the fact that they
have all had a very long day and that there are risks
with continuing to work.
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Mr Lenders — Mr Guy’s stress.
Mr TEE — We have seen Mr Guy’s stress. It is a
really important issue that we should take seriously —
the environment in which we are expecting people to
work and the hours we are expecting people to work.
I also note that this is a very important bill that has
generated a lot of debate, and rightfully so. It is an
important debate that goes to how we develop our
major projects and what regulation informs their
development. It is something that should not be hidden
at 1.00 a.m. It should be done in the light of the day. It
should be done at a time when we have the energy to
properly focus on what are important matters and, as
we have seen from the start of the committee process,
some very technical matters. It is important that those
matters and the bill be considered properly and
carefully. I do not think you can do that at 1.00 a.m.
Throughout the debate on this bill — a wide-ranging
debate, as has been said on a number of occasions —
no reason has been given as to why this debate cannot
continue on Thursday. There is no urgency that
warrants us pushing through the night to try to ram this
bill through. There is no urgency. It is entirely
appropriate that we do this in a considered manner and
that we do it on Thursday. I urge others, including
Mr Drum, to give serious consideration to looking at
this bill properly, applying some common sense and not
behaving in a juvenile way when there is absolutely no
need for it. There is absolutely no excuse for us being
here at 1.00 a.m. There is plenty of time for us to work
this through on Thursday.
Let us think about the importance of the issues that we
are considering. Let us think about the OHS issues. Let
us think about what the President has said in terms of
consideration of those matters. I urge members to heed
the motion I have moved.
Hon. D. M. DAVIS (Minister for Health) — The
government will oppose this motion moved by Mr Tee.
The government understands the importance of this bill.
The community understands the importance of this bill
and the need to move this bill through the chamber. It is
important to note that we have been debating this bill
since 5.10 p.m. with appropriate dinner breaks and a
supper break at just after 11.00 p.m. There has been a
fulsome opportunity for members to debate this bill.
Almost every member of the opposition has spoken on
it — I stand to be corrected on that — and many
members of the government have spoken on it at
length. There has been the opportunity for members to
put forward all of their points. We have heard Mr Tee’s
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recent attempt to refer the bill to a committee and now
his further attempt to filibuster. That is his democratic
right; he is entitled to put his view. We are in favour of
democracy, but equally we are in favour of legislating.
Mr Drum — And brevity.
Hon. D. M. DAVIS — And we are in favour of
brevity, as Mr Drum has carefully pointed out. What I
will say is that all matters can be considered, and the
government will oppose the motion of Mr Tee, which is
an attempt to filibuster, to block the passage of this
legislation and to defend the Labor Party’s position in
the Melbourne electorate ahead of the federal election.
Mr LENDERS (Southern Metropolitan) — I was
not going to enter this debate, and for the record, I have
not spoken on it today, just as a number of other
members of the Labor Party have not spoken on it,
because several of our members have more than
succinctly covered the issues we wished to raise. It is
worth supporting Mr Tee’s comments and rebutting
those of Mr David Davis by saying that this is
unnecessary. This is a government that is woeful at
managing its legislative program. It lurches from week
to week putting forward bills of no substance
whatsoever, and then it puts forward a bill of substance.
It is this government’s modus operandi to put forward
bills of substance on a Tuesday and then crush debate
by essentially expecting the non-government parties to
ignore their ability to scrutinise those bills.
The modus operandi of the Leader of the Government
is to have the house sit until people are so tired that they
put up the white flag. I can flag that the opposition is
not going to put up the white flag on this behaviour. If
this government wishes to have a legislative program
that is dealt with and debated respectfully, it should
discuss with the opposition parties when it could be
done. The Leader of the Government has talked about
filibustering, when for every bit of general business he
adds half the government backbenchers to the list of
speakers to stop votes getting put. It is a little rich that
the Leader of the Government is trying to tell the nongovernment parties that this is what is happening.
Let us get right back to basics. We have sitting hours
that conclude at 10.00 p.m. We can sit when we need to
on Thursdays until 10.00 p.m. We can sit on Fridays
during daylight to debate important legislation. This
government will not silence the critics by trying to
continue debate in the dead of night when no-one is
watching. We support the reporting of progress so that
we can come back on Thursday at a civilised hour and
deal with this as a piece of legislation. The legislative
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program is padded with inconsequential bills from the
government. This is the most serious bill that this side
of the house has seen for a while, and we wish to debate
it at length. If the government’s operation is to try to
continue until 3, 4, 5 or 6 in the morning — whatever it
thinks — it is not going to silence the opposition. We
will seek to debate this bill in daylight. The Leader of
the Government can operate in this anarchic matter, or
he could actually try to negotiate with the people
opposite him and with those on his own side and act in
a civilised manner.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT — Order! I heard
Mrs Peulich interject that the Leader of the Opposition
should sit down. That is not her task; it is mine. I will
determine whether or not people have transgressed the
standing orders of this place. If Mrs Peulich wishes to
raise a point of order on the matter, she may, but she
will not do it by interjection.
Mr BARBER (Northern Metropolitan) — The
Greens will support this motion. I agree with all of the
statements Mr Lenders just made, except one. He said
nobody is watching. There are actually a number of
viewers at home who are quite dedicated and interested
in this bill. Perhaps they are part of the unpaid ‘rent-acrowd’, as Mr Mulder labelled them today. I am sure
that while a lot of the anger of government members is
directed against the parties that are scrutinising the bill,
it is pretty clear that it is thinly veiled anger against the
community, which will just not play ball with the
government’s plan.
Ms MIKAKOS (Northern Metropolitan) — I rise to
speak in support of Mr Tee’s motion that we report
progress on this bill. I want to remind members that we
are asking to report progress in the broader context
where government members have voted to stymie
further scrutiny of this bill on two occasions. We had a
reasoned amendment from Mr Tee a few hours ago that
would have delayed passage of the bill until such a time
as the government was finally prepared to release the
business case to the Victorian people, and government
members collectively voted that reasoned amendment
down. Then we had a motion to refer the bill to an
upper house committee that would have enabled the socalled rent-a-crowd — as Mr Mulder, the Minister for
Public Transport in the Assembly, dismissively referred
to concerned members of the community — to make
public submissions, to have public hearings and to
enable this bill to receive the full scrutiny of the
Parliament.
Members of the government should not be surprised,
then, that members of the opposition feel very strongly
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about this issue. This very significant legislation —
significant in terms of the impact it will have on the
community — should be scrutinised in the most
thorough way. We should not be having this debate and
the final vote in the dead of the night. Of course that is
what government members wish — they want this bill
to go through in the dead of the night so that the
Victorian public does not have the opportunity to listen
to this debate.
I know there are people following the debate at the
moment; I have seen people assiduously tweeting the
debate throughout the course of the evening. I
commend those few hardy individuals who are still
listening in to this debate at the moment, but we know
that the vast majority of the Victorian people are not
able to observe or listen in to this debate at this point in
time. It is now just after 1.10 a.m. We know that
affected community members will not be able to listen
in either. That is why we should continue this debate
tomorrow, on Thursday, to enable the committee stage
to happen in the course of the day, when we can have
members of the media sitting in the public gallery and
reporting the minister’s answers and we can also have
members of the public, the so-called rent-a-crowd,
being able to come in here to listen to the minister’s
answers in the public gallery.
I think the government, and the minister in particular,
have greatly offended many concerned constituents of
the minister — who happens to be one of the local
members, as am I — by referring to them in this way.
He has in fact created the compelling — —
Hon. M. J. Guy — Referred to whom as what?
Ms MIKAKOS — As the rent-a-crowd.
Hon. M. J. Guy — No, I didn’t.
Ms MIKAKOS — Not you — Minister Mulder. I
said earlier that Minister Mulder referred to concerned
residents as a rent-a-crowd. That is highly offensive.
The Minister for Planning is one of the local members,
as am I. We should be in here defending the interests of
our local constituents, and we should — —
Hon. M. J. Guy — As opposed to Tim Holding
calling people ‘terrorists’.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT — Order! The
Minister for Planning! That is sufficient.
Ms MIKAKOS — We should give those
individuals every opportunity to be heard. They should
have every opportunity to participate, listen in to this
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debate and be informed about these issues. For the
government to come here and continue this debate in
the middle of the night in the way it is proposing to do
is contrary to the democratic process that the leader of
the government claimed earlier in his contribution to be
following. With this bill we have seen an attempt to gag
local governments. They will not be able to consider or
have input into this particular project. That is in fact
what the terms of this bill are.
Hon. D. M. Davis — On a point of order, Deputy
President, this is a very narrow debate. It is a procedural
debate; it is not an opportunity to broaden this out
endlessly, as Ms Mikakos seeks to do.
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government members, which forces us to be here at
1.00 a.m. because they cannot get their act together and
work through government business. We have plenty of
time to do that in a considered manner, but government
members are unable to do that. I urge them to take up
the offer put forward by Mr Lenders — a genuine
offer — in reaching out to try to make sure that we can
deal with government business in a more efficient way.
That will lift us all up and will lift the level of debate
and make sure that — —
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT — Order! The
member’s time has expired.
Committee divided on motion:

The DEPUTY PRESIDENT — Order! There is no
point of order.
Ms MIKAKOS — The point I am making is that
there are very compelling arguments as to why progress
should be reported and why we should enable this bill
to be debated in the full light of day tomorrow.
Mr TEE (Eastern Metropolitan) — In summation, I
start by saying that it does not appear that the
government has really put forward any response to the
arguments around the occupational health and safety
considerations, the fact that we are dealing with an
important bill or the fact that these matters can be dealt
with properly on Thursday, when there is scrutiny.
Mr Drum interjected.
Mr TEE — Mr Drum, why don’t you make your
own contribution? What happened here was that the
Leader of the Opposition reached out and said, ‘Look,
there is a better way’.
Mr Drum interjected.
Mr TEE — There is a better way, Mr Drum.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT — Order! That is
sufficient. I have allowed Mr Drum to interject for
about 5 minutes.
Mr TEE — The Leader of the Opposition reached
out and said, ‘Look, there is a better way. We can assist
and work with you. We can reach out. Let’s manage
government business in a way where we use the time
that is available to us so that we don’t have to sit at
1.00 a.m.’.
I urge the Leader of the Government to take up that
offer so that we can work through these issues in a
more sensible way and so that we do not have the sort
of almost juvenile behaviour that we see coming from
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Broad, Ms
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Tee, Mr
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Viney, Mr
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Hall, Mr

Koch, Mr
Kronberg, Mrs
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Millar, Mrs
O’Brien, Mr
O’Donohue, Mr
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Peulich, Mrs (Teller)
Ramsay, Mr
Rich-Phillips, Mr

Motion negatived.
Mr BARBER (Northern Metropolitan) — I have a
question for the minister. Subsection 5(h) of the
principal act states:
(h)
an outline of any consultation that has been undertaken
and results of the consultation …

We all know consultation has been undertaken; we
have all been on the receiving end of it. However, the
results are not in the document — the project
proposal — that has been made public. Has the minister
himself been provided with copies of the results of the
consultation?
Hon. M. J. GUY (Minister for Planning) — The
details regarding community consultation are on
page 60 of the project proposal.
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Mr BARBER (Northern Metropolitan) — No.
There is a description of a prospective consultation
program. That is not what the act says; the act says any
consultation undertaken and the results of that. In other
words, past tense, and there is certainly no detail of the
results of any consultation in the project plan that was
provided by the minister.
Hon. M. J. GUY (Minister for Planning) — No, I
think Mr Barber is mixed up on the wording there. I
understand it says any consultation that has occurred to
date — any — and this being prospective goes quite to
the point of what Mr Barber is trying to argue.
Mr Barber is arguing against his own point.
Mr BARBER (Northern Metropolitan) — No,
subsection (h) is very clear in using the past tense. What
page 60 of the government’s project plan contains is a
description of the sort of consultation that the proponent
might in future want to undertake.
Hon. M. J. GUY (Minister for Planning) —
Subsection (h) refers to ‘an outline of any consultation
that has been undertaken and results of the
consultation’, and that is it.
Mr BARBER (Northern Metropolitan) — There
has been consultation, and there must be results of that,
yet it is not reported in the project proposal. We
therefore have a project proposal that in my view is
non-complying. It does not contain designs, it does not
contain detail of the alternative options and it does not
contain any details of the consultation that occurred
before the project proposal was made. It is my view that
since this thing is not a complying project proposal, the
minister should proceed no further with it or, at most,
should write back to the Linking Melbourne Authority
and say, ‘You’re a project proponent. You’ve sent me a
project proposal. It doesn’t comply with the provisions
of the act, so I’m not going to do anything with it until
you correct those flaws’. They would of course be legal
flaws if the minister was to proceed down the track of
the processes under this act.
This is not just an accident. It is quite notable that the
Major Transport Projects Facilitation Act 2009 contains
very strict provisions in that section that describe what a
proposal must consist of. The minister would be aware,
because he is also the minister responsible for the
Environment Effects Act 1978, that there is no such
provision within the Environment Effects Act, and
anyway under the Environment Effects Act all sorts of
multitudinous proposals are made: all different types,
from quarries to telecommunications facilities to
whatever. With this act, however, and the way it was
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drafted and put through Parliament, there were very
specific requirements for what a project proposal must
consist of. In my view this one does not comply, and
the minister’s only lawful course of action would
therefore be to say, ‘Well, Linking Melbourne
Authority, have another go’.
It is interesting that the Linking Melbourne Authority
produced this thing in May. Remember we have been
talking about fast-tracking here all day today. This
landed in May, and I certainly assumed that shortly
afterwards, in line with the fast-tracking provisions of
the act, the minister would then order or create scoping
directions for a comprehensive impact statement (CIS).
The fact is that for a whole month nothing much
happened. Then we had a piece of legislation
introduced to the lower house in mid-June that was
designed to change the rule book.
The minister has now seen the proposal, or he has seen
an early version of it, and rather than telling the
proponent to try again, the government attempts to
rewrite the rules, knowing full well there was the whole
winter break, with no sittings, before debate in the
lower house and this debate today would have to
transpire — that a three-month period would have to
elapse before people could get back to this. The
government wasted three months before coming back
with a bill it now wants to fast-track. Another term for
it is, ‘Hurry up and wait’ — as you would know if you
have ever been around the army at all.
Why has the government done that? There is only one
conclusion that I can draw, and that is that the minister
and the government have worked out that this is a noncomplying project proposal so they will rewrite the
rules to fit what they have got. As I said in debate
earlier this afternoon, the scoping directions for a
comprehensive impact statement no longer have as a
minimum a comprehensive statement of the impacts. It
appears to me that the minister is likely, when he gets
this legislation through, to then put out scoping
directions that require something very much less than a
comprehensive statement of the impacts.
This document from the Linking Melbourne Authority
certainly lists a number of impacts. What I would like
to know from the minister is, when he prepares the
scoping directions — I would not be surprised if they
have already been drafted for him — which impacts of
this project will he require to be assessed through the
comprehensive impact statement?
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Hon. M. J. GUY (Minister for Planning) — The
scoping directions for the CIS were gazetted by me on
27 May. They state very clearly:
… publish, pursuant to section 30(3) of the Major
Transport Projects Facilitation Act 2009, scoping directions
that specify the matters that must be considered and
addressed in the comprehensive impact statement process
(CIS) for the east–west link, eastern section project, being a
project to which the Major Transport Projects Facilitation
Act 2009 applies.

It is there in black and white in the Victoria
Government Gazette of 27 May.
Mr BARBER (Northern Metropolitan) — I am well
aware that the act applies, but the minister is changing
the act as we speak. Table 7 in the proponent’s socalled project plan says in relation to the issue of air
emissions from tunnel ventilation structures:
Tunnel ventilation structures would be designed to ensure that
air emissions meet agreed/required air quality standards.
Nonetheless, assessment would be undertaken to predict
compliance with air quality standards.

Can the minister tell me whether that particular impact
of the project will be required to be assessed through
the CIS?
Hon. M. J. GUY (Minister for Planning) — Yes.
Mr BARBER (Northern Metropolitan) — How
about air emissions from vehicles using surface and
elevated roadways?
Hon. M. J. GUY (Minister for Planning) — Yes.
Mr BARBER (Northern Metropolitan) — How
about dust from construction activities?
Hon. M. J. GUY (Minister for Planning) — Yes.
Mr BARBER (Northern Metropolitan) — How
about noise from tunnel ventilation structures?
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instruct Mr Barber as to the order or how he wishes to
pose questions. The committee stage is an opportunity
for members to ask ministers a range of questions and I
am not about to give Mr Barber instructions to group
questions together. It is not the minister’s role to do that
either. If there is considerable delay in the minister
seeking advice, then that is what we will have to live
with. Mr Barber to continue.
Mr BARBER (Northern Metropolitan) — Provided
I can get a considered answer. Table 7 of the east–west
link project proposal contains a number of sections,
each with their own subsections: subsection 1 is headed
‘Air quality’; 2 is noise and vibration; 3, post-settlement
heritage; 4, Aboriginal cultural heritage; 5, urban form,
visual and landscape; 6, surface water; 7, groundwater;
8, ecology; 9, social and community; 10, economics
and business, including 10.1, which is headed
‘Economic benefits from the project through improved
access and mobility and reduced travel times’, with the
form of that being ‘Economic benefits associated with
changed connectivity at the regional level would be
described’; 11 is about transport and traffic and the
potential to cause unintended consequences on the road
system. Subsection 12 is headed ‘Greenhouses gas
emissions’, and 12.1 states, ‘Contribution to Victoria’s
transport-related greenhouse gas emissions’. No. 13 is
headed, in part, ‘Contaminated land’.
Then table 8 relates to the CityLink to the port of
Melbourne section in a similar vein, all the way down
to subsection 12 of that table. Can the minister assure
me that his scoping guidelines and the comprehensive
impact statement (CIS) we receive will address each of
the matters listed in that table?
Hon. M. J. GUY (Minister for Planning) — Yes.
Clause agreed to; clauses 2 to 9 agreed to.
Clause 10

Mr BARBER (Northern Metropolitan) — The
Minister for Planning is the minister in the driver’s seat.

Mr BARBER (Northern Metropolitan) —
Clause 10 relates to the new creation of a concept called
‘associated works’, which can commence before the
project itself has gone through any of these processes.
Can the minister tell me what the government’s
intention is? What associated works will be
commenced in advance of this project?

Hon. M. J. GUY (Minister for Planning) — How
about Mr Barber provides me — —

Hon. M. J. GUY (Minister for Planning) —
Surveying and geotechnical work.

The DEPUTY PRESIDENT — Order! The
minister and Mr Barber can both sit down for a second.
I do not think it is the minister’s role, or indeed mine, to

Mr BARBER (Northern Metropolitan) —
Geotechnical work is already under way. Why is this

Hon. M. J. GUY (Minister for Planning) — Does
Mr Barber want to package a list together before I walk
to the advisors box and back three or four times? What
were the ones Mr Barber wanted answers to?
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provision needed in order to continue with geotechnical
work?
Hon. M. J. GUY (Minister for Planning) — The
location of services.
Mr BARBER (Northern Metropolitan) — I did not
understand the minister’s answer. Is he saying that the
location of services will also be associated work?
Hon. M. J. GUY (Minister for Planning) — No, that
is why it is under way now.
Clause agreed to; clauses 11 to 15 agreed to.
Clause 16
Mr BARBER (Northern Metropolitan) — This
clause and other clauses that relate to it make a number
of changes. One of them is that the CIS that the
proponent produces now only needs to be substantially
in accordance with the CIS guidelines. Secondarily in a
latter group of clauses the proponent has the
opportunity to review, or not, their own CIS after the
assessment committee has given its report. It appears to
set up a situation where the proponent can ignore the
minister — and for that matter ignore, if it likes, the
report put together by the assessment committee — and
then, despite the process that has just been run, actually
march on towards getting approval. What is the
government’s intention with this provision?
Hon. M. J. GUY (Minister for Planning) — These
amendments will simply reduce the risk of a technical
challenge by applying a proposed rather than a blackletter test, and other checks and balances will obviously
apply, such as the Secretary of the Department of
Transport, Planning and Local Infrastructure will
review the impact statement prior to its release for
public consultation. If the secretary is not satisfied with
the impact statement, he can direct the project
proponent to make revisions. Further, if an impact
statement is inadequate, the assessment committee may
advise the Minister for Planning to refuse or grant some
of the applicable approvals.
Clause agreed to; clauses 17 to 22 agreed to.
Clause 23
Mr BARBER (Northern Metropolitan) —
Clause 23 — and related clauses, because each of these
bits operates across multiple clauses — is the provision
that removes the requirements from section 39,
including that the project contain an assessment of the
impacts of the declared project.
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It then goes on and repeals subsection 39(c), the bit
about setting out options that have been considered,
then removes subsection 39(d), which would have
required the proponent to set out the methods
considered to avoid, minimise, manage or offset the
impacts, and then repeals subsection 39(e), which
includes a description of the preferred option. It then
takes out subsection(h)(i), the one that would have
required an assessment of the applicable law criteria in
a CIS. Basically, the impacts of the proposal, any
alternative options, the methods of avoiding,
minimising or managing the impacts, a description of
the preferred option and a list of the controls are all now
non-mandatory requirements for a comprehensive
impact statement. Is it the intention of the minister,
once this passes, which we know it will in a few
moments, to rewrite the guidelines for the CIS and give
this proponent a free kick on all of these basic minima?
Hon. M. J. GUY (Minister for Planning) — That is
not the case.
Mr BARBER (Northern Metropolitan) — What is
the plan, then? Why is this being done?
Hon. M. J. GUY (Minister for Planning) — I
understand Mr Barber is talking about clause 23, and
there is some relevance there to clause 17 as well. This
act, as he knows, sets out those requirements for impact
statements for projects. It is consistent with the purpose
of the bill, to facilitate the east–west link project and
other transport projects. Mandatory option assessments
will be repealed. However, those changes do not
automatically result in the removal of options
assessment; rather, back in clause 17, they will enable
the planning minister to decide on a project-by-project
basis how to deal with options assessment. It depends
on the project and the relevance of alternatives.
Mr BARBER (Northern Metropolitan) — I just do
not accept that is a good piece of law-making. An
environment impact assessment looks at alternatives to
the project, whether they be modifications or complete
alternatives. It is clear that as other projects come down
the line, such as the port of Hastings project, as is
flagged in the second-reading speech if not in the
purpose clause of the bill, that it is the intention of the
government to bowl up these incredibly lightweight
impact statements that in no way are comprehensive
and therefore avoid scrutiny of the key impacts, the
alternatives and the possible mitigating measures of
these projects.
All members need to understand what that does: by
constraining what is considered in the early stages of an
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assessment process and then ending up at the finish,
which is the issuing of a permit, where the minister
stands in the shoes of any decision-maker under all of
those acts and is supposed to make good decisions —
that is, whether it is under the Planning and
Environment Act 1987, the Coastal Management Act
1995 or the Wildlife Act 1975, all those acts listed in
this schedule — the public is completely locked out of
the process by virtue of the fact that only the impacts
that the minister prefers will actually ever be
considered. At the end of the day the minister is
supposed to achieve the objectives of the Planning and
Environment Act, the Coastal Management Act and the
Heritage Act 1995. How can he possibly do that if the
input to his decision is an assessment process where he
gets to choose, and to a large extent the proponent gets
to choose, what impacts he talks about. It completely
guts the integrity of decision making under all those
acts. In fact it is impossible to achieve the objectives of
those acts in issuing permits if the impacts of the
proposal have never been properly considered. What
this is all about is locking the public out of even having
a discussion through this process about the impacts of a
particular proposal.
It is bad enough under current acts — for example, we
have seen it through the Environment Effects Act 1978.
In that case, the case of the bay dredging process, the
quality of the environment effects statement (EES) was
so poor that the panel actually recommended a
supplementary EES. In other words, it was a matter of
saying, ‘Do it over and get it right this time’. There
were more delays, more time wasted, more confusion
and more burden on the community. It was hundreds of
millions of dollars of costs just in assessing that project,
never mind building it. We should be bringing more
rigour into our environment assessment processes.
However, this act is a poor substitute even for the
limited capacity of the Environment Effects Act. What
we are doing is making it even worse.
Hon. M. J. GUY (Minister for Planning) — I reject
entirely what Mr Barber has said. The Environment
Protection Authority and all relevant bodies still will
have input into this process. As I said, I do not accept
the premise of what Mr Barber has just put forward.
Clause agreed to; clauses 24 to 67 agreed to.
Clause 68
Mr BARBER (Northern Metropolitan) — This
inserts a new section 258A in the principal act. The
section heading gives the game away — that is,
‘Approval of councils not required’. It goes on to say:
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(1) Despite anything to the contrary in any other enactment
or law, a permit, licence, consent, approval or other
authority for the carrying out of works for the purposes
of an approved project is not required from any council
by —
(a)

the project authority; or —

the guy who is doing the project. Then the next
subsection says:
(2) Nothing in this section derogates from any requirement
relating to standards of construction and safety that may
apply under any other act.

I have two questions for the minister in relation to the
two subsections. Which acts does subsection (1) apply
to?
Hon. M. J. GUY (Minister for Planning) — Just this
one.
Mr BARBER (Northern Metropolitan) — Maybe I
need to be a bit clearer. Subsection (1) says:
Despite anything to the contrary in any other enactment or
law, a permit, licence, consent, approval or other authority …
is not required …

et cetera. Which enactment, law or laws does this apply
to?
Hon. M. J. GUY (Minister for Planning) — If I am
answering Mr Barber’s question correctly, it applies to
legislation such as the Road Management Act 2004.
Mr BARBER (Northern Metropolitan) — I am
presuming that this section will apply not only to a
project during the project’s construction but also during
the project’s operation. The operation could go on for
25 years after the concession is issued. Is it really the
case that the developer of the project and the operator
of the project, which include the project authority and
the holder of a licence or a lease, never have to apply to
any council for anything under any law?
Hon. M. J. GUY (Minister for Planning) — That is
not correct, because the basic permits for the project
and its operation will be granted as per the
comprehensive impact statement process.
Mr BARBER (Northern Metropolitan) — Okay,
but let us say the minister has granted a concession to a
toll road company, and along the way the company
decides to bung up a billboard on the side of its
freeway. The company might need a permit for that —
a planning permit, for example, but because this bill
states that:
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Despite anything to the contrary in any other enactment or
law, a permit, licence, consent, approval or other
authority …is not required from any Council …

is it the case that it will not need a planning permit?
Hon. M. J. GUY (Minister for Planning) — It is
important to note that this applies to the works phase of
the process. Section 110(2) of the Major Transport
Projects Facilitation Act 2009 states:
On receiving a notification under subsection (1), the Project
Minister must publish a notice in the Government Gazette,
advising of the completion of the approved project.

After completion, that no longer applies.
Mr BARBER (Northern Metropolitan) — So it will
only apply until the project is completed, not during the
ongoing operation of the project?
Hon. M. J. GUY (Minister for Planning) — That is
correct.
Mr BARBER (Northern Metropolitan) — Let us
focus on the project while it is being built, which might
go on for a number of years. Is it the case that the
company will never need to go to council for a permit
for anything under any law during the construction
phase?
Hon. M. J. GUY (Minister for Planning) — This is
a state project. Perhaps Mr Barber wants to change the
process so that councils need to come to me every time
they want to build a project on council land. That is
what he seems to be suggesting in arguing about state
governments having to provide permission for every
local government to build anything on state land. That
is an interesting premise. I notice that it was not one
Mr Barber advanced when he was a councillor of the
City of Yarra, but that is the kind of premise he is
advancing in what he is arguing now.
Mr BARBER (Northern Metropolitan) — I am not
advancing anything; I am just asking questions. The
minister has a completely open-ended clause here. It
says it does not matter what any other law says
anywhere; this project proponent never needs a permit
under any law where the council is the issuer of that
permit.
I know for a fact that the council issues permits under
the Building Act 1993. It sometimes gives licences or
consents under the Health Act 1958. I am not an expert,
so I cannot tell you how many other laws a council is
sometimes the issuer of a permit under. I do know that
under the Local Government Act 1989 a council can
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create its own by-laws, and then permits, licences or
consents could be required under those.
New section 258A(2) says:
Nothing in this section derogates from any requirement
relating to standards of construction and safety that may apply
under any other Act.

Standards of construction and safety, I presume, appear
in places like the Building Act. When someone on a
construction site bungs up a wall and that wall falls
over and crushes some people, people tend to go around
and say, ‘Did council approve that wall? Was a
building permit required? Was there an inspection?’.
Yet to me, between new subsections (1) and (2) —
depending on how you read new subsection (2) — it
reads that it is the construction authority, or the guy
who has the lease or licence, who has to guess what
permits, authorities, licences and consents, depending
on whether or not they relate to standards of
construction and safety, which could mean a lot of
things, he does or does not need from the council. Is he
safer to ignore the council, or is he safer to apply to the
council, in which case it is the council that has to
interpret this section?
If there are particular types of permits, licences,
consents, approvals and other authorities that the
minister wants to avoid, they should be listed in this bill
or related to us now. It seems that this would require a
project authority, or the holder of a licence, to be
involved in the construction and/or the council itself to
trawl through the entire statute book to see who is
responsible for what and then try to guess whether it
does or does not fall under the requirements or carveout of new subsection (2). If the minister can tell me
what acts and laws we are talking about, that would be
helpful.
Hon. M. J. GUY (Minister for Planning) — I advise
Mr Barber that this provision relates to standards more
than anything else and ensures that relevant state laws
in relation to standards, particularly safety standards,
will continue to apply.
Mr BARBER (Northern Metropolitan) — Under
what acts?
Hon. M. J. GUY (Minister for Planning) — There
are many acts which have safety standards related to
occupational health and safety, but of course Mr Barber
would be aware that the Building Act and others have
state standards that are related to it. Importantly this
clause ensures that they are adhered to.
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Mr BARBER (Northern Metropolitan) — The
purpose of this clause is to say that they are not adhered
to because they are not required. It is just that it is not
clear. I gave the minister a couple of examples, and he
gave them back to me. It is not clear as to which laws
we might be talking about. If I were a project proponent
or a council, it would not be clear to me from reading
this section what permits, licences and authorities may
or may not be required.
All I can do is point out that particular flaw with the
government’s legislation.
Clause agreed to; clauses 69 to 74 agreed to.
Reported to house without amendment.
Report adopted.
Third reading
Hon. M. J. GUY (Minister for Planning) — I move:
That the bill be now read a third time.

In doing so, I would like again to acknowledge that this
has been a lengthy debate, and I thank the house for its
patience, particularly the staff in the chamber. I
acknowledge there have been a number of passionate
speeches from members of the government, the
opposition and the Greens. I acknowledge that while it
has produced some passionate debate it is obviously a
matter that members feel strongly about. I acknowledge
that and indeed again thank the staff for their
forbearance for the passage of this legislation.
The PRESIDENT — Order! I agree, Mr Guy. The
question is:
That the bill be now read a third time and do pass.

House divided on question:
Ayes, 20
Atkinson, Mr
Coote, Mrs
Crozier, Ms
Dalla-Riva, Mr
Davis, Mr D.
Drum, Mr
Elsbury, Mr
Finn, Mr
Guy, Mr
Hall, Mr

Koch, Mr
Kronberg, Mrs (Teller)
Lovell, Ms
Millar, Mrs
O’Brien, Mr
O’Donohue, Mr
Ondarchie, Mr
Peulich, Mrs (Teller)
Ramsay, Mr
Rich-Phillips, Mr

Noes, 18
Barber, Mr (Teller)
Broad, Ms
Eideh, Mr
Elasmar, Mr (Teller)
Hartland, Ms

Mikakos, Ms
Pennicuik, Ms
Pulford, Ms
Scheffer, Mr
Somyurek, Mr
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Jennings, Mr
Leane, Mr
Lenders, Mr
Melhem, Mr

Tarlamis, Mr
Tee, Mr
Tierney, Ms
Viney, Mr

Question agreed to.
Read third time.

PARLIAMENTARY COMMITTEES
Membership
The PRESIDENT — Order! I have received the
following letter from Mr Brad Battin, the member for
Gembrook in the Legislative Assembly:
Re: Resignation from education and training joint committee
Effective immediately I would like to tender my resignation
from the abovementioned committee.
I wish the committee all the best in the current terms of
reference.

I have received the following letter from Mr Martin
Foley, the member for Albert Park in the Legislative
Assembly:
I wish to advise of my resignation from the economic
development and infrastructure/outer suburban interface
services and development joint investigatory committee of the
Parliament.
This resignation is to take place effective immediately.
I wish to thank the staff and members of the former
Economic Development and Infrastructure Committee for
their efforts and contributions over the life of this Parliament
to date.
I wish the new committee all the best in its important work.
Following discussions within the state parliamentary Labor
Party it is my understanding that the member for Western
Metropolitan Region in the Legislative Council, Mr Kahlil
Eideh, will be the nominee of the parliamentary Labor Party
opposition to fill this vacancy.
Thank you for your assistance in this matter.

Hon. D. M. DAVIS (Minister for Health) — By
leave, I move:
That Mr Eideh be appointed to the Economic Development,
Infrastructure and Outer Suburban/Interface Services
Committee and Mrs Millar be appointed to the Education and
Training Committee.

Motion agreed to.
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ADJOURNMENT
Hon. D. M. DAVIS (Minister for Health) — I
move:
That the house do now adjourn.

Ashburton police station
Mr LENDERS (Southern Metropolitan) — The
matter I raise tonight, at 2.10 in the morning, is for the
attention of the Minister for Police and Emergency
Services, Mr Wells. It relates to the Liberal Party’s
promise to the Ashburton community in 2010 that the
Ashburton police station would get an additional
10 police officers and would operate 16 hours per day,
seven days a week. This was advocated by Mr David
Davis and Mrs Andrea Coote in this place. Nearly three
years on, those MPs, Mr Graham Watt, the member for
Burwood in the other place, and the Baillieu and
Napthine governments have failed the Ashburton
community.
I note that the crime rate has continued to rise as this
promise of extra policing goes unfulfilled. Total crime
in the city of Boroondara has increased by 7.1 per cent,
with drug offences exploding by 105.2 per cent and
burglary up by 22.8 per cent. We know that Victoria
Police has been hit with a $100 million cut to its budget
and has been stripped of 380 staff, in addition to
480 staff being stripped from the Department of Justice.
The action I seek is that the minister inform the
Ashburton community when exactly it can expect to
see the much-hyped extra policing resources as
promised by Mr Watt, Mrs Coote and Mr Davis.

CenITex
Mr SOMYUREK (South Eastern Metropolitan) —
I raise a matter for the attention of the Minister for
Technology concerning the transition of CenITex from
an IT services provider to an IT services broker. It has
been reported that CenITex currently delivers ICT
infrastructure and desktop services to 12 Victorian
government departments and employs 683 staff,
including contractors. The minister would no doubt
have been displeased to hear about reports of this
transition being leaked to the media earlier this year.
The problems with CenITex are well noted, with an
Auditor-General’s report into improper conduct by
CenITex officers last year being a case in point.
The action I seek from the Minister for Technology is
that he put on the public record the time frame for
CenITex’s transition from an IT services provider to an
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IT services broker and advise on how many jobs, if any,
will be lost under Program Evolve.

The Geelong Project
Ms HARTLAND (Western Metropolitan) — My
adjournment matter is for the attention of the Minister
for Community Services, Ms Wooldridge, and it is in
regard to the Geelong Project (TGP), which has been
axed by the state government. This has left hundreds of
young people, families and schools without critical
support for at-risk youth. Despite significant financial
contributions for the development of the early
intervention model for vulnerable young people in
Geelong, no further funding will be provided by the
Victorian state government for the full implementation
of TGP.
Funding has ceased with only one month’s notice,
despite widespread community support for the
outcomes of the pilot, positive and overwhelming
feedback from schools and clients receiving support,
and evidence that young people are being diverted from
homelessness and are staying at school. Since the
funding announcement, the Geelong community,
71 individual clients, 12 now unemployed full-time
project staff, school staff and families being offered this
critical support have been in a state of dismay,
wondering who will now do the work to prevent young
people in the region becoming homeless.
With astounding data on the outcomes being achieved
and clear evidence of the complex issues being
experienced by these at-risk young people — mental
health concerns, family breakdown and drug and
alcohol abuse — some of the figures are very
interesting. Following TGP’s intervention 100 per cent
of the young clients have remained engaged in school,
increased their engagement or returned to school. Often
these are young people who were not regularly
attending school. Further, 100 per cent of the young
people supported by the program have retained or
obtained safe, sustainable accommodation, with
86.2 per cent remaining at home or returning home
after leaving home or regularly couch surfing, and
13.8 per cent of young people have been supported into
alternative accommodation when home was no longer
appropriate.
With these kinds of figures you would think the
government would want to continue supporting such a
project, a project that is supported by Time for Youth,
Swinburne University of Technology, Barwon Youth
and the local learning and employment network. I do
not understand why the government would cut such a
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valuable program that also keeps young people out of
homelessness and out of the juvenile justice system.
The action I ask of the minister is that she meet with
representatives of the Geelong Project and work
towards reinstating this valuable funding so that these
young people can be supported and avoid
homelessness.

Wallan-Kilmore bypass
Ms BROAD (Northern Victoria) — My
adjournment matter is for the Premier. I refer the
Premier to the 92 homes and 26 businesses it has been
reported will be compulsorily acquired to build the
$8 billion tunnel and the further 258 properties reported
to be affected by the tunnel. Recently the Premier was
reported as saying that all residential property owners
had been contacted about the $8 billion tunnel and will
be able to access compensation before the tunnel
project starts. I note that construction on the tunnel is
due to start at the end of 2014.
I refer Dr Napthine to the promised Wallan-Kilmore
bypass. At the 2010 Victorian election the Liberal Party
promised a bypass from the Northern Highway to the
Hume Freeway to the north of Kilmore and Wallan.
However, the routes under consideration by the
Napthine government utilise local roads within the
town of Kilmore and threaten homes. The fact is there
are homeowners around Kilmore who for a
considerable time have been facing the distressing
prospect of having their homes bulldozed.
I call on the Premier to give homeowners in Kilmore
who are facing the threat of their homes being
bulldozed at least the same consideration as property
owners affected by the $8 billion tunnel. Kilmore
property owners do not deserve to continue to live in a
suspended state with no resolution to the threat that is
now hanging over them of having their homes
bulldozed.

The Geelong Project
Ms TIERNEY (Western Victoria) — My
adjournment matter is for the Minister for Housing,
Ms Lovell, and it is in relation to an important service
in Geelong called the Geelong Project, which is a
community-based youth service led by Time for Youth
with its partners Swinburne University of Technology,
Barwon Youth and the Geelong local learning and
employment network. The project aims to protect
Geelong’s most vulnerable young people from
becoming homeless.
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On any given night in Australia more than
100 000 people are homeless, and almost half of these
people are aged under 25. Approximately 465 Geelong
residents are homeless on any given night. While some
sleep in cars or couch surf, the latest statistics from
shelters suggest that at least 150 people sleep on the
streets in the Geelong region each night, and this figure
includes children as young as 10. More than half of
those 150 people are under 25.
The Geelong Project builds new partnerships and
pathways between schools and community agencies to
develop common tools and approaches to assist
community sector workers. The project has a direct
benefit for the Geelong region with its effective work to
identify and assist young people who have issues at
home and school and enable them to access support
from a range of professionals. This is a reform project.
It is not just an academic exercise, quite the reverse. It
is a hands-on program. It is about early intervention and
providing the intensive support that is required.
Everyone would concur that early intervention projects
are incredibly important in making sure that our youth
are not disengaged, but this project has actually been
able to re-engage young school leavers with school.
Most people who work in this area know this is almost
impossible to do, yet this project has been successful in
doing so.
I take this opportunity to read from a letter written by
the mother of one of the girls involved in the project. It
says:
As a parent of a child who is currently engaged with the
Geelong Project, I’d like to express my concerns at the
possible closure of this incredible program …
When my daughter first presented as a candidate for the
Geelong Project she was in a state of despair and
hopelessness. She was lost in a system that wasn’t able to
provide her with the desperate help she needed.

The letter refers to:
… incidents of self-harm, suicidal thoughts and living
through the panic of her running away …
The intervention of the Geelong Project meant my daughter’s
voice was finally heard …

The action I seek is for the minister to provide me with
an explanation as to the reason this very effective and
valuable program has been axed by the state
government, and I also ask the minister to explain what
is going to happen to the more than 500 families that
depend on this project at the moment. As one person
described the whole situation to me today, the fact that
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this government has cut this funding represents nothing
but mundane stupidity.

Responses
Hon. E. J. O’DONOHUE (Minister for Liquor and
Gaming Regulation) — Mr Lenders raised a matter for
the attention of the Minister for Police and Emergency
Services, Mr Wells, regarding the Ashburton police
station. I will refer that matter to Minister Wells for his
response, but I can advise Mr Lenders that I am advised
that the election commitment made by the coalition is
in train to being fulfilled.
Mr Somyurek raised a matter for the attention of the
Minister for Technology, Mr Rich-Phillips, in relation
to CenITex and its change from being a project
provider to being an IT services broker. I will refer that
matter to Mr Rich-Phillips.
Ms Hartland and Ms Tierney raised the matter of The
Geelong Project. Ms Hartland raised the matter for the
attention of the Minister for Community Services,
Ms Wooldridge, and Ms Tierney raised the matter for
the attention of the Minister for Housing, Ms Lovell. I
will refer the matter to those respective ministers.
Ms Broad noted the community consultation that was
undertaken by the Napthine government with regard to
the land acquisition process for the east–west link
project and sought a similarly thorough process for the
Kilmore-Wallan bypass. I will refer that matter to the
Premier.
I have written responses to the adjournment debate
matters raised by Ms Pennicuik on 28 August 2012 and
Ms Broad on 26 June.
The PRESIDENT — Order! The house stands
adjourned.
House adjourned 2.22 a.m.
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Wednesday, 4 September 2013
The PRESIDENT (Hon. B. N. Atkinson) took the
chair at 9.34 a.m. and read the prayer.
The PRESIDENT — Order! I inform the house that
the Legal and Social Issues Legislation Committee will
be meeting this day following the conclusion of the
sitting of the Council.

PETITIONS
Following petitions presented to house:
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Our local primary and secondary state schools are in danger
of missing out on the Gonski schools revolution if the
Victorian Liberal government and their federal counterparts
do not sign up for funding.
Already our local Catholic and independent schools will
receive extra funding but not our fine state schools which give
our children such a wonderful start. Local schools in our area
to miss out over the next five years are:
Ashburton Primary School: $2.4 million
Glen Iris Primary School: $2 million
Solway Primary School: $1.5 million
Camberwell High School: $5.9 million

Melbourne Metro rail tunnel
To the Honourable President and members of the Legislative
Council:
This petition of the undersigned residents of Victoria draws
the attention of the house to the need to invest in crucial rail
infrastructure at a time of record demand for public transport
in Victoria — particularly the Melbourne Metro rail tunnel.
The federal government has agreed to invest more than
$3 billion to build this tunnel, a vital link between
Melbourne’s expanding east and west, as part of a plan to turn
Melbourne’s rail system into a true metro with dedicated lines
for all trains.
The Melbourne Metro rail tunnel will be a win for rail
commuters who will experience less crowded trains and faster
commute times, and a win for frustrated citizens stuck in
traffic jams and residents who have to live with the daily
effects of traffic chaos in our neighbourhoods.
However, the Napthine state government in its recent budget
has not allocated a single dollar for this vital project. This
failure of the state government to act to improve rail
infrastructure comes despite their election promises to ‘fix the
problems’ including transport issues.
We therefore ask the Victorian Parliament and the
government of Victoria to give priority to the Metro rail
tunnel and join with the federal government by immediately
committing the necessary matching funds to this project so
that planning and building can commence as soon as possible.

By Mr LENDERS (Southern Metropolitan)
(31 signatures).
Laid on table.

School funding
To the Honourable President and members of the Legislative
Council of Victoria:
This petition of the undersigned residents of Victoria draws to
the attention of the house the need for the government of
Victoria to sign on to the Gonski reforms as soon as possible
and preferably by 30 June 2013 to ensure that billions of
dollars in much-needed extra funding goes to our children in
state schools.

Camberwell South Primary School: $2.6 million
Ashwood College: $2.2 million
Hartwell Primary School: $2.8 million.
We therefore ask the Victorian Parliament and the
government of Victoria to ‘Give a Gonski’ and sign on to the
new federal funding agreement for our primary and secondary
schools.

By Mr LENDERS (Southern Metropolitan)
(91 signatures).
Laid on table.

PAPERS
Laid on table by Clerk:
Auditor-General’s Office — Report, 2012–13.
Auditor-General’s Report on Asset Confiscation Scheme,
September 2013.

MEMBERS STATEMENTS
Tony Harris
Ms PENNICUIK (Southern Metropolitan) —
Anthony Harris was born in 1948 in Orange. He
graduated in economics from Australian National
University in the late 1960s and joined Treasury. He
left after a year and went to Sydney in 1971 to become
a high school teacher. As early as 1982 Tony was
urging the formation of the Greens in Australia, and in
early 1985 a public meeting was held to form and
register the Greens. Tony was the first national
registered officer. The new party adopted the four
founding principles of the German Greens: ecological
sustainability, grassroots democracy, social justice and
non-violence. They remain the party’s core principles
today. Eighteen months later United Tasmania Group,
or the Tasmanian Greens, led by Bob Brown, joined
with the NSW Greens.
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In the early 1990s Tony was swept up in the Labor
revival of those years and became secretary of the
Annandale branch of the Labor Party. He later wrote a
thesis on those tumultuous years. The resulting book,
Basket Weavers and True Believers, is not only a model
of historical balance but tells how young radicals lived
then. Tony re-joined the Greens in 2007. When he
learnt he had cancer in 2010 he moved to Melbourne to
be near his dear friend, Julie Kimber, and his sister,
Janice. During that time he was active in the Port
Phillip branch of the Greens, where he made many new
friends. Tony was a mixture of great intellect,
seriousness, humanity and wry humour. He will be
missed by many. Vale Tony.

Cartwheel Resources
Mr SOMYUREK (South Eastern Metropolitan) —
Last month I had the pleasure of doing a tour of sites
operated by the Cartwheel Resources group and its
subsidiaries Sustainable World Technologies and
Unipolar Water Technologies. This group is one of a
number of innovative companies looking at ways to
improve our use of energy resources. It has its research
and development headquarters in Adelaide, though
much of its work is here in Victoria. At its Dandenong
site, just down the road from my electorate office, the
group has technology it has developed known as vortex
drying and grinding, which is an energy efficient way
of grinding materials and reducing their moisture
content. The benefit of this technology is the drying of
lignite, or brown coal, for use at coal-fired power
stations. I visited the site the company is developing at
Loy Yang, where it hopes to dry Victoria’s notoriously
damp brown coal and improve its burning efficiency.

Institute for a Broadband-Enabled Society
Mr SOMYUREK — On another matter, last month
I had the pleasure of visiting Laureate Professor Rod
Tucker, OAM, director of the Institute for a BroadbandEnabled Society (IBES), to discuss the institute’s four
main research themes. IBES’s research into business
and government focuses on the impact of high-speed
broadband in the digital economy, the way that future
broadband networks are shaped and governed, and how
broadband-enabled technologies can transform
government, empowering citizens, policy-makers and
political actors. The national broadband network is of
course critical for this. High-speed broadband has the
potential to fundamentally alter communication
practices within the community. IBES’s research
program in culture and community is exploring many
of the opportunities and challenges faced by society as
a result of the rollout of high-speed broadband.
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East–west link
Mrs PEULICH (South Eastern Metropolitan) — I
commend the Victorian Premier, Denis Napthine, and
the Victorian coalition government for getting on with
the job of planning and delivering the infrastructure we
so desperately need to cater for Victoria’s economic
growth and increasing population, a task that Labor
failed to do for 11 years. Our freight will triple over the
next 40 years, and with our ever-increasing population
it is vital that we have a plan to ensure that
infrastructure is in place to handle this growth. The
coalition is committed to four significant infrastructure
projects: the regional rail project, the port of Hastings,
the Melbourne Metro rail tunnel and the east–west link,
a vital part of this infrastructure plan.
The east–west link will make travel quicker and more
reliable and provide a crucial connection in
Melbourne’s road network that will benefit drivers from
all over Victoria by reducing congestion, increasing the
capacity of Melbourne’s transport network, unlocking
productivity gains for business and improving social
amenity, particularly for Melbourne’s expanding
residential areas, which are currently being choked by
traffic congestion. People in the west and east of
Melbourne will benefit from direct cross-city
connections, people in the city will benefit from
reduced traffic and congestion, people in regional
Victoria will benefit from better connections across
Melbourne, and manufacturing in Melbourne’s southeast and the freight industry will benefit from a more
efficient road network.
The project will create about 3200 jobs at the height
of construction; take pressure off the existing
freeways, the Monash Freeway, CityLink, EastLink
and the West Gate Freeway; and strengthen
Victoria’s economy by improving access to Victoria’s
principal economic engines. For the south-east it will
improve travel time to the airport by up to
20 minutes; allow motorists to avoid up to 16 sets of
lights; improve travel time to the Hume Highway,
Western Highway and Geelong freeway; and provide
much-needed support to manufacturing, commercial
and logistics businesses — —
The PRESIDENT — Order! Thank you,
Mrs Peulich.

Supported accommodation fees
Ms TIERNEY (Western Victoria) — Thanks to the
federal Labor government, this year will forever be
remembered as the beginning of one of Australia’s
most significant social reforms in history, the national
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disability insurance scheme. This policy, like many
other significant social reforms such as Medicare and
superannuation, are the products of progressive Labor
governments and indicative of the Australian Labor
Party’s focus on improving the livelihood of all
Australians. Unfortunately the same cannot be said for
the conservative Liberal governments in Australian
history, and the current Napthine Liberal government’s
latest grab for cash that is hurting Victoria’s most
vulnerable people is further evidence of that.
The Napthine government has made a decision to
introduce a substantial rise in rental fees for people with
disabilities living in Victorian government-managed
group homes. The 60-plus per cent increase in rent for
people living with a disability will be a devastating
impost on their lives, which are already difficult in
many ways. Premier Napthine has made a decision that
he knows will create severe financial hardship for those
living with disability.
This rent hike will, in most cases, leave less than
$5000 per annum for the majority of a disabled
person’s basic needs like toiletries. It will mean that the
very few luxuries a person on a disability support
pension can enjoy will be much harder to afford. I take
this opportunity to encourage all Victorians to sign the
online Fight the Fee Hike petition and fight against
Premier Napthine’s shameful and cruel rent hikes.

Transport infrastructure
Mrs COOTE (Southern Metropolitan) — The
coalition government is getting on with the job of
delivering the transport infrastructure Victoria needs.
When he became the Leader of the Opposition, Daniel
Andrews, the member for Mulgrave in the Assembly,
said in regard to Labor’s record on infrastructure that it
could not stay in front of growth. That is an admission!
That is why the coalition government is taking an ‘all of
the above’ approach to transport infrastructure in
Victoria. We are getting on with the job of fixing the
problems and building for the future. The coalition is
committed to four key, game-changing infrastructure
projects: the regional rail project, the port of Hastings,
the east–west link and the Melbourne Metro rail tunnel.
These four projects will ensure that Victoria can stay
ahead of the game when it comes to livability, when it
comes to tackling traffic congestion and when it comes
to jobs and growth.
In Southern Metropolitan Region the coalition
government is investing $4 million in safety
improvements to the Princes Highway in the
Stonnington area, $800 000 in intersection
improvements to Warrigal Road in the Monash City
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Council area and $580 000 in upgrades to Balcombe
Road in Beaumaris. The level crossings at North,
Murrumbeena and Burke roads are being removed, and
$13.3 million is being spent to upgrade Balaclava
station. Labor is hopelessly divided on the east–west
link — just ask Cesar Melhem or Adem Somyurek
about their stated views on the project. Political
opportunism is just that — it is not leadership. Daniel
Andrews has no plan but to engage in relentless
opposition and negativity. What is clear is that when it
comes to Victorian transport infrastructure, while
Daniel Andrews dithers, Premier Napthine delivers.

John Cummins Memorial Fund
Mr TARLAMIS (South Eastern Metropolitan) —
Last Friday I had the pleasure of attending the seventh
annual John Cummins Memorial Fund dinner. John
Cummins was 58 when he died of a brain tumour in
2006, and the John Cummins Memorial Fund was
established to honour his legacy and memory. John’s
working life was spent in the construction industry, and
he dedicated his life to improving the health and
wellbeing of working people, in particular construction
workers. John was the president of the Victorian branch
of the Construction, Forestry, Mining and Energy
Union from 1996 till 2006, and he was a social and
political activist. The money raised by the John
Cummins Memorial Fund is used to support the
wellbeing of cancer patients diagnosed with brain
tumours, the social inclusion of young people
experiencing financial disadvantage through a
scholarship program and other charities and important
causes.
The fund has partnered with Austin Health to establish
and fund the unique brain tumour support service, with
the primary objective of facilitating individual support
programs for brain tumour patients and their families.
The fund has so far donated $244 000 to Austin Health
for this service and related projects. It is important to
acknowledge that the service has been recognised at an
international level by the World Federation of NeuroOncology and the Society for Neuro-Oncology.
Through an annual scholarship program the fund
supports students in years 7 to 11 who show promise,
talent, determination and commitment and who strive to
achieve their potential but are experiencing financial
disadvantage. The scholarship program commenced in
2007 and has so far awarded 128 scholarships totalling
$117 000 to students in metropolitan and regional
schools throughout Victoria. I would like to
congratulate Di Cummins and all those involved with
the John Cummins Memorial Fund on all the work they
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do to organise this annual event and other activities to
raise much-needed funds for such worthy causes.

East–west link
Mr ELSBURY (Western Metropolitan) — It comes
as little surprise to members on this side of the chamber
that there is widespread support for the construction of
the vital, congestion-busting, nation-building east–west
link project. Support has been coming from all quarters.
The following quote is taken from a submission to the
east–west link needs assessment (EWLNA):
As the EWLNA report stresses, the consequences of ‘doing
nothing’ are negative and far reaching. They will threaten
Melbourne’s future economic success and livability.
…
We agree with the conclusion of the EWLNA that ‘doing
nothing’ is not an option. If Melbourne’s response to
congestion is not escalated, the costs of congestion are likely
to grow considerably.

These are the words of federal Labor MPs Julia Gillard,
Bill Shorten, Brendan O’Connor and Nicola Roxon.
The east–west link is vital for Melbourne and Victoria.
It will remove congestion, improve productivity and
create more than 3200 jobs for Victorians.
In the west the coalition is also getting on with the job
of delivering the regional rail link, removing the level
crossings at Andersons Road, Sunshine, and Main
Road, St Albans, and improving the Sneydes Road
interchange and has delivered train and bus
improvements. The coalition government is about
growing Melbourne and Victoria and creating jobs
and opportunities. Labor is hopelessly divided on the
east–west link as its leader dithers without a plan.
While Daniel Andrews dithers, Denis Napthine
delivers.

Heidelberg post office
Mr ELASMAR (Northern Metropolitan) — On
5 August I was delighted to officiate at the opening of
the newly relocated Heidelberg post office in Burgundy
Street, Heidelberg. The post office has moved about
200 metres further down Burgundy Street towards the
Warringal shopping centre, so customers are not too
inconvenienced. The new location is very bright and
cheerful. It was my pleasure to cut the ribbon and
celebrate the beginning of a new era for all the post
office customers in my electorate. I congratulate the
manager, Ruth, her husband, Tony, and all the staff.
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White Ribbon Foundation
Mr ELASMAR — On another matter, on
Wednesday, 28 August, I was invited to speak at a
fundraising event organised by White Lady Funerals,
whose chapel is located in Burgundy Street,
Heidelberg. The function, which was very well
attended, was in aid of the White Ribbon Foundation.
Though the subject matter is extremely distressing, I
thoroughly enjoyed the event and acted as an auctioneer
on the night. I was happy to help raise money for this
most worthy cause. This well-known organisation was
established to combat violence against women. The
statistics for violence against women are still appalling,
and this event was organised to fund further awareness
campaigns of this horrific and disturbing behavioural
problem which touches all strata within our society.

Calder Highway Ravenswood interchange
Mrs MILLAR (Northern Victoria) — Premier
Denis Napthine and the coalition government are
getting on with the job of fixing the infrastructure
nightmare left by Labor and are building for the future.
The Premier last week visited the Ravenswood
interchange and committed $41 million to the
construction of a safer interchange. This initiative is in
partnership with the federal Leader of the Opposition,
Tony Abbott, and the federal opposition, which has
committed $45 million to the project. A new
Ravenswood interchange will ensure that users of the
Calder Highway and the Calder alternate will no longer
have to play a high-speed game of chance when using
this intersection. The interchange is one of Victoria’s
most notorious and deadly intersections, with a number
of crashes, serious injuries and fatalities occurring at the
site.
In 2012 the Victorian coalition government listed this
interchange as a priority funding project with the
federal Labor government; however, Labor ignored this
project — just as the members for Bendigo East and
Bendigo West in the Assembly, Jacinta Allan and
Maree Edwards, and the Victorian Labor Party did for
11 long years when they were in government. The
embarrassing, rushed, 11th hour announcement by
Labor that it had been shamed into matching the
funding is proof positive that Labor had to be dragged
kicking and screaming to improve road safety in this
area. The Premier’s announcement also lays to rest
Jacinta Allan’s fanciful claims in the other place last
week that the east–west link will mean no other road
project in regional Victoria can or will take place. The
coalition is committed to improving community safety
and delivering better transport networks for Victoria.
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Tarneit Community Learning Centre
Mr MELHEM (Western Metropolitan) — I take
this opportunity to highlight my appreciation for the
recent delivery of $1.05 million in federal funding for
the Tarneit Community Learning Centre library.
According to the most recent Australian Bureau of
Statistics data, the city of Wyndham is growing at the
unprecedented rate of 8.8 per cent, or 12 000 people.
This makes Wyndham the fastest growing municipality
in Australia in percentage terms. Tarneit forms an
integral, vibrant and growing part of this great city.
Population growth is a good thing. However, we have
to accompany it with an adequate level of investment in
community infrastructure and facilities. In his most
recent report tabled in this Parliament the AuditorGeneral has been extremely clear about the need for
investment in infrastructure in outer Melbourne,
especially in the west. The city of Wyndham needs
between $975 million and $1.3 billion for its transport
infrastructure.
While I am delighted, like my fellow Victorians, by
Melbourne once again taking the crown of the globe’s
most livable city, this will not be the case in decades to
come if we do not invest in social infrastructure. The
same can be said for Melbourne’s west. I am pleased to
see a project like the Tarneit Community Learning
Centre. These projects are fundamental, foundational
and facilitative to a vibrant society in the west and
indeed Victoria.

East–west link
Mr ONDARCHIE (Northern Metropolitan) — The
east–west link is the missing link in Melbourne’s
freeway network. It is one of four key infrastructure
projects, along with the Melbourne Metro rail tunnel,
the port of Hastings and the regional rail project, which
the coalition government is committed to delivering as
part of its all-of-the-above approach to transport. Yet
the Leader of the Opposition and member for
Mulgrave in the Assembly, Daniel Andrews, and
Prime Minister Kevin Rudd stand in the way of
progress for the sake of cheap political point-scoring.
They use the excuse that they want to fund the
Melbourne Metro rail tunnel, but let us look at the
facts: there is no money for that project promised by
the federal Labor government in the next budget — a
paltry $25 million was provided in 2015–16 and
$50 million in 2016–17. If Labor had its way, twothirds of the funds supposedly committed would not be
seen by Victorians until 2019–20 to 2023–24, if ever.
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We need an all-of-the-above strategy for transport in
Victoria, which state and federal Labor simply do not
understand. Kevin Rudd is happy to promise
$1.8 billion to Sydney motorists for a project that has
no business case, unlike the east–west link, but will not
ante up the money for Victoria at the say-so of Daniel
Andrews and the Victorian Labor Party. As an editorial
in the Age of 1 August stated, Daniel Andrews is ‘going
the wrong way’ in opposing the east–west link. If
Daniel Andrews had his way, he would consign
motorists to a decade of more gridlock and indecision.
Kevin, do you want to know something? Instead of
sticking up for your Labor mates, when you come back
to Victoria to campaign, as you are doing today, bring
your chequebook and back Victorian infrastructure
before you have to zip to somewhere else.

East–west link
Hon. R. A. DALLA-RIVA (Eastern
Metropolitan) — Reflecting back to 1995, the then
Leader of the Opposition, John Brumby, made a
comment about the CityLink project. He stated:
The opposition does not support this project. The Victorian
people do not support this project. We will be taking every
step and every measure at every opportunity to strenuously
oppose the legislation.

Imagine Melbourne today without CityLink. How
wrong Labor has been proven. Fast-forward to 31 July
this year, and history has repeated itself with opposition
members saying in a media release that Victorian Labor
‘could not support the $8 billion tunnel’. A letter sent
by Labor to voters states, ‘There is no business case, no
traffic numbers’. It is fair to say that, true to form, the
current Leader of the Opposition offers nothing but
short-sightedness, relentless opposition and mistruths.
Labor seems to have trouble with the concept of the
business case. Let me remind those opposite that a
business case does in fact exist for the east–west link. It
has been submitted to Infrastructure Australia, and a
summary is available for anyone to view on the
internet.
Honourable members interjecting.
Hon. R. A. DALLA-RIVA — Those opposite
interject, but I do not recall Labor producing a
business case for the desal plant. I do not recall Labor
producing a business case for the north–south
pipeline. In fact I do not recall Labor doing much for
infrastructure. That is why we are getting on with the
job of building the east–west link and those opposite
are just whingeing, nagging and complaining.
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Emmaus College debutante ball
Mrs KRONBERG (Eastern Metropolitan) — It was
my great pleasure to attend the Emmaus College
debutante ball on Saturday, 24 August. This event was
the culmination of the fine work and focus of many of
the staff members of Emmaus College under the
stewardship of principal Tony Hirst. The 36 pairs of
year 11 students making their debut provided a splendid
vision for those of us who shared this special occasion
with them. All the time they spent practising,
considering what to wear and what etiquette and
grooming standards needed to be observed to ensure
that the event was glittering and glamorous paid real
dividends. Congratulations to each of the students.
They should be justly proud of themselves.
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total $8.847 million energy cost. For the Alfred hospital
it is $814 612, or 13 per cent of its $6.338 million
energy cost. Health services are energy intensive. They
use large amounts of energy in operating theatres, in
intensive care units, for kitchen and laundry facilities,
for radiology and medical imaging and for general
medical equipment, such as ventilators that keep
patients alive. But there is no compensation for energy
usage forthcoming from the federal government. Not
only do Victorian health services lose but Victorian
patients are also the big losers with this $13.5 million
tax, with fewer beds, fewer nurses, fewer outpatient
services and fewer operations. This tax on health care is
a policy from the worst federal government this country
has ever had.

Federal election
Taiwan Festival
Mrs KRONBERG — On another matter, the
Taiwanese community in Melbourne is to be
congratulated on its Taiwan Festival 2013 which was
held at Federation Square on Sunday, 1 September, and
highlighted the themes of culture, arts, commerce,
scenery and cuisine. The organising committee chaired
by Mr Vincent Liu provided Melburnians with delights,
experiences and opportunities to hear about the
beautiful island nation called Taiwan. In his message
the federal Leader of the Opposition, the Honourable
Tony Abbot, said, ‘I take this opportunity to celebrate
the contribution that people of Taiwanese heritage have
made to our country’.

Jewish New Year
Mrs KRONBERG — Finally, I wish all members
of the Jewish community in Melbourne a sweet and
happy new year, peace and good health. Shana tova.

Carbon tax
Ms CROZIER (Southern Metropolitan) — With
the federal election only three days away I want to put
on the record my concern about the ongoing
implications of a carbon tax and what it has meant to
Victorian hospitals and health services. A recent
analysis of energy bills for Victorian public hospitals
highlights the enormous impost this tax has had. The
carbon tax has cost Victorian public hospitals a
staggering $13.5 million in additional energy costs over
12 months. Energy is expensive enough without having
an additional tax imposed upon our hospital operating
costs.
In my Southern Metropolitan Region, Monash Health
has a carbon cost of $1.299 million, or 15 per cent of its

Mr FINN (Western Metropolitan) — Election time
brings some intriguing sights. We have seen a Prime
Minister running ragged across Australia, throwing
money at anything that moves and showing what
pressure can do to somebody without character. We
have seen a Treasurer trying to misuse his own
department’s findings in a grubby attempt to mislead
Australians on costings. Throw in Big Clive, the Mad
Katter and a variety of other loony fringe parties, and
we probably have more than is strictly good for us.
One thing that has come to my attention is particularly
disturbing. Yesterday a photo was posted to my
Facebook wall showing a piece of graffiti in the federal
seat of Wills. It showed a fence with a familiar green
triangle used by one political party, with the following
words painted inside: ‘Vote Green — or die’. Whether
a prediction or a threat — and I cannot say which it
is — I find this sort of intrusion into the election
campaign not just un-Australian but anti-Australian.
Victoria’s most prominent parliamentary representative
of the Greens party, Mr Adam Bandt, should
immediately publicly dissociate himself and his party
from this sort of obscenity. He should rebuke whoever
is responsible for this disgraceful graffiti. I have never
seen anything like this outrageous endorsement of the
Greens in almost four decades of political involvement.
It is up to Mr Bandt to slap this down immediately and
do his best to ensure it never happens again. This is
Australia. Dying because one votes the so-called
‘wrong’ way is not our way. It is now up to the Greens
to do the right thing.
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Questions on notice reinstatement
The PRESIDENT — Order! I wish to indicate that
Mr Barber has written to me in respect of question on
notice 8152 that was put to the Minister for Higher
Education and Skills for the attention of the Minister
for Energy and Resources. It was a four-part question
and was listed on the notice paper. Mr Barber is
perhaps not satisfied with the response but accepts that
parts 1 and 2 have been answered. However, he refers
to parts 3 and 4, which relate to queries as to whether or
not the minister or senior departmental officials met
with certain companies in relation to the export of
brown coal since 27 November 2010. I note in the
answer from the Minister for Energy and Resources,
Mr Kotsiras that there is no reference to parts 3 or 4 of
the question. I therefore determine that those two parts
should be reinstated on the notice paper.

MINISTER FOR PLANNING
Mr TEE (Eastern Metropolitan) — I move:
That the Minister for Planning no longer possesses the
confidence of this house and —
(1) notes that in the amended defence filed by the Minister
for Planning in Supreme Court proceedings
SCI 2012 250, the Minister for Planning admits that he
has rezoned land at Ventnor —
(a) contrary to legal advice and the advice of the
department of planning; and
(b) in breach of the requirements of the Planning and
Environment Act 1987;
(2) notes that over more than two years the minister has
failed to duly answer questions put to him in relation to
his conduct in this matter including in October 2011,
February 2012, March 2012, May 2012, August 2012,
June 2012 and June 2013;
(3) notes the refusal of the Minister for Planning to provide
any explanation to this house on —
(a) his conduct as outlined above;
(b) why, in initially rezoning the land, the minister
acted contrary to the wishes of the local council,
the local community and the recommendations of
an independent planning panel;
(c) the influence of his then chief of staff and former
adviser to the former Minister for Planning,
Mr Robert Maclellan, had on his decision to rezone
the land; and
(d) the influence of other prominent members of the
Liberal Party including former Kennett
government minister Mr Robert Maclellan, former
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Premier Mr Ted Baillieu and the current federal
member for Flinders, Mr Greg Hunt, who admitted
that he was responsible for persuading the minister
to repeal his decision;

(4) believes that the Minister for Planning has undermined
community confidence in the Victorian planning process
by his conduct which has revealed that —
(a) planning decisions are influenced by party political
patronage;
(b) community participation in the planning process is
irrelevant; and
(c) the views of local councils and independent
planning processes have been sidelined; and
(5) believes that the minister’s conduct has exposed the
Victorian government and Victorian taxpayers to
millions of dollars in damages and has undermined
business confidence and investment which will result in
job losses.

The opposition thought long and hard before bringing
forward this censure motion. It is not a step that we take
lightly. It is something we have thought about for some
time. It is the first censure motion we have moved
against the Minister for Planning. It reflects our
frustration at the conduct of the minister, but it also
reflects the seriousness of the minister’s conduct. He
has brought the position of the Minister for Planning
into disrepute. He has done his job in a way that has
harmed the integrity of planning in Victoria. Under this
minister the planning processes have been disregarded.
They were set aside. However, the greatest offence that
this minister is guilty of is his failure to implement his
fundamental duty, which is to apply the Planning and
Environment Act 1987. His job as minister is to
implement that legislation, and in the case of the
Ventnor rezoning he failed to do so.
This is not simply the view of the opposition. This is
the minister’s own stated position in the Supreme Court
of Victoria. In the Supreme Court documents the
minister admitted that he has been negligent and that he
has failed to implement the provisions of the Planning
and Environment Act 1987. This is a fundamental
failure and neglect of his duty as a Minister for
Planning. It has brought the position into disrepute, and
it has harmed the integrity of planning in Victoria.
As I have said in the motion, over a number of months
now this minister has snubbed his nose at this chamber
and the people of Victoria. Our chamber, although
sometimes maligned in the eyes of the public, is an
important part of our democratic institution of
Parliament. This chamber is an important part of our
accountability to the public and to ourselves. It is here
in this chamber that we scrutinise and we are
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scrutinised. If we do not take this institution seriously,
we are diminished as individuals, and when one of us
does not take this Parliament seriously we are all
diminished as a profession.
And yet that is what this minister has done. More than
17 times in the last two years the minister has been
asked in this chamber to explain his conduct on this
matter, and he has refused to do so. He refused to
answer questions about his conduct in October 2011
and in February, March, May, June and August 2012,
and he again refused to come clean in June this year. As
I said, in doing so his position has been diminished and
he has treated us all with contempt.
He has diminished his position as minister and he has
diminished our position in society and the community
as members of Parliament. Notwithstanding the
minister’s refusal to take any one of a number of
opportunities to explain his conduct in this affair, he has
refused to do so. But despite his wanting to sit this one
out and his hoping it would go away, the tawdry details
have slowly but surely leeched out. Slowly but surely
the public has been drip-fed this disdainful episode as
the minister’s actions have been revealed over two
years. Despite the minister’s refusal to answer any
questions and his stonewalling of any questions, the
details have emerged and the minister’s actions have
undermined his position and the credibility of planning
in Victoria.
The details of this matter have emerged despite the
minister’s efforts to stonewall any questions, and we
have found out over two years that the minister was not
motivated by the Planning and Environment Act, the
concerns of the local community or the views of an
independent panel. The evidence in the Supreme Court
documents shows what motivated this minister was
base political gain. What motivated this minister and
his actions in this case was pure and simply naked
political patronage. I will go through the details of what
was motivating this minister. What has emerged over
the last two years is that this episode was a vehicle to
deliver for political mates. The minister hoped and
thought he could get away with it.
Mrs Peulich interjected.
Mr TEE — I will come to the evidence.
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On 8 August 2011 the minister wrote to the mayor of
the Shire of Bass Coast and said he had decided to
rezone the land in Ventnor from farming to residential,
and in so doing he provided a financial windfall to the
owner.
Mrs Peulich interjected.
Mr TEE — Again, Mrs Peulich, this is not my
view; it is the view set out in the Supreme Court
documents, and I will come to those. The minister no
longer disputes the Supreme Court documents. He no
longer disputes that in rezoning the land he acted
contrary to the wishes of the community and the
recommendations of the local council and the two
independent panels that advised against the rezoning of
this land. On 8 August 2011 Mr Guy disregarded those
works that had gone on for a number of years and
delivered a slap in the face to those communities. He
delivered a slap in the face to those who had faith in the
planning process. He delivered a blow to those
members of the community who over a number of
years had put in submissions, given evidence and
participated in the council process and the independent
planning process.
In collaboration with the council and the panels, the
community created a vision that would last for 10 to
20 years. It was a vision for jobs, a vision for growth, a
vision for open space and a vision for development.
Until the minister’s intervention, that community of
people had worked for a number of years to define the
character and shape of where and how they were going
to live. But that was thrown away in August 2011 when
the minister disregarded all of that and wrote to the
shire council to say, ‘I am going to rezone the land’.
Mrs Peulich interjected.
Mr TEE — It had a devastating impact on those
local community members, as I am sure that even
Mrs Peulich would acknowledge. The impact was felt
right across Victoria: why would you as a local
community member participate in the planning
process? Why would you engage with your local
council or with an independent panel? Why would you
put in a submission when it could be ripped apart with
the stroke of a pen by this minister? Why would you
trust any process that involved this minister and this
government?

Mrs Peulich — We’re all ears.
Mr TEE — Good. The minister thought he could
get away with it. Phillip Island is a long way away. He
thought he could avoid scrutiny. He thought if he kept
stonewalling us in this Parliament the issue would
simply go away.

As bad as all that was, the culpability of the minister
goes further. As well as pushing the community aside
and disregarding the process, the minister acted against
the legal advice he received and the advice of his own
department.
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Mrs Peulich — Where is the evidence? Where is
the proof of gain?
Mr TEE — Mrs Peulich asks for proof. I am happy
to provide Mrs Peulich with an affidavit — not the
minister’s affidavit — of the Victorian government
solicitor dated 29 October 2012. I am trying to find the
exact reference for Mrs Peulich because I want to be
absolutely clear. In the affidavit by the minister’s
solicitor, at paragraph 34 she says that in May:
… the department prepared a brief for the minister regarding
the request for ministerial intervention …

At paragraph 35 she says that the briefing:
… recommended against the minister intervening to have the
land included in the township boundary and rezoned to
facilitate … development …

The minister himself, through his solicitors, admitted
that he had advice in May — bearing in mind that in
August he rezoned the land — from the
department — —
Mr Finn interjected.
Mr TEE — Mr Finn asks, ‘Where is the proof?’.
This is the affidavit — —
The PRESIDENT — Order! I note from the
speakers list that both Mr Finn and Mrs Peulich will be
contributing to this debate. I suggest they hold fire and
wait until they have the opportunity to speak. I have
been fairly tolerant of constant interjections directed to
Mr Tee, who is a robust debater and I do not think it has
distracted him, but nonetheless I think members have
reached the limit of my tolerance in terms of constant
interjections. Mr Tee to continue without assistance.
Mr TEE — As I said, I am just going through the
affidavit filed for the minister in the Supreme Court
proceedings where it admits at paragraph 35 that in
May the minister received advice from his department
not to proceed with the rezoning, as we have already
seen, and I have the letter from August to the mayor as
proof that the minister rezoned the land in August.
The minister received the brief which recommended
not to rezone in May. At paragraph 36 his solicitor
says:
On 3 June 2011, and despite the content of the … briefing …
an adviser to the minister, requested that the department
progress the preparation of an amendment …

The minister’s solicitor says that contrary to the
departmental advice, the minister, through his office,
directed the preparation of the rezoning. Then what
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happened, Mrs Peulich, and I am just taking you
through the minister’s version of events through his
affidavit, which I am more than happy to provide,
is — —
Mr Finn — On a point of order, President, you have
quite correctly rebuked me and Mrs Peulich for
interjecting. Can I suggest, given that Mr Tee is
refusing to direct his comments through the Chair and
is in fact directing his comments to either me or
Mrs Peulich, that he is asking for interjections and as a
result is flouting your ruling.
The PRESIDENT — Order! I was about to rise to
my feet and say exactly that. In terms of Mr Tee’s
debate, to be referring the matter simply to Mrs Peulich,
who will be but one of the speakers in this debate, is in
fact inviting her to participate further right now by way
of interjection rather than by her subsequent
contribution later in the debate. Mr Finn is absolutely
right that the matter should be referred through the
Chair, and I think that these are matters of interest to all
members of Parliament, not simply one member. I
uphold the point of order.
Mr TEE — Thank you, President, I will direct my
comments through you. We have a briefing to the
minister advising not to rezone. The minister’s office
was saying he should disregard the briefing; it wanted
to rezone. What the department did — and again this is
in the affidavit filed on behalf of the minister, bearing
in mind that he rezoned in August — is in July the
department obtained legal advice from a lawyer within
the department to ascertain whether it was appropriate
for the minister to exempt himself from notice under
the act in relation to the proposed amendment. That
advice, according to paragraph 38 of the affidavit filed
by the minister, recommended against the legal advice,
recommended against the exercise of the power to
rezone. There is the departmental advice and there is
the legal advice.
As we continue with this tawdry tale, what happened,
as we know from paragraph 39 of the affidavit, is that
on 25 July the department provided the minister with
further advice — the second piece of advice. This
second briefing confirmed to the minister the legal
advice that the department had provided, which
recommended against rezoning. In seeking to rezone,
the minister was trying to use section 20(4) of the
Planning and Environment Act 1987 to provide himself
with an exemption so that he did not have to provide
notice and he did not have to go through the process.
He wanted to come in over the top and use that as a
vehicle. The legal advice was that he did not have the
power to do so and that to do so would be a breach of
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the act and he could not exercise this power because
there was no basis for him to exercise that power in that
way. For a second time the department advised the
minister that he ought not behave in that way because
in doing so he would be acting in breach of the act —
that he did not have the power under the act to behave
as he did.
Despite the legal advice, despite the departmental
advice, despite the community concerns, despite the
council, despite the independent panel — despite all
that — in August, as members know, the minister
decided to proceed with the rezoning, and the letter
from the minister is evidence of that. This house is
entitled to ask: who stood to benefit and who gained out
of this process?
Mrs Peulich interjected.
Mr TEE — Again, what we then find is that the real
action was not in the department, the community or the
council, but that it occurred around a very small
number of very influential people with very close ties to
the Liberal Party. What we find as we read through the
affidavit material — and again I am happy to take
Mrs Peulich through it chapter and verse and to give it
to her — is that a small number of people very closely
associated with the Liberal Party were the ones who
stood to gain out of this process.
The first was obviously Ms Carley Nicholls, who
wanted to buy the land. She had put in a conditional
offer and she wanted to buy the land. She has set out in
her affidavit material that she stood to gain millions of
dollars if she converted her conditional offer and
bought the land outright, but she wanted Mr Guy to
rezone the land. Her husband was a member of the
Liberal Party.
The local Liberal Party MP, Mr Ken Smith, the
member for Bass in the other place, organised a
meeting with Ms Nicholls and the Minister for Planning
at her home in Silverleaves on Phillip Island. Mr Guy
has made much of the fact that the meeting could not
have occurred because Ms Nicholls lives in Caulfield.
He has spoken about a long kitchen table. Through you,
President — I note that the minister is not in the
chamber — no-one has ever alleged that the meeting
occurred in Caulfield. The meeting occurred at
Ms Nicholls’s house in Silverleaves on Phillip Island.
What we also know through the affidavit material filed
in the court proceedings is that Ms Nicholls’s husband,
a member of the Liberal Party, regularly contacted the
minister’s chief of staff, attempting to push through the
redevelopment. On a number of occasions contact was
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made between Ms Nicholls’s husband and the
minister’s then chief of staff, Meg Bartel. This again is
another interesting link between Ms Bartel and her
former employer, who happened to be Mr Rob
Maclellan, a former planning minister in the Kennett
government, a long-time resident of Phillip Island and a
passionate advocate for development on that land. The
Minister for Planning has already admitted that he met
with Mr Maclellan on the land, the subject of this issue,
so the minister visited the site with the former minister.
What we had on the one hand were the community and
the department and on the other hand a small group of
Liberal Party members who wanted to have the land
developed and who stood to gain millions of dollars if
the land was redeveloped.
Mrs Peulich interjected.
Mr TEE — That is the affidavit material,
Mrs Peulich. As we have seen, in August the minister
rezoned the land. Then, as has now become notorious,
we had the minister’s spectacular backflip. After he told
Ms Carley Nicholls that the land had been rezoned —
again, we have that letter — and Ms Nicholls bought
the land, the minister then changed his mind.
Ms Nicholls went from paying top dollar for land that
she was going to redevelop and put 200 houses on to
owning farmland. She felt aggrieved. She felt that the
minister, her mate, had let her down and she sued and
she sued. As a result of that, all this murkiness has been
revealed. We know that in order to settle the case the
taxpayers, on behalf of the minister, have paid more
than $3 million — $3 million! — to cover up for the
minister’s incompetence.
The question again needs to be asked: why? Why did
he backflip? Was it the public outrage? Was it, as
Mr Barber suggested, the tweet of Miley Cyrus? It is
interesting to note that another Liberal Party member
has taken credit for this because of his intervention. The
federal member for Flinders, Mr Greg Hunt — —
Mrs Peulich interjected.
Mr TEE — Mrs Peulich might dispute Mr Hunt’s
version of events, but he says he was the one who was
responsible for persuading the minister to change his
mind.
Mrs Peulich interjected.
Mr TEE — Mrs Peulich says, ‘So what?’, but
imagine being a member of the public watching this
undignified squabble between one small group — a
small handful of Liberal Party members — and another
Liberal Party member over the rezoning of this land.
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We had this tug of war between Robert Maclellan on
the one hand and Greg Hunt on the other hand; we had
a squabble between the two factions of the Liberal
Party, a squabble that has cost taxpayers $3 million.

by the President. I ask them to desist from interjecting.
There are plenty of opportunities to speak, and I ask
members to use those opportunities if they wish to
make contributions.

This squabble has completely put aside the views of the
community and the independent panel; those views
have all been put aside. What we have seen is much
more than an embarrassing episode in Victorian
planning history. It is much more than a sordid episode,
because it demonstrates a very opaque system of
planning in Victoria, where it does not matter what the
community thinks, what councils, panels or the
department think or what the legal advice is. None of
that matters at all. It is your ticket to the Liberal Party
that gets you over the line. It is your membership card
that makes the difference; it is your status. It is certainly
not what you know in Victoria.

Mr TEE — Really, this is not a debate about the
facts, as they are not in dispute. The affidavit material is
on the public record. The minister’s defence is on the
public record. The admissions are all on the public
record. The issue before the house today is: how do we
respond to that? This motion urges the house, and all of
us, to draw a line in the sand and say that we will not
accept this sort of behaviour in the future. We want a
better planning system. Victorians deserve a system
that is transparent and a process that is open and
accountable. What we have seen in this unfortunate
episode is that none of those benchmarks are being met.
And that is what this motion seeks.

What is really at the heart of this motion is the divide
between the process and the act and motivations of the
minister on this occasion. I urge this house to support
the censure motion; I urge members to support the
motion to take a stand against the appalling behaviour
of the minister. I wish to repeat that none of this is
contested: it is all in the affidavit material, it has been
disclosed through the material that the opposition has
obtained through FOI. The material is out there on the
public record, and it is not disputed. The facts are not in
dispute here; the only thing that is in dispute is whether
we are going to stand idly by and let this episode go
unnoted or take a stand and say this is not how you
conduct planning in Victoria.

Let us put aside this unfortunate episode in Victorian
planning history, draw a line in the sand and look to a
better future. This motion seeks to find a way for us as a
Parliament and as a community to move forward and to
learn the lessons, to accept that mistakes have been
made and to find a better way. This is not simply a
matter of political intrigue; it is about investment,
certainty and saying to the local community as well as
communities right across Victoria that they should have
confidence in the system. It is about saying to the
business community that this is a clear and accountable
system. The business community should have
confidence that if it presents a case with merit, it will be
heard. The evidence is out there that this is not what has
occurred on this occasion, and the motion seeks to
remedy that. I urge the house to support the motion.

The debate is not about the facts, which are now out in
the public domain. They are not in dispute. The only
thing that is in dispute is how we deal with the facts.
How do we — as human beings, as a Parliament, as
politicians — respond to what we know.
Mrs Peulich interjected.
Mr TEE — Mrs Peulich asks where the political
gain is. It is $3 million to his Liberal Party mates.
Mrs Peulich interjected.
Mr Leane — On a point of order, Acting President,
before you took the chair the President requested that
Mrs Peulich desist from her constant interjections. I
think that since the President has left the chair she has
been trying to take advantage of his not being present to
flout his ruling.
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr Tarlamis) —
Order! I uphold the point of order, and I remind
members of the previous rulings and comments made

Hon. D. M. DAVIS (Minister for Health) — The
Minister for Planning, Mr Guy, is a good minister and
an honest minister, and this motion is misplaced. Those
who have been in this chamber for a long period know
it is an uncommon event to see a motion of no
confidence in a minister, and these motions ought not
be brought to the chamber lightly. No-confidence
motions send an important signal, and they should not
be misused. They should be used in a way that is
sparing, balanced and focused on evidence and facts.
The presentation that we heard from Mr Tee today was
lacking on all of those points. It was lacking in balance,
lacking in evidence and lacking in hard facts to support
what he has brought forward.
Minister Guy has the confidence and support of this
house and of the government and the Parliament more
generally. Minister Guy has acquitted himself very well
as a minister. He has begun the difficult process of
reforming planning zones. He has undertaken a series
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of important landmark reforms, and the process to bring
about a metropolitan planning strategy will see a much
better planning system in Victoria, with more local
control, more local input and more community input
than has been the case hitherto. He has begun those
processes and is going about that reform assiduously.
By the end of this term of government people will look
at the work that Minister Guy has done in reforming
planning and see that there have been some
foundational changes that have made for a better and
fairer planning system with much greater community
input.
As I proceed today I intend to look at the points
proposed by Mr Tee in his motion and to dismiss them
one by one, because they are either simply nonsense or
not based on evidence, and I will contrast this motion
with other motions that have been brought to this
chamber that did have the evidence and material behind
them that this motion does not. In his motion Mr Tee
says he notes the amended defence filed by the Minister
for Planning in the Supreme Court and claims it was
contrary to legal advice and the advice of the then
Department of Planning and in breach of the
requirements of the Planning and Environment
Act 1987. I put it to the house that it was not in breach
of the requirements of the Planning and Environment
Act and that advice from departments and legal advice
is varied — sometimes it is accurate and wise and
sometimes not. Ministers have to make decisions, and
they have to make decisions on the basis of advice, but
they do not have to accept every piece of advice that is
put to them. A minister making a decision against the
advice of his department or her department is a
common occurrence, and those on the other side who
have been ministers will understand that.
Mr Barber — I’ve been a councillor.
Hon. D. M. DAVIS — Mr Barber has been a
councillor, and he understands. It is the role of
bureaucrats to put forward information, facts and
advice, but that does not mean it always and invariably
has to be accepted. Ministers can have a different view,
can have different information and can challenge advice
and the basis on which advice is provided. On this
occasion it is clear that there was one lot of advice and
Mr Guy has not always and invariably accepted that
advice. A minister can do that.
Let me be clear on this. It is a fact that there was an
action in the Supreme Court and an amended defence.
However, it is not uncommon for planning ministers to
have these sorts of legal cases. On a number of
occasions in this house Mr Guy has outlined in full
examples of occasions where legal action was brought
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against planning ministers under many governments. It
is not an unusual outcome because people often do not
agree with the decision of a planning minister. Planning
is one of those difficult portfolios where a decision by a
minister can have an effect on outcomes for a particular
individual or firm, and on certain occasions the
individual or firm will have recourse to law. That is our
system, and we should not be surprised that a planning
minister like Mr Guy has to defend himself from time
to time in that way, as have all planning ministers under
governments of all political colours.
Paragraph (3) of Mr Tee’s motion says he notes the
refusal of the Minister for Planning to provide an
explanation to the house. In fact it is my strong view
that Mr Guy has provided a great deal of information to
the house. He has provided full explanations on a
number of matters. At some points in time he was not at
liberty to do so because a legal action was in train.
Obviously that is a circumstance that on some
occasions limits the capacity of ministers to give the
full explanation that they might like to. However, since
that legal action has been completed Mr Guy has given
a full explanation to the house. I for one am persuaded
by his points to the house and the information that he
has provided. Paragraph (3) also goes on to claim that
Mr Guy has not provided an explanation of why in
initially rezoning the land he acted, in the words of the
motion, ‘contrary to the wishes of the local council, the
local community’. I will let Mr Guy explain the details
of these matters, but I am persuaded by the full and
complete explanations that he has provided to the
house.
Paragraph (3)(c) of Mr Tee’s motion asserts ‘the
influence of his then chief of staff’. Meg Bartel is a fine
person who has served Victoria well in a number of
capacities for a number of years. I put on record that
she is a person of integrity, honesty and great capacity.
To slur her in this way is simply outrageous.
Paragraph (3)(d) of the motion says:
the influence of other prominent members of the Liberal Party
including former Kennett government minister Mr Robert
Maclellan, former Premier Mr Ted Baillieu and the current
federal member for Flinders, Mr Greg Hunt, who admitted
that he was responsible for persuading the minister to repeal
his decision.

I suggest ‘admitted’ is a very strange choice of words.
These are people of prominence in the community who
are being attacked through this motion by Mr Tee, and
he is attacking them without justification. This is an
attempt to smear. It is an attempt to hold matters of
probity and integrity in public life to a very low
standard, and I do not believe for one moment that this
motion stands up. The evidence that has been produced
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has not been of a standard that would in any way
persuade me.
Paragraph (4) of the motion states that the planning
minister has undermined community confidence in
Victorian planning processes. All of Minister Guy’s
activities have been about empowering communities.
Residential zones and other key steps of that type are
about providing greater local autonomy, greater local
power, greater local input and greater community input.
I for one very much believe that this is the right trend,
and I support Minister Guy’s direction.
Those who were in this house at the end of the last
Parliament will remember the combination of Greens
and ALP members who refused to extend debate on
planning amendment VC67. That proposal stripped
away community powers in a very nasty way, and those
who were part of the campaign to see it overturned will
remember that very well. In this context, to have
Mr Tee talk about community participation is a bit rich.
Of course he spent time in the office of former planning
minister Rob Hulls. That was a minister who did not
advance community participation; he overrode
community participation.
While we are talking about community participation,
for goodness sake, what about the Hotel Windsor
development? The ABC got hold of a document that
talked about sham community consultation. That was
the focus of the previous government, the previous
planning minister and other former ministers — sham
community consultation. According to their own
document, they made decisions on the basis of sham
community consultation. It is extraordinary for
members opposite to come into this chamber now and
talk in any way about community consultation after
ministers in the former government were involved in
sham community consultation. It is simply appalling.
There was also the overriding of local community
views in relation to the Barwon Heads bridge, and
former MP Michael Crutchfield’s extraordinary
intervention after this chamber passed a disallowance
motion overriding the decisions of the then planning
minister. The former government went around that
disallowance another way and overrode the
community’s views on that important set of steps on the
Bellarine Peninsula.
Paragraph (5) of the motion states that the minister’s
conduct has exposed the Victorian government and
Victorian taxpayers to millions of dollars in damages. It
is routine that settlements are not disclosed in these
cases. As Mr Guy has pointed out, that has been the
case under all planning ministers over a long period. He
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has demonstrated a greater level of transparency here,
indicating that at times of annual reports there will be
greater transparency. There is a solid case for that. It is
not the case that he has behaved in any way differently
to any other planning minister in this matter. The fact is
that settlements are made and cases that are brought
against planning ministers need to be sensibly
managed.
It is important to think about previous no-confidence
motions in this chamber and to look at the strength of
evidence that was behind those. I am going to quote
some sections of a motion I brought to this chamber on
3 June 2009. That motion was against the previous
planning minister and was carried by this chamber. It
stated that the Minister for Planning no longer
possessed the confidence of this house, and it noted the
Victorian Ombudsman’s report on the investigation into
the alleged improper conduct of councillors at
Brimbank City Council, tabled on 7 May 2009. That
was a stinging report. It was a damaging report for the
government, and the Ombudsman’s investigations laid
out a pattern of behaviour by the then minister. The
Ombudsman certainly got to the bottom of what the
then planning minister, Justin Madden, was up to. This
chamber passed judgement on that, and it did so on the
basis of the very strong evidence in that report. I know
Mr Finn has firsthand knowledge of the behaviour of
some parts of the Australian Labor Party in the western
suburbs.
The motion noted the minister’s failure to fully answer
questions put to him in this house. That is true — he did
fail to fully answer them. It also noted the fact that the
minister misled this house. He was also caught making
contradictory statements. It was very clear that he had
misled the house. The motion further noted:
… that the minister knew of the political corruption in his
office having been informed of the issues concerning
Mr Hakki Suleyman through a series of questions and
statements in this house between 2005 and 2008 —

and through correspondence which was referred
directly to in this chamber and was made publicly
available by the Sunshine Residents and Ratepayers
Association. This material was made available to the
then minister, showing directly the political corruption
of parts of the ALP in the western suburbs that involved
members of his office. We can see an extraordinary
difference between the motion that has been brought
today and the motion that came to the chamber on an
earlier occasion. That motion also noted:
… that the minister allowed politically corrupt activities,
including improper influence and political standover tactics,
in his office to continue despite being warned …
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He was warned repeatedly — —
Mr Viney — On a point of order, Acting President,
I am pleased that Mr Davis has opened up these issues,
and when I speak I will be happy to respond. However,
I think the minister ought to be brought back to the
motion. This is a censure motion about Mr Guy. We are
not debating a motion that was considered and dealt
with in the last Parliament.
Hon. D. M. DAVIS — On the point of order,
Acting President, clearly I am looking at similar
motions that have come to this chamber about the want
of confidence in ministers and comparing the standard
of evidence that was behind those motions with the lack
of evidence behind this motion.
Mr Finn — On the point of order, Acting President,
the point Mr Davis made is a very good one — that is,
that for us to make any comment on the current
planning minister we must make comparisons with
benchmarks set by previous planning ministers. I
believe that Mr Davis is attempting to use a perfectly
legitimate form of argument in this debate, and I ask
you to rule the point of order out of order.
Mr Viney — Further on the point of order, Acting
President, I concur that a passing reference to previous
debates in this chamber can be relevant in a debate, but
this is not a passing reference. The entire speech that
Mr Davis is delivering is devoted to matters associated
with a former Minister for Planning in the last
Parliament. That is clearly pushing the matter way
beyond the debating rules of this place, and he ought to
be asked to come back to the motion before the Chair.
Mrs Peulich — On the point of order, Acting
President, Mr Viney is having two bites at the same
cherry, not having communicated his first point of order
very persuasively. The points raised and covered by
Mr Davis in detail go to the very heart of this motion —
that is, the level of proof and evidence that this house
requires in order to properly consider a no-confidence
motion in a minister. I think it is entirely appropriate to
canvass the previous motions that have been moved in
this house, their outcomes and the level of evidence
provided during the debates.
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr Tarlamis) —
Order! The Leader of the Government has some
latitude as the lead speaker. I believe he was straying
somewhat from the motion and I ask him to come back
to the motion.
Hon. D. M. DAVIS — As you know, Acting
President, I did step through every single point of
Mr Tee’s motion in great detail, and I am, as
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Mrs Peulich outlined, wanting to get on record a
number of the points that were made in other motions
as a point of counterpoising the evidence requirement
of this house to successfully support a motion of no
confidence in a minister.
The second part of the motion that was brought in 2009
related to the minister’s constituency of Western
Metropolitan Region. It held that it was not acceptable
to condone or accept:
(a) a minister who knew about corruption in his office and
failed to act;
(b) a minister who knew his staff were intimidating rather
than assisting — —

Mr Viney — On a point of order, Acting President,
you just asked the Leader of the Government to come
back to the motion before the Chair and he immediately
started debating and canvassing historic matters in
relation to a previous debate in this chamber in the
previous Parliament. Surely this is completely
untenable. The minister is required to debate the matter
before the Chair, and not a matter that was before a
previous President in a previous Parliament.
Mr Finn — On the point of order, Acting President,
I can fully understand why Mr Viney wants to shut the
debate down with respect to Justin Madden’s
benchmarks — —
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr Tarlamis) —
Order! I say to Mr Finn that that is not a point of order.
If he has a point of order, I ask him to raise it.
Mr Finn — If you listened to me, Acting President,
you would understand the point that I am making, and
that is that the points being made by Mr Davis are
legitimate debating points, comparing the performance
of this minister with previous — —
Mr Viney — It is not relevant.
Mr Finn — It is very relevant, Mr Viney. It is
comparing the performance of this minister with
previous planning ministers. That has to be a legitimate
point to be made in this debate. To rule discussions of
previous planning ministers out of this debate makes a
joke of the whole thing and just destroys any relevance
that this debate might have to anything or anyone.
Mrs Peulich — On the point of order, Acting
President, the motion is very broad. It talks about how a
minister’s conduct may expose the government of the
day and taxpayers. It talks about undermining
community confidence. It talks about Victorian
planning processes and the Planning and Environment
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Act 1987. All the matters that Mr Davis is raising are
relevant to all those points. He seeks to compare the
levels of proof and evidence that are required — in
particular for new members to the Parliament to
understand the level of proof and the level of evidence
that are required — for a censure motion against a
minister of the government to be passed in this house. It
is entirely appropriate that Mr Davis cite some of that
evidence, which is on the record in documents that have
been tabled in this Parliament.
Mr Ondarchie — On the point of order, Acting
President, I believe it is reasonable that members are
allowed to contextualise their responses to motions
before this chamber, and other Acting Presidents and
Presidents have ruled on the fact. I think Mr Davis is
doing that. I suggest that you rule the point of order out
of order.
Mr Viney — Further on the point of order, Acting
President, members seem to be misunderstanding the
point of order that I raised. The point of order I raised
was not my original point of order, which was that I
believed the debate had strayed from what was before
the Chair. You ruled on that, Acting President, and you
asked the minister to come back to the motion before
the Chair. My subsequent point of order is that he is
flouting that — that you asked him to come back to the
motion before the Chair and he has not. He has
continued the same speech, attacking a previous
minister in a previous Parliament about a previous
debate. That was my original point of order, you have
ruled on it correctly and the minister is ignoring it.
Mrs Peulich — Further on the point of order,
Acting President, in your ruling — and I think
Mr Viney is streamlining your ruling selectively — you
pointed out that as the lead speaker for the government
against a very serious motion the lead speaker has a
certain degree of latitude. I believe Mr Davis’s
comments so far are within those parameters.
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr Tarlamis) —
Order! In regard to the point of order, as per my
previous ruling, I ask the minister to come back to the
motion. He can make passing references to it, but it
should not be the substance of his contribution.
Hon. D. M. DAVIS — At paragraph (5) of
Mr Tee’s motion, he says he believes:
… the minister’s conduct has exposed the Victorian
government and Victorian taxpayers to millions of dollars in
damages …

He is asserting that there is a cost to the system. I have
indicated that of course there are legal actions brought
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against planning ministers from time to time, but I
know in an earlier motion that was brought to the
chamber on 3 June 2009 the following points were
made:
(c) a minister whose office influenced a series of planning
decisions so that community resources were reallocated
in the interests of ALP mates; and
(d) a minister whose office diverted local community
resources away from the community and set them up as
Australian Labor Party resources, and branch head
offices.

That is what Mr Madden, a previous planning minister,
did. He misused community resources in that way.
Contrast that in this very stark way to a minister who is
going about his job in a proper way and who does get
involved in some litigation with an aggrieved party.
Those actions occur — there are proper legal actions —
but those actions have now been settled.
The contrast with the previous Minister for Planning is
that the previous minister made planning decisions so
that community resources were reallocated in the
interests of his ALP mates. The minister’s office
diverted local community resources away from the
community and set them up as Australian Labor Party
resources and branch head offices. That is an
extraordinary misuse of resources, and there was the
evidence there. We had the diary entries. Marilyn Canet
gave me the diaries, gave me the information which I
presented in this house, the formal diary entries
showing when she went into that office and said corrupt
conduct was happening in the office. Of course this
chamber was unhappy to see a minister of the Crown
undertaking corrupt conduct in his office, and of course
this chamber was going to censure a corrupt minister of
the Crown like Justin Madden — a corrupt minister.
This chamber was not happy with that minister, and
twice we censured him, but we did it on the basis of
evidence — the Ombudsman’s reports, documents,
actual facts.
Ms Broad — On a point of order, Acting President,
if the Leader of the Government wants to throw around
terms like ‘corrupt minister’, assuming he is not
referring to Mr Guy, then perhaps he should use the
standing orders and move a substantive motion in
relation — —
Hon. D. M. DAVIS — There has been one.
Ms Broad — No, now, Minister. Perhaps you
would like to speak to a different motion than the one
you are speaking to and — —
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The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr Finn) — Order!
Ms Broad might like to address her comments through
the Chair.
Ms Broad — I will ignore the disorderly
interjections, Acting President, and indeed address the
Chair. Under standing orders if a member wants to
address a motion where they accuse a member of being
corrupt, they are required to move a substantive motion
and speak to that motion. The motion before the Chair
right now does not accuse a former planning minister
and current member of the lower house of being
corrupt, so again assuming that the Leader of the
Government is not accusing Mr Guy of being corrupt,
perhaps he would like to come back to the motion and
address the motion before the Chair.
Hon. D. M. DAVIS — On the point of order,
Acting President, there was such a motion. It was
brought to this house and it was passed. I draw the
attention of the house to the Minutes of the Proceedings
no. 119, 3 June 2009, and the motion headed ‘Want of
confidence in the Minister for Planning’. That debate
included phrases like ‘the minister knew of the political
corruption in his office’. It is not acceptable to condone
a minister — —
Mr Viney interjected.
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr Finn) — Order!
Mr Davis has the call at the moment. If Mr Viney
wishes to take his turn, I will be very happy to hear
him, but Mr Davis has the call at the moment.
Mr Viney interjected.
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr Finn) —
Mr Viney! Mr Davis on the point of order.
Hon. D. M. DAVIS — As I said, reading from the
Minutes of the Proceedings no. 119, 3 June 2009,
makes it clear that the chamber actually saw such a
motion, dealt with the motion, looked at the evidence
and came to a conclusion. Ms Broad wants me to bring
forward such a motion. In fact such a motion has been
brought forward, and it is entirely within my scope as
lead speaker here to look at the standard that is required
for a want of confidence motion and to look at similar
motions in recent times.
Mr Viney — On the point of order, Acting
President, it is an outrageous abuse of the processes of
points of order for the Leader of the Government to be
reprosecuting allegations that are the subject of a point
of order. The point of order is clear. If Mr Davis wishes
to make allegations about a serving member of this
Parliament, he must do so by substantive motion. It
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does not matter how many motions there have been in
the past; if in any debate in this chamber he wishes to
make allegations about someone, it must be done by
using the proper forms of the house.
Mr O’Brien — On the point of order, Acting
President, I was listening to the aspect of the debate that
Mr Davis was referring to. He was referring to the
previous conduct that had been considered — and he
has explained that in the point of order — which is
relevant to the question of whether this present minister
possesses the confidence of the house. Further, I note
that in Ms Broad’s point of order she sought a number
of times to inappropriately characterise the conduct that
Mr Davis was referring to in terms of the present
minister, and I think that answers Mr Viney’s further
point of order as well.
Mrs Peulich — On the point of order, Acting
President, I think we have covered the ground in
previous points of order. It absolutely goes to the heart
of this motion, and that is to compare and contrast the
level of evidence and detail that has been presented to
this chamber via documents tabled in this house and
attempts to summarise the content of a debate that has
been conducted in this chamber. It is not reprosecuting
the case, it is summarising in order to compare and
contrast the level of detail and evidence that is required
for a censure motion against a minister to succeed. I
think it absolutely goes to the heart of this motion. New
members of Parliament who were not privy to the
previous debates and who may not quite understand the
level of evidence that is required deserve the
opportunity to be apprised of past practices of this
chamber.
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr Finn) — Order!
I thank members for their contributions and their advice
to the Chair. My view is that reference to previous
standards as set by previous ministers should be
admissible in debates such as this. This is a very serious
motion. There are very few motions that are more
serious than the one that is before the Chair at the
moment. However, it is very difficult for me to rule on
this point of order without having the wording of the
motions that have previously been agreed to by the
house in relation to the previous planning minister,
Mr Madden. I have concerns that Mr Davis has made
certain allegations against a sitting member of the
Parliament, albeit in another place. Those concerns are,
as has been pointed out by Mr Viney and Ms Broad,
that no such allegations of corruption — I think the
term is — can be made without a substantive motion.
I am concerned that that accusation has been made, but
as I say, it is very difficult for me to make a ruling
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without seeing the wording of the motions that have
previously been agreed to by this house, albeit in a
previous Parliament. So I do not uphold the point of
order at the moment, but I do caution Mr Davis to use
discretion when referring to sitting members of the
Parliament.
Hon. D. M. DAVIS — Acting President, there have
been a number of these motions in the chamber in the
recent period. In the Minutes of the Proceedings
no. 159, 10 March 2010, there is also a want of
confidence motion in the then Minister for Planning,
Justin Madden. It drew on information provided in the
earlier motion but also on the sham consultation
strategy regarding the Windsor Hotel redevelopment. In
terms of the community consultation aspect of
Mr Tee’s motion, it was very clear that the evidence of
a lack of community consultation at that time was very
strong. There was actually a formal government
document outlining a sham community consultation
process that was accepted as a legitimate document by
the chamber and was in part the basis of the motion that
was brought to and accepted by this chamber on
10 March 2010.
In each of those cases there were very long debates —
5 hours and 47 minutes on the first one and 7 hours and
1 minute on the second one. The debates looked
forensically at the evidence that was presented. They
looked very closely at the weight and the veracity of
that evidence. What we have seen today with the
motion moved in the chamber by Mr Tee is a complete
lack of real evidence and a complete lack of an actual
basis for the allegations and statements he has made in
the motion.
The steps in this motion are not proven, they are not
shown to be reasonable assertions and they do not have
the evidence behind them. For those reasons I indicate
to the chamber that I believe the chamber should reject
Mr Tee’s motion and that Mr Guy, as Minister for
Planning, does still possess the confidence of the house.
As I said, he is a good minister, he is an honest
minister, and this is a misplaced motion. In my view it
is an abuse of process. It is focused on repeating
negative assertions which are not backed by facts and
which ought not have been brought to the chamber in
this form. The minister has done the right thing in
answering these points, and he has gone much further
than the former Minister for Planning did on any of
those matters. My point is that this motion should be
rejected.
Mr VINEY (Eastern Victoria) — I rise to support
the motion, and I do so for a number of reasons. Not the
least is that when a minister is appointed to the area that
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he or she held as a shadow minister, their record as a
shadow minister stands as part of the consideration of
how they might behave as a minister. The positions this
minister took against the former Minister for Planning,
Justin Madden, now the member for Essendon in the
Assembly, include him making allegations in a public
hearing of the Standing Committee on Finance and
Public Administration by saying, ‘Chair, we are
investigating corruption. That is what this is about,
corruption’.
In the debates on the motions seeking to censure the
former planning minister Mr Guy accused the then
planning minister of being both unintelligent and
ignorant. He set the bar for the standard upon which a
Minister for Planning should be judged in this place.
For all of the bluster of Mr Davis, who spent his entire
contribution talking about debates in this chamber in
the last Parliament, we know this about the former
planning minister, Justin Madden, and the contrast
between him and Mr Guy. We all know that every
planning minister is potentially going to be sued for
making decisions and following processes; they are all
open to that potential risk. But one thing is sure: the
former Minister for Planning, Mr Madden, never had to
pay millions of dollars of hush money. Not once did he
have to pay millions of dollars of hush money to silence
people who were objecting to the mismanagement of a
planning process, as Mr Guy has had to do.
Not only that but Mr Guy had to use civil procedure to
cover over the fact that he had mishandled the planning
process to the point where in court any judge would
have overturned the decision. Why? Because a minister
cannot intervene in a project twice, and that is what this
minister has had to do. He intervened in the project to
make the planning decision — he intervened on that
occasion. He failed to complete the process of what he
announced by gazetting the matter, and then he
reversed his decision, which was in effect a second
intervention. That is not available to a minister. You
cannot intervene twice, and that is what he did. Any
court would have instructed the minister to complete
the original intervention. A court would have made that
instruction.
What Mr Guy has done is use a civil process to cover
the fact that he completely mishandled the planning
process in the first place — that he did not follow
proper planning law. On two accounts this minister
needs to be censured for his mismanagement: that he
participated in a process that paid hush money to
silence the criticism of people who had been
disadvantaged by his decision and that he used that
process to cover the fact that he did not follow the
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proper planning processes and planning law. That is
why this minister needs to be censured by this chamber.

Mr Viney to keep those comments in mind, and I
uphold Mr O’Brien’s point of order.

I was in this chamber and participated in all of the
debates on the former Minister for Planning, Justin
Madden. I was a member of the committee that
investigated the so-called Hotel Windsor matter, and at
no point did the then members of the opposition make a
case. Yet in this debate Mr Tee in his contribution has
laid before the house all of the matters related to this
Ventnor planning issue, which is an issue that has
raised serious concerns and objections in my electorate.
This is an issue that has deeply affected and concerned
people in Phillip Island, and the minister in his
intervention demonstrated he had no interest in the
concerns that were being loudly and clearly expressed
at the time. He chose to intervene, and Mr Tee has
outlined relationships between the Minister for
Planning and others that raise legitimate questions as to
why this Minister for Planning chose to intervene in the
way that he did.

Mr VINEY — That is quite incredible, Acting
President. On the one hand it is apparently okay to have
a contextual discussion about whether or not — —

What we are learning about this planning minister is
that his interventions tend to have relationships to
relationships. It is interesting that we have not seen
from this minister the transparency and openness that
he called for and the previous government put in place.
He has not laid before the house all of the information
that is available on his interventions. I am not even sure
that he has publicly listed all of the interventions that he
has made in the planning sphere. I stand to be corrected
on that. I do not sit and watch the Minister for Planning
every day, but I am concerned about the lack of
openness under this government and through his
responsibilities as Minister for Planning.
I am surprised about the rapidity and the extent of the
disintegration of this coalition government. If you think
about it, in two-and-a-half years this government has
changed its Premier and its Treasurer, it has lost its
police minister and it has had the Simon Overland
scandal. In two-and-a-half years it has had — —
Mr O’Brien — On a point of order, Acting
President, the member is straying well away from the
motion. I ask you to call him back to the motion.
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr Finn) — Order!
I thank Mr O’Brien. I was having similar thoughts
myself. It is valid for Mr Viney to discuss previous
planning ministers and matters relating to planning
going back some decades if he wishes. However, I do
not believe it is appropriate for him to wander down
memory lane and talk about every aspect of this
government over almost the past three years. I ask

Mrs Peulich — On a point of order, Acting
President, I am concerned that the Deputy President is
embarking on a reflection on the Chair’s ruling, which I
would hope, given his position, he would resist. As he
pointed out in the opening part of his argument, he
justifies the importance of this debate on the basis of
the standard set — —
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr Finn) — Order!
I have heard enough.
Mr VINEY — On the point of order, Acting
President, I was reflecting on Mr O’Brien’s
intervention, not yours. Far be it from me to reflect on
any decision of the Chair, but Mr O’Brien raised the
point of order.
Mr O’Brien — On the point of order, Acting
President, if Mr Viney is reflecting on my intervention,
which was to bring him back to the motion which you
then upheld, he must also be reflecting on your ruling.
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr Finn) — Order!
That may be a fair point, but I will not go into it at this
point of time. I do not uphold the point of order;
however, I urge Mr Viney to return to the motion and
resist any temptation to go down the path that
Mrs Peulich may have been suggesting he was
following.
Mr VINEY — I will just respond to what Mr Davis
said, because you, Acting President, and others have
said it is legitimate debate to talk about motions from
previous parliaments. All of that is apparently good fun,
good sport and good context. The facts are these: in the
same parliaments in which Mr Madden was planning
minister and the former member for Niddrie in the
Assembly, Mr Hulls — to whom I think Mr Davis
referred — was planning minister, we had a stable
government. We had a government that managed to
maintain a AAA credit rating.
In those previous parliaments those same governments
had a good, solid planning policy and good, strong
planning ministers who were prepared to make
decisions. Not once did any of them — not a single
planning minister, not Mr Thwaites, Mr Hulls or
Mr Madden — ever have to pay hush money. Not one
of them had to pay somewhere between $2 million and
$4 million in hush money to people who objected to the
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process, as the Minister for Planning in this Parliament
has done. It is instructive that this Minister for Planning
is part of a government that has seen such dramatic
change and crises throughout its two-and-a-half to three
years in office. It has seen the sacking of a Premier —
and Mr Guy was well behind that. It has seen the
sacking of a Treasurer. It has seen the sacking of a
police minister. It has seen the sacking of parliamentary
secretaries for police.
Mr O’Brien — On a point of order, Acting
President, I raise the same point of order that I raised
earlier in relation to relevance, and now a further of
point of order in that Mr Viney is flagrantly
disregarding your ruling. I ask you to bring him back to
the bill and impose whatever other sanctions that you
consider necessary.
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr Finn) — Order!
I do not uphold the point of order at the moment.
Mr Viney has strayed slightly from the motion, it has to
be said, but not to the extent that he had earlier. I
strongly encourage him to return to the matters
contained within the motion. If he particularly refers to
past events, those matters should be related to ministers
for planning or planning matters.
Mr VINEY — It is always interesting to see
ministers in this place taking offence at being called to
account. In this very debate the Leader of the
Government, Mr David Davis, has spent time attacking
former ministers and serving members of this
Parliament and making outrageous allegations, as
Mr Guy did when he was shadow minister. Mr Guy
stood in the room during a Standing Committee on
Finance and Public Administration screaming, ‘This is
about corruption!’ at the top of his voice, because the
cameras were there. That is what he did. He knew that
was not about corruption. He knew there may well have
been a good and proper investigation, in a
parliamentary sense, of a process, of a decision and
how that might have been arrived at. It was never about
corruption, but he threw that allegation around, just as
Mr Davis has thrown it around today.
It is interesting to note the government’s glass-jaw
behaviour. From the moment I started to raise concerns
and call the government to account on its behaviour and
its failures and on the planning minister’s failures and
his decision to pay hush money to people who were
concerned and affected by his decision, members
opposite started raising countless points of order. It
demonstrates extraordinary glass-jaw behaviour that the
government wants to introduce into this debate those
awful allegations, which were never proved.
Mr O’Brien came in and started adding his advice
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about what we should or should not be debating here.
He was not even in this chamber during those debates.
He could not remember those debates because he was
not here.
I was here. I listened to those debates involving the
former Minister for Planning, Mr Madden. I
participated in those debates defending an honourable
man, a good planning minister and a man who was
doing his best to serve the people of Victoria. He never
paid hush money, as Mr Guy has done. He never used
the civil procedures of the courts to cover over his
fundamental planning mistake, and that was to
intervene, fail to complete the intervention and then
intervene a second time, which is simply not possible
under the law.
If the matter had gone to the Supreme Court, the
minister would have been required to complete his
original intervention, so he had to use the civil process
and pay the hush money to cover up the fact that he had
acted incorrectly and improperly. That is the point. It is
instructive that these things have been done by a
minister in a government that is in complete disarray. It
threw out its first Premier, threw out its first Treasurer,
threw out its first police minister and threw out one of
its parliamentary secretaries for police. It has been in
complete disarray, and to try to rescue itself it has come
up with an $8 billion tunnel.
Mr Finn — On a point of order, Acting President, it
is my recollection that a couple of points of order have
been taken in this debate regarding Mr Viney’s lack of
relevance to the matters that are before the house. My
view is that once Mr Viney strays into the tunnel he
may not get out. I respectfully ask that you request him
to return to the matter before the house and not debate
every matter that has appeared on the agenda anywhere
at any time over the past 50 years.
Mr Lenders — On the point of order, Acting
President, paragraph (4) of the motion specifically
refers to undermining confidence in the general
planning provisions, and they are above and beyond the
Ventnor matter. I believe Mr Viney’s comments on this
minister’s behaviour in the planning portfolio are well
in order, having regard to the fourth paragraph of the
motion.
Mrs Peulich — On the point of order, Acting
President, I do not have any disagreement with the
point of order raised by Mr Lenders. However,
Mr Viney is traversing and reviewing the entire
performance of the government. While I am happy to
participate in a broad-ranging debate comparing the
government with 11 years of failed Labor governments,
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it is actually outside the parameters of this motion, so I
suggest that you bring him back to the motion.
Mr VINEY — On the point of order, Acting
President, there have been several rulings on points of
order raised during debate on the motion before the
chamber, some of which have been perfectly
reasonable in the context of the debate. That was in fact
the position strongly put by Mr Davis. I put to you that
it is perfectly reasonable for me to put the context of the
conduct of a minister in this place into the context of
the conduct of the government of which he is a
member.
Mrs Peulich — Further on the point of order,
Acting President, I was following the debate very
closely, and Mr Ondarchie’s point of order in relation to
context went precisely to comparing standards of proof
and evidence in similar censure motions, not to a broadranging review of the government of the day.
Mr Viney’s problem is that when he raises points of
order and tries to summarise what has transpired for the
benefit of the chamber he is invariably inaccurate —
and deliberately so.
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr O’Brien) —
Order! There have been a number of different points
regarding the point of order. Paragraph (4), which
Mr Lenders brought to my attention, does refer to
planning decisions, although it makes a fairly pointed
allegation in paragraph (4)(a) which could in theory
bring in a motion of a planning decision on the tunnel. I
am not sure if that was the context in which Mr Viney
raised the issue of the tunnel. I would ask Mr Viney to
return to the motion generally.
I note that prior to Mr Finn’s point of order there were a
number of other references to, say, government
decisions outside the context of planning decisions and
outside the context of a censure motion that could have
been regarded as straying from the motion. In the light
of Mr Finn’s second ruling, perhaps that was incidental
and not something I would necessarily call to account,
provided Mr Viney does not spend too long dwelling
on those matters. I do not uphold the point of order, but
I do ask Mr Viney to return to the motion.
Mr VINEY — Let us be clear: this censure motion
has been brought with all the seriousness that censure
motions require. What makes this particular censure
motion relevant today is that this minister held the
former planning minister to a very high standard of
account, and I directly observed it on a number of
occasions. He held the minister to account by making
allegations of improper behaviour by the former
minister that Mr Guy knew to be an overstatement of
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whatever case he might have had. To allege that a
minister was corrupt in the way that Mr Guy alleged of
the former minister was, without question, a complete
stretch and an exaggeration, and in my view it was
improper on his part.
Mr Guy set the standard that any action of a minister
where either the planning process had been mishandled
or an error had been made equated to corruption.
Mr Guy equated any errors or mishandling of the
planning process to corruption. Mr Guy’s standard
equated an allegation about the planning process for the
Windsor Hotel — which was about a planning process
and never anything more — to a case of corruption.
By Mr Guy’s own standard he has behaved corruptly
and improperly in this process. We have a much more
serious matter before this house than any allegation
about a badly worded email sent by one of the former
planning minister’s staff. This matter is not at that
level of problem. This is a multimillion-dollar
problem. This is at the level of the minister spending
taxpayers money — $2 million to $4 million, by all
accounts — —
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr O’Brien) —
Order! I am sorry to interrupt Mr Viney without a point
of order, but I have taken some advice. It concerned me
that Mr Viney had in a sense elevated what I say is the
basis of the censure motion on the notice paper — that
the planning minister no longer possesses the
confidence of this house — to a censure motion based
on an allegation of corruption. Mr Viney is doing so by
arguing that the standard of corruption, as he defines it,
is the standard that he says Minister Guy defined for
himself when he was the shadow Minister for Planning.
Assuming that Minister Guy did define corruption in
that way as a shadow minister, that does not of itself
make it the standard that this house accepts as defining
corruption. In that respect it would be a matter that
would need to be raised in a separate censure motion
alleging corruption or a matter for a separate
substantive motion, which is not on the table at the
moment. Therefore I caution the member not to persist
with that allegation in the absence of a substantive
motion. I will not seek a withdrawal because I
understand the context in which he put his submission,
but after taking advice from the Clerk I ask him not to
continue with that line.
Mr VINEY — We should get the Deputy Clerk
back instead of the Clerk, because the previous advice
was that it was perfectly legitimate for Mr Davis to be
throwing around allegations of corruption against
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Mr Madden even though Mr Madden is still a serving
member of this Parliament.
Mrs Peulich — On a point of order, Acting
President, Mr Viney habitually and repeatedly distorts
what transpires in this chamber and presents it as fact.
We know full well that Mr Davis was actually quoting
from documents tabled in this chamber which include
the word ‘corruption’. It is a very different scenario
from Mr Viney’s slander and innuendo.
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr O’Brien) —
Order! What is the point of order?
Mrs Peulich — I am concerned that he is
misleading the house in the context of that debate.
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr O’Brien) —
Order! There is no point of order regarding misleading
the house. There is a distinction there, but it is a matter
of debate as to what Mr Davis did in relation to the
record of the Parliament and the ruling I just made. I
ask Mr Viney to return to the debate and not debate my
ruling.
Mr VINEY — When the last point of order was
taken, that I needed to address these matters through
substantive motion, Acting President, you may have
noticed that I was smashing my head against the lectern
here because I could not believe that government
members were taking a point of order on this question,
having just participated in an outrageous attack on a
former minister using debates in a former Parliament to
attack him and accuse him of corrupt behaviour.
Mr Guy has set the standard. It is not me accusing
Mr Guy of being corrupt — —
Mr Ondarchie — On a point of order, Acting
President, twice now you have counselled Mr Viney
about not using that argument, but he is still debating
your ruling. I suggest you sit him down.
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr O’Brien) —
Order! I will not sit Mr Viney down, but I am
concerned that Mr Viney is clearly not respecting
rulings by the Chair. I ask him to return to debating the
motion. Otherwise, if that behaviour persists, I will
refer it to the President.
Mr VINEY — This is very difficult. In fact it is
incredibly challenging. Acting President, let me be
quite clear: this is not my accusation that Mr Guy has
behaved corruptly. I am simply saying that this was
Mr Guy’s standard — —
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr O’Brien) —
Order! I have ruled on the matter of that allegation. If
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Mr Viney is not happy with that ruling, he can
correspond with the President seeking a more formal
ruling. I ask Mr Viney to return to debating the motion.
Mr VINEY — Acting President, I am trying to be
helpful here. I am trying to say that I am not making
such an accusation. If members of the government want
to think that I am, that is fine; that is a matter for them.
But it is perfectly legitimate for me to be referring to
this, just as Mr Davis referred to it. I say to members of
the government that Mr Davis referred in his
contribution to the alleged behaviour of Mr Madden,
using that very word that you, Acting President, have
taken objection to — using that very word and covering
it up — —
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr O’Brien) —
Order! I ask Mr Viney to sit down. I can see that
Mr Viney is persisting with not following the ruling
that I have made, the further guidance to return to the
motion and the advice that, if he wished to dispute my
ruling, he could take it up with the President. The Clerk
is in the process of summoning the President, and if
Mr Viney wishes to take that ruling to the President, I
urge him to do so. I am happy to continue to sit as
Acting President and for Mr Viney to debate the
motion, but as the President is now here I will ask the
President to take the chair and Mr Viney can either
raise his point of order with the President or return to
the motion.
The PRESIDENT — Order! I thank the Acting
President. I have been listening to some of the debate
whilst I have been in my office, but I must say that I am
not across all the points of order that have been raised. I
am obviously aware that this is a particularly
contentious motion and, as Mrs Peulich pointed out
earlier today, a serious motion. I ask Mr Viney to
indicate whether he has a point of order before the
Chair?
Mr VINEY — No.
The PRESIDENT — Order! I ask Mr Viney to
continue debating the motion.
Mr VINEY — President, there seems to be a
misunderstanding that in my challenging government
members. and in particular Mr Davis, who in this
debate have made certain allegations about a former
planning minister, Mr Madden, that it is somehow
challenging rulings by the Chair. I am trying to make it
absolutely clear that I have made no specific allegation
in relation to the behaviour of Mr Guy in this matter
because I know that that would transgress the standing
orders. I simply say that during the last Parliament
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certain allegations were made against Mr Madden by
Mr Guy, and that is a standard that he has set and now
that he is minister he ought to abide by those standards.
If he does not, it is perfectly reasonable for members of
the opposition to hold him to account for that standard
and to remind him, through this debate, of the standard
that he set. The fact that Mr Guy equated problems with
the Windsor Hotel planning process with corrupt
behaviour by a former minister is a standard he has set.
What I say is that that the former minister never had to
pay money to keep people silent. He never had to pay
between $2 million and $4 million to keep people silent
or to remedy a messed-up planning process involving
the planning minister intervening twice in determining
a planning decision. The Minister for Planning had to
use the civil proceedings of the courts of Victoria to fix
up that mess because if it had been dealt with by a court
he would have been ordered to complete the planning
intervention that he initially commenced, because there
is no power for the minister to intervene a second time.
The minister had to use the civil proceedings of the
court to do that.
These are standards that Mr Guy has transgressed. He
has transgressed the planning process, and that is the
point. The minister accused Mr Madden of being
corrupt in his alleged transgression of the planning
process. It is perfectly legitimate for those on this side
of the house to say in this debate: if that is the standard
Mr Guy has set, he needs to look in the mirror and
establish whether he has transgressed his own standards
in his conduct. We say that he clearly has and that he
should be censured.
Mr BARBER (Northern Metropolitan) — Just to
set this debate in a bit of context, members should
remember what we are talking about. We are talking
about a system of representative and responsible
government. I hope I am not going too wide with that,
but it is an important context. It is representative
government because we elect members of Parliament
and then they are here for four years. You cannot do
much about them; you just have to hope that they
represent you. It is responsible government in the sense
that those members form the Parliament. The
government chooses an executive and puts ministers in
charge of certain functions, and then the Parliament
holds them to account.
In that context we have the Minister for Planning, who
under the Victorian Planning and Environment Act
1987 has nearly 100 per cent power and currently has
nearly 0 per cent accountability. Under that framework
the Minister for Planning is like no other minister in
this government. Using various provisions in the act the
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Minister for Planning can call in planning permits,
override Victorian Civil and Administrative Tribunal
(VCAT) decisions if necessary and literally at the
stroke of a pen rewrite the rules under which
development occurs.
No other minister has anything like that power.
Imagine, for example, if the Treasurer had the power to
receive a tender that was run for the supply of dunny
paper rolls to Parliament House and after receiving the
advice on the tender decided, ‘You know what? I’m not
going to give it to that guy; I’m going to give it to the
other guy’, and then pulled out a chequebook and wrote
out at a cheque for cash. No Treasurer and no other
minister has that unfettered power. When the Minister
for Planning rezones a piece of land for higher
development, he is literally taking out a chequebook
and giving someone some cash. With great power
comes great responsibility — that is, responsibility in
the Westminster sense.
Those planning laws create the situation I have
outlined. That is why the Minister for Planning has
been described, I think quite accurately, as the Emperor
of Planning — he rules by fiat. There are only two
ways the minister can be held to account or in any way
restrained. One is by challenge — that is, by going to
the judiciary and seeking that it overturn a ministerial
decision. As I have said, if a planning permit is
appealed at VCAT, the minister can call it in. He can
also of course rewrite the rules that apply to that piece
of land, thereby making any challenge at VCAT moot.
It is interesting that in this matter there was a court case
in which someone, through use of the judicial system,
attempted to hold the minister to account and to restrain
him. The fact that it costs big money to go to the
Supreme Court and try that tells you that the only
people who ever get to even attempt to restrain the
minister through that mechanism are people with a lot
of money. They could be community groups which
have raised an appeal but they will more likely be land
developers. So I would have to say that that particular
mechanism is fairly weak.
Then there is the ability of Parliament to disallow a
planning scheme amendment — that is, the minister
rewrites rules and the Parliament reverses them. In the
current context the government controls both houses of
Parliament, and therefore it is very unlikely that that
mechanism will ever be successful. Even in other
contexts, such as the last Parliament, that can be so. In
the last Parliament we successfully disallowed a
planning scheme amendment relating to a Barwon
Heads bridge, and Mr Tee’s government found another
provision in the act that allowed that government to
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override Parliament. That just goes to show how
fundamentally weak our planning laws in Victoria are.
These laws were created by the Kennett government
and they were studiously cared for and in many ways
made worse by the Bracks and Brumby governments
over their 11 years. That is the situation we find
ourselves in. Mr Tee describes it as opaque. He ought
to know.
Where is the accountability? It can only come through
members of this Parliament, members of the public and
members of the media asking questions. On this matter
Mr Tee is quite correct: for quite a long time we have
been asking questions. We have been told, ‘I can’t
answer that; I’m in court’. Let me go back to that court
proceeding. It has now concluded, so we can discuss it
openly. The nub of the court proceeding was that the
minister exercised a power under section 20(4) of the
Planning and Environment Act to rezone the land
without recourse to what Mr Tee describes as the
proper process. In fact the act provides for a process.
The minister can legitimately use section 20(4) to
exempt himself from all the usual processes. It is yet
another example of where the planning minister has too
much power.
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would not be surprised if the section is used 50 to
100 times a year. The minister makes changes to a
planning scheme and does not run it through a panel or
through notice. Sometimes that is because the decision
is really small and sometimes it is because the decision
is really big and applies to the whole state all in one go.
Sometimes it is a spot rezoning and sometimes it is
about a class of land. Last time I did a count, which was
about a year ago, this Minister for Planning was not
doing it even as much as the former Minister for
Planning, Justin Madden, now the member for
Essendon in the other place, had been. So the current
minister is probably not the world record holder for
exempting himself from going through what Mr Tee
calls the proper process.
There is nothing unusual about what the Minister for
Planning tried to do. In fact it is quite usual. It is very
interesting that someone sought to challenge the
minister’s decision through the courts and that the
matter did not proceed for reasons of it being settled. It
would have been very interesting to see a court mull
over whether the minister really does have to meet the
two tests or simply has to satisfy himself — and
satisfying himself is quite an easy thing for this minister
to do.

Section 20(4) provides:
The Minister may exempt himself or herself from any of the
requirements of sections 17, 18 and 19 —

which provide for notifying people, establishing a panel
and doing all the things that councils have to do when
they want to rezone land —
and the regulations in respect of an amendment which the
Minister prepares, if the Minister considers that compliance
with any of those requirements is not warranted or that the
interests of Victoria or any part of Victoria make such an
exemption appropriate.

When you read the court documents, you see that a
challenge was being proposed to the minister’s decision
under this section. From the government’s defence in
the case we learn that at some point the minister
received legal advice that his intervention in the Phillip
Island land may not have met the test — that is, the test
that:
… the Minister considers that compliance with any of those
requirements is not warranted or —

part 2 —
that the interests of Victoria or any part of Victoria make such
an exemption appropriate.

The minister knows, and Mr Tee and every other
member of this place should know, that section 20(4) is
used constantly. I have not done a count lately, but I

I have quite a bit of experience in many realms of
challenging ministerial decision making under acts. It is
not an easy thing to do. Looking at this provision of the
act, I would say that the applicant to the Supreme Court
did not have a strong case. I would say that even if they
had been successful, the most likely outcome would
have been the court telling the minister to go back and
do it again, but to do it right this time. I think it is very
unlikely that the court would have made a decision as
to what was to happen on this piece of land. More
likely it would have said to the minister, ‘You have
erred in law. Go back and make the same decision but
this time follow the guidance we have just given you’.
If people lack confidence in the planning system in
Victoria, it is probably due to the way the laws are
structured to give truly massive power to one individual
who exercises it at their discretion with very little
chance of a successful challenge by someone affected
under the act.
Paragraph (1) of Mr Tee’s motion is somewhat moot.
The facts are in evidence but they do not necessarily
add up to the conclusion that Mr Tee would like us to
draw. The second paragraph of Mr Tee’s motion notes:
… over more than two years the minister has failed to duly
answer questions put to him in relation to his conduct in this
matter …
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and it lists a number of dates. I have been here
throughout those exchanges, and I have read much of
the media coverage that occurred at the time. It was
even suggested at some point that a Miley Cyrus tweet
had impacted on the minister’s decision. Whatever
power she may have had at the time, whatever the
cultural following she might have had at the time, I
think it is safe to say that that currency has been
considerably devalued since. At that time Mr Tee was
carrying around a cardboard cut-out of Miley Cyrus; I
do not think he would want to be seen that close to her
these days if he was attempting to make his case.
The PRESIDENT — Order! In accordance with
standing orders we will go to questions without notice.
It was not the most sensible decision made by that
young lady.
Business interrupted pursuant to standing orders.

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE
Mallee Family Care
Ms PULFORD (Western Victoria) — My question
is to the Minister for Children and Early Childhood
Development. I refer the minister to her announcement
in May of this year of funding for 500 early childhood
intervention places worth $7000 each and to her
evidence before this year’s Public Accounts and
Estimates Committee budget estimates hearings that
Mallee Family Care would receive 15 of these places.
Can the minister advise the house whether that
$105 000 grant represents the sum total of state
government support to Mallee Family Care since the
Baillieu and Napthine governments came to office?
Hon. W. A. LOVELL (Minister for Children and
Early Childhood Development) — I thank the member
for her question and for the opportunity to talk about
our investment in early childhood intervention services.
Since this government came to office we have
announced 1150 additional places in early childhood
intervention services. This is a fantastic investment in
early childhood intervention services and one that has
been welcomed by the community. Of those places,
150 places were announced by the Baillieu government
and a further 500 have since been allocated, of which
Mallee Family Care received 15. There is a process
under way at the moment for another 500 places to be
allocated around the state.
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I note that the minister has confirmed that funding
support has been provided to Mallee Family Care, can
the minister tell the house what measures she has in
place to assure herself that those funds are appropriately
expended?
Hon. W. A. LOVELL (Minister for Children and
Early Childhood Development) — The normal
measures that you would expect of any funding grant
round will be in place. These grants are subject to the
department’s scrutiny, so I am quite convinced that the
department has appropriately allocated the 500 places
that have been allocated and that it will allocate the next
500 appropriately. It allocates the places on the basis of
need within the regions.
While we are talking about Mallee Family Care, I
would like to put on the record the fantastic work that
this organisation does in the Mildura region. It is led by
Vernon Knight, and it is a fantastic organisation that
provides support to vulnerable families and to young
children who need support in the Loddon Mallee
region.

Fringe benefits tax
Mrs MILLAR (Northern Victoria) — My question
is to the Minister for Health. Is the minister aware of
any proposal to reduce the take-home pay of Victorian
public and not-for-profit doctors, nurses, allied health
professionals and carers?
Hon. D. M. DAVIS (Minister for Health) — I thank
the member for her question and for her strong
advocacy for the region that she newly represents. The
chamber will be familiar with the public
announcements made by the Prime Minister, Kevin
Rudd, about the changes to fringe benefits tax (FBT)
arrangements — that is, the end of the 20 per cent
statutory formula that allowed a whole range of not-forprofit organisations, public hospitals, ambulance
services and others to sensibly receive support in a way
that enabled them to retain and attract important staff.
In the case of the health system this particularly pertains
to clinical staff, but it is equally important right across
the not-for-profit sector.

Supplementary question

Mr Rudd has made a decision to cut this formula and to
make a $1.8 billion saving at the expense of the not-forprofit, public health and other key sectors — and I
know my ambulance officers and paramedics are very
worried about the impact on their take-home pay of this
change.

Ms PULFORD (Western Victoria) — In relation to
the grant money that the minister is responsible for, and

But this is not the only change that is mooted by the
federal government. Many in the chamber may be close
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followers of this, others may not be, but in November
last year there was a tax working party committee for
the charitable sector headed by Linda Lavarch. The
federal government received that report in late April,
and that report has never been made public, but let me
say on the information about that report — —
Honourable members interjecting.
Hon. D. M. DAVIS — The hubbub is very
concerning.
In terms of the impacts it will have, this is a very
serious matter. Linda Lavarch has brought down this
report. The report looks at a large number of areas and
makes recommendations to government. Nobody
knows whether the recommendations included the cut
to fringe benefits tax because the report is not yet
public. It is my view that the report on cuts and changes
to charitable institutions, cuts and changes to public
hospitals and cuts and changes to paramedics salaries
ought to be made public before the federal election on
Saturday.
I note that on page 9 of the document that was
circulated the committee looks at the number of
charities, the income tax exemption is being looked at,
as well as refundable franking credits and the FBT
exemption with a $17 000 cap, which is crucial.
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Mr Viney — Are you for real? You are
unbelievable.
Hon. D. M. DAVIS — I will tell you what,
Mr Viney’s services, like Latrobe hospital in his area,
would be hit for six, and he should be standing up to
Mr Rudd. It should be releasing Lavarch’s report, and it
should do it now.

Mallee Family Care
Ms PULFORD (Western Victoria) — My question
is to the Minister for Children and Early Childhood
Development. I refer to my previous question regarding
government funds provided to Mallee Family Care and
the minister’s answer noting the work of that
organisation, and I ask: can the minister assure the
house that all such money has been expended in an
appropriate manner and for the purposes that it was
provided?
Hon. W. A. LOVELL (Minister for Children and
Early Childhood Development) — To the best of my
knowledge it has been expended in an appropriate
manner. I do not have the expenditure charts in front of
me. I am happy to examine anything that the member
would like to give me if she believes there is any
problem.
Supplementary question

Mr Lenders — This is a document that isn’t
published.
Hon. D. M. DAVIS — This document is a public
document. I can direct Mr Lenders to it later if he
would like. It looks at the FBT exemption with a
$30 000 cap, the FBT rebate, other FBT concessions,
GST concessions and deductible gifts. If a number of
these are implemented, it will be a body blow to the
charitable sector and a body blow to the public health
sector. Ambulance services across the state will be hit
for six by Kevin Rudd’s plans to cut the funding to
those services.
This secret plan should be released now. It should be
released before Saturday so that people can vote on the
proposals that Mr Rudd has in the bottom drawer to cut
funding to charities, to cut funding to public hospitals
and to cut funding to ambulance services. All these
services, many in the health sector, others broader, are
going to be hit for six if Kevin Rudd is returned and he
pulls the secret Lavarch report from the bottom drawer
and implements the terrible and damaging proposals
that are in that report. If that report is released, the
community will be able to see what is in there. I do not
know the full extent of the cuts and the proposals to hit
the charitable sector and the public hospital sector.

Ms PULFORD (Western Victoria) — Can the
minister perhaps then advise the house whether there
are protocols or reporting arrangements in place to
ensure that funds provided by the state government to
Mallee Family Care or similar organisations are used
appropriately and not diverted to be used for other
purposes, including political purposes?
Hon. W. A. LOVELL (Minister for Children and
Early Childhood Development) — The department has
normal acquittal processes for all grants that are given
out to organisations. Mallee Family Care is a
respectable organisation. The member should be very
careful before she casts any aspersions on Mallee
Family Care.

North Wharf
Ms CROZIER (Southern Metropolitan) — My
question is to the Minister for Planning, Mr Guy. I ask:
can the minister inform the house what action the
government has taken to complete the development of
Melbourne’s North Wharf precinct?
Hon. M. J. GUY (Minister for Planning) — I thank
Ms Crozier for a terrific question in relation to North
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Wharf, an area that will border both her electorate and
my electorate, from one side of the Yarra to the other.
As people in this chamber would know, this
government is very committed to urban renewal. In fact
this is the last piece of urban renewal on the northern
side of the Yarra that is going to link the CBD and
Docklands, and it is now finally going to be repaired,
fixed, modernised and made contemporary. It will now
be an icon for Melbourne, rather than being a run-down
waste.
The precinct, which is triangular in shape, is bordered
by Wurundjeri Way and Flinders Street to the north, the
Mission to Seafarers and Seafarers Rest to the east and
the Yarra River to the south. Goods Shed No. 5 is what
is there at the moment, near the Charles Grimes Bridge,
and the brand-new Jim Stynes Bridge, which this
government is building, is going to be the link for
pedestrians and bikes between the CBD, the new North
Wharf precinct and the Docklands.
This new building, which I have recently approved, and
this precinct development, which I have approved,
includes an office tower of around 33 000 square
metres. It is only about 11 storeys high, but it will be
low rise and fit within this precinct that will truly be the
missing link, as I said, between the North Wharf of the
Yarra River and Docklands. Importantly, this building
will be a 5-star, green-rated building to add to the
Docklands postcode, which has Australia’s largest
number of 5-star, green-rated buildings. It will be a
complement to the new Jim Stynes Bridge. It has taken
this government to make sure — —
Mr Ondarchie — No dithering!
Hon. M. J. GUY — No dithering indeed.
Mr Ondarchie shares my electorate. We are making
sure that we have in place adequate infrastructure from
the Docklands to the CBD, infrastructure that is going
to be longstanding for both cyclists and pedestrians. It
is infrastructure that is going to start to link our cycling
networks once and for all from the western suburbs
down through Docklands and back into the CBD and
get cyclists off the road network.
This project is one that Melburnians should be very
proud of. The crane that is there at the moment, which
is a heritage crane, will be repaired. Goods Shed No. 5
will be restored. The building that will complement it to
the northern side will look magnificent. It will be low
rise, it will be subtle, and it will be a building that
Melburnians will embrace, as I am sure Melburnians
will embrace this brand-new North Wharf precinct
approved by the coalition government.
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Mallee Family Care
Ms PULFORD (Western Victoria) — My question
is to the Minister for Children and Early Childhood
Development. I refer to my previous questions
regarding grant moneys provided to Mallee Family
Care and to the minister’s answers. I refer also to an
email from Mr Vernon Knight, executive director of
Mallee Family Care and the gentleman to whom the
minister referred earlier. The email was sent to all
Mildura-based staff asking them to stuff envelopes for
Andrew Broad, The Nationals candidate for the federal
seat of Mallee, and I ask: can the minister assure the
house that none of the staff who were prevailed upon in
that way by Mr Knight are employed to undertake work
in positions funded by her department?
Hon. W. A. LOVELL (Minister for Children and
Early Childhood Development) — Certainly that work
would not come under the provisions of any of the
funding that is provided by our department, which is for
early childhood intervention services.
Supplementary question
Ms PULFORD (Western Victoria) — I thank the
minister for her answer. I note her earlier comments
about departmental processes for proper oversight of
government funds, and I ask: is it a breach of the terms
of any of those funding agreements for funding
provided — —
Honourable members interjecting.
The PRESIDENT — Order! Mr Drum and Mr Tee
are making it very difficult for me to hear Ms Pulford,
let alone the minister. Ms Pulford, from the top.
Ms PULFORD — My question to the minister is
this: is it a breach of the terms of any funding
agreement between her department and Mallee Family
Care if staff of Mallee Family Care have been required
by their employer, a local Nationals identity, to engage
in forced campaigning for The Nationals candidate for
Mallee?
Hon. W. A. LOVELL (Minister for Children and
Early Childhood Development) — To my knowledge
Mallee Family Care has not committed any breach. It
receives funding from a range of organisations, and
employees undertake a number of fundraising activities
themselves. The organisation also provides a number of
additional services in the area of disability care. It is not
unusual for disability services to make commercial
arrangements in which employees do work such as
stuffing envelopes. Unless Ms Pulford has more proof
of where the funding to provide this service came from,
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I would suggest she be very careful about casting
aspersions on what is a very reputable, highly regarded
organisation and on a man of great standing in the
community of Mildura.

Geelong region economy
Mr KOCH (Western Victoria) — My question
without notice is to my colleague the Honourable Peter
Hall, Minister for Higher Education and Skills. Prior to
asking the question I would like to say that the
contribution Mr Hall has made to the Geelong district
in the area of higher education and skills has been very
well received, and he is there on a regular basis. Can the
minister update the house on any initiatives of the
Napthine government that are designed to respond to
the economic restructuring within the Geelong region?
Hon. P. R. HALL (Minister for Higher Education
and Skills) — I thank Mr Koch for his question and for
the opportunity to talk about some of the very good
things that are going on in the Geelong community.
People are certainly kicking goals down there. Let us
hope they kick a bag full of goals again this weekend
against Fremantle in the AFL finals down there. There
were a few goals kicked on Friday during my visit to
Geelong. Mr Ramsay and Mr O’Brien were able to join
me as a few goals were kicked out at Deakin
University. If anybody has the opportunity to visit some
of the research facilities out at Deakin University, I can
guarantee that they will be most impressed.
The function held there on Friday arose from a
government-funded project called Skilling the Bay, a
program my department launched in 2011 as a result of
some redundancies at the Ford Motor Company back in
2011. It is a $1.8 million project, and there have been a
number of milestones — including on 28 June, when
we had a jobs summit in Geelong. That was a very
good meeting. It was attended by about 130 local
people — an excellent outcome.
Another milestone was a $500 000 component within
the $1.8 million Skilling the Bay project titled the
Geelong Future Industry Project. This fund was
designed to demonstrate how we can traverse that very
difficult step of taking research and development into
production and move from traditional manufacturing
into smart manufacturing. A number of projects that
were submitted were worthy of this grant program, but
the one that was ultimately selected and awarded the
grant of $500 000 was from a company called CytoMatrix, which demonstrated that it had done research
work associated with short nanofibres — —
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Mr Jennings — They’re not just nanofibres —
they’re short ones!
Hon. P. R. HALL — They are. Short nanofibres are
small fibres; they are somewhere of the order of 10 to
100 nanometres in diameter. For Mr Jennings’s sake, a
nanofibre is probably about one-hundredth the size of a
human hair in diameter. The applications for this are
immense. The most commercial application that seems
to be readily available is for making high-performance
filters for the purpose of filtering air. There are medical
applications for that, as well as applications in the
aviation industry et cetera, and there are a number of
other opportunities as well. The grant that has been
awarded to Cyto-Matrix will be used to establish a pilot
plant to manufacture filter product that will be used in a
number of areas — as I said, in areas like medicine,
aviation or the automotive industry.
This is a very positive step. Twelve jobs will be created
initially with this pilot project, but there is significant
potential to expand because the call on this very smart
manufacturing technology is immense. It has wonderful
potential. I might add that the machinery used to
produce these short nanofibres is manufactured by a
company in Geelong called Austenge. While
companies in other parts of the world are spending
$20 million on machinery like this, it spent $22 000 to
make up some machinery that has been able to produce
these short nanofibres. It has a very positive future and
is a great goal kick for Geelong.

Mallee Family Care
Ms PULFORD (Western Victoria) — My question
is to the Minister for Children and Early Childhood
Development. I note the minister’s earlier comments
about disability employment services and commercial
arrangements, and her comments about revenue paid to
Mallee Family Care. I also note that Mallee Family
Care receives substantial funding from the minister’s
department. My concern relates to employees of Mallee
Family Care in Mildura for whom this is clearly not
within their normal duties or the roles for which they
are funded, and I ask the minister: will she assure the
house that she will immediately ask her department to
undertake an investigation into whether there has been
any improper political use of government funding
provided to Mallee Family Care?
Hon. W. A. LOVELL (Minister for Children and
Early Childhood Development) — I thank the member
for her question. As the member has not provided any
evidence of any wrongdoing by this organisation, I do
not think it is appropriate to launch an investigation. If
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the member can provide me with evidence, then we
will look at an investigation.
Supplementary question
Ms PULFORD (Western Victoria) — I am happy
to provide the minister with the emails in question. If
the minister is unwilling to initiate an investigation of
the kind that I think would be useful for people in
Mildura and indeed members of Parliament this side of
the federal election on Saturday, I ask by way of a
supplementary whether the minister could assure the
house and employees of Mallee Family Care that if
they do come forward and tell their stories of what they
have been asked to do, they can do so without fearing
for their jobs or any other negative repercussions.
Hon. W. A. LOVELL (Minister for Children and
Early Childhood Development) — The member
certainly gave us an insight into what motivated her in
asking this question. It is the federal election, as she
said in her question.
Honourable members interjecting.
The PRESIDENT — Order! The minister, without
assistance.
Hon. W. A. LOVELL — All entities that receive
funding from our department are subject to scrutiny and
acquittal processes. I note that this is an organisation
that receives funding from not only my department but
a number of departments and receives commonwealth
funding from the federal Labor government. As I said
in my earlier answer, disability services have the right
to enter into commercial arrangements where they are
paid for a contract. This is a quite standard process.
Mallee Family Care is no different to any other
disability service. It concerns me that members
opposite may see it as inappropriate for disabled people
to take on this type of work.
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and in the Prahran community. As the member knows,
we are currently going through a process of renewal
and improvement of Prahran’s Horace Petty estate. This
provides us with an opportunity to rejuvenate this
neighbourhood. But the master planning required to
achieve this should not be done on the Horace Petty
estate in isolation. In close proximity to the Horace
Petty estate are three smaller public housing estates at
Bangs, King and Essex streets. Last month I announced
the extension of the master planning process for the
Horace Petty estate to include the Bangs, King and
Essex streets estates. This approach is supported by the
City of Stonnington and also by the Victorian
government architect.
At a recent information session regarding master
planning at the Horace Petty estate, residents from the
Bangs Street estate also highlighted the need to ensure
that their estate was included, and that is what this
government has done. The inclusion of these three
smaller estates provides further opportunities for
improvement of housing and amenity in the Prahran
area. Draft designs are being produced, and the
community will be invited to comment on the draft
options early next year.
I am aware of some attempts by outside entities to
spread fear among tenants, and this is totally
unnecessary. There will be no reduction in public or
social housing as a result of this process. In fact it will
ultimately deliver real benefits in terms of quality open
space and facilities on the estates. The first priority of
this process and its guiding principle is to improve
social housing and amenity on these estates. I have no
doubt that this is what this process will accomplish, and
I look forward to updating the house in the future.
Ordered that answer be considered next day on
motion of Ms PENNICUIK (Southern
Metropolitan).

Ordered that answers be considered next day on
motion of Mr LENDERS (Southern Metropolitan).

Swinburne University of Technology Prahran
campus

Prahran public housing

Ms PENNICUIK (Southern Metropolitan) — My
question is to the Minister for Higher Education and
Skills. On 2 August Northern Melbourne Institute of
TAFE (NMIT) issued a media release stating that it and
Swinburne University of Technology had signed a
memorandum of understanding to work together to
ensure the continued delivery of tertiary education at
Swinburne’s Prahran campus. Indeed the minister took
this up as a photo opportunity for him and the member
for Prahran in the Assembly, who has been under siege
over this issue for quite some time.

Mrs COOTE (Southern Metropolitan) — My
question is to the Minister for Housing. Can the
minister inform the house how the Napthine
government is ensuring a precinct-wide approach to
improve public and social housing provision in
Prahran?
Hon. W. A. LOVELL (Minister for Housing) — I
thank the member for her question and her ongoing
interest in public housing, particularly in her electorate
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The Prahran Mechanics Institute was established in
1854. The land in Chapel Street was conveyed to and
vested in the trustees of the Prahran Mechanics Institute
by the government in 1855, and there have been a lot of
changes since then.
An honourable member — Is there a question?
Ms PENNICUIK — My question to the minister is:
will the land in High Street, Prahran, remain as it is or is
NMIT planning to purchase the site? If so, with what
funds?
Hon. P. R. HALL (Minister for Higher Education
and Skills) — In terms of a response to this question,
some weeks ago I joined the vice-chancellor of
Swinburne University and the chair and the CEO of
NMIT to announce some intended plans in respect of
the Prahran site of Swinburne University. It is public
knowledge that NMIT responded to a call for
expressions of interest which was issued by the
department in conjunction with Swinburne for delivery
of education from that particular site. NMIT responded
in a positive way and has plans to deliver a range of
programs which will be complementary to the types of
programs currently being delivered there.
A major tenant on the site is the National Institute of
Circus Arts (NICA) and guarantees have been
incorporated into that for the future of NICA. However,
there is a lot of area down there. NMIT sees the
possibility of expanding its operations into that and
delivering a range of complementary programs. How
they would do that is through a process by which
valuations have been undertaken, as is required by all
public bodies. The valuer-general has been undertaking
some of that work. Dependent upon those negotiations,
valuations and the striking of an agreement, NMIT has
an expectation that it might be in a position to purchase
some of that land in order to deliver training and higher
education programs from that site.
The titles on some of the land down at Swinburne are a
bit of a mixture. Some of them are in the name of
Swinburne University and others are in the name of the
government. As has been clearly said in the TAFE
Reform Panel’s report, where TAFE operators have
been delivering programs on land owned by the state,
there is an intention on the part of the state for a
progressive transfer of the title of that land to the TAFE
institutes themselves. That would give them greater
financial security to operate their businesses. We are
working closely with Swinburne and NMIT, going
through all the proper processes in accord with the
valuations and the requirements of the land monitor, to
try to bring about a satisfactory agreement so that land
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transfers can take place and NMIT can deliver some
great programs from that site.
Supplementary question
Ms PENNICUIK (Southern Metropolitan) — The
minister is correct in saying that it is a complex web of
ownership that has happened over the years with regard
to the land at High Street, Prahran. But it does appear
that the ownership of that land, or the major part of that
land, remains with the mechanics institute, with the
Department of Education and Early Childhood
Development holding a peppercorn lease over the site
except that part used by the library. This will be in
effect until 2046, given that it is a 99-year lease. The
minister mentioned transfer of land but also the
purchase of land. My question is: is NMIT going to
purchase land; if so, from whom; and where will NMIT
get the funds for that?
Hon. P. R. HALL (Minister for Higher Education
and Skills) — The expectation is that NMIT will
purchase some land from Swinburne University — that
which is owned by Swinburne. In terms of where it will
get the funds to do that, TAFEs around Melbourne now
involve themselves in significant asset development
from self-generated funds. Through some of the funds
that they generate themselves they will create a position
where they might be able to purchase some of that land.
With the commercial guidelines signalled by the TAFE
Reform Panel, there is a distinct possibility that in the
future some of our TAFEs might be able to borrow
funds for purposes such as this.
Ms Pennicuik mentioned in her question the mechanics
institute. I am well aware of that particular facility. It
does have legislation, which has been amended by this
Parliament from time to time, and if there is any change
of ownership, then I think — and I will stand corrected
if I am wrong — it would require legislative change for
that particular part of the asset.

Cloud computing
Hon. R. A. DALLA-RIVA (Eastern
Metropolitan) — My question without notice is to the
Minister for Technology, Mr Rich-Phillips. Can the
minister inform the house of any recent cloud
computing developments in Victoria?
Hon. G. K. RICH-PHILLIPS (Minister for
Technology) — I thank Mr Dalla-Riva for his question
and for his interest in the technology portfolio. Cloud
computing is one of the great opportunities for the
Victorian ICT industry. In terms of previous
generational shifts in ICT technology, the shift from
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mainframe computing to desktop computing was
absolutely revolutionary. The shift that we are now
seeing from insourced ICT services to cloud-based ICT
services also has the potential to be a revolutionary
change, particularly for small and medium enterprises
(SMEs) in Australia and around the world. Companies
moving from operating their own server technology,
their server infrastructure, to buying a service base and
buying software on a commodity basis is a
revolutionary change in the way in which SMEs
purchase and use ICT. It has the potential to drive
enormous productivity benefits for the Victorian and
Australian economies.
Last week I was delighted to join the Silver Lining
Consulting Group for the opening of its Cloud
Technology Centre of Excellence based in Collins
Street. Silver Lining is a company from South Australia
which has relocated its head office and centre of
excellence to Victoria in recognition of the very
substantial ICT workforce which is available in this
state. It is now undertaking some major cloud
computing developments for clients such as Coles,
Caltex and SEEK, with the potential for vastly greater
expansion into the provision of cloud computing
services to other tier-1 clients. The opening of that
centre will lead to the creation of around 117 new jobs
by 2016.
It is not only in the private sector provision of cloud
computing that we are seeing major developments and
changes. The Victorian government, through the egovernment innovation fund, is also pleased to be
supporting the Supreme Court of Victoria in the
development of its own cloud computing platform,
known as RedCrest, which will be trialled in the
commercial division of the Supreme Court. It will be
based on one of the Microsoft platforms and will allow
legal practitioners, court staff, the judiciary et cetera to
lodge and manage case documents online, 24 hours a
day, from anywhere where they can access a computer
terminal — obviously with appropriate authorisation
and access for users.
This has the potential to completely revolutionise the
way in which the commercial list in the Supreme Court
operates in terms of easy access to and lodgement of
court documents. The trial will run across around
1400 cases and involve around 5000 legal practitioners,
both those within the court and people representing
matters before the court. It has the potential to drive
enormous productivity benefits in our court system.
This is the type of cloud computing program that the
Victorian government is delighted to support. It creates
jobs in Victoria, it creates productivity benefits for the
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economy and it highlights the strength of achievement
in our ICT industry.

QUESTIONS ON NOTICE
Answers
Ms HARTLAND (Western Metropolitan) — I have
15 questions on notice outstanding: 8256, which was
lodged on 27 March 2012; 8510 — —
Mr Barber — Was that 2012?
Ms HARTLAND — That is right; it is 18 months,
Mr Barber. Question on notice 8510 was lodged on
27 March 2012; 8969, 15 November 2012; 9016,
11 December 2012; 9250, 7 February 2013; 9287,
21 February 2013; 9288, 21 February 2013; 9456,
21 March 2013; 9459, 16 April 2013; 9503, 28 May
2013; 9505, 28 May 2013; 9511, 30 May 2013; 9513,
30 May 2013; 9514, notice given on 30 May; 9516,
30 May; 9535, 12 June; 9559, notice given 26 June;
9562, 27 June; 9563, 27 June; and 9564, 27 June. For
all of those questions we have sent multiple faxes,
especially the earlier ones. I am very concerned that a
number of these questions have been outstanding for
well over 12 months.
Hon. D. M. DAVIS (Minister for Health) — I will
follow up those questions: 8256, 8510, 8969, 9016,
9250, 9287, 9288, 9456, 9459, 9503, 9505, 9511, 9513,
9514, 9516, 9535, 9559, 9562, 9563 and 9564. Is that
right?
Ms Hartland — Yes.
Hon. D. M. DAVIS — I will follow them all up.
Ms HARTLAND (Western Metropolitan) —
Considering how old some of these questions are and
that I have asked on several occasions about them, I am
wondering when I can actually expect a response,
especially responses to the ones that are now 18 months
old.
Hon. D. M. DAVIS (Minister for Health) — I will
follow them up.

MINISTER FOR PLANNING
Debate resumed.
The PRESIDENT — Order! I indicate that there
were a number of points of order taken in the debate
prior to question time. It is my intention to review
Hansard in respect of some of those points of order and
the matters that were raised. It may well be that I
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subsequently make some comment on those today. I
caution members about unparliamentary language and
about making remarks about other members either in
this place or in another place — or former members of
Parliament even — particularly where they are not
subject to a substantive motion before the house. I
caution members, whilst this is a particularly
contentious motion, to stay within the parameters of the
motion that has been moved by Mr Tee. The remarks
that have been made by Mr Barber to this point are
certainly apposite to the debate, and I would hope that
other members would continue in that same vein.
Mr BARBER (Northern Metropolitan) — Thank
you, President. Paragraph (3) of Mr Tee’s motion
invites us to make a finding in relation to the refusal by
the Minister for Planning to provide an explanation for
a number of matters, including why he went against the
advice of his department, the local council, the local
community and the planning panel and the influence of
his then chief of staff and that of a former Minister for
Planning, Mr Maclellan. I would hope Mr Guy’s chief
of staff has an influence on him, because that is his job.
But we have not yet heard a good explanation of the
role of Mr Maclellan.
At paragraph (3)(d) the motion refers to the influence of
a range of other Liberal Party members. It is a matter of
record now that those Liberal Party members did
contact the minister, but what influence they had on the
minister’s decision is still unknown. I agree with
Mr Tee on this point. The minister has failed to give an
adequate accounting of these matters that fed into his
decision and then his decision reversal.
I started off by talking about accountability. It was in
fact the late Alan Hunt who gave me, I think, the best
definition of accountability.
Mr Tee — Did he pass it on to his son?
Mr BARBER — Ironically, his son Greg Hunt is
now involved in this matter. Alan Hunt said that
accountability means a minister standing up and giving
an accounting of what it is that happened in relation to a
particular matter. If some junior employee of VicRoads
leaves a manhole cover open and someone falls in it,
we do not expect the Minister for Roads to resign, but
we would expect him to give an accounting of what
happened and how steps have been taken to ensure that
it will not happen again. But here it was the minister
himself acting under his own hand and using his own
powers. He is not giving an accounting for anybody
else’s conduct; he is giving an accounting for his own.
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I have to say that his efforts have been extraordinarily
poor, in my judgement. I have heard him on radio
sounding combative and unconvincing. I have heard
him in this chamber doing the same. I understand the
minister does not like Mr Tee and that Mr Tee is his
competition and rival. But the minister needs to
understand that Mr Tee is doing his job. He is the
opposition: he comes in here and asks questions. The
minister needs to separate his view of Mr Tee as a
political rival from the minister’s responsibility to give
an accounting in this place. It is the Parliament,
standing in the shoes of the people. As the Minister for
Planning with all this incredible power, he is not
accountable to God; he is accountable to the
Parliament. He is accountable to the people of Victoria,
and in between elections that means the members of
Parliament standing in their shoes.
While Mr Tee may get under the minister’s skin, it is
still the responsibility of the minister to give a fulsome,
complete, truthful and sober accounting of the events
that people — not just Mr Tee but a lot of people —
want to know the answer to: these questions that
Mr Tee has put in his motion. People come up to me in
the street and ask me about the minister and his role in
various planning matters. They ask, ‘What’s the story
with this bloke?’, and I say, ‘I actually know Minister
Guy reasonably well because I had many exchanges
with him when he was in opposition. If you want to
know what Minister Guy’s planning policies are, you
need to look at the instruments by which he delivers
those policies. There is no point in really listening to
what Mr Guy says in the public domain because a large
amount of it is his kind of trademark gonzo right-wing
performance art’ — which always gets a great cheer
from his own team.
Honourable members interjecting.
Mr BARBER — They love it.
An honourable member interjected.
Mr BARBER — We can admire it as a particular
approach to politics, if we are connoisseurs. However,
what I do not admire is a minister who under his own
act of Parliament is the Emperor of Planning but who
exercises a huge amount of power with little
transparency or scrutiny. Apart from what is contained
in the court documents, only Mr Guy himself can tell us
what happened in relation to these matters.
Perhaps Mr Guy will run in here and conduct a belated
defence of his actions. I have heard he wants to be the
final speaker on this motion so he can address these
matters and give us his view. Maybe we will get the
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thing that I have been seeking. Last week Mr Guy was
asked a question about this matter and he responded
with more wisecracks, such as, ‘How could a kitchen
table stretch from Phillip Island to Caulfield?’. The
three Greens members were extremely disappointed in
that approach to answering the question.
The minister has been telling us for many months that
he could not answer questions. When he was given an
opportunity, or when he could have taken any
opportunity from his own side to make a ministerial
statement, he did not take it. We were unimpressed with
that approach. We were expecting a lot more. If the
minister appears in this house and starts to mount a
belated defence, it will be too late. I would find it hard
to explain to interested and involved members of the
community why I have confidence in Mr Guy, because
I know the community does not have confidence in him
after hearing about these matters and observing the
minister’s failure to address them over a long period.
I was also disappointed by the minister’s approach in
question time, which was to refer to going out for a beer
with Age journalist Royce Millar. The last time I
checked that was not an accountability mechanism. I
concur with paragraphs (2) and (3) of Mr Tee’s motion,
which are that the minister has not yet provided an
explanation of these matters that we would properly
expect.
That takes us to paragraph (4), where Mr Tee states that
the minister has undermined community confidence in
Victorian planning processes by making planning
decisions which are influenced by party political
patronage. He also points out that community
participation in the planning process has been made
irrelevant and that the views of local councils and
independent planning processes have been sidelined.
Mr Tee is correct on these points. However, the rot well
and truly set in under his own government. These are
the same reasons there was no confidence in
Mr Madden, the Minister for Planning in the Labor
government.
Mr Viney is right that the subject of this motion set a
bar for Justin Madden’s actions as Minister for
Planning. In my view Justin Madden failed to achieve
that standard, and that standard is now being applied to
Mr Guy. As planning minister Mr Madden treated these
processes, the very ones that are described in Mr Tee’s
motion, as a smash-up derby. I am not talking about
whether or not you agreed with the planning decision
that Mr Madden made. I am talking about the way he
went about it. That led us to the inquiry into the Hotel
Windsor matter.
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We only discovered what was going on because a
media adviser, Ms Duke, wrote in a memo that Minister
Madden might have been cooking up a fake
consultation. That led to a number of other disclosures
about members of the community, some of them very
well connected to the Premier’s office and the Minister
for Planning’s office, seeking to influence matters in a
non-transparent way. Departmental advice was also
provided in that case. Ironically, that departmental
advice was given by an individual who has also advised
the current Minister for Planning on Ventnor. I
understand that individual is no longer giving that sort
of advice to any minister.
We even had the extraordinarily poor show of the
government, having prevented the attendance of a key
witness — the media adviser — at a parliamentary
inquiry sending Mr Madden along. He physically threw
himself into the witness chair and demanded he be
allowed to speak. This was another gonzo effort that
destroyed the public’s confidence in the planning
minister and his ability to properly account for the
matters being investigated. Mr Madden prevented the
person the committee wanted to question from
providing evidence, and then threw himself into the
witness chair to get himself on TV that night.
The Ventnor matter being tried in the Supreme Court
has provided us with information about the current
case. In the case of the Hotel Windsor the
Ombudsman’s investigation following the election
provided us with the final story on what happened. I do
not know whether the Ventnor matter is better or worse
than the Windsor matter. We know more about the
Windsor matter, so it appears worse, but nevertheless
both ministers — Mr Guy and Mr Madden — fail the
test. As I say, in the case of a Minister for Planning,
who has extraordinary power, that test has to be set
extraordinarily high. The simple test in this case is the
failure to give a proper accounting for the matters and a
failure to even attempt to provide information that a
reasonable person would want to know.
The fifth paragraph of Mr Tee’s motion sets out his
belief that the minister’s conduct has exposed the
Victorian government and Victorian taxpayers to
millions of dollars in damages. I do not know whether
that is the case. As I said earlier, the prospect of an
applicant getting the rezoning they are seeking by going
to the Supreme Court is slim. In fact I would draw the
opposite conclusion to Mr Tee: I do not think we were
exposed to any major damages. It was a simple matter
of the government wanting to conclude the matter
without having to account for what had happened and
therefore it paid it off — paid it out — and that is a
poor use of public money.
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An alternative or third argument might be that the
government did not want to risk a successful challenge
to section 20(4) because that might shut down the
minister’s almost complete power to change planning
schemes without meeting any of the basic requirements
of doing so, including exhibition, public submissions or
a planning panel. It would be good if that loophole was
closed, but I do not think a court case is the way to do
it. The act needs to be amended so the minister does not
have unlimited power to change planning schemes
without any transparency. That is the nub of what went
wrong here: the minister had the power to rewrite the
rules however he wanted.
I do not see any sign from Mr Tee or his alternative
team that they want to close this gap. Section 20(4)
could be retained if it was time limited — that is,
amended to say the minister can introduce controls
without exhibiting those controls, but only if they are
for a limited time, say, 12 months. That would not be
used in the case of a rezoning. You would not rezone
land from rural to residential and then back again at the
end of 12 months. But other types of planning controls
such as overlays and the rest of it are often needed on
an emergency basis to set in place some temporary
rules while the permanent rules are put through the
proper process and exhibited, and then there is a use for
section 20(4). But at the moment that is simply bait for
the many flaws, follies or sins that Mr Tee has laid out
in his motion.
Inevitably there cannot be confidence in the planning
scheme, let alone an individual minister operating
within it, if the minister has such enormous power that
he can shut down transparency. That is the problem we
have here. That has to be fixed through legislation. I
have no confidence that another minister — Mr Tee or
anyone else in the hot seat — would be able to inspire
more confidence, because the rules themselves can be
written by a minister on a whim.
In conclusion, this whole matter really has nothing to
do with whether we think Phillip Island needs more
houses. This is not a judgement on whether the policy
was any good. We can debate that endlessly and
everybody can have a different view on it. Of course it
is the role of the government of the day to set some
policies for planning and development. I have no
dispute with that. This matter has been very much about
a flaw within a process that has left a whole succession
of ministers and other actors in the planning system
open to all sorts of allegations. Without a radical level
of transparency to go along with that kind of radical
power of a minister, then it is not possible for me to
have confidence in either the system or the minister in
this matter.
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Sitting suspended 1.00 p.m. until 2.03 p.m.
Mr FINN (Western Metropolitan) — This is a fairly
important job. It is a job of significant responsibility. In
fact it is more than a job; it is a vocation in many ways.
It is the way of life that we in this place have chosen,
and you have good days and you have bad days. It was
well after 2 o’clock when we finished up last night, and
it was closer to 3 o’clock when my shadow reached the
bed. When I woke up this morning after about 4 hours
sleep I thought to myself, ‘This is going to be a tough
day’. I did not realise how tough it was going to be until
I heard Mr Tee. Having a late night is one thing, but
then to have it backed up by a dose of Brian Tee is
something else altogether. I notice that he is not in the
chamber at the moment.
Mrs Peulich — It is such an important motion.
Mr FINN — It is an extraordinarily important
motion, as Mrs Peulich points out. I do not think there
is a more important motion that an opposition member
can move in this Parliament than the one Mr Tee has
moved against my friend and colleague the Minister for
Planning. Despite the seriousness of this motion,
Mr Tee is nowhere to be seen.
Mrs Peulich — He is having a late lunch.
Mr FINN — I would not like to speculate on where
he is, but I would suggest that with something as
serious as this motion the mover of the motion should
be in the chamber for the duration of the debate. It is
not good enough to get up, have your say and clear off.
He should be here. It staggers me that Mr Tee can make
all sorts of wild and weird allegations — without any
proof I might add, but I will get to that in a moment —
and then skedaddle. Let the record show that Mr Tee is
not in the chamber, which under normal circumstances
would be the least of my complaints.
Mr Ramsay — It is a relief.
Mr FINN — It is a great relief indeed, Mr Ramsay,
but on this occasion, as I said, it is a bit rough for the
mover of such a serious motion not to be in the
chamber for the duration of the debate. I listened to
Mr Tee with varying degrees of interest. A couple of
times I thought we had actually entered the twilight
zone. There was Mr Tee, who was clearly having
delusions of some nature, rabbiting on. An old
expression came to mind — not waving, drowning,
because that is what Mr Tee was doing on the other side
of the chamber. He brought this motion on. Members
will recall that we on this side of the house attempted to
bring this motion on in the last sitting week. I think
Mr Barber was the member who denied leave for the
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motion to be brought on last time, but we are very keen
to debate this motion because, quite frankly, it is
ridiculous.
But Mr Tee, as is his wont and way, has come in here
today wasting the time of this Parliament. We have
another very important motion on the notice paper
this afternoon. We could be debating the future of the
east–west link, for only the seventh or eighth time in
the last three or four months. We could be moving on
to debate that motion, but instead we are talking about
this motion, which I honestly thought may have some
substance, given the enthusiasm with which the
opposition members approached the motion, I
thought they would have had something to back them
up. Not on your Nellie! It concerns me that somebody
who holds himself up — —
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The PRESIDENT — Order! From my point of
view it is the combination of those words that form the
problem on this occasion, and I ask Mr Finn to
withdraw.
Mr FINN — I am happy to withdraw, but anyone
who has taken the mildest interest in the debate today
will know that Mr Tee has partaken in an exercise of
muckraking, and that is what muckrakers do. That is
fair enough. In fact, after listening to the outgoing
Prime Minister over the last week or so, Mr Tee is
making him sound good by comparison. We see the
Prime Minister travelling hither and yon, telling
everybody about what the federal Leader of the
Opposition, Tony Abbott, is and what he has done and
what his family has done, but Mr Tee has just taken it
to another level, and that is about the first time he has
ever done that on any basis.

Mr Leane — Just about 3 million reasons!
Mr FINN — Let us talk about some of them,
Mr Leane. I hope when Mr Leane has his chance he
will talk about some of those reasons because Mr Tee
did not mention them. He got up here and made all
sorts of weird and wild allegations, rabbiting on in a
ludicrous manner, with no evidence, nothing to
substantiate those allegations, and then he sat down
again. Now he has run away. What is going on with the
member? He is a man who presents himself as the next
planning minister of the state — the alternative
planning minister. As Mr Barber so correctly pointed
out, that is scary. I can only think of one thing scarier
and that would be the return of the previous planning
minister, Justin Madden, to that particular position.
Mr Tee presents himself as the future planning minister
when in fact he is just a grubby little muckraker; that is
all he is.
Mr Leane — On a point of order, President, I am
not too sure that the terminology used by Mr Finn was
acceptable parliamentary language, and I think he
should withdraw. I am sure the Clerk has just informed
the President of his words.
The PRESIDENT — Order! The term used by
Mr Finn was unparliamentary, and I ask him to
withdraw.
Mr FINN — On the point of order, President, I
assume you are asking me to withdraw the word
‘grubby’?
The PRESIDENT — Order! And the words ‘little
muckraker’.
Mr FINN — Really?

I am appalled by this motion, and members can
imagine that I will not be supporting it. In fact I will be
vigorously opposing it. The man at which this motion is
directed is somebody for whom I have a lot of time. He
has shown outstanding calibre as the Minister for
Planning in this state. I have no doubt that he has the
potential to go on well beyond his current ministerial
portfolio. I have no doubt about that at all. He is a man
of honour; he is honourable. I suggest to members
opposite that they might like to reach for their Funk &
Wagnalls and look that up: it starts with ‘h’ —
honourable.
Mr Leane — What is a Funk & Wagnalls? Is that
unparliamentary too?
Mr FINN — He has not got one — or a Funk &
Wagnalls either. But Mr Melhem has one, and that is all
that matters, because where he is going, he is going to
need one, and that is important.
But as I said, Mr Guy, towards whom this motion is
directed, is an honourable man; he is a man of integrity.
To bring these sorts of allegations, to bring these sorts
of charges against him, particularly in this Parliament,
is ludicrous — it is a nonsense. What are the members
opposite thinking? It is quite extraordinary, and I know
the length and depth that Mr Guy goes to to do his job
properly, because I have witnessed it. Some years ago I
was with Mr Guy when he attended a meeting of the
Brimbank City Council when the mayor, Cr Natalie
Suleyman, was in the chair — and what an experience
that was! We will get to that in a little while.
I have been with Mr Guy when he has been to places
like Point Cook. He said to the people at Point Cook
that Victorians should be ashamed — or words to that
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effect; I do not mean to put words in his mouth — of
the way that they were treated by Labor when it was in
government. The previous government allowed
thousands of people to move into Point Cook, to build
houses in Point Cook and move their families to Point
Cook without the infrastructure necessary for a
reasonable and decent standard of living.
What Labor has done to the people of Point Cook is
despicable. Mr Guy has given firm commitments not
just to me but also to the people of Point Cook and said
that he regards their problems as uppermost on his
agenda. He has been more than instrumental in getting
the wherewithal together to provide the interchange at
Sneydes Road in Werribee, which will provide the
people of Point Cook with another way out onto the
freeway. At the moment there are only two ways out,
one being Point Cook Road, which is of lower than a
reasonable standard by any judgement. Mr Guy has
been down there and as Minister for Planning has given
commitments to people who are suffering as a result of
what Labor Party members did to them while they were
in government.
Mr Guy is not somebody who sits behind a desk all day
shuffling papers in his office down in Spring Street
overlooking the MCG — where the Tiges will be
playing on Sunday. He is somebody who gets out and
deals with real people and real problems, and he solves
them. I remember about three years ago raising in this
house the prospect of a ferry service.
Mr Melhem interjected.
Mr FINN — If Mr Melhem listens to this, he might
learn something. I know members of the Australian
Workers Union think they know it all, but on this
matter they do not. I raised a matter in the house for the
attention of the then Minister for Public Transport, who
I think at the time was Mr Pakula, now the member for
Lyndhurst in the other place. I suggested that there be a
ferry service from Point Cook to Altona, then to
Williamstown and on to the city. At that time I was told
by Mr Pakula and indeed by that master of financial
figures, Mr Lenders, that there was no way that that
would ever happen. Mr Lenders said, ‘We’ve done the
costings’ — possibly by the federal Treasury or a
department in Canberra — ‘and there’s no way we
could ever get a ferry to service the west coast ports and
take people into the city. It will never happen’.
Mr Leane interjected.
Mr FINN — Mr Leane really should listen to this.
After the election, as one not to be put off easily, I went
to Minister Guy and said, ‘I believe that this will work’.
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He examined the project and came back to me and said,
‘I think you’re right. Yes, I think this will work; I think
this could be a goer’. He continued the work on this
particular project, and I am delighted to say that earlier
this year we travelled down the Yarra River to the Port
Phillip Heads past Etihad Stadium.
Mr Leane — It sounds quite romantic.
Mr FINN — It was very pleasant. A few drinks
would have been good, but nobody put those on. We
announced that that ferry service is moving to the next
stage. I am very confident that within the next year or
so we will have ferries servicing the people of the
western suburbs, taking them into the city and relieving
pressure on the West Gate Bridge and the West Gate
Freeway whilst we are building the east–west link. We
will have another way for people from Point Cook,
Altona, Williamstown, Wyndham Harbour and
Werribee to get into the city. Quite frankly, I am
looking forward to that.
That is happening purely as a result of the vision of the
great planning minister we have in this state, Matthew
Guy — the man who is being accused by Mr Tee, who
is not here. I am pointing to his place, but he is not here.
Mr Tee made all sorts of wild, weird and ridiculous
allegations against Mr Guy. Despite the fact that
Mr Tee has presented absolutely no evidence at all —
none, zilch, zero — to back up what he said, I am here
to say that the Matthew Guy I know could not possibly
be guilty of the allegations that Mr Tee is throwing
around. It is quite ludicrous.
I think it was Mr Barber who a little earlier mentioned
Miley Cyrus and tweeting. I am not sure how he got
onto that. I do not know much about Miley Cyrus’s
tweeting. I understand that she was involved in some
case a while back. I am informed by people who know
these things that she has been involved in twerking. I
have no idea what that is, but I am told also that Clive
Palmer does it as well. I do not know about other
members, but given the choice, when it comes to
twerking I will have Miley Cyrus over Clive Palmer
any day of the week. That is something — —
Mr Leane — On a point of order, President, of
relevance, I am not too sure that a comparison of Clive
Palmer’s and Miley Cyrus’s twerking has any relevance
to the motion.
Mr FINN — On the point of order, President, in the
debate reference was made to Miley Cyrus, and I was
making a passing reference to a particular matter that
has already been raised in the debate earlier today.
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The PRESIDENT — Order! Mr Leane’s point of
order has been made at a time when it certainly crossed
my mind that perhaps this debate was starting to
wander well away from the motion before the Chair.
Whilst I understand that Mr Finn was providing some
quite strong support and character reference for Mr Guy
in respect of a ferry service that he seems to have been
instrumental in developing, the fact is that the ferry will
not be stopping at Ventnor. Therefore it really is not
relevant to this debate. On discussions of Miley Cyrus,
who certainly did intervene in this matter in terms of
making public comment, it is relevant to mention her if
that discussion is about the motion. Talking about
tweets and comparing her to people like Clive Palmer is
clearly not relevant to this debate and suggests a little
bit of filibustering. If Mr Finn could come back to the
terms of the motion before the Chair.
Mr FINN — Thank you, President. I wish you had
been in the chair this morning. The President’s
reference to filibustering is well taken. I can assure the
President that if I wanted to filibuster, I would do a lot
better job than that.
This motion must be taken together with consideration
of what has gone before. I think it was a ruling by an
Acting President in your absence this morning,
President, that in his view it is a quite reasonable thing
for reference to be made to what has gone before,
including the history of former ministers for planning as
compared with the current one. I believe that is a
reasonable thing to do. It is very hard to say what sort
of a minister anybody is on a one-off basis without
being able to compare them to those who have gone
before.
I want members just for a moment to cast their minds
back to the last couple of planning ministers, and
compare them to this one. I have given some praise to
the current Minister for Planning; I think he is, as I said,
a man of vision, honesty and integrity and somebody
who has the best interests of Victorians at heart. When
Rob Hulls was Minister for Planning — and it may
well be that Mr Tee is out having a cup of tea with him
now; I do not know, but Mr Tee is still not here —
Mr Tee was, as I understand it, a senior adviser to
Mr Hulls. That being the case I wonder what he did,
because it is well known — and Mr Hulls himself on
one occasion let the cat out of the bag — that Mr Hulls
regarded planning as a relief from his work as
Attorney-General. That is the way planning was treated
in this state under Mr Hulls: it was light relief when that
gentleman wanted to get away from the serious job, as
he saw it, of sabotaging the legal system.
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Something that I think a lot of people in this state, and
certainly people I have spoken to out my way, hold as a
matter of deep regret is that Rob Hulls ever actually
held the portfolio. I think there were a lot of people
even in the government at that time — even in the
Labor Party! — who were very keen to see him move
on, and indeed they were very pleased when he did.
Then of course we had Justin Madden. Where to begin?
As has been mentioned — —
Mr Leane — He never got sued.
Mr FINN — He never got sued? No, he
probably — I will not say that because that would be
unparliamentary language, and I would never venture
into that area, President.
Those of us who have been in this house for a little
while would recall the performance of Justin Madden
as Minister for Planning. He sat on the government
benches, and he did exactly what he did in his
ministerial office: vague. The lights were on, but
nobody was home — and I am not sure if the lights
were on sometimes.
Mr Leane — On a point of order, President,
Mr Finn is reflecting on a current member of the
Parliament, and if he wants to do that in an appropriate
fashion, he needs to do it by substantive motion.
Mr FINN — On the point of order, President, my
view of that is that I was referring to him in a past
capacity, not in his current role. I have not seen him in
action since he moved to the Legislative Assembly. I
was referring to his role in the Legislative Council,
which was a past role, not his current role as the
member for Essendon and shadow minister for
innovation and small business and Shadow Minister for
Tourism and Major Events.
The PRESIDENT — Order! Whether or not
Mr Finn was referring to the member in the past or in
his current circumstances does not matter to me in
terms of the substance of the matter.
I wish to take up what Mr Finn said earlier about a
ruling by an acting president. Whilst the acting
presidents do a fabulous job, I do not necessarily agree
with all their rulings. In respect of the ruling that I think
Mr Finn is referring to, can I say that I would not have
allowed such an expansive debate. I would not have
allowed the references to former ministers. I have
listened to what Mr Finn has had to say about Mr Hulls,
and I think that so far what Mr Finn has said has been
totally irrelevant to this motion today. It has no parallel
at all with the current minister, and therefore it is not
material that really ought to be part of this debate. It
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brings into play the question of relevance in terms of
what has been said.
I am concerned about some aspects of events earlier
this morning. Mr Finn said I was not in the chair and
that perhaps I should have been in the chair. I know
Mr Finn was not casting any aspersions on me
personally for not being in the chair at that point, but I
wish I had been in the chair because I think I would
have steered this debate in a somewhat different
direction to the one it seems to have taken.
I am keen on consistency in terms of how this debate is
managed today, but I ask Mr Finn to come back to a
more relevant line of argument in terms of the motion
before the Chair. In order to do that it is not appropriate
to reflect on a member as not having done his job in the
way Mr Finn might have expected. Mr Finn was close
in terms of his criticism of Mr Madden, but I do not
think he was unparliamentary. I do not think what he
was saying warranted a substantive motion at that point,
but it was close. It was certainly not, in my opinion,
relevant to the debate before the Chair. Where a
member is to continue to bring in information or lead a
line of argument that involves a previous incumbent as
planning minister, then in my view it must show some
parallel with the current minister in the context of the
motion that we have before us today.
The motion is a serious one. It lays out a number of
points that deserve rebuttal and are being rebutted, but
not one of those points involves a previous incumbent,
and I do not know at this point, in any of the debate
throughout the entire day, that there has been any
parallel drawn in conduct that would suggest that it is
relevant to pursue former ministers.
Mr O’Brien — On a point of order, President,
rulings have been made by a number of acting
presidents; some of them are in the chamber now, as is
the Deputy President. For consistency in the conduct of
this and other debates in the future, it may be of
assistance and of benefit to members and acting
presidents if, as you indicated before lunch, you would
review Hansard and provide some guidance on the
matters you have just touched upon.
The PRESIDENT — Order! I agree with
Mr O’Brien, and in fact I have reviewed the record. At
a point when the Leader of the Government is in the
chamber I will be seeking a withdrawal of a particular
remark that he made. I will also be seeking a
withdrawal of a comment that Mr Viney made which
was in the same vein. In both circumstances I believe
the remarks were unparliamentary in the sense that they
suggested corrupt behaviour of individuals, and I do not
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think there was anything to substantiate that behaviour.
The word ‘corrupt’ and the concept of corruption are
not part of this motion, and there is absolutely nothing
to substantiate corruption. Therefore that word is
definitely unparliamentary in the context of today’s
proceedings.
As I said, at an appropriate juncture today I will be
asking the Leader of the Government to withdraw the
remark that he made. I have had a discussion with him,
and he is quite happy to withdraw. He accepts my
position on that matter. At the same time I will also be
extending a request to Mr Viney as Deputy President
for a less stark but nonetheless similar comment made
in his contribution today.
Mr FINN — President, thank you for clarifying
those matters.
Mr Tee — You can tear up your notes now.
Mr FINN — I welcome Mr Tee back to the
chamber. The Chair was resumed at 5 minutes past 2,
and half an hour later Mr Tee has decided to wander
back in. I welcome him back. I hope he has had a very
enjoyable lunch, snooze or whatever he has been up to.
I believe the Minister for Planning, who is under attack
in this motion today, would never have got involved in
something like the Brimbank City Council scandal.
Mr Guy would not be so clueless as to let his office be
used by comrades in his own party to run an empire. If
Mr Guy were to meet Hakki Suleyman, I am sure the
alarm bells would ring immediately, as they did with
me.
Mr Leane — On a point of order, President, in
relation to relevance, Mr Finn is again wandering off
into all sorts of history and false accusations. It is a
narrow motion, and Mr Finn should be going back to
being relevant to the motion.
Mr FINN — On the point of order, President, I have
not made allegations against anybody. All I have said is
that the Minister for Planning would not have got
involved in something. I have just touched upon that. I
mentioned a name which has clearly raised the hackles
of members opposite, but I have made no allegations
against anybody. I do not understand what Mr Leane is
on about.
Mr Viney — On the point of order, President, this
relates very much to points of order I was trying to
make when this debate lost some degree of dignity and
control earlier in the day. To that extent, my point at the
time, which I repeat, is that I cannot see how it is
relevant or appropriate to drag into this debate
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commentary that may or may not have been made in a
previous debate in a previous Parliament. It is an
attempt to smear the reputation of someone who is still
a serving member of this Parliament. This is where this
whole debate started to get out of control. It should
have been ruled out of order at the time. It was not, and
a whole range of discussions were introduced as a
consequence. We should pull it back now.
Mrs Peulich — On the point of order, President, I
understand you followed some of the earlier debate,
that you have reviewed some of the record and you
may well be aware that Mr Viney’s characterisation of
that debate in the point of order he just made is very
different to what actually transpired. The point that was
being made at the time was that it was relevant to look
at the previous censure motions and at the depth and
veracity of evidence that was presented to the chamber
in order for such a censure motion to succeed. In my
view the fact that it happened in the previous
Parliament, as a matter of process, is not relevant. What
is relevant is that new members of Parliament who have
not been privy to the conduct of a censure motion,
which should be a rarity rather than commonplace,
should be able to measure, gauge and learn from
previous practice of this house, much of which is
documented in Rulings from the Chair. Mr Viney keeps
misrepresenting the debate that occurred at the time.
The PRESIDENT — Order! I uphold the point of
order on the basis of relevance. Mr Finn is now
proffering a hypothetical situation which is absolutely
irrelevant to the debate on the motion before the Chair.
I ask Mr Finn to come back to the terms of this motion
in his line of argument.
The terms of this motion are quite clear. The lead
speaker for the opposition prosecuted his case within
the parameters of the motion. Mrs Peulich has noted
that other speakers seem to have wandered off into
other areas in terms of their attack or defence, and she
is absolutely right — they should have been pulled up
earlier. But the fact is I am now in the chair and they
have been pulled up. We are back to the motion before
the Chair; this is what I am listening to — lines of
argument that are relevant to this motion. Perhaps this
will be a lesson to us all, particularly newer members of
the chamber, in terms of where we go from here. A
hypothetical about a minister meeting another
individual has no relevance to this motion. Mr Finn to
continue on a different line of argument.
Mr FINN — I am very happy to embark on a
different line of argument, President. As I say, I am
extremely disappointed that you were not in the chair
earlier, and I hope that we will have the benefit of your
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wisdom to a greater degree if this sort of matter is
raised in the future.
I am looking at the motion that Mr Tee has presented to
the house. He got up in here today and gave what was
at best a rambling performance of snide innuendo,
cracks at people’s characters, muckraking and the sort
of thing that, I have to say, we have come to expect
from him, quite honestly. That is deeply regrettable. My
understanding from listening to Mr Tee in the last
sitting week was that he actually had something
worthwhile to say. I think it is disappointing when he
builds up our expectations.
As you are aware, President, Mr Guy was very keen to
ensure that the debate went ahead in the last sitting
week, on the basis that there was something worthwhile
to debate, and so here we are. Two weeks later we have
come in here. There was a big build-up, and Mr Tee got
up and delivered absolutely nothing. Can anybody tell
me exactly what this allegation is? Can anybody tell me
the basis for this motion? I am not talking about
previous ministers who have had similar motions
moved against them in the past where there was
substantial evidence as to their wrongdoing. I am not
allowed to mention that — although that makes the idea
of precedent a bit irrelevant as well. We have here a
shadow minister who has come into this chamber with
a pretty impressive looking motion, it has to be said, but
there is nothing to it. It is empty. It is a bit lacking. It is
all noise; there is nothing to it.
Mr O’Brien — It’s a cardboard cut-out.
Mr FINN — It is a cardboard cut-out,
Mr O’Brien. There is no basis for this motion. As I
say, we have serious matters to discuss in this
Parliament. We have another motion on the east–west
link to debate later on this afternoon. I cannot wait to
speak again on the east–west link, but instead we are
talking about this. We are slandering people like Meg
Bartel. I have known Meg for over 20 years, and I
know her to be a — —
Ms Crozier — Decent.
Mr FINN — A very decent and honest person. Yet
this motion attempts to slander her, and I think that is
despicable. It attempts to drag former planning minister
Rob Maclellan into this matter. I think that for all Rob
Maclellan’s sometimes colourful practices, he was a
damn good planning minister. He opened Melbourne
up in a way it had never been opened before, and that
has to be a very good thing. The motion attempts to
slander former Premier Ted Baillieu and the federal
member for Flinders, Greg Hunt. You have to wonder.
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If the real target of this motion is not in fact Mr Guy, it
just might be Mr Hunt, who of course is up for reelection, and no doubt will be re-elected, on Saturday.
This sort of motion does the opposition little credit and
it does the house little credit. As various members,
various acting presidents and you, President, have said,
this is a very serious motion. Members should not bring
motions like this to the house unless they have good
reason to do so, and Mr Tee does not. Anybody who
listened to him today knows that he has no evidence to
back up the scurrilous allegations he threw around the
chamber against the Minister for Planning. I am very
happy and I am very comfortable in my support for
Mr Guy. I know him to be an honourable, outstanding
minister — a minister of vision and a great member of
the Napthine government. I very strongly oppose this
motion and will be voting against it at the first
opportunity.
The PRESIDENT — Order! I indicate to
Mr Scheffer that if the Leader of the Government
comes into the house, I intend to ask him for a
withdrawal of his earlier remark. That might mean that
I need to intervene in Mr Scheffer’s speech. I thank him
for understanding that.
Mr SCHEFFER (Eastern Victoria) — Mr Tee’s
motion should not need to be put at all, and rising to
speak in support gives no-one on this side of the house
any pleasure. It is a sad day — —
Honourable members interjecting.
Mr SCHEFFER — No. It gives no-one on this side
of the house any pleasure at all. It is a sad day when a
shadow minister’s duty leaves him no option but to
move a motion calling on the house to indicate that it
no longer has confidence in a minister. Oppositions do
not move no-confidence motions lightly. The fact is
that there is no greater shame for a minister than to have
to resort to the support of the members of his own party
to shore up his position, and we shall see if that is how
it turns out, because I do not wish to pre-empt the vote
at the end of this debate.
While oppositions may oppose ministers over policy
and the actions taken by government, they can still have
confidence in the minister’s competence to do his or her
job with integrity. An essential ingredient of this
integrity is that a minister must be prepared to answer
to the Parliament and to the people the Parliament as a
whole represents. As Mr Tee’s motion underlines, the
Minister for Planning is now swept up in a maelstrom
of his own making. His actions over the rezoning of
farm land at Ventnor on Phillip Island are the subject of
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huge controversy involving some very serious
allegations for which, in my view, there are no evident
answers. Day after day during the previous sitting week
the minister and the government refused point-blank to
simply and directly explain the extraordinary
circumstances surrounding the rezoning of the land at
Ventnor, and the opposition now has no choice but to
call upon the house to support this no-confidence
motion.
Mr Tee’s motion in part relies on the amended defence
that was filed in the Supreme Court by the Minister for
Planning. In this document — and Mr Tee’s motion
restates it to some extent — the minister admits that he
rezoned the land at Ventnor contrary to both legal
advice and departmental advice and in breach of the
requirements of the Planning and Environment Act
1987. This chamber has heard the details of the
amended defence tendered in the Supreme Court in
September last year — namely, that in paragraph 7A of
that defence the minister admits that he acted contrary
to the legal advice; in paragraph 7B he admits that he
had contrary departmental advice; in paragraph 7G he
admits that he made a jurisdictional error; and in
paragraph 7H he admits that he acted in breach of the
Planning and Environment Act. Those are the facts that
members opposite have called for when they say that
Mr Tee’s motion is insubstantial.
Fundamentally that is what Mr Tee’s motion relies on;
they are facts within the jurisdiction of the Supreme
Court; and I would be interested to hear those opposite
attack, undermine, qualify or advise the house that the
statements made by the minister and tendered to the
Supreme Court are not true.
There can be no more serious admission from a
minister, because it means he acknowledges that he
acted illegally, breaching a key piece of legislation that
must bind a minister. By any measure it is incumbent
upon the minister and the government to explain
exactly why and how this occurred and for the minister,
in my view, to step aside unless an explanation that
entirely exonerates him is forthcoming. So far we have
not heard anything like that. In the amended defence
the minister also states that he acted contrary to the
advice of his department, and there has been some
discussion in the debate from the Leader of the
Government about the relationship between a minister
and his department.
It is true that ministers are not bound to slavishly follow
the advice of their departments, but they are expected to
rigorously scrutinise the advice they are given and get
the department to reconcile the minister’s and the
government’s policy objectives with the law, while at
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the same time ensuring that whatever course of action is
followed has policy consistency and integrity — even if
the department does not like it. Mr Tee has stepped the
house through the details of how the minister dealt with
his department, which is a far cry from the standards we
would expect from the minister.
During the previous sitting week, the Premier was
asked whether he was aware of the contents of the
amended defence. The Premier was asked how much
money the government handed over to Ms Carley
Nicholls in the out-of-court settlement that had been
reported in the media. He was asked whether he was
consulted prior to the multimillion-dollar settlement and
whether he received departmental advice on the matter.
It was put to the Premier that an adviser in the office of
the Minister for Planning did not provide the minister
with the available departmental advice. The Premier
was asked how the Minister for Planning could still
hold his position when he had admitted to the Supreme
Court that he had breached the Planning and
Environment Act and that, as a consequence of his
actions, he cost the state millions of dollars. And it was
put to the Premier that an adviser to the planning
minister sent an email to the minister’s department
advising the officers that the minister was supportive of
a request from a planning consultant representing
Ventnor landowner John Cadogan and that the
department should draw up the planning scheme
documents in conjunction with this planning consultant.
The Premier refused to deal with any of those
questions. He did not clarify, correct or explain
anything put to him in the Parliament of this state. If
members look back through Hansard, they will see that
virtually every response from the Premier to that series
of questions began with the words, ‘Planning is a
challenging or a vexed portfolio area. That legal action
is not unusual, and there is nothing new here’. That was
in effect the response of the Premier to that long series
of cogent questions asked over three days in the
Legislative Assembly.
Through this prevarication and this obfuscation the
Premier failed to defend the minister in any way, shape
or form. That was the opposite side; what might have
looked like a defence of the minister was actually a
refusal to defend him. The Premier may have looked
like he was stonewalling, refusing to betray his
minister, but in fact he could not muster any argument
or case to explain or justify his minister’s actions and
defend his colleague’s integrity.
Mrs Peulich — On a point of order, President, given
your earlier comments about the parameters of the
debate, I would have thought that Mr Scheffer’s
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contribution, which has largely focused on the Premier,
would have stepped outside the bounds of your advice.
Given the parameters of the motion, I ask that you bring
him back to the motion.
The PRESIDENT — Order! On this occasion I do
not uphold the point of order. For a start I believe the
Premier has been named in this debate as being one of
the people associated with the mechanisms that
occurred in the minister’s decision. Mr Scheffer’s
contribution is probably closer to relevance in terms of
the matter than almost any other contribution made
today. He is going to what other people have said about
these matters, being the Premier specifically. The
remarks that he is making are totally relevant to the
very words used in the motion so far as some of the
contact and so forth are concerned. This is a relevant
line of argument, and I do not uphold the point of order.
Mr SCHEFFER — Mrs Peulich’s point of order
was prescient, because I was moving on to this chamber
in my very next step. But before I do that, I want to ask
a couple of questions about why the Premier took the
course of action he did in apparently defending his
minister. My question is: why did he not lift a finger?
Maybe that has to do with where this minister sees his
career — that is, moving to the lower house where he
may in fact be a future competitor for the Premier, but
that is beside the point for the moment.
During the previous sitting week a similar story was
being played out in this chamber as Mr Tee asked the
minister directly a range of searching questions as to
whether he had spoken to former Kennett minister
Robert Maclellan, whether he had spoken to Ms Carley
Nicholls, when and where these conversations had
taken place and what they were about. The minister was
asked whether his staff had discussed the Ventnor
rezoning issue prior to the minister making his decision
and whether he would consider renegotiating the
confidentiality agreement so that the dollar value of the
settlement could be made public, or at least the figure of
the legal costs.
Instead of stepping the chamber through the series of
events as they occurred, the minister parried, flailed and
tried to thrust his way through question time. The
minister said that he only met Mr Maclellan and
Ms Nicholls after the matter was concluded. Why
would he do that? Did the minister travel to Phillip
Island to talk to Mr Maclellan and Ms Nicholls just tell
them that he had done Ms Nicholls out of a potential
$10 million windfall? I do not think so. None of this
makes any sense, and the minister is now in more
trouble than he reckoned.
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Mr Tee was at pains to find a way for the minister to
release the dollar figure of the out-of-court settlement
while at the same time honouring the commitment that
the minister and the government had made to the
Supreme Court. Mr Tee revealed that it was the
minister and the government that had insisted on the
confidentiality condition, not the plaintiffs. Mr Tee
suggested that the minister renegotiate the agreement.
The minister answered that he would seek advice from
his department on how to make this matter more
transparent through a public process — that is a good
thing; full marks — instancing what may have been an
annual report.
All the questioning during the previous sitting of the
Parliament in both chambers has apparently come to
nothing, with the Premier and the Minister for Planning
each in their own way treating the Parliament with what
has to be described as contempt and tarnishing the high
office that each of them holds. The Premier and the
Minister for Planning no doubt believe they will get
away with this under cover of the distraction of the
federal election campaign. We will see how long the
distraction lasts, because inevitably the focus will again
return to the goings-on in this Parliament.
As far as the general public and the residents of Phillip
Island are concerned, the story is very clear. They know
that the Shire of Bass Coast had zoned the 24 hectares
at Ventnor as farmland. They know that the minister
had rezoned it as residential, only to reverse that
decision after community and local government
protests and the intervention of various Liberal Party
figures. This is common knowledge at Ventnor and
Phillip Island. Residents on the island know that the
minister’s initial decision was high-handed and against
the community interest and that the decision would
hand a massive financial windfall to landowners on the
island. They know that Liberal Party figures had a hand
in the rezoning and further rezoning of the land, that the
minister was subject to immense local pressure from
past and present Liberal Party office-holders and that by
any measure this was an arbitrary and reckless use of
public office for private benefit.
Local residents also know that journalists have taken an
interest in the events because the journalists believe
proper processes are being subverted and compromised
by this arbitrary exercise of power and the interference
from interests outside the formal process. Finally,
residents of Phillip Island and the wider Victorian
public know that the majority of their representatives in
the Victorian Parliament no longer have confidence in
the minister to do his job.
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This is a very serious matter. I hope my presentation
has been succinct, germane and to the point. These are
the questions that have not been answered. How can we
have confidence in a minister and a government that
cannot even answer these most elementary questions?
Mrs PEULICH (South Eastern Metropolitan) — I
join my colleagues in speaking against the motion
moved by Mr Tee to do a number of things, including
to move a motion of no confidence in the Minister for
Planning, Matthew Guy. Before I make some
comments on Mr Scheffer’s disappointing contribution,
I note from reading Odgers’ Australian Senate Practice
that the most recent practice of similar motions has
been to move motions of censure rather than motions of
no confidence.
The house will form its own view, but I believe that the
very serious allegations made by Mr Scheffer and
which Mr Tee has attempted to use as a smear are not
clear. There may well be a list of questions, as
enumerated by Mr Scheffer, that he feels were not
answered to his satisfaction, or perhaps to the
satisfaction of Labor Party activists, green activists or
any of the aggrieved, but the standing orders of this
chamber, as well as those of other chambers, state that a
minister — and this includes the Premier — can answer
a question as he sees fit so long as the answer is
relevant, so to say that the questions have not been
answered is a misrepresentation.
To then line them up like little peas in a thimble and
attempt to create a picture of some allegations of some
very serious wrongdoing, with the innuendo and smear
being that somehow it is tantamount to corruption —
although there is an avoidance of the use of the term. I
think Mr Tee used the term ‘for political gain’ in that
Mr Guy has undertaken this course of action for
political gain — —
Mr Tee — Financial.
Mrs PEULICH — Nowhere in their
presentations — —
Mr Tee — Financial gain.
Mrs PEULICH — Nowhere in their presentations
have they indeed clarified what the — —
The PRESIDENT — Order! I heard an interjection
by Mr Tee which might not have been picked up by
Hansard, but it was an important interjection. It also
goes to a comment Mr Scheffer made that also
perturbed me a little. Mr Scheffer’s comment was about
the reckless use of public office for private benefit and
Mr Tee’s interjection was ‘financial gain’. Mrs Peulich
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was talking about political advantage, which was
consistent with what I think Mr Tee presented in the
lead speech in this debate, but then by way of
interjection he made the remark ‘financial gain’. In both
cases, in respect of Mr Scheffer’s remark and Mr Tee’s
then, I am seeking to establish that there is not an
accusation that Mr Guy, as minister, received any
financial gain as part of this or that it is an allegation
they are making. That is a very different and much
more serious allegation than what is contained in the
motion.
I would not want Mr Guy’s character impugned in any
way by an interjection that suggested that he was to
actually receive some financial gain out of this process.
Can I have a clarification from Mr Tee that that was not
the intent of his interjection? Mr Scheffer is prepared to
also give me some assurance, I see.
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Mr Tee — Would you agree that he is incompetent?
Mrs PEULICH — I do not agree that he is
incompetent at all. In actual fact I would probably think
that the definition may suit you more so, and I am more
than happy to canvass that in a separate debate. What
Mr Guy has tried to do in the reform of the planning
process is to be more transparent, to be at arm’s length,
to make some systems changes, to allow the
community to have input to decide on the nature of
their physical environment and then enable those
decisions to be made at an arm’s length from
ministerial intervention. That has been Mr Guy’s
intention through a range of planning reforms he has
undertaken. At the end of the day, when this is all in
place, he will be recognised for doing that. That is a
much more accountable and transparent system than
existed under former Labor governments and under
former ministers for planning.

Mr Scheffer — I give that assurance, President, yes.
The PRESIDENT — Order! Thank you.
Mr Tee — Yes, President. My interjection was in
relation to the plaintiff in the proceedings, Ms Carley
Nicholls, and not the minister.
The PRESIDENT — Order! Thank you.
Mrs Peulich to continue.
Mrs PEULICH — Thank you for getting that on
the record, because I have been concerned all through
this debate about the inferences, the innuendo and the
smear of some very serious allegations — allegedly —
which have never actually been articulated beyond the
motion. That has disturbed me greatly. I know that
there are people, both in this chamber and in our field
of politics, as well as some who may report it, who are
expert at lining up information and making it seem like
a hanging offence, creating an impression of some very
serious wrongdoing when in many instances there has
been no public wrongdoing.
Mr Guy is a very intelligent man, and I believe he is a
person of integrity. He has a wife and three young
children; he has a future to look forward to. Most of us,
when we reflect on matters that we have handled, could
sometimes think of ways of handling them better.
However, I do not believe that Mr Guy has acted
illegally. I do not believe that he has acted immorally. I
do not believe that very serious allegations exist except
in the minds of those who seek to infer, through this
motion and the subtext of the commentary, that
somehow he is corrupt.
The Labor Party is getting carried away with itself.
Mr Tee — —

First of all, a no-confidence motion is misguided. It
belies the subtext, and that has concerned me. Perhaps a
censure motion may have been more appropriate given
the individual sections of the motion. What this debate
has been about is very much smear. There are some
who are very good at smear.
Mr Tee — Name them.
Mrs PEULICH — If the cap fits. I agree
completely, having been in local government and
having been around politics for 17 years, with a
particular interest in planning, that it is not unusual for
people involved in planning to take legal action, or at
least threaten it. At all levels, whether it is against
individual councillors, whether it is targeting a
particular council, whether it is the state government or
the minister, it is not unusual.
Mr Tee — Three million dollars is not unusual?
Mrs PEULICH — I am sure there will be a time
and an opportunity to judge the settlement that may
have been involved in this case, based on the legal
advice — —
Mr Tee — They won’t release it.
Mrs PEULICH — Mr Tee has inferred — in fact
he is probably being more direct than that — and I
think Mr Viney also inferred that Mr Guy somehow
paid hush money.
Mr Tee — No, taxpayers.
Mrs PEULICH — No, that is not what you said
and that is not what Mr Viney said.
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Mr Tee — Taxpayers.
Mrs PEULICH — That somehow it was Mr Guy
who paid hush money.
Mr Tee — No, it was taxpayers.
Mrs PEULICH — Anyone who understands how a
government works knows full well that Mr Guy — —
Mr Tee interjected.
Mrs PEULICH — You can clarify that allegation
when you sum up. I believe, and I welcome the
opportunity — —
Mr Tee interjected.
Mrs PEULICH — I welcome the opportunity
for some consideration being given to the practice of
settlement of legal cases under this government and
under Labor governments — and I am sure that it is
fairly commonplace — so we can make an informed
judgement on this practice and perhaps bring a
greater degree of scrutiny to it. I do not believe that
what has occurred with this case is significantly
different to what occurred under Labor
governments. In fact I would expect that there were
many instances where former ministers were more
interventionist.
The minister may not have followed the advice of his
department, and that is not unusual. That does not mean
that he does not take it on board. Indeed if all ministers
fully followed departmental advice, we may not even
have need for a minister. I would not consider it to be
an absolute hanging offence for a minister to not follow
all the advice he has dished up to him. In fact it is his
duty as a minister to scrutinise that advice and form a
best judgement as to what is in the best interest of
Victorians.
There is a very stark contrast between the practices of
Mr Guy, who has been more reluctant to intervene and
has sought to create a planning system which is
transparent and which allows less political intervention,
with what we saw happen under Labor governments.
Many of the decisions made by Labor governments
favoured some of their significant contributors, for
example, unions.
Mr Tee — On a point of order, President, I think
Mrs Peulich is flouting your clear rulings about the
narrow nature of this motion, which relates to the
minister’s conduct. She is very much straying to now
talk about quite extraneous matters, and I ask you to
consider asking her to come back to this motion.
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The PRESIDENT — Order! I do not uphold the
point of order. In fact Mrs Peulich’s contribution has
again been one of the most relevant to the motion
before the house. She has been making the point that
the approach to a decision taken by this minister, which
has been brought into question by this motion, has
some consistency with decisions made previously. She
has not reflected adversely on any individuals. She has
maintained a consistent and tight approach to the
motion before the chair in her debate. The comments
she has made have drawn parallels with previous
administrations without going off on some sort of frolic
into forests and woods outside this motion’s
parameters. I do not uphold the point of order.
Mrs PEULICH — In looking at the contents of the
motion and bringing my contribution to the debate to a
conclusion, I would like to make some brief comments
on Mr Tee’s motion.
The PRESIDENT — Order! The Leader of the
Government has just returned. I will recognise
Mrs Peulich for the completion of her debate in one
moment.
This has been a difficult debate today. As has been
acknowledged a number of times, it is an important
debate. It is a debate about the want of confidence in a
minister. This is an appropriate motion to bring before
the house if there is concern about confidence in the
minister. It is within the capacity of the house to debate
this matter fully and comprehensively.
Unfortunately, with the roster of acting chairs today,
not everybody has been as attentive to the continuity of
the debate as might have been preferred. That has
resulted in a number of rulings and certainly
contributions that have been outside the parameters of
this debate. I particularly want to congratulate
Mr Scheffer and Mrs Peulich for acknowledging the
remarks that I made about staying within the
parameters of the debate. I believe they have both done
so, notwithstanding the fact that people have sought to
question this. Both of them recognised what the debate
was about and made contributions that were apposite to
the debate.
The acting presidents may not have heard all the debate
today and therefore may not have appreciated the
continuity of the proceedings. I might be cast in the
same light because, whilst I listened to some of this
debate in my office, I did not pick up all the debate or
all the rulings. However, it is incumbent upon me to
mention to members that when we have a motion of
this nature, indeed motions of any nature, relevance is
an important factor. Members should not wander off,
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filibustering on issues or bringing in a cast of characters
that have nothing to do with the motion before the
house.
In this context, I note that earlier in the day
Mr Tarlamis, while acting chair, on two occasions
indicated that relevance was an important factor. He
gave his rulings during the contribution by the lead
speaker of the government, and he rightly indicated that
a bit of latitude is given to a lead speaker. However,
given that latitude, the lead speaker also sets some of
the parameters for the debate that follows, so they need
to be mindful of that and not open up the debate in a
way that goes outside the question before the house. I
note that while Mr Tarlamis did not use the word
‘relevance’, he was looking at the question of relevance
in suggesting that a contribution ought be substantially
directed to the question before the house, which in this
case was the motion moved by Mr Tee.
Some of the rulings that followed perhaps did not
curtail extraneous debate as they might have. That led
to frustrations with a number of speakers. There were a
number of interjections, which elicited remarks that
were not intended. The Leader of the Government
made an accusation or comment during the debate.
There had probably been an interjection at that time, but
the Leader of the Government suggested that a former
minister of this house was a corrupt minister. I do not
believe that is parliamentary language. I believe that is
unacceptable under standing order 12.20. Even by way
of substantive motion we would still look carefully at
an accusation of corruption because that has very
serious overtones. We would need to be very clear
about what exactly was intended in such a substantive
motion. A substantive motion does not simply give
members carte blanche to make any allegation. The
allegation still needs to be properly framed, and it
should not contain unparliamentary language.
In the course of reviewing the proceedings I have had a
discussion with both the Deputy President and the
Leader of the Government about remarks that were
made which featured the word ‘corrupt’. I am now
seeking a withdrawal of the comment ‘corrupt
minister’, which was made by the Leader of the
Government during his speech this morning.
Hon. D. M. Davis — I withdraw.
The PRESIDENT — Order! Mr Viney was not
quite so stark in the remark that he made, but
nonetheless, it suggested again that there was an aspect
of corruption, and I would ask that he also withdraw his
remark.
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Mr Viney — Thank you, President. I withdraw.
The PRESIDENT — Order! As I have indicated,
when we debate these motions, relevance is of
particular importance. I thank the last two speakers in
particular for making their remarks relevant to the
debate, notwithstanding the points of order that were
taken on each of them. I also point out that tedious
repetition does not really help the house either in the
course of these debates. This is an important motion,
and I thank members for the cooperation they have
shown me when I have been in the chair in terms of
trying to redefine some aspects of this debate today.
Mrs PEULICH — I conclude by saying that during
the debate no evidence has been given of impropriety or
illegality. To therefore take the next step and infer
that — —
Mr Tee interjected.
Mrs PEULICH — There has been no evidence, and
I do not believe Mr Tee has come anywhere close to
presenting any level of evidence. That is not to say that
the minister may perhaps have done things differently.
Everyone can improve on their performance, and that
includes Mr Tee. In his shadow portfolio he called
Places Victoria ‘Better Places’ — wrong. He called the
planning assessment committees ‘planning action
committees’ — wrong. He said the minister called in
the development in Cape Patterson, but he did not. He
said the metropolitan planning strategy is to be called
‘Our state, our capital’ — it is not. He protested against
the minister with a cardboard cut-out of Miley Cyrus at
8 Nicholson Street, but the minister’s office is at
1 Spring Street. He said there has been limited
consultation for the metropolitan planning scheme —
he is wrong.
I have pages and pages of examples where Mr Tee has
just not got his facts right. He is sloppy. He is trigger
happy. He thinks he is the only shadow minister who
has landed a glove on a minister. He is getting cocky. I
think he has overreached; he has overstepped the mark.
What he ought to be doing is taking note of a lot of
evidence, much of it also reflected in the views of his
own parliamentary colleagues, about the problems
facing our planning system. The latest evidence is the
inquiry into local economic development initiatives in
Victoria, which has an entire chapter on barriers to
success for local economic development initiatives,
focusing on planning, green tape and red tape. Mr Tee
would be better advised to spend his time developing a
better planning system to make sure that we get the
right balance between protecting the environment and
not hampering economic development that this state
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needs in order to generate jobs and support business
activity.
With those few words, I point out that nothing
substantial whatsoever has been presented to
demonstrate any level of impropriety, misuse of public
office or illegality — no doubt much to the
disappointment of the King of Smear. This motion of
no confidence should be dismissed outright. Perhaps if
Mr Tee had framed it as a motion of censure, there may
have been some more illuminating debate, but I think
he has overreached, and the motion ought to be exposed
for what it is: just a cheap hit on the character of the
minister.
Mr LENDERS (Southern Metropolitan) — I rise to
speak without any hesitation in support of the motion of
no confidence against the Minister for Planning. I
completely reject the assertions of Mrs Peulich who
presumed to lecture Mr Tee on how to do his job. It was
not just Mrs Peulich but a series of government
members have gone through the process of lecturing
Mr Tee on what his job is: to scrutinise government.
That is a joke. This is not Zimbabwe. This is not East
Germany. This is Victoria, where the role of an
opposition is, as it sees fit, to scrutinise the government
on its performance and in particular a minister on his
performance.
A number of government members have said there is
not much substance to what Mr Tee has put forward. I
put to the house that Mr Tee, in an almost identical
number of words as comprise the Gettysburg Address,
has succinctly put a case as to why this house should
not have confidence in this minister. He has been
particularly precise in outlining that, as have, I might
say, the other speakers on this side supporting the
motion of no confidence in the minister. I will briefly
remind the house that the debate we have before us is
on a substantive motion that outlines what the mover
sees, and I agree with him, as a dereliction of duty to
the point that it warrants the house expressing no
confidence in the minister.
Let us not delude ourselves that this is some triggerhappy venture. This is the first time in this Parliament
and certainly in this house that there has been a motion
of no confidence in a minister. It is not something that
members on this side of the house do lightly. In
deference to the ruling of the Speaker, I will not outline
the multiple other occasions when we on this side of the
house could have argued that a minister ought to be
censured or whatever else. This is the first time that we
have moved a motion of no confidence, and we have
moved it for the reasons that Mr Tee has succinctly
outlined. Let us just reiterate some of those reasons.
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Firstly, it is a fact that Mr Tee and certainly
Mr Scheffer have quoted the affidavit lodged in the
Supreme Court of Victoria, where the minister through
his own legal representation accepts that he acted
contrary to legal advice and the advice of the
department and was in breach of the requirements of
the Planning and Environment Act 1987. Those two
things alone must surely give pause to those on the
other side to say that this is not frivolous or trivial. You
can make whatever case you like, and members can say
that perhaps it is too extreme a sanction. That is a
legitimate debating point. I would argue that the breach
warrants the sanction. This is a serious matter. The
representations of the minister’s own legal team in an
affidavit to the Supreme Court say he was in breach of
an act that he is sworn to administer.
Those opposite say the motion is ill formed and
inappropriate. They ask, ‘How dare Mr Tee have the
temerity to get up in the house of review of the
Victorian Parliament and scrutinise a minister?’. We
have been told by numerous government speakers that
this minister is a good bloke. He is a married man with
three kids. They can have a yarn to him; they can have
a chat to him. Heaven forbid! He is a good bloke. He is
also a minister of the Victorian Crown charged with
administering legislation, charged with honouring an
oath, charged with not just doing the right thing but
being seen to be doing the right thing and charged with
being open, transparent and accountable. The temerity
of Mr Tee to question this good bloke — this married
man with three kids — about his administration of the
office of Minister for Planning! Mr Tee has moved that
this house have no confidence in the minister. I have no
hesitation in voting for that and endorsing it.
Then we have the theme that goes through the
arguments of government members: there is no basis
for the motion. I think I have already addressed that. I
do not intend to engage in tedious repetition here. The
facts speak for themselves, and my colleagues have
clearly outlined them. But I now move on to the second
part of the reason why this house should not have
confidence in the minister. The motion also goes to
transparency, openness and accountability. I have not
asked the attendants for a vomit bag, but my goodness I
felt as though I needed one a few times when I heard
the nauseating stuff about how open, transparent,
accountable and wonderful this married man with three
children is. What his marital status and parenthood has
got to do with his ability as a minister quite baffles me.
Nevertheless, that has obviously been one of his
defences.
Let us just go through paragraph (2) of the motion as
we consider this transparent and accountable good
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bloke. In October 2011, in February, March, May, June
and August 2012, and in June 2013 — to name just a
few occasions — Mr Tee has questioned this minister
in this house about this particular issue — that is, the
issue of the minister sitting at the kitchen table in
Ventnor discussing matters which ended up in the
Supreme Court and a settlement which colleagues on
my side of the house have called hush money of
$3 million.
There is a theme here, and it is why I have no hesitation
in supporting a motion of no confidence in this
minister. On every occasion when Mr Tee has sought a
proportionate response from the minister during
question time, he has been treated with condescension
and withering contempt. He is abused and ridiculed by
an arrogant minister whose attitude is, ‘How dare you
question me?’, and each time there is a reason this
minister cannot answer. The minister always has a
reason for there being no response to Mr Tee’s
questions, despite the fact that the minister undertakes
in this house to get back with an answer to Mr Tee’s
question and often makes the statement, ‘I will get back
to you’. Several weeks pass and Mr Tee comes back
and asks the minister, ‘What happened when you
looked earnestly across the chamber and said you
would get back to me? What is the answer?’ He will
then get a derisory comment like, ‘I am not in charge of
my diary’. The minister’s behaviour in not answering is
arrogant. He thinks it is a bit of a joke. He thinks that as
he is sitting here with 21 votes behind him, so he can do
what he likes. If Mr Tee, Mr Barber or anybody else
asks a question of this minister, the response is a smirk,
innuendo and arrogance.
We are asked to support a motion of no confidence in
this minister. I have no confidence in this minister
because whenever we use the procedures and forms of
this house to get an answer from him, his arrogant
response is to ignore it, to abuse, lecture and ridicule the
member and say, ‘How dare you ask a question of
me?’. That is what you get from this minister. He thinks
he has 21 votes behind him, so he can do what he likes,
and will not answer the questions. We are talking about
openness, transparency and accountability.
The second reason I have no hesitation in supporting
Mr Tee’s no-confidence motion is set out in
paragraph (2), which notes that for more than two years
the minister has failed to duly answer questions put to
him in relation to his conduct in this matter. The third
defence of the government is that others have done bad
things too. With respect to the President’s rulings, I am
not going to reflect on what others have done or the
standards that ministers may have set, but I will say that
if you are a minister of the Crown and you come into
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this house and say that you want a high standard of
government, you are special, you are different and that
this is a new era, and the only defence your colleagues
have is, ‘My gosh, other people did bad things’, then
we are on a spiral to mediocrity and bad practice. If the
sole defence is that other people also did bad things, it
is hardly a ringing endorsement of why a minister
should not be held accountable.
The third item flows logically from the second item. It
goes to the things that are on the public record.
Mr Tee’s motion clearly sets out that the minister has
refused to provide any explanation to this house on his
conduct in the matter or for the reason he acted, in
initially rezoning the land, contrary to the wishes of the
local council, the local community and the
recommendations of an independent planning panel. It
is a trifecta. He ignored three sources of advice, formed
his own view, then did a backflip and changed his view.
Mr Tee succinctly outlines this in the motion.
We then go to the influence the minister’s then chief of
staff and former adviser to a former Minister for
Planning, Rod Maclellan, had on the decision to rezone
the land. It is hardly an unreasonable question to ask
and not one that deserved the withering and scathing
responses given by the minister. It definitely gives me
the confidence to support a no-confidence motion in the
planning minister, because his answer provides the
house with no confidence in him actually being
prepared to be accountable and not just play games in
this place.
We then move on to the role of Mr Baillieu and the
current federal member for Flinders, Mr Greg Hunt,
who admitted he was responsible for persuading the
minister to repeal his decision. That is in the motion,
and the reason I support it is because these activities do
not give me confidence that this minister is an effective
and efficient minister of the Crown.
The timing of this motion is another thing. The matter
has been settled in the courts, surprisingly at a cost that
has been mentioned in this house of $3 million to the
Victorian taxpayer, with there being enough time to
conveniently get all this out of the papers — surprise,
surprise! — three weeks before the federal election. As
other members in this house have said, it is $3 million
of hush money. That kind of political activity does not
give me confidence in this minister’s ability to
administer the planning portfolio in Victoria.
We now come to paragraph (4) of Mr Tee’s motion,
which states that the Minister for Planning has
undermined community confidence in the Victorian
planning process through his conduct. Presumably I
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will be chastised because according to the defences put
up by those opposite, the planning minister is a good
bloke; he is a married man; he has three kids; he is a
mate. I hope there is something more substantial than
that. It is interesting to note that the Premier did not say
that he was a good bloke, a married man, a father of
kids. He did not find any reason to defend him, but
other members in this place are saying he is a good
bloke, a married man and you can have a yarn with
him, therefore he must be a good Minister for Planning.
We have a Minister for Planning who undermined
community confidence in the Victorian planning
process when it was revealed that planning decisions
are influenced by party political patronage. It is funny
that he can sit at the kitchen table of a member of the
Liberal Party in Ventnor at a meeting organised by
another member of the Liberal Party, who happens to
be the Speaker of the Legislative Assembly, and
somehow when the minister is asked about it his
answer is ‘Oh my gosh, was that the kitchen table in
Caulfield or the kitchen table in Ventnor?’ That is his
defence.
It was not: was it appropriate that a group of Liberal
politicians in a room, without any note takers from the
minister’s department, were discussing planning
decisions? And the minister’s response was not, ‘That
is a grave issue’. On numerous occasions, in opposition
and in government, the minister has said, ‘I will not be
in a meeting with a developer without a note taker from
my department present’. I have heard the minister say
that on numerous occasions. Mr Tee’s motion notes
that the minister has met people based on the influence
of party political patronage. That does not give me
confidence in the minister. That gives me the
confidence to support this no-confidence motion,
because I do not have confidence in this minister.
Paragraph (4)(b) of the motion refers to ‘community
participation in the planning process is irrelevant’. I
think that has been covered by numerous people. It is a
joke if it goes to a kitchen table with Liberal mates.
Community processes are only relevant to the point that
if you are a Liberal mate, you can get to the kitchen
table. Paragraph (4)(c) says that the views of local
councils and independent planning processes have been
sidelined. That has been clearly outlined by my
colleagues. And further in the motion, paragraph (5)
says the house:
… believes that the minister’s conduct has exposed the
Victorian government and Victorian taxpayers to millions of
dollars in damages and has undermined business confidence
and investment which will result in job losses.
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No-one has refuted that there was a financial
settlement. No-one has refuted that it has cost Victorian
taxpayers large amounts of money. A number of
members have speculated that is in the order of
$3 million. All I do is repeat the figure that a number of
members have raised, but no-one has disputed the point
made in the final paragraph of Mr Tee’s motion that
this has cost the Victorian taxpayer multiple dollars.
Let us go back and review this debate. Government
members say this is disproportionate. The minister did
not at any time in the two-year period outlined in the
motion come into this house and try to answer a
question without lecturing or hectoring the opposition
about what it should do. We heard it in the debate from
Mr Finn and Mrs Peulich. We have heard time and
again today a lecture from the government on how an
opposition should conduct itself, but as I said, this is not
East Germany, this is not Zimbabwe, this is Victoria in
the year 2013, and we on the non-government side will
determine how we think a government should be
scrutinised, and we will not seek advice from the
government on how it should be scrutinised. We will
seek advice from the Victorian community as to what
matters to them, and we will form our own judgement
on how we scrutinise the government. The advice of
Mrs Peulich and others is politely disregarded.
We will also form a view as to whether this is
substantial, and I repeat in amounts of words equal to
the Gettysburg address, a document that outlines
precisely the sins of this minister, precisely why we
believe the case is there for there to be no confidence in
this minister, and we will happily support this
substantive motion. It is the only time in this Parliament
that a no-confidence motion has been moved. We do
not do it lightly; the circumstances are exceptional.
The final thing I say in this debate is that I understand
people wanting to defend one of their own. I understand
people wanting to defend a mate. I understand people
wanting to barrack for the team. I understand all of that,
but from a government that got elected on a platform of
being different, from a government that when in
opposition told this chamber year in and year out that it
would do things differently, that it would have a higher
standard, and from a minister who said, ‘I will never
talk to a developer without a departmental note taker
present taking notes’, and who reaffirmed that quite a
bit in the chamber in the first few months of this
government but has been remarkably silent in the last
couple of years, we would want better than just hurling
abuse about other people doing horrible things at some
time in the past.
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We are holding this government and this minister to the
standard it and he set during 2010 and earlier. We are
asking for nothing more and nothing less than the
standard they set. On the basis of the material in front
of us, the case that has been made and the affidavit
presented in the Supreme Court, I have no hesitation in
supporting a motion that says this house has no
confidence in this minister.
Hon. M. J. GUY (Minister for Planning) — I
intended to come into this debate with a few comments
to pick up some of the incorrect assertions that have
been offered up by the opposition. But what I found
really difficult to fathom was the Leader of the
Opposition invoking in a negative way my wife and
children. Maybe Mr Lenders thinks it is fine to walk
into this chamber — and I say to all the people in the
gallery and all the people who watch this that this is
about John Lenders the man, not the politician — and
invoke in a negative way not my personality, not my
conduct, not the conduct of my government, my boss,
my colleagues, but my wife and children. I think John
Lenders the politician, from the speech I have just
heard, will wear that like a crown of thorns for the rest
of his career. I say very clearly, and I will not use terms
and I will not describe it in any other way except to say
that his comments reflect everything about him the
politician.
Never would I walk into this chamber and make a
comment, as I was asked to as a shadow minister, about
the previous Minister for Planning, Justin Madden, now
the member for Essendon in the Assembly, or his
family. I remember being asked to make a comment
about Justin Madden extending his home in Essendon,
and I refused. I stayed right off the story because never
did I feel that walking into this Parliament to make a
comment about Mr Madden’s wife or children in a
negative context, when they had absolutely nothing to
do with it, was at all warranted.
Had my wife been part of the process — had she been a
councillor, a planner or a developer — there is no doubt
that would have been part of the process for comment.
Had it been the same with Mr Madden, no doubt it
would have been part of the process for comment, and
it would have warranted a level of discussion,
commentary or questioning. But where there is no link
whatsoever, where there is no cause to walk into the
chamber, irrespective of the comments made by other
members about that person, and to negatively invoke
their wife and their one-year-old, three-year-old and
five-year-old sons, it reflects more on the conduct of
Mr Lenders than it does on any aspects of the quality of
speeches delivered in this Parliament over the last three
years.
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This is not the first time Mr Lenders has been personal
on an unparalleled scale. He has a problem with Liberal
women, and that is pretty clear. A former member for
Northern Victoria Region, Mrs Petrovich, and other
people on our side of the chamber know about that. It is
quite strange for that to come from a person who was
cock-a-hoop about the ascension of Julia Gillard to
become the first female Prime Minister of our country.
That is a mark in itself. It is quite astounding that that
person would then use that fact as a point about other
members of this chamber.
After I had listened to the speeches — and I listened to
most of them while working in my office — I felt that
Mr Viney’s contribution to the debate said it all. More
than anything else it was simply about retribution for
the bringing down of a poor Labor minister in 2010;
that is all it was. It was not about an issue that members
of the opposition knew nothing about. They have had
plenty of time during the last few question times to ask
questions. They had question time today and question
time on Tuesday. They had the opportunity to ask
20 questions last sitting week and they only asked 10.
There have been plenty of opportunities for questioning
since this matter has been raised, but none have been
taken up.
The shadow Minister for Planning, Mr Tee, was on
radio today. Did he mention the issue once? No. He
was on radio last week. Did he mention the issue once?
No. There were five questions asked by the opposition
in the lower house today. Was it mentioned? No. There
were five questions yesterday. Was it mentioned? No.
The simple answer is: if it is such a big deal, where are
the questions?
If it has been the outstanding issue, as Mr Lenders says
it has been for the past two years, then where are the
questions? Where is the Labor Party’s case for a proper
debate on this issue, as opposed to its efforts at
throwing muck, making allegations or offering
unsubstantiated lies? Where is the questioning to me or
indeed the follow-up questioning on notice to me that
could have come this week or during question time last
sitting week? There was none. There have been none
this week, because Mr Viney’s speech said it all. It is
about retribution against this side for holding to account
a poor minister whose office, in one mistake, blew the
lid on what he was doing with the Windsor Hotel.
Rather than finding a way or asking questions —
opposition members have had plenty of
opportunities — it is simply about: ‘Well, you tarnished
his reputation; now we will try and tarnish yours’. That
is fine. After three years in this job I have a thick skin.
Have a go, that is fine, but let us not lose sight of why
this debate is being had. I listened with interest — —
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Mr Tee — You cost the taxpayers $3 million.
Hon. M. J. GUY — First of all, Mr Tee, that is
factually wrong.
Mr Tee — How much then? How much?
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr Ramsay) —
Order! I advise Mr Tee that I will not tolerate ongoing
interruptions. I ask Mr Tee to allow the minister to
respond to the motion in silence.
Hon. M. J. GUY — The motion is about the
defence of a factional ally and the payback, because we
know that Labor is big into payback. As we have seen,
this is what happened with Geoff Lake, for instance. It
is about the socialist left losing a preselection and
engaging in payback to get back at him so that he loses
his preselection. The motion is all about payback. That
is fine; that is what Parliament is about. An opposition
has a day to move whatever motion it likes, and it can.
It is its business, and I do not for a moment say the
opposition should not have the right to do that.
Opposition members have the right in a democracy to
move this motion and to have this debate. They have
full right to do that; but, as I said, let us not be in error
as to why the motion has been moved.
I listened with interest to Mr Tee for what I thought
would be his chance after two years to come into this
chamber with a smoking gun. He moved the censure
motion. He put it on the record last sitting week. We
tried to have the debate and, in fairness, so did Labor. I
listened with interest to hear him talk about the
smoking gun. Where was it? What would it be? What
would be the issue that would say, ‘Mr Tee has done
his research for two years. He has not needed to ask
questions in question time on this issue. He has not
needed to question me today’. He had four
opportunities today, and he had four yesterday, but he
did not ask me a single question. He had four
opportunities to ask questions on Thursday of last
sitting week, and he did not need to ask a single
question then. Apparently there are all these
outstanding issues to be answered, but there is no need
to ask questions. I thought, ‘Okay, fair enough. Let us
listen with interest. What is the smoking gun?’. It is not
someone interjecting and yelling out commentary.
What is his smoking gun? Of course, there was none.
What we got was the same old innuendo,
unsubstantiated facts, the repetition of newspaper
articles and the pumping out of spin and
unsubstantiated muckraking that has no basis in fact,
and the points behind the four questions I was asked
about this matter, were utterly and thoroughly
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disproved. It was not a second point of view, but
disproved. I wondered what would be the smoking gun.
Where was the big hit? Where was the reliance on
factual material as opposed to the misinterpretation or
deliberate distortion of a court document or a
newspaper article or a geographic location or the
definition of a kitchen table? There was none of that.
Where was the smoking gun? As I said, the only new
thing that has been injected into this debate has been
Mr Lenders proving himself to be the man that he is.
No smoking gun eventuated, because it does not exist;
it is as simple as that. There is no smoking gun and
there is no outstanding evidence, because nothing has
come to light or been debated. Nothing has not been
asked for that exists. Again, I say that I was waiting for
it. It was not just like being flogged with a wet
newspaper. Acting President, forgive the indulgence,
because the motion is about me and my character, and
that is why I listened with interest to what was coming.
Labor was offered more than 20 questions on this issue,
and it barely asked half.
All the Labor speakers in this debate have walked into
this chamber and, as one of the key ways to prosecute
this case, have said, ‘He doesn’t answer questions. He’s
arrogant. He treats the Parliament with disrespect. He
belittles those who say, “I think this man should answer
questions”. He’s engaging in simply being a diary
coordinator’. I heard from a number of speakers the line
‘He doesn’t answer questions’. Without being
repetitious, I simply ask: where were the questions to
me in question time today or yesterday or Thursday of
the last sitting week or the full five questions available
on the Wednesday or Tuesday of that week when
Ronald McDonald was up here in the gallery?
Mr Tee — Did you meet with him?
Hon. M. J. GUY — You sure did!
Honourable members interjecting.
Hon. M. J. GUY — I went on ABC radio on the
Wednesday morning. I was the person supposedly
hiding from this issue. I went on Jon Faine’s program,
one of the top-rating programs on the ABC in Australia,
and said, ‘I expect and hope that the opposition, which
has 20 questions available to it for the rest of this week,
will ask every single one of them of me on this issue’.
To date I have respected the court process and have
always said, ‘When it comes to its conclusion, you will
hear from me’.
Mr Tee — Let’s hear from you.
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Hon. M. J. GUY — Mr Tee did. He heard from me
on ABC radio. He had his opportunity to hear from me
in question time five times with five supplementaries,
and he did not want them. Now he says, ‘Let’s hear
from you’. He has had every opportunity. He has had
his chance, and he has blown it. It is as simple as that. I
went on television again. I said, ‘Any journalist, come
and ask me what you want to know. Here’s your
chance. The process is over. You ask me what you
want to know. Here I am. I am yours. Ask away.
You’ve got your chance’. But no, there was nothing.
What I found interesting was that on the very day that I
was saying that I respected the court process and now
that it was concluded, I would answer questions, Labor
Party members were saying, ‘Disregard that process. It
doesn’t mean anything. Come in here and answer
questions’. On the very day that happened, a debate was
begun from this side of the house on a legal matter
which will be adverse for the government because of
the actions of the Labor government. What did
opposition members have to say on that very day? They
said, ‘You can’t talk about this. It’s before the courts.
You can’t talk about it. You’re going to interfere with
the court process’. Oh, my. This was an argument
completely contrary to what had been put by those
people for two years. They said, ‘Disregard it, and
come into this chamber and answer questions’. There
have been offers to answer those questions in the
media, in the Parliament and one on one. I have offered
to answer them; that has not been taken up by the
members of this Labor opposition.
Labor Party members have walked into this chamber
and through their presentations have mentioned the
absolute scandal that I have met — wait for it — Rob
Maclellan. Members will not believe it, but I have met
Rob Maclellan. I even know that his birthday is in
March; that he lives in San Remo; that he has a few
kids, I think two boys and a girl — a father of three,
have we not heard that in this debate? — and that he
was the Kennett government’s planning minister for
seven years. Never once did I speak to him on this
matter until it was concluded.
Mr Tee — What about your chief of staff?
Hon. M. J. GUY — I still hear it from the
interjections — the innuendo. I simply say: if he had
some proof, today was Mr Tee’s chance to put it on the
table, with no innuendo and no slander. Where was his
evidence? I never hid the fact that I spoke to Rob
Maclellan after the process was over. I even advised
this chamber on how Labor Party members came to
know that. The only journalist who has been obsessed
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with this matter, the one who says that I do not answer
questions — —
Mr Somyurek interjected.
Hon. M. J. GUY — Mr Somyurek is quite right.
The journalist who says that I do not answer questions,
that I do not talk to Fairfax journalists and I do not
engage on this issue — I took him out for a beer at the
Carringbush Hotel in Collingwood. I think he was
drinking only light beer but I am sure he cannot have
forgotten it.
Mr Somyurek interjected.
Hon. M. J. GUY — I paid. He is a journalist, so
Mr Somyurek should know that I paid. I even bought
two bowls of chips. We sat at a window, and I can tell
you which one because I have been there before. It is a
nice pub. I went there and spoke to the journalist. I will
not get into him today; I will simply state the facts. He
asked me directly and I said, ‘I did talk to Rob, after the
event, on a weekend’. I had been to Gippsland, where
my family is from, and I had come back and
dropped — wait for it — my wife and kids with my inlaws, who live in the south-east. I rang Rob and said,
‘Can I come and see you? It’s the weekend’. I went
down there and we drove onto the island. What a
crime! There is the smoking gun: after the process was
all over, I went and saw Rob Maclellan. I told the Age
journalist that and, as members can imagine, the Age
journalist told members of the Labor Party. What a
crime, what a smoking gun. I have also met Tom
Roper.
Honourable members interjecting.
Hon. M. J. GUY — Tom Roper is a former
planning minister. I found Tom Roper to be charming,
intelligent and a nice bloke. It was in my office and —
wait for it — there was not a departmental
representative present. I met Tom Roper, who is a
former planning minister and someone who has a mind
in planning, and I wanted to talk to him. If they were in
better health, I would like to meet other Labor planning
ministers of the 1980s. I would love to have taken their
advice. I would like a conversation with them.
Throughout the 1980s some of them brought about
major changes across the planning system in this state,
which I respect and which I feel is worthy of
conversation. Again, forgive me. I have met Rob
Maclellan and I have met Tom Roper.
An honourable member interjected.
Hon. M. J. GUY — I have met Justin Madden.
When he was the minister I think I had a couple of
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conversations with even Justin Madden in this chamber.
What a crime!
I heard mentioned in speeches to the effect of, ‘Ken
Smith organised this meeting with Liberal luminaries’.
That was the phrase, ‘Liberal luminaries’. What an
amazing concept — that when I went to see Ken Smith,
the member for Bass and the Speaker in the other place,
he asked me to meet people who had issues with a
council in his electorate. Can members imagine more of
a crime? I was not sitting in my office at 1 Spring
Street, ignoring the world and talking only to my
planning officials. I went and had a conversation with
people who simply had an issue with their local
council. When they wrote to Ken Smith asking me to
do so, again, that is all that was mentioned. It was just
that and nothing else — not Ventnor, not Cowes, not
San Remo and not Australia 108. There was nothing
else mentioned. It was simply a discussion about an
issue on Phillip Island, and it was not at Ventnor.
Labor says I intervened in this matter twice. That is the
argument I heard from Labor’s wannabe leader,
wannabe President, Matt Viney, and he made a point of
saying it not once, not twice, but three times. He said
that I intervened first to rezone the land, that I then did
not gazette it and that I then intervened again.
Maybe Matt Viney needs a lesson on the planning
system. I simply ask Matt Viney on that representation:
if he cannot get basic facts about the planning system
right, if he does not know what he is talking about, how
can he walk into a parliamentary chamber and seek to
censure a minister?
I intervened via the section 20(4) process and simply
did not complete the gazette — and that is it. There was
no follow-up intervention, as Matt Viney claimed. I
repeat, there was no follow-up intervention. Matt Viney
said I intervened thrice. I used the provisions of
section 20(4), which is a ministerial amendment, and
simply did not gazette it.
I wonder if Mr Tee provided Matt Viney with those
facts. Mr Viney is the Deputy President, and it is
embarrassing that he has come into this Parliament and
made such a goose of himself about the process around
this matter. It is embarrassing for the opposition when
one of its key heavy hitters has put the case to censure a
minister and has been utterly, totally and entirely
factually wrong on the key point that he has used to
prosecute his entire case against me. Did Mr Tee give
him those facts? I am sure Matt Viney has a right to
know whether Mr Tee or Mr Tee’s office presented him
with such a factually incorrect claim on which to
prosecute his case in this chamber.
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Labor says, bizarrely, that in my evidence I admitted to
breaking the law. That is like Justin Madden’s
interpretation of the hotel over the road being 15 storeys
when it is 26 storeys. It was a bizarre interpretation by
the Labor Party. It was seeking to prosecute a case
using spin over reality. In fact my evidence clearly
states that I did not do so. Perhaps Mr Tee is just
reading one part, like Jacinta Allan, the member for
Bendigo East in the other place, who, when seeking to
question the minister on this issue, forgot to read the
full sentence. There was no comma or other
punctuation; she simply did not read the full sentence
about being able to question a Presiding Officer.
Mr Tee’s facts seem to be totally and utterly wrong.
In a debate in the other house on this matter, the
member for Lyndhurst, Martin Pakula, said that in my
evidence I blamed Meg Bartel. I challenge him to find
the name Meg Bartel, or the term chief of staff, and
actually put to this Parliament where I blamed Meg
Bartel. She is a good, hardworking woman who has had
a tough life. Where did I say — —
Mr Tee interjected.
Hon. M. J. GUY — Mr Tee should read the whole
lot. Where did Martin Pakula come up with the idea
that I simply said that one other person is utterly to
blame for the entire process, the entire matter, the entire
issue?
Mr Tee interjected.
Hon. M. J. GUY — Nice try, Mr Tee!
I want to go to the unsubstantiated allegations. I keep
hearing them, and — would you believe it? — I heard
them again in John Lenders’s presentation, particularly
this discussion about a kitchen table. I apparently met
these people at Phillip Island around the kitchen table;
thus wrote the Age and said the Labor Party.
What does around a kitchen table denote? Does it
denote an uninhabited shack on a block of land, which
has a table in it? Or does it denote their place of
residence — where their children live, where they live,
where they come home from work each night, where
they eat their meals, where they read their papers in the
morning, where they have their coffee on the weekend?
Does around a kitchen table mean that? Or does it mean
that I went to an uninhabited dwelling on a block of
land 120 kilometres away? What does it mean to this
chamber? I put it to the chamber that it is more the
kitchen table of the second point, which is the place of
residence of the people mentioned. And I did not meet
these people at their place of residence. I have never
been to their home. I do not know where they live. I do
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not know what the house looks like. And I could not
tell you if their kitchen table has a lino, a timber or a
glass top to it, because I have never been to their home.
But this did not stop members of the Labor Party in
both parliamentary chambers using that key point, as
was mentioned in the Age. Funnily enough, when the
journalist tried to explain the comment on ABC radio
the same day, his words seemed to be a bit muddled.
He said that I was very clever talking about his use of
the kitchen table, because in their evidence to court they
talked about their holiday home. They did not lie; they
said their holiday home. But the Labor Party did not use
the words ‘holiday home’, nor did the journalist who
wrote the story. Both said I met them around their
kitchen table.
One of the key facts the opposition is using to prosecute
this case is that I went to these people’s family home to
have this discussion, when I did not. And those
people’s evidence to court even states that I did not.
Again I say if the Labor Party cannot get the basic facts
right on a censure motion, then it does not deserve to
have that motion supported.
The Labor Party has come in here and stated that I had
no justification and never made any justification around
the rezoning of land on Phillip Island. Anyone who
searches my press releases from that time in the cycle
of this government will find that this government, for
better or worse, brought forward a program of land
release right around the state and right around
Melbourne that was very aggressive and not limited to
Ventnor on Phillip Island. Traralgon, Churchill,
Newborough, Morwell, Moe, Geelong, Ballarat,
Wonthaggi, Inverloch, Wangaratta, Wodonga,
Warrnambool and right around the six growth area
councils in Melbourne — every single one of those
areas — had land supply brought forward. This land
release was not an isolated incident, as has been put
forward as one of the key arguments to prosecute this
motion.
The argument has been that this was an isolated case,
the minister simply doing a one-off favour not done in
any other part of the state. A simple analysis of my
program of land supply at that point in time will find
that argument to be utterly defunct. Many of the
councils that sought that land be released at that point in
time were councils controlled by the Australian Labor
Party, including Latrobe City Council at that stage. The
councils sought to bring land supply through because
they had been so hindered under the previous
government for so long. When my office rang to speak
to the CEO of Bass Coast Shire Council we were told
that this was not a problem and it would be followed up
in the next week. There was not a, ‘No, we don’t
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support it’, and that was espoused by my office at the
time.
This government has unashamedly brought forward the
greatest level of planning reform in this state for
30 years. It has not been easy, and of course it has not
been without controversy. But I face this motion today
as a planning minister who has engaged in more reform
than all of my Labor predecessors combined times 10. I
have made very difficult decisions that I know will give
me sleepless nights and see me questioned in this
chamber and criticised by elements of academia and the
media, but I made those decisions because I believed
they were right. Irrespective of the merits of the
decisions and ideology, I made those reforms because I
believe they are right and in the long-term interests of
this state and our children and grandchildren.
I do not face this motion today because I am a planning
minister — like the previous planning minister — who
did very little with his time in cabinet but sit hiding in
an office for four years. I have not treated the
Parliament as an after-the-game football briefing. I have
taken a difficult path in reforming the planning system
because it is right. It is starting to bear fruit in many
ways and gain grudging respect from some quarters.
Even many of the reforms proposed by the previous
government I have picked up and implemented. The
ideas and concepts are not mine. I give credit for some
of the concepts and ideas that were formed by the
previous government without it ever having the courage
to implement them. If I am to face this kind of motion
today, and I do, let it be because I am a minister who
has made difficult decisions, decisions that have caused
me some level of difficulty but were for the right
reasons for the state in the long run.
The Labor Party likes to run into this chamber as if this
is the only planning matter that has ever faced a court
proceeding. I find that quite astounding. Every one of
the last six ministers for planning has faced matters that
have resulted in legal action. In none of those matters
that resulted in legal action were the legal costs and/or
compensation made public. I have taken the different
step of taking advice as to whether I can give, without
breaking a court agreement, an indicative figure or
something more precise through an annual report
process.
Mr Tee — How did you go?
Hon. M. J. GUY — Mr Tee has no credibility to
interject in this matter. He was part of a government
that presided over legal matters in relation to the
Windsor Hotel, the boat ramp at Bastion Point, channel
deepening, the commonwealth and state government
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fighting in 2005, the minister versus SB Partitions in
2008, the Craigieburn bypass in 2004 and the famous
matter of the Hilton hotel, where Mary Delahunty’s
decision was utterly repudiated by a Court of Appeal
and a lot of money — of course there was a
confidentiality clause — was paid out for two rounds of
legal costs in the Supreme Court and the Court of
Appeal on a case that the then Labor government lost.
I simply ask: are the details of any of those matters
public? When the Leader of the Opposition and
member for Mulgrave in the Assembly, Daniel
Andrews, the member for Bendigo East in the
Assembly, Jacinta Allan, or even Martin Pakula sat
around the cabinet table — they were all ministers in
the previous government — who among them asked
questions on these matters around costs? On the
resolution of those matters did any of those then
ministers ever say, ‘We should make our legal costs
public’? If members of the Labor Party had walked into
this chamber with a history of that behind them and
said, ‘Minister, you should follow our lead’, I would
accept their argument hands down. I would accept that
they had an argument that should be followed and a
precedent that should be adhered to, but of course they
did not.
Can anyone remember the Seal Rocks matter? That
resulted in tens of millions of taxpayer dollars — not
one or two, but tens of millions — being paid out for a
Labor Party planning issue gone wrong. I did not once
hear Martin Pakula, Daniel Andrews, Jacinta Allan or,
from this house, Brian Tee, Matt Viney or John
Lenders mention Seal Rocks in their presentations to
this Parliament in the last three weeks. They have short
memories.
I have said that I will take advice from my department
on whether or not these matters could be more easily or
better defined through an annual report process or
another process. That is a step more than any planning
minister has ever taken on a legal matter such as this. I
hear those opposite saying that Justin Madden never
faced court action. Where were they when the National
Trust of Australia took the Hotel Windsor matter to
court? They had their heads in the sand. They have
again walked into this chamber in defence of their
factional mate Justin Madden to say that he never faced
legal action. Where were they when the National Trust
engaged in legal proceedings on that matter over the
road? It has been conveniently forgotten. Again, a key
pillar of the case members opposite are prosecuting
against me today is wrong.
How many factual inaccuracies do I need to go
through? Despite all the arguments that have been
thrown at me, I have been disciplined enough not to
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respond until this matter is over. I have offered myself
in question time to answer every question in this
Parliament on this matter, I have gone on radio to
answer any question from any journalist and I have
offered myself to this Parliament today to explain my
side of this matter again. How many more times do I
need to go through the points made by members of the
Labor Party and the fact that almost all of them are
factually incorrect? Those that are not factually
incorrect are simply political spin. If members are
going to prosecute an argument against me and move to
have me censured by this house, you would think that at
least one of the core facts of their argument would be
100 per cent correct — not the spin, not the political
innuendo, but the core facts that build their argument.
The simple fact is that I made a decision to engage in a
rezoning of land on Phillip Island at Ventnor, under
section 20(4) of the Planning and Environment Act
1987, with no pressure from Rob Maclellan, with no
pressure from my staff and with no pressure from Ted
Baillieu, Greg Hunt or anyone else. I made a decision
to do that. I spoke to the mayor of the Bass Coast Shire
Council a number of times in that week, and no-one —
not my staff, not Greg Hunt, not Ted Baillieu, not
Malcolm Turnbull, not the Country Liberal Party state
leader or any adviser — influenced me on the decision
not to gazette that amendment. It was my decision on
the 20(4) rezoning, and it was my decision and my
decision alone not to proceed with a 20(4). I had never
met anyone associated with the land at Ventnor — not
the owner of the land, not the optionee of the land — or
spoken to anyone associated with that land about the
rezoning before it took place.
Today was the day for the Labor Party to put
everything on the record. But where is the evidence? In
the basic facts I have just put forward, where was I
wrong? How have I misled? How is my argument not
based in fact? Where is the proof? Today was the day.
No doubt in summing up Mr Tee will find a way to put
his spin on this. He will not read the full details of a
court report; he never does. He will not read it all. He
will read a subjective line which to him sounds like the
smoking gun, but a full factual analysis with the full
details shows that Mr Tee’s argument is as strong as his
own credibility in planning policy, and that is
exceedingly weak.
In conclusion I say thanks to the people on my side of
the chamber who have expressed confidence in the job
I am doing as a planning minister in this government. It
is not over; there is more reform to come. It will not be
easy, it will continue to be controversial, but it is being
done for the right reasons. I guarantee that the reforms
this government is engaged in are not reforms that will
last two or three months, like the legacy of Rob Hulls,
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Mary Delahunty, Justin Madden or John Thwaites.
These are good, decent reforms that are in the best
interests of all Victorians for generations to come.
Mr TEE (Eastern Metropolitan) — Those opposite
have used a two-part defence. Firstly, they have said
that the Minister for Planning, who is leaving the
chamber, is a good bloke because he is a family man.
Those on that side of the house talked about the
minister’s family. It was not Mr Lenders, it was
members on the minister’s side that raised the subject
of his family. For the minister to then deliberately
distort what Mr Lenders said, when all he was saying
was that his family status is irrelevant, is outrageous.
The second defence put by Mrs Peulich and those
opposite was that there is no evidence that the
minister is corrupt, there is no evidence that he took
money. That is right. But that was never our
allegation. We do not allege that he is corrupt. We do
not allege that he benefitted financially from it. That
is not what we said. What we have said is that he is
incompetent. What we have said is that he did not do
his job. What we said is that he breached the very act
he is meant to enforce. Then he comes in here today
and says we haven’t asked him the question — —
Honourable members interjecting.
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Ms Crozier) —
Order! I ask members on my right to keep their
comments to a reasonable level, and I ask Mr Tee to
address his remarks through the Chair.
Mr TEE — We have asked him on 17 occasions to
explain himself, and he has not once taken the
opportunity to do so. We have asked him why he acted
in breach of his act. We have asked him why he ignored
the council’s recommendations. We have asked him
why he ignored the recommendations of two
independent panels. We have asked him why he
ignored the community. We have asked him why he
ignored the legal advice he received. We have asked
him why, when he had a choice between all of that on
the one hand and the benefit of a few people associated
with the Liberal Party on the other hand, did he choose
to benefit the few associated with the Liberal Party.
Those opposite say, ‘There is no evidence’. The
evidence is in the documents that the minister filed in
his Supreme Court proceedings — in the affidavit
material he filed and in the amended defence he filed.
He sets out chapter and verse in that material that he
received advice from the department which he ignored.
He sets out that he received legal advice which he
ignored. He says in that material that he acted in a way
that he could not act under the act because he did not
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have the jurisdiction under the act to act in the way he
acted. He says that, chapter and verse. So the evidence
stacks up. There is a paper trail that leads all the way to
the minister and back.
But what we have seen again today is his refusal to
answer any of those questions and a refusal to talk
about how much this has cost. Instead we have seen the
usual kind of personalised attack, this time against
Mr Lenders. All we see time and again is the personal
attack, the rantings, the innuendo and the silly debate
about a Caulfield kitchen table, which has not been
raised by anyone other than the minister. When he is
trying not to answer any questions, he goes into the
silly debate about the kitchen table.
The questions for the minister are as follows. Why did
he fail to uphold the act? Why did he act contrary to the
advice of the department? Why, on all the occasions
that he has been asked to, has he refused to answer the
questions? Why, when he had all of that on the one
side — the advice, the evidence and briefing after
briefing — did he ignore it and kowtow to Liberal Party
mates? That is the question the minister has refused to
answer month after month, and he ought to be
condemned. This censure motion is a way we can
responsibly ask him to draw a line in the sand and to
start off in a better place. I urge those in the house to
support the motion.
House divided on motion:
Ayes, 18
Barber, Mr
Darveniza, Ms
Eideh, Mr
Elasmar, Mr
Hartland, Ms
Jennings, Mr
Leane, Mr
Lenders, Mr
Melhem, Mr

Mikakos, Ms
Pennicuik, Ms
Pulford, Ms
Scheffer, Mr
Somyurek, Mr
Tarlamis, Mr
Tee, Mr (Teller)
Tierney, Ms (Teller)
Viney, Mr

Noes, 20
Atkinson, Mr
Coote, Mrs
Crozier, Ms
Dalla-Riva, Mr
Davis, Mr D.
Drum, Mr
Elsbury, Mr
Finn, Mr (Teller)
Guy, Mr
Hall, Mr

Koch, Mr
Kronberg, Mrs
Lovell, Ms
Millar, Mrs
O’Brien, Mr (Teller)
O’Donohue, Mr
Ondarchie, Mr
Peulich, Mrs
Ramsay, Mr
Rich-Phillips, Mr

Pairs
Broad, Ms

Motion negatived.

Davis, Mr P.
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FIREFIGHTER COMPENSATION
Debate resumed from 21 August; motion of
Ms HARTLAND (Western Metropolitan):
That this house —
(1) notes the findings and recommendations contained in
the Economy and Infrastructure Legislation
Committee’s final report into the Accident
Compensation Legislation (Fair Protection for
Firefighters) Bill 2011 tabled in this house on 12 June
2013;
(2) notes the letter sent by Associate Professor Deborah
Glass and Professor Malcolm Sim of Monash University
to Ms Colleen Hartland on 29 May 2013, which states
that —
(a) there is already good evidence from a very large
number of previous human studies that work as a
firefighter is associated with an increased risk of
several types of cancer; and
(b) the Monash University study is very unlikely to
change the overall conclusions of increased cancer
risk among firefighters and that decisions about
presumptive legislation should not be delayed;
(3) calls on the government to introduce the Accident
Compensation Legislation (Fair Protection for
Firefighters) Bill 2011 into the Legislative Assembly, as
suggested in section 4.2 of the Economy and
Infrastructure Legislation Committee’s final report; and
(4) orders that a message be transmitted to the Legislative
Assembly informing them of the above resolution.

Mr O’BRIEN (Western Victoria) — I wish to
resume my contribution on this motion by briefly
reiterating comments about my personal belief in the
significant privilege that is afforded to members of
Parliament in representing their constituents — in my
case around 400 000 western Victorians of all shapes
and sizes. I say that particularly in terms of
backbenchers who come into the Parliament and have
the opportunity to represent the government and
relevant ministers in their dealings with our fire
services. It is one of the greatest privileges we have, if
not the greatest, to attend events such as those I have
attended as dignitaries, where really we are
representatives of the very grateful people of Victoria.
They are people who pay their taxes and in many cases
contribute to fire services as full-time members,
volunteers or in other auxiliary roles, as former
members and general supporters, and as participants in
other emergency services either on a volunteer or a paid
basis. With that I rise to make what I hope will be an
important contribution as to where I stand and where
this government stands in relation to the importance of
firefighters in this state.
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I wish to place some figures on the record. Volunteer
and career firefighters provide a crucial service to the
Victorian community. On my advice there are
approximately 35 000 volunteer firefighters in Victoria
and around 2500 paid firefighters with the Metropolitan
Fire Brigade, Department of Environment and Primary
Industries and other agencies. As I have said, and has
been said by many others, the Victorian government
appreciates those firefighting efforts and is committed
to appropriate support for all firefighters.
From the outset the government has believed that
firefighters who contract cancer as a consequence of
their work are entitled to be and should be
compensated. That is the subject of the Accident
Compensation Legislation (Fair Protection for
Firefighters) Bill 2011 and essentially of the motion
before the chamber. The state of affairs has been further
supplemented and enhanced in recent announcements
by the Assistant Treasurer, Gordon Rich-Phillips,
which I shall touch on shortly. In the case of any
workplace injury, an employed firefighter is entitled to
access compensation through the WorkCover scheme.
In the case of volunteer firefighters, covered by the
Country Fire Authority Act 1958, they are entitled to a
mirror scheme of compensation similar to that provided
under the WorkCover scheme.
It is important at the outset to confirm what other
speakers from the government have said and what the
various ministers have made clear in their statements —
namely, that the Victorian government is not closing off
the path to presumptive legislation. That is obviously an
important issue in both the legislative activity of the
government and in interaction with the assessment
process for determining compensation. By way of
background, presumptive legislation relies on having
medical and scientific evidence that demonstrates that a
sufficient relationship exists between certain cancers
and firefighting. An example is the clear evidence that
Q fever is caused by sustained exposure to work in an
abattoir, combined with the fact that Q fever is unlikely
to occur elsewhere in the community. The presumptive
legislation essentially operates in general terms to seek
to reverse onuses of proof in certain instances and
subject to certain prerequisites.
The government is continuing to consider new medical
and scientific evidence as it becomes available. I have
touched on recent developments by Minister RichPhillips and the Minister for Police and Emergency
Services, Kim Wells. On 20 August, which was
Tuesday of the last sitting week, the ministers
announced a new panel to ensure prompt,
compassionate and fair claims assessments for
firefighters. The new firefighters assessment panel,
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which will be managed by the Victorian WorkCover
Authority with the support of the Country Fire
Authority, will comprise expert medical, technical and
claims specialists. The Assistant Treasurer has
recognised community concerns about an expert
assessment panel being available to both career and
volunteer firefighters, and so both career and volunteer
firefighters will be able to have their claims assessed
through that expert panel.
The minister has stated, as is the case in any of these
schemes, that it is a complex issue and that the
Victorian WorkCover Authority relies on the evidence
of expert and respected clinicians to interpret existing
research. Each firefighter’s claim is considered
individually on its merits, having regard to the existing
scientific evidence. The minister has also stated that if a
firefighter believes that he or she has contracted cancer
as a result of their duties, they should of course make a
compensation claim.
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When looking at any important services that have been
established for a long time and in different places in
Victoria one needs to look at them broadly and with an
open mind. we need to do that with the various
activities and various causes that could interact, and
have interacted, with the dedicated work that our
firefighters undertake. Certainly placing your life in
danger and taking time away from your family for your
fellow citizens is a very serious activity and has the
highest level of support and commendation from I
believe all members of Parliament and certainly other
government members and myself.

In my capacity as a representative of the citizens of
Western Victoria Region, I reiterate that the panel has
been established, and that if there are firefighters — in
fact there are — who wish to make a claim, then of
course they should do so and seek appropriate advice
and assistance in bringing forward that claim.

An aspect of my entry into Parliament is that we were
on the back of the Black Saturday bushfires and we
then experienced the floods in late September 2010
through to January 2011. Many members of Parliament,
including me, witnessed firsthand the activities of not
just the Country Fire Authority in its performing
firefighting activities but also our other emergency
services. What was important in my interaction with
other members, particularly of the other parties
represented in this Parliament but also federal members
of various persuasions and particularly local
government representatives, was maintaining bipartisan
approaches to these important issues of community
safety, wherever possible.

The important aspects in relation to the announcement
of the firefighters assessment panel also need to be
borne in mind in relation to what has been called the
Monash study. The Monash Centre for Occupational
and Environmental Health has written to the Minister
for Police and Emergency Services about its research
on the Australian firefighters health study. The letter
alleged that the study was not focusing on an increased
level of cancers in firefighters but that its focus was
more on the effective prevention of cancer and other
adverse outcomes in firefighters.

We must make sure that the community is served in a
way that, as far as politicians can, supports the citizens
who either have faced tragedy or are dealing with
tragedy and who need the services of government and
need government members such as me to see firsthand
what is going on. They will not be assisted by political
bickering, grandstanding or the other activities that
politicians are sometimes engaged in, or are accused of
engaging in, which can be seen to further traumatise
these communities and put obstacles in the way of
rescue activities or legitimate firefighting activities.

It is important to put a number of matters on record in
relation to those claims. The published methods that the
study purports to be considering include links between
occupational firefighting and later cancer and death
outcomes, the duration of active firefighting and the
frequency of exposure to some hazardous materials. As
these matters are relevant to establish a causal link
between firefighting activities and certain cancers, the
government had hoped to learn through the findings of
the study whether there was sufficient evidence to
establish a causal link for firefighters for any types of
cancer. In any event, the Victorian government will
always assess new information that becomes available
on this topic from a variety of sources.

That instance of bipartisanship that I experienced in my
entry to Parliament, and which I am sure other
members in 2010 experienced as well, is vital in an
issue like this. Whilst debates on legislative responses
and budgetary provisions may occur, it is not an
opportunity to make — I am not accusing anyone of
doing anything in relation to this; I am urging members
to refrain from this — cheap political points. We should
take the point-scoring of political parties in relation to
the appropriateness of care out of the human tragedy
that firefighters deal with every day. I could also refer
to the tragedies they deal with in terms of deaths from
road accidents and other deaths that they come across in
their duties.
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What I will say for my part is what I have said at the
various openings of fire stations and so on that I have
attended in the various communities that I have been
privileged to serve. I have spoken to firefighters about
issues such as presumptive legislation for firefighters. I
wish to assure firefighters that they have my personal
commitment to exploring this issue as fairly and as
equitably as I can in my role as a government
backbencher and a member of this place, and in my
continual research about some of the important
constitutional questions that I have touched on relating
to this issue. They are central to the question of what
has happened to the bill that was introduced by
Ms Hartland — a bill that has been ruled out of order
by the President. That is a matter that I wish to return to
shortly.
Although it is a bill about a very important subject in
this instance, the role of the Legislative Council and the
constitutionality of bills and the law-making process is,
in a sense, a bigger issue again. I wish to make some
comments on that constitutional issue that perhaps
extend beyond this bill and into those broader issues.
Before I do so I reinforce my commitment to
continuing to explore this issue of presumptive
legislation on behalf of the various firefighting services
that I have had the privilege to visit as a representative
of my constituents. Examples include Moyston, Pura
Pura, Framlingham, Callawadda and Snake Valley. I
have also been present at the rural fire brigades
firefighting championships at both regional and state
levels. The activities that bring new volunteer members
into the firefighting organisations and to maintaining
healthy and appropriate firefighting practices are also
an important part of what those significant
organisations contribute to Victoria.
I also indicate that the role of firefighting is continuing
to change. Firefighting practices have obviously been
modified in many years. We have also had the
relatively recent tragedy of the 2009 Black Saturday
bushfires and the royal commission. The response to
that led to the creation of a ministry of bushfire
response. The government has picked up the
recommendations of the bushfires royal commission in
relation to new funding for firefighters, particularly
through the fire services levy, and implemented them.
That process has been difficult, but it has been
successfully implemented. It will ensure a more
equitable payment regime for fire services across the
Victorian community which benefits from those fire
services.
The Victorian community is ultimately represented in
this Parliament. As I touched on earlier, the gratitude of
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the Victorian community is related to a bill such as this
which deals with presumptive legislation because the
community is made up of the taxpayers of this state.
The fact that we now have a more equitable payment
regime for our firefighting services, although it is in a
sense revenue neutral, over the long term will be a
significant reform introduced by this government which
will enable our firefighting service levels to be even
better appreciated by the community.
I will now touch upon some of the constitutional issues
raised by Ms Hartland’s motion and particularly the
Economy and Infrastructure Legislation Committee’s
Inquiry into the Accident Compensation Legislation
(Fair Protection for Firefighters) Bill 2011 Final
Report of June 2013. The report makes two
recommendations. Since I last spoke on this motion I
have sought advice from the clerks and also conducted
research on matters that I wish to now address. These
matters are at the heart of the constitutional powers of
the Legislative Council. In that regard they extend
beyond the issues raised in this bill. However, they are
discussed in this report, which was precipitated by the
initial introduction of Ms Hartland’s bill. The
recommendation that I seek to address is
recommendation 2, which is:
That in future when bills that potentially infringe section 62 of
the Constitution Act 1975 are introduced into the Legislative
Council, the President should report his concerns to the house
and the house should then determine whether to allow the bill
to proceed.

That recommendation is discussed on page 25 of the
report. I quoted from the report during debate in the last
sitting week. The principal aspect of the discussion I
wish to pick up on is the question of how this house
ultimately determines whether a bill infringes
section 62 of the Constitution Act 1975. I have
section 62 here. It is worth going to the heart of the
matter by studying the starting document, which is the
Constitution Act 1975. Section 62 states that:
(1) A Bill for appropriating any part of the Consolidated
Fund or for imposing any duty, rate, tax, rent, return or
impost must originate in the Assembly.
(2) Subject to section 65, a Bill for appropriating any part of
the Consolidated Fund or for imposing any duty, rate,
tax, rent, return or impost may be rejected but not altered
by the Council.

Section 65 then discusses the annual appropriation bills.
The Economy and Infrastructure Legislation
Committee’s report contains submissions and
references from Greg Taylor, who discusses whether
the practice that is presently in place should continue.
Although I discussed this last time, I will briefly
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reiterate what I said. A bill that infringes section 62
may be proposed by any member of this house, be they
a government member, a non-government member in
opposition, an Independent member or any other
member of this house. There is a standing order that
relates to the form of proposed bills, but this is to be
interpreted in practice. The President, presumably after
taking advice from the clerks, makes a ruling or an
order in relation to the constitutionality of a bill or the
potential of a bill to infringe section 62 of the Victorian
constitution. The practice is for the President to make
that order, and if the President makes that order, the bill
proceeds no further in the house.
That is in a sense what happened with Ms Hartland’s
bill, and that process has been outlined in this report. It
helpfully sets out the President’s order, which resulted
in his ruling of 20 February 2013. I will not repeat that
ruling, except for its final words, because that is the
important part in relation to this aspect of the
recommendation. The President said, after setting out
section 62 of the constitution:
While the primary purpose of the bill is to extend the benefits
under the scheme, it does appear to me that a consequence
would be the imposition of a further tax or impost on
employers, and therefore in breach of section 62 of the
Constitution Act 1975.
Consistent with past practice a bill that causes increasing
costs, whether as a tax or other impost, must originate in the
Assembly, whether or not that is the primary purpose of the
bill. For these reasons it is therefore not in order for this house
to initiate this bill, and I order that the bill be withdrawn.

The President’s ruling is consistent with the present
practice — namely, the President makes the original
ruling rather than the house as a whole making such a
decision after perhaps being given some guidance by
the President.
The constitutional views set out in the report and I
believe by Dr Taylor are ultimately that determining
whether or not the bill infringes section 62 of the
Constitution Act 1975 is a matter for the house. In a
sense it would be possible for the President to refer the
bill to the house or for other members to seek to have
the house rule on the entire matter. I do not think that
matter is disputed, but the present practice of the
President making that initial ruling is generally one that
has been respected and supported. Nevertheless, it is a
practice that this recommendation seeks to alter because
the committee has taken the view that both the practices
in the Assembly — where it is left for the house and not
the Presiding Officer to enforce constitutional
provisions — and practices developed in the Senate
ought to be adopted here.
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In the last sitting week I had the opportunity briefly to
give some of the reasons for not supporting
recommendation 2. Having considered it at length now,
I would support the maintenance of the existing
practice of the President making the initial ruling. I
have sought some advice from the clerks, and if I could
have some liberty to refer to that advice — I have
spoken to the clerks, and they are content for me to do
so — it sets out some further background to this
practice. The clerks have stated:
In practice, the clerks of the Council check all bills proposed
to be initiated in the Council for constitutional compliance.
The clerks will often informally advise the sponsoring
member if they have concerns with the bill and the possibility
that if proceeded with, the President may rule the bill out of
order and order its withdrawal. Sometimes the member agrees
to modify the bill to remove any constitutional impediments
before its introduction. The clerks can also advise the
President if they have any concerns with a particular bill.
The practice in the Council for the President to order a bill to
be withdrawn for infringing constitutional provisions is
derived largely from a convention of the Council rather than
by an act of Parliament or its own standing orders —

as I have indicated —
Standing order 14.02 is the only standing order which
empowers the President to order a bill to be withdrawn on the
grounds that the bill has not been prepared according to the
standing orders. However, this relates more to form and
substance rather than constitutional considerations.

This then gets to heart of the matter according to the
advice from the clerks:
The principal reason why presidents have intervened is to
prevent disputes between the houses. This is encapsulated in a
ruling by a former President of the Council who stated that in
its relationships with the Assembly on financial matters in
bills, regard has always been given to whether the Assembly
would, pursuant to its own longstanding rulings and practices,
seek to obtain a message recommending an appropriation in a
particular bill. If so, the Council has generally accepted that
advice to prevent any cavil.
Thus, a cautious approach has been taken by presidents and
they have been reluctant to proceed with bills or indeed
amendments to bills likely to be objected to by the Assembly.

I refer to Greg Taylor’s book The Constitution of
Victoria, which I would urge members to read — I will
further refer to that shortly — or any other of the many
interesting books on Victorian constitutional history,
because the history of this chamber and the history of
disputes between the houses is probably not a happy
history in constitutional terms, particularly in the 1860s
and 1870s. Some of those historical issues are now
beyond us, but the potential for dispute between the
houses on appropriations and financial matters has
resulted in these very rules being inserted into the
constitution in its various guises and has also resulted in
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these practices being adopted by successive
parliaments.
In constitutional practice it is important that the nature
of this house as a house of review remains. Perhaps it is
a view of some academics, but not all, that the
Legislative Council in the 1800s was regarded as overly
conservative or obstructionist. Others would say it was
seeking to preserve important constitutional principles
within the new fledgling democracy that was emerging
in the then colony of Victoria in the governing house,
being the lower house, where the seat of government is
formed. Throughout the 1870s, 1880s and 1890s there
were various quite significant financial scandals.
Members in this house would blush at the matters that
were tritely put up by Mr Tee in the previous motion
compared to the scandals that occurred in this place and
between the houses back then, and more importantly
the deadlocks and constitutional uncertainty that
resulted.
I will turn shortly to one of the principles that has
importantly emerged — that is, the level of justiciability
of constitutional disputes and bills that infringe
section 62 of the Constitution Act 1975. But returning
to the clerks’ advice, one of the matters that the clerks
referred to is the fact that over the past 54 years of
Victoria’s history only six bills, as identified by the
clerks, had been ordered to be withdrawn on the
grounds of breaching the constitutional requirements.
Those were the Legislative Council (Abolition) Bill
1959, the Environment Protection (Licence Fees) Bill
1981, the Coroners Bill 1985, the Environment
Protection Bill 1987, the Victorian Water Substitution
Target Bill 2007 and the Accident Compensation
Legislation (Fair Protection for Firefighters) Bill 2011.
I have not gone into it, but Greg Taylor’s The
Constitution of Victoria does, and I urge interested
members to go through the history that resulted in the
formulation of these constitutional rules — I am sure
the clerks have been through it many times. One does
not want to depart from practices that have since
evolved, which potentially have kept the status quo and
have kept the Legislative Council relatively compliant
in terms of potential breaches of the law. That is not
political compliance; that is legislative compliance in
terms of its powers. In more recent years there has not
been a flurry of attempts to introduce legislation that is
then ruled invalid.
The role of the President of the Legislative Council is
important in this state. That has been demonstrated
today in the way the President has guided all members,
including me and others as acting presidents, on the
manner in which an important matter like the no-
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confidence motion we debated earlier should be
conducted. The guidance and the independence that the
President and previous presidents have brought to that
role are important. In referring to the President, I mean
the role as an institution and not necessarily any
particular member who occupies that position — and
that extends even to the role of acting presidents, some
of whom I see in the house. When we depart from our
political role and take on the role of the presiding
officer, it is important to retain the independence and
impartiality of the chair. Dr Taylor gets to the heart of
the matter in this regard at page 365 of his book:
Sections 62–64 —

of the Victorian Constitution Act 1975 —
concern the relationship of the houses to each other and their
relative powers, and are thus non-justiciable essentially for
the same reasons as compliance with section 65(3) usually is.

That means that although the matter is rarely tested in
the common-law world, the constitutionality of
legislation between those provisions, whilst guided by
the rule of law and the constitution, is a matter
ultimately best resolved by these houses in a sovereign
state. We have to place our faith in various institutions,
we have to have separation of powers and we have to
have laws and procedures. We respect those laws and
procedures, but what we do not want is to have
deadlock and uncertainty.
The nature of the two houses is well known. The
Assembly is the place where government is formed. It
is the place where, more often than not, if one seeks to
control financial matters within the state, those matters
start in financial bills in the Assembly. The Legislative
Council is the house of review. It is an important
second house in the bicameral system, but in a sense it
is at the end of the legislative line. I will not make
analogies to the role of legislation as others have.
This house has had the practice that the President
makes an initial ruling, brings to that ruling the
impartial advice the clerks provide in their good
service, and whilst ultimately the house can determine
for itself, it then proceeds to assess the constitutionality
or otherwise of the bill. It is a good practice and one I
would urge the house to continue. For those reasons I
have spoken strongly against the recommendation, and
I wish to conclude this speech by reiterating the
government’s support for the firefighting services of
Victoria.
Mrs COOTE (Southern Metropolitan) — I rise to
make a contribution to the debate on Ms Hartland’s
motion in relation to the Accident Compensation
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Legislation (Fair Protection for Firefighters) Bill 2011.
I want to start my contribution by stating my support
and that of the coalition for the excellent work of the
firefighting services in Victoria. We are all reminded of
this on a seasonal basis, and even though I hold a
metropolitan seat, a number of my constituents are
voluntary firefighters. One of my office staff spent a lot
of time fighting fires in the last season. We are very
committed. I am the chair of the Economy and
Infrastructure Legislation Committee, which received
the reference to look into and report on the
constitutionality of Ms Hartland’s bill.
I want to go into technicalities in relation to this matter
because it is really important to get this right. As I said
at the time and reiterate now, I know Ms Hartland has
brought to this motion, as well as to the bill she earlier
brought before the house, an enormous amount of
concern and care for firefighters. Her sentiments are
certainly in the right place and there is no dispute about
that at all.
However, as Mr O’Brien just enunciated very clearly,
we deal with a constitution. We deal with things that
are bigger than each one of us as individuals, and that
they must be assessed by the rules of this place. In this
instance it is the constitution. When the Economy and
Infrastructure Legislation Committee looked into this
situation we found it to be very complex. It is not about
the policy of the bill; it is about the actions of the bill.
Ms Hartland has brought similar issues to this chamber
before. Some time ago she brought an issue involving
care leavers and the disability sector and invited a
number of people to be in the gallery at that time. She
encouraged those people to believe they were going to
come away with a solution to a very difficult and
emotional problem, but like the motion that is before us
today, that was ill founded, because it did not deal with
the technicalities of what needed to happen.
I will refer to the final report of the Economy and
Infrastructure Legislation Committee’s inquiry into the
Accident Compensation Legislation (Fair Protection for
Firefighters) Bill 2011 of June 2013 because I want to
talk about the problem with this motion. Ms Hartland
has cherry picked aspects of this report, but its
conclusions are very clear. Section 4.2 on page 37 of
the report is headed ‘Introducing the bill in the
Legislative Assembly’, and it says:
The bill as currently drafted can clearly be introduced in the
Legislative Assembly. However, as the sponsor of the bill is a
member of a party that does not have any members in the
Legislative Assembly, this would require a member of
another party being willing to take charge of the bill. Another
obstacle to the introduction of the bill in the Assembly by a
member other than a minister is that current Legislative
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Assembly standing orders provide limited time for general
business during which such a bill could be debated.
Therefore, in order to have a reasonable prospect of being
debated or passed, the bill would need to be introduced by a
minister.

Ms Hartland has read the report, and she knows what is
contained in section 4.2 at page 37 — in fact in her
motion she refers to that section. The issue is about the
constitutionality of this bill, it is about the motion, it is
about whether it is a financial bill and the
constitutionality of this place to look into whether there
will be financial implications. Mr O’Brien went into
this issue very clearly in his contribution. I would like
to talk about some of the issues because I think it is
imperative that we do so. I want to remind everybody
that this process started with the bill that was introduced
by Ms Hartland some time ago. The bill was inquired
into and reported on by the Economy and Infrastructure
Legislation Committee, and now we have a motion
before the house. I think the motion is misleading, and
that is a great disappointment. I would like to refer to
the scope of the original bill just to remind the house
how this all came about.
The President made a ruling in relation to the original
bill on the basis of section 62 of the Constitution Act
1975, whether it constituted an issue on finances that
this place was ambivalent about, whether this chamber
dealt with financial bills or not, and what the financial
ramifications of such a bill, and thus such a motion,
would be. At page 12 of the committee’s report it
states:
The President’s ruling focused on career firefighters, who are
covered by the Accident Compensation Act 1985. The
committee has also examined the constitutional issues arising
from clause 5 of the bill, which relates to volunteer
firefighters, who are covered under the Country Fire
Authority Act 1958 and Country Fire Authority
Regulations 2004.

What was the scope of our inquiry? The report states:
The scope of the committee’s inquiry is limited to measures
aimed at addressing any constitutional impediment to the
bill’s introduction into the Legislative Council. The
committee has not examined the merits of the bill or the
policy issues underlying its introduction as these are outside
the committee’s terms of reference.

Those are the emotions of this motion and the emotions
of the bill that was first put up. That is not being
disputed here; it is the technicality of this motion that is
being debated. Our inquiry process looked very
thoroughly into the constitutionality of sending a bill or
a motion to the other place. It was vexed and very
complex. We heard from the Assistant Treasurer, the
Honourable Gordon Rich-Phillips. We then heard from
a constitutional expert, Miss Rowena Armstrong, QC.
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Mr O’Brien has already mentioned that we heard from
Dr Greg Taylor and Mr Ken Block. They were all
constitutional experts who looked at what the bill was,
the issues concerned and whether this was something
that could be debated in this place and, as a
consequence, alter the nature of how we deal with bills,
or whether it should have gone to the Legislative
Assembly or not been dealt with at all.
Central to the committee’s terms of reference was the
interpretation and the application of section 62(1) of the
Constitution Act 1975 which states:
A Bill for appropriating any part of the Consolidated Fund or
for imposing any duty, rate, tax, rent, return or impost must
originate in the Assembly.

This is what it is before us again: ‘originate in the
Assembly’. That is what this is about. It is about the
technicalities, the issues of whether in fact the Greens
have the opportunity to have a bill such as this debated
in the lower house where the Greens party has no
representation. That is the essence of what this motion
is about.
The committee looked at precedents, and it had a very
thorough look at what might have been appropriate. We
had a close look to see whether there were some
precedents that we could do something about.
However, in summary, as mentioned at page 20, it
states:
The only Victorian parliamentary precedent the committee
was able to identify relating to the interpretation of the second
part of section 62(1) and the imposition of an impost is the
Legal Profession Practice (Guarantee Fund) Bill from 1993.
That bill was allowed to proceed as the impost did not flow to
the Consolidated Fund. However, Dr Greg Taylor casts doubt
on the authority of this precedent.

That was the issue about which we had a lot of debate
and it caused a lot of difficulty. An issue was raised and
a point of view was held by Rowena Armstrong; and
there was a slightly different point of view from
Dr Greg Taylor; but in the end, when we brought our
report down, it was very clear. As I said, Rowena
Armstrong had a slightly different view to that of the
committee on the application of section 62. She said:
I think in my view … there is a distinction between a bill that
actually provides for expenditure or implies expenditure in a
positive way for the purpose of a bill and the administrative
costs of running government … Where the proposal and the
legislation just cannot work without a significant increase in
the size of the fund that really does raise the [constitutional]
question.

Members can see the dilemmas of our inquiry and what
we were grappling with. However, as I said, we realised
that the introduction of a bill into the Legislative
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Assembly by a minority party without representation
has a technical issue, and it is an enormous additional
problem in the implications of such a bill.
One of the things that I think is imperative for
Ms Hartland to look at and perhaps seek additional
information on is mentioned in the report at page 39
under the heading ‘Modifying the bill’. In his advice to
the committee, the Clerk of the Legislative Council
states:
I note that when the President ordered the bill to be
withdrawn, he advised the house that he was prepared to
discuss with the sponsor of the bill options in going forward
on this matter. Depending on the committee’s
recommendations in relation to this inquiry, it would be in
order for the sponsor of the bill or anyone else to reintroduce
the bill, perhaps drafted in an amended form different from
the bill in question.

My issue this evening is that it is very disappointing
that Ms Hartland missed the point.
Business interrupted pursuant to standing orders.
Mr LEANE (Eastern Metropolitan) — I desire to
move, by leave:
That general business be extended with the view that this item
can be dispatched.

Leave refused.

STATEMENTS ON REPORTS AND PAPERS
Parks Victoria: report 2011–12
Ms TIERNEY (Western Victoria) — I rise to speak
on the Parks Victoria annual report for 2011–12. From
the outset, I state my objection, concern and extreme
disappointment with the Napthine government’s recent
decision to cut a further 60 staff from Parks Victoria, a
decision that will have an enormously detrimental
impact on the Victorian environment. Whether they are
issues such as weed or pest control, managing
Victoria’s park network, waterways and natural tourist
attractions or protecting the state from potential
bushfires, the Napthine government’s decision to cut
staff will have a direct impact on Parks Victoria staff’s
ability to complete their work and responsibilities.
Parks Victoria manages an area of around 18 per cent
of the state’s geography that includes some of the
state’s most iconic tourism assets, national parks, vital
waterways and general regional assets. The economic,
social and community significance of Parks Victoria’s
responsibilities go to the heart of why Labor members
consider that government plays a very significant role
in providing Parks Victoria with adequate resources.
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The 2011–12 reporting period was a time when
Victoria was in recovery, and much work was
undertaken around our waterways. I take this
opportunity to commend the efforts of Parks Victoria
staff right across this state who dealt with recovery and
damage control. Parks Victoria staff do this time and
again as unfortunately we see significant weather
events increasingly affect our local communities. I am
also pleased to note that during the reporting period
Parks Victoria staff made it easier for those with a
disability to access our beautiful parks network. These
are just two examples of the very important
responsibilities and work undertaken by Parks Victoria
staff.

suburbs in regard to infrastructure and business
development in outer suburban Melbourne. In my
contribution I want to draw the attention of the house to
some important concepts at the heart of the
development of planning policy in this state. Some of
the things that committee members were able to get
evidence on and draw conclusions from underpin the
efforts of our very talented and capable Minister for
Planning. I am very pleased to draw upon the contents
of chapter 3 of the report, headed ‘The benefits of
agglomeration’.

However, the slashing of a further 60 staff from Parks
Victoria as well as the past funding cuts show that this
government is not prepared to provide the full support
that it should so that the important work undertaken by
Parks Victoria staff can be done. It was not until I read
the report that I was aware that the 60 jobs mentioned
some two months ago as jobs that would be cut are on
top of the cuts mentioned on page 46 of the report. In
June 2011 there were 1032 full-time staff with Parks
Victoria. That number was reduced to 968 in June
2012, and a further 60 jobs are to go. Essentially more
than 15 per cent of the total workforce of Parks Victoria
has been eliminated over the past 18 months.

It is difficult to overstate the economic and social benefits of
the agglomeration of knowledge industries in central
Melbourne, which is increasingly recognised as a driver of
Melbourne’s economy and of the wider Victorian economy.
However, agglomeration also poses a number of interrelated
challenges for Melbourne’s outer suburbs. Most notably, it
increases the difficulty of generating local and diverse
employment options in the outer suburbs and — to the extent
that it is associated with an increasing proportion of
Melburnians choosing to live in inner and middle-ring
suburbs — it has the potential to exacerbate the delay in the
provision of outer suburban infrastructure, particularly the
major investment required for new public transport
infrastructure.

That is cause for significant alarm, but it should not be
any real surprise to those who know what is going on,
because it is consistent with this government’s attitude
to the environment. Members have already seen the
solar feed-in tariff slashed. We know what the
government has done in terms of the wind farm
industry, the dismantling of the Climate Change Act
2010 and its attempt to reintroduce cattle grazing in the
national parks. We are fairly familiar with what the
government is up to.

The challenge that agglomeration poses for investment in
infrastructure in outer suburban areas is an issue with which
many cities around the world are currently grappling,
including those cities that the committee visited during the
overseas study tour.

In the remaining time I would like to thank the staff of
Parks Victoria who are working in very difficult
circumstances. They are working under significant
stress, trying to juggle competing priorities without
sufficient resources. Having said that, I commend the
work they do. Whether they are in the field or in an
office, they do a remarkable job for Victoria, and we
enjoy the resources they look after for us.

Outer Suburban/Interface Services and
Development Committee: growing the suburbs
Mrs KRONBERG (Eastern Metropolitan) — I am
pleased to make a statement on the Outer
Suburban/Interface Services and Development
Committee’s report on the inquiry into growing the

I would like to read a few things from our report,
beginning at page 79:

…

That was one of the reasons why we went to those cities
in the first place. The report continues:
This is particularly true with respect to public transport
infrastructure. Like Melbourne, many cities are currently
finding that the provision of public transport in outer
suburban areas is at once the most pressing and challenging of
planning problems and one which is exacerbated by the
reality of agglomeration.

That is another centralising force going on
simultaneously. Further:
London also offers lessons for Melbourne with respect to the
effect of agglomeration on outer suburban business
development. As Ms Michele Dix, managing director,
planning, Transport for London, informed the committee
during a briefing in London, recent years have seen
exceptionally high demand for business space in central
London, while a number of outer suburban centres have
struggled, and continue to struggle, to find tenants for office
developments. Ms Dix attributed this situation to the
attractiveness of central London as a location for businesses,
especially global businesses, compared to locations in outer
suburban London …
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The committee notes that the same challenge does not exist in
relation to those businesses which typically do not employ
knowledge workers, which would include many small
businesses. As in Melbourne, small business in London
remains a vibrant component of the outer suburban economy.
However, the exodus of knowledge industry businesses, and
associated medium and large businesses, from the periphery
to the core of London is cautionary for Melbourne’s outer
suburbs, especially since London has a current population of
approximately 8 million — almost double that of
Melbourne — and because the ABS has forecast that
Melbourne may also reach a population of approximately
8 million as early as the year 2056.
…
The challenges associated with agglomeration for
Melbourne’s outer suburbs also represent a compelling
argument for greater residential densities. The importance of
residential densification is increasingly acknowledged with
respect to Melbourne’s middle and inner suburbs, which
provide greater access and choice in terms of employment
options and more established infrastructure, including a
greater range of public transport options offering shorter
journey times to central Melbourne. However, the value of
residential densification is also becoming increasingly
recognised with respect to Melbourne’s outer suburbs, where
greater densities will, in time, increase the economic viability
of all forms of infrastructure, particularly public transport.
…
The increasing agglomeration of Melbourne’s knowledge
economy in central Melbourne has coincided with a period of
significant pressure on ‘traditional’, and predominantly
suburban-based, industries. This is particularly true of the
manufacturing and retail sectors, which in recent years have
ceased to provide the same levels of job security or jobs
growth that they once did.

The relative decline of such traditional industries,
combined with the overwhelming tendency for
knowledge economy jobs to agglomerate in central
Melbourne, poses significant challenges for business
development — —
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr Ondarchie) —
Order! The member’s time has expired.

VicRoads: report 2011–12
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centre in Ballarat, maintaining 53 263 kilometres of
road pavement and working in partnership across all
areas of government to develop a metropolitan planning
strategy and a Victorian freight and logistics plan.
Floods in regional Victoria had a big impact on the road
network and road surfaces — and that was particularly
true in my electorate of Northern Victoria Region —
and VicRoads new web application played a very
significant role in helping to let residents know which
roads were closed and to find alternative routes.
VicRoads also coordinated the P Drivers Project, which
is one of the largest scientific research studies into
driver education in the world. Some 8600 participants
are involved in the trial. There was also the safer road
users program with the L2P mentor program. This is a
fantastic program and one I was very involved in when
Labor was in government. VicRoads supported 55 local
government and community organisations to provide
supervised on-road driver training experience for
learner drivers.
In 2012 Victoria saw its lowest road toll on record.
Whilst this statistic is pleasing, as a member
representing the electorate of Northern Victoria Region
it is very distressing to see how many fatalities occur on
our rural roads. In 2012 there were 153 fatalities in rural
areas of Victoria, not just Northern Victoria Region but
right across the state. All fatalities and injuries impact
greatly on the people who are involved and of course
their families and friends. They often have lifelong
consequences.
It is very pleasing to see that in my electorate of
Northern Victoria Region the commonwealth and statefunded Nagambie bypass is now complete. A very
smooth drive can be had as you head up to northern
Victoria. It is a road that I use often when travelling
from my electorate office in Shepparton to Melbourne
and the other way. I commend the Bracks and Brumby
state governments for their commitment to connectivity
in rural and regional areas right across the state.

Ms DARVENIZA (Northern Victoria) — I wish to
make some comments on the VicRoads annual report
for 2011–12. At the outset I would like to acknowledge
the contribution of the chief executive officer, Gary
Liddle. The purpose of VicRoads is to support the
economic prosperity and livability of our state by
shaping the development and use of Victoria’s road
system as an integral part of the overall transport
system.

It is disappointing that negotiations on the Shepparton
bypass and the Kilmore-Wallan bypass appear to have
been put in the too-hard basket by the coalition, which
is intent on building an east–west tunnel that nobody
wants for $8 billion. Alarmingly, the evidence just
keeps mounting up that the traffic projections for this
$8 billion tunnel do not stack up. Recently it was
revealed that a senior VicRoads engineer has quit the
organisation in disgust at the dodgy modelling being
used to justify the project.

The authority discusses a number of significant
highlights in its 2011–12 report on which it should be
congratulated, including the opening of a new contact

Of further concern is a Victorian Auditor-General’s
report headed Developing Transport Infrastructure and
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Services for Population Growth Areas which stated that
despite population in the growth areas being expected
to increase by 77 per cent, there is no clear statewide
strategy to address transport needs. What do we know?
We know that if Denis Napthine spends $8 billion on
this tunnel, then other transport projects like the
Shepparton bypass and the Kilmore-Wallan bypass
which are urgently needed now will not be built for
decades. Victorians living in rural and regional areas of
the state have been abandoned by the Liberal-Nationals
state government, which has put $8 billion into a
project at the expense of other essential transport
projects. I condemn the Premier for not putting forward
a transport plan for the whole of this state. I commend
this report to the house.

Disability services commissioner: report 2013
Mrs COOTE (Southern Metropolitan) — It gives
me enormous pleasure to talk about the disability
services commissioner’s annual report for 2013. At the
outset I would like to put on the record my praise for
Laurie Harkin, AM, the disability services
commissioner, and his fantastic team. I have a lot to do
with Laurie Harkin and his team — with Lynne and
Tamara and all of them — and they are so professional
and they do the most fabulous job.
There is a lot of material in this annual report, and I will
speak on as much as I can tonight, but I think I will
have to continue to speak on it in subsequent sitting
weeks. I would like to quote Laurie Harkin from his
introduction to the report. He stated:
The end of our sixth year provides the opportunity to review
and re-confirm the longer term directions of our office. Our
Strategic Directions 2012–15 identifies our core purpose as
being to contribute to a society that is fearless in speaking up
and to solve problems with an attitude of mutual respect.

I would have to suggest that that is exactly and utterly
what he does. He went on:
We continue to improve the ways we raise awareness that It’s
OK to Complain! and support the sector to grow in this
regard. We developed a new AAA accessible website and
reinvigorated our approach to social media. Most recently our
guide on resolving complaints for service providers,
Everything You Wanted to Know About Complaints … was
launched at the National Disability Services Victorian state
conference ‘The Future is NOW’.

The agency is very in tune with what people are
complaining about in order to make recommendations.
Laurie Harkin is not fearful of taking some of the things
he is hearing to the Minister for Disability Services and
Reform, Ms Wooldridge, and she is very welcoming in
hearing what those trends and issues are.
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However, we are all now living in a DisabilityCare
Australia world. The world for disability has changed,
and in this state we are very fortunate that we will have
the federal headquarters of DisabilityCare Australia.
Why did that happen?
Mr O’Brien — In Geelong.
Mrs COOTE — It is in Geelong. Thanks must go
to Mr O’Brien and Mr Ramsay, whose electorate it is
in. When he was Premier it was Mr Baillieu who put
$25 million on the table to encourage this organisation
to establish its headquarters in Geelong. To give credit
to Julia Gillard, the former Prime Minister, she drove
this issue and she met Mr Baillieu’s $25 million and put
money into establishing the centre in Victoria.
It is important to understand the figures involved in
what was the national disability insurance scheme and
is now DisabilityCare Australia. The Victorian
government currently puts $1.6 billion into disability
services in this state. By 2016, when this is rolled out,
there will be combined state and federal funding of
$5.2 billion spent on disability in this state. Just a little
over half of that will be put in by the federal
government and the rest by the state. This is an
enormous contribution to disability services in this
state, I suggest that all political parties want this to
work.
However, one of the things that has come out of this
new initiative is that Victoria is the best at safeguards,
better than all other states. We have in place the Office
of the Senior Practitioner, the Office of the Public
Advocate, community visitors and, more importantly,
the disability services commissioner. The most
important part of this is that the safeguards that are put
in place make certain that there are audits — and I
mean that in the broadest sense of the word — and that
there are controls on what happens in this sector. It is
important that all our services are provided safely, that
they are accountable and that this is monitored.
Laurie Harkin has travelled across the country and has
been speaking to his equivalent in other states saying
that in this new DisabilityCare Australia world we must
make certain that safeguards are in place. Minister
Mary Wooldridge is advocating for this, and we must
make certain that we in Victoria, the leaders in this,
bring our standards to the table and that other states
come to the party and rise to meet our standards. I will
have a great deal of pleasure in talking on this report in
the next sitting week.
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VicRoads: report 2011–12
Mr LEANE (Eastern Metropolitan) — Today I
would like to make a statement on the VicRoads
2011–12 annual report. I will touch on an area that
does not get discussed a lot when it comes to
VicRoads and the responsibilities it covers and covers
well. VicRoads maintains a number of reserves as
open space with the view that they may have a future
use as a roadway or as an extension of a roadway,
such as more lanes or more slip lanes in certain areas.
The VicRoads reserve that I will focus on is the
Healesville freeway reserve which runs through
Vermont South, particularly the area that runs from
Springvale Road down to Boronia Road. VicRoads
maintained this reserve as open space with the view that
there might be a freeway to Healesville via this route,
possibly from Springvale Road. However, VicRoads
has announced that plan is now redundant, so recently it
has endeavoured to go through a process to establish
what to do with that land. Anyone who has lived out in
that area or knows that area would agree that there was
probably never going to be a freeway going through
that area to Healesville, but it was only in recent years
that the corporation declared the land excess to its
future needs.
In the 2010 election campaign the member for
Bayswater in the Assembly stated that if the coalition
came to government, it would ensure that the reserve
was maintained for open space, which at the time was a
very good announcement. It was an announcement that
she matched with the former member for Forest Hill in
the lower house. The previous government made the
announcement before the member for Bayswater
matched it, but both those announcements were good
for the area.
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members of the Napthine government in recent times
about how they intend the land to be used. The
suspicion is that they are the ones who have instructed
VicRoads to flog off the land for as much money as it
can grab from developers. As I said, that is a shame.
There are a lot of people in the area who are concerned
about this, and there are a lot of people in the area who
are lobbying their local MPs, including myself, to take
a position on keeping this open space, as our party
committed to do before the 2010 election.
Unfortunately government MPs in that area have not
come out and stated that that is their position. I think
that if it was good enough for them to make this
promise and garner whatever votes they thought they
could get out of it at the time, it is good enough for
them to fulfil their commitment to the people out in that
area.

Auditor-General: Developing Transport
Infrastructure and Services for Population
Growth Areas
Mrs PEULICH (South Eastern Metropolitan) — I
wish to make some remarks on the Victorian AuditorGeneral’s report, Developing Transport Infrastructure
and Services for Population Growth Areas, given the
significance of the infrastructure backlog to all of
Victoria and in particular to the south-east, which I
have the pleasure of representing in this chamber. A
number of reports have been undertaken by the
Auditor-General that show the importance of having an
integrated transport network that includes wellconnected and well-constructed roads to cater for our
population growth and our business community, and
the need for well-connected cycling paths and
important public transport services, including rail, buses
and so forth. The conclusion of the report, which was
tabled in August, is this:

Unfortunately that commitment has not been fulfilled at
this point, and VicRoads has been told to go through a
community consultation process about the future use of
this land. I have talked to a number of stakeholders who
have had direct conversations with VicRoads, and it
seems that VicRoads has been given instructions to flog
off as much of this land as it can. It looks like it will go
to medium density housing, which is unfortunate
because the area where this land lies, which is within
the city of Whitehorse, does not have a glut of open
spaces. If the people out there lose this open space, it
would be a real shame.

To digress, Melbourne has yet again been voted the
most livable city in the world. That is certainly
something that we prize and do not wish to erode. The
report continues:

The new member for Forest Hill in the Assembly is on
the record as saying that ultimately the decision about
how much land is sold, if any, will come down to the
Napthine government. Not a lot has been said by

It goes on to say:

Over many years, the state has failed to deliver the transport
infrastructure and services needed to support rapidly growing
communities. This is adversely impacting accessibility, and
risks the future livability of metropolitan Melbourne.

Urgent action is required to address this serious problem.
Inadequate public transport and growing gaps in the road
network in these communities are creating barriers to
mobility, including access to critical services, education and
employment opportunities.
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This audit’s recommendations are focused on addressing
these longstanding issues. However, they will have limited
value if their implementation is not supported by a realistic
and effective whole-of-government approach.

We saw only yesterday the debate on the Major
Transport Projects Facilitation Amendment (East West
Link and Other Projects) Bill 2013, which is clearly
intended to do that. We have heard from Mr Tee and
other opposition members that the Auditor-General had
criticised the prioritisation of the east–west link. That is
not an accurate report of the Auditor-General’s
position. He states on page 25 of the report, with quite a
straight bat, may I add:
The state has also recently announced its intention to deliver
the first stage of the east–west link that will ultimately
provide a new cross-city road extending across Melbourne
from the Eastern Freeway to the Western Ring Road.

He then refers to a number of other projects. The report
concludes on page 38:
The delivery of transport infrastructure and services to growth
areas has not been timely.
There is currently a significant and growing backlog of
required infrastructure, primarily due to shortcomings in past
planning and the ongoing challenge of securing state funding
in a fiscally constrained economic environment. Nevertheless,
insufficient action has been taken to date by transport and
land use agencies to better prioritise proposed investments,
and identify funding sources to address the longstanding
funding gap.

The Auditor-General goes on in the report to explain
the difficulty with governments, political parties and
community members changing their views as to what
their priorities are. That is why I am so concerned by
the position of the Leader of the Opposition, Daniel
Andrews, the member for Mulgrave in the Assembly,
on the east–west link. We know that this project — and
I spoke about this this morning in a members
statement — is a much-needed part of our transport
infrastructure.
The east–west link first appeared as a concept in the
2006 transport policy document of the Labor Party,
Meeting Our Transport Challenges, which was released
for the election of that year. Labor is now opposing the
east–west link that it supported in 2006. Not only did
Labor members acknowledge that they needed to look
at the east–west link, but they backed it — not just with
rhetoric but with actual dollars. They spent $5 million
of Victorian taxpayers money on the report by Sir Rod
Eddington, which was commissioned in 2007. They
then agreed that there was a need for an east–west link.
Today there are some exceptions within Labor Party
ranks, such as Mr Somyurek, who represents the same
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areas I do and understands the importance of significant
road infrastructure for our industry and for our
businesses, and other members of this chamber as well.
But the Leader of the Opposition is taking a very
political opportunistic position on this. He is sabotaging
what is an important piece of infrastructure and an
important priority for cheap political gain. I regret this
and I certainly hope that following the federal election
he will reconsider his position on the east–west link.

Adult Parole Board of Victoria: report 2011–12
Mr EIDEH (Western Metropolitan) — I rise to
speak on the 2011–12 annual report of the Adult Parole
Board of Victoria. I thank the chairperson, Justice
Simon Whelan, general manager David Provan, and
detention and supervision order division chairperson
Judge David Jones for all their hard work in producing
this report. In addition to these individuals, I must also
recognise the other judicial members, community
members, full-time members and departmental
representatives who have supported these leaders
during the past year. The board, which was established
in 1957 and first met on 3 July this year on this matter,
has jurisdiction over:
… offenders for whom a court has ordered a prison sentence
where a non-parole period applies, and
… young persons transferred to prison from a youth justice
centre …

The Victorian parole board is an extremely important
part of our community. During 2011–12 it heard and
considered 10 205 cases, an increase of 1242 on the
previous year. The parole board’s main purpose is to
make Victoria a safer place for all. In its annual report it
highlights its many objectives, which include to make
independent and appropriate decisions regarding the
release of offenders on supervised release, home
detention or a supervision order and to make
appropriate orders relating to or cancelling parole or
revoking home detention and returning prisoners to
custody. Both are critical factors when considering
whether or not someone who has been found guilty by
our courts is ready to be given a second chance in our
community.
The annual report indicates that this difficult decision is
completed by the board providing a framework which
considers:
whether there is an unacceptable risk to the community if the
offender is released on parole, and
whether the risk to the community will be greater if the
offender does not have supervised release and support on
parole.
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Now, however, Victoria’s attitude to the system has
changed forever. We watched as a serial rapist and
murderer was convicted to serve a life sentence, with a
minimum of 35 years in jail, for savagely taking the
young life of Jill Meagher. I was shocked and
devastated, as I am sure were all in this Parliament and
Australians across the country, to learn that Adrian
Ernest Bayley was on parole when he committed this
horrendous crime. This crime changed forever the lives
of not only Jill’s family and friends but of all
Victorians, as well as changing the way we perceive the
justice and parole system. I apologise on behalf of
members on this side of the house to her family for this
system that robbed them forever. The parole system
undoubtedly let Jill Meagher down, and by extension it
let down the entire community. Our communities
deserve to be safe.
I sincerely hope the recent changes to the system are
enough to ensure that violent offenders will not have
the opportunity to reoffend and that we in Victoria will
never see another tragedy like this occur. We on this
side of the house support a review of this flawed parole
system in order to consider how to build a more
effective, efficient and transparent system. It will be
tough and will undoubtedly take a long time for
Victorians to rebuild their trust in the parole board and
its decisions, but once completed, the review will make
a lasting difference to the safety of our communities. I
hope in next year’s report we read of the many changes
implemented by this important system in Victoria. I
commend the report to the house.

Auditor-General: Developing Transport
Infrastructure and Services for Population
Growth Areas
Mr ELSBURY (Western Metropolitan) — It is
always a pleasure to speak on reports, and today I will
be speaking on the Auditor-General’s report on
developing transport infrastructure and services for
population growth areas. Certainly the Auditor-General
gets into the meat of this and starts to talk about
population growth on page 2 of this report. I would just
like to highlight that three of the seven regions he refers
to happen to be in Western Metropolitan Region. They
are the cities of Hume, Melton and Wyndham. On the
information he has available to him the AuditorGeneral expects the population of the city of Hume to
grow by 50 per cent, from 175 600 to 264 000, by
2031. In the city of Melton he estimates the population
will grow from around 113 000 in 2011 to 225 800, or
100 per cent, by 2031. He then goes on to say that in
the city of Wyndham, which is the fastest growing of
the growth corridors, the population will increase from
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168 600 in 2011 to 340 700 by 2031, making that a
102 per cent increase.
The pressures that will be placed on our public
transport system are substantial. As someone who has
lived in the growth corridors, I can say that has been the
case for quite some time. In fact the audit summary of
the Auditor-General’s report point outs on page ix that:
The former Department of Transport undertook planning to
expand bus services into newly developing areas following a
series of bus service reviews between 2007 and 2010. These
reviews highlighted a range of service deficiencies across
Melbourne including:
inadequate network coverage
poor service frequency, reliability and connectivity to
other transport modes
insufficient hours and days of operation.

In 2007–10 Labor was in government. Yet again Labor
ignored the issue of public transport, especially buses,
in the western suburbs of Melbourne and in the growth
corridors that it says it so wholeheartedly represents.
What have we done differently? The Auditor-General
picks up on this and says the creation of Public
Transport Victoria means that plans can now be made
for trains, trams and bus networking and that in
December 2012 the network development plan for
metropolitan rail was completed. Further work is
required to finalise the tram and bus plan and develop a
priority list of infrastructure projects and associated
costs over the coming decades. These are discussed on
page x of the audit summary.
In considering this, the government has already taken
action, and this is recognised by the Auditor-General on
page 14 of the report where he highlights the work that
has been done to the Williams Landing train station.
This may be a bone of contention for those opposite.
The Williams Landing project was started under Labor,
but it did not provide for access to the platforms by
people of all abilities. There were stairs and there were
lifts, but should the lifts break down there was no
alternative. What we did was put some extra money in
to make sure that there would be ramps to allow 24hour uninterrupted access for people with disabilities.
Ramps have a lot fewer moving parts than lifts, and if
lifts break down, you are certainly going to know about
it. We know the Laverton and Footscray train stations,
which rely completely on lifts for disabled passengers
and people with mobility issues, just do not work.
The Auditor-General also mentions the east–west link
on page 25 of the report. Last night’s debate on a bill to
allow for planning to go ahead for the works to be done
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will facilitate that project a lot more quickly than would
have been the case under the former government. This
is a very good report. We have much to learn from what
is in these pages, and a lot of work still needs to be
done.

Economic Development and Infrastructure
Committee: local economic development
initiatives
Mr RAMSAY (Western Victoria) — I would like
make some brief comments on the Economic
Development and Infrastructure Committee report of
July 2013 on the inquiry into local economic
development initiatives in Victoria. I was particularly
interested in chapter 4 of the report where reference is
made to the agricultural sector. Whilst much has been
said of the challenges to the industry, both climatic and
economic, the Rural and Regional Committee did some
good work in its inquiry into the capacity of the farming
sector to attract and retain young farmers and respond
to a growing workforce. It is pleasing to see the
government will implement most of the committee’s
recommendations.
The report on local development initiatives in Victoria
deals with two important issues. One is the need for the
agricultural sector to have access to seasonal workers in
peak harvest time and the ability to have a sustainable
specialised workforce into the future. The other
important issue discussed in this chapter is providing
the right balance for accommodating lifestyle farmers,
who wish to enjoy the ambience of living in a rural
setting, as opposed to professional farmers, who should
not be restricted in managing their agricultural
businesses as required. Local governments have a
planning responsibility to provide the appropriate
balance for the competing interests of farming activity
and lifestyle residential development.
The reality of the agricultural sector is that it is exposed
to the domestic monopoly of two supermarkets for a
fair farmgate price. It is also exposed to the vagaries of
the Australian dollar for a fair and reasonable export
farmgate price and is trying to compete globally with
competing countries which have low environmental
standards for food production, cheaper labour rates and
heavily subsidised producers that produce with no
reflection of the cost of production and dump that
product into Australia. That is why trade agreements,
access to a sustainable workforce and less regulation
and red tape for producers are vital.
Also of interest to me in chapter 4 is the
recommendation that the Victorian government
advocate for a new funding framework involving all
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tiers of government and the private sector for funding
agreed long-term infrastructure priorities. At 4.3.2.3 the
report states:
Ms Elaine Carbines, CEO of G21 — Geelong Region
Alliance … stated that poor connectivity was the primary
issue affecting productivity of the Geelong Region …

It was also stated in the report that Ms Carbines
mentioned:
… the unique issue of maintenance of the Great Ocean Road.
Ms Carbines stated that according to VicRoads, the road
requires $10 million per year to be maintained. However she
and Surf Coast SC noted that the road does not receive
funding from the Australian government, despite being
recognised as a nationally significant tourist destination.

I am pleased to say that the federal coalition has
announced as a funding commitment $25 million for
the restoration of that road. It is also pleasing to see the
state government acknowledge that notation in this
report. The Minister for Roads has announced a further
$25 million from the state government for the Great
Ocean Road, as well as $5.1 million for road safety
upgrades on the Princes Highway between Orbost and
the New South Wales border, the Western Highway
upgrade from Stawell to the South Australian border
and $170 million worth of extra funding to fix
Victorian roads. I have announced part of that in the last
week: upgrades to the Midland Highway between
Richardson’s Lane and Sawpit Gully Road of
$675 000; $270 000 to upgrade Eddington Road, which
will seal road shoulders; and a $220 000 upgrade in
Ballarat at the intersection of Delacombe-Wendouree
Road and Ballarat-Carngham Road.
I also refer to part (b) of the terms of reference, which
reads:
examine the appropriate role of local government in
generating economic development and review the allocation
of responsibility in this area with the state government.

On this basis, given the importance of local government
in this report, why would the Rudd government slash
funding of $115 719 for Hepburn shire; Central
Goldfields shire, $94 507; Northern Grampians shire,
$169 809; Moorabool shire, $161 870; Pyrenees shire,
$127 819; Ararat council, $141 038; and the Ballarat
council, $321 647?
In recommendation 36 of the report it is suggested that
Victoria look at:
… an evaluation of the City of Greater Geelong’s recent
adoption of a directly elected mayor, with a view to
expanding this electoral reform to other Victorian councils.
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That gives me an opportunity to acknowledge the
passionate work of Keith Fagg, who was the first
directly elected mayor of Geelong. He did it with good
grace, a passion for the city and a strong work ethic.
Unfortunately ill health has not allowed him to continue
that good work. I note that to support the new
referendum in relation to the new poll, a directly elected
deputy mayor, review of ward structures — —
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr Ondarchie) —
Order! Thank you, Mr Ramsay.

Victorian Equal Opportunity and Human
Rights Commission: Protecting Us All
Mr O’BRIEN (Western Victoria) — I wish to make
a statement on the Victorian Equal Opportunity and
Human Rights Commission (VEOHRC) report entitled
Protecting Us All — 2012 Report on the Operation of
the Charter of Human Rights and Responsibilities,
which was listed on the notice paper by Mr Finn. It is
with some background that I come to review this report,
since my election to Parliament in particular, as up until
approximately this time last year I was a member of the
Scrutiny of Acts and Regulations Committee. That
committee was tasked with reviewing the Charter of
Human Rights and Responsibilities Act 2006. It
undertook a review and tabled a report dated September
2011. Many of the recommendations of that committee
have been adopted by the government, but not all.
Others are still being considered.
There are some aspects to the charter of human rights
that raise questions essentially about the structure of
government, the role of the courts, the rule of law and
the sovereignty of Parliament. Those questions are
continuing to have an impact and to be the subject of
some debate and conjecture. This is the aspect of the
VEOHRC report that I wish to touch upon. So that
there is no doubt, I do so reaffirming my commitment
to human rights, certainly to those human rights that
were outlined by the members of the Scrutiny of Acts
and Regulations Committee in its report.
In Victoria we are blessed in our history to be able to go
back to the birth of our democracy, including the
Ballarat Reform League Charter and other instances of
the sovereignty of Parliament, and particularly to the
Legislative Council, as it existed at the time of that
document, as the only place of representative
democracy not only in this colony but in many other
parts of the world as well, or what is often referred to as
the common-law world.
The issue in relation to human rights is not the
protection of human rights as a principle but the manner
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in which they are best protected. That was the issue in a
sense that the Scrutiny of Acts and Regulations
Committee made some recommendations about,
particularly on the role of the courts in interpreting the
charter of human rights and the operation of the
dialogue model. The particular aspect I would like to
respond to is a reference to the extent to which the
Momcilovic decision has adjusted the expansive view
of the human rights charter. That decision was handed
down just as the committee was finalising its report or
just before it was actually tabled. In many respects the
leading judgements in the Momcilovic decision
confirmed a number of aspects that the committee was
particularly concerned about.
I note on page 31 of the report of the human rights
commission that the interpretation that is now favoured
in relation to section 32 is very much not the expansive
interpretation that had preceded it and that many
advocates for a more expansive interpretation had
sought. If it is the case — as in my view it should be —
that courts and tribunals reach a human rightscompatible interpretation of the law by first referring to
ordinary principles of statutory interpretation and
existing common-law rights, the rule of law and the
operation and sovereignty of Parliament are best
preserved by allowing the Parliament to make the laws
and the courts to abide in an interpretive but not a lawmaking role.
It is in that regard that I take some issue with a
reference on page 27 of the report, where it says:
the member for western Victoria noted that the objective of
the act —

on FOI —
was to enable the community to access government
information to the greatest extent possible. He noted that this
was supported by a VCAT decision which held that the right
to freedom of expression contained a positive obligation on
the government to provide access to documents it holds.

I checked Hansard, and that is not exactly what I said. I
certainly referred to the objectives of the FOI act, but
then I referred separately to the statement of
compatibility on the bill and the charter as a separate
instrument, not one that necessarily supported the
objectives of the FOI act or otherwise.
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ADJOURNMENT
Hon. M. J. GUY (Minister for Planning) — I move:
That the house do now adjourn.

City of Stonnington level crossings
Mr LENDERS (Southern Metropolitan) — The
matter I raise tonight is for the attention of the
Premier. It relates to aspirations of a number of
municipalities in my electorate that cross a number of
portfolio areas, hence my reference to the Premier.
We have had a discussion previously about the views
of the City of Glen Eira on prioritising an $8 billion
spend on an east–west tunnel that few people will
use. However, I would like to draw the attention of
the house to the aspirations of the City of
Stonnington, which basically covers the lower house
electorates of Prahran and Malvern. It put in a budget
submission, which was reported in the Herald Sun of
7 May. The article reports that the City of
Stonnington wanted:
… the government to stump up cash for grade separations at
rail crossings in Glenferrie Road, Tooronga Road, Toorak
Road and High Street.

Those level crossings are predominantly in the
electorate of Malvern; the High Street one is in both
Prahran and Malvern. In a sense there are two
advocates in government for the City of Stonnington
other than the five members of the upper house who
represent the area. I am sure Mrs Coote, who is in the
chamber now, would join me in advocating very
strongly for the City of Stonnington. I would also hope
the member for Prahran in the Assembly would
advocate strongly for the City of Stonnington.
For the Premier’s attention I refer to the same article in
the Herald Sun of 7 May, which reported that when the
member for Prahran was asked about his budget wish
list he said he had nothing on his state budget wish list.
I have raised this matter in this chamber before in a
different context, so I will not dwell on it.
The action I am seeking from the Premier relates to the
conundrum of who in the government is to be the
advocate for the City of Stonnington’s aspirations to
invest in grade separations that will assist the
community in the areas that were specified in the
Herald Sun article in particular versus local members
who do not have aspirations, according to the article,
for their electorates.
The action I seek is for the Premier to call in the
member for Malvern in the Assembly, Mr Michael
O’Brien, the member for Prahran, Mr Newton-Brown,
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and perhaps even Mr David Davis, Mrs Coote and
Ms Crozier to work out who in government will be the
advocate for the railway crossings in Stonnington,
which will automatically go on the back foot because
all the money for public transport is being sucked into
an enormous tunnel in another part of Melbourne that
very few people will use.

Healthy Together Victoria
Mrs COOTE (Southern Metropolitan) — My
adjournment matter this evening is for the Minister for
Children and Early Childhood Development,
Ms Lovell. It relates to the coalition government’s
Healthy Together Victoria achievement program.
Recently I was fortunate to join the Minister for Health,
Mr Davis, and Minister Lovell at the Ada Mary
A’beckett Children’s Centre in Port Melbourne in my
electorate, just around the corner from my office. This
program looks at and celebrates what the Ada Mary
A’beckett kindergarten has done.
About 1000 Victorian childhood services, which
represent more than 80 000 children and one-third of
early childhood services statewide, have registered and
joined up to the Healthy Together Victoria achievement
program. The Ada Mary A’beckett group has done a
fantastic job. They are teaching little children about
nutrition, and it is really pleasing to see what they have
done. The director of the Ada Mary A’beckett
Children’s Centre, Bernadette Dower, said that with
support from the Healthy Together Victoria Healthy
Eating Advisory Service the centre has revamped its
menu to make sure it is healthy and delicious.
These little children learn how to propagate and
develop seeds, they have vegetable gardens, they learn
about recipes and how to cook the food, and then they
get to eat it, which is of course something they love.
But it is also about what these little children take home
to their families and their siblings. It has been such a
successful program. As well as being engaged with
eating healthily, the children are growing what they are
eating and are learning about a multitude of tasks along
the way.
This is a fantastic program; I have seen it firsthand. As I
have said, more than 80 000 children around Victoria
are being exposed to these types of programs through
the Healthy Together Victoria achievement program,
and it is really commendable. The action I would like to
see is for the minister to spread the good word about
this program wherever she goes and to make certain
that whenever she speaks to any childhood service
across the state she mentions this fantastic program and
talks about the Ada Mary A’beckett example.
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Hopefully this will encourage a number of other groups
and people across the state to eat healthily. It will pay
off in spades in the years to come.

Anglesea Bowling Club
Ms TIERNEY (Western Victoria) — My
adjournment matter this evening is for the Minister for
Sport and Recreation. It is in relation to the Anglesea
Bowling Club’s application for funding to assist with its
redevelopment into a community-oriented facility.
Plans for the club’s redevelopment have been going
through a long process, including consultation with a
number of community organisations as well as the three
tiers of government.
It has been a pleasure as a local upper house member to
advocate numerous times in this place and in the
community for what will be an excellent facility when
it is completed. To date the redevelopment of the club’s
building has attracted the support of the Surf Coast
shire, which has listed the project as its no. 1 sport and
recreation priority. The shire has committed to
providing $250 000 for the redevelopment, with
another $250 000 coming from the club itself to fund
the total project, which is worth $1.5 million. Local
designer Paul Weight is responsible for the design of
the new building, which has drawn great praise from
club members as well as the wider community.
The Anglesea Bowling Club recently applied for a state
government sport and recreation grant for the sum of
$650 000. However, members were recently informed
that the application was not successful. I have been
informed that the club members are extremely
disappointed with the decision as they were led to
believe that their application would be successful. The
club is an exceptionally strong sporting club that has
the involvement of a number of community and
sporting organisations such as the Anglesea and District
Men’s Shed and the local RSL. A redeveloped facility
will assist in catering for the increasing membership
numbers whilst providing the township of Anglesea
with an excellent venue for community events.
The action I seek from the minister is for him to detail
why the application for funding for the Anglesea
Bowling Club redevelopment was knocked back. I seek
that the minister re-examine the case of this club in the
next round. Hopefully we will see this great facility
built in Anglesea as it will provide a wonderful
opportunity for increased membership and a great
venue for a whole range of community activities.
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Essendon Fields
Mr ELSBURY (Western Metropolitan) — I rise
this evening to raise for the attention of the Minister for
Employment and Trade the potential of the Essendon
Fields project in the western suburbs of Melbourne.
Primarily this site is an airport. That was reaffirmed
today by a media release put out by the Minister
responsible for the Aviation Industry, the Honourable
Gordon Rich-Phillips, in which he highlighted the need
for this important airport as part of the aviation
infrastructure for Victoria, certainly for the air
ambulance and the air wing of the police force, and also
for logistics and for private aircraft to be able to land.
Also on the site is a major development of commercial
value, including the national headquarters of Linfox
Logistics, Armaguard, Australia Post, WorkSafe
Victoria, LaManna, a number of car dealerships and
DFO, which is the most interesting of these businesses
for my electorate. Plans are up and running for an Agrade office space of about 15 000 square metres, and
there are also plans to restore the former ANA House, a
heritage-listed building on the site, to allow for office
space to be provided.
As I said, the airport at Essendon also provides an
interesting opportunity for employment. A number of
mining groups in the Pilbara region of Western
Australia utilise the airport to move their personnel
from Melbourne to the mines in the Pilbara and back
again. This is an efficient method of making sure that
the workers get to their worksite. Also the proximity of
Essendon Airport to Melbourne Airport presents an
opportunity for business to be transacting at the
Essendon Fields site, which would avoid the congestion
that can cause trouble around the CBD of Melbourne
and also reduce travel costs.
I would like the minister to further investigate the
Essendon Fields area to ascertain its potential for jobs
growth. The minister may even like to join me to view
the site, to see the work that is taking place and plans
for what could be deployed out there to try and build
more jobs in this part of my electorate.

Arthurs Seat quarry site
Ms PENNICUIK (Southern Metropolitan) — My
adjournment matter is for the Minister for Environment
and Climate Change, Ryan Smith. On Sunday,
25 August, I attended a rally in Dromana at the foot of
Arthurs Seat State Park, which was organised by the
Peninsula Preservation Group. Around 1000 people
wearing red gathered to form a human sign of the
words ‘No tip’. Peninsula Waste Management, owned
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by the R. E. Ross Trust, has applied to the Shire of
Mornington Peninsula to convert the old quarry into a
tip for municipal, industrial, commercial and asbestos
waste. There appears to be no plan for recycling at the
proposed tip. While R. E. Ross himself operated
quarries, including the Hillview quarry in Dromana,
one of the three core purposes of the R. E. Ross Trust,
established under his will, is:
… nature conservation, with particular regard to the purchase
of land for the protection and preservation of flora and fauna.

The quarry is adjacent to Arthurs Seat State Park,
which is a haven for eagles, kites, swamp wallabies and
many other species. It is a special and beautiful site on
the escarpment, with sweeping views of Port Phillip
Bay. It is clearly no place for a tip. There is growing
opposition to the proposed tip from local residents and
people all around Victoria who know and love this
unique place. A petition by the Peninsula Preservation
Group has received 12 800 signatures, and the Save
Arthurs Seat Facebook page has more than
3500 members.
People are rightly concerned about the potential for
contamination of the local creek, Port Phillip Bay and
groundwater. They are also concerned about the impact
of the proposed tip on flora and fauna in the adjoining
state park and in the site itself, and the impact of truck
traffic. The site is rated one of the shire’s high bushfirerisk areas and is only accessible by winding roads. The
proposal is currently being assessed for a works
approval by the Environment Protection Authority
(EPA), which has received 850 objections.
It seems the original plan was to convert the site to a
recreational reserve once its life as a quarry was over.
This seems a much better idea, especially as it is
surrounded by Arthurs Seat State Park. An excerpt
from the petition to the EPA and Mornington Peninsula
shire councillors reads:
If the council honour the original plan to convert the quarry
into a reserve, it can be a community resource that would link
the two sections of the state park that adjoin it, creating a
wildlife corridor for native species and the reserve could be
utilised by diving groups as a training area for cave diving, be
used for bird spotting and a brilliant resource for rock
climbing and outdoor education.
We want the EPA and the council to reject this application.
We don’t need a tip — there are better alternatives which the
council should consider, some of which appear in their own
waste management reports and on their website.

My request to the minister is that he act now to
negotiate with the R. E. Ross Trust and Peninsula
Waste Management to incorporate the whole of the old
Pioneer quarry site into Arthurs Seat State Park as a
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natural legacy to be appreciated by generations to
come.

National broadband network
Mr SOMYUREK (South Eastern Metropolitan) —
I raise a matter for the attention of the Minister for
Technology, Mr Gordon Rich-Phillips, concerning the
impact of the national broadband network (NBN) on
the government’s ICT strategy. Much of the
government’s ICT strategy is based on the federal
government’s national broadband network model, with
93 per cent of premises connected to a 100-megabitper-second fibre service. The minister has been quoted
in the Age as stating that the government is one-third of
the way through the implementation of its ICT strategy.
However, if a coalition federal government is elected
this weekend, it plans to scale down the federal Labor
government’s national broadband network from one
delivered via fibre to residential premises to one
delivered via fibre to the node.
Minister Rich-Phillips is on the record as stating that his
biggest issue with the NBN is that it cannot be
delivered soon enough. He made this statement well
before the federal coalition produced a policy on the
NBN, so clearly he was referring to the federal Labor
model. If Minister Rich-Phillips was asked whether he
preferred Victorian premises to be provided with a 100megabit-per-second downstream fibre service,
upgradable to 1000-megabits per second or a 25megabit-per-second service delivered over copper, I
suspect I know what his answer would be in private, but
I do not expect Minister Rich-Phillips to verbalise that
publicly at the moment.
Given the above, the action I seek from the minister is
that he clarify what impact a ubiquitous 25-megabitper-second national broadband network delivered via
fibre to the node will have on his ICT strategy, as
opposed to a 100-megabit-per-second NBN delivered
via fibre to the premises.

Nunawading school site
Mr LEANE (Eastern Metropolitan) — My
adjournment matter is directed to the Minister for
Education, Martin Dixon, and it concerns an expression
of interest that was made for the use of an empty
Nunawading school site. The approach came from
James Ye, who is the principal of the New Chinese
Language and Culture School. He would like to see if
he could establish at that site a functioning Chinese
community centre. I agree with him that this would be a
perfect spot for it, and I commend him on his
expression of interest in this school site.
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The population of families of Chinese-speaking
background in the eastern suburbs has increased
markedly over recent years, especially in Nunawading,
Blackburn and Ringwood. Such a centre could provide
consultation in migrant education, medical advice,
language training, health, recreation, martial arts and
Tai Chi practice, cultural libraries and arts. It is also
hoped to use this facility as the headquarters to organise
cultural activities throughout the east, including
festivals, performances and seminars in other
businesses in the area.
The action I seek from the minister is to request his
department to advise Mr Ye on how to put in an
expression of interest for this empty school site. I must
admit I am not sure if it is at the point where it has been
declared as excess for educational needs, but I ask the
minister to direct his department to advise how
someone could go about making an expression of
interest in purchasing this site. It sounds like a great
way to use this school site.

Caroline Springs railway station
Mr MELHEM (Western Metropolitan) — My
adjournment matter is for the Minister for Public
Transport, Terry Mulder, and the action I seek is for the
minister to provide funding to complete the Caroline
Springs railway station. In 2008 Sir Rod Eddington
proposed the extension of rail services to Caroline
Springs in his Investing in Transport report. The
railway station was subsequently proposed within the
Labor government’s 2008 Victorian Transport Plan,
and the station received funding as part of Labor’s
$189 million program for new stations in growth areas
in the 2010–11 state budget.
As noted in the recent Auditor-General’s report entitled
Developing Transport Infrastructure and Services for
Population Growth Areas, preliminary work including
design, purchase of land and construction of an access
road has been completed. This was thanks to the
previous Labor government’s funding. Unfortunately
this project was stopped once the coalition came to
power. The access road to the proposed station is
known locally as the road to nowhere. An estimated
$38 million was ripped out of this project funding in the
2011–12 state budget, with the project’s time line being
placed under review. There has been no mention of the
Caroline Springs railway station in subsequent budgets.
Over 30 per cent of households in the city of Melton,
where Caroline Springs is located, are not within
400 metres of a public transport stop. The government’s
target is for only 5 per cent of households to not be
within this range. Lack of public transport services for
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households in Caroline Springs creates greater car
dependence for residents, resulting in more congestion
on Melton roads. This is doubly bad news considering
the Auditor-General also noted that Melton needed
between $207 million and $243 million of funding to
address longstanding road infrastructure needs.
The population of Melton is set to double by 2031. It
currently stands at around 113 000, but within 18 years
that will balloon to 225 000. Melton continues to be one
of the fastest growing regions. The state government
must reinstate funding for the Caroline Springs railway
station project in the next budget. I ask the minister to
make a priority of that project and of public transport
funding and to reverse the cuts made by this coalition
government to that particular project.

Regional police cells
Ms DARVENIZA (Northern Victoria) — I wish to
raise a matter for the attention of the Minister for Police
and Emergency Services, Kim Wells. It concerns the
decrease in the number of police officers who are out
patrolling in the Wangaratta community because of an
increase in the number who are busy looking after
prisoners from Melbourne, according to the latest report
from the Victorian Ombudsman.
Wangaratta police station is just one of the regional
stations that house up to 20 prisoners at a time, both
those arrested locally and those awaiting court
appearances around the state, because there are simply
not enough beds in Melbourne’s jails. Victorian police
cells have become so overcrowded that many are
holding up to three times their capacity, resulting in an
unacceptable safety risk, lice outbreaks and
overstretched police. Increasingly, prisoners are sent to
regional police stations to await their court appearances
in a bid to ease the congestion that is occurring in our
metropolitan facilities.
The Ombudsman found that police officers having to
supervise the detention of prisoners has an impact on
the number of officers patrolling in the community.
Police officers have to watch prisoners all the time.
They have to bring them meals and attend to their
needs. That means they cannot be out patrolling the
streets, undertaking their regular duties and looking
after the affairs, particularly in the case of Wangaratta,
that are affecting the local community.
The action I seek from the police minister is that he put
a stop to sending prisoners from Melbourne to regional
police stations such as Wangaratta so that local police
are able to get out and about and protect their
communities rather than being unnecessarily held back
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in police stations looking after prisoners. The
Ombudsman’s staff inspected police cells around the
state, as well as court holding cells, and identified a
range of issues, including that the number of prisoners
has increased over the past 12 months and that the
conditions are unsuitable for holding prisoners for any
length of time.

Responses
Hon. M. J. GUY (Minister for Planning) — I do not
have any written adjournment responses.
Mr Lenders raised a matter for the Premier around level
crossings in Stonnington, to which I will ask him to
reply.
Mrs Coote raised a matter for the Minister for Children
and Early Childhood Development, Ms Lovell, about
the Healthy Together Achievement program.
Ms Tierney raised a matter for the Minister for Sport
and Recreation, Mr Delahunty, about the Anglesea
Bowling Club.
Mr Elsbury raised a matter for the Minister for
Employment and Trade. Ms Asher, about Essendon
Fields.
Ms Pennicuik referred to the Minister for Environment
and Climate Change, Mr Ryan Smith, a matter
concerning the Arthurs Seat tip.
Mr Somyurek referred a matter with regard to the NBN
to the Minister for Technology, Mr Rich-Phillips.
Mr Leane referred the Minister for Education,
Mr Dixon, to an issue regarding a Nunawading school
site.
Mr Melhem referred the issue of the Caroline Springs
railway station to the Minister for Public Transport,
Mr Mulder.
Ms Darveniza referred the Minister for Police and
Emergency Services, Mr Wells, to police numbers in
Wangaratta.
I will seek written responses for all those members.
The PRESIDENT — Order! The house now stands
adjourned.
House adjourned 6:46 p.m.
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BUSINESS OF THE HOUSE
Adjournment

The PRESIDENT (Hon. B. N. Atkinson) took the
chair at 9.33 a.m. and read the prayer.

PAPERS
Laid on table by Clerk:
Boort District Health — Report 2012–13.

Hon. D. M. DAVIS (Minister for Health) — I
move:
That the Council, at its rising, adjourn until Tuesday,
17 September.

Motion agreed to.

Cohuna District Hospital — Report, 2012–13.
Geelong Cemeteries Trust — Minister’s report of receipt of
2012–13 report.
Health Purchasing Victoria — Report 2012–13.
Maldon Hospital — Minister’s report of receipt of 2012–13
report.
Parliamentary Committees Act 2003 — Government
Response to the Law Reform Committee’s Report on Access
to and Interaction with the Justice System by People with an
Intellectual Disability and their Families and Carers.
Queen Victoria Women’s Centre Trust — Minister’s report
of receipt of 2012–13 report.
Radiation Advisory Committee — Report, 2012–13.
Road Safety Camera Commissioner — Report, 2012–13.
Robinvale District Health Services — Report, 2012–13.
Southern Metropolitan Cemeteries Trust — Report 2012–13.
Subordinate Legislation Act 1994 —
Documents under section 15 in respect of Statutory Rule
No. 106.
Legislative Instrument and related documents under
section 16B in respect of Ministerial Order No. 700 —
Appointment of Busy Inc as an Approved Training
Agent of 30 August 2013 made under the Education and
Training Reform Act 2006.
Swan Hill District Health — Report 2012–13.
Victorian Environmental Assessment Council — Final
Report on Yellingbo Investigation, July 2013.
Victorian Health Promotion Foundation — Report, 2012–13.
Victorian Multicultural Commission — Report, 2012–13.
Youth Parole and Youth Residential Boards — Report,
2012–13.

MEMBERS STATEMENTS
Frankston transport infrastructure
Mr TARLAMIS (South Eastern Metropolitan) —
The matter I raise today is in relation to road and rail
infrastructure in the Frankston area. The level crossing
at the intersection of Overton Road, Wells Road and
Skye Road has seen many accidents and near misses
involving cars and trains, as well as a number of deaths.
This notorious intersection is one of Frankston’s most
congested traffic hotspots, and following a recent
accident involving a car and a train the Frankston City
Council has called for it to be grade separated. In fact at
its last meeting the Frankston City Council
unanimously passed a motion seeking an urgent
meeting with the Minister for Roads and Metro Trains
Melbourne to discuss this level crossing and other
pressing transport needs for the community, like the
Wedge Road–Frankston-Dandenong Road intersection,
the upgrade of the Western Port Highway and the
upgrade and handover of Golf Links Road. The list
goes on.
I urge the minister to take up this offer to meet with the
Frankston City Council to discuss these and other
transport issues. Maybe at the meeting he could explain
why his government is supporting an $8 billion tunnel
far away from Frankston that no-one wants and that
will do nothing to assist the Frankston community, and
how it will come at the expense of addressing road and
rail infrastructure needs locally, subjecting residents to
ongoing and worsening travel delays. Perhaps the
members for Frankston and Carrum in the other place,
Geoff Shaw and Donna Bauer, could attend and explain
why despite the $8 billion tunnel being nowhere near
their electorates they are supporting it instead of
advocating for local road and rail infrastructure projects
that would actually help people in the Frankston area.
I can guarantee that what will not be explained at the
meeting, if they have the courage to attend, is how the
government will deliver the $8 billion tunnel project
without further cuts to health and education. I urge the
members for Frankston and Carrum to stand up for the
communities they are supposed to represent and to start
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advocating for their needs. After all, that is what they
were elected to do.

Fringe benefits tax
Hon. D. M. DAVIS (Minister for Health) — I spoke
yesterday in the chamber in response to a question
about the Lavarch report — the secret Lavarch report
from the tax working party committee for charities.
That tax working party report, looking at the future of
taxation, the treatment of and arrangements for
charities, is a secret report that has never been released
by the Rudd federal government. This report lays out
the future for taxation under a returned Rudd
government, if it is lucky enough to be re-elected, for
new taxation arrangements, cuts to — —
Mr Jennings — What year? Give the year.
Hon. D. M. DAVIS — Of Mr Rudd being reelected? You can take nothing for granted in terms of
the electorate and the Australian people. They deserve
to know the facts of Mr Rudd’s secret tax plan before
the federal election. They deserve to know, the
Salvation Army deserves to know and Epworth hospital
deserves to know. Our public hospitals deserve to
know, and the ambulance services deserve to know. I
note that the already announced cuts to the fringe
benefits tax, the end of the 20 per cent statutory
arrangements put in place by Prime Minister Rudd, are
going to have a very significant effect on our public
hospitals and ambulance services. I wrote to the
secretary of the ambulance union to seek his support in
this matter — and he has run for cover! He will not
stand up for his men, he will not stand up for his
women, he will not stand up for paramedics and he will
not stand up — —
The PRESIDENT — Order! The member’s time
has expired.

Twitter alcohol promotion
Mr SCHEFFER (Eastern Victoria) — Members
will have seen news reports about alcohol companies
using Twitter to promote their products. The use of
social media by alcohol companies is causing concern
amongst those involved with the promotion of public
health, especially amongst young people. The study
itself was conducted by the school of business at the
University of Western Sydney by research lecturer Ann
Dadich, Professor Suzan Burton and Alena Soboleva, a
PhD student. The report is published in the Medical
Journal of Australia, and it says Twitter now provides
another social media channel to promote alcohol to
young adults, whom, the report says, are the heaviest
Twitter users.
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This research seems to agree with the findings of the
2004 Victorian parliamentary Drugs and Crime
Prevention Committee final report on its inquiry into
the effects of harmful alcohol use that there is a strong
association between alcohol consumption and
advertising. The report lists seven well-known global
manufacturers of alcohol products and the 37 hashtags
used by alcohol brands for promotion purposes. So far
as content is concerned, they are pretty much as you
would expect — filled with grabs about popular music,
sport, celebrities, entertainment and places — with no
direct promotion of alcohol products, but often enough
there is the logo and the name of the alcohol company,
and this serves to associate products with experiences
interesting to young people. The researchers say that
the number of direct followers is modest, but retweets
amplify this number. I guess that alcohol companies are
not the only businesses to do this, but that so dangerous
a product is being pushed on the young in this oblique
way is concerning.

Federal election
Mr BARBER (Northern Metropolitan) — I love
elections, but a lot of people hate elections. Of course it
is very fashionable to deride elections. There is always
someone who will say, ‘This is the worst election yet;
back some years before there was a much better
election’. I love all elections because they give us our
chance, at the end of the political process, to sharpen up
the choices and the differences, but of course without
my worthy colleagues I would not be able to do that.
I am very pleased that at this election we have been
able to offer the voters some very clear choices: nonaction on climate change, leading to the world heating
up by 2, 4 or 6 degrees, or coming together as a
community to address that problem; more of the things
that make people unhealthy — tobacco, junk food,
alcohol, poker machines — or a clean and healthy
environment and healthy people; and federal dollars for
congestion-busting public transport versus more and
bigger roads asphalting more and more of our cities. I
could not be happier that come Monday we will be in
state election mode and we can start all over again
creating a new set of choices for the voters.

Great Ocean Road upgrade
Mr KOCH (Western Victoria) — The Great Ocean
Road is one of Australia’s most scenic tourist
attractions and brings visitors from across the globe to
Victoria’s breathtaking west coast. This iconic road
needs upgrading to improve safety for all road users.
Essentially, the Great Ocean Road should be well
maintained for everyday users. The Victorian coalition
government recognises the national significance of the
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Great Ocean Road and supports the federal opposition’s
commitment with the provision of an additional
$25 million over five years for its upgrade. Together
with the funds promised by the Victorian government,
the federal coalition’s support will see a total joint
venture investment of $50 million over a five-year
period to undertake the necessary roadworks to ensure
greater safety from end to end.
Recognition of the national importance of this road
means it will continue to be an important drawcard for
the many hundreds of thousands of tourists who visit
the Great Ocean Road annually. This joint commitment
will deliver significant upgrades, including
maintenance of bridges and retaining walls, and road
resurfacing works. I congratulate both the Minister for
Roads, Terry Mulder, and the Liberal candidate for the
federal seat of Corangamite, Sarah Henderson, for
pursuing this important direct support for tourism and
small business in south-west Victoria. These
improvements will ensure the Great Ocean Road
continues to be the famous gateway to the Surf Coast.
Importantly, the state and federal coalition’s
commitment will ensure the Great Ocean Road is safer
as traffic volumes continue to increase.

Youth unemployment
Mr EIDEH (Western Metropolitan) — When I
consider the youth of today I like to think of them as the
bright leaders of tomorrow. Unfortunately the recently
released June quarter youth unemployment figures
mean that tomorrow for these young people could mean
poverty. I was shocked to learn that the jobless rate for
youths under 24 living in the west is 27 per cent, a
staggering four times more than the national average.
What is even more disheartening is that this
government is pulling funds from the TAFE sector,
which means young people have fewer opportunities to
improve their education and skills, thereby decreasing
the likelihood of them becoming employed.
The Australian Bureau of Statistics also revealed there
has been a 30 per cent increase in the number of people
receiving the Youth Allowance payment. With the
rising cost of living and education, thanks to this
government, how is any young person meant to build a
foundation for themselves or create a future that
includes being fully employed? This is especially so if
these young people are in the west because they are
coming from families who are among the most
economically disadvantaged in the state. I thought we
were a country of opportunity regardless of
circumstance.
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Keith Fagg
Mr RAMSAY (Western Victoria) — Last night I
briefly acknowledged the contribution of Keith Fagg,
the first directly elected mayor of Geelong, in a
statement on a committee report. I would like to
reaffirm that contribution of Cr Fagg in my members
statement. Keith, a successful businessman in his own
right, put up his hand for the position of mayor. He was
purely motivated by the passion he has for the Geelong
region and his heartfelt commitment to make it a better
place to live and work. He is hardworking, passionate,
consensual and only motivated by his heart. I am
saddened that he was not able to finish his task due to
ill health.

Jane den Hollander
Mr RAMSAY — Another shining light in Geelong
is Vice-Chancellor Jane den Hollander, who is the sixth
vice-chancellor of Deakin University. Jane is a pocket
dynamo from Western Australia who has provided the
Geelong community with university campuses at
Waurn Ponds and Eastern Beach, a precinct which is
second to none in the world in relation to education
delivery and research. It is also leading the way for
researchers, educators and students to come to Geelong.
I was reminded of this last week when I visited the tech
centre with Mr Hall, the Minister for Higher Education
and Skills, to announce $500 000 for the Geelong
future fibres project at the Australian Future Fibres
Research and Innovation Centre, which will be based in
Geelong. The facilities in the university technology
precinct at the Waurn Ponds campus are second to
none, which is a clear demonstration that ViceChancellor den Hollander is providing Geelong with
exciting new opportunities in both research and
development. This is also demonstrated by the new
research on nanofibres and carbon fibre being
conducted in the precinct. Congratulations to ViceChancellor Jane den Hollander.

Mildura Base Hospital
Ms BROAD (Northern Victoria) — I refer to a letter
from Mildura constituent Mr Kennedy. Mr Kennedy
has written to the Minister for Health. He thanks the
minister for his recent letter and says that he is pleased
to read that the current hospital building for the Mildura
Base Hospital has been returned to public hands.
Mr Kennedy goes on to regret that the minister’s letter
does not address the point of the petition that he signed.
His wish, and the wish of the other people who signed
the petition, was for public ownership and operation of
the Mildura Base Hospital, which would allow salary
equity for the staff with the rest of Victoria, not merely
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public ownership of a building. Mr Kennedy is deeply
disappointed that Mr Davis has signed a seven-year
contract with Ramsay Health Care, which has
postponed salary equity for medical staff in Mildura for
at least that long.

either does not care or does not understand how
important these programs are to many families in
Northern Victoria Region.

Mr Kennedy believes that Mr Davis’s letter is
misleading, and he asks that this misleading letter be
corrected immediately. Mr Kennedy further points out
that when it is explained to people in Mildura that only
the building is in public hands and the operation of the
hospital remains with Ramsay, people are very angry.

Mr O’BRIEN (Western Victoria) — I rise in
response to what was an outrageous attack upon an
extremely important service provider by our
community for disabled people, which was made by
Ms Pulford, one of the members for Western Victoria
Region, during question time yesterday. The suggestion
that something was wrong with The Nationals engaging
a local printer who then subcontracted disabled people
to pack envelopes is outrageous and a typical
slanderous, scurrilous attack on good hardworking
people with legitimate businesses. It again demonstrates
the ignorance of Labor Party members as to what is
really happening. I am informed that a press release has
gone out from the CEO of Mallee Family Care, Vernon
Knight, in which he has stated:

Charlton Country Fire Authority brigade
Mrs MILLAR (Northern Victoria) — Two weeks
ago I had the pleasure of representing the Minister for
Police and Emergency Services, Kim Wells, in
presenting a new field command vehicle, worth
$78 000, to the Charlton Country Fire Authority (CFA)
brigade. I wish to acknowledge the remarkable
contribution of this community, which has endured the
floods of both 2010 and 2011, in having raised the sum
of $26 000 towards the purchase of the new vehicle,
which was then supported by a contribution of $52 000
from the state coalition government. I also pay tribute
to those who were recognised that evening with life
memberships for their service to the Charlton CFA,
particularly Mick Fanning, for 55 years service, Vin
Ryan, for 51 years service, Leo Sait, for 50 years
service and Ron Field, for 48 years service. That
represents a remarkable combined total of more than
200 years of service given by these four brigade
members. The Charlton community and its CFA
brigade can be justifiably proud of their achievements
in serving their region. They deserve to be recognised
for their outstanding contribution to this great state.

Education maintenance allowance
Ms DARVENIZA (Northern Victoria) — I was
very disappointed to hear that the Liberal-Nationals
state government will cut the provision for the
education maintenance allowance (EMA) from 2015.
This payment has always gone towards the most
vulnerable families in the state, and helps struggling
families fund school supplies, uniforms, schoolbags and
excursions. Many families are struggling more than
ever to pay the essential costs of their children’s
schooling, which in turn jeopardises their education.
The EMA took a big hit in last year’s state budget when
the Liberal-Nationals cut the school component of the
allowance. Programs had to be cut, resources pruned
and services reduced across the board. It is appalling
that the Liberal-Nationals state government has once
again chosen to rip money away from Victoria’s most
needy children. The Liberal-Nationals government

Mallee Family Care

Her baseless criticism of Mallee Family Care in its efforts to
provide supported employment for disabled adults in
Sunraysia is a disgrace.
…
I hope the families of disabled adults will be moved to
register their disgust.

I note that the courage award in the organisation’s
bulletin goes to Shaun Clarke, who is:
… doing his darnedest to build the business of Mildura Print
Solutions.
This included a contract …

And I can say it was a paid contract by The Nationals.
We pay our bills. We do not waste taxpayers money
like the Labor Party has done in this state, and we
would never make a scurrilous attack on an important
service like Mallee Family Care.

EDUCATION AND TRAINING REFORM
AMENDMENT (SCHOOL ATTENDANCE)
BILL 2013
Second reading
Debate resumed from 27 June; motion of
Hon. G. K. RICH-PHILLIPS (Assistant Treasurer).
Ms MIKAKOS (Northern Metropolitan) — I am
pleased to speak on the Education and Training Reform
Amendment (School Attendance) Bill 2013, and I note
from the outset that the Labor opposition will not
oppose the bill. It is a simple bill, but one that deals
with the issues of school attendance, retention and the
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completion of school to year 12. It is on that basis that
we will not oppose it. The coalition went to the 2010
election with the policy to enforce truancy laws. That is
what it said it would do, but as with many of the
coalition’s bills regarding education and training, to
date, despite the word ‘reform’ in its title, this bill falls
very short of what was promised.
This bill looks at the very complex and important issues
of young people who do not attend school and youth
who have disengaged from the education system and
attempts to solve these complex issues with a simple
answer — that is, by getting tougher on truancy. We all
know that education is linked to more successful
outcomes later in life. We know that what happens in
school has lifelong consequences, and this is why the
Labor Party regards education as a priority area. There
is a wealth of evidence to support the fact that
education has lifelong consequences. A 2012 Victorian
Auditor-General report into student completion rates
notes on page 4 that:
When young people do not complete a year 12 certificate or
its equivalent, they risk serious lifetime social and economic
disadvantages.

The Auditor-General’s report goes on to cite the 2007
Education Foundation Australia report Crossing the
Bridge — Overcoming Entrenched Disadvantage
Through Student-centred Learning. The report
identified:
… young people who disengage from education early are
almost four times more likely to report poor health, have
mortality rates up to nine times higher than the general
population and are more likely to require welfare support and
government-subsidised services.
The report estimates that:
the consequences of early school leaving and lower
levels of education costs Australia $2.6 billion a year in
higher social welfare, health and crime prevention …

These are important findings. Whilst many young
people move successfully through primary school to
secondary school and beyond, the reasons others
disengage from school are complex and in most cases
interrelated. A 2004 Auditor-General’s report into
school absenteeism found that there were typically two
types of factors that contribute to absenteeism: family
and personal factors, and school factors. The report also
noted that as the contributory factors experienced by
students compounded, so did the likelihood of a student
being absent. The family and personal factors affecting
school attendance included homelessness, geographic
isolation, low socioeconomic status, unemployment,
illness and attention deficit disorders, while school
factors included a dislike of subjects, boredom with
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school work, learning difficulties, inadequate school
support and welfare, and being bullied.
With the huge body of work and research that has been
done one would think that if the government was
serious about tackling school absenteeism, it would
spend more money on engaging those students at risk
of dropping out of school and helping students to
complete year 12 or its equivalent. Unfortunately what
we have seen from the Baillieu and Napthine
governments is the exact opposite. We have seen the
government ripping education apart, and this bill will
not achieve what the government claims it will.
When Labor came into government in 1999 education
was our no. 1 priority, and it remains our no. 1 priority.
We introduced the Victorian certificate of applied
learning (VCAL) to allow every student a pathway to
school completion. We dramatically increased
vocational education and training in schools. We
lowered teacher-student ratios, and we developed a
well-researched middle year strategy to keep young
people engaged in school. These are the kinds of
measures that you put in place when you have a
genuine belief in lifting participation rates and
standards for young people in our school system and
keeping young people engaged in education. In stark
contrast the Baillieu and Napthine governments have
inflicted some of the worst cuts to education that we
have seen to date: a massive $550 million cut from the
education budget since they came into office.
Let us not forget what the Minister for Education said
in the Parliament. He claimed to be ‘putting money into
the programs that matter’ and ‘into the students that
matter’. We remember that well. Yet at the same time
the minister has overseen the government’s apparent
commitment to education through the savageness of its
attacks on the sector. This government has cut the
School Start bonus, the education conveyance
allowance and the education maintenance allowance
(EMA), and it has tried to cut the School Focused
Youth Service. It would have succeeded had it not been
for the overwhelming community outrage at the
decision, and the government subsequently
backflipped.
More recently I have been alarmed to learn that the
government has defunded a very important Geelong
project that has been working with vulnerable young
people in Geelong to discourage them from
disengaging with the education system.
Mrs Peulich interjected.
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Ms MIKAKOS — I find it interesting that the
Parliamentary Secretary for Education does not think
these issues are of importance and is attempting to talk
over me during my contribution, because she knows
that her record and her government’s record in this area
is absolutely appalling.
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr Tarlamis) —
Order! I have been in the Chair for some time now and
Mrs Peulich has been interjecting consistently. I notice
that her name is on the speakers list so maybe she could
refrain from interjecting and make her contribution
then. Ms Mikakos has the call.
Ms MIKAKOS — Thank you, Acting President.
We know why Mrs Peulich is getting upset. She knows
that it is her government that has ripped education
apart. It has made all the cuts I have mentioned to the
school sector and to other services that support
vulnerable young people. On many occasions over
recent months I have spoken about the defunding of
youth employment programs which help our most
vulnerable young people to re-engage in education and
acquire a job. A dedicated mentoring initiative that also
helped young people to re-engage in education has also
been defunded. We have seen the TAFE system
decimated, with $300 million being ripped out without
regard for the impact that will have on staff and
students.
Unbelievably we have seen this government belatedly
sign up to the federal government’s Gonski reforms,
and it has decided to fund its part by cutting the EMA
altogether so that support for low-income parents is
going to be taken away next year when they are
purchasing school uniforms, books and other essential
items for their children.
Honourable members interjecting.
Ms MIKAKOS — I know this is a sensitive point
for members opposite. Maybe they should put just as
much energy as they are putting into yelling at me at
the moment into speaking up in their party room and
standing up for vulnerable young people and for
disadvantaged families in their electorates, because
clearly they do not care about those young people.
Clearly they do not care about those families when they
sit on their hands and they are silent in their
acquiescence in their party room and are doing nothing
to stand up to their cabinet colleagues and their
Premier, who is allowing these cuts to be made at the
moment.
Mrs Peulich — You should hang your head in
shame.
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Ms MIKAKOS — Mrs Peulich should hang her
head in shame. She is an absolute disgrace of a
parliamentary secretary to be overseeing these cuts. All
she is doing is coming in here — —
Ms Crozier — On a point of order, Acting
President, Ms Mikakos referred to the parliamentary
secretary in an unparliamentary fashion, and I ask you
to ask her to withdraw.
Ms MIKAKOS — She can stand up for herself.
Ms Crozier — I am asking you to withdraw.
Ms MIKAKOS — On the point of order, Acting
President, my understanding is that if a member is in
the house and they take offence, they can raise the
matter themselves. The member has not done so.
Mr Ondarchie — On the point of order, Acting
President, the member was simply asked through you,
Acting President, to withdraw. She could be gracious
and do that, and I ask you to direct her to do so.
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr Tarlamis) —
Order! I do not uphold the point of order. I take this
opportunity to remind members to direct their
comments through the Chair.
Ms MIKAKOS — Thank you, Acting President,
very wise words indeed. Through you, I remind
members that the background to this bill is that in 2006
the Labor government introduced the Education and
Training Reform Act 2006. The act sets out the current
provisions regarding compulsory enrolment and
attendance at school. It also provides that it is the duty
of a parent of a child aged 6 to 17 years of age to enrol
the child at a registered school and ensure that the child
attends school or to register the child for
homeschooling and ensure that the child receives
homeschooling. It is an offence for a parent to not
comply with this duty without a reasonable excuse. As
it currently stands, the penalty for failing to comply
with this duty is 1 penalty unit for each day the child is
absent. The act provides for the appointment of school
attendance officers who have the power to bring court
proceedings for such an offence.
I know members frequently refer to the parliamentary
library research briefs for their research into particular
bills, and I commend the library staff for continuing to
prepare research briefs. I understand that the library
service is being reviewed at the moment. I certainly
hope that the library staff are not gutted and that as
parliamentarians we are able to continue to rely on the
parliamentary library to provide important research
briefs in the future.
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The parliamentary library brief for this particular bill
notes that since the commencement of the principal act
no court proceedings have been brought against a
parent under this provision and the penalty has not been
imposed. That was noted by the now Minister for
Education when he said, in the lead-up to the 2010
election, that the coalition would enforce these laws. It
would appear that the coalition’s measure of success is
how many fines it can impose. After all, that is the main
change made in this bill, and it will be done through
infringement notices served on parents as opposed to
court proceedings.
Clause 6 of the bill inserts new section 2.1.2A into the
act. It provides that it is an offence for a parent not to
provide instruction to a child registered for
homeschooling. The penalty is 1 penalty unit for each
day the duty is not complied with, and there is no
change in the level of penalty. Clause 7 of the bill
makes some changes to what constitutes a reasonable
excuse, and I will come back to that part of the bill in a
moment. Clause 8 of the bill provides the minister with
the power to exempt a child from attendance and/or
enrolment. At present the minister only has the power
to exempt a child from attendance. Clause 10 of the bill
adds that a principal must, on request of a school
attendance officer, provide the officer with any
information regarding the enrolment or attendance of
students.
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school attendance officer to issue the parent with a
school attendance notice.
New section 2.1.19 provides that a parent must respond
to a school enrolment notice within the due date
specified on the notice. New section 2.1.20 similarly
provides that a parent must respond to a school
attendance notice before the date specified on the
notice. New section 2.1.21 goes on to set out the
offences and penalties for failing to comply with a
school enrolment notice or school attendance notice.
The penalty for not responding to a school enrolment
notice or a school attendance notice is 5 penalty units.
Any parent who responds to the notice but fails to
provide a reasonable excuse is also guilty of an offence
and is liable for a penalty of 5 penalty units, which is
equivalent to $704.20.
On the issue of a reasonable excuse, I note that
section 2.1.3 of the current act provides that it is a
reasonable excuse for a child to not be enrolled at or not
attend school if:
(a) the child has been prevented from attending school or
receiving instruction because of —
(i)

illness, accident, an unforeseen event or an
unavoidable cause; or

(ii) a requirement to comply with another law; or
(iii) the child’s absence from Victoria.

Clause 13 inserts new division 3 which outlines the
process by which school attendance officers issue
attendance enrolment and infringement notices. Under
new division 3 new section 2.1.15 provides for the
issuing of a school enrolment notice by a school
attendance officer. It applies if a school attendance
officer, after making inquiries, has reasonable grounds
to believe that a child of compulsory school age is not
enrolled at a registered school and is not registered for
homeschooling. The school attendance officer may then
issue a school enrolment notice to a parent.
New section 2.1.16 provides a similar process for the
issuing of a school attendance notice. This section will
only apply if the school attendance officer has
reasonable grounds to believe that a child who is
enrolled at a registered school has been absent from the
school on at least five separate days, whether the
absence was for a full or part day, in the last 12 months;
no reasonable excuse has been given for the absences;
and measures to improve the student’s attendance have
been undertaken in accordance with any guidelines
issued by the minister and have been unsuccessful or
are considered to be inappropriate in the circumstances.
In those circumstances section 2.1.16(2) allows the

There is a fair list of reasonable excuses for why a child
is not enrolled at or not attending school. The
government has made changes that allow the minister
to excuse a child from enrolment and to repeal that part
of the act that talks about a child’s absence from
Victoria. The opposition has no problem with those
changes. But the bill goes one step further to provide a
catch-all clause which provides that a principal has
discretion to accept an excuse that is outside the reasons
prescribed as a reasonable excuse — that is, any excuse
whatsoever. Therefore the government’s attempt to
enforce truancy laws is really a bit of a joke. It has
effectively broadened the number of excuses that can
be made, when all the while government members are
beating their chests about how tough they are for
introducing infringement notices.
It is interesting that despite new section 2.1.24
providing that the minister may issue guidelines about
matters relating to measures that may be undertaken to
encourage and support the enrolment of a child and
measures that may improve their attendance at school,
the final guidelines have not yet been distributed.
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I refer again to the parliamentary library research brief
on the bill, of which I spoke very highly. It refers to
submissions made by some stakeholders. I note that the
Good Shepherd Youth & Family Service submission
refers to research studies that show positive strategies
that increase student and family engagement are the
most effective approach to combatting school
absenteeism and that there is no evidence that punitive
mechanisms such as imposing fines are effective
strategies for addressing these issues. The service also
points to research in the United Kingdom and states that
similar measures were introduced there, but it was
found that ‘they seem to have little impact on
increasing student retention in the long term’ and may
have placed additional stress on families that were
already socially and economically disadvantaged.
Members all know that students from such families are
already at risk of disengaging, and we know this bill
fails to acknowledge that. There are no additional
measures, support or funding for school attendance
officers to help a student if they are found to be
struggling in some way which is leading to their
absence from school in the first place. This comes to
the fundamental issue of what the role of government
should be in education. It is to ensure that every
Victorian, no matter how much money they have and
no matter their postcode, has the same opportunities to
a strong education and the opportunities that education
can provide.
In 2008 I was pleased to be a member of the Drugs and
Crime Prevention Committee that looked into highvolume offending and recidivism by young people. The
evidence presented to that committee overwhelmingly
pointed to the fact that keeping young people in school,
training or work is the most important factor in keeping
them out of the justice system. That cannot be achieved
when you have a government like the one we have at
the moment. Education programs have been cut,
training opportunities have been cut and employment
opportunities have also been cut.
In conclusion, it is clear that this bill provides little
more than the current act already provides. The bill
does not contain the sort of reform necessary to address
the causes of student disengagement. Instead the
government has replaced positive measures with
punitive ones, preferring to cut programs on the one
hand and then issue parents with fines when their
children become disengaged from the education
system.
The coalition’s cuts to education are doing more harm
in the area of student truancy in Victoria than any
excuse its members can otherwise come up with. If
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students are to be engaged, they need to be engaged
through the curriculum, the mode of delivery and
having interesting programs and a variety of learning
experiences to give them every opportunity in their
lives. Ultimately investment in education will lower
rates of absenteeism, and if the government were really
serious about tackling truancy, it would put in place
some real and proper measures to try to improve
student success rates at school.
Mrs PEULICH (South Eastern Metropolitan) — I
thought Ms Pennicuik was the next person to speak, but
as she is not here, I am happy to jump in.
The main purpose of the Education and Training
Reform Amendment (School Attendance) Bill 2013 is
to amend the Education and Training Reform Act 2006
in relation to compulsory enrolment and attendance at
school. This bill will enable the issuance of
infringement notices as an alternative to court
proceedings in the case of a child’s persistent nonattendance at school without reasonable excuse. That is
the sum total, but I just want to make some comments
in relation to the importance of attending school and the
importance of education.
I was interested to listen to Mrs Millar’s inaugural
speech, in which she spoke about the transformative
impact of education on people’s lives. I am certainly a
great believer in that; I would hope that everyone in this
chamber is. It is something I think people in the western
world take for granted. In much of the rest of the world
people are still fighting for the right to be able to attend
school, in particular girls in some radical Islamic
countries and also in some Third World countries,
where attendance at school by girls is not seen to be a
priority.
My own mother, being a child of the Second World
War, did not have the opportunity to attend school.
Only subsequently, as an adult, was she able to get
compensatory education that enabled her to enter the
world of work and then gain a trade, with which she
built a wonderful business on emigrating to Australia,
and a wonderful life. She always wanted me to be a
teacher, because to her education was the key to
transforming a life, in particular one marked by poverty
and lack of opportunity.
I was very pleased to see this bill come in. As a teacher
in the public school system for 15 years, one thing that
disturbed me greatly was the patchy effort that schools
made to address the issue of non-attendance. Those of
us who have been involved in education know that nonattendance can be a product of a number of factors. One
of course is absenteeism where parents or those who
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have a legal duty of care are not aware of absences.
Then there is non-attendance that is approved by
parents or in situations where parents simply do not
care and do not enforce the child’s attendance at school.
There are of course some wonderful teachers and some
wonderful schools that do a great job, and some of their
good work is reflected in very low levels of
absenteeism in many of our schools. I visited one
school in New South Wales where — and many of the
private schools in Victoria do this as a matter of
course — if a child is not present at rollcall in the
morning, the parents are contacted immediately if the
parents have not contacted the school in the first
instance, which is a requirement. These types of
organisational practices are imperative to underscoring
the importance of attending school.
I was most disturbed when I read an Auditor-General’s
report, I think it was in 2010, which indicated that the
average number of days absent per child in Victoria at
the secondary school level was nearly 18 —
17.9 days — per student. That is nearly one school year
of non-attendance over the school life of a child. As a
teacher who also has qualifications in special education,
I know that a child who is behind two or more years is
considered to be a chronic case and in need of special
attention. If you can fall behind by one year simply by
not attending, there are massive problems, and those
problems accumulate and gather momentum because
you miss out on the foundation skills that are necessary
to build further and to manage the workload and the
academic requirements of education. When a child
cannot cope there is a much higher likelihood that that
child will disengage and not attend school.
This bill is long overdue. I cannot believe the former
Labor government ignored the chronic level of
absenteeism, whether as a result of its being approved
by parents or through truancy, and did nothing about it.
That does not mean that the first course of action should
be punitive; punitive action should be a last resort. We
all know that an education that is meaningful, that is
enjoyed, that is seen as positive and that builds on the
positive experiences of a child is going to be the most
productive. As soon as problems emerge the school
needs to act, as do parents. Parents have a responsibility
to work cooperatively with the school to make sure that
the child takes all the opportunities available to them.
However, as a last resort the education system, the
school, needs to have the authority to intervene and take
action when required.
Ms Mikakos, the shadow minister for children and
young adults, went through a litany of grievances that
she has about the portfolio of education without really
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going to the central purpose of this legislation, which is
to increase school attendance and increase the
likelihood of children completing their 12 or 13 years
of education to give them greater scope for fulfilling
their potential, whatever it may be. It was a particularly
hypocritical contribution given Labor’s poor track
record in the area of education.
I will break down some of the arguments put forward
by Ms Mikakos. Many of them stem from what she
argues are cuts. In many instances programs are recast,
reshaped and improved, and the funding arrangements
that accompany those programs are also changed. To
Ms Mikakos that may seem to be a cut, but to people
who actually understand how this works it is not so. I
am more than happy to see a debate on each and every
one of those points, and many of those points have been
debated in the past. It has been shown that Labor cuts
corners when it comes to the facts.
Let us look at the facts. When the former Kennett
government was voted out of office in 1999 it had
eliminated a maintenance backlog of $650 million. One
of the biggest headaches for schools and one of the
biggest distractions from the main game — the main
game is providing the very best quality of education for
our children — is having to deal with facilities
challenges. Whether it is in capital works or
maintenance, facilities challenges are the bugbear of
school communities and many a school council. To
allow maintenance backlogs to accumulate to such a
level is a dereliction of duty. The previous coalition
government wiped out a $650 million maintenance
backlog. However, at the end of 11 years of Labor rule
the former government had allowed the maintenance
backlog to creep up to $450 million. That is not to
mention the significant amount of capital works that are
needed, much of which are in Labor members own
seats. In Labor heartland, schools are literally falling
over. A government cannot provide quality education
and allow school communities, school leaders, school
principals, school councils and school teachers to focus
on the main game if all those stakeholders are worrying
about ceilings falling down around them.
Labor also did not focus on curriculum or take an active
part in the national curriculum debate. Labor fell short
on addressing some of the key issues that impact on the
provision of quality learning and teaching, in particular
when it came to the negotiation of enterprise bargaining
agreements. Labor kowtowed to its union masters and
failed to back the need for reform to ensure that
teachers provide the very best quality of teaching to
students, in particular to those in the public school
system who may have fewer options. I am a great
supporter of choice in education. Choice in education is
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important because it frees up resources. The public
school sector is able to marshal more resources because
of the existence of Catholic schools and independent
schools where parent contributions are greater. What
has Labor done in other spaces? It has done very little.
During its time in office it turned a blind eye to
absenteeism, which was an absolute dereliction of its
moral duty.
This bill will enforce a regime that government
members promised to introduce when we were in
opposition and, of course, it was a policy commitment
during the election campaign. I am very pleased to see
this commitment to enforce compulsory school
attendance laws with a view to boosting school
attendance and encouraging parents to support their
children’s attendance at school being facilitated through
this bill.
School attendance is already mandated in the Education
and Training Reform Act 2006. The various
jurisdictions across Australia have different machinery
to achieve the objectives outlined in the legislation, and
many of them are worthy. Many of them focus on some
common elements. Those include proactive action to
support regular attendance, which is important. Some of
those measures would work and they need to continue.
We need to look at best practice and innovation in
schools to see what works well. Where school
performance has been patchy, the Department of
Education and Early Childhood Development needs to
parachute in to identify and unpack the reasons as to
why that is occurring. Other features of effective school
attendance regimes include alert action to determine the
reasons for absence when there have been a number of
days of unexplained absences. Supported action,
including meetings with a family when a significant
pattern of absenteeism is identified, is the bread and
butter of pastoral care that we expect for all students.
Formal action for a child who has failed to enrol or
attend regularly also needs to be part of the regime.
Obviously this is not the first port of call, but it is
nonetheless a tool in the toolbox that is available to
schools and the department for making sure that school
attendance is treated with the utmost seriousness.
Formal action should include face-to-face meetings,
agreements and other more stern measures, and the
consequences of a failure to comply include issuing
harsher measures.
This bill recognises the importance of daily school
attendance, ensuring schoolchildren and young people
succeed in education and reach their potential. It does
not change the expectations of compulsory school
attendance or impose new duties on parents. It amends
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the act to enable fines to be issued when a parent does
not respond to a school attendance notice or responds
with an explanation that is not a reasonable excuse. The
context is to establish a clearer mechanism for use as a
last resort when other efforts to encourage parents to
support their children’s attendance at school have not
been successful. Penalties will work only if they are a
last resort. This has been made clear by the Minister for
Education on numerous occasions, and other
documents are available for schools and school
communities as a guide to responding to issues centred
around absenteeism.
In terms of the process of enforcement in cases of
repeated absence where a parent has not engaged in
efforts to improve the student’s attendance, the
principal will have discretion to make a referral to a
school attendance officer. There is a school attendance
officer in each of the four Department of Education and
Early Childhood Development regional offices. The
school attendance officer would issue a school
attendance notice to the parent, who would be obliged
to respond to that notice. In the event that the parent
does not respond to the school attendance notice or
responds with an explanation that is not a reasonable
excuse, the school attendance officer may make a
decision to issue a penalty infringement notice. That
would be half a penalty unit — currently approximately
$70. This amount is 10 per cent of the maximum
penalty for the offence. If you look at the other
jurisdictions, you will see that this is one of the lowest
penalties in the nation. Where a child appears not to be
enrolled in school at all, a school attendance officer will
have the power to check the register of homeschooling
to search for an enrolment record for the child before
sending an enrolment notice, and they will offer support
to help the parent enrol the child in school.
School attendance is important, and not only for the
mandatory years of enrolment. It is important to have
measures that encourage students to remain enrolled
and attending school in post-compulsory years.
Particularly in our shared electorate, Acting President,
there are areas where the attendance of girls beyond
compulsory school years is an issue that we also need
to look at, and school communities are certainly well
aware of that.
What is the government’s responsibility to ensure that
every child receives an education if the parent is not
fulfilling that duty? What would happen if a parent
were fined or even taken to court and a full penalty
applied and the child still did not go to school? These
are really important issues to think through in
establishing a system.
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The act stipulates that parents are responsible for
ensuring that their child attends school or is receiving
instruction through a registered homeschooling
provider. Under this proposal a parent could be issued a
subsequent fine if the child accumulates another five
absences without reasonable excuse. A greater focus on
this regime will mean that the department will have a
better understanding of absenteeism and will be better
able to unpack the data to make sure that future policies
are the most relevant and effective. Legislative changes
are required. The Department of Justice has advised
that the offence provision in the current act is not
suitable for enforcement of infringement notices and
having the option to issue infringement notices means
costly and time-consuming court proceedings can be
avoided. That is good for all concerned.
The proposal was not progressed in isolation from
recommendations of the Protecting Victoria’s
Vulnerable Children Inquiry, which led to a
phenomenal amount of funds being directed to those
who are most vulnerable, They will enable access by
vulnerable young people who are at risk or disengaged
from school to a range of programs and will support all
the programs that Ms Mikakos mentioned and no doubt
Ms Pennicuik will mention as well. Lastly, the regime
will apply to students in Catholic and independent
schools. The consultation has been extensive and has
been factored into the final form of the bill, and
regulations and guidelines have been developed.
I wish the new regime well. I certainly look forward to
an improvement on the state’s appalling record of
absences per secondary school child and per primary
school child, which Labor failed to do anything about
over 11 years. This bill bites the bullet and supplements
it with the funding, resources and programs needed to
avoid this as a first port of call. I commend the bill to
the house.
Mr ELASMAR (Northern Metropolitan) — I will
make a brief but concise contribution to the debate on
the Education and Training Reform Amendment
(School Attendance) Bill 2013. My colleague
Ms Mikakos has already indicated to the house that we
on this side are not opposing this bill. We all know and
agree that it is critical to the development of a child’s
knowledge to attend a place that focuses primarily on
delivering positive learning outcomes. To stay at home
or wander the shopping malls of Victoria instead of
attending school will not position a child to advance or
to eventually obtain a meaningful occupation in the
workforce. From education and training comes a future
that will equip our young people to be the next
generation of workers and leaders.
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Sadly the legislation does not differentiate between
primary and secondary students, and that is a pity.
There are many reasons why a primary school kid
misses school and most of them are through no fault of
the child. Often it is the failing of the parent. The big
stick approach can be effective, but only to a certain
extent — for example, awareness programs aimed at
teaching parents the importance of a good education are
something this government should be exploring. I know
there are several strategies already in place to monitor
student attendance, but those programs rely on
responsible parents.
Massive cuts in the TAFE sector have led to a dumbing
down of kids who are attracted to a technical or trade
qualification. Savage cuts to our education system by
the government will lead only to a massive shortage of
skilled workers in the generation to come. This is shortsighted. We all know that a good education or a lack of
choices for our kids today can make or break our future
economy. The Australian Council for Educational
Research has said that non-attendance at school is a key
issue. It is a factor that goes beyond failure to gain basic
skills and knowledge and will lead to lifelong
disadvantages.
This legislation provides for school attendance officers
to investigate absences from school. It provides them
with access to school records for this purpose and also
the power to issue school enrolment or attendance
notices where a student has been absent for five days or
more without a reasonable excuse. As I indicated, I am
not going to speak at length about the bill. I am not
optimistic about the big stick approach in regard to
school non-attendance, but let us wait and see the
outcome of this strategy.
Mr ONDARCHIE (Northern Metropolitan) — I
rise to speak on the Education and Training Reform
Amendment (School Attendance) Bill 2013. I pay
tribute to Mrs Peulich who in her own right has a
masters of education and is probably one of the key
educational experts we have in this chamber. I
compliment her on her contribution to the house today.
By way of immediate rebuttal, I will touch on a point
that Mr Elasmar made when he talked about technical
schools. I remind him that it was Labor, under then
Premier Joan Kirner, that took away the trade and
technical schools in Victoria. I should say also at this
time that my prayers and thoughts go to Mrs Kirner as
she tackles her health issues.
This bill sends a strong message to parents that
unexplained truancy is not acceptable, and it gives them
very strong incentives to ensure that their children
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attend school. The Napthine government has yet again
shown its commitment to Victorian students by
securing an extra $6.8 billion from the commonwealth
government, and it will be contributing an extra
$5.4 billion for government schools over the next six
years, giving them a strong leg-up and strong support
after many years of neglect by Labor governments.
I have a very strong passion for education, having been
a school councillor for 11 years, 9 of those as president.
I am absolutely committed to making sure that children
get the very best opportunity to optimise their lives
through education. This government, in a very short
time, has shown its commitment to education in my
electorate of Northern Metropolitan Region. In just two
and a bit years the government has committed to a
brand-new primary school in Doreen South that will be
open for students next year, a brand-new secondary
school right next door to the primary school in Doreen
South and alongside it — through the Minister for
Children and Early Childhood Development — an
early childhood education centre.
On the one site in one of the fastest growing areas of
Australia we are building an early learning centre, a
kindergarten, a primary school and a secondary school.
This is an area that was neglected by Labor for 11 long
years, and this government has taken the initiative in its
very short time in office to get going things that have
needed to be done for such a long time. I am hopeful
that opposition members in their contributions will
recognise the lag that was left in infrastructure —
including physical, social, soft and hard
infrastructure — in the northern suburbs and that this
government is doing something about it.
I was blessed to be principal for a day recently at
Morang South Primary School. I had an opportunity to
learn from the wonderful staff and the parents how
important education is for their children — primary,
secondary and tertiary. This government has made
significant commitments already. It has provided more
funding for primary care officers. In February this year
it provided funding to 90 schools for first aid officers. It
has put $450 000 into the Bully Stoppers program —
that is a round 1 grant — a $4 million initiative as part
of a $14.5 million initiative to stamp out bullying.
I know something about bullying. Not only was I
bullied as a child at secondary school, but I now have
the blessing and the privilege to be the chair of an
organisation called Bully Zero Australia Foundation.
This Australia-wide foundation is determined to stamp
out bullying in Australian lives today — in schools, in
cyberspace, at community groups and in workplaces. I
compliment our chief executive, Oscar Yildiz, who is
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also the mayor of the City of Moreland, as well as my
board and the team at Bully Zero Australia for what
they are doing to change Australian lives and stamp out
bullying. One of the reasons kids do not attend school is
associated with bullying, and Bully Zero Australia is
determined to do something about that.
I had the chance to visit Meadows Primary School in
Broadmeadows in my electorate of Northern
Metropolitan Region not too many weeks ago. It has
quite a diverse community. Some of those children
have become disengaged from the education system
and are not turning up to school. The principal and the
staff out there have done a magnificent job of engaging
in a collaborative relationship with the Melbourne
Symphony Orchestra (MSO), which is bringing
music — woodwind, string and brass instruments —
into the school. The kids are now engaged. They want
to come to school because they get a chance to play
some music and use those creative talents that add to
the literacy and numeracy parts of our curriculum.
That is a great example of this government giving local
schools and local school councils the opportunity to
determine their destiny. That is another example of
what this government was able to secure through the
education reform package with the federal government.
We are giving local governance to local schools. You
should see the looks on the faces of these kids when
they get up there with the MSO to play a string
instrument, a brass instrument or a bit of woodwind. I
do not care if they are perfectly in tune or not; they are
having a great time, and they want to come to school.
One of the kids wants to take the double bass home to
practice on, and is that not fantastic?
The opposition should note the importance of this bill
in getting kids to school and ensuring they are educated.
At the end of the day this government, this Parliament
and our society have an obligation to not only today’s
schoolkids but kids who have not even been born yet.
Ms PENNICUIK (Southern Metropolitan) — The
Minister for Education began his second-reading
speech on the bill before us now, the Education and
Training Reform Amendment (School Attendance) Bill
2013, by saying that it proposes amendments to the act:
… to enable enforcement of the duties of a parent to ensure
the enrolment and attendance of their child at a registered
school or to ensure their child is registered for
homeschooling.

He said the proposed amendments recognise the
importance of daily school attendance for a young
person to succeed in education and fulfil their life
potential. He further said that:
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Whilst the duties of a parent to ensure enrolment and school
attendance are currently mandated, existing processes for
enforcing these obligations are convoluted and can require a
full court proceeding for each incident.

The minister emphasised that the government is
pursuing ‘a range of strategies’ to strengthen
‘engagement and participation’ of students and families
in education, and that it is the government’s intention to
use the penalty infringement notices as:
… a last resort for repeated failure of the duty of a parent to
ensure the enrolment or attendance of their child at a
registered school, or to register their child for homeschooling.

So really the purpose of this bill is to insert into the act
the process of fining parents through infringement
notices rather than resorting to court proceedings for
persistent unexplained absences of children from
school. I think everybody in this chamber, everybody in
this Parliament, everybody in the community agrees
with compulsory school education, because education
is the single most important thing for children in terms
of making sure their life chances are maximised.
Everyone agrees with that. The evidence around the
world is clear that where there are inclusive, wellresourced education systems in which children are able
to attend high-quality schools in their local areas, and
are supported to do so by the education system, the
community and the government of the day, the
outcomes are high, not only for those students
individually but for their families and for their
communities. We all agree on that.
Under the current system it is compulsory to attend
school, and it is an offence for parents not to have their
children attend school without a reasonable excuse.
There is a penalty attached to that, but the process for
dealing with it presently is that the department would
need to take the parent to court, and the court would
have to decide whether or not a penalty should be
applied to that parent. I am not persuaded that we need
to change that system. I think that as a last resort it
should be up to a court to look at the pros and cons of
whether a penalty should be applied.
It is not our view, and it is certainly not supported by
any evidence, that a punitive approach involving the
issuing of infringements will work. I have to say that
the library briefing on this bill is excellent and
comprehensive. It covers the situation in terms of
absenteeism in schools in Victoria and around Australia
and compares those in Victoria with those in the rest of
the country. It also comprehensively covers the
processes that exist in other states and territories and
other countries for dealing with absenteeism. I thank
the library for the excellent work it has done to assist us
in looking at this issue.
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I also thank the staff at the minister’s office who took
me through the bill — back in the mists of time, I must
say. It is quite a while since that briefing and the bill
being introduced to the lower house; it was some five
months ago. However, at the briefing I asked many
questions about the case the government was putting
for the need to insert into the Education and Training
Reform Act 2006 a process for issuing infringement
notices. In a nutshell, the response was that it would
focus the minds of parents whose children are not
attending school. I have no evidence to support that that
would be the case. There is a lot of evidence presented
in the library brief in terms of infringements being
issued across other areas of public policy that shows
that it is not very successful and that more often than
not the wrong people are caught, as I will go on to
explain.
I will refer to the main parts of the bill, commencing
with clause 5. The principal act provides that it is an
offence for a parent to fail to comply with the duty to
ensure that their child is enrolled and attending school
or is being homeschooled, and the penalty is 1 penalty
unit for each day on which the duty is not complied
with. This clause repeals that penalty. Clause 6 inserts a
new section into the act which provides that it is an
offence for a parent not to provide instruction to a child
registered for homeschooling, with a penalty of
1 penalty unit for each day on which the duty is not
complied with, preserving the original penalty in the
case of homeschooling.
Clause 7 makes some changes to what constitutes a
‘reasonable excuse’, as set out in the act, and removes
‘the child’s absence from Victoria’ as a reasonable
excuse. It provides that a principal has discretion to
accept an excuse that is outside the reasons prescribed
as a reasonable excuse, and that it is a reasonable
excuse if the minister has exempted the child from
enrolment. Basically that clause is at odds with the
situation in other states, where a child being in a
different state is a reasonable excuse. Clause 7 removes
that excuse. I do not really mind the addition of the
discretion for a principal to accept reasonable excuses,
and I understand the technical need for the minister to
be able to exempt a child from enrolment. That is a
technical amendment this bill makes that I do not have
an issue with; it was explained to me by the minister’s
office staff when I attended the briefing. That is also
covered in clause 8.
Clause 10 makes additions to section 2.1.10 of the act
to provide that a principal must, at the request of a
school attendance officer, provide the officer with any
information regarding the enrolment or attendance of
students that the officer may reasonably require for the
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purpose of carrying out their functions and powers
under this part of the act. It also provides that the officer
may access, use or disclose information recorded in the
student register. The register is established under
section 5.3A.7 of the Education and Training Reform
Act. It records the student number, name, date of birth
and gender of each Victorian student under the age of
25.
This brings me to the issue of the Victorian student
number, which back in the last Parliament the Greens
certainly did not support. I think during the life of this
Parliament I have asked the minister sitting opposite,
the Minister for Higher Education and Skills, whether
any evaluation has been done of the Victorian student
number in terms of its aims, which are to engage
disengaged students. As far as I know, there has been
no evaluation of the effectiveness of the Victorian
student number in that regard. At the time I made the
point that students in families who were able to comply
with keeping their records — that is, about where they
live and just basic information about themselves and
the student — are not the students that the Victorian
student number is meant to pick up and that those
students who have not kept that information up to date
will not be assisted by the Victorian student number.
That is something that has been put into the Education
and Training Reform Act 2006, and so far as I know the
aims and objectives or the effectiveness of putting it
there have not been evaluated.
Clause 11 of the bill amends section 2.1.12 of the act to
provide that school attendance officers may bring
proceedings for any offence set out in the new
division 3, which is inserted by clause 13. That clause
provides for school enrolment notices, school
attendance notices and infringement notices and also
for the issuing of a school enrolment notice by a school
attendance officer. This section applies if a school
attendance officer, after making reasonable inquiries,
has reasonable grounds to believe that a child of
compulsory school age is not, at the time of making the
inquiries, enrolled and is not registered for
homeschooling. The school attendance officer may then
issue a school enrolment notice to a parent.
I refer to the issuing of school enrolment notices and
school attendance notices, which will be prescribed
forms under the regulations which are yet to be seen. I
will turn to the points made in the library brief. I will go
back a bit to set the context. When the bill was first read
the government asked for submissions. It received some
submissions but has not made them public. The only
two that have been made public were released by the
submitters themselves — Good Shepherd Australia
New Zealand and the Victorian Equal Opportunity and
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Human Rights Commission. I checked this morning to
see whether any other submissions have been made
public but was not been able to find any.
These are important changes to the act. However, there
has been no transparency, because the government has
not released the submissions to allow others to read
what the submitters have said. To quote from the
library brief:
The Good Shepherd Youth and Family Service states that the
key groups of young people who are likely to experience
educational disengagement and disadvantage are those who:
are affected by poverty
are Indigenous
are from culturally and linguistically diverse (CALD)
backgrounds, including refugees
live in out-of-home care
have parents who are involved in the criminal justice
system
experience disabilities or mental health issues, or whose
parents experience these issues
have experienced, or whose parents have experienced
domestic and family violence
are pregnant or parenting.

Enrolment notices and attendance notices, which are
prescribed, bureaucratic forms, will be issued to the
parents of students who, for all the issues that I have
just listed, are the least likely to be able to comply with
the provisions under the act which require the forms to
be returned within a certain date fully filled out. That is
one problem I have with this bill — the issuing of these
prescribed forms and the offences attached to them for
not filling them in properly or within the required time.
Clause 13, which inserts new section 2.1.16, provides
for the issuing of those notices. Notices can be issued if
a child who is enrolled at school has been absent from
the school on at least five separate days without a
reasonable excuse. We have discussed what those
excuses could be.
The government, via the minister and the ministerial
brief, said that these things will happen only after a
school has made attempts to engage the parents.
However, once such notices are introduced, with the
end result being an infringement notice, there is always
the tendency for people to use them rather than to
continue with what may be a lengthy process of
engaging with families who are struggling in many
ways, and this results in absences of children from
school.
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Hon. P. R. Hall — That is why 2.1.16 is there.
Ms PENNICUIK — I have not got to that yet.
Mrs Peulich and I had a brief discussion about absences
from school. Referring again to the library brief, if you
look at table 1, which is headed ‘Student attendance
rates, government schools, by year level, by state and
territory, 2010’ and is sourced from the Australian
Curriculum, Assessment and Reporting Authority, you
will see that Victoria is the best performing state in
terms of absences. It has the highest attendance of all
states in all year levels.
The library brief states:
Table 2 below, sets out the average absence days per full-time
equivalent student (FTE) in Victorian government schools.
Student absences however are not a measure of truancy. Data
provided by the department of education state that in 2011
only 0.28 per cent of all absence days reported by government
schools were due to truancy and 0.62 per cent were recorded
as school refusal.

That is a total of 0.9 per cent, less than 1 per cent. To
quote further from the library brief:
According to the department’s fact sheet for parents, It’s Not
OK To Be Away, truancy is defined as a child being absent
from school without parental knowledge, while school refusal
is where a child does not want to attend school, even though
the parent has tried.

Other categories that make up school absence are
illness and injury and school withdrawal — that is,
where a child does not attend school with parental
permission. Examples of the latter include holidays,
babysitting, helping parents at home, working in the
family business and so on, and many of those can have
issues as well. So according to the government this bill
is looking at truancy, and that is a very — —
Mrs Peulich interjected.
Ms PENNICUIK — Mrs Peulich interjects and she
talks about absences, but the bill itself says ‘if there is a
reasonable excuse’, which is an absence with a
reasonable excuse. An absence without a reasonable
excuse comes down to truancy or refusal, and that is a
small number of students according to the statistics put
forward here.
Mrs Peulich — Which combines primary and
secondary. You should have bothered to unpack them.
Ms PENNICUIK — I do not have to respond to
you, Mrs Peulich. I will respond to the minister, though.
The minister refers me to new section 2.1.16, to be
inserted by clause 13 of the bill, concerning the issuing
of a school attendance notice. This applies if a school
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attendance officer has reasonable grounds to believe
that a child who is enrolled has been absent from school
on at least five separate days in the previous 12 months
and has no reasonable excuse for the absences and
measures to improve the student’s attendance have
been undertaken in accordance with ministerial
guidelines issued by the minister but have been
unsuccessful or are considered to be inappropriate in
the circumstances. In these situations a school
attendance officer may issue a school attendance notice
to a parent.
Hon. P. R. Hall — But they must go through all the
other processes first.
Ms PENNICUIK — As the minister says, they
must go through all those other processes, but the point
I am making is that there is no time limit on how long
they should go through those processes before just
giving up and saying, ‘We are going to issue
infringement notices, and if more than three
infringement notices have been issued in two years
under the act, it will then go to a court proceeding’. The
fact is under the act at the moment the department can
instigate a court proceeding against parents of children
who are not attending school. We could use the word
‘recalcitrant’, and in fact it is the parents’ fault. The
parents are the actual people at fault.
There is already provision under the principal act to
take those parents to court if they wilfully refuse to
enrol their children in school without a reasonable
excuse or if they wilfully refuse to ensure that their
children attend school. That provision applies for those
sorts of parents. There is already provision under the act
for measures to be taken against those parents. There
are penalties, but what is there, to ensure natural justice
as far as I am concerned, is that that needs to be taken
to a court. As the minister said in his second-reading
speech for this bill, that has never happened. When a
couple of years ago the Minister for Education flagged
that he wanted to ensure the duty on parents was
enforced, it had not been used. Perhaps it has not been
used because in many cases other measures have been
successful.
However, I do not think the fact that the current
provision has not been used is a reason for introducing
infringement notices. I think this government is too
ready to resort to infringement notices to deal with
problems that would be better dealt with in other ways.
New section 2.1.23 deals with those infringement
notice penalties and offences and provides that a school
attendance officer may serve an infringement notice on
a person who the school attendance officer has reason
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to believe has committed an offence under
section 2.1.21, which is the non-attendance section.

and it is reported that they have made little or no
difference to absenteeism rates.

Of course the minister will issue guidelines in terms of
internal reviews, exceptional circumstances and so on,
and I have no problem with the minister issuing
guidelines that, for example, encourage principals to
consider any social, cultural, lingual, economic,
geographic and learning difficulties in the
circumstances of the student and family before making
a referral to a school attendance officer. I assume
principals already do that, and for the minister to issue
guidelines to ensure they do that is no problem. The
problem is the issuing of infringement notices under
this regime.

Given there may be many reasons for truancy or
refusing to attend school and the types of families that
may be caught up, evidence shows that putting support
systems in place both in the school and within the
community around the school — things like student
attendance plans developed by the principals with
support from the Department of Education and Early
Childhood Development — is a better way to engage
the small percentage of students who, due to their
personal circumstances, are finding it difficult to
regularly attend school rather than going down the road
of issuing infringement notices. Of course it does not
mean those students are not attending school at all but
that their attendance at school may be ad hoc due to
their personal circumstances.

Ms Mikakos has already referred to the AuditorGeneral’s reports and the 2004 report which stated that
students who regularly miss school are at greatest risk
of dropping out of school early, becoming longer term
unemployed, being homeless, being caught in the
poverty trap, becoming dependent on welfare and being
involved in the justice system. The more recent 2012
report states that young people who disengage from
education early are more likely to report poor health
than the general population and more likely to require
welfare support and other government-subsidised
services.
But I also found in the same report that the causes are
complex and often interrelated, and that the two types
of contributing factors are, firstly, family and personal
factors, and, secondly, school factors. The family and
personal factors were identified as things such as
transience, mobility and homelessness, geographic
isolation, low parental valuing of or interest in
education, low socioeconomic status, unemployment,
illness and attention deficit disorders, a culture that does
not value schooling or gives priority to other activities,
substance misuse, and abuse of or by family members.
These are the types of families who are going to be
caught up in this regime of infringement notices.
School attendance notices are issued to them, then
infringement notices. However, if they are unemployed
or have other problems, it will be counterproductive to
issue infringement notices.
The library brief also talked about other jurisdictions
that have adopted infringement notice provisions,
including the United Kingdom. It is worth noting that
apart from the Northern Territory no jurisdiction in
Australia has infringement notices, and certainly the
regime in the Northern Territory warrants scrutiny. The
UK has had infringement notice provisions in place,

It is hard to fathom why the government thinks
infringement notices is the way to go. It has not made
the case for it and it is unlikely to be effective.
The Good Shepherd and Youth Family Service in its
submission to the government stated:
… the evidence indicates that we need to implement positive
strategies to support students and parents in engaging with
school life.

Positive strategies to increase student and family
engagement are seen as the most effective approach for
combating school absenteeism and:
there is certainly no evidence that punitive mechanisms —
such as imposing fines — are effective strategies for
addressing these issues. In fact, these punitive measures are
likely to have a detrimental effect on student attendance and
parental participation in the education system.

In the UK, where similar measures have been
introduced, it has been found that they have little
impact on increasing student retention in the long term
and that the enforcement of these punitive measures has
placed additional stress on families that were already
socially and economically disadvantaged. The
submission states that there is also a lack of evidence
surrounding the impetus for the bill.
The Victorian Equal Opportunity and Human Rights
Commission did not support the introduction of an
infringement system in its submission. The Australian
Education Union (AEU) said that while there are
important opportunities to prevent an offence under the
act, in this bill it seems that fines are more likely to be
issued due to the adoption of infringement notices
rather than court proceedings. The union’s position in
the past has been that it does not support the fining of
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parents for their child’s non-attendance as this does not
address the often more complex reasons for nonattendance. More resources and a more proactive and
supportive approach is required to allow families to
comply, rather than a reactive and punitive approach.
The AEU also points out that the obligation of
principals to supply information to attendance officers
seems to have broadened under the bill. If more
attendance notices are issued, there may be an increased
imposition on principals. This adds to the views of
many principals that the autonomy agenda of the
government is simply resulting in a greater
responsibility and workload for principals without
additional support for them.
Whilst the draft guidelines allow for an internal agency
review of a person receiving an infringement notice if
the person has special circumstances, this review
process is not provided for under the statute, unlike
other internal review processes or other areas of law,
such as social security law where the internal review
process is protected by statute. We sent some questions
to the department about this but have not received a
response as to how the review process will operate and
why it is not in the legislation. The Victorian Equal
Opportunity and Human Rights Commission also stated
that we need more information on how the internal
review would operate in practice. It believes that the
narrow definition of special circumstances needs to be
broadened and that exceptional circumstances should
be defined in the bill.
The library brief talks about the education system in
Finland, which is certainly a model that the Greens
think Australia should aspire to. Finland’s education
system is wholly government funded which, according
to the Organisation for Economic Cooperation and
Development (OECD), is due to thoughtful policies
being implemented and sustained over a long period.
According to the United Nations World Education
Report 2000 — The Right to Education — Towards
Education For All Throughout Life, 99.7 per cent of
students complete compulsory schooling in Finland,
meaning Finland has one of the lowest dropout rates in
the world. Finland’s education system is consistently
ranked among the best by the OECD, and it is often
considered a world leader in education especially
following its performance in the OECD’s program for
international student assessment.
The OECD attributes the success of Finland’s
education system to a number of factors, including
schools offering more than education — such as a daily
meal, health and dental services and counselling;
support for students with special needs; learner-centred
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classrooms; exceptional teacher quality and cultural
support for a universal high achievement. Other
provisions contained in Finland’s basic education act
support school attendance. They include free school
equipment, materials and textbooks for all students; a
balanced, appropriately organised and supervised meal
on every school day for all students; free welfare
services for all students; free transport to school if
students live more than 5 kilometres from the school as
the journey is considered dangerous; and free board and
lodging in a dormitory if the daily travel time to school
exceeds 3 hours.
The measures we had in place in Victoria, such as Free
Fruit Friday, the conveyancing allowance, the
education maintenance allowance and the School Start
bonus, have all been removed. Support for the
Victorian certificate of applied learning has been
removed by this government. These are the types of
programs that assist students, particularly in the latter
years in state secondary schools. They have all been
removed by this government.
Section 25 of the basic education act in Finland states
that children permanently residing in Finland must
attend school, which starts in the year during which the
child turns seven and ends when the basic education
syllabus has been completed or 10 years after beginning
compulsory schooling. The education provider — in
our case that would be the department — monitors the
absence of pupils in basic education and notifies the
parents or carers about unauthorised absences. If a child
does not participate in education, the local authority in a
pupil’s place of residence supervises his or her
progress. They take an individual approach to assisting
in cases where children, because of their family
circumstances or because of issues with the school, are
having difficulty with regular attendance.
That is the approach the Greens believe should be taken
in this case, but of course that is resource intensive. It
would require more resources in both schools and
school communities, and also in the department. It
would often take a sustained effort to assist those
families. That is what happens in the best jurisdictions:
sustained efforts, individual attention to those students
who are having difficulty attending and, as already
exists in the Education and Training Reform Act 2006,
the basic sanction of penalties.
But penalties should not be imposed by way of
infringement notices issued by attendance officers.
Attendance officers are just another brand of authorised
officer that this government, and to be fair the previous
government, is always creating to issue infringement
notices to people and have them caught up in the justice
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system if they fail to comply with those notices or are
guilty of infringements. It does this rather than using,
when we are talking about the education of children, a
supportive resourcing approach to making sure that
students are attending school and that the problems
their families may be facing receive assistance through
the department as well as other departments such as the
Department of Human Services et cetera which may be
able to assist in that way. That is what we need to be
doing, that is what the best jurisdictions do. The best
jurisdictions do not resort to creating another class of
authorised officer to issue infringement notices.
I know the minister has referred me to new
section 2.1.16, to be inserted by clause 13 of the bill,
and the minister will say that this is a last resort, but
there already is a last resort in the act, which is to use
the court process when there are bona fide recalcitrant
parents. Otherwise, the way to go is to put more
resources into assisting those families who may be
struggling.
The two submitters who have published their
submissions to the government’s secret inquiry into this
bill have not supported the regime. The Australian
Education Union does not support the regime put in
place by this bill. It is not in place in any other
jurisdiction in Australia except the Northern Territory.
The United Kingdom has gone down this road, and
certainly those who have evaluated its regime have
found it to be ineffective. For those reasons the Greens
will not be supporting the bill.
Mrs KRONBERG (Eastern Metropolitan) — I am
delighted to rise to make my contribution to the debate
on the Education and Training Reform Amendment
(School Attendance) Bill 2013. Before I go to some of
the major points of the legislation before us, I feel I
need to make some comments on the contribution we
have just heard from Ms Pennicuik where she
highlighted and recommended the Greens support for
the education system in Finland. I will be happy to talk
to her at length about that at another time.
I have recently returned from Finland, having visited in
July, and I am completely immersed in and becoming
very familiar with the education system in Finland. It is
unreasonable to make a comparison between the system
we have here in Australia and the Finnish model
because the Finnish model follows the principles of
Nordic socialism and started from a completely
different tangent at the end of World War II, and that
direction was reinforced in the 1950s and has been
progressing since 1970 with a very different mindset.
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We cannot just pick and choose the elements of a good
system, because we have to look at everything
holistically. It is really important to make the point that
when we are looking at the imperative for improving
school attendance statistics across this state we
underscore the point that in Finland it is quite a
homogeneous society that does not have to
accommodate cultural diversity, as we do in our
society. That makes the delivery of the Finnish
education system take place from a completely different
platform. Long may we celebrate diversity in our
society, but it means that we have to accommodate a lot
of different factors in our education system.
It is important to talk about the kind of mantra that
Ms Mikakos has picked up. She has picked up the
K. Rudd disease of the mantra ‘cuts, cuts, cuts’. I would
like to cut off her momentum in the direction she
sought to take in talking about the claims about
education cuts instituted by the coalition government
since 2010. I have to debunk it; it is complete nonsense.
First and foremost, the School Start bonus and even
VET in Schools were lapsing programs under Labor.
The Labor government had no money for the future of
those programs. What are Labor members harping and
carping about? On the School Focused Youth Service,
Labor’s Treasury spokesman at the time, Tim Pallas,
the member for Tarneit in the Assembly, claimed in
budget week that it was a Labor program initiated under
the Labor government. Wrong! It was a coalition
program that was introduced in 1998 by the now
Premier.
There were more missteps — or perhaps misspeaking.
The member for Altona in the Assembly, Jill Hennessy,
claimed that the Public Accounts and Estimates
Committee said the School Focused Youth Service was
cut last year. Again, wrong! Labor’s obsession with the
mantra ‘cuts, cuts, cuts’ is completely wrong, wrong,
wrong. Then the shadow parliamentary secretary for
education and member for Bundoora in the Assembly,
Colin Brooks, took credit for the program continuing.
Wrong, wrong, wrong. The only people calling into
question the continuation of the School Focused Youth
Service are members of the Labor Party.
On the conveyance allowance, changes had to be made
to reflect the changes to the urban growth boundary —
that is, where people are living and what is defined as
rural living. Importantly the allowance had not been
reviewed since 1983. On the Victorian certificate of
applied learning (VCAL), government members are
very pleased to say that 27 new providers have been
brought into the system in the past two years. Frankly,
as a service to young people seeking an alternative path
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in their secondary education, the VCAL process in the
system has gone from strength to strength.
It is important to put on the record too that this year this
government has put a record $8.7 billion — yes,
$8.7 billion — into schools education.
Mrs Peulich — How much?
Mrs KRONBERG — Yes, $8.7 billion,
Mrs Peulich. During negotiations with the federal
government on schools funding, the government
secured $12.2 billion for schools in Victoria.
Mrs Peulich — How much?
Mrs KRONBERG — Twelve point two billion
dollars, Mrs Peulich. Even the benighted federal
Minister for Education — there is another leadership
pressure point for federal Labor — Bill Shorten,
acknowledged that the Victorian government had
increased funding for schools in each of its three
budgets. Let us look at the numbers: total education
expenditure in 2010–11, $10.634 billion; total
education expenditure in 2011–12, $11.272 billion; and
total education expenditure in 2012–13,
$11.547 billion.
Mrs Peulich — How much?
Mrs KRONBERG — Mrs Peulich, it is a delicious
number; it is up there in the stratosphere. I am so proud
of it. There has been a steady increase in this
government’s education expenditure, and for this
current year it is $11.547 billion. The increase in
education funding in the budget for 2011–12 amounted
to 3.1 per cent. That momentum has been continued,
and the increase in education funding in the 2012–13
budget is 2.4 per cent. I am so proud of these numbers.
Talking about numbers, I am also concerned that the
average number of days that students from prep to
year 12 in my region, Eastern Metropolitan Region, are
absent is maintained at the very high level of
13.48 days. That level has been maintained pretty much
since the aggregation of the figures. The table I am
looking at shows that in 2006 it was 13.06 days.
Clearly, when we look at the statistics — in spite of the
contribution made by Ms Pennicuik, who is concerned
about the impact of fining parents whose children are
absent from school and government members
understanding that it is a big move to provide for a
financial penalty — we must ask: what is this
legislation all about? This legislation is all about the
welfare and the future of the children of Victoria. That
is one of the prime areas of responsibility in this state.
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If we see that children are not attending school, we
have to consider every possible measure that is fair and
reasonable to make sure that those children have the
means to attend school. We know that children can be
absent from school because of trauma at home or the
collapse of families and that absenteeism could even be
associated with bullying. The issuing of notices when
students have been absent for five days will trigger a
system that will provide focus for those who are
concerned about the welfare of students within the
school population.
I am hoping the provision will trigger a cascade effect
of responses so that people are more alert as to whether
absences are caused by bullying, trauma at home, that
the students do not have the means of transport to get to
school or that they are embarrassed because there is no
food in the cupboard and they have no lunches to share
with their schoolfriends. There are a whole range of
reasons, including very important social reasons, why
students may not be at school. It is really important to
be alert to them. People do take notice when there is a
pain barrier; we all know that. Those of us who have
had to deal with parking infringement notices tend not
to repeat the process.
This is a laudable piece of legislation. It is part of the
platform of election promises that the coalition
presented to the people of Victoria, and I commend this
bill to the house.
Ms CROZIER (Southern Metropolitan) — I am
also pleased to be able to rise this morning and speak
on the Education and Training Reform Amendment
(School Attendance) Bill 2013. I do so because this is
another demonstration of what this government is
focused on doing. This was a commitment of ours prior
to coming into government in 2010, and it demonstrates
this government’s commitment to enforcing school
attendance laws with a view to boosting school
attendance. It also seeks to encourage parents to support
their children’s attendance at school so that they can
receive a good education, which is very important to us
all. The bill establishes a clear enforcement mechanism
to use as a last resort — that is, when all other efforts to
encourage parents to support their compulsory schoolage children’s attendance at school have been
unsuccessful.
I commend the members of the government who have
already spoken on this bill and who have very
eloquently put their views across in relation to this
important bill. I would also like to note that on our side
of the house we have in Minister Hall, in the
Parliamentary Secretary for Education, Mrs Peulich,
and in the previous speaker, Mrs Kronberg, experience
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in the teaching profession. Having that knowledge and
experience I think expresses an enormous amount in
terms of what this government is committed to doing. It
demonstrates what is lacking from those opposite,
especially with respect to Ms Mikakos’s contribution,
and I will return to her contribution and what she had to
say in a minute.
In addition, I would like to comment on the maiden
speech of Mrs Millar, made just two weeks ago. I
would like to quote from that speech because it went to
what this side of politics stands for. It was an
exceptional maiden speech, and I hope Mrs Millar will
allow me to quote from it. She said:
It is the role of government not to dictate that future, but to
create the right conditions to enable both individuals and
enterprises within this great state to flourish.
In my own background, education has always been the key to
innovation and the unlocking of untapped potential.

Mrs Millar then went on to discuss a wonderful quote
from Sir Winston Churchill, which I will not read. This
side of politics understands the importance of
education. We do not always take the high moral
ground, unlike those opposite.
I would like to commend those who have assisted in
my preparation for this debate, in particular the
Victorian parliamentary library for providing excellent
background information. I was pleased to discover from
that information that in the area of Southern
Metropolitan Region the average absence days per
student, prep to year 12, in government schools was
15.3 days in 2009, 15.08 days in 2010 and 14.73 days
in 2011. We have clearly made a difference in the
number of days students are absent in the area that I
represent, and I presume that is also Mrs Peulich’s area,
because the figures are broken down by areas of
metropolitan Melbourne.
I wish now to return to what Ms Mikakos said in her
contribution, which was not terribly informative in
relation to this very important area. She repeatedly
said that this government is not serious about tackling
the issue and that it is ripping education apart. How
far from the truth is that? I would like to remind
Ms Mikakos and those opposite that since 2010 the
government has provided an additional $205 million
for early childhood development, $1.2 billion for
schools and $600 million for training. Total education
expenditure in 2010–11 was $10.634 billion, in
2011–12 it was $11.272 billion and in 2012–13 it was
$11.547 billion. Total school education funding in
2010–11 was $8.1 billion, in 2011–12 it was
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$8.4 billion and in 2012–13 it was $8.6 billion. These
numbers are increasing, not decreasing.
The former government, which had an appalling record
on a whole range of issues, neglected the very
important area of education. That government provided
$850 million for vocational education and training
activity in 2011–12 but the actual cost to the budget
was in excess of $1.3 billion, so around a $400 million
blow-out. There are no surprises there, because it seems
that everything that government touched in terms of
projects and costing projections blew out. That is
legacy that our government inherited in 2010 and has
been fixing ever since.
I wish to commend a number of schools in my area. I
think there are around 300 schools in Southern
Metropolitan Region. I was fortunate enough the other
night to go to a primary school play called Let’s Go to
Japan, performed by the students at Caulfield Primary
School. It was a wonderful display of participation by
students across the primary school years and a
wonderful display by those terrific teachers who have
enabled those children to participate in the way that
they did. Mr Ondarchie spoke about his time on school
councils. It is very important for us as members of
Parliament to get out as much as possible to see our
school communities, and I was very pleased indeed to
attend that play by Caulfield Primary School the other
night.
In conclusion, I am very pleased to support my
colleagues and members of the government on this bill,
and I am also pleased that those opposite are supporting
this bill. It is going to build on what is already core
business for schools given that schools are already
required to follow processes for recording, monitoring
and following up attendance. I congratulate the
Minister for Education and his parliamentary secretary
and all those who have been involved and who are
working towards increased attendance of children at
schools right across this state. I commend the bill to the
house.
Hon. P. R. HALL (Minister for Higher Education
and Skills) — In my reply I want to make a couple of
quick comments. First of all, I thank members for their
contributions to the debate, which has been, as is usual
with education bills, wide and extensive. Members
have taken the opportunity to express a range of views
about different matters. In respect of some of the
funding issues raised by Ms Mikakos, I know
Mrs Kronberg and Ms Crozier from this side have
made some comments about those issues, and I will not
make further comment on that topic. I will save that for
another day. However, I do want to make a comment
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on a general view that has been expressed by both the
opposition and the Greens about the approach that this
bill signals. It has been suggested that this is very much
a big-stick approach to the issue of unauthorised
absenteeism or truancy in schools. That is far from the
case.
I remind members of some of the procedures outlined
in the second-reading speech for the bill and of the
process provided for in the bill, which any reasonable
person would suggest is a more appropriate way of
dealing with this and is contrary to the view that this is
simply a big-stick approach. Ms Pennicuik herself said
the words used by the government in the secondreading speech are ‘last resort’. The second-reading
speech deliberately outlines a range of measures that
the Victorian government is putting in place to address
this issue of unauthorised absenteeism from schools,
including things like transferring responsibility for the
funding of Student Support Services to the school level,
increasing primary welfare officers, programs like
Bully Stoppers, behaviour support plans being made
available to schools and providing student attendance
support kits for schools.
The clear intent, as outlined in the second-reading
speech, is that all those measures will be employed and
a penalty notice will be a last-resort measure and an
alternative to the very costly and intimidating process
of going before the courts. This is a much better
approach to this issue than what is currently employed.
I make that point because this is far from a big-stick
approach. We will work with parents, families and
schools to try to address these issues rather than taking
the final, last-resort measure, which was previously a
court process and will now be a penalty notice process.
I emphasise the point that the clear intention of the
government is to work with schools, families and
communities to address this problem.
In terms of whether this is a widespread issue,
Ms Pennicuik suggested that this was less than 1 per
cent of students in schools, but it is still important. It is
important that we address those issues for that small
number of students. This issue may well apply to only a
small number of students, and if it does, good.
The final point I want to make is that this is an issue on
which we need to work with families. Absenteeism, or
truancy, from school is an issue which is as much about
families as it is about the child involved. I know some
parents have difficult times raising their children, and
there are provisions in the bill that refer to reasonable
excuses and efforts being made. Unfortunately there are
some isolated incidents of parents who do not support
the requirement to have their children attend school on
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school days. In that case the penalty notice is directed to
the parents. I emphasise that this is all about working
with parents, not banging them with a big stick, and that
approach is clearly outlined in the second-reading
speech. With those few words, I again thank members
for their contributions to the debate on this bill, and we
will be pleased if members on both sides feel they can
support it.
House divided on motion:
Ayes, 36
Atkinson, Mr
Broad, Ms
Coote, Mrs
Crozier, Ms
Dalla-Riva, Mr
Darveniza, Ms
Davis, Mr D.
Drum, Mr
Eideh, Mr
Elasmar, Mr
Elsbury, Mr
Finn, Mr
Guy, Mr
Hall, Mr
Jennings, Mr
Koch, Mr
Kronberg, Mrs (Teller)
Leane, Mr

Lenders, Mr
Lovell, Ms
Melhem, Mr
Mikakos, Ms
Millar, Mrs
O’Brien, Mr (Teller)
O’Donohue, Mr
Ondarchie, Mr
Peulich, Mrs
Pulford, Ms
Ramsay, Mr
Rich-Phillips, Mr
Scheffer, Mr
Somyurek, Mr
Tarlamis, Mr
Tee, Mr
Tierney, Ms
Viney, Mr

Noes, 3
Barber, Mr (Teller)
Hartland, Ms (Teller)

Pennicuik, Ms

Motion agreed to.
Read second time; by leave, proceeded to third
reading.
Third reading
Motion agreed to.
Read third time.
The PRESIDENT — Order! I indicate to the house
my concern about the improper use of the house for a
stunt. We have very clear guidelines on the use of props
in this place; members should not use props. We also
have very clear guidelines on members not conducting
stunts in this place. This is an important chamber that
debates legislation and issues that the people of Victoria
are interested in. I accept that a lot of Victorians are
very interested in football and in the finals that are
coming. But the fact is that this house is not the right
place to pursue a stunt — even more so when it
involves trying to use the position of an acting chair.
That is outrageous. In fact, in the past another acting
chair who conducted a stunt in this place was actually
taken off the roster of acting chairs. It is extraordinary
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that by sheer coincidence a television camera appeared
at the same time as a member was about to take the
chair as an acting chair. It was a most unfortunate
coincidence. It is also interesting that the camera
vanished from the chamber when I took the chair. I can
understand that I am not so photogenic, but
nonetheless, I take a dim view of stunts in this place.
They should not happen.

CORRECTIONS AMENDMENT (BREACH
OF PAROLE) BILL 2013
Second reading
Debate resumed from 22 August; motion of
Hon. G. K. RICH-PHILLIPS (Assistant Treasurer).
Mr TEE (Eastern Metropolitan) — I start by saying
that the opposition is supporting this bill, which
introduces a new offence for prisoners who breach
prescribed terms or conditions of parole. The bill also
seeks to impose penalties on those who commit such an
offence. The opposition recognises the fundamentally
important role that parole plays in promoting public
safety in Victoria. It is an incredibly important tool for
getting prisoners back into society and making sure that
they are not simply released into society but released in
a way that ensures a degree of supervision and control.
That is an important safety device for the rest of the
community. If it were not for parole, prisoners would
be released without any controls, supervision or
standards. The parole system is a really important way
to integrate prisoners back into society.
This bill is about strengthening the provisions in
relation to any breach of parole conditions. It is about
making sure that prisoners comply with the conditions
imposed on them, and we support that outcome. We
think it is important that if you are released on parole,
you comply with the conditions of the legislation. To
the extent that we have concerns, they are about the
vagueness of the bill.
The bill provides that it will be an offence to breach the
prescribed terms or conditions of a parole order. What
is not clear is what constitutes a prescribed term or
condition. That is not clear, but it is critical. It will
determine which offenders stay in the community and
which do not, so it is an important threshold issue and
an issue for which there has as yet been no clear view
from the government on how it is going to define a
prescribed term or condition. If you get it wrong, there
are severe consequences for public safety. If it is
ambiguous or if there are loopholes, there is a risk of it
being exploited or challenged.
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Another issue is the resource implications of
implementing this policy. Our prisons, like our
hospitals, are overflowing. There are reports today that
our prisons, like our hospitals, now have people
sleeping in corridors. That is after three years of
government — —
Mr Drum interjected.
Mr TEE — Yes, of course it is, Mr Drum. After
three years our hospitals are more crowded than they
were when we left office. There is no question about
that. Our prisons are full to the brim. There has been
no — —
Honourable members interjecting.
Mr TEE — You keep blaming the former
government for your errors. How long is that going to
last? How long are you going to do that for? When are
you going to take responsibility?
Honourable members interjecting.
Mr TEE — I am concerned about the inability of
this government to take responsibility for its own
actions and for the consequences of its own actions,
including its inability to properly resource the justice
system and its inability to resource any part of
government, including the health system.
Mrs Peulich interjected.
Mr TEE — No, that is not right, Mrs Peulich. It was
your government that took $100 million out of Victoria
Police; it was your government that took 380 jobs out
of Victoria Police, jobs which were there when we left
office but which have now gone — $100 million. We
have seen $455 million in cuts in the Department of
Justice — half a billion dollars worth of cuts — and
480 jobs. No wonder the system is creaking. No
wonder the system does not work. No wonder people in
hospitals are in corridors. It is because the government
cannot get its act together. It cannot service the system.
The government cannot provide health services. It
cannot provide the justice services because it cuts, cuts
and cuts. It does not deliver. Our concern is that the
system is already overcrowded and is having more
pressure put on it. The government is putting more
pressure on a system that is already creaking after three
years of neglect.
There is a need for further reform. We recognise that.
We are concerned about how that reform can be carried
out on the one hand when you cut services on the other
and take out resources. We are concerned at the fact
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that the reform process that this minister has introduced
is shrouded in secrecy. There is no accountability; it is
shrouded in secrecy. The government had a review
carried out by former High Court judge Ian Callinan,
but it was done in secret. We do not even know the
terms of reference for the review. The public is not
even allowed to see the terms of reference. We outed
the review in this chamber when we asked the minister
a question about it. The only reason the minister came
clean is that I asked him whether the review was
ongoing. No terms of reference for the Callinan review
have ever been released, and it is not clear who
Mr Callinan has spoken to.
Hon. E. J. O’Donohue interjected.
The PRESIDENT — Order! The minister will have
his opportunity to speak on the bill.
Mr TEE — The process was shrouded in secrecy.
The report was shrouded in secrecy. Then there is this
government’s attempt to stymie the release of two
reports prepared by the coroner, Ian Gray, in 2011 and
2012. This occurred under the watch of Mrs Peulich’s
government. I ask the minister: have those reports been
released? No. There is more secrecy and a lack of
accountability. We believe there is an argument for
reform, but we are also very clear that it needs to be
done in a way which is open, transparent and
accountable. That is the only way you can build
confidence in the system. That is the only way you can
build community trust. You cannot do it in secret and in
a way that ensures that no-one knows what you are
doing.
Business interrupted pursuant to standing orders.

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE
Ambulance services
Mr JENNINGS (South Eastern Metropolitan) —
My question is for the Minister for Health. The minister
may recall that on coming to office he promised to
improve the performance of the ambulance service in
Victoria. Part of that promise was to guarantee to
Victorians that ambulances in emergency situations
would arrive within 15 minutes 90 per cent of the time.
The budget papers on two occasions have indicated that
the government has failed to meet that target, and FOI
information indicates that the performance of all
metropolitan ambulance services has deteriorated
during the life of this government. Recently the
minister released information that related to the
response time for 50 per cent of ambulances, so 50 per
cent of ambulances arriving within certain times. The
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minister chose to release the data. Can the minister
explain to the community why he did not release the
data that relates to the total performance of the
ambulance system, and why he limited it to 50 per
cent?
The PRESIDENT — Order! I will allow the
question and allow the minister to respond. However, I
say to Mr Jennings that on this occasion the question
was a matter of debate rather than necessarily providing
context. It went beyond context on this occasion.
Hon. D. M. DAVIS (Minister for Health) — I thank
the member for his question. As he knows, when we
came to government in 2010 the ambulance service was
in a shambles. After years of neglect by the Labor
government, it was in a shambles. The Auditor-General
had reported on it — —
Mr Jennings interjected.
Hon. D. M. DAVIS — You had botched the
merger. As health minister, the now Leader of the
Opposition in the Assembly, the member for Mulgrave,
had botched the merger of Rural Ambulance Victoria
and the Metropolitan Ambulance Service. The
government has a very serious job to repair the terrible
mess that was left by your government, and it will take
some time.
Mr Jennings — On a point of order, President, my
question may have barely passed the test. The
minister’s answer is not passing the test, as he is
debating the issue.
The PRESIDENT — Order! I understand the point
of order, and Mr Jennings might understand that one of
the reasons I commented on his question was that I was
of the view that with the amount of information put into
it he was opening up an opportunity for the minister to
debate the answer. By not having a narrow question, by
having a range of issues rolled into that question —
details of ambulance response times and so forth — he
opened it up for the minister to have quite a wide
canvas to work with in his answer. I suggest I am
therefore in some difficulty in reining the minister in. I
ask the minister to work towards the substance of
Mr Jennings’s question, understanding my dilemma.
Hon. D. M. DAVIS — President, as you indicate, it
was a very broad question that related to election
promises, the delivery of election promises and the
performance of the ambulance services, and I will
answer it comprehensively and in great detail.
As we know, we inherited an ambulance service that
had been run into the ground by the previous
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government and a merger that was botched, and we are
going to take some time to fix that. The government
when in opposition said it would put in some new
packages and give the biggest lift to ambulance
spending and staffing — a $151 million package. That
is being delivered bit by bit right around the whole
state: 100 extra paramedics in metropolitan Melbourne,
210 extra paramedics in country Victoria and 30 patient
transport officers in country Victoria — a total of
340 officers across the state. We have exceeded that
already. That was a four-year promise, and we are
ahead of time.
Let me give some idea of what is going on. In the
Loddon Mallee region there are 4082 additional shifts,
in the Hume region 6879 additional shifts have been
delivered, in the Barwon south-western region
2555 additional shifts, in the Gippsland region
2619 additional shifts, in the Grampians region
2619 additional shifts, in the eastern metropolitan
region 6570 additional shifts and in the western
metropolitan region 2190 additional shifts. There is
more transparency. Transfer times were not reported by
the previous government; they are now reported
honestly and openly. Bypass is now available in real
time. Hospital early warning system data was hidden by
the previous government because it was so embarrassed
by it. It used that as a way to hide the unfortunate
bypass figures. Now both are declared openly.
This government is more honest and more transparent,
providing more data than ever before, including the
50 per cent figure that we put out across the country.
Indeed in the budget papers we have also got a number
of quality measures, such as the percentage of adult
patients suspected of having a stroke who were
transported within 60 minutes to a stroke unit with
thrombolysis facilities. This is about patient safety and
outcomes, and that is our focus. A record of the
proportion of patients experiencing severe cardiac or
traumatic pain whose level of pain is reduced
significantly is another measure in the budget that
focuses on quality and outcomes.
If Mr Jennings wants to talk about response times,
Labor in 1999 went to the election with a promise of a
10-minute response time. That was the promise then, a
10-minute response time. What did Labor do? It
increased the target from 13 to 15 minutes, and do you
know Labor in its whole time in government never,
ever met the 15-minute target — never once! Not one
year did Labor meet it. That is Mr Jennings’s record.
We are fixing the problems, we are putting in new
resources, we are focused on quality outcomes and we
are focused on more paramedics — the biggest uplift in
the number of paramedics in the history of our
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ambulance service. Quality measures show that
performance is improving. I have got to say that the
union in the middle of an enterprise bargaining
agreement needs to focus on what is important for the
ambulance services.
Supplementary question
Mr JENNINGS (South Eastern Metropolitan) —
Just to give my supplementary question a bit of context,
when boiled down my question asked why the minister
chose to release data for 50 per cent rather than relate to
the measures in the budget paper. The budget paper
says there will be a 90 per cent response time within
15 minutes. Does that mean that the minister is now
going to trash that performance measure, and if he is
going to trash that performance measure, has the
minister provided that information to the Public
Accounts and Estimates Committee?
Hon. D. M. DAVIS (Minister for Health) — Some
will remember the Standing Committee on Finance and
Public Administration, where the evidence came out —
and Ms Hartland will probably remember this — that in
fact the previous government pushed the time target out
to 15 minutes. Why did it do it? There was no policy
reason for that. It was an edict from on high in that
period when Leader of the Opposition Daniel Andrews
was parliamentary secretary. The Labor government
pushed it out to 15 minutes and never met that target.
But what is important is outcomes for patients, and that
is where we are focused.
We are focused on better outcomes for patients, we are
focused on better quality measures and survival rates,
which are improving in general across the country, and
that is an important point. We know that across country
Victoria we have put in new mobile intensive care
ambulance units at Wodonga, at Warrnambool, at
Mildura, at Shepparton — 10 major regional cities.
They are ones that Wade Noonan, the member for
Williamstown in the Assembly, and Daniel Andrews
would trash. They want to pull the plug on the new
mobile intensive care ambulance units and damage the
safety of the community.

Ambulance Victoria
Mrs PEULICH (South Eastern Metropolitan) —
My question is also in relation to matters that impact on
Ambulance Victoria and is to the Minister for Health.
The question is: is the minister aware of any federal
taxation arrangements that negatively impact on
Ambulance Victoria, increasing its costs, and what
action has the minister taken to respond to these?
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Hon. D. M. DAVIS (Minister for Health) — I thank
the member for her question. I can inform the house
that the federal government — the Gillard government
and now the Rudd government — imposed the carbon
tax on the whole of the Australian economy, including
health care and ambulance services. Why would
anyone ever put a tax on an ambulance service — a
new carbon tax on ambulances? Every time an
ambulance is speeding away the tax meter is clicking
for Canberra. Every time the air ambulance takes off it
has to fill up with aviation spirit, and you know what?
Mr Rudd and Ms Gillard have put a tax on aviation
spirit.
What a dumb idea! It is a dumb idea to tax our air
ambulances. Why would you tax your air ambulance —
because you want to scoop in more money for
Canberra? I think it is wrong. I put this matter on the
agenda for the health ministers conference that would
have occurred on the 23rd of this month but was
cancelled. Obviously a federal election was called. We
would have very much liked to debate the impact of the
carbon tax on hospitals and health services, including
our ambulance services, where we know the tax bill
receipts for last year show that $350 000 of carbon tax
was paid by Ambulance Victoria — $350 000 of
carbon tax — tax, tax, tax. The carbon tax added
$141 500 to energy accounts for its offices and
$206 000 to operating costs for its air ambulance fleet.
Two hundred and six thousand — —
Mrs Peulich — Has Mr Jennings raised these
matters?
Hon. D. M. DAVIS — Why is Mr Jennings silent
about it? Why is the Labor Party silent about it? I
remember this chamber voting on this matter and
saying there should be some compensation arrangement
put in the place.
Honourable members interjecting.
Hon. D. M. DAVIS — Mr Jennings agrees with
that, but he actually voted against it, which is
unfortunate.
Honourable members interjecting.
The PRESIDENT — Order! Mr Elsbury!
Conversations across the chamber, particularly when
immediately behind the minister speaking, are not only
disorderly but really make it very difficult for other
members to listen, let alone Hansard. I do not know
who Mr Leane is chatting to, but it is also not helpful.
Hon. D. M. DAVIS — I can indicate that the federal
government is prepared to put a tax on air ambulances
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in Victoria but has been prepared to compensate the
Royal Flying Doctor Service elsewhere in Australia.
What I am saying to you, President, is that I think it is
wrong to tax Ambulance Victoria but provide
compensation to another important air ambulance
service elsewhere. It should be provided to all air
ambulance services. It is quite wrong that the Rudd
federal government has decided to target Ambulance
Victoria, taxing its air ambulance services and doing so
in a way that is partisan and impacting directly on the
resources of Ambulance Victoria.
I have written to the federal government, I have sought
that compensation, and the federal government has said
no. Why is it providing compensation to one air
ambulance service but not to another? This is quite
unfair. It should not be the case that Ambulance
Victoria is being targeted by Prime Minister Kevin
Rudd and former Minister for Climate Change,
Industry and Innovation Mr Combet — or whoever is
the new minister. What is occurring now is quite
wrong. Air ambulance in Victoria should not be
targeted; it should be compensated in full for the cost of
the carbon tax. I say that one way forward is removing
the carbon tax.
I know that other tax imposts are being put on the
ambulance service. The Lavarch committee secret
report is sitting there steaming away, and we are
curious as to what is in that and what tax nasties are
going to be imposed on the charitable sector, public
hospitals, ambulances — all of those. This government
has a record of landing these taxes on our charities, our
public hospitals, our ambulance services — —
The PRESIDENT — Time!

The Geelong Project
Ms MIKAKOS (Northern Metropolitan) — My
question is to the Minister for Housing. I refer the
minister to her decision to cease funding the Geelong
Project, an innovative and collaborative model of
cooperation between youth services and schools that
identifies and supports families at risk of homelessness.
This project is having a demonstrable and positive
impact on the lives of the 90 young people and their
families who are currently participants in the program.
How, after a brief period of 15 months, can the minister
legitimately cut funding for such a promising
innovation project?
Hon. W. A. LOVELL (Minister for Housing) — I
thank the member for her question. The Geelong
Project, along with 11 other innovation action projects
(IAPs), was funded on a time-limited basis as part of
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stage 1 of the Victorian Homelessness Action Plan, and
it has received all the funding that was allocated to it.
All 11 IAPS were independently assessed by KPMG,
and those that delivered the best outcomes were
renewed under stage 2. It was made clear to all
involved in the IAP program when it began that
transition plans were required should the IAP not be
selected for renewal.
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This government has worked with the sector. Our
homelessness action plan was lauded by the sector
when it came out. We are giving the sector
opportunities to engage with government in improving
how we best service homeless people in Victoria,
including our innovation action projects, and we will
continue to work with the sector on those projects.

Early childhood facilities
Seven IAPS will move into stage 2, commencing in
October 2013, including projects that also focus on
youth homelessness. We have invested an additional
$16 million for the funding of stage 2 of the seven
IAPS that have been selected, and they include Star
Housing, Detour, HomeConnect Hub, Home at Last,
Next Steps, Families at Home and Regional Outreach
for Elderly Homeless. These projects will operate in
metropolitan Melbourne and also in rural Victoria, and
two of the projects will continue to operate in Geelong.
There was a limited amount of available funding, and
unfortunately the Geelong Project was not able to
demonstrate significant client outcomes at the time of
the independent evaluation. This impacted on the
ability of the evaluation to identify tangible client
outcomes and value for money.
The department has offered further transitional
assistance to Time for Youth to ensure that no young
person or family is left without services. This offer was
first made on 22 August and reiterated at another
formal meeting on 28 August. A departmental officer
has also contacted the service between meetings
reiterating the offer for transitional support.
Supplementary question
Ms MIKAKOS (Northern Metropolitan) — The
minister referred to transitional arrangements but has
not provided specific detail. I ask: what arrangements
will she be putting in place to support these 90 young
people, and what hope does she offer the 465 residents
homeless on any night in Geelong or the 150 people
sleeping rough, some as young as 10 years old?
Hon. W. A. LOVELL (Minister for Housing) —
For those people who, unfortunately, suffer from
homelessness in Victoria this government has allocated
more than $200 million to homelessness services since
it came to government. We have a homelessness action
plan — something the former government did not have.
It said it would develop a homelessness strategy, and it
took its time about that. It delivered a strategy, just days
before the last state election, that was rejected by the
sector.

Mr RAMSAY (Western Victoria) — My question
without notice is for the Minister for Children and Early
Childhood Development. Can the minister inform the
house of any children’s facilities capital projects that
have opened in the past five weeks that benefit the
children of Victoria?
Hon. W. A. LOVELL (Minister for Children and
Early Childhood Development) — I thank the member
for his question and his ongoing interest in early
childhood services in his electorate of Western Victoria
Region. I am delighted to update the house on what has
happened over the last five weeks, in which we have
had events to mark either the commencement or the
opening of six early childhood facilities around
Victoria.
On 15 August, together with Simon Ramsay, a member
for Western Victoria Region, I opened the Avoca
Children’s and Family Centre. It was a great day.
Mr Ramsay was once again photographed on the slide
at the Avoca children’s centre. It was a real celebration
for that community. On 31 July Mr Ondarchie, the
kinder king of Northern Metropolitan Region, turned
the sod for the commencement of the construction of
the Hurstbridge Family Centre. Also on 15 August the
Minister for Public Transport, Mr Mulder, opened the
Birregurra preschool, and on Friday, 23 August, the
member for Hastings in the Assembly, Neale Burgess,
opened Somerville Kindergarten, a new preschool in
his electorate. On 29 August the member for South
Barwon in the Assembly, Andrew Katos, opened a
renovation at the Alexander Thomson Preschool in
Geelong, and on 31 August the member for Carrum in
the Assembly, Donna Bauer, opened the Bonbeach
preschool renovation in her electorate of Carrum.
These combined projects will provide many new
opportunities for Victorian children and their families.
They include places for three and four-year-old
kindergarten, for long day care services, for family day
care, for playgroups, for maternal and child health, for
specialist children’s services, and they also provide
family-friendly community spaces.
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This has been possible because of this government’s
$93 million commitment to the children’s facility
capital program since it came to office. Indeed the
government has committed more than $3.1 million to
the renovation or construction of these six services.
However, that commitment by the state government has
leveraged a total spend of more than $8 million in
children’s services for these six services alone.
These projects are a shining example of what can be
achieved when there is collaboration between the state
and commonwealth governments together with local
councils, kindergartens and community service
organisations. Kindergartens in Victoria were long
ignored by the Labor government. This government has
committed funding to allow for the upgrade of existing
services and also for the construction of new services to
ensure that we have high-quality early childhood
facilities that will service kindergartens and children in
Victoria into the future.

Chestnut Gardens Aged Care Home
Ms MIKAKOS (Northern Metropolitan) — My
question is for the Minister for Ageing. Hariklia from
Springvale, whose 71-year-old father is in the Chestnut
Gardens Aged Care Home in Doveton, a facility that
was redeveloped by the previous government, has
contacted me. Her father suffers from multiple sclerosis
and has complex care issues, which is why Hariklia’s
family moved him there from a private facility earlier
this year. She says that her father has only been there
for a few months but can already see the difference. On
Tuesday, in response to my question regarding
privatisation of aged care, the minister said:
In terms of specific agencies, the government is in no way
prepared to indicate what steps it might take.

The minister said that in relation to his government’s
plans. Hariklia and her family want to know whether
the Chestnut Gardens Aged Care Home will be sold,
and if so, when, how will residents and their families be
notified, and what arrangements will be made in
relation to current residents?
Hon. D. M. DAVIS (Minister for Ageing) — I
thank the member for her question on what is now a
well-worn theme from her in these matters. She did
not quote the full context of the response I gave the
other day. I think we have to be very careful in
accepting the words that she repeats back; she
leaves the context out. What I said in relation to the
service that she mentioned the other day is that I was
aware of no specific proposals, and I am aware of
no specific proposals — —
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Ms Mikakos interjected.
Hon. D. M. DAVIS — Yes, but you left out the
context — no specific proposals either for Chestnut.
What I can indicate is that the government has said it is
prepared to look at proposals that come forward from
the sector that may be to the benefit of residents. The
examples that I have used in the chamber before
include the example of Peninsula Health. Peninsula
came forward with a proposal which saw a better
outcome for its residents, an outcome that was favoured
by residents, with additional capital resources going in
in that particular case.
We are very aware of the needs of older Victorians, and
we are very much prepared to work with services to get
better outcomes. It is a fact that aged care is federally
regulated and largely federally funded. We work with
the commonwealth government on a number of those
matters. The key point here is that we will seek to make
sure on all terms that the outcomes for residents are
good and that they are protected. No proposal would go
forward which would see the outcomes for residents
diminished. But if there was a proposal that came
forward on a specific aged-care centre that would see a
higher quality of service — that saw an additional
capital injection, for example — the government would
be prepared to look at those matters.
Supplementary question
Ms MIKAKOS (Northern Metropolitan) —
Complex residents need highly qualified staff, as the
minister knows. Public sector residential aged-care
facilities like Chestnut Gardens use qualified nurses
rather than personal care assistants and have a specified
ratio of nurses to residents, which is not typically the
case in private and not-for-profit residential aged-care
facilities. This is one of the reasons Hariklia moved her
father to this particular facility. In light of that and the
minister’s comment that conditions for residents will
not diminish, can the minister guarantee that residents
at Chestnut Gardens will continue to receive the same
level of care they are currently receiving?
The PRESIDENT — Order! I am happy to let the
minister answer. I just have — —
Hon. D. M. Davis interjected.
The PRESIDENT — Order! I know the minister is
happy to answer. I have a concern about the original
question and the supplementary in the context that they
are open-ended from a time frame point of view. If
there is an imminent possibility of a change of
ownership or if it was part of a process within
12 months, and I gleaned from the minister’s answer
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that that is not the case, but if that were the situation,
the minister would obviously be competent to answer.
But if we are talking about the minister giving a
guarantee forever, because there is no time frame
allocated to the question, then Ms Mikakos is looking
for the minister to speculate, and that is a different
situation.
Ms MIKAKOS — I will provide some guidance.
The December budget update indicated that the
government’s intention is to cut $75 million from
public sector aged care in this state and that it is looking
at reallocating beds from the public system to the
private system. The government has made its intentions
very clear, which is why I am pursuing this line of
questioning with the minister. The minister has in fact
failed to indicate whether there are plans afoot in
relation to this particular facility and others I have
asked about in the past. The minister should be
providing some advice to the community in terms of
whether it is his intention to privatise this facility and
other ones, given that it is on the public record in the
budget papers that that is in fact what the government is
intending to do. In the next two financial-year periods is
what is in the budget papers.
The PRESIDENT — Order! That is the sort of time
frame Ms Mikakos is setting for her question?
Ms MIKAKOS — I have indicated that the budget
papers refer to cuts in the next two financial years, so
the minister can indicate to the house — —
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outcome that has been achieved with Southern Cross
running those — —
Ms Mikakos interjected.
Hon. D. M. DAVIS — No, but you are asking, and I
am giving a very specific example by way of
elucidation. Let me go a little further and say that in
terms of the specific quality and the specific services
that are provided, aged care is in fact federally
regulated and federally funded, and I can assure the
member that we will be ensuring that high standards are
met, that all our services meet the various standards and
that services are able to provide quality service that
meets all those requirements. Across the country the
federal government regulates these areas — in New
South Wales, in Queensland, in Tasmania and in
Victoria — and I have to say — —
The PRESIDENT — Order! Thank you, Minister.

Regional and rural higher education
Mr KOCH (Western Victoria) — My question
without notice is to the Honourable Peter Hall, Minister
for Higher Education and Skills. Being aware of the
minister’s ongoing important work being done in
regional Victoria, I ask: can the minister update the
house on the progress of any joint commonwealth and
state initiatives aimed at assisting students accessing
tertiary education in regional Victoria?

The PRESIDENT — Order! Thank you. I just want
to make it clear that the expectation for an answer from
a minister must be reasonable in terms of the question
that was asked being relevant not only to the minister’s
administration and responsibility but also to a time
frame that is realistic. It is somewhat unfortunate where
a question like this might be posed, and then in 10 years
there is a change in the circumstances of a facility and
somebody runs back to this answer from 10 years ago.
Beyond a reasonable period — and I accept two years,
in terms of the budget papers, being the anchor for
Ms Mikakos’s question is a reasonable period — she is
asking the minister to speculate on what might happen
in another Parliament.

Hon. P. R. HALL (Minister for Higher Education
and Skills) — I thank Mr Koch for his question. Once
upon a time, many years ago, there were federal
governments that delivered on a budget surplus. I know
you have to go back a long time. You have to go back
beyond Prime Minister Kevin Rudd, back beyond Julia
Gillard, back beyond Kevin Rudd mark I; in fact you
have to go back to John Howard and his government,
which managed to deliver some budget surpluses under
his leadership. At times like that the Howard
government made some very sound investment
decisions, and one of those was to create a $6 billion
fund called the Higher Education Endowment Fund.
The interest on that $6 billion was used to fund capital
projects to enhance higher education.

Hon. D. M. DAVIS (Minister for Ageing) — As I
have said, there is no specific plan for that service that I
am aware of at all. But what I can say is that the
government will look at proposals from services where
those services are able to show better outcomes for
residents, and the example I have used in this chamber,
in the metropolitan area, which the member herself has
asked me about, is the Peninsula one, and that is a better

When there was a change in government a Labor
government promised to add $5 billion to that fund. It
also promised to rename it the Education Investment
Fund and to use it for both higher education and TAFE
purposes. They were all admirable intents, but I am
afraid it simply was not delivered. We did change the
name to the Education Investment Fund, but the
principal was not added to at all; in fact the principal of
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that fund today is $3.94 billion. So not only has the
interest not been appropriately used but the principal
has also been whittled away.
However, in 2010, $500 million from this particular
fund was earmarked for regional priorities around
Australia. Much of that is yet to be spent today, and
from Victoria’s point of view we were thoroughly
expecting that there would be announcements before
this day on some capital works projects for regional
Victoria for which — —
Mr Lenders — On a point of order, President, I
draw your attention to the rule of anticipation. The first
item on the government business program today,
motion 22 in the name of Mr Hall, addresses this
particular area. Given that the government has listed it
as item no. 1 on government business, I direct your
attention to the anticipation rule. I have listened to the
minister very carefully, and he is now straying exactly
into the regional government support area. I ask for him
to be made aware of anticipating his own motion.
Hon. P. R. HALL — On the point of order,
President, if members look at motion 22, they will see it
specifically talks about deferral rates in regional and
outer suburban areas, and income support for students.
The question I am addressing has absolutely nothing to
do with either of those two items.
The PRESIDENT — Order! I thank the Leader of
the Opposition for his point of order. I accept the
clarification made by the minister in the respect that my
understanding of his answer, as I have been hearing it,
is that it is associated with a capital works fund and
projects that would be funded of a capital nature. I
believe motion 22 is more about student support and is
quite a separate issue. I would also probably make the
judgement that it is unlikely that notice of motion 22
would be debated this day or this week, given that a
motion was moved earlier this day to defer all notices
of motion whilst orders of the day were pursued by the
house.
There seems to be a fairly solid content of matters to be
considered by the house in orders of the day, and in my
judgement I would expect that we would not return to
notices of motion on this day or this week of sitting.
Nonetheless, the minister should obviously take into
account the anticipation rule. I certainly believe at this
stage that the issue is not crossed because the two issues
are quite separate — the one the minister is addressing
in his answer compared with what is listed on the notice
paper.
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Hon. P. R. HALL — The Higher Education
Endowment Fund and the Education Investment Fund
are the same fund, renamed for funding capital projects.
You are quite right in your ruling, President. For that
purpose in the budget before the most recent one the
coalition government allocated $25 million in capital
funding to meet our fair share of these capital works
projects, which we have every reasonable expectation
would be supported by the federal government through
the Education Investment Fund. Indeed two of those
projects on which we were looking forward to a
positive announcement this year were, firstly, a
redevelopment of the Advance TAFE’s port of Sale
campuses — and the Victorian government has
purchased land for that purpose — and secondly, for
trade training facilities in Warrnambool, and again land
has been purchased there.
We expected announcements prior to the election. We
were happy if the federal government wanted to make
them as election announcements, but what we have had
is a real kick in the guts to regional Victoria by the
announcement on Sunday, in the policy launch from the
federal government, that $111 million will be
withdrawn out of this particular fund to fund an
announced $200 million cut to taxes for small business.
I think a $200 million cut to small business tax is a
good thing, but why at the expense of this very
important program established specifically to provide
assistance for higher education and TAFE institutes in
terms of capital needs, particularly in regional Victoria?
This is an underhand measure and one that does the
federal Labor Party no credit whatsoever. If it is, as
opposition speakers claimed in an education debate
earlier today, that education is their no. 1 priority, then
their federal colleagues have one day to get out there
and reverse this announcement and ensure they meet
the expectation of regional Australia that the funding
purpose of the Education Investment Fund is delivered
as it was intended when former Prime Minister John
Howard and his government first set up such funds.

Aged-care bed licences
Ms MIKAKOS (Northern Metropolitan) — My
question is to the Minister for Ageing. I refer the
minister to an interview conducted by the federal
shadow minister for ageing, Concetta FierravantiWells, on Sky News on 15 August, where she was
pressed on the issue of the reduced paperwork of the
Liberal Party’s policy for aged care. She went on to say
that the ability of providers to transfer bed licences
would be looked at by a federal coalition government. I
ask the minister: is it now the government’s policy to
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support making it easier to transfer aged-care bed
licences?
Hon. D. M. Davis — I am happy to answer that.
The PRESIDENT — Order! You are happy to
answer everything. My problem is that Ms Mikakos has
quoted a federal member of Parliament talking about a
federal initiative, and in that sense I am not sure that the
minister is competent to answer that question.
Ms MIKAKOS — On a point of order, President, I
refer you to your ruling on Tuesday when there was a
question about Mr Rudd’s announcement in respect of
TAFE changes and the fact that that would have some
implications for our state TAFE system, and I recall
that you ruled that question in. These particular changes
in relation to the federal aged-care system will
obviously have significant implications for our public
sector residential aged-care system in Victoria.
Therefore, as the minister has administration of that
system, I would ask for some consistency in the rulings.
Mr Jennings — On the point of order, President, I
am pretty clear that Ms Mikakos’s intention is to say
this is a federal policy setting and she is interested to
know whether there is an equivalent state policy setting,
and we hope the minister is competent to answer that
question.
The PRESIDENT — Order! I totally agree with
Mr Jennings, and that is really what I am looking for in
terms of the framing of the question. I accept
Ms Mikakos’s requirement for consistency. I am happy
to oblige, and I agree with her. I am looking to be
consistent in terms of ruling this question in, and I
know that the minister is busting to get up and answer
it. What I need is what Mr Jennings was suggesting.
What I am looking for is that the question be reframed
to make it about the state administration, whereas it
tended to focus on the federal comment. Can
Ms Mikakos rephrase the last part of the question so
that it accords with the minister’s competence in terms
of state regulations?
Ms MIKAKOS — I ask the minister: is it the
government’s policy to support making the transfer of
aged-care bed licences easier in respect of the Victorian
public sector residential aged-care system?
Hon. D. M. DAVIS (Minister for Ageing) — As the
various points of order have elucidated, this is strictly a
federal area of policy. Notwithstanding that, I do have
some comments as to how that dovetails — if I can
describe it that way — with state policy, picking up on
Mr Jennings’s point. One of the things I am most
concerned about is that the current federal government
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abolished the aged-care ministerial council, where
many of these issues were thrashed out.
Mr Lenders interjected.
Hon. D. M. DAVIS — No, this is a serious point. It
is a fact that under all governments, bed licences have
been transferred around different providers for a long
period, and obviously bed licences move when new
centres are established, when population changes and
population distribution changes. The most appropriate
positioning of aged care will change over time. I can
start off with a very simple given: that we will not have
a static aged-care system with exactly the same number
of bed licences in exactly the same locations for time
immemorial. There will be change, and it should be
managed in a proper way. To that extent I suspect the
member agrees with what I am saying.
The federal government does have arrangements for
changes. I am not aware of the specific details to which
the member refers, and I would be very cautious in
accepting Ms Mikakos’s rendition of what may or may
not have been said in a recent media interview during a
federal election campaign. I am not aware of the
specific proposals to which the member refers. If she is
asking whether we would be prepared to talk to a
federal government of any particular colour in the
future about how we could more sensibly match agedcare distribution to need, I can answer that we would be
prepared to talk to a re-elected Rudd government or an
elected Abbott government. We would be prepared to
talk to either in the interests of older Victorians and
those in residential aged care. We know that there are a
number of areas of need.
Mr Koch and I, for example, have worked on a project
to ensure that the Croatian community has sufficient
capacity in the residential aged-care sector, and we
have had significant resistance from the federal
government on the allocation of bed licences for the
Croatian community in Geelong. That resistance has
finally been pushed through, and we welcome the now
bipartisan commitment to see that there is in fact proper
support for the Croatian community, state land and bed
licences belatedly allocated from the federal
government.
Could the matters of administration by the federal
government to meet the demands of specific
communities in Victoria be improved? Absolutely. Do
we think the federal government has done a good job?
No. Do we think a new government, of whatever
colour, might be able to do better? Yes, we do. Are we
prepared to talk to either government, whoever is
elected? Yes, we are. But what I would see as a
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constructive way to do it is to restore the ministerial
council. They ripped the ministerial council out and it is
very hard to have these discussions now — —
Mr Jennings — The Council of Australian
Governments did that.
Hon. D. M. DAVIS — I have got to say it was
driven by Julia Gillard and not restored by Kevin Rudd,
so we need sensible dialogues about the dovetailing
system. Let me give the house another example that is
live today in the case of Woodhaven Lodge and
Rosewood Mews. I am going to indicate some
dovetailing that applies to some correspondence I have
sent to the federal Minister for Mental Health and
Ageing, Jacinta Collins, dated 29 August. It relates to
the fact that the federal act has some loopholes and
some weaknesses in it. I am concerned that people are
left without any regulations in this circumstance as the
federal government — —
The PRESIDENT — Order! Time, Minister. When
people like Kevin Rudd or Julia Gillard are mentioned
it is my preference to have them referred to as Prime
Minister Rudd or Prime Minister Gillard, because they
have positions and I think it is more in keeping with the
tone of our place that we actually refer to them by those
titles as well, not simply by names, which could be
taken to be disparaging. I do not believe that was the
case in what the minister was trying to put across this
time, but it could be taken differently. I ask ministers
and members asking questions to use titles wherever
possible.
Supplementary question
Ms MIKAKOS (Northern Metropolitan) — My
supplementary question to the minister is as follows. I
note the minister’s response in relation to the federal
government’s aged-care reforms. It is surprising he is
not aware that the leader of the federal coalition, Tony
Abbott, in a federal election debate on 11 August
indicated his broad support for those federal aged-care
reforms. In fact he said:
We have no plans to make significant changes to the system
that the government has put in place.

However, I particularly refer the minister to
Mr Abbott’s response to Lyndal Curtis’s very wellpublicised question in relation to aged care where he
said that he was going to deal with paperwork. I ask: is
it this government’s policy to reduce paperwork in line
with what Mr Abbott said in that election debate?
Hon. D. M. DAVIS (Minister for Ageing) — I think
this is getting a little difficult for me — —
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Ms Mikakos — Did you watch the TV that night?
Hon. D. M. DAVIS — I did. It is getting a little
difficult to respond to a policy of a federal alternate
government in the sense that whilst I agree there is
some cumbersome paperwork that can be dealt with
more sensibly, I am also aware of some weaknesses
in the federal arrangements that are in place for
regulating. The example I was giving just before was
of Woodhaven Lodge and Rosewood Mews, where
the federal government and its federal bureaucrats
have walked away from responsibility for that
particular — —
Ms Mikakos — On a point of order, President, I
have asked the minister specifically whether it is his
government’s policy to put in place reduced paperwork
for the aged-care system in Victoria in light of
Mr Abbott’s comments in that federal election debate,
and he has gone nowhere near responding to my
question. He is referring to material that has absolutely
nothing to do with the supplementary question I asked.
The PRESIDENT — Order! On the point of order,
I came in on Ms Mikakos’s first question for this exact
reason. If you ask about a federal matter, it is not just
about the minister’s competence to answer but also
about the fact that if you ask a broad question, you give
him — or any other minister in similar
circumstances — a broad canvas to answer a question
as he wishes, particularly given that many of the issues
that might be raised by the question have absolutely
nothing to do with their jurisdiction.
On the supplementary question, the minister has
already said, ‘It’s really not my place to answer this
question’. He has then gone on to provide some other
information to the house which is relevant to federalstate paperwork and how it operates. I am in a difficult
position in trying to change the course of his answer to
Ms Mikakos’s supplementary question because it does
concern a federal matter — a policy that has been put
into the public domain by someone from the federal
level of government and not by the state. Ms Mikakos
is trying to say, ‘Minister, because a federal
spokesperson says this, is this your policy?’. As we
know, the state has different policies and different
priorities to the federal government in many areas, and
the minister is not in a situation of either endorsing or
rejecting what any person in the federal area might say
until they have actually sat down and discussed it and
worked it through.
At this point I take the minister’s point that he is not
really in a position to answer the member’s
supplementary question directly, but he is providing her
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with some other information on how this paperwork
might in some cases be helpful if it were reworked as
distinct from reduced. The minister is trying to explain
that area.
Hon. D. M. DAVIS — I can indicate that there are
significant sections of the federal coalition policy that
offer a very sensible way forward. The idea of five-year
agreements signed with the industry, a bit like the
pharmacy agreements, would offer a very sensible way
forward, and that is something the federal government
has failed to do. That idea of bringing together all the
issues is a very sensible step.
The PRESIDENT — Order! Thank you, Minister.

Fight for the Real You
Mr ELSBURY (Western Metropolitan) — My
question is for the Honourable Ed O’Donohue, Minister
for Liquor and Gaming Regulation. Can the minister
update the house on groundbreaking responsible
gambling education campaigns being led by the
Victorian Responsible Gambling Foundation?
Hon. E. J. O’DONOHUE (Minister for Liquor and
Gaming Regulation) — I thank Mr Elsbury for his
question about this most important and interesting
initiative. It was a great pleasure this morning to join
the Premier, Dr Napthine, in hosting a morning tea for
the campaign heroes who have taken part in the Fight
for the Real You 100-day challenge problem gambling
campaign.
I was pleased that two of the board members of the
Victorian Responsible Gambling Foundation were also
able to make it, the members for Murray Valley and
Geelong in the other place, Mr McCurdy and
Mr Trezise. I was also pleased that Mr Serge Sado, the
CEO of the foundation, was there. We were all there to
acknowledge and thank the four heroes, Matt Torcasio,
Anna Knappe, Aleks Base and Daniel Ward. These
individuals have shown outstanding courage in their
preparedness to publicly share the challenges they have
faced when it comes to gambling and their
preparedness to take part in this campaign.
The 100-day challenge, which I am advised is a world
first, was created by the Victorian Responsible
Gambling Foundation to address the stigma associated
with problem gambling. Over a 100-day period, during
which they attempted not to gamble, the four
participants documented their progress with daily video
updates, which have been turned into weekly video
diaries that can be viewed online. These powerful
stories have been turned into compelling television and
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radio advertisements. I again acknowledge their
courage and bravery in revealing their challenges and
showing their stories. The success of this campaign was
entirely dependent on the participants, and I thank them
for taking part in it.
The comments left by community members on the
campaign website show us that people have connected
strongly with their stories. I am very pleased to advise
the house that as of today 2500 people have signed up
to undertake their own 100-day challenge, and the
campaign’s website has had 230 000 hits. These results
have exceeded the wildest and best expectations that
the government and the foundation had for this exciting
initiative.
The foundation is a creation of this government and
represents the implementation of a key election
commitment, with funding of $150 million over four
years. That is a 41 per cent increase on the funding
provided by the previous government. But more than
just the money, it is creating a new foundation that has
a directive from this government to be innovative,
cutting edge and world leading, and that is exactly what
we have seen with the 100-day challenge. It is a
fantastic result. I conclude by paying credit to and
thanking Anna, Matt, Aleks and Daniel for their
courage and for what they have achieved, an inspiration
they have provided to so many others who may have a
gambling problem.

School smartphone app
Mr SOMYUREK (South Eastern Metropolitan) —
My question is to the Minister for Technology, Gordon
Rich-Phillips. The minister recently launched a new
smartphone app that allows schools to send information
to parents’ smartphones. A company was awarded
funding to undertake a trial of its smartphone
application in 50 Victorian government schools. I am
informed that eight similar applications already exist in
the market, including an app from a small Victorian
ICT firm, Tiqbiz, which developed a virtually identical
app two years ago and now has 150 schools using it. At
the time of funding the trial for this application, did the
minister know that eight similar applications already
existed in the market and are currently in use in
Victorian schools?
Hon. G. K. RICH-PHILLIPS (Minister for
Technology) — I thank Mr Somyurek for his question
and his interest in the development of smart apps. It is
interesting that Mr Somyurek has focused on the
development of smart apps in the education field. The
government, through Victoria’s technology plan, has
put in place two funding streams, one of which is
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devoted to the traditional areas of industry
development, investment attraction and export
development. The second area of the plan feeds into
what the government is doing with its whole-ofgovernment ICT strategy, which is around encouraging
development of applications and encouraging the
uptake of technology and innovation in the broader
economy. What we have set out to do in the area of the
use of ICT within government goes directly to the
question Mr Somyurek raised around smart apps. That
is to support the development of applications which are
low cost and simple, and can be rolled out across
government to deliver government services.

terms of supporting innovation and in this instance
supporting the uptake of technology in the education
system, are done on a competitive basis. Anyone who
wishes to participate in those programs can lodge
applications for those programs and be assessed. In the
case of the application talked about by Mr Somyurek,
that process was followed. An application was made
and assessed and is now being trialled throughout the
education system. We welcome applications from
application developers for these programs. These
programs exist to encourage innovation, to encourage
the development of new applications, and that is what
we are achieving.

It is interesting Mr Somyurek has raised the issue of
applications in education, because the approach this
government is taking is in contrast to the previous
government’s ultranet, a build which the previous
government undertook at a cost of tens and hundreds of
millions of dollars for a redundant platform rolled out
across schools to deliver information to parents. The
approach this government is taking to the development
of smart apps and piloting of smart apps is actually
developing low-cost ways to roll out and provide
information to parents and students from schools
without the sort of capital expenditure of tens and
hundreds of millions of dollars that we saw the previous
government roll out with ultranet.

Rural planning

Supplementary question
Mr SOMYUREK (South Eastern Metropolitan) —
I note the Minister for Technology has not really
answered my question, so I might assist him with a
quote from the managing director of Tiqbiz, Steve
Camm, when he said:
… I am puzzled as to why this state issues funding to a
company to trial a product that has been in use for a number
of years.
A simple Google search for school … apps will show that the
market is already competitive with a number of companies
offering a wide range of products.
This substantial funding will mean that a competitor, who
entered the market two years after us, with a product that
functions identically to ours, will be given an unfair market
advantage.

I ask the minister what research was done to ensure that
the product being funded did not already exist in the
marketplace?
Hon. G. K. RICH-PHILLIPS (Minister for
Technology) — I thank Mr Somyurek for his
supplementary question, and I say to him that the
programs the government runs through the Department
of State Development, Business and Innovation, in

Mr O’BRIEN (Western Victoria) — My question is
to the Minister for Planning, the Honourable Matthew
Guy, and I ask: can the minister inform the house about
the action his government has taken to bring flexibility
back to rural planning and return country planning to
country people.
Hon. M. J. GUY (Minister for Planning) — Today
is a significant day, and it is not just because Bernie
Finn has cured my colour blindness. It is because today
this state commences with brand-new rural zones that
once and for all, as Mr O’Brien has said, will put
country planning back in the hands of country
Victorians.
Mr Barber — Have you gazetted them yet?
Hon. M. J. GUY — Those rural zones have been
gazetted today, Mr Barber, and will soon be followed
by the release of all the submissions, as was said would
be the case. Those rural zones will lead to a great
number of changes to our regional planning system
and, importantly, will give country councils greater
flexibility in how they manage their planning systems
and planning zones across country Victoria.
They are the biggest changes to country planning in
about 30 years. I pay particular tribute to the Loddon,
West Wimmera, Hindmarsh and Gannawarra shires
which have paid a significant role in providing us with
some leadership about what they wanted for their
country planning systems and country zonings. In fact,
a lot of the impetus for the changes in giving councils
back some of the control in their rural zone systems
came from a meeting Mr Ramsay and I had with the
West Wimmera Shire Council when we met in Ballarat.
They told us about a situation during the long years of
the drought where if they had applied the letter of the
zoning law according to the zonings of the day, they
would have had to kick a number of families off their
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farm properties because they were operating businesses
on the farm which were generating off-farm income.
What the shire was seeking from us was a change to the
zoning structure so that there could be a greater number
of people operating businesses on the farm for off-farm
income and who would be able to remain on their
properties. The then current zoning provisions
prohibited farmers and farm families from being able to
do that.
That meeting Mr Ramsay and I had with the West
Wimmera Shire Council was soon followed up by a
visit by me and my staff to the West Wimmera shire in
western Victoria, when we went from Serviceton,
through Nhill, Woomelang, Kaniva and back to
Horsham. Recently we were up in north-western
Victoria talking to a number of councils that wanted to
change the structure in their shires.
Planning and planners can often become very focused
on issues around Melbourne and the peri-urban areas of
Melbourne, but it is important that we do not forget the
vast geographical area of Victoria which is covered by
country shires. They are managing country zones which
have much greater and different demands to those of
the peri-urban areas of Melbourne which also operate
off a rural zone structure.
We will be encouraging agricultural use of land in those
farming zones and also in green wedge zones as a result
of these changes. We will be allowing councils to
consider off-farm income streams on farms, such as
farm machinery repair businesses. We will be
increasing the permit threshold for extensions to farm
outbuildings such as work sheds, shearing sheds and
dairy facilities from 50 square metres to 100 square
metres. We will be removing the need for a permit for
primary produce sales, rural stores and most rural
industries in the rural activities zone. We will remove
onerous restrictions on crop structures, to ensure
protection from hail and other elements is an as-of-right
use rather than a permit use. Importantly, we will be
allowing country councils the ability to determine
smaller lifestyle lots in the rural living zone where land
has had agricultural production taken out of it.
As I said and as Mr O’Brien said, this is about putting
country planning back in the hands of country people.
That is what this government is exceedingly proud of
seeing being gazetted today.
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QUESTIONS ON NOTICE
Answers
Hon. D. M. DAVIS (Minister for Health) — I have
answers to the following questions on notice: 9328–30.
Sitting suspended 1.03 p.m. until 2.08 p.m.

CORRECTIONS AMENDMENT (BREACH
OF PAROLE) BILL 2013
Second reading
Debate resumed.
Ms PENNICUIK (Southern Metropolitan) — The
Corrections Amendment (Breach of Parole) Bill 2013 is
the second bill regarding parole that has come into the
Parliament in the last year. As we all know, the
operation of the parole system has been the subject of
much scrutiny lately, due to the commission of several
terrible and tragic murders by persons on parole over
the last few years. Quite rightly these have caused a
high level of public concern and a demand for answers.
Everyone in the Parliament and the community has
been affected.
Mr Ondarchie — On a point of order, Deputy
President, I wish to make the point that until a second
ago no clock was timing the contribution.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT — Order! I think
Mr Ondarchie might have been able to draw the
attention of the clerks to that matter without
interrupting Ms Pennicuik.
Ms PENNICUIK — As I was saying, all members
of the Parliament and the community have been deeply
affected by what has happened. Women have lost their
lives in horrific circumstances. Their families have been
broken, and their friends and workmates have also had
their lives changed forever.
It is clear that the parole system has not been working
when it comes to dealing with repeat violent offenders
and that changes are needed. We all agree with that.
But just what changes are needed? Since we were in the
chamber in March this year, when we considered the
Justice Legislation Amendment (Cancellation of Parole
and Other Matters) Bill 2013, a lot has happened in
terms of the public discourse on this issue. To me it has
always seemed that one of the basic problems is what
appears to be a lack of a separation of these types of
offenders from the bulk of the prison population when
considering parole. This is an issue that has been
highlighted by former Justice Ian Callinan and by
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Professor James Ogloff in their reports, as well as by
the Chief Commissioner of Police, Ken Lay. The
problem is what to do with those offenders at the end of
their sentences when there are no conditions or
supervisory requirements, as there are when they are on
parole.
There are also been comments by the members and
chair of the Adult Parole Board of Victoria in the public
domain in recent weeks. Hopefully the problems that
have been identified will be addressed by reforms to the
operation of the parole system by Corrections Victoria
and the adult parole board, as is recommended in the
various reports — the Sentencing Advisory Council
report of last year, the report by Professor Ogloff,
reports recently by former Justice Callinan and also the
Consolidated Response to Reviews of Offenders
Charged with Murder report by Corrections Victoria,
which was recently issued after calls for its public
release.
Back in March we debated the previous parole reform
bill, the Justice Legislation Amendment (Cancellation
of Parole and Other Matters) Bill 2013. I want to
reiterate a few points I made during that debate, one of
which was that I had asked the department two
pertinent questions. One question was:
Have there been occasions where the parole board has not
cancelled parole for a parolee who has been charged with a
further sex crime or violent crime and bail was also granted
and then the person committed a further violent crime?

The answer I obtained at the time was:
This data is not readily available as it is not currently
collected by either Corrections Victoria or the adult parole
board.

I also asked:
… how many parolees in the last five years have committed a
serious crime while on parole after committing a previous
serious crime and not having their parole revoked or bail
denied — that is, how many parolees have committed a
serious crime, remained on parole and then committed
another serious crime?

The answer was:
This data is not readily available as it is not currently
collected by either Corrections Victoria or the adult parole
board.

I raised concerns that that data was not being collected.
I presume, given the recommendations of reports that
have been released and the volume of material that I
have read through since then, that those issues will be
addressed. It will be interesting to hear from the
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government speaker whether they know if that is the
case.
One of the other issues I raised was the issue of
programs in prison. An important issue is what happens
to offenders while they are in custody and after their
release. I asked questions about programs for sex
offenders in particular and violent offenders in prison.
There are a range of treatment programs that are
available to violent offenders, sex offenders and lowfunctioning and intellectually disabled sex offenders,
such as behaviour programs, individual treatment, case
management et cetera. However, many, if not most, of
the programs are delivered towards the end of the
prisoner’s sentence, which is a concern. Studies have
shown and recommendations have been made that
offenders should be attending programs and receiving
rehabilitation assistance from the time they enter prison.
It appears that at the moment the programs are mainly
for participants up to 6 months prior to their release and
up to 12 months post-release. I also said previously that
the issue of what happens to prisoners once they leave
prison, particularly if they are not on parole, having
served their full sentence, and are then not under the
jurisdiction of the Adult Parole Board of Victoria, is an
ongoing concern, and I think it remains a concern.
At the time I said the members of the adult parole board
have a complex and difficult role and in all decisions
taken the board’s paramount consideration is
community safety. That has been the subject of much
public discourse, with Justice Callinan casting doubt as
to whether it is at the forefront of the adult parole
board’s considerations. At least one former member of
the board has come out anonymously to raise that
concern. However, a former chair of the adult parole
board, Justice Whelan, has come out to say that
community safety has always been a paramount
concern. There has been a lot of public discussion, and
it is in that context that we are looking at the bill today.
In summary, clause 3 of the bill amends the Corrections
Act 1986 to insert new section 78A to introduce an
offence of breach of parole by failing to comply
without reasonable excuse with a prescribed term or
condition of a parole order. I note that on the
Corrections Victoria website the types of conditions
that parolees can expect — standard conditions,
intensive conditions et cetera — are there for all to see.
I presume those are the types of conditions that this bill
refers to. The new offence will be punishable by three
months jail, a fine of 30 penalty units or both under
clause 3 of the bill.
The bill makes other amendments to the Corrections
Act 1986. New section 78B(1) provides that a member
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of the police force may without warrant arrest a person
on parole if the officer suspects on reasonable grounds
that the person has committed an offence against new
section 78A, which provides for the offence of
breaching a condition of parole. New section 78B(2)
provides that the person may be detained if the arresting
officer is satisfied that the alleged breach is not trivial
or minor and detention is necessary to prevent the
prisoner from continuing the breach or committing a
further breach of parole. New section 78B(3) provides
that the person must be detained where the alleged
breach constitutes an offence that is punishable by
imprisonment, other than an offence against new
section 78A, which is the breach of a parole condition.
New section 78C provides that after being notified
under section 78B(4) of the detention of a prisoner the
parole board must either order the detention of the
prisoner, pending consideration of the breach of the
parole order, or order the detention to cease. New
section 78D provides that while a person is detained the
provisions of the Crimes Act 1958 and the Bail Act
1977 relevant to bail do not apply. An application for
bail may be made where the board determines not to
cancel the prisoner’s parole.
Lastly, the bill inserts a new subsection into section 16
of the Sentencing Act 1991 to provide that any prison
sentence imposed for a breach of a prescribed term or
condition of a parole order is to be served cumulatively
with any other prison sentence unless exceptional
circumstances exist. That mirrors a provision that was
put into the Bail Act 1977, an amendment we dealt with
in the last sitting week, but the provisions in that act for
youth offenders were preserved. I note that is not the
case here. Mr Tee has indicated that he wants to take
the bill into a committee stage, and this is a question I
would put to the minister.
The Minister for Police and Emergency Services has
stated that the bill reflects the fact that parole is a
privilege and not a right and that the paramount
consideration when considering granting parole is
community safety. The Premier has said that the bill
gives police new powers to arrest and charge a parolee
for a breach of parole terms or conditions whether or
not that involves further offending. That means police
will in effect have extra powers to deal with parolees
before they commit further offences by arresting them
for parole beaches and putting them back behind bars.
That second statement is not in fact accurate. Police
already have the power to arrest parolees who have
breached their parole and to take them before the adult
parole board. The bill certainly allows for detention for
up to 12 hours, and the police must notify the adult
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parole board within 12 hours. But that does not
necessarily mean that under this bill the person will stay
in detention, because under new section 78C, to be
inserted by clause 3 of the bill, the parole board can
order that detention to either continue or cease. I think
ministers need to be accurate when they are talking
about their own legislation in the Parliament. In effect
the bill mirrors the provisions that were put in place
under amendments to the Bail Act to make it an offence
to breach a parole condition and attaching penalties to
that.
The Scrutiny of Acts and Regulations Committee
(SARC) has raised some concerns. It referred to the
Parliament for our consideration:
… the question of whether clause 3, by potentially allowing a
person arrested on suspicion of breaching a prescribed term or
condition of parole to be detained for 12 hours or more
without the statutory rights of regular arrestees or prisoners is
compatible with the charter rights of detainees to procedures
established by law to be promptly brought before a court and
to apply to a court —

for a declaration or an order regarding the lawfulness of
their detention. The committee noted that clause 3, in
inserting new section 78B, provides that a person who
is arrested on suspicion of breaching a prescribed term
or condition of parole must be detained in custody and
the arresting officer must notify the adult parole board
within 12 hours. Under the new provision the board
must order as soon as is practicable after receiving that
notice that the person be detained in a prison or police
jail or cease to be detained.
I think SARC raises a valid concern there. The
statement of compatibility says that detention in effect
amounts to a temporary suspension of parole and the
period spent in detention is to be regarded as time
served in respect of the sentence for which the person is
on parole. The minister said he acknowledges that
persons detained under these provisions will have their
parole temporarily suspended and will be detained
before having the opportunity for a public hearing
before the court. However, that detention will occur
pursuant to a sentence of imprisonment already
imposed by the court and in order to protect the public
from the dangers that arise when parole is breached.
I share the committee’s concerns, and I will certainly
raise those issues in the committee stage. The concerns
are about whether people are detained for minor
breaches or whether they are detained for serious
breaches of parole and the parolee poses a danger to the
community. Certainly if they pose a danger to the
community — which is not mentioned in the bill,
although it possibly should have been — then they
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should be detained, and they can be under the existing
act. The bill will put in place those new offences, and it
will be up to the courts to decide whether the parolee is
guilty of an offence and to impose a sentence.
There are some practical considerations. One of the
things to consider with this bill is that it applies to all
parolees and not just to serious offenders who are on
parole and who have committed a serious offence or a
serious breach of parole. It applies to every person who
is on parole. Something like 1600 prisoners per year are
granted parole. The vast majority of them are not
violent offenders but they will still be caught up by this
bill. I do not know if that is an effective way of dealing
with the target offenders, who are called ‘serious
violent offenders’ in the corrections report. Certainly
that is the target group, but the bill does not target just
that group; it targets all parolees. We may also have an
issue with the overcrowding of police cells — an issue
that has already been identified by the Ombudsman.
These are some practical issues to consider in terms of
the bill.
The community and everyone in this place want to see
the likelihood of serious violent offenders being a
danger to the community reduced as much as possible.
It is not clear to me that serious violent offenders who
have been released on parole will be deterred by the
new offence of breach of parole or the penalties
imposed by this bill. It may be that non-violent
offenders who are not a danger to the community are
deterred by the idea of an offence with a sentence and
particularly a fine imposed. But I am not sure that the
most serious violent offenders will necessarily be
deterred, if that is the purpose of the bill. It should be
our purpose to prevent the recurrence, as much as
practicable, of what has happened over the last few
years, with serious violent offenders committing serious
crimes, including murder, whilst on parole. We even
have the situation at the moment where a violent
offender on parole is on the run, which is of concern to
the police.
A lot has been said about this matter in the public
discourse recently, and a lot of reports have been
released. The Sentencing Advisory Council released a
report last year. There was the report by
Professor Ogloff, which I will talk about soon. That
report was released by the government under
sufferance, but it had had the report for more than a
year. The government says some of the
recommendations of that report were implemented but
does not say which ones. It would be interesting to hear
from the government about that. There has also been
the report of former High Court judge Ian Callinan
recently. So much information is out there, and I have
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read through it. Like anybody who has read through
those reports, particularly the Ogloff report, I am very
concerned. A lot of issues have been raised. There is
not time to go through the volume of information that is
in those reports, but it is very valuable. I suggest that
anyone who is interested in this issue should read
through it.
Some of the issues that have been raised, particularly in
the three major reports, and are worth mentioning
include the workload of the Adult Parole Board of
Victoria, which has also been confirmed by members
and former members of the board and by the former
chair, Justice Whelan. Other issues are the excessive
number of current cases that the parole board has to
deal with, the resourcing of the board and whether there
are consolidated files which include the previous
history of prisoners who are eligible for parole. Ian
Callinan even raised the issue of whether those files are
electronic and the fact that the adult parole board is
dealing with paper-based files that may or may not
contain all the information that is needed. He
questioned the amount of time that the parole board is
able to devote to each case.
One issue that I have raised before and that has always
concerned me, was raised by Professor Ogloff and Ian
Callinan. It is the idea of serious violent offenders being
dealt with in a separate stream or in a different way
from the bulk of the parolees so that more attention is
paid to them. In this way members of the adult parole
board would have the opportunity to test the
information that is put to them by Corrections Victoria
and the police and to make sure that they have all the
information when they are making these very important
decisions as to whether a serious violent offender
should be released on parole at all and what conditions
and level of monitoring should be associated with that
offender.
The other issue that has been raised is the monitoring of
prisoners by Community Correctional Services. Again
the workload of those staff and the resources that are
available to them have been questioned. The adult
parole board should be able to assure itself that the
monitoring available for serious violent offenders is
adequate before granting them parole. The other issues
that have been raised in the reports are the use of
inexperienced staff to monitor those offenders and the
examination of potential parolees being done by
inexperienced parole staff rather than by forensic
psychiatrists or psychologists. All these issues were
raised in the Callinan report as part of the complex web
of failures and problems that exist in the corrections
system and the parole system. As many people have
said, nobody is willing to point the finger at any one
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person, but what is evident is that there is not enough
resourcing and not enough attention paid to senior
people being involved in monitoring et cetera.
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at that time he would have been released with no
monitoring or supervision.

One has to ask why these concerns have not been raised
before, and Justice Whelan acknowledged that in his
public interview. Similarly, the issue of coordination
between the police, Corrections Victoria and the adult
parole board was identified as a theme. These issues
and problems need to be addressed. If they are
addressed, we might see some changes in the system
that will guard against a repeat of the types of problems
we have seen and their catastrophic results.

That is another area that we need to be looking at very
seriously. The Director of Public Prosecutions has a
role, but the police, Corrections Victoria and the adult
parole board should be identifying these types of
offenders very early on and flagging them to go onto
that register and to be covered by that act once they are
released from prison. That is the gap that I do not think
is being spoken about much — what happens to people
at the end of their sentence when they do not need to be
supervised at all unless they are caught up in that act.

I have said in the past that parole is there for a reason. It
is there to assist the parolee to reintegrate in the
community. Hopefully attending programs within
prison will also assist them to do that, and I am talking
about all parolees here — parolees across the board. It
is also meant to assist the community in making sure
that parolees are supervised and monitored while on
parole and brought back to prison if they do not comply
with their conditions.

As I said, there are so many issues that can be raised
and have been flagged in those reports. The adult parole
board does not agree with all the recommendations of
Justice Callinan and takes issue with some of the things
he said, but I want to consider all of the reports, because
when I was standing up here in March I did not have
much information in front of me as to what was going
on in the parole system. I have certainly learnt a lot
more about it since then.

There is another serious problem that has not been
discussed much in public discourse lately. Justice
Callinan said there should not be a presumption that
people will get parole. He made the point that the adult
parole board should not be looking to grant parole and
that parole should not even be considered unless a
prisoner has applied for it. I think those are valid points
to make. I am not saying that the individuals involved
have not done this; I am sure they have. I am sure they
take their roles very seriously and understand the
responsibility that they have. But they should be given
the resources and all the information necessary to
ensure as far as possible that a person is not a risk.
Corrections Victoria should be making sure on our
behalf that people are monitored and supervised.
Certainly those reports point out that people were not
adequately monitored in all cases and that many
breaches of parole which could have flagged an issue
with a parolee were overlooked. It seems to me that a
lot of that is due to underresourcing.

One of the final things Justice Callinan said was that his
recommendations should be implemented, and that if
that does not work, then there should be some
independent oversight of Corrections Victoria. I have to
agree with him on that. I have brought a motion to this
Parliament for exactly the same thing — to have an
independent body to oversee Corrections Victoria. It
seems to me that Corrections Victoria must have
known about the problems but that they were allowed
to continue, mainly due to underresourcing, which is
the biggest theme that I can glean from reading through
these reports.

We wish to see the parole system working for parolees
and for the safety of the community. But the problem
occurs when people come to the end of their sentence,
unless they are covered by the Serious Sex Offenders
(Detention and Supervision) Act 2009 and are under a
serious sex offenders order or detention order. I do not
necessarily want to point to particular cases, but in the
case of Adrian Bayley it is astonishing to me that that
person was not on the serious sex offender register. At
the end of whatever sentence he may have been serving

We have the Sentencing Advisory Council report from
last year, the Ogloff report — which is also more than a
year old but has only just come into public view — the
Callinan report, the reports coming out of Corrections
Victoria and comments made by members of the adult
parole board. But we have not actually pulled all that
together in some sort of public inquiry into the parole
system, which is what is happening in New South
Wales, where people are able to make public
submissions to that inquiry. That is something that
should be considered in Victoria — that is, a full,
proper public inquiry. One way to do it could be
through one of the parliamentary committees.
This is a very important issue. Some reports have been
done and I would say they are necessary, but they are
not sufficient to get to the nub of the matter and to
allow us to hear from more people and more sides, in
particular from people in the community who have
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been affected by these failures. While I do have some
concerns about whether the bill will be effective, and I
also have some sympathy with the issues raised by
SARC, the Greens will be supporting the bill.
Hon. R. A. DALLA-RIVA (Eastern
Metropolitan) — I am pleased to speak on behalf of the
government on the Corrections Amendment (Breach of
Parole) Bill 2013. I will be very brief because this is a
bill which is very brief but which will have significant
ramifications in terms of dealing with breaches of
parole in the state of Victoria. Let me be clear from the
outset that the bill reflects that parole is a privilege, not
a right. The paramount consideration in granting parole
is community safety. That is very clear in the
presentations that have been made by the Minister for
Corrections, the Honourable Edward O’Donohue,
MLC, who is in the chamber as I speak and who has
been listening to the contributions from honourable
members.
It is important to note that on 25 June the government
made its intention clear about this legislation. It said it
would introduce legislation to make breach of parole an
offence and it would give police new powers to arrest
and charge a parolee for a breach of parole. I do not
propose to debate the issue too much, but I did take
note of the comment by Ms Pennicuik that there is
nothing new in the capacity of police to arrest
somebody who breaches parole. In fact that is not quite
true. Police currently have no power to deal with
prisoners who may be in breach of terms or conditions
of their parole order unless the breach involves further
offending or the Adult Parole Board of Victoria has
cancelled their parole and issued a warrant.
I know from my own personal experience as a police
officer that it was a difficult process, even back then, to
detain somebody who was in breach of parole. Now a
new power will be clearly laid out whereby a member
of the police force may detain a prisoner if the police
officer is satisfied that, firstly, the breach of parole is
not trivial or minor; and secondly, the detention is
necessary to prevent the prisoner continuing the breach
or committing a further breach of a term or condition of
the parole order.
I note that some of those breaches could include
breaking a curfew, entering a restricted area or even
breaching an alcohol ban. The police will have that
power. The new power also provides for an arrest by a
member of the Victorian police force, but following the
arrest they must detain the prisoner in custody if the
alleged breach of parole is the commission of an
offence punishable by imprisonment, or a breach of a
term or condition of parole that will be prescribed in the
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regulations for the purposes of that section of the
legislation. Let me be very clear. The coalition is very
strongly of the view that parole is a privilege, not a
right. Victoria will now have the toughest parole
conditions in Australia. I do not need to go through the
reasons why; I think everyone is well aware of the
recent circumstances, tragic as they were, and why this
legislation is here. We support the passage of the bill
through the chamber.
Mr O’BRIEN (Western Victoria) — It is with great
pleasure that I also rise to make a brief contribution on
this important piece of legislation, the Corrections
Amendment (Breach of Parole) Bill 2013. In doing so I
reiterate the words of Mr Dalla-Riva, and the words of
the Minister for Corrections and the Premier in
announcing the significant reforms, that the primary
purpose of parole should be the protection of the
community, and parole is very much a privilege and not
a right.
I had the sad honour of leading the government
contribution in relation to another piece of important
legislation which was introduced in the last session of
Parliament, being the Justice Legislation Amendment
(Cancellation of Parole and Other Matters) Bill 2013,
which otherwise was known as Elsa’s law. That was
not only in commemoration of Elsa Corp and her
family following her tragic murder by a parolee but also
in recognition of that family’s campaign for the
amendments that led to that bill being passed by this
Parliament and also the campaigns of other victims of
crime and their families. I mentioned many of those
victims and families in my previous speech, including
obviously the Irwin sisters and the tragedy of the
Cafferkeys. Since then the murderer of Jill Meagher has
been sentenced. There were also Rachael Betts, Tracey
Greenbury and Craig King, who were mentioned by
members of the lower house, and there were many
other families.
This is another significant bill that ought to have
received bipartisan support from opposition members
through their contributions. Regrettably, though,
Mr Tee, who had been given the opportunity and the
important task of being the lead speaker for the
opposition, sought to put up points he would have
regarded as clever points but that were ultimately
erroneous points and false accusations. Effectively they
were an attempt by Mr Tee to portray the minister’s
activities — and I note that the Minister for Corrections
is in the chamber — as being secretive in relation to the
handling of this issue since some of the events had
come to light. The minister had in fact taken very
decisive, transparent and accountable action in
consultation with the relevant authorities and had also
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particularly had concerns for the victims, whose
sympathies lie at the heart of the government’s actions
in this era. Mr Tee has again demonstrated his capacity
to get things wrong and to make false accusations.
Mr Tee began by running a line that Minister
O’Donohue had been, according to Mr Tee, secretive in
not releasing the Callinan report. That is completely
wrong; the Callinan report is a public report. It has been
released and was available to Mr Tee. Mr Tee clearly
demonstrated that he had not read the report. He
demonstrated that in responding to a series of surprised
interjections by the minister and myself, seeking to
slide into a secondary false allegation that the minister
was still not releasing the terms of reference that led to
that report.
That demonstrated two things: firstly, Mr Tee is
prepared to say and do anything to try to run a scare
campaign; and secondly, he had not read the report,
because printed on page 3 at the very opening of
chapter 1 of the report, which I will shortly read are the
terms of reference for the Callinan review. I will quote
for the record and for Mr Tee’s benefit what those
terms of reference are. Chapter 1 says:
I was appointed on 16 May 2013 by the Minister for
Corrections and Minister for Crime Prevention, the
Hon. Edward O’Donohue, to conduct a review of the system
of parole in Victoria, pursuant to the following terms of
reference:

It then sets out the terms of reference:
The Victorian government is committed to strengthening the
parole system and the management of prisoners on parole.
The effectiveness of the adult parole board (the board) is
fundamental to the integrity of the parole system.
To ensure the board continues to operate effectively and is
able to respond to current reforms and shifting demands,
Mr Ian Callinan, former High Court judge, will be engaged
to —
examine the board’s current operations, its construct and
membership, having regard to best practice and an
examination of parole systems operating in other
Australasian jurisdictions;
cover the legislative framework, composition of the
board and the role of victims in the parole process;
provide options for increased transparency in board
decision making in Victoria.
Mr Callinan will report to the Minister for Corrections by
1 July 2013 [later extended].

They were the terms of reference on the first page of
the report. Mr Tee then sought to slide to a suggestion
that Mr O’Donohue was not releasing the names of the
submitters and that the consultation had been somehow
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secretive. Again, if Mr Tee had only turned to the
following page, page 4, he would have seen that on the
next few pages are listed the many people who Mr Ian
Callinan had consulted with, and he would have found
a reference to appendix 1, where there is a full list of
the persons consulted and their submissions. In the time
available I will not list them for the house, but I would
ask Mr Tee to, for once, correct the record, to apologise
to the minister and to the house, and to have the
courage to admit when he has got things wrong,
because he continuously does so. When he does so in
the planning jurisdiction, as he frequently does and as
we saw this week, it has its own consequences. But this
is an area of particular sensitivity to families that ought
to have bipartisan support.
I also note that he then referred to what he called the
Gray report. In fact it was a response to the report by
Professor Ogloff, which has also been made publicly
available and which lists the terms of reference at
section 2.1.1. This is a very serious report that had
redactions which were requested, I am advised, by
Professor Ogloff for important reasons of
confidentiality due to the sensitive clinical matters and
the tragic matter that is the subject of those reports. I
call on Mr Tee to, in future contributions, adopt a
bipartisan approach, apologise for his false accusations,
correct the record and consider what he says before he
says it. I commend the bill to the house.
Mr EIDEH (Western Metropolitan) — I rise to
support this critical bill for our state. We have all been
too slow to act on what has become something of an
epidemic — that is, men of extreme evil being given
their freedom only to take the freedom of life away
from others. Both the government and the opposition
can boast about how we believe in justice, but Jill
Meagher’s family would have something to say about
that. On that topic, I am disgusted that the Adult Parole
Board of Victoria ignored Mr Meagher as it did.
Mersina Halvagis’s family would also have something
strong and powerful to say, as would the families of
several other victims over the past 12 months alone.
I believe in justice and I believe in fairness, but I also
believe in ensuring that those who are a danger, those
who pose a serious threat to others, those who would
harm and even kill, need to be removed from and kept
away from society until such time as we can be more
certain that the threat and danger they pose has
subsided. Victoria has failed to protect women from
evil men, and we need to acknowledge this fact for one
purpose: to repair the damage properly, effectively and
concretely.
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Does this bill do that? I sincerely hope so, but I would
ask, before it is signed into law by His Excellency the
Governor, that we hold a meeting with the families of
various victims, including the families of Sharon
Siermans, Sarah Cafferkey, Jill Meagher, Joanne
Wicking, Elsa Corp, Rachael Betts and any others who
will listen as the changes are explained to them and
their views sought. I want to know that they understand
the changes and that they believe we have fixed the
mess that cost them their loved ones so that the list of
victims’ families does not increase. If that takes place, I
will feel that we have really tried to achieve something
positive, but if government members act high and
mighty and refuse this critical consultation process, it
will be on their heads, and all Victoria will know.
The people of Victoria have a right to be fuming mad
over what has taken place, with dangerous men allowed
on the loose to commit further and far more serious
crimes. Ian Callinan, in what we have seen of his report
into this area, has made some salient remarks, but why
was the review done in secret? What has been hidden
from the people of Victoria in relation to such a serious
issue? What is in the rest of his report? Is there a
reasonable reason for the government’s actions in this
regard? Why were so few victims invited to be part of
the process to reform the sorry state of the current laws?
Had the opposition been in government I can assure the
house that we would have consulted far more widely
and that we would have respectfully sought
contributions from more people. I still hope that the
government will consider my earlier request to meet
with victims, discuss this bill with them and consider if
it is good enough or if we need to do more. If this is
done, the people of Victoria may also have confidence
that we, their elected representatives, are acting
positively on their behalf.
However, there is more. The problem cannot and
should not be confined simply to the parole board. Are
there failings with our corrections system? Do police
need greater powers? Should we look at other means of
monitoring persons and ensuring that they know that
we can and will track their every movement? I heard
Justice Simon Whelan speaking on radio, and I was
horrified. To hear him is to believe him, for he is a man
of deep integrity. From him we heard how poorly
resourced and poorly staffed the parole board is in this
state. The issues he raised must be addressed, and that
means this year, this month or this week. If they are not,
the ministers for police and corrections and the
Attorney-General should be held to account, along with
the Premier.
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Mr ONDARCHIE (Northern Metropolitan) — I
rise today to speak on the Corrections Amendment
(Breach of Parole) Bill 2013. I have to say at the outset
that I would much rather opposition members say they
are supporting this bill than say that they do not oppose
it. Not opposing it is a bit of a bet each way. I would
rather they said, ‘We support this bill. It is very
important for Victorians’. I would rather they got on the
bus or got out of the way, to be frank.
This bill takes further steps to ensure that offenders
cannot reoffend while on parole, something we have
seen time and again in Victoria’s recent history. The
bill provides new powers for police to deal with
breaches of parole terms or conditions that do not
involve further offending — for example, a breach of
curfew or alcohol restrictions. It makes reoffending on
parole more difficult as offences that breach parole are
now punishable by immediate arrest. As members of
Victorian society, we should not forget that parole is a
privilege; it is not a right.
The government commissioned former High Court
judge Ian Callinan to review the operations of the Adult
Parole Board of Victoria. The review was conducted in
the wake of considerable public concern about the adult
parole system following failures in the system as
identified in the events surrounding the tragic death of
Jill Meagher in my electorate of Northern Metropolitan
Region. The review was commissioned with the
objective of ensuring that community safety is the
paramount consideration in any decision about parole;
that parole is a privilege, not a right; and that the adult
parole board operates in line with what the community
expects. Mr Callinan’s review followed an earlier
review by the Sentencing Advisory Council into the
adult parole system, and extensive legislative and
administrative reforms of the system have been
implemented by the government.
I have to say that Mr Callinan conducted a very
extensive and in-depth analysis of the adult parole
board, and he has made 23 recommendations. He had
full and open access to research, study and investigate
all aspects of our parole system. The Callinan report
draws a clear line in the sand: the culture of parole in
Victoria must and will change. As the Premier said
repeatedly — and I repeat to the house today — parole
is a privilege, not a right. The report contains
23 measures. Many of them will be implemented
swiftly through administrative or legislative changes
and are being introduced through the course of this
year. Work has already begun to assess the detail
implementing other measures, and a cabinet task force
has been established to consider the complex legal
changes required.
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The adult parole system in Victoria has a very
important role to play in the proper functioning of our
criminal justice system, and the Minister for
Corrections, Mr O’Donohue, is doing a wonderful job
in getting this progressed. As the Premier said, the
system failed Jill Meagher. It is vital that Victorians
have confidence in the adult parole system and that it
operates in such a way that community safety is the
paramount consideration in any decision about who
gets parole. Implementation of these reforms is the first
step in rebuilding Victoria’s confidence in our parole
system. I commend the bill to the house.
Ms MIKAKOS (Northern Metropolitan) — I rise
today to speak on the Corrections Amendment (Breach
of Parole) Bill 2013. This bill seeks to amend the
Corrections Act 1986 to create a new offence for breach
of a condition or prescribed term of a parole order
without reasonable excuse, punishable by three months
in prison, 30 penalty units or both; enable a member of
the police force, without warrant, to arrest a prisoner on
parole if he or she suspects on reasonable grounds that
the prisoner has breached a condition or prescribed
term of their parole order; and provide that a prison
sentence imposed for the offence of breaching a
condition or prescribed term of a parole order is served
cumulatively with other prison sentences.
We believe these are sensible and necessary reforms,
and therefore the Labor opposition is supporting the
bill. We on this side of the house recognise the
importance of the parole board and its vital role in
promoting community safety in Victoria. We see the
use of parole as an essential element of the reintegration
process for prisoners returning to society. The parole
process is designed to ensure that prisoners are
supervised and supported as they reintegrate, with
minimal risk to our community of reoffending.
Our society views parole as a privilege for those
prisoners who have proved themselves worthy of
returning to society. However, it is not viewed as an
automatic right. When determining that prisoners are
eligible for parole we, as a society, trust that the parole
board will carry out a thorough assessment and impose
the appropriate terms and conditions on those who are
to be released. It is therefore reasonable for our
community to expect that these terms and conditions
will be strictly adhered to.
Given the recent tragic events involving horrific crimes
perpetrated by prisoners while on parole, it is clear that
our community has been let down by failures in the
justice system. In particular we are all well aware of the
shocking circumstances surrounding the rape and
murder of Jill Meagher, who was a constituent of mine
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and, I note, also of Mr Ondarchie, who also referred to
this particular tragic case in the electorate we share.
This heartbreaking case highlighted to the community
and all of us, as parliamentarians, the urgent need to
reform the parole process. Undoubtedly the case of Jill
Meagher received enormous media coverage and
focused the public’s attention on the practices of the
parole board, but as has been mentioned by many, there
are other issues that relate to this matter which need to
be examined in terms of the broader operation of the
parole system, and the parole board is but one.
There are issues to do with Corrections Victoria and a
range of matters, and there needs to be a holistic
approach and appropriate resourcing in relation to these
matters. There have been many other instances of
violent crimes carried out by individuals released under
parole orders. As was reported in the Age of 20 August
the failure of the parole system was again starkly
illustrated when Jason John Dinsley pleaded guilty to
the murder and attempted rape of young Ballarat
mother Sharon Siermans. The crime occurred while he
was on parole after serving time for a horrific rape at a
St Kilda hotel. Dinsley, who had 99 convictions on his
record before the murder, had breached his parole by
failing a drug test and had been scheduled to meet with
the parole board two days after he murdered
Ms Siermans.
I take this opportunity to express my sympathy to the
family of Ms Siermans, as I have previously expressed
my sympathy to the family of Jill Meagher. These are
terrible and tragic cases, and we all hope these violent
crimes will not be committed again. There need to be
appropriate checks and balances in place in our parole
system, but as I said before there also needs to be a
range of other reforms including appropriate
resourcing. It is time the parole system be examined
and that we as legislators continue to examine our
justice system and make reforms where they are
warranted. I therefore welcome the provisions in this
bill that aim to tighten the process of identifying
potential breaches of parole order terms and conditions.
It is important that there be a deterrent to further
offending in respect of prisoners who breach a
prescribed term or conditions of their parole orders.
The bill specifies that when determining that a prisoner
on parole is in the process of breaching a condition in
their parole order, police will be required to identify the
prisoner and crosscheck the terms of the individual’s
parole order, utilising the E*Justice and law
enforcement assistant program databases. The bill
further specifies that an arrested prisoner may be
detained in custody if the member of the police force
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who arrested the prisoner is satisfied that the breach is
not trivial or minor in matter.
The arresting officer must also be satisfied that
detention is necessary to prevent the prisoner
continuing the breach or committing a further breach of
a term or condition of a parole order. If a prisoner is
detained, the arresting officer must ensure that the adult
parole board is notified of the detention not more than
12 hours after the arrest. The bill also provides for a
term of imprisonment resulting from an offence of
breaching a prescribed term of a condition to be served
cumulatively, the exception being for youth offenders
where the presumption is that such a sentence would be
served concurrently.
While we on this side of the house support the bill, we
have very serious concerns relating to the regulations
that the government will introduce to support it. We are
particularly concerned about the definition of what
constitutes a prescribed term or condition of a parole
order. It is important that these definitions be precise,
that there are no loopholes or ambiguities, if we are to
restore community confidence in our parole system and
also in the corrections system. There are critical issues
of resourcing for these reforms.
Obviously there will be implications for Victoria Police
members on the beat and in charge of already
overcrowded police cells. I note that an article in the
Herald Sun of 5 September reports that:
More than 100 emergency camp beds have been drafted into
seven Victorian jails in a desperate bid to free up crowded
police station cells used by prisoners.

We are seeing our police station cells on high rotation,
with prisoners moved around because they cannot get a
bed in the prison system. These are all concerning
matters, particularly as we have had $100 million of
cuts to Victoria Police funding and 380 jobs lost from
Victoria Police, and all of these cuts in resources are
coming at a time when additional strains and
obligations will be put on Victoria Police to address
issues of parole breaches. It is therefore critical that the
government outline what further resources it intends to
allocate to Victoria Police in order for it to properly
implement this policy.
I note that the Age of 22 August reports that Justice
Callinan had said:
… the board was too focused on the rehabilitation of
offenders to the detriment of community safety, and operated
under the assumption that prisoners had a right to be paroled.

Of course it is absolutely critical that community safety
is paramount. However, it is also important that we
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provide appropriate resources within the prison system
and the youth justice system to ensure that offenders
can be rehabilitated appropriately prior to being
released into the community.
I note that the 2011–12 annual report of the Youth
Parole Board and Youth Residential Board Victoria
was tabled in the house earlier today. I take this
opportunity to thank the Youth Parole Board for
enabling me to sit in on some of its parole hearings
earlier this year and to observe the board’s practices and
operation. The annual report refers to the need for the
provision of further support for young offenders upon
their release into the community. The boards made the
point that:
Stable accommodation, particularly long-term
accommodation, is a critical element in the ability of a young
person to successfully complete parole and work towards
rehabilitation in the community.

The Youth Parole Board report outlines a number of
existing services in this area but also notes the need for
continuing service enhancement in this area.
Clearly these issues of post-release support services
need to be examined in respect of young offenders who
are on parole, as well as other types of support services.
I have raised on many occasions the issue of
government funding cuts to the YMCA Bridge Project,
which supports young offenders released from the
youth justice system to find jobs. If we are serious
about ensuring that young offenders are properly
rehabilitated and integrated back into the community,
there need to be employment support services,
education services and other types of programs in place
to ensure that they do not continue the cycle of
reoffending, go back into the youth justice system and
then go on to graduate — for want of a better word —
to the adult correction system.
I will indicate to the house that whilst the opposition
supports the reform of the parole system and therefore
supports this bill, it is important to properly resource the
justice system to ensure that our parole process works
appropriately. We are concerned about the
government’s piecemeal approach to reforming the
adult parole board, and we note in particular that its
lack of resourcing has not been addressed by
government members today.
I conclude by expressing the view that the Victorian
community has every right to feel that they have been
let down by the parole system to date and it is important
that this legislation is but the first step in rebuilding that
trust in the community. This bill needs to be
accompanied by appropriate resourcing and support for
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the relevant agencies across the board, not just the
Youth Parole Board but also Corrections Victoria and
Victoria Police. All of these agencies need to be
adequately resourced in order to be able to respond to
the issues that have come out of this review.
Mr RAMSAY (Western Victoria) — It gives me
pleasure to be able to make a small contribution, given
the time constraints, to the Corrections Amendment
(Breach of Parole) Bill 2013. In doing so I note
Ms Mikakos’s contribution indicated that the
opposition will be supporting the bill, and I am pleased
to hear that. It seemed to be in contrast to Mr Tee’s
contribution where he really did not seem to know what
time of day it was, much less what reports have been
available for him to read and pass some coherent
judgement on. At least Ms Mikakos is in no doubt that
the opposition is supporting this bill, and we are
thankful for that.
I also take this opportunity to congratulate the new
Minister for Corrections, Ed O’Donohue. He has taken
on a very challenging portfolio, certainly in relation to
bringing this bill forward, and the way that he has dealt
with the matters in relation to the Adult Parole Board of
Victoria is to be commended. I would like to
acknowledge his role in that and also his role in
bringing this bill to this house.
The first purpose of the bill is to amend the Corrections
Act 1986 to create the offence of breaching a prescribed
term or condition of a parole order and to permit police
to arrest and detain a prisoner on parole upon breach of
a prescribed parole term or condition. The second
purpose is to amend the Sentencing Act 1991 to
provide that sentences imposed for the offence of
breaching a prescribed term or condition of a parole
order are to be served cumulatively with other prison
sentences.
The government has introduced significant legislative
and operational reforms to the adult parole system in
Victoria, and this bill and the continuing work on this
issue is part of that commitment and builds on these
reforms. The penalty for the new offence of breach of
parole will be up to three months imprisonment, a fine
of up to 30 penalty units or both. The bill also provides
new powers for the police to deal with breach of parole
terms or conditions that do not involve further
offending — that is, for example, a breach of curfew or
breach of alcohol restrictions.
These new powers provide that any police officer may
arrest and detain a prisoner on parole without a warrant
if the police officer suspects on reasonable grounds that
the prisoner while on parole has breached a prescribed
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term or condition of parole. Upon arrest for breach of
parole the prisoner will be dealt with in accordance
with the criminal laws and procedures that currently
apply to arrested persons unless the police officer is
satisfied that the prisoner should be detained in order to
prevent the breach continuing or to prevent a further
breach of parole. If the police officer is so satisfied, the
prisoner may be detained until the breach is considered
by the adult parole board. If the prisoner is detained
under these new provisions, the adult parole board must
be notified within 12 hours of the arrest, and as soon as
reasonably practical after being notified, the board must
order that that person be detained in a prison or police
jail pending consideration by the board.
If the board makes a decision that the prisoner should
no longer be detained under these provisions or decides
not to cancel parole, those criminal laws dealing with
the custody of a person are immediately re-enlivened.
The result is that a prisoner must continue to be
detained for the purposes of the criminal proceedings
before the court or until, for example, bail is granted.
We have heard loudly and clearly from the people of
Victoria that the purpose of parole should be the
protection of the community, and this bill amplifies
that. It gives police extra powers to arrest and charge a
parolee for breach of parole.
As mentioned in other contributions, Justice Ian
Callinan is reviewing the adult parole board operations.
As the Premier has said on a number of occasions, the
parole system was flawed. It failed the Meagher family,
and we need to address that. Breach of parole is an
offence. The aim of this bill is to make the community
safer, to have the community as the first priority and to
clearly articulate that parole is a privilege not a right. I
commend the bill to the house.
Motion agreed to.
Read second time.
Committed.
Committee
Clause 1
Ms MIKAKOS (Northern Metropolitan) — I ask
the minister, for the record, because concerns are
expressed to me by various organisations who work
with youth offenders, to explain the changes that this
bill makes in respect of youth offenders and in
particular the offenders who are in the dual-track
system.
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Hon. E. J. O’DONOHUE (Minister for
Corrections) — This bill makes no changes to the youth
system.
Ms MIKAKOS (Northern Metropolitan) — I thank
the minister. I wanted that on the record so that people
are clear about it.
Ms PENNICUIK (Southern Metropolitan) — Just
for clarification on the point that Ms Mikakos made,
does that mean that any prison sentence for an offence
of breach of parole by a youth offender would be
served consecutively or cumulatively?
Hon. E. J. O’DONOHUE (Minister for
Corrections) — The bill makes no changes for youth
offenders.
Clause agreed to.
Clause 2
Mr TEE (Eastern Metropolitan) — I note that the
bill does not come into operation before 1 July 2014.
That is a very long time frame. Why is it pushed out
that far?
Hon. E. J. O’DONOHUE (Minister for
Corrections) — That is a default commencement date.
It can commence earlier by proclamation.
Mr TEE (Eastern Metropolitan) — It is curious that
the Courts Legislation Amendment (Judicial Officers)
Bill 2013, which was second read on 21 August, has a
much earlier date of February 2014. It seems unusual
for the date to be pushed out that far, and I am
wondering if there is any particular reason. I understand
it is the default date, the furthest possible date; I
understand that from the wording of it, but I am
wondering why the minister has given himself the
option to push it that far back.
Hon. E. J. O’DONOHUE (Minister for
Corrections) — It is the default commencement date,
and that date is not unusual, as Mr Tee asserts. It is the
government’s intention, as the Premier has said, for this
bill to commence as soon as possible. As Mr Tee noted
in his contribution to the second-reading debate, there
are regulations to be drafted on the passage of this bill.
But it is the government’s intention that this bill
commence as soon as practical.
Mr TEE (Eastern Metropolitan) — In part it is to
give the minister options in terms of the drafting of the
regulations, and we will come to those in a moment. Is
one of the other reasons that the government needs to
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wait for Ararat or Ravensthorpe and the other prisons to
come on board? Is it a capacity argument as well?
Hon. E. J. O’DONOHUE (Minister for
Corrections) — There is no construction of anything at
Ravensthorpe that I am aware of. The government does
plan to build a new prison at Ravenhall which will open
in 2017. Mr Tee referred to the Ararat prison project.
He would be aware that that project was due to be
completed late last year, delivering 350 beds to the
system. Regrettably, in the finest Labor tradition of the
desalination plant, myki, HealthSMART and a range of
other botched projects, the previous government
botched the Ararat prison project which this
government has resurrected.
I am pleased, as I advised the house in question time on
Tuesday, that there are now approximately 600 workers
on site each and every day in Ararat, contributing to
that local economy and delivering jobs and economic
growth to that local economy as well as fixing the
botched Labor project. To go to the substance of
Mr Tee’s question, we seek that this bill commence as
soon as is practicable.
Mr TEE (Eastern Metropolitan) — Again, that
sounded more like a second-reading debate contribution
from the minister. My question really was: is one of the
reasons the commencement date is pushed out so far a
capacity issue, and is the government essentially
waiting to create extra capacity in the system before the
provisions of the bill commence?
Hon. E. J. O’DONOHUE (Minister for
Corrections) — No. The government is delivering
additional capacity as a result of the investment
decisions it has made in each of its three budgets since
it has been in power. Additional capacity is being
delivered to the system on a progressive basis, and this
bill will commence as soon as is practicable.
Mr Ramsay — As soon as Mr Tee stops talking!
Mr TEE (Eastern Metropolitan) — No, Mr Ramsay.
It turns out it is July 2014, not soon. The minister has
just outlined a number of steps that the government is
taking to increase capacity. I thank him for giving us
that information. The question I ask is about the
connection between the steps that the minister has
outlined — again, I thank the minister for providing
that — and the commencement date. Is there a
connection or not?
Hon. E. J. O’DONOHUE (Minister for
Corrections) — No.
Clause agreed to.
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Clause 3
Mr TEE (Eastern Metropolitan) — New
section 78A provides that:
A prisoner while released under a parole order must not …
breach a prescribed term or condition of that parole order.

Is it a prescribed term or condition in the parole order or
is a prescribed term something different from what is in
that individual parole order?
Hon. E. J. O’DONOHUE (Minister for
Corrections) — It is what is in the parole order.
Mr TEE (Eastern Metropolitan) — Is the new
section providing that any term or condition of a parole
order that is breached can result in a penalty of up to the
amount in the new section and that those terms or
conditions are individual terms or conditions that relate
to that particular offender; they are not generic terms
that you can find elsewhere?
Hon. E. J. O’DONOHUE (Minister for
Corrections) — Every offender has conditions tailored
to their individual granting of parole.
Ms PENNICUIK (Southern Metropolitan) —
During the second-reading debate I referred to the
standard and intensive parole conditions that are on the
Corrections Victoria website. I had them printed out but
unfortunately I have sent them off to Hansard, so I do
not have them in front of me at the moment. The
minister has just mentioned that every prisoner has
conditions tailored to their circumstances. Would those
prescribed conditions that become part of the parole
order be based basically on what is already on the
Corrections Victoria website?
Hon. E. J. O’DONOHUE (Minister for
Corrections) — I am not quite sure if I understand the
question. As I said in response to Mr Tee’s question,
every parolee will have terms and conditions that are
specific to that individual. Depending on the type of
offender and the type of offence, the importance of an
individual term or condition may vary. For example, an
exclusion order prohibiting someone from visiting a
forested area might have more relevance in relation to
an arsonist than it would perhaps have for someone
else.
Ms PENNICUIK (Southern Metropolitan) — I
think the confusion is in the use of the word
‘prescribed’, which usually suggests the regulation of
prescribed conditions, and the minister is talking about
tailored conditions. I think that is where the confusion
is, and we just need some clarification on that.
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Hon. E. J. O’DONOHUE (Minister for
Corrections) — The parole board will make certain
conditions as part of the granting of parole. The
regulations will prescribe certain conditions which may
be applied by the parole board.
Mr TEE (Eastern Metropolitan) — A prisoner who
is released on parole has to comply with general
provisions prescribed by the parole board as well as
individual conditions that are applicable to that
prisoner. Is that the difference between prescribed terms
or conditions and other types of conditions?
Hon. E. J. O’DONOHUE (Minister for
Corrections) — The prisoner who is granted parole has
to comply with the prescribed terms or conditions that
are set by the parole board.
Ms PENNICUIK (Southern Metropolitan) — I
think it is an important point. The new section reads:
A prisoner while released under a parole order must not,
without reasonable excuse, breach a prescribed term or
condition of that parole order.

As the new section reads, I understand a prescribed
condition to be one that is prescribed by the regulations.
The new section as it is written does not necessarily
seem to apply to non-prescribed conditions.
Hon. E. J. O’DONOHUE (Minister for
Corrections) — The terms and conditions will cover the
same areas as are now imposed or which may be
imposed. They will be rewritten and set out in the
regulations in more formal legalistic language, to avoid
doubt or ambiguity.
Ms PENNICUIK (Southern Metropolitan) — That
is partly an answer to my first question — that is, the
existing standard or intensive parole conditions that can
be imposed, which are on the Corrections Victoria
website, will be transcribed into the regulations.
However, as the new section is written it appears to
mean that there will be a breach without reasonable
excuse only if it is one of those prescribed terms or
conditions that is breached and not a tailored term or
condition that is not prescribed. Will a parolee have to
comply with another condition that is not a prescribed
condition?
Hon. E. J. O’DONOHUE (Minister for
Corrections) — The Adult Parole Board of Victoria
will retain the ability to prescribe specific conditions
pertinent to an individual.
Mr TEE (Eastern Metropolitan) — Is this the way
of looking at it? If you are released on parole, there are
effectively two sets of conditions that you cannot
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breach. One is a prescribed term, which you will find
somewhere in regulations, and the other is a condition
that applies particularly to you as an offender. So you
get a set that is scribbled on your individual file but as
well as that you get by way of regulation some
prescribed terms.
Hon. E. J. O’DONOHUE (Minister for
Corrections) — Breaching some conditions of a parole
order will not lead to an offence, as the Premier
articulated in the press conference when he and I
announced this legislation. Minor or trivial matters will
not constitute an offence, and that will be defined
through the regulations.
Mr TEE (Eastern Metropolitan) — Okay, so the
prescribed term will be a regulation that will provide an
offence. That new section says that a prisoner must not
breach a condition of a parole order, which I think we
have agreed is a condition that applies to that
individual — and it might be in relation to drug and
alcohol abstention. My question is: if you breach a
condition that applies to you as an individual, does that
constitute an offence under new section 78A or is it in
fact only, as the minister suggested then, a breach of the
regulations or the prescribed terms?
Hon. E. J. O’DONOHUE (Minister for
Corrections) — The conditions that will lead to an
offence pursuant to this legislation will be prescribed in
the regulations.
Mr TEE (Eastern Metropolitan) — So it is not a
breach of any condition of the parole order that
constitutes an offence. It might be that breaching a
condition of that parole order may not constitute an
offence under new section 78A; you will need to go and
have a look at the regulations to understand whether a
particular condition applying to a particular individual
constitutes a breach of the regulations and therefore
constitutes an offence under this new section. Is that the
way it works?
Hon. E. J. O’DONOHUE (Minister for
Corrections) — As the government has consistently
said, it is not the intention for trivial or very minor
breaches of a parole order to lead to this offence.
Ms PENNICUIK (Southern Metropolitan) — The
actual provision does not say that. It says:
A prisoner while released under a parole order must not,
without reasonable excuse, breach a prescribed term or
condition of that parole order.

It does not say a ‘major’ prescribed term, and it does
not rule out ‘minor’ prescribed terms. I think this is the
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fulcrum on which the whole bill turns, and if we are
having some confusion about it, I think it is about what
is prescribed and what is an individual condition. The
term used there is ‘prescribed term or condition’. Is
‘prescribed term’ what is going to be in the regulations?
Is the word ‘prescribed’ being used as an adjective for
‘term’ and ‘condition’, or is it meant to be a prescribed
term as prescribed by the regulations or a condition of
that parole order? Perhaps the courts will be clearer as
to what this new section means, but so far I do not think
we have actually had that clarified.
Hon. E. J. O’DONOHUE (Minister for
Corrections) — Without conceding the point made by
Ms Pennicuik, the regulations will clarify any
ambiguity.
Mr TEE (Eastern Metropolitan) — The way the
minister has articulated it is, as Ms Pennicuik says, not
what is set out in new section 78A, but it is actually set
out in new section 78B(3)(b), where it says:
a breach of a term or condition of the parole order that is
prescribed for the purposes of this section.

This is a very different proposition to the proposition
that is in 78A, because 78A does not refer to a
prescribed condition, it simply refers to a condition of
that parole order; there is not the nexus there, as there is
in 78B(3)(b). I suppose my question is: what is the
difference between 78A and 78B(3)(b)?
Hon. E. J. O’DONOHUE (Minister for
Corrections) — Within the regulations there will be a
list of all the terms and conditions, and it will identify
within that the breaching of which ones constitutes a
breach of the amended act.
Ms PENNICUIK (Southern Metropolitan) — What
is the difference between a term and a condition?
Hon. E. J. O’DONOHUE (Minister for
Corrections) — Nothing.
Mr TEE (Eastern Metropolitan) — I want to move
on, but is what the minister saying essentially that it is a
prescribed term or a prescribed condition, so the word
‘prescribed’, which is in the regulations, applies to both
the words ‘term’ and ‘condition’? Where we seem to
have landed, without wanting to put words in the
minister’s mouth, is that the conditions of an
individual’s parole are only relevant to the extent that
those conditions are prescribed conditions. If the
prescribed condition is then breached, then this new
section comes into it. But if it is not a prescribed
condition, then this new section does not apply. Is that
where we have landed?
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Hon. E. J. O’DONOHUE (Minister for
Corrections) — I think I have answered Mr Tee’s
question in my previous answer.
Ms PENNICUIK (Southern Metropolitan) —
Firstly, if there is no difference between a term or
condition, why use both words? Secondly, does the
adjective ‘prescribed’ describe a term and a condition
under this clause, and if it does, where does a nonprescribed condition, as that is tailored to a particular
offender, fit into this?
Hon. E. J. O’DONOHUE (Minister for
Corrections) — I am advised that that language has
been the language used in the act since 1986. It is
language of the act that has been in existence for a
considerable period. In relation to Ms Pennicuik’s
second question, the regulations will deal with those
matters.
Ms PENNICUIK (Southern Metropolitan) —
However, earlier on the minister mentioned tailored
conditions for particular offenders. Can the minister
give an answer as to whether they are covered by
clause 3?
Hon. E. J. O’DONOHUE (Minister for
Corrections) — The matters that give rise to an offence
pursuant to this legislation will be identified in the
regulations.
Mr TEE (Eastern Metropolitan) — When can we
expect to see those regulations? Are they far away? I
am asking because it all hangs off the regulations in the
sense that if it is in the regulations, it is an offence that
affects the act, and if it is not in the regulations, then it
is an offence that does not bring into play the provisions
of this bill. The regulations are a critical part of the
whole structure. When does the minister anticipate that
we will see those regulations?
Hon. E. J. O’DONOHUE (Minister for
Corrections) — It is standard practice for legislation to
pass and the regulations to be drafted as a result of that
legislation. The government does not want to pre-empt
what happens in this place or the other place. Having
said that, the government is committed to delivering
this act and promulgating this act as soon as is
practicable.
Mr TEE (Eastern Metropolitan) — I think the
minister might have misheard. I was asking if, in view
of the critical nature of these regulations, which
underpin the entire bill, he can give the community
some estimate as to when we will see them?
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Hon. E. J. O’DONOHUE (Minister for
Corrections) — I can only repeat my previous answers.
The government wants to see this legislation in force as
soon as possible.
Ms PENNICUIK (Southern Metropolitan) — Can
the minister tell me whether a parole order under this
new legislation can contain a term or condition which is
not prescribed?
Hon. E. J. O’DONOHUE (Minister for
Corrections) — Yes.
Ms PENNICUIK (Southern Metropolitan) — So it
would follow that if the parolee breached the term or
condition which is not prescribed, they would not be
committing an offence?
Hon. E. J. O’DONOHUE (Minister for
Corrections) — Yes.
Mr TEE (Eastern Metropolitan) — I want to come
back to the issue of the regulations. As I said, this is a
critical issue. The minister will recall the case of
Mr Dinsley who murdered someone in Ballarat and had
failed a drug and alcohol abstention order that was part
of his parole on four occasions. Is that the sort of matter
that would be in the regulations?
Hon. E. J. O’DONOHUE (Minister for
Corrections) — I am not going to comment on specific
matters. I refer to my previous answers about the effect
of the regulations.
Mr TEE (Eastern Metropolitan) — It is a critical
issue, and I am wondering if the minister can give any
comfort to the community out there that a breach of a
drug and alcohol abstention order will be covered by
this bill through the regulations?
Hon. E. J. O’DONOHUE (Minister for
Corrections) — I am not going to go into specific
matters. The intention is that trivial or minor breaches
of parole will not be caught by this act. I will let Mr Tee
draw his own conclusions about the matters he has
referred to. With reference to community expectation
and community comfort, let me make this commitment:
the government is absolutely committed to reforming
the parole system. It is reforming the parole system.
That is why we have introduced this legislation. That is
why we commissioned Justice Callinan to conduct his
report.
Let me take this opportunity to correct Mr Tee, who
said that the terms of reference were not made public.
They are on page 3 of the report. If you turn over the
first page of the report, you will see the terms of
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reference. If Mr Tee wants to know who made
submissions to the Callinan review, I direct him to the
back of the report which identifies those who made
submissions. I think it is grossly irresponsible that
Mr Tee, as a lead speaker for the opposition, took the
opportunity to score cheap political points on this very
serious issue.
Mr Tee — On a point of order, Acting President,
this is not the second-reading debate.
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr Elasmar) —
Order! The minister can debate, but I remind him that
this is not the second-reading debate.
Hon. E. J. O’DONOHUE — On the point of order,
Acting President, the member asked whether the
community can take comfort from this legislation, and
he raised community concerns about these issues. I
think these are very important and very sensitive issues,
and I am just putting on record some of the gross errors
that were made by Mr Tee in the second-reading
debate.
Mr Tee — Further on the point of order, Acting
President, the question I asked was if the minister could
give the community any comfort about whether the
regulations will cover drug and alcohol abstention
orders, in view of the sort of damage we saw in a
Ballarat murder case. I think it is insensitive, improper
and in breach of the standing orders for the minister to
use his response to my important question as an
opportunity to revisit a debate in the second-reading
stage which has nothing to do with this regulation or
with the Ballarat murder case.
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr Elasmar) —
Order! I have ruled on this point of order. I said the
minister can debate but this is not the second-reading
debate. It is up to the minister to continue.
Hon. E. J. O’DONOHUE — I have answered
Mr Tee’s question.
Ms PENNICUIK (Southern Metropolitan) — The
minister said that the intention of this bill is not to
capture minor breaches of parole, but there is actually
nothing in the bill to prevent that. The only thing the
bill prevents is a parolee being detained for a minor
breach; police cannot detain a parolee unless it is for a
serious breach. As I said in the second-reading debate
in the lead-up to my question, this bill captures all
parolees. If anyone has read the Ogloff report — many
people who spoke on the bill obviously had not read
it — they will know that it goes to nine very serious
cases. It is very shocking and sobering reading for
anyone who looks at it, even though it has been
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redacted. It is very concerning, and these are the people
I think we should be aiming at.
Going back to the minister’s example of an arsonist
who has a tailored parole condition, such as, ‘Parolee A
is not allowed to go near this particular area’, I presume
that would not be a prescribed term or condition
because it is very tailored. So under the bill a person
who breached that condition would not be committing
an offence because the condition was tailored
specifically to them and is to do with their particular
circumstances. I think this is a really important issue. If
a parolee had a tailored condition like that — for
example, if an arsonist had a tailored condition not to
go to a certain area — and they breached it, they would
not be committing an offence under this act. Is that
correct?
Hon. E. J. O’DONOHUE (Minister for
Corrections) — I agree with Ms Pennicuik in relation to
the Ogloff report — not the Gray report, which was
referred to earlier. The Ogloff report goes to a range of
matters. As Ms Pennicuik would be aware, it goes
predominantly to parolee murders that took place
between 2008 and 2010. In relation to exclusion orders,
it is anticipated that they will form part of the
regulations.
Ms PENNICUIK (Southern Metropolitan) — Yes, I
can see that exclusion orders will form part of the
prescribed regulations, as they are already up on the
Corrections Victoria website. However, specific
exclusion orders are not. The minister has already said
that some tailored conditions might not be covered by
prescriptions under the regulations. If a tailored order
were an important exclusion from a specific area that is
not prescribed, then the parolee would not be
committing an offence under this bill.
Hon. E. J. O’DONOHUE (Minister for
Corrections) — Under my example an exclusion order
would be prescribed and would be tailored to the
individual offender.
Ms PENNICUIK (Southern Metropolitan) — I do
not want to pursue this anymore; I think I have made
my point. This issue has not been clarified by the
minister at all. He has already confirmed it would not
be an offence if a parolee breached a tailored condition
that was not prescribed under the bill.
Mr TEE (Eastern Metropolitan) — The minister has
indicated that exclusion orders will be prescribed. Will
drug and alcohol abstention orders be prescribed?
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Hon. E. J. O’DONOHUE (Minister for
Corrections) — I have answered Mr Tee’s question in
my previous answers.
Mr TEE (Eastern Metropolitan) — I want to
understand how the provision under new section 78B
will apply in practice. If you are a police officer
working on the street and you pick someone up, how
will the police officer in those circumstances know if
that person is on parole? Will they have access to that
information on their person?
Hon. E. J. O’DONOHUE (Minister for
Corrections) — One of the outcomes of the Sentencing
Advisory Council report is that initiatives have been
undertaken by this government to better coordinate and
share information between Victoria Police, Corrections
Victoria and the Adult Parole Board of Victoria.
Mr TEE (Eastern Metropolitan) — Would the
police officer have with them the means to access that
information, either in their car or on a hand-held device,
or would they need to contact the station? Where would
that information be located?
Hon. E. J. O’DONOHUE (Minister for
Corrections) — Information relating to any parolee and
their conditions would be accessible from the law
enforcement assistance program (LEAP) database.
Mr TEE (Eastern Metropolitan) — Is it the case that
the LEAP database currently has on it the parole
conditions of each parolee?
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allow for identification of a drug or alcohol abstention
order?
Hon. E. J. O’DONOHUE (Minister for
Corrections) — It will cover all conditions.
Mr TEE (Eastern Metropolitan) — Will they be all
conditions or all prescribed conditions?
Hon. E. J. O’DONOHUE (Minister for
Corrections) — All conditions.
Mr TEE (Eastern Metropolitan) — The offences
under this bill only apply, as Ms Pennicuik has
ascertained, to prescribed conditions. How will the
police officer know whether the bail condition that is on
the LEAP database is a prescribed condition and that
therefore potentially there has been an offence under
this provision?
Hon. E. J. O’DONOHUE (Minister for
Corrections) — Mr Tee referred to bail, but we are
talking about the parole legislation. I am advised that
the police will have the appropriate training to be able
to make that distinction.
Mr TEE (Eastern Metropolitan) — I just want to
clarify what the minister is saying. The police will
essentially be trained as to which parole conditions are
prescribed so they will know when they pick up an
individual whether the conditions, which they will be
able to ascertain from the LEAP database, are
prescribed?

Hon. E. J. O’DONOHUE (Minister for
Corrections) — I am advised that the LEAP database
currently identifies conditions associated with a parolee.
As part of these reforms, updates and enhancements to
that system will be made.

Hon. E. J. O’DONOHUE (Minister for
Corrections) — Through their experience, the
information they will be able to access from the LEAP
database and from their own assessment of an
individual based on the information they are provided
with, they will be able to make that assessment.

Mr TEE (Eastern Metropolitan) — Perhaps the
minister could clarify that. If the LEAP database
currently enables a police officer then and there to
access the parole conditions of an individual, what are
the updates or enhancements that are being made?

Mr TEE (Eastern Metropolitan) — With respect, it
is not a matter of experience; it is a matter of whether or
not the condition that is on the database is a prescribed
condition.

Hon. E. J. O’DONOHUE (Minister for
Corrections) — I am advised that the LEAP database
can currently identify key parole conditions like
curfews, exclusion zones and exclusion areas but does
not yet have the ability to identify a condition such as
rehabilitation attendance. Those enhancements will be
delivered as part of these reforms.
Mr TEE (Eastern Metropolitan) — In addition to
rehabilitation attendance, will the enhancements also

Hon. E. J. O’DONOHUE (Minister for
Corrections) — On the information that they will have
available to them, they will be able to make that
decision.
Mr TEE (Eastern Metropolitan) — My original
question was: will that information be available to them
on the LEAP database? Will they need to contact the
station? How will they access that information?
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Hon. E. J. O’DONOHUE (Minister for
Corrections) — As per my previous answer to Mr Tee,
they will access it from the LEAP database.
Mr TEE (Eastern Metropolitan) — My previous
question was in relation to the LEAP database. The
minister indicated that currently some bail conditions
are set out on the LEAP database, but that there will be
enhancements made that will make sure all conditions
are on the LEAP database. My question is: how does a
police officer access the regulations?
Hon. E. J. O’DONOHUE (Minister for
Corrections) — Just to clarify, I assume that Mr Tee’s
reference to bail conditions was to parole conditions.
The police will have access to the LEAP database,
which will identify the conditions. They will have that
information in their vehicle.
Mr TEE (Eastern Metropolitan) — Is the minister
suggesting that they will have the regulations? This is
an important issue. As the minister has said, it does not
relate to every condition; it is only the conditions that
are prescribed by way of regulation. My question is:
where will they find those regulations?
Hon. E. J. O’DONOHUE (Minister for
Corrections) — They will be able to identify from the
LEAP database the issues Mr Tee is referring to.
Mr Tee asks where they will access regulations and
legislation. Police access regulations and various forms
of legislation all the time.
Mr TEE (Eastern Metropolitan) — Just to be
absolutely clear, not every condition under this
provision is on the LEAP database. How will the police
officer know that a condition imposed on an individual
parolee is a prescribed condition?
Hon. E. J. O’DONOHUE (Minister for
Corrections) — As I have advised Mr Tee previously,
all conditions will be available to police and from those
the prescribed conditions will be identifiable.
Mr TEE (Eastern Metropolitan) — Can a police
officer access the LEAP database to ascertain, firstly,
all the conditions, and secondly, which of those
conditions are prescribed?
Mr Ondarchie — Asked and answered.
Mr TEE — The minister did not answer the
question. What the minister said was that the LEAP
database only has conditions; it does not have the
regulations.
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Hon. E. J. O’DONOHUE (Minister for
Corrections) — As I said in my previous answer, the
police will be able to access all the conditions.
Mr Tee interjected.
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr Elasmar) —
Order! Mr Tee will have his chance again.
Hon. E. J. O’DONOHUE — The police will be
able to access all the conditions of the parole and will
also be able to identify which of those are prescribed.
Mr TEE (Eastern Metropolitan) — Does the
minister have a time frame as to when the LEAP
database will be enhanced so that it will include all the
conditions and identify which of those are prescribed?
Hon. E. J. O’DONOHUE (Minister for
Corrections) — That work is currently being
undertaken and will be done as soon as possible.
Mr TEE (Eastern Metropolitan) — The minister has
given a vague answer. Is the minister able to assure the
committee that that work will be completed prior to this
bill coming into operation?
Hon. E. J. O’DONOHUE (Minister for
Corrections) — Yes.
Mr TEE (Eastern Metropolitan) — The minister
talked about resources. There were reports today about
prisons, and I suspect there have been reports about
police cells, being at capacity. My question is: are there
sufficient existing resources in terms of capacity to pick
up the additional offences that will be created by this
bill?
Hon. E. J. O’DONOHUE (Minister for
Corrections) — Upon coming to office the coalition
government inherited a corrections system that had
suffered from gross underinvestment by the previous
government. That was the finding of the AuditorGeneral in his prison bed capacity report released last
year. That report identified that through the last three
budget cycles when Mr Lenders was the Treasurer and
custodian of the state’s finances he and the Labor
government said no to the advice provided by the
Department of Justice and Corrections Victoria to build
a new prison. The coalition government has accepted
the advice of Corrections Victoria and the Department
of Justice, and in the 2012–13 budget it committed to
building a new prison at Ravenhall. I am pleased to
advise that the expression of interest process was
announced by the Premier and me on the site of the
new prison a couple of months ago.
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In addition to that, as I referred to in my previous
answer to Mr Tee, the coalition government has fixed
the botched Ararat prison project. That project is now
back on track, with up to 600 workers on site in Ararat
each and every day. Upon that project being completed
and commissioned 350 additional beds will be provided
in the system. More than that, each of our three budgets
has also provided additional capacity for the prison
system. We are addressing the underinvestment that we
inherited when we came to government. The
investments we have made will progressively deliver
additional capacity to the prison system.
Mr TEE (Eastern Metropolitan) — In relation to
clause 2 the minister indicated that there was no
connection between the commencement date of this bill
and capacity constraints. In view of that answer, does
the minister maintain the answer he gave on clause 2?
Hon. E. J. O’DONOHUE (Minister for
Corrections) — As I said to Mr Tee previously, this bill
will be operational as soon as possible, and I stand by
my previous answer.
Mr TEE (Eastern Metropolitan) — Are the existing
resources sufficient to meet the additional capacity that
will be required as a result of this bill, or does the
government need those extra resources?
Hon. E. J. O’DONOHUE (Minister for
Corrections) — The government is delivering
additional capacity progressively to the prison system,
which will accommodate any additional demand
pressures flowing from this.
Mr TEE (Eastern Metropolitan) — Has the
government done any modelling around what
additional prison populations there will be as a result of
either an increase in population or these changes?
Hon. E. J. O’DONOHUE (Minister for
Corrections) — The government has made significant
additional investments in the prison system, as I
responded to Mr Tee on a previous question, to deal
with the growth in prisoner demand and also to deal
with the underinvestment that it inherited as a
government. Those investments will respond to any
increased demand pressures flowing from this
legislation.
Mr TEE (Eastern Metropolitan) — It was a
different question. It was not a question about whether
there is sufficient capacity existing, which was my
previous question; I have moved on. My question was:
has the government done any modelling around what
the prison population will be as a result of population
increases or these changes? Perhaps taking the first one
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first: has the government done any modelling around
the increase in the prison population as a result of
increasing population?
Hon. E. J. O’DONOHUE (Minister for
Corrections) — It is fair to say that a rising population
will lead to increased pressure or increased demand on
the prison network.
Mr TEE (Eastern Metropolitan) — The minister
seems to be avoiding the question. Has the government
done any modelling?
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT — Minister?
Mr TEE — To predict that growth? Sorry, just to be
clear, obviously — —
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT — Order! I have just
called the minister in response to Mr Tee’s question.
Hon. E. J. O’DONOHUE (Minister for
Corrections) — My previous answer covers Mr Tee’s
question.
Mr TEE (Eastern Metropolitan) — My question
was: has the government done any modelling? I do not
know that the minister has addressed that question.
Hon. E. J. O’DONOHUE (Minister for
Corrections) — If Mr Tee refers to the AuditorGeneral’s report that I referred to before, which cited
the underinvestment by the previous government in the
prison system and the fact that the previous government
and Mr Lenders said no on three occasions to the
commissioning of a new prison, that Auditor-General’s
report has modelling associated with projected growth
and prisoner population.
Mr TEE (Eastern Metropolitan) — I am not
referring to that modelling. I am asking if the
government has done any modelling about what the
additional prison population will be as a result of
increased population growth.
Hon. E. J. O’DONOHUE (Minister for
Corrections) — I can confirm to Mr Tee that increased
population will lead to increased pressure on the prison
system.
Mr TEE (Eastern Metropolitan) — Has the minister
done any modelling that measures how much the prison
population will increase as a result of the population
increase? It is a simple question; I am not sure what the
difficulty is.
Hon. E. J. O’DONOHUE (Minister for
Corrections) — I have answered Mr Tee’s question.
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The DEPUTY PRESIDENT — Order! In actual
fact the committee stage is about helping people to
clarify the detail of legislation. As the President, when
in his previous role of Deputy President, made quite
clear to ministers, and I do the same, this process is
expedited by a cooperative understanding. It was a clear
question. It would be better if the minister were to
indicate that he is either not prepared to or does not
wish to or cannot, or whatever, answer a question, but
the question was clear. It would have been quicker and
avoided several questions which were in effect the
same if the minister had indicated either that he was
prepared to answer the question or was not, and that
would have ended the matter. It makes it very difficult.
I know that I cannot instruct the minister and do not
intend to instruct him to answer in a particular way, but
the committee stage will just be dragged out unless we
have some cooperation about the way that questions are
asked and answered. I think Ms Pennicuik had the call,
Mr Tee.
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A prisoner who is arrested under subsection (1) may be
detained in custody if the member of the police force … is
satisfied that —
(a) the breach of a term or condition of the parole
order that constitutes the offence is not trivial or
minor.

The only thing in the bill that refers to ‘trivial or minor’
is that there is discretion in terms of the police officer
detaining the person if the breach is not trivial or minor.
I am wondering about the following subsection (3),
where it says:
A prisoner who is arrested under subsection (1) —

that is, has committed an offence under section 78A,
which we have been talking about for a while; a
prisoner who is arrested for a breach of section 78A —
must be detained in custody if the alleged breach of a term or
condition of the parole order is —
…

Mr TEE (Eastern Metropolitan) — Just on that, I
wonder if I can give the minister an opportunity, in
view of your very wise counsel, to reflect on his
answer. If I can ask my question again, that would
perhaps give him the opportunity to indicate whether or
not there has been any modelling that he has done or
the government has done in relation to what additional
prison population there will be as a result of the
population increase.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT — Order! No;
Mr Tee has clearly asked a question on a number of
occasions. My counsel to the minister was a generic
one, in the sense that it would assist the process if the
minister were to indicate either that he cannot or is not
prepared to for whatever reason — and it is his
prerogative — answer a particular question, or actually
answer the question. That is all I was asking. There is
no need to reprosecute the question. The minister is
well aware of the question and is well aware of my
counsel. He is more than capable of standing in his
place to take the matter up further if he chooses.
Ms PENNICUIK (Southern Metropolitan) —
Moving on to new section 78B, from my point of view
there is still a bit of a cloud over new section 78A as to
what constitutes an offence, but I do not want to
reprosecute that particular issue with the minister. The
minister has made the statement several times that this
bill is not meant to apply to minor breaches. I expressed
the view that I think that is right, because what we
should be doing is concentrating on major breaches and
issues of public safety. However, the bill does not say at
all that it only applies to minor breaches. New
section 78B(2) says:

(b) a breach of a term or condition of the parole order
that is prescribed for the purposes of this section.

It seems to me there is a contradiction between new
section 78B(2)(a) and 78B(3)(a) — that is, that the
person may be detained if the breach is other than
minor or trivial, or must be detained if it is a breach of a
condition.
Hon. E. J. O’DONOHUE (Minister for
Corrections) — I am advised that will be clarified by
the regulations.
Ms PENNICUIK (Southern Metropolitan) — I
think there is a contradiction between those two
subsections. One says there is a discretion, and the
following subsection says there is no discretion — that
the person must be detained if they have breached:
… a term or condition of the parole order that is prescribed
for the purposes of this section —

subsection (3). I cannot understand how that is going to
be fixed by the regulations, and I cannot understand
how new section 78 is going to be fixed by the
regulations. Surely the act is paramount, not the
regulations. Could the minister explain how that will be
addressed by the regulations?
Hon. E. J. O’DONOHUE (Minister for
Corrections) — The threshold question here is the
police decision of whether or not to arrest a parolee.
Obviously once that decision has been made, that
parolee will be detained.
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Ms PENNICUIK (Southern Metropolitan) — I am
not sure that is what the actual section says.
Subsection (2) says there is a discretion to detain the
parolee if the breach is trivial or minor. That is not how
it is written, but that is the effect of it; there is a
discretion. Subsection (3) says ‘must be detained’. I
think it is an important consideration. The intention is
to only detain people who have committed a serious
breach of their parole condition and who constitute a
threat to public safety and not detain people who have
committed only a minor breach. It also goes to the
purpose of Mr Tee’s questioning, which is that if all
persons who are arrested for a breach of a condition
must be detained, that is a concern in terms of police
holding cells, which we know are already overcrowded.
I am concerned as to the actual operation of this clause
and, as I said in the second-reading debate, it not being
targeted at persons who are a threat to public safety.
The minister is telling me the regulations are going to
fix this issue. Can he explain to me simply how that is
going to happen?
Hon. E. J. O’DONOHUE (Minister for
Corrections) — My previous answer deals with this
issue. I do not have anything further to add.
Mr TEE (Eastern Metropolitan) — I just want to
ask a couple of questions about new section 78C, which
provides the board with a capacity to order that a
prisoner be detained in a prison or a police jail. My
question is: who has responsibility for the duty of care
of that prisoner? Is it police or is it corrections? Or does
it depend on whether it is in a prison or in a jail?
Hon. E. J. O’DONOHUE (Minister for
Corrections) — The duty of care would be with the
police if they were held in a police jail or cell and it
would rest with Corrections Victoria if they were held
in a prison.
Mr TEE (Eastern Metropolitan) — Do we know
how many prisoners on parole are currently being held
in police cells or jail cells?
Hon. E. J. O’DONOHUE (Minister for
Corrections) — I do not have that information with me.
Mr TEE (Eastern Metropolitan) — Is that
something the minister can obtain and provide for us, or
is it not in that basket of issues?
Hon. E. J. O’DONOHUE (Minister for
Corrections) — I am happy to provide that information,
with a caveat about security matters.
Mr TEE (Eastern Metropolitan) — I am happy to
accept that caveat. Finally, clearly this will involve
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additional pressures on resources. We have talked about
the capacity issue in terms of beds, and I do not want to
revisit that, but are there any additional resources that
will be allocated to the implementation of this bill?
Hon. E. J. O’DONOHUE (Minister for
Corrections) — For the sake of repetition, I will just
identify the point that the government has made a
significant investment in the prison system in its first
three budgets. Because of the complexity of delivering
additional beds in the prison environment, we will see
the benefits of those investments progressively going
forward, which will accommodate any growth that
flows from this bill.
Ms PENNICUIK (Southern Metropolitan) —
During the debate on this bill and the previous Justice
Legislation Amendment (Cancellation of Parole and
Other Matters) Bill 2013 in March, I asked the question
whether there were occasions when the parole board
had not cancelled parole for a parolee who had been
charged with a further sex or violent crime, and it was
also granted, and then the person committed a further
crime. I also asked how many parolees had committed
a serious crime while on parole after committing a
previous serious crime and not having their parole
revoked. The answer to those questions that I received
from the department was:
This data is not readily available as it is not currently
collected by either Corrections Victoria or the adult parole
board.

My question is twofold: is that data now being collected
by either Corrections Victoria or the adult parole board;
and secondly, will the provision of clause 3, similar to
the provision put in the bail amendment act by way of
recording a conviction for a breach of parole, make that
data easier to collect?
Hon. E. J. O’DONOHUE (Minister for
Corrections) — I will have to refer to my advisers to
respond to the second part of Ms Pennicuik’s question.
In relation to the first part, I will refer to the Callinan
report, which was commissioned on 16 May. Despite
what Mr Tee asserted, the terms of reference are clearly
articulated on page 3 of that report. The introduction to
the terms of reference states:
To ensure the board continues to operate effectively and is
able to respond to current reforms and shifting demands,
Mr Ian Callinan, former High Court judge, will be engaged
to …

The third term of reference is:
provide options for increased transparency and board decision
making in Victoria.
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As Ms Pennicuik knows from having read the report
and cited parts of it in her contribution to the secondreading debate, Mr Callinan has given significant
consideration to that matter, including visiting the New
South Wales State Parole Authority, viewing how it
operates and noting its practices and procedures. He has
concluded that in order to respond to that term of
reference for increased transparency in the way the
board operates, its operating documents should be made
public. Mr Callinan has also recommended that details
of serious crimes committed by parolees be made
publicly available in a de-identified form so that the
public can have access to that information.
I am advised that once the bill passes we will be able to
access data in relation to offending against this
provision.
Clause agreed to; clauses 4 to 6 agreed to.
Reported to house without amendment.
Report adopted.
Third reading
Motion agreed to.
Read third time.

PLANT BIOSECURITY AMENDMENT
BILL 2013
Introduction and first reading
Received from Assembly.
Read first time for Hon. P. R. HALL (Minister for
Higher Education and Skills) on motion of
Hon. G. K. Rich-Phillips; by leave, ordered to be
read second time forthwith.
Statement of compatibility
For Hon. P. R. HALL (Minister for Higher
Education and Skills), Hon. G. K. Rich-Phillips
tabled following statement in accordance with
Charter of Human Rights and Responsibilities Act
2006:
In accordance with section 28 of the Charter of Human Rights
and Responsibilities Act 2006 (the charter act), I make this
statement of compatibility with respect to the Plant
Biosecurity Amendment Bill 2013.
In my opinion, the Plant Biosecurity Amendment Bill 2013,
as introduced to the Legislative Council, is compatible with
the human rights set out in the charter act. I base my opinion
on the reasons outlined in this statement.
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Overview of bill
The bill amends the Plant Biosecurity Act 2010 to provide for
certain debts due to the state under the act to be a charge on
land. The bill also amends the act to ensure that related
notices are provided to the prescribed owner/s of relevant
land.
Human rights issues
The bill does not engage any human rights protected under
the charter act. I therefore consider that this bill is compatible
with the charter act.
Hon. Peter Hall, MLC
Minister for Higher Education and Skills
Minister responsible for the Teaching Profession

Second reading
Ordered that second-reading speech be
incorporated into Hansard on motion of
Hon. G. K. RICH-PHILLIPS (Assistant Treasurer).
Hon. G. K. RICH-PHILLIPS (Assistant
Treasurer) — I move:
That the bill be now read a second time.

Incorporated speech as follows:
The Plant Biosecurity Act 2010 is the key legislative
framework supporting the government’s role in protecting
Victorian plant industries from pests and diseases, and in
facilitating the timely movement of produce to local,
interstate and overseas markets.
The act makes provision for the Department of Environment
and Primary Industries to direct a landowner to take action to
address a plant pest or disease risk that poses a threat to
neighbouring crops. If the landowner does not comply with
the direction in a specified time, the department can carry out
the direction to address the biosecurity threat to neighbouring
plant crops. The cost of actions undertaken by the department
may be charged back to the non-compliant landowner at the
minister’s discretion.
The cost of complying with these directions can be high, and
this legislation provides an effective tool to protect our vital
plant industries and their domestic and international market
access. Industries like horticulture are worth more than
$2.6 billion to the state and national economy with Victorian
horticulture exports valued at $479 million in 2011–12.
This bill provides an additional option for the department to
recover costs following government intervention to address a
biosecurity threat where there is non-compliance by a
landowner with a direction under the act.
This bill provides the option to place a charge on the land, if
the non-compliant landowner cannot pay the debt incurred by
the department. This option for recovering the debt is limited
to a landowner failing to comply with a direction under three
key sections of the act that can be used to address pest and
disease threats, including those caused by neglected orchards
and abandoned crops.
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The charge will only be placed on the land as a final step
following a transparent process whereby the landowner will
be given time to pay the debt before any charge is placed on
the land. This charge creates an additional option for cost
recovery in the event of transfer of the land in question. This
charge would be ahead of first mortgagees such as financial
institutions, but not ahead of other statutory charges such as
land tax or unpaid local government rates.
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Under part 3 of the bill, the Supreme, County and Magistrates
courts and VCAT will have power to make a proceeding
suppression order, namely an order that prohibits or restricts
the disclosure of a report of a proceeding or any information
derived from a proceeding, where such an order is necessary:
to prevent prejudice to the proper administration of
justice; or

In particular, this bill will provide certainty that the
government can take action to address a biosecurity threat and
recover costs that will protect the viability of Victoria’s plant
industries.

to prevent prejudice to national or international security;
or

I commend the bill to the house.

to avoid undue distress or embarrassment to a party or
witness in criminal proceedings involving a sexual
offence or family violence; or

Debate adjourned for Mr LENDERS (Southern
Metropolitan) on motion of Mr Tee.
Debate adjourned until Thursday, 12 September.
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to protect the safety of any person; or

to avoid undue distress or embarrassment to a child
witness in criminal proceedings.
The Coroners Court and VCAT can also make a proceeding
suppression order on additional grounds (reflecting their
existing powers):
VCAT can do so for any other reason in the interests of
justice.

Received from Assembly.
Read first time for Hon. E. J. O’DONOHUE
(Minister for Liquor and Gaming Regulation) on
motion of Hon. G. K. Rich-Phillips; by leave,
ordered to be read second time forthwith.
Statement of compatibility
For Hon. E. J. O’DONOHUE (Minister for Liquor
and Gaming Regulation), Hon. G. K. Rich-Phillips
tabled following statement in accordance with
Charter of Human Rights and Responsibilities Act
2006:
In accordance with section 28 of the Charter of Human Rights
and Responsibilities Act 2006 (the ‘charter act’), I make this
statement of compatibility with respect to the Open Courts
Bill 2013.
In my opinion, the Open Courts Bill 2013, as introduced to
the Legislative Council, is compatible with the human rights
as set out in the charter act. I base my opinion on the reasons
outlined in this statement.
Overview of bill
Consolidation of existing general statutory suppression order
powers of courts and VCAT
The bill consolidates in one act the existing general statutory
powers of the Supreme Court, County Court, Magistrates
Court, Coroners Court and the Victorian Civil and
Administrative Tribunal (VCAT) to make suppression orders
and closed-court orders and harmonises the grounds on which
these orders can be made. These general statutory powers are
in addition to existing powers under specific statutory
regimes.

The Coroners Court can do so if publication would be
contrary to the public interest.
Part 4 re-enacts the existing powers of the County Court and
the Magistrates Court to make suppression orders in relation
to information that is not a report of proceedings or derived
from proceedings, albeit on a more limited set of grounds for
the Magistrates Court.
Courts and tribunals will have a general statutory power to
make closed-court orders on the same grounds on which they
can make proceeding suppression orders (part 5).
The Supreme Court also retains its inherent jurisdiction to
make suppression orders.
The bill also introduces provisions to require suppression
orders to specify their duration and apply to only that
information which is necessary to achieve the purpose of the
order. The bill also confirms the courts’ and VCAT’s existing
obligations to only make orders where they are satisfied that
the grounds for making them have been established, and to
publish reasons for decision where reasons are otherwise
required by law, subject to editing if necessary to comply with
a suppression order.
Presumptions in favour of disclosure and hearings in public
In order to promote the principles of open justice and the free
communication of information, the bill also applies a
presumption in favour of disclosure of information to which
all courts and tribunals must have regard in determining
whether to make a suppression order.
Courts and tribunals will also be required to apply a
presumption in favour of hearing a proceeding in public in
determining whether to make a closed-court order.
These presumptions do not apply to specific statutory regimes
for suppression or closed-court orders.
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Human rights issues
Charter act s 24 — the right to a fair hearing
The presumptions in favour of disclosure of information and
hearing proceedings in public introduced by the bill promote
the principles of open justice and the free communication of
information and are consistent with the right to a fair and
public hearing set out in section 24(1) of the charter act. The
provision confirming the obligation to publish reasons for
decision promotes the requirement in section 24(3) of the
charter act that all judgements or decisions made by a court or
tribunal in a criminal or civil proceeding must be made public
unless otherwise permitted by law.
The power to make closed-court orders under part 5 of the bill
is also consistent with the qualification permitting closed
courts in section 24(2) of the charter act.
The grounds on which suppression and closed-court orders
can be made are strictly limited and designed to serve the
legitimate and important ends set out in parts 3, 4 and 5.
These include avoiding prejudice to the administration of
justice or Australia’s security interests, protecting a person’s
safety, and protecting parties and witnesses in certain criminal
proceedings from distress or embarrassment. Such powers
will be exercised by an independent court or tribunal subject
to the presumption in favour of disclosure. Accordingly, even
if these powers may limit the qualified right to having a
matter decided by a court or tribunal after a public hearing
contained in s 24 of the charter act, these limitations are
reasonable and justifiable under s 7(2) of the charter act.
Charter act s 15 — the right to freedom of expression
Section 15(2) of the charter act provides that every person has
the right to seek, receive and impart information. In my
opinion, the bill is compatible with this right.
The bill promotes the section 15(2) right through the
presumptions in favour of disclosure and hearings in public.
The right to freedom of expression is subject to the internal
limitations in section 15(3) of the charter act, which provides
that the right is subject to lawful restrictions, which are
reasonably necessary to respect the rights and reputation of
other persons or for the protection of national security, public
order, public health or public morality.
In my view, the limited grounds on which suppression orders
and closed-court orders can be made under the bill are either
within the internal limitations of the right in section 15(3) or
are reasonable limitations of the right under s 7(2) of the
charter act.
Charter act s 13(a) — the presumption of innocence
Section 25(1) of the charter act provides that a person charged
with a criminal offence has the right to be presumed innocent
until proved guilty according to law. The bill makes it an
offence to knowingly or recklessly contravene a suppression
order, and provides that, in the absence of evidence to the
contrary, a person to whom a court or tribunal has
electronically transmitted notice of the order is taken to be
aware of the existence of the order.
Notice of the making of a suppression order is routinely
provided to news media organisations and legal practitioners
through electronic transmission by the courts and tribunals. In
the absence of other evidence, it is reasonable to assume that a
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person to whom notice of an order has been sent will be
aware of the existence of the order. An accused is only
required to present or point to evidence to the contrary, and if
they do so the prosecution will still have to prove that the
accused knew the order was in force, or was reckless as to
whether an order was in force, beyond reasonable doubt.
Accordingly, I consider that this provision is compatible with
the right to be presumed innocent.
Edward O’Donohue
Minister for Liquor and Gaming Regulation
Minister for Corrections
Minister for Crime Prevention

Second reading
Hon. G. K. RICH-PHILLIPS (Assistant
Treasurer) — I advise that the bill was amended in the
Legislative Assembly. The Attorney-General moved
amendments to this bill to: clarify the circumstances
where a court can make a proceeding suppression order
when necessary to prevent prejudice to the proper
administration of justice; create a new requirement for a
person who applies for any suppression order to,
generally, give three business days advance notice of
that application to the other parties and to the court or
tribunal and for media organisations to be notified of
such applications; clarify that only a ‘complainant’,
usually a victim, and ‘witnesses’ — and not the
accused — can seek a suppression order on the grounds
of undue distress or embarrassment, rather than any
party to a criminal proceeding involving a sexual
offence or family violence; and provide greater
guidance when an offence involves family violence in
practice.
These amendments were agreed to by the Legislative
Assembly and have been incorporated into the bill that
is now presented to the Legislative Council. I move:
That the second-reading speech be incorporated into
Hansard.

Motion agreed to.
Hon. G. K. RICH-PHILLIPS (Assistant
Treasurer) — I move:
That the bill be now read a second time.

Incorporated speech as follows:
The Open Courts Bill 2013 reinforces the primacy of open
justice and the free communication of information in relation
to proceedings in Victorian courts and tribunals.
The bill consolidates and reforms the general statutory powers
for the Supreme, County, Magistrates and Coroners courts
and VCAT to make suppression orders and closed-court
orders. It creates general presumptions in favour of disclosure
of information and of holding hearings in open court;
presumptions to which courts and tribunals must have regard
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when considering whether to make a suppression order or a
closed-court order under the powers in the bill or in the
exercise of the Supreme Court’s inherent jurisdiction.
In addition to these presumptions, the bill provides that orders
made under the powers in the bill can only be made in
specified limited circumstances where there is a strong and
valid reason for doing so.
This bill is an important part of the government’s reforms to
strengthen the Victorian justice system. Open justice
demonstrates publicly that laws are being applied and
enforced fairly and effectively. Open justice also promotes
personal responsibility. Unless there is good reason to the
contrary, the community is entitled to know what is being
said in court where there are allegations that the conduct of an
individual or organisation is in breach of the law. When an
individual or organisation acts contrary to law, they should
expect to be held accountable, not only to judges and
magistrates, but also to the community.
The bill was framed having regard to the model Court
Suppression and Non-publication Orders Bill endorsed in
2010 by the Standing Committee of Attorneys-General.
However, the bill applies a more rigorous standard for
making suppression orders in Victoria.
In particular, as the commonwealth has also done, the bill
omits the open-ended and poorly defined general ‘public
interest’ ground that was included in the model bill. Instead,
the bill preserves the existing grounds for VCAT and the
Coroners Court to make suppression orders, reflecting the
particular considerations relevant to those jurisdictions.
The bill will operate as an exclusive source of general
statutory powers for the courts other than the Children’s
Court, and for VCAT, to make suppression and closed-court
orders. The bill will exclude the operation of common-law or
implied powers to make these orders, except for the inherent
jurisdiction of the Supreme Court. The bill does not affect
other legislation containing subject matter specific powers to
make suppression and closed-court orders.
The Supreme Court will retain its powers to make
suppression and closed-court orders in the exercise of its
inherent jurisdiction, but subject to the presumptions in favour
of disclosure and hearings in public and to the procedural
requirements set out in part 2 of the bill.
The bill also addresses two recent and significant court
decisions. These decisions distinguish between orders relating
to information disclosed in court proceedings and orders
relating to other information not arising from proceedings that
might be suppressed, for example, because it could prejudice
a future case.
The bill also distinguishes between these two types of orders.
Part 3 consolidates the general statutory powers to make
‘proceeding suppression orders’ relating to information
derived from proceedings. Part 4 consolidates and reforms the
existing powers of the County Court and Magistrates Court to
make suppression orders which relate to information that is
not derived from proceedings (such as information about the
identity or character or prior convictions of an accused) which
have not been presented to a court but if made public could
prejudice a fair trial or, in the case of the Magistrates Court,
could endanger the safety of a person. The Supreme Court
can also make such orders in its inherent jurisdiction.
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Clause 16 in part 3 specifies the grounds on which the
Magistrates, Coroners, County or Supreme courts or VCAT
may make a ‘proceeding suppression order’, which is an
order relating to a report of a proceeding or information
derived from a proceeding. Such an order can only be made
where it is necessary to do so in order to prevent prejudice to
the proper administration of justice, to prevent prejudice to
national or international security, to protect the safety of any
person, to avoid undue distress or embarrassment to a party or
witness in criminal proceedings involving a sexual offence or
family violence or to avoid causing undue distress or
embarrassment to a child who is a witness in a criminal
proceeding.
In the case of an application before VCAT, the tribunal may
also make an order to avoid the disclosure of confidential
information the subject of a certificate under the VCAT act or
for other reasons in the interests of justice. These distinct
powers for the making of an order by the tribunal reflect the
diverse matters on which VCAT adjudicates, including
applications involving health and other personal information
made under lists such as the guardianship list and the human
rights list.
Similarly, the Coroners Court will retain its power to make a
proceeding suppression order in the case of an investigation
or inquest into a death or fire if the coroner reasonably
believes that such an order is necessary because publication
would be likely to prejudice a fair trial or be contrary to the
public interest. This discretion seeks to balance the public’s
interest in the information presented to a particular coronial
inquiry with considerations including the right to privacy of
individuals or families that may be identified in a proceeding.
Part 4 of the bill broadly preserves the existing powers of the
County Court and Magistrates Court to make suppression and
similar orders relating to information not arising from
proceedings. However, the grounds on which the Magistrates
Court may make such orders is limited to situations where the
order is necessary to prevent prejudice to the administration
of justice or to avoid endangering the safety of a person. In
making these orders the courts must have regard to the
presumption in favour of disclosure, which, in this context,
strengthens and promotes the principle of free communication
of information.
The bill also does not change existing subject-specific
statutory regimes governing the making of suppression or
closed-court orders in specific jurisdictions — for example,
the regime governing matters in the Children’s Court that are
brought under the Children, Youth and Families Act 2005
and the specific suppression powers that apply to proceedings
under the Crimes (Mental Impairment and Unfitness to be
Tried) Act 1997.
As is currently the case, the grounds for the statutory powers
of the courts and VCAT to make proceeding suppression
orders are also the grounds for the making of closed-court
orders under clause 28. The power to make closed-court
orders will also operate subject to a presumption in favour of
hearing proceedings in open court. Similarly to the
presumption in favour of disclosure, this reinforces the
primacy of open justice in the conduct of court proceedings.
Importantly, the bill also introduces a number of procedural
requirements intended to ensure that orders are only made
where necessary and are of appropriately narrow scope and
duration. These requirements, contained in part 2 of the bill,
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will apply to suppression orders made both under the bill
(parts 3 and 4) and in the exercise of the Supreme Court’s
inherent powers to make similar orders.
Where such an order is made, the information that is restricted
from disclosure by the order must be limited to that which is
necessary to achieve the purpose for which the order is made.
The information to which the order relates must also be
clearly stated in the order and the order must be limited to
achieving the purpose for which it is made.
Another key change from current practice is that orders must
be restricted in their duration. A court or tribunal may only
make an order for a fixed or ascertainable period, or until the
occurrence of a specified future event. If there is a possibility
that the future event will not occur, the order also must
contain an expiry period that cannot be longer than five years.
In some circumstances, it will be appropriate to make an
order that is in force only until the completion of a criminal
trial and the exhaustion of any appeal rights. In other
situations, particularly if the order protects the privacy of an
individual or their personal or medical records, it may instead
be necessary to make an order by reference to a specified
future event such as the relevant person’s death.
The bill will also require a court or tribunal to be satisfied on
the basis of sufficient credible information that the grounds
for making a suppression order are established. This will
reinforce the need for the court or VCAT to carefully consider
the basis for making an order in any given case.
The bill expressly reinforces that the common-law obligation
on courts to publish reasons for their decisions continues to
apply, while recognising that reasons may need to be
published in edited form to comply with any relevant
suppression order.
Free reporting by the media of what is happening in
Victoria’s courts is vital to the community’s right to know.
The bill provides that news media organisations may appear
and be heard by a court or tribunal on an application for an
order. This will allow media organisations to present in court
when they wish to contest an application for the making of an
order. These organisations, together with other relevant
persons, are also given express statutory rights to seek review
of orders that are made.
In those circumstances when it is necessary for a court or
tribunal to make an order, it is fundamental that the media and
the public comply with the restriction on the disclosure of
information. To deter persons or organisations from engaging
in conduct that violates an order, it will be an offence to
contravene an order if the person knows or is reckless as to
the existence of the order. In the case of a proceeding
suppression order or an interim proceeding suppression order,
where a court or tribunal has electronically transmitted notice
of an order to a person or organisation, they will be taken to
be aware that the order is in force in the absence of evidence
to the contrary.
The power for a court or tribunal to make an interim
proceeding suppression order restricting or prohibiting
material from publication or other disclosure is also included
in the bill. Interim orders serve to prevent the publication of
sensitive material in anticipation of a court or tribunal making
a substantive ruling. Where an interim order is made, the
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court or tribunal must then determine the substantive
application as a matter of urgency.
This bill establishes a clear, fair and effective regime that
reinforces the importance of open justice and confines
exceptions to those limited circumstances where exceptions
are justified.
I commend the bill to the house.

Debate adjourned for Ms MIKAKOS (Northern
Metropolitan) on motion of Mr Tee.
Debate adjourned until Thursday, 12 September.

CHILDREN, YOUTH AND FAMILIES
AMENDMENT BILL 2013
Introduction and first reading
Received from Assembly.
Read first time for Hon. E. J. O’DONOHUE
(Minister for Liquor and Gaming Regulation) on
motion of Hon. G. K. Rich-Phillips; by leave,
ordered to be read second time forthwith.
Statement of compatibility
For Hon. E. J. O’DONOHUE (Minister for Liquor
and Gaming Regulation), Hon. G. K. Rich-Phillips
tabled following statement in accordance with
Charter of Human Rights and Responsibilities Act
2006:
In accordance with section 28 of the Charter of Human Rights
and Responsibilities Act 2006 (the ‘charter act’), I make this
statement of compatibility with respect to the Children, Youth
and Families Amendment Bill 2013.
In my opinion, the Children, Youth and Families Amendment
Bill 2013, as introduced to the Legislative Council, is
compatible with the human rights set out in the charter act. I
base my opinion on the reasons outlined in this statement.
Overview of bill
This bill makes various amendments to the Children, Youth
and Families Act 2005 (CYFA) and other acts, including
amendments which:
confer powers on the Children’s Court to conduct child
protection proceedings in a less adversarial manner;
provide that children are not required to attend court in
family division matters unless they choose to;
set out the standard of proof required in child protection
matters.
Human rights issues
Section 17(2) of the charter act provides that ‘every child has
the right, without discrimination, to such protection as is in
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his or her best interests and is needed by him or her by reason
of being a child’.
Section 24(1) of the charter act provides that a party to a civil
proceeding has the right to have the proceeding decided by a
competent, independent and impartial court or tribunal after a
fair and public hearing. Article 12 of the Convention on the
Rights of the Child (to which Australia is a party but which is
not implemented in the charter) also requires that the child has
an opportunity to participate by having their views
ascertained and taken into account — see ZN v. YH (2002)
167 FLR 366 at [112]-[113].
The bill provides that in any proceeding before the family
division, a child is not required to attend court unless the child
expresses a wish to attend, the court orders that the child
attend, or the CYFA requires that the child attend. At present,
the CYFA mandates a child’s attendance in many cases,
meaning that children above the age of about five years are
required to attend court within 24 hours of a child’s
emergency removal from their home.
Notwithstanding that as a result of the bill a child may not
attend court, the CYFA contains many provisions which
ensure children’s meaningful participation in proceedings.
Many provisions of the CYFA require the views and wishes
of children to be ascertained and taken into account in
decision making under the act. Sections 8 and 10 of the
CYFA require decision-makers — including child protection
workers and judicial officers — to have regard to the best
interests of the child, the need to protect the child from harm
and to protect his or her rights and promote his or her
development when taking any decision and to give
appropriate weight to the child’s views and wishes.
The bill also confers powers on the Children’s Court to
conduct child protection proceedings in a less adversarial
manner, including the power to actively direct, control and
manage the conduct of proceedings. These powers will be
exercised by a competent, independent and impartial court in
the course of a fair and public hearing within the meaning of
section 24 of the charter act. There is no reason to think that
these powers will limit the right to a fair hearing under
section 24. Rather they will promote that right by facilitating
the child’s views being heard and will promote the right of
children to protection in their best interests under
section 17(2).
Edward O’Donohue, MLC
Minister for Liquor and Gaming Regulation
Minister for Corrections
Minister for Crime Prevention
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Incorporated speech as follows:
The bill implements further important reforms announced in
the Victoria’s Vulnerable Children — Our Shared
Responsibility Directions Paper, to make the legal system
more ‘child focussed’.
The Protecting Victoria’s Vulnerable Children Inquiry
(inquiry), tabled in Parliament in 2012, affirmed the role of
the Children’s Court as a specialist jurisdiction that makes
important decisions in relation to children and young people’s
safety. However, the inquiry also found a court environment
can add to the trauma and harm experienced by vulnerable
children and young people.
Currently, children and young people are required to
physically attend the Children’s Court for child protection
proceedings. This can be a very frightening and confusing
environment for children. The government is amending the
existing legislation to remove this requirement so that
children will no longer be required to attend court unless they
wish to do so or if the court considers it necessary. This
reform will align the Children, Youth and Families Act 2005
with similar legislation in most other Australian jurisdictions.
Child protection workers will explain to children what is
involved in attending court, ascertain whether they wish to
attend and, if they choose to attend, familiarise children with
what will occur on the day. When the child chooses not to
attend, child protection workers or delegated case managers
will continue to facilitate the child’s participation in decision
making and arrangements will be made for the child to give
instructions to a lawyer away from the court building where
necessary.
When children do attend court, ‘less adversarial trial’
principles will strengthen the Children’s Court’s ability to
utilise less formal court proceedings and will encourage
respectful communication between parties, and minimise
distress and confusion for children. Consistent with the
inquiry’s recommendation, principles are modelled on those
of the Family Law Act 1975.
The bill will also empower the family division to hear
intervention order matters involving adults where a related
child protection proceeding is on foot in the family division.
This will allow one court to oversee legal proceedings, ensure
consistency between orders and reach decisions based on the
whole picture of the family circumstances.
In addition, the bill makes a range of technical amendments
and clarifies that the standard of proof applicable in the family
division of the court is on the balance of probabilities.

Second reading
Ordered that second-reading speech be
incorporated into Hansard on motion of
Hon. G. K. RICH-PHILLIPS (Assistant Treasurer).
Hon. G. K. RICH-PHILLIPS (Assistant
Treasurer) — I move:
That the bill be now read a second time.

The amendments made by this bill are a further significant
step in reforming the protection of Victoria’s vulnerable
children. They will improve the experience of children
involved in child protection proceedings and support the court
in making proceedings less adversarial and more conducive to
being able to achieve outcomes in the best interests of the
child.
I commend the bill to the house.

Debate adjourned for Ms MIKAKOS (Northern
Metropolitan) on motion of Mr Tee.
Debate adjourned until Thursday, 12 September.
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CATCHMENT AND LAND PROTECTION
AMENDMENT BILL 2013
Introduction and first reading
Received from Assembly.
Read first time for Hon. P. R. HALL (Minister for
Higher Education and Skills) on motion of
Hon. G. K. Rich-Phillips; by leave, ordered to be
read second time forthwith.
Statement of compatibility
For Hon. P. R. HALL (Minister for Higher
Education and Skills), Hon. G. K. Rich-Phillips
tabled following statement in accordance with
Charter of Human Rights and Responsibilities Act
2006:
In accordance with section 28 of the Charter of Human Rights
and Responsibilities Act 2006 (the charter act), I make this
statement of compatibility with respect to the Catchment and
Land Protection Amendment Bill 2013.
In my opinion, the Catchment and Land Protection
Amendment Bill 2013, as introduced to the Legislative
Council, is compatible with the human rights set out in the
charter act. I base my opinion on the reasons outlined in this
statement.
Overview of bill
The bill amends the Catchment and Land Protection Act 1994
to:
1.

clarify responsibility for the management of noxious
weeds and pest animals on roadsides;

2.

provide for the introduction of a roadside weed and pest
animal management plan to be prepared by municipal
councils; and

3.

make other minor and technical amendments to the
principal act.

These amendments primarily relate to the powers and
responsibilities of municipal councils rather than the rights
and responsibilities of individuals.
Human rights issues
The bill does not engage any human rights protected under
the charter act. I therefore consider that this bill is compatible
with the charter act.
Hon. Peter Hall, MLC
Minister for Higher Education and Skills

Second reading
Ordered that second-reading speech be
incorporated into Hansard on motion of
Hon. G. K. RICH-PHILLIPS (Assistant Treasurer).
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Hon. G. K. RICH-PHILLIPS (Assistant
Treasurer) — I move:
That the bill be now read a second time.

Incorporated speech as follows:
The bill will provide clarity on responsibility for weeds and
pest animal control on roadsides, thus assisting in wider
enforcement programs, and thereby contributing to an
election commitment to improve enforcement.
Roadsides provide a ready means for weeds and pest animals
to spread, both onto the immediately adjoining land and more
widely. In addition, weeds and pest animals, especially
rabbits, can cause significant damage to the roadsides. Proper
management of infestations on roadsides is therefore essential
to prevent unacceptable damage to agriculture, infrastructure
and the rural environment.
The Catchment and Land Protection Act 1994 had been
generally understood to make the landowners adjoining local
roads responsible for managing most noxious weeds and
established pest animals on roadsides. Uncertainty arose
about this interpretation following questions raised by the
Road Management Act 2004 on the definition of roads and
roadsides and councils’ responsibilities. Current
responsibilities for control of noxious weeds and established
pest animals on municipal roads are unworkably fragmented,
with the Secretary of the Department of Environment and
Primary Industries, municipal council and adjoining
landowner all sometimes having responsibilities, depending
on the category of weed and whether the particular length of
roadside land is Crown land or vested in the municipal
council.
Since 2004, the government has not enforced any requirement
to manage roadside weeds or rabbits on adjoining landholders. Instead, the Department of Primary Industries has
provided funding as grants for councils to voluntarily
undertake weed and rabbit control activity on municipal
roadsides. More generous support was announced in 2012 via
a program administered by the Department of Planning and
Community Development. Reliance on voluntary
participation by councils in control of weeds and pest animals
is not satisfactory as a long-term arrangement, because
effective management requires certainty of sustained action
and because it does not address the legitimate demand from
rural landowners to be told who is actually responsible for
these matters. Lack of workable arrangements for roadsides
has impeded efforts to enforce proper weed management in
problem areas.
In June 2010, the then Minister for Agriculture established a
Roadside Weeds and Pest Animals Working Party to conduct
an independent review to identify a consensus position that
will provide for effective and efficient future management of
invasive plants and animals on roadsides. Working party
members were drawn from the Victorian Farmers Federation,
Municipal Association of Victoria, three rural councils, the
Department of Primary Industries and the former Department
of Sustainability and Environment, now the Department of
Environment and Primary Industries.
The key feature of the working party’s recommended
approach was that municipal councils should be required to
provide some level of weed and rabbit control on roads that
they manage, with the extent of works defined by individual
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local plans. The intention was to consolidate management
functions by making the municipal councils solely
responsible. This approach has advantages in improved
operational efficiency, facilitating local community input and
assisting integration with other road management activities.
The bill makes municipal councils the landowner of
municipal roadsides for the purposes of the Catchment and
Land Protection Act 1994, but allows for their responsibility
to be limited to the preparation and delivery of a plan for the
management of regionally prohibited weeds, regionally
controlled weeds and established pest animals on rural
municipal roads. Specifically, the bill amends the Catchment
and Land Protection Act 1994 to require (when requested) a
municipal council to prepare and submit to the minister a plan
for the management of regionally prohibited weeds,
regionally controlled weeds, and established pest animals on
rural municipal roads within the municipal district of that
council, if the minister declares that the municipal district is
one to which the requirement applies.
The program of measures set out in a plan must:
(a) support any weed and pest animal management
programs being undertaken by landowners in the
municipal area; and
(b) protect the infrastructure and environmental value
of roadsides.
An approved plan would prevent any notices being issued to
require municipal councils to undertake further roadside weed
and pest control works. In the unlikely event that a council
failed to carry out the management specified in its plan, the
bill provides for approval of the plan to be revoked, after
which enforcement measures can be applied in the same way
as for other landowners.
Where ‘the minister’ is referred to, this means the Minister for
Environment and Climate Change or the Minister for Water,
as these ministers are jointly and severally responsible for the
administration of the Catchment and Land Protection Act
1994.
The bill provides much-needed certainty to an aspect of weed
and pest animal management where there has been confusion
for far too long. The bill recognises the fact that councils, as
the managers of local roads, are best placed to deliver
effective and efficient control on roadsides. The expectation
of what councils will provide is to be clearly set out in plans
that will also allow councils to plan future years’ work.
Above all the intention is to match the level of management
of roadside weeds and pest animals to the priorities of the
local community so that the work done by other landowners
is backed up by action on roadsides.
I commend the bill to the house.

Thursday, 5 September 2013

SUCCESSION TO THE CROWN
(REQUEST) BILL 2013
Introduction and first reading
Received from Assembly.
Read first time for Hon. D. M. DAVIS (Minister for
Health) on motion of Hon. G. K. Rich-Phillips; by
leave, ordered to be read a second time forthwith.
Statement of compatibility
For Hon. D. M. DAVIS (Minister for Health),
Hon. G. K. Rich-Phillips tabled following statement
in accordance with Charter of Human Rights and
Responsibilities Act 2006:
In accordance with section 28 of the Charter of Human Rights
and Responsibilities Act 2006 (charter act), I make this
statement of compatibility with respect to the Succession to
the Crown (Request) Bill 2013.
In my opinion, the Succession to the Crown (Request) Bill
2013, as introduced to the Legislative Council, is compatible
with the human rights protected by the charter act. I base my
opinion on the reasons outlined in this statement.
Overview of bill
The key objective of the bill is to facilitate uniform changes to
the laws relating to royal succession across Australia,
consistent with changes made to that law in the United
Kingdom. This will ensure that the Sovereign of Australia is
the same person as the Sovereign of the United Kingdom.
The bill implements the decision of the Council of Australian
Governments. The bill will request that the Parliament of the
commonwealth enact, under section 51(38) of the Australian
constitution, an act to change the law relating to royal
succession and royal marriages. The bill also makes
consequential amendments to certain acts.
The proposed changes will provide that:
there will be no priority for male heirs over female heirs;
marriage to a Roman Catholic will no longer disqualify
an heir from succession; and
the Sovereign’s consent to marriage will only be
required for the first six persons in the line of royal
succession.
Human rights issues

Debate adjourned on motion of Mr LENDERS
(Southern Metropolitan).

Human rights protected by the charter act that are relevant
to the bill

Debate adjourned until Thursday, 12 September.

Right to recognition and equality before the law
The bill promotes the right in section 8 of the charter act.
Section 8 of the charter act establishes a series of recognition
and equality rights. The right to recognition as a person before
the law means that the law must recognise that all people
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have legal rights. The right of every person to equality before
the law and to be entitled to the equal protection of the law
without discrimination means that the government should not
discriminate against any person and the content of all
legislation ought not to be discriminatory.
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Incorporated speech as follows:
The Succession to the Crown (Request) Bill 2013 is a
landmark step in the constitutional history of Victoria, and
Australia.

Clause 5 of the bill includes a request to the Parliament of the
commonwealth to enact an act in the terms, or substantially in
the terms, set out in schedule 1. Section 6 of the proposed
commonwealth act set out in schedule 1 to the bill provides
that in determining the succession to the Crown, the gender of
a person born after 28 October 2011 (United Kingdom time)
does not give that person, or that person’s descendants,
precedence over any other person (whenever born). In this
way, the bill facilitates changes to relevant laws relating to the
rules of royal succession to remove discrimination on the
basis of gender.

The bill facilitates uniform national changes to the laws of
royal succession, consistent with changes to those laws in the
United Kingdom. The bill will ensure that the Sovereign of
Australia is the same person as the Sovereign of the United
Kingdom.

Item 1.1 of schedule 2 to the bill makes a consequential
amendment to section 9A(1)(b) of the Crimes Act 1958,
which provides for the offence of treason, to replace the
reference to ‘son’ in relation to the heir apparent of the
Sovereign with ‘child’. The amendment will ensure that the
offence of treason applies, whether the heir apparent is the
son or daughter of the Sovereign. This promotes the right to
recognition before the law regardless of gender in section 8 of
the charter act.

marriage to a Roman Catholic will no longer disqualify
an heir from succession; and

Freedom of thought, conscience, religion and belief
Section 14 of the charter act provides that everyone has the
right to freedom of religion, including the freedom to have or
adopt a religion or belief of that person’s choice.
As outlined above, clause 5 of the bill includes a request to
the Parliament of the commonwealth to enact an act in the
terms, or substantially in the terms, set out in schedule 1. In
particular, section 7 of the proposed commonwealth act
removes the disqualification from succeeding to the Crown or
from possessing it arising from marrying a person of the
Roman Catholic faith. Part 1 of schedule 1 to the proposed
commonwealth act makes related amendments to certain acts
consistent with this approach. This facilitates changes to
relevant laws to remove the bar on succeeding to the throne
by reason of marrying a person of Roman Catholic faith and
therefore promotes the right in section 14 of the charter act.
Conclusion
I conclude that the Succession to the Crown (Request) Bill
2013 is compatible with the Charter of Human Rights and
Responsibilities Act 2006.
Hon. David Davis, MLC
Minister for Health
Minister for Ageing

The bill includes a request to the Australian Parliament to
enact, under section 51(38) of the Australian constitution, an
act to provide that:
there will be no priority for male heirs over female heirs;

the Sovereign’s consent to marriage will only be
required for the first six persons in the line of royal
succession.
Across the Commonwealth of Nations, leaders of the realms,
which comprise the 16 nations of whom the Queen is head of
state, have agreed to these proposed changes to the rules of
royal succession. This bill forms an important part of the
process for effecting the changes in Australia and implements
the April 2013 decision of the Council of Australian
Governments. All other states have agreed to make a similar
request to the Australian Parliament under section 51(38) of
the Australian constitution. The bill also makes necessary
consequential amendments to the Victorian Crimes Act 1958
and the Imperial Acts Application Act 1980.
When the Australian Parliament enacts its legislation, in the
terms, or substantially in the terms, set out in schedule 1 to the
bill, it will put an end to the current priority of male heirs over
female heirs in the line to the throne. This is appropriate in
our modern society.
I am sure honourable members will join me in congratulating
the Duke and Duchess of Cambridge on the birth of their son.
Nonetheless, for the future, the changes in this bill will mean
that royal succession will not be dependent on a person’s
gender, so that an older daughter will no longer be overtaken
by her younger brother in the line of succession.
The bill also facilitates changes to relevant laws to remove the
bar on succeeding to the throne by reason of marrying a
person of the Roman Catholic faith. These existing laws,
which discriminate in this way, will be appropriately
amended. Finally, the federal legislation will repeal the Royal
Marriages Act 1772 insofar as it applies as a law of Australia
and limit the requirement to obtain the Sovereign’s consent to
marriage to the first six persons in line to the throne.

Second reading
Ordered that second-reading speech be
incorporated into Hansard on motion of
Hon. G. K. RICH-PHILLIPS (Assistant Treasurer).
Hon. G. K. RICH-PHILLIPS (Assistant
Treasurer) — I move:
That the bill be now read a second time.

Succession to the throne in each of the realms across the
commonwealth is governed by both common law and statute.
While each realm shares the same monarch, the procedure for
effecting the changes to the rules of royal succession across
the commonwealth varies between the realms. The bill is
based on a model approach developed under the auspices of
the Council of Australian Governments. The approach taken
in the bill, namely the cooperative state request and
commonwealth consent scheme, relying on section 51(38) of
the Australian constitution, has been informed by advice from
solicitors-general of the Australian jurisdictions.
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Importantly, I advise the house that clause 4 of the bill
clarifies that the enactment of this legislation or the
subsequent commonwealth legislation is not intended to
affect the existing independent relationship between the
Sovereign and the state of Victoria.
Section 5 is a key provision of the bill. This section sets out
the Victorian Parliament’s request to the Australian
Parliament under section 51(38) of the Australian constitution
to enact legislation in the terms, or substantially in the terms,
set out in schedule 1 to the bill. Schedule 1 to the bill includes
the proposed federal legislation to make the changes for
Australia. These provisions confirm that the commonwealth’s
power to enact its law-making changes relies directly on the
state request. This approach preserves an important role for
the states in facilitating and requesting the changes, which
recognises and reinforces Victoria’s unique and independent
relationship with the Crown.
Section 6 of the proposed commonwealth act set out in
schedule 1 to the bill provides that in determining the
succession to the Crown, the gender of a person born after
28 October 2011 does not give that person, or that person’s
descendants, precedence over any other person, whenever
that person was born. The date of 28 October 2011 is the date
when the 16 commonwealth realms came to this agreement at
their meeting in Perth. This is consistent with the equivalent
provision in the United Kingdom Succession to the Crown
Act 2013.
The bill provides that a person will not be disqualified from
succeeding to the Crown or from being the Sovereign due to
their marriage to a Roman Catholic. Part 1 of schedule 1 to
the proposed commonwealth act makes related amendments
to certain acts consistent with this approach. This remedies an
antiquated position at law, which discriminates against people
on the basis of their religion.
The bill also limits the requirement for the Sovereign’s
consent to marriage to the first six persons in line to the
throne. This directly links to the relevant provision in the
United Kingdom Succession to the Crown Act 2013. The
proposed federal legislation repeals the Royal Marriages Act
1772 of Great Britain and provides that marriages void under
that act on the basis that the consent of the Sovereign was not
obtained prior to the marriage are to be treated as never
having been void, subject to certain conditions. This applies
for all purposes except those relating to the succession to the
Crown.
Section 12 of the proposed commonwealth act provides a
valuable safeguard for the states in the process of effecting the
changes. It confirms that the commonwealth legislation may
be expressly or impliedly repealed or amended only at the
request or with the concurrence of all state Parliaments.
Finally, the bill also makes necessary consequential
amendments to the Victorian Crimes Act 1958 and the
Imperial Acts Application Act 1980.
I commend the bill to the house.

Debate adjourned on motion of Ms PULFORD
(Western Victoria).
Debate adjourned until Thursday, 12 September.
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ADJOURNMENT
Hon. G. K. RICH-PHILLIPS (Assistant
Treasurer) — I move:
That the house do now adjourn.

Southern Metropolitan Region level crossings
Mr LENDERS (Southern Metropolitan) — The
matter I raise tonight is for the attention of the Minister
for Public Transport, Mr Mulder. In my electorate of
Southern Metropolitan Region there are roads crossing
the railway line to Dandenong. They include Grange
Road, Carnegie; Koornang Road, Carnegie;
Murrumbeena Road, Murrumbeena; and Poath Road,
Murrumbeena. I invite the minister to visit these roads
with me, as my reading of the V/Line and Metro Trains
Melbourne timetables this afternoon showed 241 trains
crossing through these four level crossings.
Mrs Coote interjected.
Mr LENDERS — To take up Mrs Coote’s
interjection, the RACV is saying that in some cases on
some days the boom gates are down for more than
30 minutes on some of these lines.
I raise this matter for the attention of the Minister for
Public Transport because the proposal from
Premier Napthine to build a bigger, better, super-duper
$12 billion port at Hastings will add numerous trains to
the line to Dandenong, and these trains, in addition to
the 241 trains already using the line and going through
these four stations, will impact on the many people in
Bentleigh and Bentleigh East who need to drive north
to get to jobs.
Mrs Coote interjected.
Mr LENDERS — Because our transport goes
east–west. The extra trains will slow down peak hour
beyond the half-hour for the people of Bentleigh and
Bentleigh East as they seek to go through these four
congested level crossings on their business.
I seek from the Minister for Public Transport that he
come with me — and given Mrs Coote’s interest in
this, I would be delighted for her to also join me —
firstly, to view these level crossings and, secondly, to
calculate what the millions of containers that are meant
to go from Western Port onto the line to Dandenong at
Officer and pass through these four rail crossings will
do to traffic congestion for those good people of
Bentleigh and East Bentleigh who cross these four
railway line intersections. I urge the Minister for Public
Transport, and Mrs Coote, to accompany me to view
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this situation and to then give me the data on how many
more trains will be going through these congested level
crossings once the port of Hastings is operational and
all the congestion relief is going into a tunnel at Clifton
Hill.
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr Ondarchie) —
Order! I am not clear whether Mr Lenders seeks action
from the minister or is asking Mrs Coote to join him.
Mr LENDERS — I am asking the Minister for
Public Transport to accompany me, and I am inviting
Mrs Coote to join the minister and me at these
crossings.

Foodbank Victoria
Mr FINN (Western Metropolitan) — I wish to raise
a matter for the attention of the Minister for
Community Services, Mary Wooldridge. It follows on
from a visit we both made to the headquarters of
Foodbank Victoria in Yarraville last week.
Mrs Coote interjected.
Mr FINN — As Mrs Coote so correctly points out,
Foodbank Victoria is an extraordinary organisation. It is
an independent, not-for-profit organisation that aims to
deliver nutritious, healthy food to individuals and
families experiencing hardship. Foodbank Victoria has
had more than 80 years experience and is the state’s
oldest and largest food relief organisation. It sources
and distributes donated food and provides emergency
relief to Victorians through a network of more than
450 community organisations, including welfare
agencies, schools and local resource centres. During the
2011–12 financial year, Foodbank Victoria distributed
over 6.9 million meals across the metropolitan, regional
and rural communities of Victoria. As I am sure the
minister is aware, Foodbank Victoria is also part of the
state government’s disaster response and recovery plan
to distribute emergency aid in times of crisis.
Foodbank Victoria’s vision is very simple: healthy food
for all. I am sure that is something that every member
of this house will agree is very admirable. The purpose
of Foodbank Victoria is to source and distribute healthy
food to community organisations to assist Victorians
experiencing hardship. This particular organisation
brings together from across Victoria a wide variety of
people of goodwill who are committed to helping their
fellow man who may be going through some tough
times. I have seen firsthand the amounts of food that are
distributed on a daily basis, and it is quite breathtaking.
Those who have not had the chance to see how
Foodbank Victoria operates should really take the
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opportunity if it ever arises. Of course the demand for
Foodbank Victoria’s services is forever on the increase,
and that is the reason I raise this matter this evening.
I know the minister is familiar with Foodbank Victoria,
as she has visited the organisation on a number of
occasions, and I ask her to direct the officials in her
department to liaise with Foodbank Victoria to
determine the needs of that organisation with a view to
bringing the sort of assistance to Foodbank Victoria that
it brings to people during hard times.

School bus services
Ms PULFORD (Western Victoria) — The matter I
raise on the adjournment this evening is for the Minister
for Public Transport. Following a review of school bus
routes by the minister and his department, I have been
receiving correspondence from the residents of Kaniva,
including a copy of a letter from West Wimmera Shire
Council addressed to the principal of Kaniva College
and the members of the college council. That letter has
also been forwarded to the minister’s office, and a copy
has been sent to the member for Lowan in the other
place, who is the Minister for Sport and Recreation,
Hugh Delahunty. Among other things, the letter
describes the dramatic effect the changes to the bus
route will have on five families and that it will leave
two families without a bus run.
I am advised that there has been minimal to no
consultation with the community and that changes to
the bus service were made without any input of local
knowledge. It would not surprise me if these routes
were considered and developed solely with the use of
Google Maps.
West Wimmera Shire Council has told me that cutting
bus routes in Kaniva will lead to a loss of local jobs at
the school and the bus company, which for a
community the size of Kaniva is a matter of great
concern. Some of the consequences include
considerable disruption to students, particularly those in
their final years of secondary school, and a couple of
year 12 students may have to change schools to
complete their Victorian certificate of education year.
I ask the minister to join me in visiting Kaniva and
travelling the route with locals so that perhaps the
situation could be reviewed with some better local
knowledge. If that is not possible, perhaps some
representatives from the department could visit so they
can see firsthand the consequences of their actions.
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Ararat–St Arnaud Road bridge, Crowlands
Mr RAMSAY (Western Victoria) — My
adjournment matter is for the attention of the Minister
for Roads, the Honourable Terry Mulder. The matter I
raise is in relation to work on the Crowlands bridge
over the Wimmera River on Ararat-St Arnaud Road.
Like many parts of western Victoria, the January 2011
floods had a significant impact on roads and bridges in
my region. I congratulate the minister and the Napthine
government on the quick response and the repair work
done, particularly in my electorate of Western Victoria
Region, over a vast rail, road and bridge network where
significant damage was done. There has been a very
quick response and rebuild. I note that just recently the
federal coalition made a funding commitment of
$300 million for a bridges renewal program. I
congratulate the federal coalition on that
announcement.
Last year, together with a number of community
members, I stood on the Crowlands bridge with the
then mayor of Pyrenees Shire Council, John Quin,
staring down at a huge black hole in the middle of the
bridge. At that time we speculated on how long it
would take to repair the bridge. The minister announced
$3.6 million to repair the bridge. I congratulate the
community that uses this bridge on being very patient,
and work is being done. My request of the minister is,
given the patience shown by this community, given the
commitment that has been made and that even though
there has been community access using a Bailey bridge,
that the minister report to the house on the completion
date for the Crowlands bridge and when the community
which requires access will be able to use the new
bridge.

Watergardens railway station
Mr MELHEM (Western Metropolitan) — My
adjournment matter is for the attention of the Minister
for Public Transport, and the action I seek is for the
minister to investigate the dangerous state of the car
parking facilities at Watergardens train station and for
the facilities to be improved in both quality and
quantity. Upon this matter being brought to my
attention, I was shocked to see the state of the existing
car parking facilities. Because of the extreme lack of
capacity of the car park that forms part of Watergardens
station, daily commuters are having to park in a nearby
gravel car park. The parking bays are completely
unmarked. The surface of the area is merely loose
gravel and is often reduced to mud. Worst of all,
however, is that more often than not the car park is so
congested that the entry and exit is reduced to barely
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one car width. At its worst the way in and out is
completely blocked by cars.
It is hard enough after the daily grind to get home in
time to pick up your kids. People should not have to
endure dangerously darting through cars, or worse. In
correspondence on the matter Metro Trains Melbourne
has made it obvious to me that it is not interested in the
issue. It said that under the partnership between itself
and Public Transport Victoria (PTV) any upgrades or
improvements to the network infrastructure fall under
the jurisdiction of PTV. It is clear that this is part of a
greater issue — that is, the complete neglect of public
transport infrastructure by this slash-and-burn
government.
It is about time this government started responsibly
investing in the future of this state. The matter I raised
yesterday in relation to the Caroline Springs railway
station is one of the reasons car parking capacity at
Watergardens is inadequate; so many people in the
region are using Watergardens because there are no
other stations around. I call on the minister to
investigate the dangerous and inadequate state of car
parking facilities at Watergardens station and for the
facilities to be improved in both quality and quantity.

Greens Creek flood recovery funding
Mr O’BRIEN (Western Victoria) — My
adjournment matter is for the attention of the Deputy
Premier, who is also the Minister for Regional and
Rural Development. I seek assistance from the minister
in advocating for a group of farmers in the Greens
Creek area who are applying under the national disaster
relief and recovery arrangements scheme, which was
thankfully, and eventually, approved for the district
recently. The affected area is near Stawell and Joel Joel
in the upper Wimmera catchment area in my electorate
of Western Victoria Region.
In December 2011, within a period of a few hours,
localised rainfalls of up to 140 millimetres were
recorded. That resulted in losses for land-holders that
they are still dealing with today. My colleagues from
Western Victoria Region, including Mr Ramsay and
Mr Koch, have advocated for them and share their
concerns. The rain event wiped out hundreds of
kilometres of fencing and destroyed many head of stock
on 108 farms.
Greens Creek, a farming district in the upper Wimmera
catchment, was highly impacted by the storm event.
Northern Grampians Shire Council records indicate that
14 individual farm enterprises in Greens Creek were
significantly affected in December 2011. The council
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has a concern that a conflict may exist in the way the
district postcode for the Greens Creek area is
recognised. This may have left several flood-impacted
primary producers outside the eligible boundary. I
commend the work of Greg Little and all the
councillors and staff of the Northern Grampians Shire
Council for raising these issues with me and with the
federal government.
As the postcode 3387 is the recognised postcode for
addressing properties in Greens Creek, I request the
minister advocate that this postcode be added to the list
accepted by Rural Finance Victoria as eligible. With the
impact of the flood damage and the cost of the repair
needing to be evidenced as part of the eligibility for a
grant contribution, making this common-sense
adjustment would not create scope for a flood of illicit
claims, but it would hopefully remove uncertainty for
this very worthy group of western Victorian farmers. It
would be unfortunate for this group of primary
producers to make application but then be deemed not
eligible due to an anomaly. I look forward to working
with the minister and his department to support our
primary producers in this important area of the shire
and to provide them with as much assistance as they
need in seeking to recover from the tragedy of those
floods.

IBM Ballarat
Mr SOMYUREK (South Eastern Metropolitan) —
The matter I raise is for the attention of the minister in
the chamber, the Minister for Technology, Gordon
Rich-Phillips. It concerns lay-offs at IBM in Ballarat.
Last week the minister was reported in the Age as
saying that his department was working closely with
IBM to manage scheduled lay-offs at its Ballarat
facility. I ask the minister to clarify what he means by
the term ‘managing’ scheduled lay-offs, what assistance
the department has been providing to IBM to manage
these lay-offs and what assistance the government has
provided to these workers.

Emergency response system
Ms CROZIER (Southern Metropolitan) —
Congratulations, Acting President Ondarchie, on today
becoming a grandfather for the third time.
The adjournment matter I raise this evening is for the
attention of the Minister for Police and Emergency
Services, Mr Wells. On a recent study tour to Israel
organised and sponsored by the Australia-Israel and
Jewish Affairs Council, I along with my parliamentary
colleagues had a fascinating experience. I take this
opportunity to especially thank the executive director,
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Dr Colin Rubenstein, for his efforts in coordinating the
Rambam Israel Fellowship program that we were part
of.
Our group was given an insight into Israel’s economy,
security issues, agricultural industry, health and the
political system. We visited many sites, including, in
relation to the health system, an office of the Save a
Child’s Heart organisation and the Hadassah hospital in
Mount Scopus, Jerusalem. The Hadassah medical
organisation is world renowned for a number of
capabilities. We were given an excellent overview of
those capabilities by the hospital’s medical director,
Dr Osnat Levtzion-Korach.
During our tour I was particularly interested to further
understand the emergency response by the hospital for
large-scale casualties in the event of a terrorist or rocket
attack and also responses to biological attacks.
Dr Levtzion-Korach explained the immediate
emergency response of dealing with casualties who had
been subject to biological attack and also the hospital’s
management in the event of receiving large numbers of
casualties after a terrorist or rocket attack.
I was particularly interested in an emergency response
system known as the ADAM system. The system is a
national system whereby in the instance of mass
casualties those casualties are identified by photograph
or personal identification and that information is then
loaded into a data system. All hospitals and
municipalities have access to the system so that if
someone presents at either a hospital or emergency area
looking for their family member or friend, social
workers and emergency personnel can immediately
search the database and locate the person. In the event
that there is no data, the missing person’s description
may be entered into the system. The intention is to
match descriptions and names from all places within
Israel.
For Israelis the reality that a biological or other form of
aggressive attack may occur in their country is well
understood. As we know, residents of Tel Aviv are
being supplied with gas masks as we speak. Australia is
obviously quite different geographically from Israel,
and we do not face the reality of what Israelis
contemplate on a daily basis. However, I do not believe
we should be complacent about such events not
happening within Australia or Victoria. In saying that,
we also have different emergency situations such as
bushfires and floods that our emergency services have
to respond to.
My request of the minister is that he make contact with
the appropriate personnel managing the ADAM system
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and investigate whether there may be an opportunity to
implement a similar system in Victoria that would
assist with any large-scale emergency with mass
casualties.
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr Ondarchie) —
Order! I thank Ms Crozier for her warm wishes on the
birth of my grandchild today. I appreciate them.

Crime rates
Ms MIKAKOS (Northern Metropolitan) — My
congratulations also, Acting President, on the birth of
your new grandchild.
My matter this evening is for the attention of the
Minister for Police and Emergency Services. It relates
to the rise in the rate of crime, particularly on senior
Victorians. The latest Victoria Police crime statistics
show that Victoria’s statewide crime rate has risen by
3.4 per cent but crime against seniors has risen by an
alarming 14.3 per cent. Crime rates have risen for the
third year in a row, with significant increases in crime
across most categories.
I am particularly concerned that senior Victorians are
now more vulnerable than ever before with people aged
over 60 being increasingly the target of crime. The
statistics released by Victoria Police show that in the
12 months to June for people aged 60 and over there
was a 70 per cent increase in the number who were
murdered, a 77.8 per cent increase in the number of
abductions, a 17 per cent increase in the number of
assaults and a 6.7 per cent increase in the number of
rapes.
I refer the minister to comments made by Chief
Commissioner of Police, Ken Lay, at the Public
Accounts and Estimates Committee hearing on 16 May,
where he admitted the budget cuts were having a
negative impact on policing. He said:
There is no doubt at all that there has been a challenging time
for us in relation to our finances. There have been occasions
when we have actually reshaped our business to meet some of
those challenges.

This was a very frank admission by the Chief
Commissioner of Police that the Napthine
government’s slashing of $100 million from the
Victoria Police budget and its sacking of 400 staff
members is having a massive impact on front-line
policing that is leaving senior Victorians more exposed
and the broader community more vulnerable.
The government’s so-called tough on crime agenda is
therefore only rhetoric. The community is increasingly
at risk, and in each reporting period since this
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government came to office we have seen crime rates
rising, which compares to 12 years of crime rate
reductions under Labor. The specific action I call for is
for the minister to put in place specific strategies to
provide for senior Victorians to be safer and less likely
to be victims of crime and to ensure that Victoria Police
is adequately resourced and that there are more police
on the beat rather than the government having to move
prisoners on rotation from one set of police cells to
another because of the shortage of prison beds we face
at the moment.
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr Ondarchie) —
Order! I thank Ms Mikakos for her good wishes.

Ambulance services
Mr TARLAMIS (South Eastern Metropolitan) —
Acting President, I also add my congratulations. The
matter I raise today is for the Minister for Health, and
the action that I seek is for him to take immediate action
to resolve the ambulance crisis and open hospitals beds
to fix the problem of ramping at Frankston Hospital’s
emergency department. Over recent weeks and months
the crisis impacting our ambulance services and the
impact of the cuts to the health system by this
government, as well as ramping at Frankston Hospital’s
emergency department, have been widely circulated in
the media, yet in April the Minister for Health, David
Davis, and the member for Carrum in the other place,
Mrs Donna Bauer, cut the ribbon at the opening of the
new Chelsea ambulance station. In the accompanying
media release of Sunday, 14 April, the minister
promised:
… Chelsea residents facing life-threatening medical
emergencies now had even better access to ambulance
services with this new 24-hour ambulance station.

The minister went on to claim that the new station was:
… a welcome boost to paramedics who are now even better
equipped to respond to … emergencies in and around
Chelsea.

Sadly these statements were little comfort for a local
Bonbeach family who only a month and 10 days after
the minister’s announcement called 000 and expected
an ambulance to attend their four-month-old son, who
was choking and experiencing breathing difficulties.
Faced with a potentially dangerous situation involving a
young baby the 000 operator rightly assured the
distressed parents that an ambulance had been
dispatched and was on its way, yet no ambulance came.
For 90 minutes the distressed parents waited for an
ambulance to arrive. The family subsequently received
a phone call from a paramedic advising them of delays
with the system and offering over-the-phone assistance.
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Fortunately for the family the baby’s breathing
improved. The paramedic advised the stricken parents
to take their son to a local emergency department or
doctor as there would be a substantial wait for an
ambulance to arrive.
Whilst the family involved in this horrible incident is
grateful to the paramedics who supported them
throughout this frightening ordeal, they are rightly
appalled at this failure of the ambulance service under
this government. The family is also, and I will quote
them directly, ‘appalled at the ongoing disrespectful
treatment of the paramedics and unfair offers
throughout their EBA negotiations’. They rightly point
out that the health of a young baby can deteriorate
quickly. Had the baby’s breathing not returned to
normal, the consequences for this family could have
been devastating.
I therefore call on the Minister for Health to take
immediate action to fix the ambulance crisis, not just in
Carrum, where this incident occurred, but across the
state, where instances like this are occurring much too
frequently. The constant and repetitious claims about
so-called funding amounts that are clearly not
materialising or addressing the crisis mean nothing to
waiting patients or hardworking paramedics and are
clearly not good enough; neither are the claims of
record funding when patients cannot even be
guaranteed an ambulance will arrive when they need
one. Given the escalating ambulance crisis and the
government’s election promise to ‘fix the problems’, it
is about time the health minister did just that and
stopped blaming others for his lack of action.

Responses
Hon. G. K. RICH-PHILLIPS (Assistant
Treasurer) — I too extend my best wishes to you on
becoming a grandfather again, Acting President.
I refer to the matters raised this evening. Mr Lenders
raised a matter for the Minister for Public Transport.
Mr Lenders spoke about four grade separations in his
electorate and expressed concern that under this
government there will be more trains travelling through
his electorate on the Dandenong line. I would have
thought that would be a good thing, but Mr Lenders
apparently does not see it as a good thing.
Mr Lenders has raised the issue of four intersections in
his electorate where he has expressed the view there
should be grade separations. I will say to him that in the
last two and a half years this government has invested
more in grade separations and started more grade
separations than the previous government did in
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11 years. If Mr Lenders saw those four grade
separations as so important in those 11 years, perhaps
he could have started those grade separations while he
was a minister in the previous government.
I will pass that matter on to the Minister for Public
Transport, but I think it is a little late for Mr Lenders to
be concerned about grade separations in his electorate
when he previously had the capacity to do something
about it. As I said, this government has done more in
grade separations in two years than the previous
government did in 11 years.
Mr Finn raised a matter for the Minister for Community
Services with respect to Foodbank Victoria, and I will
pass that on to the minister.
Ms Pulford raised a matter for the Minister for Public
Transport with respect to school bus routes, and I will
pass that on.
Mr Ramsay raised a matter for the Minister for Roads
with respect to the Crowlands bridge near Ararat, and I
will pass that on to the minister.
Mr Melhem raised a matter for the Minister for Public
Transport with respect to the Watergardens railway
station car park, and I will pass that on.
Mr O’Brien raised a matter for the Minister for
Regional and Rural Development regarding natural
disaster relief and recovery arrangements funding for
flood recovery in the Stawell region, and I will pass that
on to the Deputy Premier.
Mr Somyurek raised a matter for me in my capacity as
Minister for Technology. He spoke about potential job
losses associated with the IBM facility at Ballarat. I
would say to Mr Somyurek that the Victorian
government has had a long association with IBM at
Ballarat, which is one of the great success stories in
taking high-value tech-related jobs into regional
Victoria, over the best part of two decades. While
Mr Somyurek might want to talk about negatives
around that project, this government is committed to
working with IBM and indeed working with other rural
job providers to grow our workforce in regional
Victoria. Over the last three years we have seen the ICT
workforce in this state increase by over 3000, which we
think is a good thing.
Increasingly we are seeing jobs being located in
regional Victoria, and last week I was delighted to be
with the Premier in Bendigo for the announcement of a
SharePoint factory, in association with La Trobe
University in Bendigo, which will create 150-odd jobs
in Bendigo. Likewise, we have seen investments with
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IBM and now Federation University Australia in
Ballarat that create jobs in regional Victoria. We
recognise that an international company like IBM is all
the time changing its job profile at various sites. It is a
major employer in Victoria, employing thousands of
people here, and the government is proud to work with
the company and will continue to work with the
company on investment both in regional Victoria and
elsewhere in Victoria. Unlike Mr Somyurek, we are not
going to talk down that investment; we will talk up
what has been achieved.
Ms Crozier raised a matter for the Minister for Police
and Emergency Services with respect to an incident
alerting system that she witnessed in Israel. She called
on the minister to investigate that system, and I will
pass that on.
Ms Mikakos raised a matter for the Minister for Police
and Emergency Services, basically with respect to
crime statistics. She had a bit of a wander through a
whole lot of issues and quoted a whole lot of statistics
and allegedly quoted the Chief Commissioner of Police
from the Public Accounts and Estimates Committee
hearings. What I would say to Ms Mikakos is that this
government has invested and is investing in community
safety. We are seeing the rollout of 940 protective
services officers (PSOs), which those opposite oppose.
But the community has embraced them, and they are
now being rolled out across the state and have been
very well received by the community. We will not be
lectured by Ms Mikakos and those opposite about the
resourcing of Victoria Police. This government is very
proud of the resources it is putting into Victoria Police
and the results it is getting from rolling out programs
like PSOs.
Mr Tarlamis raised a matter for the Minister for Health.
Again, it was a bit of a wide-ranging discussion, which
basically came back to Mr Tarlamis complaining about
the health system and ambulances in particular. I would
say to him, as the Minister for Health has said
repeatedly, that this government is investing in the
ambulance service. As the minister has said, this is a
mess the government inherited — the failed merger of
Rural Ambulance Victoria and the Metropolitan
Ambulance Service — —
Mr Tarlamis interjected.
Hon. G. K. RICH-PHILLIPS — Mr Tarlamis
seeks to use what he says is an individual case of an
ambulance matter in Carrum. I will not comment on the
particular case Mr Tarlamis used in his adjournment
matter. However, from the many cases that the Leader
of the Opposition in the Assembly raised with the
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Premier over a series of question times in that house
earlier in the year, it is very evident that not all cases the
opposition is using are in fact as they are portrayed. I
will not comment on the claims Mr Tarlamis has made
in this particular case, but I will reflect on the cases that
were put up in the other place to the Premier which did
not reflect the claims that were made by members of
the opposition.
In terms of the funding of the health system, as the
Minister for Health has repeatedly said in this chamber,
this government has provided a record level of funding
for the health system and will continue to do so. I will
pass the matter on to the health minister, and I am sure
he will have some comments for Mr Tarlamis as well.
In terms of written responses to adjournment matters, I
have responses to five adjournment matters previously
raised by members.
The PRESIDENT — Order! I bring to the attention
of those members of the house who are still with us and
those who are still in their offices something that we
would all be very pleased about. I extend
congratulations to Mr Ondarchie on the safe arrival this
afternoon of his third grandchild, a grandson.
Congratulations, Mr Ondarchie.
The house stands adjourned.
House adjourned 5.16 p.m. until Tuesday,
17 September.
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Victorian Music Library: relocation
Raised with:

Minister for the Arts

Raised by:

Ms Pennicuik

Raised on:

28 August 2012

REPLY:
Victoria is fortunate in the number and quality of its community cultural collections.
The Victorian Music Library (VML) is an important lending source of printed music for individuals and
community groups.
Although the VML’s accommodation circumstances appear to have been temporarily addressed, I am aware that a
longer term solution for VLM is required.
In relation to this, I am pleased to be able to advise that the State Library of Victoria is currently in discussion with
the VML regarding the future accommodation of their library.

Local government: federal referendum
Raised with:

Premier

Raised by:

Ms Broad

Raised on:

26 June 2013

REPLY:
I thank the member for Northern Victoria, Ms Broad, for raising the adjournment debate matter in relation to the
recognition of local government in the Australian constitution.
As is now known, the proposed referendum will not proceed in conjunction with the forthcoming federal election
on 7 September 2013. Nonetheless, the Victorian coalition government’s stance in relation to this matter has not
changed.
While the Victorian government greatly values the important contribution that local government continues to make
to Victorian communities, families and businesses, it will not support an amendment of the Australian constitution
which has the potential to impact negatively on Victoria and Victoria’s local government sector.
The proposed amendment would not guarantee that any additional funding would flow to Victorian local
government sector, and further, Victorian councils could even be financially disadvantaged as a consequence of
constitutional recognition, if the commonwealth government decided to reallocate funding to interstate councils it
considered more disadvantaged.
Lastly, in direct response to the member’s concerns, to the extent that any existing commonwealth payments to
local governments may face constitutional uncertainty, there already exist appropriate channels for the
commonwealth to negotiate funding agreements with Victoria.
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In this light, our government stands ready to negotiate any new intergovernmental agreement to ensure that
Victorian local governments are able to receive commonwealth funding as appropriate.
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Hospitals: funding
Raised with:

Minister for Health

Raised by:

Mr Jennings

Raised on:

7 February 2013

REPLY:
– The 2012–13 Statements of Priorities (SoPs) have been finalised following the commonwealth government’s
recent reversal of their decision to cut $107 million from Victorian health services for the remainder of the
2012–13 financial year.
– SoPs are available online once they are finalised.
– If commonwealth cuts are not reinstated on 1 July 2013 there will be $368 million outstanding over three years
from Victorian hospitals. It is disappointing that you voted on 11 December 2012 to in effect support the vicious
commonwealth cuts.

Latrobe Regional Hospital: federal funding
Raised with:

Minister for Health

Raised by:

Mr P. Davis

Raised on:

21 March 2013

REPLY:
I am advised that Latrobe Regional Hospital has received $2.2 million from the commonwealth government as
reimbursement of the cuts announced in October 2012.
Commonwealth plans to cut an estimated $368 million of promised funding from Victorian health services over the
next three financial years from 1 July 2013 remain in place.
The Victorian government is committed to seeking to restore full and promised funding by the commonwealth
government to Victorian health services and patients.
The commonwealth government will cut $2.015 million from promised funding to Latrobe Regional Hospital in
2013–14 unless it moves to restore this funding before 1 July 2013.
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Hospitals: waiting lists
Raised with:

Minister for Health

Raised by:

Mr Tee

Raised on:

13 June 2013

REPLY:
The 2013–14 Victorian state budget allocated $420.7 million to drive elective surgery activity over the next four
years. This funding follows on from the 2012–13 $44 million pilot of the Competitive Elective Surgery Funding
initiative.
The initiative maximises the value of government funding for elective surgery public patients over the longer term;
drives efficiencies and innovation to improve access and maximise the number of patients treated; and encourages
partnerships between the public and private sector to develop new market approaches to the delivery of public
elective surgery services.
On 23 April 2013, the Department of Health released an amendment to the Elective Surgery Access Policy to
provide health services with simplified classifications of clinical urgency and guidance on the assignment of
clinical urgency categories for particular surgeries.
All Victorian elective surgery patients are categorised based on clinical urgency and according to the following
new classifications:
– Category 1
Admission within 30 days is desirable for a condition that has the potential to deteriorate quickly to the point that
it might become an emergency.
– Category 2
Admission within 90 days is desirable due to the clinical condition of the patient.
– Category 3
Admission within 365 days is desirable due to the clinical condition of the patient.
The amendment seeks to strengthen the ESAP by promoting consistent categorisation practices to assist patients to
gain equitable access to elective surgery in Victoria.
The commonwealth has cut promised funding by $368 million over three years.

Stawell Gold Mines: future
Raised with:

Minister for Energy and Resources

Raised by:

Mr O’Brien

Raised on:

27 June 2013

REPLY:
I refer to the matter you raised during the adjournment debate in the Legislative Council on 27 June 2013 regarding
an invitation to visit Stawell Gold Mines in Stawell. I intend to visit Stawell in the near future and look forward to a
site visit of Stawell Gold Mines, including an inspection of the proposed Big Hill Enhanced Development project.
Minerals Development Victoria, within the Department of State Development, Business and Innovation, is
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facilitating the Big Hill proposal and keeping me informed of current issues and activities as Stawell Gold Mines
prepares the environment effects statement.
The Victorian government is committed to the appropriate development of Victoria’s earth resources in accordance
with Victoria’s rigorous laws and regulations and will ensure that consideration of the Big Hill proposal
demonstrates this.
Thank you for raising this matter with me.

Palliative care: Eastern Victoria Region constituent
Raised with:

Minister for Health

Raised by:

Mr Scheffer

Raised on:

27 June 2013

REPLY:
Palliative care is a major issue for the Victorian community and in August 2011 the Victorian government
announced it had committed an additional $34.4 million over four years to strengthen palliative care services for
people with a life-threatening illness. This included growth funding of $4.2 million per annum to palliative care
services.
Eastern Health has not experienced any reduction in Victorian government funding to provide palliative care
service delivery across the eastern region.
On 22 October 2012, through the Mid Year Economic and Fiscal Outlook, the commonwealth government
announced that it would cut $107 million from Victorian health services over the remainder of the 2012–13
financial year, including a cut of $8.4 million to Eastern Health, and an estimated $475 million over the next four
years.
Eastern Health implemented a number of strategies to address the funding shortfall including the closure or
consolidation of hospital beds, reductions in elective surgery, suspension of some services and the closure of the
Yarra Ranges palliative care outpatients clinic in Lilydale.
While the commonwealth government reversed their decision for the remainder of the 2012–13 financial year,
Eastern Health faced ongoing commonwealth cuts of over $28 million over the next three years and as a result
decided the Yarra Ranges palliative care outpatients clinic would remain closed as patients were now being cared
for by their general practitioners and Eastern Palliative Care.
My department is working closely with Eastern Health to ensure that people living in the eastern region continue to
have access to high quality palliative care services.
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QUESTIONS ON NOTICE
Answers to the following questions on notice were circulated on the date shown.
Questions have been incorporated from the notice paper of the Legislative Council.
Answers have been incorporated in the form supplied by the departments on behalf of the appropriate ministers.
The portfolio of the minister answering the question on notice starts each heading.

Tuesday, 3 September 2013
Energy and resources: brown coal export
8152.

MR BARBER — To ask the Minister for Higher Education and Skills (for the Minister for Energy and
Resources):
(1)
(2)
(3)

(4)

What measures has the government taken to facilitate the export of brown coal.
Has the department identified ports and associated infrastructure works to facilitate the export of
brown coal; if so, what are the ports and associated infrastructure identified.
Since 27 November 2010, has the minister or senior departmental officials held meetings with any
of the following companies in relation to the export of brown coal —
(a) Adani;
(b) Tata Power;
(c) Reliance Power;
(d) Exergen;
(e) Itochu; and
(f) Leighton Holdings.
If so, in each case, on which dates did these meetings occur.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
The commonwealth government has responsibility for control of exports under the Customs Act 1901.
My department has not identified ports or associated infrastructure works. However, my department contributed to
the previous government’s Victorian Transport Plan (2008). This document mentions planning for new
infrastructure to support the development and export of coal derivative products from Gippsland. Also mentioned is
the port of Hastings upgrade.

Ports: port of Hastings
8233.

MS PENNICUIK — To ask the Minister for Planning (for the Minister for Ports):
(1)
(2)

(3)

What is the status of the Port Land Use and Transport Strategy document, and is it the most
up-to-date document pertaining to the Port of Hastings.
What government or port of Melbourne/port of Hastings commissioned preliminary or benchmark
environmental studies have been done in or around Western Port Bay in the last five years,
including studies of terrestrial flora and fauna or marine species.
Which government agency commissioned those studies and where are those studies now.

ANSWER:
I am informed that, as at 8 February 2012, the date the question was raised:
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The port of Hastings Land Use and Transport Strategy (Strategy) was prepared by the former Port of Hastings
Corporation for the previous Victorian government. The coalition government’s announcement that the port of
Hastings will be developed as Victoria’s second container port by 2025 is not reflected in the Strategy. As indicated
in the previous response to this question on 19 April 2013, this report has no status.
In 2012, the Victorian government established the independent Port of Hastings Development Authority (PoHDA)
to oversee the future development of the Victoria’s second container port. Since the time that the question was
raised the coalition government has provided the following funding to allow for this development.
In the 2012–13 budget, $2.3 million was provided to the port of Hastings to undertake initial studies which are now
under way. In the 2013–14 budget, PoHDA was provided with a further $110 million over four years to allow for
staged planning to determine the impacts of various channel, berth locations and port layouts. This facility also
included provision of transport connection planning and preparation a of detailed environmental management plan.
Previous environmental studies were undertaken in 2009–10 and were made public via an FOI process in 2012.
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Answers to the following questions on notice were circulated on the date shown.
Questions have been incorporated from the notice paper of the Legislative Council.
Answers have been incorporated in the form supplied by the departments on behalf of the appropriate ministers.
The portfolio of the minister answering the question on notice starts each heading.

Thursday, 5 September 2013
Health: Frankston Hospital
9328.

MR TARLAMIS — To ask the Minister for Health: What date were the 10 short-stay beds attached to
Frankston Hospital’s emergency department closed due to budget cuts.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
The 10 short-stay beds that are closed due to commonwealth budget cuts are not attached to the Frankston Hospital
emergency department.
The 10 beds that are closed are short-stay surgery beds. These beds were closed as part of Peninsula Health’s usual
planning in response to reduced surgical activity over the Christmas/New Year period and were due to reopen on
14 January 2013. In response to commonwealth budget cuts, however, a decision was made by Peninsula Health to
extend the closure until Easter 2013.
I remain concerned the commonwealth has not returned or committed to pay the $368 million it had promised in
the three financial years from 1 July 2013, instead cutting this from Victorian hospitals.

Health: Frankston Hospital
9329.

MR TARLAMIS — To ask the Minister for Health: What date after Easter will the 10 short-stay beds
attached to Frankston Hospital’s emergency department reopen.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
The 10 short-stay beds that were closed due to commonwealth budget cuts were not attached to the Frankston
Hospital emergency department.
The 10 beds that were closed were short-stay surgery beds.
Peninsula Health has advised that these beds were reopened on 18 March 2013, before Easter.
I remain concerned the commonwealth has not returned or committed to pay the $368 million it had promised in
the three financial years from 1 July 2013, instead cutting this from Victorian hospitals.

Health: Frankston Hospital
9330.

MR TARLAMIS — To ask the Minister for Health: Why are the 10 short-stay beds attached to
Frankston Hospital’s emergency department that were closed due to budget cuts still closed after
commonwealth funding was restored to Frankston Hospital.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
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The 10 short-stay beds that were closed due to commonwealth budget cuts were not attached to the Frankston
Hospital emergency department.
The 10 beds that were closed were short-stay surgery beds. These beds were closed as part of Peninsula Health’s
usual planning in response to reduced surgical activity over the Christmas/New Year period and were due to reopen
on 14 January 2013. In response to commonwealth budget cuts, however, a decision was made by Peninsula Health
to extend the closure.
Peninsula Health has advised that these beds were reopened on 18 March 2013. This was the earliest possible
opportunity to reopen the beds as respective ward staff were redeployed to fill roster vacancies in other areas or
were encouraged to take personal leave in response to the closure.
I remain concerned the commonwealth has not returned or committed to pay the $368 million it had promised in
the three financial years from 1 July 2013, instead cutting this from Victorian hospitals.
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